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GROVE GILBERT

CHAPTER I

GILBERT'S ANCESTRY AND YOUTH
FOREWORD

Gilbert gained an exceptional place in the esteem of his colleagues by his appeal alike to
their intellect and their affection. He was penetratingly successful in his search for external 
facts as well as for their mental interpretation. He manifested an extraordinary capacity in
the critical analysis of many factors, with patience and impartiality in the just consideration
of every one. His published reports inspired for they were completely free from 
special pleading, and they were, moreover, presented so clearly, so intelligently, as to satisfy
the reader that the observations on which they were based must be full and accurate, and 
that the conclusions to which they led must be well grounded and trustworthy. He set forth 
the truth as he found it, and once having had his say he refrained from entering into conten-
tious disputes to maintain his views. he was always generous in accrediting the work
of others, he never demanded that his own work should be similarly recognized; indeed, his
silence in this respect reached It from no urgency or insistence on his part
that his opinions were adopted, but from the persuasively convincing logic with which they
were set forth. I t was his habit in presenting a conclusion to expose it as a ball might be placed
on the outstretched hand-not as if to prevent its fall, not grasped as if to hurl it a t an
objector, but poised on the open palm, free to roll off if any breath of disturbing evidence should 
displace it; yet there i t would rest in satisfied stability. Not he, but the facts that he mar-
shaled, clamored for the acceptance of the explanation that he had found for them. 

He was always ambitious to do good work, but never strove for office or for position. 
The nearer one lived to him and the longer one him the clearer it became that his personal
nature was as exceptional as his scientific capacity; for in his private life as in his geological
tasks he was fair-minded, self-controlled, serene; gentle in his manner, simple in his ways, 
uncomplaining under trials and disappointments, loyal to his duties, steadfast in his friendships.
Little wonder that those already old when he was young should have recognized in him one
who would continue the work they had begun and carry it into regions of space and of
thought they never entered; or that those still young when he was old should have looked
upon him respect akin to awe as one who, surviving from an heroic age when a western
frontier remained to be explored, had discovered there many of the facts and principles which
they, on entering geological science, had found embedded in its foundations; or those?
of his generation should have watched and admired his scientific progress as he
one problem after another, and have rejoiced in the ever-increasing recognition 
his merit as he from excellence to eminence; or that those favored among his
contemporaries who lived near him and who had In their tasks the guidance of his wise
counsel and the encouragement of his never-failing through a long unbroken com-
radeship, should have esteemed the man himself above his Unknown to the
he was the source of an ever-widening current of scientific thought that flowed to earnest
men over all the breadth of our country and beyond. His career covers a remarkable epoch
in American science, and it is a great credit to Americanscience that i t should have given
rank to a man of his gentle personality.

1



THE GILBERT FAMILY

Grove Karl Gilbert born in Rochester, N. Y., 6, 1843, the son of Grove Sheldon
and Stanley Gilbert. On both the paternal maternal sides, his were of New
England origin. An old record states that John Gilbert, "a brave honest gentleman,"
came tc America in settled with his and sons at Dorchester, Mass. One of
descendants, bearing again, century and a half later, the name of the and honest gentle-
man of 1630, lived in Connecticut and was an officer in the Revolutionary War; he married
Theodosia Marsh, and died Little Falls, N. Y., in 1795. The of his seven children,
born in New Hartford in received the ancestral name and the grandfather of Grove
Karl Gilbert. Ten years after his father's death, this third was established as 
an ax and tool maker at Clinton, Y., and there in 1803 he married Eunice Barnes, daughter
of an ingenious bell and. clock maker of the same town. He in or 1812 to Le Roy, 
where in 1824 he invented a steam engine, which was regarded so as to 
give hope of profitable manufacture; but after going to New York City to develop the machine,
he there fell victim to an epidemic of typhoid fever and died April 6, 1825, without having
made progress in his plans; thus briefly is recorded the end of a worthy life.

Grove Gilbert, son of the third John Gilbert, was at 5, 1805, 
and on his father's death became, at the age of 19, the "head of the family." the same
town lived Thaddeus and Betsy Doud their 12 children. The father, born at

in 1769, was a quiet, industrious citizen, a cooper by trade, much loved and
respected; he died in One of his daughters, on November 30, 1826, 
the wife of Grove Sheldon Gilbert. The young had studied and taught school,
and for a time the pair had a shifting residence; but most of their married life was spent in
Rochester, N. Y., where the husband established himself self-taught portrait painter.
His success was moderate and yielded him a competence. He strove earnestly in his
profession, painting for art rather than for fame, but did not reach his ideals; yet after reluc-
tantly at the urgent request of some of his friends, one of his portraits to an exhibition
held by the National Academy of Design in Netv York 1847 he much to his surprise,
elected to honorary membership in that body in the following year. 

Grove Gilbert the fifth born and the fourth son in a family of seven children, 
only three of whom, an older brother and sister and Ear! himself, lived to maturity. His
little home known as the one of small means and high principles. 
About the time of Earl's birth, his father and mother both on account of some deep
religious conviction from the Church with they had con-
nected, and joined no other, though lack of church membership left them socially isolated 

a community of churchgoers. Karl mas therefore never sent to school and did not
receive the Orthodox would have considered proper religious instruction, nor did he form

habit of attending church; but his of a deeply religious nature and talked much
and earnestly on religious matters his children. In so far the son's pure and serene
character came from home teaching, his parents must been satisfied.

BOYHOOD I N ROCHESTER

But who shall say how far character is affected by early and how far it is inborn?
Scientific tastes do not seem to have been especially encouraged by Karl's home influences,
yet close observation as a first step in their development mas for when still a
little fellow, 5 or 6 years old, he ran in from the garden morning, calling excitement
to his father: The onions are up!" The father went out to see them, and finding no onions 

sight turned to chide the boy for telling what was not true; but little Karl insisted until
his father, to see better, detected the minute sprcuts hardly above the soil.

Other stories of boyhood preserved among family memories show a gentleness
forbearance that mere characteristic of the man in later life. Once when his classmates 
crowding out from a schoolroom, he was pushed a of stairs, and although 

not seriously hurt by the fall he fainted and much excitement followed. On his return to
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consciousness the teacher inquired pushed him; did not mere
then askccl the same question, but Earl objected: "Please, sir, I want to

who did teacher. "Because I afraid I not
him any more." Again, winter day while the at Irondequoit, about
3 out of Rochester, Karl went skating, leaving only his sister at in the absence of
both parents; he than and the sister did years

that Earl had broken through the ice and after some difficulty in out and
ashore had gone to a near-by clothes were lent him while his drying;
he said of this on home.

There is no to that boy made any of this at the time,
but much more of it than cold plunge remained in his retentive as appears from a
letter that he wrote nearly half a century later-in April, the author of an essay
on the work of ice in lakes:

I n my boyhood I made a n observation on the behavior of ice which never had a n opportunity
t o repeat since I came to have scientific interest in it. . . . Near my home a t Rochester, Y., there is 
a narrow bay [Irondequoit] separated by bar from Lake Ontario so as to  constitute practically a lake. The
sides are so irregular tha t the width from to 1 mile and the length is perhaps 3 miles. One cold day,
in skating the length of bay, I found the ice to be divided by open cracks extending from side t o side of
the There were perhaps a of them in the whole distance. I do not know the thickness of the ice
but i t was thick enough t o be entirely firm. . . . The cracks were several feet wide as I a m able t o assure myself
by certain details of the day's experience. The wind blowing and a little snow was drifting. This was 
caught by the water of the so tha t one was by a line of wet snow. Usually the line of snow
was so well frozen as t o bridge the crack and enable me to glide it, but in some testing with 
my stick, I did not venture to skate across, so as t o acquire speed, making a flying jump.
I n another case trusted unwisely the ice and fell through. These two indicate [an] extreme
width of crack of from 3 t o 5 feet. . . . recollection tha t the day was supported by the fact tha t
after I had fallen in, my clothes were frozen I reached the house. The theoretical interest in
the phenomena arises from the fact tha t the ice sheet as a whole seems t o been shortened by cooling. . . .
I n the direction across the bay-the ice could shrink horizontally by drawing from the shore, bu t
lengthwise of the bay i t could not shrink in t h e same manner because of the lateral
coasts. shortened therefore found exp ession in the cracks.

This is a remarkably example of mature reflection superposed on vivid recol-
lection of a youthful experience; and how delightful it is to think of Gilbert as a boy skating

the wind and. making his leaps over the cracks in the ice on Irondequoit Bay.
On another occasion, while the still a t Irondequoit, father was

ill, his mother, alarmed by a in her husband's night, called
him to to the city for the doctor. He set, out at once and returned so soon that

his mother on seeing exclaimed: haven't you started yet? The boy had run
most of the way to the doctor's house about 6 miles, medicine and
advice before his mother he had set out.

Karl must have been a studious boy, for when he mas 10 old, his father received
a most gratifying report from the boy's teacher, said: "His deportment
has been unexceptionable, and he has been a most faithful, industrious, and attentive student,
meriting in every way my highest approbation." his memory 
have been as good his deportment, as from a letter ooe of his sons from the
coast of Massachusetts in August, 1912:

Nothing newer here than tha t I saw some Carey's chickens this morning, the first I have ever
seen. They have a peculiar trick of 'couching the water with their toes as tho running on it, and I remember t o
have seen a picture showing the when I was a small kid absorbing information from Penny Magazine.

This reminiscence is followed by a little not showing the birds he had seen that
morning but by memory the picture he had seen some 60 years before.

Although an exemplary scholar, Karl was also fond of boating, for which good opportunity
was offered by the River in its course near Rochester. and companion built
several small craft for rowing; boat of flat-bottom model, the Wave, was so light that
it could be"held out a t arm's length with one hand." A regatta was planned in 1859, when the
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launching of the Great Eastern steamship in England was the topic of the hour; and the Wave,
rechristened the Great Western with that spirit of exaggeration which laughs a t itself,was entered
in the lists in competition with canoes and other boats of professional build; but the owners of
these conventional models, having seen Earl practicing, withdrew their entries and he rowed
over the course alone. The competitors of the home-made Great Western are even remembered 
to have made the unexpurgated remark: The damned Little thing go." Expertness on the
water thus early gained served Gilbert well during western exploration in later years, and he
always enjoyed canoeing for exercise. I t is said that when Wheeler's exploring party, of which
Gilbert mas geologist, ascended the Colorado River in as will be told on a later page, the
Indian recognized Gilbert's as a boatman and thought his boat the safest of the
fleet.

But as in the case of his on the ice of Irondequoit Bay, it was not only physical 
expertness that came from his early excursions; while he was boating on the his observ-
ant mind was stimulated to a reflective activity and even to simple experimental research, 
which he recalled in a letter to a geological correspondent 40 later:

When I was a boy I noticed that by rocking a skiff I gave i t a motion. That led to the trial
other impulses, and I found that by standing near the stern and alternately bending and straightening my legs,
so as to make the skiff rock endwise, I could produce a forward velocity of several yards a minute. If I stood on
one side of the medial line, the skiff moved in a curve. The motions I caused directly were strictly reciprocal,
the departures from initial position beiog equaled by the returns. The indirect result of translation was connected 
with reactions between the water and the oblique surfaces of the boat.

I t is characteristic of keen minds to take account of small matters that are unnoticed by
the mentally sluggish.

Earl completed the at the Rochester High School in 1858 and was at the age
of 15, for his years, thin chested and somewhat delicate, in spite of his prowess on the
river; but schoolmates as well as teachers knew as an earnest and successful student, who
did well whatever he undertook. A companion in those years recalls him as "a quiet, modest
boy, with manners, kindly disposition, a lively sense of fun, and of very even temper."
Long when one of his sons asked what he did as a boy, he replied: "I a good

when not from which it may be inferred that no share of family duties 
upon him at home. He recalled a century later that his father, wishing to test his capacity
in mathematics, set him the following problem: "A loaf of bread is in form of a hemisphere,

a of uniform thickness, the volume of the being equal to that of the crumb.
the dimensions of crumb and crust?" solved the problem unaided his father

opined that he might be of use in the world, notwithstanding his lack of robustness.
Gilbert's interest in his mas not strongly developed. In his seventieth 

wrote to one of his sons, regarding certain details about his great-grandfather had
gathered by a relative: "I am not much interested but perhaps you may be sometime,

suggest you keep Mrs. letters." On the other hand, he felt and showed a strong 
for the living of his family. I n later years, when his residence was elsewhere, 

visits to Rochester were frequent; he nearly always halted there on journeys to the West
back. returning from the of in the of 1876 he
time to attend his golden wedding on November 30. mother on 25,
1883, at the of 77; and father on March 23, at the of elder brother,

Gilbert, whom second son continued to reside
Rochester until his death in the sister, Gilbert at her
in Jackson, as shortly be told, himself had, on leaving college, a

in he repeatedly to see her when crossing the country 
or where, for the last time of many on way to California, he

died May five days before his year.
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FOUR YEARS AT COLLEGE

Karl was the one of the Gilbert family who attended the University of Rochester
and gained a college degree; and this was at the cost of difficulty and sacrifice on the part of
his father and Regular outdoor exercise was a condition of the opportunity. The
youth sometimes had to go shabbily dressed and was too much occupied to join freely in the
social life of companions; bravery and steadiness of character were such that he
never appeared to be unhappy in consequence of these restrictions. his trials was a
pair of light trousers a tall friend of father's had made the mistake of buying,
and when in ccndition were passed on to the boy; so good was their quality 
that they lasted undesirably long.

As elective studies practically unknown young Gilbert went to college, he took 
a prescribed classical course, and received degree of A. B. in at the age of 19.
standing was good, but he was indifferent to college honors; and in this respect the
youth foreshadowed the man. 36 units of his college studies included 8 of mathematics,
6 of Latin, and of Greek, the ancient languages being continued into the senior year. 

logic, and zoology had 2 units and nine other subjects, including French, Ger-
man, and geology, but 1 each. He contributed rhymed skits to a college paper, and always

enjoyed composing verses, more or less bumorous, on current or events. During
part of his senior pear he was president of the Delphic Society, one of literary societies
of the college, and be was awarded the Greek oration on graduating. training
in mathematics, for which young Gilbert had a natural capacity, well in geophysical
researches of later years; perhaps his classical studies contributed to the clear style for which
his geological reports famous; seem also to have determined a tendency to the use
of long words of Greek origin and occasionally to the invention of such words, but they did
not prevent his later approval of "simplified spelling," in his case as in so many others
mas evidently a matter of unconventional temperament, and not of either ignorance or learning.

Gilbert's college teacher in zoology and geology was A. Ward, who came to be widely 
known for his extensive dealings in natural history specimens, to which he later gave his whole
time, is further told in the account of "Cosmos Hall." A first acquaintance with 
geology was thus gained, but unless by the rule of contraries it can not have the influence
of this enthusiastic collector, lcetures must been of a matter-of-fact than of
a philosophical nature, which led Gilbert to say in an address, 20 years later, that the im-
portant thing is to train scientists than to teach science, and that the "practical questions
for the teacher are, whether i t is possible by training to improve guessing faculty, and if
so, how i t is to be done;" thus implying not so much that, in his experience, accurate
observation is easy, but that successful guessing is difficult. It must also have been not his
professor's but Gilbert's, prompted perhaps by a remembrance of an over-insistence on 
the names of things, that content of a subject is often presented so abundantly in college
teaching as to obstruct the communication of its essence, and the teacher do better
to contract the phenomenal and to enlarge the logical side of his subject, so as to dwell on the

of the science rather on its material."

BRIEF EXPERIEXCE I N SCHOOL-TEACHING

his college course developing any decided bent toward a special
profession or occupation, without physical strength enough to his enlisting for
military duty in the War of Rebellion-his name was twice in draft list, but not
either time-yet having reached pedagogically competent age of 19, young Gilbert tried
school-teaching at Jackson, Mich., not as the beginning of a life career, but, young
like, as a means of paying a debt contracted during his undergraduate years. A photo-
graph at that time boyish the neck was overlong, the shaven mas

the was not fully resolved; but upper part of the face
The scientific method example. Presidential address, American Society of Naturalists. Amer. XXXI,

This address is in a later section.
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already serenity that was so marked a of expression in
later his efforts as a teacher, one of his boyhood playmates was of
too kindly a disposition to make a teacher of youngsters; take advantage
of him." opinion, frankly told 50 years later, was that hc could not control his
pupils, an unruly cf country boys; so he gave up teaching when school year only
tmo-thirds over. episode has a moral; i t satisfactorily contradicts the current
myth that a delicate-minded young master of a village school must needs thrash all the dis-
orderly cubs in classes as the only means of opening for himself an assured path to future
success.

On returning to Rochester the schoolmaster found himself out, of employment
for a time, and the experience of waiting for work so distasteful to him that he recalled
its unpleasant impression many years afterwards in a letter to his elder son a t a time, in 1912,
when the son had his turn of waiting at the of one engagement for another. The father,
who in his later years adopted spelling,

I've had little experience with being out of a job, but enuf t o know it is demoralizing. My slack time
was forty-nine years ago, and recall that I had no hart to do the various things that I had supposed I very
much wanted t o do when I was too busy to time. Waiting for something t o turn up seems t o he a n occu-
pation in itself, and anyone can really utilize the time while waits is to be congratulated.

COSMOS HALL

Ths period of unemployment did not last long. Gilbert soon found work in Cosmos
Hall, a scientific establishment which his former teacher, Professor Ward, had built on the
grounds of the University of Rochester for the assembly and preparation of zoological and

materials sale colleges Gilbert wrote of it:
grew and developed . . . I t s was performed largely by young

men of congenial tastes, who there the practical experience them later t o trustees
of larger responsibilities. I t thus served as training school i n the natural sciences and especially
in certain branches connected

This apprenticeship docs not to have upon so much because zoology
and geology the youth of 20, as because an assistant was the youth had
nothing else to do; but the must have proved satisfactory, for the youth kept at it five

to His duties the sorting and naming of countless specimens; 
many in the afterwards the University of Roch-
ester, in Gilbert's handwriting of that period. During at part of these years, evenings
were spent in home of mathematics, with readings in anatomy geology. In his
daytime he must, have learned many and profited from the disciplineof steady

the philosophy of science conld not have been learned better the hand-
ling of its material content during these years of apprenticeship than during the preceding
four years of undergraduate study; yet for subjects seems to have grown up
during this laborious period a loyalty to Cosmos for he afterwards ranked him-
self pro dlyn as its senior alumnus. Nevertheless, i t significant that Gilbert
mentioned "practical experience" there acquired rather than the influence of the director
of Cosmos as chief vnlue in preparing the young assistants for larger responsibilities. 

THE COHCES

mas charged by his chief with the installation of in museums,
this gave of the I t may have been in the course of journeys thus

undertaken that he learned something by sight of the Pennsylvania Appalachians, to
he in a most appreciative manner in his first report. Perhaps the most impor-
tant assignment of this kind came when he went, and 1868, to the State a t
Albany to restore and mount skeleton of a mastoclon, a miles away, at

on the Mohawk, in 1866. Probably as of and as if with a
premonition of his work in mounting skeleton, wrote a account of "The
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American mastodon," which, his first published paper, appeared a t Rochester in Moore's
"Rural New for March, 1867. This essay is notable for its presentation
of good matter in a popular form, as the following extracts show:

The recent discovery of the entire skeleton of a Mastodon a t Cohoes, and the general interest felt by the
public in the matter, will perhaps warrant a brief description of this ancient denizen of our forests . . . The
large cavities in the front of the skull, that furnish a attachment for the muscles of the trunk,
are equally characteristic of the Mastodon, and must have been by a similar proboscis. I n fact,
without this nose that serves for hand and drinking cup alike, he must have perished, his projecting 
tusks keeping from browsing, and his short neck not enabling him to reach grass or water . . . Each
leg bone the Mastodon is a little longer than the corresponding bone of the elephant, and is, in a greater
ratio, thicker. This is but one phase of a general law of nature,-that the are proportionally stronger 
than the large. The cricket a t one spring thirty times his own length, the hippopotamus and ele-
phant are too unwieldy to do more than walk or trot. The ant carries in his teeth loads times heavier 
than his body; the black bear is related to have borne in his mouth a carcass of about his own weight; 
the horse does not easily bear on his back more than half his weight; and the Mastodon required a dispropor-
tionate strength of limb to support own huge body merely. Thus it appears that the latter approaches
the limit of size for terrestrial animals . . . The Creator has adapted the teeth of all animals to their food,

them into chisels for the nut-piercing squirrel, hooks and knives for the flesh-devouring lion, shears
for the grass-cropping ox, for the insect-catching mole and bat, and mill-stones for the twig-eating
Mastodon . . . says that the cataract of Niagara has receded four miles a t least since certain bones
were deposited on its bank, and it now wears back only few inches in a year. The Cohoes skeleton, naturally
buried eighty-five feet under the earth, probably lay for still longer ages . . .

the Origin of Species had appeared but a few years before this essay was written, the
teleological philosophg of the next-to-last passage is surprising. The reference Niagara
in the last makes one wonder whether the writer his early interest in that
subject when, in later years, he its master.

The Cohoes mastodon skeleton was to be mountecl at Albany had been found in a
huge pothole, measuring 40 by 70 feet across and over 60 feet in depth, Cohoes Falls of the
Mohawk River, just its junction with the Hudson a miles north of Albany. The

upon it was done the direction of Prof. James Hall, as director of the State
cabinet natural history, Gilbert and his associate also Rochester, thus had
advantageous opportunity of meeting. Hall took part in the excavation until he wrenched his
hip by a in the the work was in charge of Gilbert. The skeleton was

incomplete, and the missing parts had to be reconstructed; hence, as Hall wrote,
"after carefully making a list of the bones we possessed, with measurements of the more im-
portant ones7,-a part of this labor apparently falling on Gilbert-"the young men were 
sent to Boston," in order to examine more perfect mastodon skeletons there on exhibition;
one was in the a private institution in that city founded by Dr. J. Collins
Warren; 40 years lnter this specimen sold to the American Museum of Natural History in
New York, it is now preserved; the other then in the anatomical collections formed
by Prof. Jeffries Wyman, of Cambridge, and is now in the Harvard University
Museum. According to Hall the men visit met Louis Agassiz, Wyman,

Mason Warren (son of the founder of the Warren and Theodore but un-
happily there is little record of these already established seniors ancl the then developing
juniors thought of one A brief note in Doctor Warren's diary for June 20, 1867,
merely

Three young men, came from Professor of nnd were introduced by Dr. Wyman, were
a good part of the day in measuring the preparatory to putting up one a t Albany, which

was found near Falls and which is imperfect, a number of the vertebrae, among other things, being
wanting.

The mastodon was naturally more interesting to him than the three young men. No
entries were made in diary for that and Agassiz kept no diary. So the
past away. However, i t is recalled that, as if in consequence of expertness gained in
mounting the mastodon, Gilbert was not long afterward engaged in restoring missing tails for
fossil Irish in the at and University. he had
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contacts with Hall in later years, the memory of his sojourn at Albany while working on the
fossil mastodon to call back there in 1898, when he was one of the few pallbearers
at the funeral of the great paleontologist.

THE GORGE AT COEOES

While in Albany, Gilbert, besides working on the mastodon skeleton, studied the gorge
of the Mohawk at Cohoes and prepared an account of it which appeared in Hall's report. 
is his first essay based on originalfield observations; it does not read at all like that of a geological
catechumenist. He examined 350 potholes in the river bed above the falls; their typical form
was that of a "chemist's test-tube;" the deepest had a vertical measure of 23 feet, with a diam-
eter of feet. A simple conclusion as to the origin of potholes is announced:

examination I nothing to controvert the theory that they were formed by the 
grinding action of stones moved by water." The huge pothole in which the mastodon skeleton 
was found is one of a group of much larger dimensions, in the low upland outside of the river
gorge and apparently excavated by other currents than those of the Mohawk. Cohoes Falls,
descending 57 feet, lie between rapids up and down stream, and are peculiar in that they occur
in a series of strongly tilted Hudson River shales of fairly uniform texture; hence the question
was raised: "Is i t not possible that rapids constitute the normal mode of descent of a river 
over these upturned shales, and the falls are merely an episode occasioned by preexistent pot-
holes?"-thepotholes thus referred to presumably being members of the upland group. Many
years later Gilbert spoke of this study of potholes as having been of so much interest as to lead
him to desire further work in geology.

Although these items are of interest, Gilbert's study here is chiefly from a
novel quantitative method that he invented for the recession of the gorge-side
cliffs. Climbing from below, or lowered by a rope from above," he measured and cut sections
of contorted cedars, growing in a cliff and "appearing at a little distance mere bushes, but
really very old trees," which had been dwarfed by starvation in the infertile shales, and of which
the roots had been "bared by the waste of the during the growth of the trees." An average
of 6 sections gave 144 rings of growth to inch of trunk radius, and the estimated age of the
oldest tree sectioned was 716 years; yet the trunk of this famished pre-Columbian settler, who
must have began his struggle for existence about the time of Thomas a-Becket of
measured only 37.5 inches in circumference, or 6 inches in radius. The relation between
of tree and length of bared and exposed root gave a recession of 12 inches a century; and
this led to the estimate of 35,000 years as minimum for the time that has elapsed since
Cohoes Falls were opposite the mastodon pothole. This laborious method for the determina-
tion of recession might have been applied by any patient and junior under the
direction of an experienced master; but that the patient and painstaking junior should
and on his own initiative have invented the method, well as applied it, shows him to have
possessed exceptionally masterful qualities with regard to natural phenomena, even if he could
not master unruly boys in a country school. thousands of years revealed in the age of the
Cohoes gorge by this ingenious determination are hardly so impressive as the evidence that
the determination gives of investigational ingenuity on young Gilbert's part.

CENTURY OF DIARIES

During Gilbert's apprenticeship at Cosmos Hall he formed the habit of keeping a concise
diary, and this habit was pursued all through his life. Brief entries were made pocket-
books concerning the persons he met and the places he visited; and 51 of these consecutive 
annual records have been preserved, beginning in 1868 and continuing to 1918; the last entry was
made only a few days before his death. I t is a great privilege to look over the personal records 
of such a man, not in the way of peering curiosity but in a reverent spirit, with the memory of the
man constantly present, and with much of the sadness that one feels when standing alone

Ann. Rep. State Cabinet Nat. [for Albany, 1871.
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and in silence by the grave of a trusted friend. A sincere interest aroused by every item that
teaches something of his habit of thought, something of his inner nature, something of the power-
ful and beautiful personality that so greatly aided the progress of geology in America that
endeared itself so to all his associates.

Unhappily, entries in the diaries are for the most part colorless records of fact, with very 
few expressions of opinion or of feeling. There are occasional blank periods, and these are pro-
longed when the diary was replaced by field during many seasons of work in the West.
Annual summaries of and other leading topics are found in of the later books. Men-
tion is frequently made of stops on westward or eastward at Rochester to parents or

elder brother; or at Jackson, Mich., to see a sister; but there is nothing written to indicate the
warm affection that united the diminishing family. Instead of drifting in later years by
reason of separated residence, the survivors seemed to grow closer and closer together. Brief
extracts from the diaries be found on later pages, where they occasionally serve to the
dates of journeys and or to clear up matters that would otherwise remain obscure. The pocket
diaries served also as cash accounts, in which items were faithfully entered for many years even 
to such detail as "car indeed, in later years, the diaries contain little more than
records of receipts and The entries were transferred to a carefully
set of account books through most of Gilbert's life. A that closed or "squared" an
account was marked in the diaries by a small rectangle. But in spite of all care, the of a
small sum, usually less than a dollar, as "unaccounted for," not infrequently was needed when a
balance was struck; a new start with cash on hand would then be made, headed H."

Among items of larger interest are the subjects of papers at scientific meetings and of occa-
sional lectures at colleges and elsewhere. Thus it is found that Gilbert's study of the Mohawk
gorge remained in mind, for an entry regarding it was made in diary nearly six years later
in Washington, February 7, 1874: "Evening G. on the Cohoes Cedars as time
data." The is believed to have been an informal gathering of geologists and
geographers; but as to that and many other allusions noted in Gilbert's brief records of long-
gone positive is lacking.

PREPARATION OF THIS MEMOIR.

Besides the half century of diaries and a large number of published reports and essays,
many of Gilbert's field notebooks and more than a score of volumes of his press-copy books
have been looked over in the preparation of this memoir; and in addition to these sources a large
amount of personal material, from which many selections have been made, has been contributed
by his friends and correspondents. This material has been extremely helpful, and its value
is here acknowledged. The sources of passages thus secured are, however, seldom 
indicated; indeed, many extracts and quotations are not given as such but are welded into the 

because i t is felt that attention should be concentrated upon the subject of the memoir
and that distractions be as few as possible. A similar principle was followed by Gilbert
himself in his memoir of G. H. Cook, State geologist of New Jersey, in the of which
he borrowed freely from a number of sources, yet in which "marks of quotation are omitted 
because consistency demand their use with a very large number of parts of sentences."

Gilbert's field notebooks and official letters have been of great assistance in
authentic record of his activities. Some of his personal letters, submitted by intimate
friends to whom they were written, have even more valuable. Looking these
is like bringing the dead to life again. His written words conjure up his voice; his sen-
tences recall his manner of talking; a humorous phrase brings the echo of his jovial laughter;
when a refereocc to some past is is as if the veil which time lets fall over 
the sad events of a long life were lifted, and as if the dulled grief were sharpened into pain again. 
But upon personal matters of this kind, meant by the writer only for intimate friends to
whom they mere told, veil falls again. Deeply as certain of unhappiness were im-
pressed upon Gilbert's inner self, frankly as they mere spoken of to very few, they were never
made known to the greater number of his associates and they must now lie buried with him;
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buried all the deeper because his courageous philosophy of life led to joyously. He
his griefs and disappointments to himself and radiated only good cheer upon his comrades.
His notebooks are more open to quotation, and many extracts from them will be found 

on later pages. It has been like reviewing a long chapter in history of American geological
exploration to look them over. Detailed sections representing much painstaking observation
on desert mountain slopes speak aloud of the fatigues and rewards of outdoor work. As one
sees successive items of evidence noted day after day, one may imagine the exhilaration with 
which new areas were entered. An occasional explanatory phrase suggests the manner in
which the writer might have spoken at a scientific gathering, when recounting the enlivening
experiences of search and discovery, Official letters have frequently afforded more entertain-
ment than might be expected from such a source; they shed much light on Gilbert's manner of
dealing men as as problems, and they repeatedly reveal his inexhaustible gener-
osity as well as his absolute fair-mindedness. His published essays and reports are well known
as models of impersonal, logical presentation. The capitalization of certain names, such as
"Basin Ranges," which he there adopted has been omitted in accordance with present official
practice. I t has been indeed a high privilege to enter so deeply into Gilbert's way of thinking
as the review of all these records has permitted. 

Yet, in spite of much effort, information on various points of interest is not to be had.
Truly, if nothing were lost or forgotten biographical memoirs would grow an unwieldy length;
but i t is deeply regretted that so much of the innermost and best should vanish beyond 
Many personal records have disappeared, as the marks of light footsteps disappear from a 

of wind-blown sand. Concerning the mental life of Gilbert's boyhood and early man-
hood, there are such glimpses as are set forth on the preceding pages of this chapter; con-
cerning the deeper feelings of later years a few paragraphs will be found on later pages. Only
the record of scientific accomplishment is fairly complete. Would that the penciled outlines
in the iittle pocket diaries had been written out elsewhere more at length; ancl yet how short
would have been their endurance as the centuries roll by had they been engraved on tab-
lets of stone with iron

Over the infinite prairie of level eternity,
Flying as flies the deer,
Time is pursued by a pitiless, cruel 

fast and near.

Ever and ever the famished coyote is following
Patiently in the rear;
Trifling the interval, yet me are calling it "History-"
Distance from wolf to deer.



CHAPTER

TWO YEARS THE OHIO
EXPERIENCE I N FIELD GEOLOGY

While Gilbert was still working under in spring of 1869, he learned that a second
of Ohio mas about to be whereupon, as if intuitively knowing the

value of application in person, he went to the capital of that State and he himself said
'(with a lot of cheek," the then governor, B. Hayes, later President of tbe United
States, for an appointment as assistant geologist. On being told that appointments be
given only to he went to call on J. S. Newberry, the successful one of
several candidates for the office of State geologist, from whom refusal was met; but it

accompanied by to join survey as a volunteer assistant, with promise of
$50 a month forexpenses, but no Gilbert a t once this opportunity and went

work in July of that year; thus a t the age of 26 he became a field geologist. The next year
a and a larger responsibility were allowed 

Not the least advantage of position mas the association that it gave the young volunteer 
with other for the staff included besides several men who then and
later made their mark on geological science. afterwards professor of geology
at the State university, successor of as director of the State survey, and president
of Association for the Advancement of Science a t the time of death,
Gilbert succeeded him in that office; R. D. Irving, became professor of geology in the
University of Wisconsin and while there wrote a notable contribution to the history of
Cambrian time, before his death in life; E. B. contributions to the Ohio
survey reports constitute some of their best Henry Newton, who studied the

of Dakota for the Powell survey, his report being and in part largely
written by Gilbert; and N. H. later professor of geology at the University of Minnesota,
director of the survey of that State, and for many years editor of the American 'Geologist. 

a part of his duties, Gilbert made drawings of fossil plants and which won 
praise from his chief as being of " a style that has been surpassed in this country." Portions
of two winters were spent in City, there also in association be-
sides directing the of Ohio, then for many the chair of geology
and paleontology in School of Mines at Columbia University, and who found his summer
assistant in the of lectures. The assistant himself .presumably

part of the indoor in reports for the Ohio survey; but records of other
subjects geology are found the diaries of these winters. The young man was attracted
by sermons, and lectures; of the he once heard two on the day, 9,
1870; one by the eminent Henry Beecher, on "Request of the
disciples for more and the other, perhaps as an antidote for the first, by that ill-balanced
iconoclast, George Francis on "Old fogies of the Bible." Moreover,
Gilbert met several noted at New Haven: Norton, Blake among 
others; but is not mentioned. and April, 1871, the young geologist presented

a t meetings of the New Lyceum of History, on the "Surface geology
of the Valley," a subject that is further described below; second on the remains of a
mas-todon found in Ohio; to be his communications to a 'scientific society. 

months in York must have been enlivening. The intimate association
winter and for years, led to feel a regard for chief, which 

was afterwards by frequent to in the course of eastward or westward
journeys.

SURFACE GEOLOGY OF THE VALLEY

Gilbert's field work in Ohio appears have been limited to the northwestern part of the
State, where a slightly diversified sheet of glacial cleposits permits few exposures of bedrock
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and gives a monotonous appearance to the smooth landscape. He prepared separate reports
on several counties, following a standard plan for the State as a whole; but in addition he dis-
covered and a problem regarding the surface features of his apparently unpromis-
ing district. The results thus gained were so novel and so that generously
permitted their publication in the American Journal of Science in 1871, two years in advance
of their appearance as a chapter of Volume I of the survey reports in 1873. The area concerned
is a plain of faint relief, which presents a general and very gentle slope northeastward to the
southwestern end of Lake Erie; its materials were described as lacustrine clays, from 50 to
feet in thickness, and explained as the deposits from the expanded predecessor of Erie

overflowed to the Ohio-Mississippi system. The nearly level plain is
interrupted by low and concentric swells or "ridges," both of curved outline, convex to
the southwest; the outer and larger one being from 25 to 50 feet high, from 4 to 8 miles wide, 
and some 200 miles long around its curve, the chord of which measures about miles.

At the close of a second season's field work, after Gilbert had detected the divergent ar-
rangement of the glacial striae on occasional exposures of bedrock, the occurrence of a south-
westward channel for the expanded body of clay-depositing which proved i t to
be a lake and not an arm of the sea, and several beaches that mark shore lines temporarily
occupied as the expanded lake fell to lower levels, he came upon a fruitful explanation for the
curved ridges and the arrangement of the neighboring streams, concerning which he made a
concise entry in his diary on November 10, 1870: "Invented the moraine hypothesis for St. 
Jo and St. rivers this brief statement being one of very few of its in his long
series of records; and it is this '(moraine hypothesis" that forms the main subject of
his special report. I t is interesting to note that, as if already unconsciously developing the

and candid style of presentation which characterized so many of his later writings,
Gilbert opens the chief passage concerning his hypothesis, not with a confident assertion of
his conclusion as if it were a fact, but with a frank announcement of it as an opinion: "I con-
ceive," he wrote regarding the larger one of the swells of the surface, " that this ridge is
the superficial representation of a terminal glacial moraine, that rests directly upon bed rock, 
and is covered by a heavy sheet of Erie clay, a subsequent aqueous and iceberg deposit7'; yet
while he inferred the moraine to be thus buried, he thought that the clays far conform to
its contour, as to leave it still visible on the face of the country-doubtless in comparatively
faint relief, but still so bold as to exert a marked influence on the hydrography of the valleys."

The context shows he had seen that all the little run down the faint slope of the
plain on courses which converge the lake; but that on reaching the
exterior side of the curved morainic swells, the brooks are gathered into streams that flow along
the base of theswell to the axis of thecurves, where, uniting in the Maumee, they resume their lake-

flow through open gaps in the swells. A rational treatment was thus accorded to the
disposition of drainage lines, and that a t a time the courses of streams were usually
treated simply as matters of course, for which the current methods of orthodox geology sug-
gested no explanation. More briefly expressed in the terminology of to-day, the Maumee
drainage would be called consequent upon the inclination of the plain and the slopes of the
morainic swells. Yet although the arrangement of the streams mas discovered to be generi-
cally explainable, neither Gilbert nor his later associate, who made the same dis-
covery for various streams on the eastward slope of the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains
a few years thought of the streams a generic name indicative of their origin;

happy idea sprang from the inventive, systematizing mind of Powell when he explored
the Colorado River of the West.

Gilbert's statement closes with the first announcement of a conclusion of far-reaching
importance concerning the of the great continental ice sheet, the pattern of a
small part of he had detected:

We are here furnished outlines of the great ice-field, a t stages of its recession. Though b u t
small fractions of the entire outlines, they yet suffice to indicate tha t the margin mas lobed or in con-
formity with the topography of country tha t i t traversed.

No finer instance of mental leap from a particular instance to a broad
can be found. It is true that priority in the recognition of drift ridges as terminal moraines
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appears to belong to C. A. who, as State geologist of Iowa, had somewhat earlier pub-
lished an account of well marked but slight elevations in the general [drift-covered]
surface of the country," both of which "seem at least to be accumulations of drift material 
which mark periodical arrests of the by melting, of the glaciers to the northward
as the glacial epoch was drawing to a close.' And it is also true that priority in the detection
of local divergent striations on the ice-sheet margin should be credited to M. C.
Read, an associate of Gilbert's on the Ohio survey, although the that he described
was due to a northward-opening embayment in the conglomerate-capped uplands of north-
eastern Ohio into which a salient of the ice rather than to a more abundant advance
of the ice along a broad depression, such as the floor of Lake Erie. even if Gilbert
should not be credited absolute priority of statement, his views concerning moraines and
ice-margin must certainly be as better defined and of broader roach than
those of his contemporaries. Yet in certain respects his views were incorrect, as he himself
later acknowledged; for there mas no land barrier by which, as he 
could have been held a t so high a level as to have submerged the morainic swells which now
guide the rivers; and instead of their being covered by a "subsequent aqueous and iceberg
deposit," it is the clayey moraines themselves that form the broad of the

to the lacustrine Gilbert made a singular error which he righted.
He erroneously assumed that the higher level reached by the expanded Lake Erie was due
to an uplift of the land in region of the St. Lawrence River, an idea which he held
with sufficient confidence to mention it briefly again five years later in his report on the Henry 
Mountains, even though had a corrective footnote to the Valley
report reading as follows:

It should be remembered that the retreating glacier must have, for ages, constituted an ice dam tha t
obstructed the natural lines of drainage, may have maintained a surface level in the water basin that
succeeded it.

When Gilbert was 15 years older and greatly by experience in the Far
he returned to the investigation of the Great Lakes region, and then, if not sooner, recognizing the
correctness of good guess, brought out his masterful essay on the history of Wiagara
River, as be further told below.

Another item in the Valley report deserves mention for its bearing on later
as well as for the evidence that its statement gives of Gilbert's cautious manner of dealing
with his problems. He records:

It is noteworthy the small streams flow from the clay into the end of Lake
Erie] . . . occupy, near their mouths, larger channels it seems natural that they should opened under 
the conditions. . . . If suppose that the present level of the upper of

Erie immediately preceded by a lower level, have of phenomena.
In other words, he recognized that the broadened mouths should be explained

as slightly valleys, although neither he nor anyone else at that time used sug-
gestive phrase, in ecnse. Similarly, statement : There is 
evidence that Lake Ontario at Y., stood feet lower than now,"
suggests that he had the Bag-, in his boyhood, as

partly valley. Then after noting that the upland at the of Erie,
Niagara River has cut 38 present and that

ought to have formed to outlet all the
lake shores, adds of the

We for t he this of the present the
present do not is more prohahlc 

The he completely solved No one else seems to
i t in the interval.

I,
Ohio. Repnrt of Progress, repeated in I, 1873, 539

Survey, XLI, 1902,





CHAPTER

THREE YEARS ON SURVEY
THREE SEASONS TEE WEST

Before became director of the State survey of Ohio, he been geologist of
exploring expeditions conducted by officersof the United States Army Engineers.

It was therefore natural that, Lieut. G. M. also of the Engineers, was
organizing the ('United States geographical surveys west of the one meridian"
in the winter of 1371, he should ask to suggest a geologist for the new expedition.
Gilbert was recommended and forthwith appointed "geological assistant;" thus began
rather "late in life," as he himself felt, his career as an exploring geologist in the
Far West of those days. 

It should be here recalled that, in the years shortly follotving the War of the Rebellion, the
exploration of our western national domain was actively prosecuted. Wheeler's
mas several other independent surveys were already in progress under

of the National Government, each one in active with the others for
funds at Washington, and in ill-concealed rivalry the others in the West, as a consequence
of an overlapping duplication of field occurred. The con-
solidation of the several surveys, the recommendation of a committee of the National
Academy of Sciences, in a single United States Geological Survey not accomplished until
1879. I t should be in mind that Wheeler's survey was primarily, as its
name indicates, geographical and not geological; and further that Wheeler's conception of the
work of a geographical survey was essentially the of maps, including the determination
of latitude, longitude, altitude for standard points, and the representation of the
mediate areas by hachures or shading. He appears, as far as one may judge from the text of
his own to have had no clear conception of physical geography or of geography as a
whole, even as i t was developed in his time; and regarding geology he does not seem to have
been informed at all.

No geologist mas appointed on the Wheeler survey but A. a
recent graduate of the short-lived Mining School of University, who
under Wheeler primarily as astronomical assistant and who became geo-
logist on the survey, which he joined the year, reported on such geological
observations as he could make while moving from camp to camp. A year later E. E. Howell,
who had no more geological than he could gather while a worker with Gilbert
in Ward's Cosmos Rochester, added to the Staff. With these two, as well as
H. Henshaw, collector in natural history, Gilbert was closely associated. How 
was the preparation of the young geologists for their tasks from that now exacted of new mem-
bers of our National survey! Not one of them had made or could had opportunity of
making more than an introductory study of geology in college, for no American college then
offered advanced teaching in that science. one had prepared a thesis, based on origical
research and replete citations from the of geologists, or had passed a formidable
oral examination on the general content of geological science for a doctorate in geology; higher 
degrees in geology were then practically unknown among us. To charge these little-practiced
apprentices the geological exploration of a new country was like authorizing a boy to swim
by him overboard into deep water. And yet for those who survived it this rude
method led to great results; so great as to make one wish that young men 
after a fair beginning as undergraduates, wish to embark on geology as a profession, might ha-re

inspiring opportunity of investigating a little-known region on their own responsibiiity, as a 
practical test of their quality and capacity. 

15
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It was indeed with a sudden plunge into the deep unknown that Gilbert entered upon 
the arduous experiences of his season of western field work, for i t abruptly and
continued through eight months of almost continuous movement. Having left Rochester on 
April 21 and arrived a t San Francisco on the a week before his twenty-eighth birthday,
he had only three days there before turning back again and going with various members of
the survey as far as Halleck in northeastern Nevada. Two weeks were spent a t that point
before the unwieldy expedition, which numbered over 40 165 horses and mules,
made its first move; later on, i t was usually divided into two or three smaller parties. 
Gilbert's division for a time zigzagged among the ranges of Great Basin into California on
the west and Arizona on the east; then crossing the plateaus south of the Colorado Canyon,
it went eastward as far as Mount San Return westward was finally made through 
southern Arizona by the valley of the Gila to where a river steamboat was taken down
the Colorado to its mouth; thence an ocean-going running southward through the
Gulf of California and northward along the coast, carried the party to San Francisco
on January 3, 1872. During a brief delay there Gilbert called on J. D. Whitney, a t that time
director of the State survey of California, to examine volcanic rocks, and on Clarence
director of the Fortieth Parallel survey; and then turning to the East, with stops on the way
a t Cleveland to see his former chief, Newberry, and at Rochester to see his family, he went for 
the time to Washington, where he arrived on January 25. Journeys across or nearly
across the continent were repeated many times in later years.

Departure was from Washington for a second western field season in June,
1872, this time with the title of chief geologist; and after makiug stops again a t Bochester and
Cleveland, Salt Lake City was reached early in July. Thence Gilbert's party, frequently
working independently of the main expedition, explored southwestern Utah and northwestern
Arizona, thus covering an eastern part of the Great Basin and a western part of the plateaus
north of the Colorado Canyon. It was during this season that Gilbert saw the House Range,
which he selected nearly 30 years later for closer study as a typical example of a moun-
tain block. Farther east the truly fracturclike cleft of the Virgin River in massive sandstones
was examined, and acquaintance was made with the of cliffs, "trending east and 
west and facing south," by which the northern plateaus are into a series of great
terraces." The return journey from Salt City to Washington was begun on December 12.

The third and final season under Wheeler in July, 1573, at Port
Mex., was reached by stage from Pueblo, Colo. Field work extended over western

Mexico and Arizona south of the Colorado River, thus once more including parts
of the plateau and Basin provinces. flexures and the uplift were studied
in the plateau region, of which the southwestern and southern tmced; several
members of the basin-range system examined, and volcanic phenomena were studied

fully than before. season closed with Gilbert's return, in late November and early
December, by stage to Pueblo and train to Washington; there he spent large part of the

year in completing his reports. His residence in is described in a
section.

FIELD NOTEBOOKS PERSONAL EXPERIENCES

is profitable to know something about the personal methods of adopted by suc-
cessful scientists, the field notebooks an eminent geologist are therefore of special inter-
est. The theory of note taking in geological a cam-
paign in a distant and little-known region, demands the records of observed facts shall be
so complete as to leave little to memory, and that but seperated
records should be made of and excited the facts. Practice
departs largely variously from theory, Gilbert's conspicuously so. His notes 
of t h e e field seasons on the Wheeler survey were mude in smell books, each
about 140 pages, measuring by inches, and usually from 70 to 100 words to a page,
written crosswise. The record of observations for first of rapid movement with a large
party is only occasionally detailed, more often scanty; a day occupies from 1 to 10 pages. I n
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subsequent years, he was freer to move as he wished, records are fuller. Theoretical in-
ferences are rarely found; sketches, profiles, and sections are for the most part incompletely
and roughly drawn. The handwriting was rather careful in the first book of 1871, but became
more irregular afterwards; in some of the later books grotesque initial letters are often elabor-
ately drawn a t the beginning of each day's notes, as if there had been time to spare after break-
fast before the party was ready to move. The form of record is simple and direct, often col-
loquial, and occasionally facetious. The contain mixture of items about persons and
places of temporary value; of more serious but irrelevant matters, such as notes on vegetation
and mining, useful in building a background of experience for the writer even though no later
use is of them; and of geology proper, in the extension and interpretation of which memory
must often have been largely resorted to before the recorded observations could be put into
form of value to others than the writer.

The following extract from an entry at a waterless camp in the Mohave desert in August,
1871, is altogether exceptional in its fullness and generalized quality, but i t is characteristic of
Gilbert's even temper; for in spite of many cliscomforts and of occasional hardships, no word of
complaint is anywhere recorded. 

Our dry camp of last night illustrated some phases of- human nature, good bad. There was no con-
version of but merely a development. Those who customarily exhibited sense remained cool. The
feeble-minded were panic stricken. The generous, the selfish, the sanguine, the timid did not change their 
characters. . . . The greed with which one or two absorbed the public water showed that i t would not do 
to make i t common property in case of extremity. The only way to ensure a proper economy temperance
in its use is to have each canteenful private property, if a larger is transported, to have in
rations in some equitable manner. 

A sample of frequent notes on plant forms is as follows, from near Ivanpah, Nevada:
The novelties in vegetation have been many. It appears that there are Spanish bayonets, one trunked

branching with seed pods barely as large as a bk. walnut, the other with paler leaves pendent seed-vessels
three or 4 inches long. These, esp. the 1st with the Palmetto make the plain look like an orchard, so thickly
are they set. New cacti of 6 kinds.

Mishaps are often recorded, as on August 27, 1871, in the desert of Nevada:
Today my mule gave out with hunger fatigue I had to walk several miles, but she finally recovered so 

as to bring me into camp a t nine o'clock, was but an hour later than the rest.

Frontier conditions during the era when the West was in the dim dawn of the Star of
Empire, before the sunlight of civilization had come over from the East, were illustrated by
an incident in Arizona, November 7, 1871:

"In Camp near Prescott. Rumor of the attack on the stage containing H-, and
November 8:. . . The camp goes on with its regular business notwithstanding the news from Wickenburg. Indeed

there is nothing to be done except to write to the friends of the murdered. The at-present accredited version of
the affair is: The stage 7 passengers 1 driver was attacked 6 m. beyond Wickenburg by white men 10-13
in number. The driver did not halt when ordered the stage was fired into from behind. Several men were
wounded including the driver the team became unmanageable. . . . . passengers] though both wounded
jumped out and escaped by running ahead. . . . At the stage were found the dead bodies of all but H-,
who is not yet accounted for. The murderers took hastily some money retreated. A large amt. of money
was overlooked. Twelve men started from Wickenburgh or Vulture Mill in pursuit and a company of cavalry
was afterwards dispatched. Later news leaves no hope for H-.

It is interesting to learn from a passage in Wheeler's narrative that a member of the Mo-
have tribe accompanied the boat party of the survey into the Colorado Canyon, as de-
scribed below, aided in discovering the perpetrators of this murderous attack, who were thus
found to be not white men but Indians.

Toward the end of the first season, some experience was had of the forlorn conditions 
prevalent in certain frontier Four days "were spent in Arizona City in a somewhat
monotonous manner. . . . I practised a little at billiards. . . . Wrote a column
for the Free Press. The Free Press is about 14 ft. square and includes the bed as well as
the table and desk of the editor all hands. Boxes serve as bottles as candlesticks.
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No stove. A dirt floor." A tersely expressed opinion of the editor is added, but is not here 
Great changes have taken place since that early time, for in the present era of state-

hood, Arizona is, according to the competent testimony of one of its own officials, entering
upon a career of progress that shall be equal to none."

The notebooks of the second season contain somewhat fuller records than those of the first.
A rather wide range of home reading is suggested by an entry made on August 8, 1872, in a
narrow shelter from the glaring sunshine of the Sevier desert:

I write this in the shade of a telegraph pole. "Bless the good Duke of Argyle."

But in case any reader itches for an explanation of this remote and aristocratic allusion,
he will be barking up the wrong pole if he consults a telegrapher. An increasing range of field
experience appears to have been reached after leaving the arid basin ranges and entering the
moister province of the high plateaus, for note was made on October 14 of an item characteristic
of practical geological exploration:

Just a t camp me had to cross a creek a t a steep spot my saddle went forward. I "nat'rally" went over-
board into the creek. No damage reported beyond a wetting.

This confession is illustrated by a faint little pencil outline of the horse stopping on the
rapid incline and the rider plunging head first into the below.

Not long before,-on October 3, Gilbert had his view of the fantastically sculptured 
slope beneath the south-facing escarpment of one of the high plateaus in southern Utah,
which appears to excited more in the minds of the senior members of his
party than was felt by one of the assistants.

Up the Sevier a few miles to the left a few miles more until we came suddenly on the grandest of
views. stand on a cliff high, the "Summit of the Rim" . . . Just before starting slope
we caught a glimpse of a wilderness of red pinnacles, the thing out for picture.

Later on the same day is under "Incidents :
When Mr. Hosie I reached the jumping place were entranced exclamatory a t the grandeur of

t h e its topographical excellence, up comes Mr. remarks a smile: "Well, we're nicely caught,
aint we?"

This incident merits citation here, because i t remained in Gilbert's mind long 
afterwards and was retold in California with much fuller account, drawn from memory, of the

prospect is entered in the notes, "to illustrate the relation of the tmveler's appreciation 
to his point of follows:

One summer afternoon, 35 years ago, I rode along a high plateau in southern Utah. My companions were 
Hoxie, a young army a topographer, who mapped our route as we went, and Kipp, a n
assistant whose primary duty was to carry a barometer. Not far behind us was a pack-train. We were ex-
plorers, studying the geography and geology of a strange land. About us was a forest of pine and fir, but me
rode through a lane of sunlit prairie cradled in a valley. Suddenly the floor of the prairie came t o a n
end, and we halted on the crest of a cliff a vast expanse of desert lowland. The desert was not a
monotonous plain, like tha t of northwestern Utah, land of mesas, eafiohs, buttes, and cliffs, all so bare
tha t the brilliant colors of their rocks shone forth-orange, red, chocolate, blue, and white-fading slowly into
the gray of the remote distance. We mere looking across the broad barren tract through which the Colorado
winds in Glen and Marble cafions, and of which the Painted Desert of Arizona is a minor division. T o most
of i t was a supreme vision of beauty grandeur as well as desolation, a scene for which words were in-
adequate; and we stood spellbound. The silence was a t last by who exclaimed, "Well, we're
nicely caught!" and his discordant note so carried us from the sublime t o the ridiculous tha t our tense emotion 
found first expression in a laugh. . . . saw only tha t the cliff a t our feet barred further progress in t h a t
direction, and all that had appealed most strongly to  the others was lost on him."

The wretchedness imposed upon certain settlers who, for reasons that are best not in-
quired into, seek isolation in a barren desert where is possible, is strikingly de-
scribed in the notes of November 10, 1872, at a camp a small spring under the Vermilion
cliffs of the plateau province, east of the Eaibab and north of the Marble Canyon of the
Colorado:

Sierra Club Bulletin, 1908,
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The house of . . . has one long room about 10 inhabitants. It is half dug in the shale half
built of stone. Two wagons near by serve as sleeping apartments. the door is a spring that flows
down a steep slope of shale trod to mud by devoid of vegetation. Back of i t rises the red sand-
stone cliff & in front stretches the desert plain cut by the chasm. The largest tree is greasewood [a

shrub] in fine the picture is one of intense squalor & desolation. Imagination could not invent a more
appropriate home for such an outcast.

Better conditions were found a few weelrs later in a small Gentile town farther north: 
I have returned at night to 's Store which is the comfortable house I have seen for many weeks.

It has four rooms and a housekeeper. The table cloth is white. The butter is good the milk is cream. This
is a combination of luxuries unknown in the saintly settlements. Contra the brown bread of Mormon
penury is exchanged for white, light, palatable, indigestible biscuits. Beds.

The last word suggested a review, which follows: 
At Zion we furnished our own blankets slept on the floor. At Rockville the same except we were furnished

pillows. At Carmel we were given extra blankets the lee side of a corn stack. At Toquerville I slept
in a wagon box with the boy, a t Workman's Ranch on the ground with the boy again. At Kanab in a bed
on a bedstead alone, a t Allendale ditto with the boy. At ditto, ditto.

Such are examples of personal experience taken from Gilbert's early records of his western
explorations.

NOTES ON SCIENTIFIC TOPICS

Geological notes are limited to matters of direct observation, such as the nature
of volcanic rocks, sections of stratified formations with record of attitude, composition, and
fossils, and estimates of thickness. Surface forms are described briefly, if at all. Reviews
and generalizations aro rare; by way of exception a good number of on springs
are collected in summaries on two dates August, 1871. A in Lake led to a con-
cise note as to the density of its water:

It is not so buoyant as Salt Lake infer not so salt. Floated as in figure. a b c are water lines
for fresh water, Sevier L. G. Salt Lake. The water of the latter holds 20% of minera! matter. The second
may have 12%-14

The figure referred to shows a man immersed to different depths, indicated by 
lines.

Theoretical inquiries and speculations were rarely recorded, although it is impossible 
a mind as active as Gilbert's not have indulged in them frequently. A rare example

is as follows, November 19, 1871:
. . . There are Problems connected with the sandstone [a cross-bedded yellow sandstone, 400 feet

thick, in the upper Gila Valley]. 1st. How can it have originated conformably over large area of limestone?
The [sandstone resting on crystalline rocks] is easily for. It represents a gradual sinking
of the land is followed by the natural sequence of shale and limestone. If the sand also represents a 
sinking, where is the erosion of the complementary elevation? How came so great a mass to be
stratified in one system from top to bottom? . . . The uniformity of all beds along lines of mesa front and the
line of the Colorado indicates that these lines were coast lines or parallel to coast lines during the original
deposition. The belt of the sandstone may not be a broad one though it is already proven to be 100 miles 
long a t least. Perhaps the bed was laid slowly during a period of constant conditions a strong
current bore the sand along to gradually build out a bar. In that case the ocean must have been south of the
mesa line [plateau rim] for the dip is that way. . . . Later, having seen more of the sandstone I have to
limit the description as to cross lamination. The lines do not run through the lines of bedding, though they
present that appearance a t a distance. At the top of a bed they terminate abruptly without deflec-
tion while. a t the bottom they become tangent to the line of bedding. The lines may have originally curved 
a t the top also, have been cut off by the currents that formed the succeeding bed.

reason for this exceptional deliberation may be found in a preceding entry:
Mules and horses strayed this a. m. some delay in getting them. 

But deliberate as the discussion was, the absence of all suggestion of an aeolian origin for
the cross-bedded sandstone is noteworthy.

In the following year, 1872, the peculiar conditions under which the coal beds of the
plateau province had been formed excited inquiry: 
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The alternationsof coal and limestone in this section is an anomaly. Not less so is the absence of underclay
in the southern coals. There should be some discoverable reason. i t not that the Cretaceous coal is
made from plants so far different from those of the coal measures that they have a different soil or even habitat.

In the same year best of a very few examples of general discussions was written east
of the on November 15, concerning broad denudation of the plateau country:

The detached (of chocolate shales apparently) that we see beyond [south of] the Colorado . . . bears
on the problem of denudation. It is an outlier 20 miles a t least from the main bed. Such instances are ex-
ceptional & while they indicate great denudation do not solve the problem whether the entire Kaibab region
has been covered by the banded sandstone or by the yellow sandstone or by the Cre. Ter. with the facts now
a t my command I do not see how to solve it. Where cliffs of like age character face each other on opposite 
sides of it is not difficult to bridge the chasm in imagination, but where successive cliffs involving
10-1200 feet of strata. from Ter down face the metamorphic zone of Arizona drain toward it, i t is hard to
say how far they have extended. There are other island mesas of different beds but I can recall none so far
removed.

Some examples are then cited from the Great Basin province southwest of the plateau
area, regarding which it is said:

These however have been separated first by convulsions only secondarily by denudation.

Other examples on the plateaus are added, and of these it is said:
The margins of the several strata are remarkably simple suggest pelagic erosion rather than

hut is no other evidence tending the same way. No trace of the denuding coast phenomena appears.
Perhaps it is better to suppose that the general limits of denudation are the limits of rapid denudation deter-
mined by changes in the character of the beds subjected to it.

Convulsions, pelagic erosion, and limits of rapid denudation are encountered rarely if a t
all on subsequent pages.

I t is not a little surprising to that records of theoretical views as to the origin of the
basin ranges are almost wanting. The few that are entered will be quoted in the chapter devoted
to that problem, although they are very indefinite as to the main point involved, namely, the
occurrence of master faults along or near the base line on one or both sides of the ranges. It
might be inferred this that the discussion of faults was an unfamiliar matter to the re-
corder, but the accounts of certain dislocated blocks in the plateau province show clearly
enough such was not the case. One of the most explicit of these accounts concerns the
displacement, now well known to many observers, of the Vermilion and other cliffs near Pipe 
Spring, west of on the Utah-Arizona line. There, under date of October 25, 1872, 
the observed topographic and facts are shown in sketches and in plan; and the
place of the inferred but fault is made clear in two cross sections. Referring to one
of these the statement is made:

I t is evident that Pipe is precisely on the fault is determined by the abutting of the banded sand
against the chocolate (just here slate) shales.

The cliff on the west of the fault, composed of beds dipping at a moderate angle toward
the fault line, decreases in height toward its cut-off termination;

pipe spring is a t its extremity receiving its discharge from the dip in a manner that astonishes.

But there is a significant difference between the well-defined faults by which the northern
part of the plateau province was found to be divided into huge and the inferred
by which the basin ranges were thought to be limited. The faults of the group were proved
by standardized and generally accepted evidence, furnished by the repetition of a clearly
exhibited series of identical strata on their sides; while the faults of the second group were

inferred on unstandardized physiographic evidence, furnished by visible strata
only on one side. This evidence was not then clearly even in the mind of its dis-

and entirely unknown to geologists in general. Indeed it was not explicitly
formulated by its discoverer himself until about 30 years later.

A BOAT TRIP INTO T H E CANYON

Something of Gilbert's activity and courage in his first ycsr of western may be learned
from passage in Wheeler's own report of the venturesome penetration of the Canyon

in autumn of 1871, reversing the course of boat journey down the
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river a few years before. After the canyon was entered the chief of the party found valiant
support in his geologist at a time of emergency: "No one but Mr. Gilbert and myself," he
wrote, "think that the boats can pass the rapid in front of us. . . . Mr. Gilbert and myself
propose to reassure the men by taking the first boat across [up] the rapid and they succeeded.
Boyhood practice in boating at home on the here served a good purpose.

The leading facts regarding this trip are as follows: While a small division of the expedi-
tion went eastward over the plateau, a party of 34 persons, including 8 survey members, 6
boatmen, 6 soldiers, and 14 Mohave Indians, set out on September 16 in three boats and a
barge from Camp Mohave, where the southernmost point of Nevada lies between Arizona and
California, a short distance up the river from the present crossing of the Santa Railway at
Needles; they worked their way against the current 80 miles almost directly northward and 
60 miles deviously eastward, passing on the way through several subordinate canyons that
trench certain members of the basin range system, and thus reached the "crossing of the Colo-
rado," where some of the party left the boats and went on overland. Above this point the
reduced boat party advanced about 50 miles southeastward into the lowermost section of the
Grand Canyon as far as Diamond Creek; but one of the boats was sent back with a number 
of the men when further progress was threatened by some difficult rapids; and the exploration
was completed by only 20 of the original 34 members. In the 30 days of travel, the distance
along the river was 222 miles, and in this distance 208 rapids were ascended. The boats were
left a t the mouth of Diamond Creek, a side valley was ascended southward to the plateau,
where, after joining the rest of the expedition, the journey was continued eastward over a
covered country. Wheeler mote a narrative description of the boat trip in the volume
of his reports (pp. 157 to illustrated by several good others were
lost in the river or spoiled in overland transit afterwards-and accompanied by a topographical
map on which the 31 camps of the river party are indicated; but the publication of this volume
was delayed by Wheeler's ill health until 1889, it was out of date when it appeared. The
following extracts from Gilbert's notes, though they now are even more of a "back number,"
will give some idea of the observations made and of the difficulties encountered:

September 19, 1871:
. . . P [ainted] is not a very startling affair in point of size but well deserves its name. Its variegated

lavas are umber, ochre, reddish. Not brilliant colors but in good contrast.

September 21
. . . The wind was of great service today carrying us along gaily except a t three or four rapids. Contra,

it interfered with photography kept in a perpetual state of profanity . . . I am a little dis-
appointed in Black cafion as I had based my ideas on Ives' view of the entrance of which I cannot find the
original . . . Gibraltar affords data for half of that picture but the other side is wanting. 

September 23:
. . . The cafion in this part better accords with the idea I had conceived. The walls are not so steep as

fancy Ives) had pictured them nor are they so high but they are for considerable distancesunclimbableand
we found camping ground so scarce that our search for it was prolonged into the darkness.

October 2 :
. . . Adjacent to the river are gravel mesas of two distinct epochs, the lower being red. These are in one

sense conformable. The red was eroded deeply before the deposition of the other . . . In general we may
say that the red was succeeded by a low water system, succeeded in turn by a higher . . . 

October 4:
. . . The edge of the Great Carboniferous Mesa [the western margin of the Plateaus] is not due to erosion

but to a dislocation with a N. S. trend . . . The wall has the right to all the adjectives (except numerical) 
that have been given to it.

5 [in camp at the Crossing of the Colorado]:
. . . I n the course of the afternoon the land parties arrived were ferried over. Had a long with

Ogden. Packed a box for Truxton Springs. Hence the River party takes but three boats, each
with 15 days' rations for its 7 men. Mr. I command the boats.
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A cross section drawn near this point and showing the dislocation which the"western
edge of the great mesa" is reproduced in facsimile in Figure 3.

Fro. a t the mouth of the Colorado Canyon; from Gilbert's notobook, October 4, 1871.

October 6:
. . . I propose to call our boat (no. 3) the Trilobite. We managed to get off from Camp Crossing at

about ten A. M. Mr. accompanies us so far as to get a glimpse of the mouth of the then
returns. We camp outside of the I start to climb the wall. sickens (morally) a t
the first third of the climb & returns. I do not reach the top until after sunset though I started a t about 1 P. M.
It is the hardest climb I ever undertook. . . . 

October 7:
. . . Last night I spent alone on the mountain a t the foot of Big [Grand] Cafion. Having no blankets I

built a little fire in a sheltered spot among the rocks and hugged it all night, getting little sleep. The first thing
that daylight shows me is that I am on only first terrace the second rises 5 m. to the east trends a
little S of east. There can be no doubt that i t consists of yellow and red sandstone . . . and the best guess I
can make a t its feet is yellow 600, red 1200; total

Many years afterwards Gilbert told a friend that he had expected, when up at the
escarpment from the river, to make both ascent and descent before dark; that he much
alarmed at compelled to spend the night on the ('terrace" because "bad Indians7'

about; and that trying to sleep he was actually frightened by hearing "pat, pat, 
like footsteps stealthily approaching, but the pats proved to be only the beating of his own
heart, audible in the extreme stillness of the solitude.

The notebooks give details of the stratigraphic succession in the escarpment of the plateau:
Here is the limit of disturbance . . . The gravel accumulations in the wash valley are immense prove

that a high barrier has once contained the waters of the valley. . . . Reached Camp [on river bank] a t about
1 P. with a big tired on. Whiskey, coffee a rest me around however . . . Broke camp about 2
P. worked up the river a few miles, passing springs. The granite that we had a t the mouth which I
neglected to collect disappears on march the strata descend so as to bring No. 2 below water." . . .

On October 11, an entry is made about great joints in-
the "red-wall" limestone as I may as well designate the mass that  i t  troubled me so to climb. . . . We
find as we proceed two long stretches of rowing where granite malls hold the river narrow with very
little debris a t the foot. A sharp rapid intervenes and st the head of the upper a roaring rapid that gave us one
too many. The leading boat,-115-at the helm; H-a t the pole-wreclted or rather swamped
upset scattering its freight along the bottom top of the river. started a t once with . . . [four oarsmen] to
save the floating debris. Some of the men are demoralized a little by the rapid tomorrow I have volunteered
to steer a boat up. The granite continues to grow higher and is beautifully sculptured by pot-holes sand
action. Much of the surface is smooth and glazed.
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On October 12 the fifth notebook of the summer is begun.
This opens under a cloud a t Camp 22 . . . in the Big for last night occurred the accident

tha t lost valuable books papers and this morning hands are a t work repairing searching . . . I n the
P. M. after astronomical observations caulking, we take all up again t o the rapids Mr. Wheeler
for I take Boat Picture up the rapid. We ship water . . . but the large force on the ropes us
through safely. camp a t the head of the rapids.

October 13:
. . . Prom this point time boat party is divided, boat goes stream dispatches

exhausted demoralized men. The Picture Trilobite go on up with 10 men (7 black; 3 red) each. 
. . . During day me some lively transits. One involved a run out the line on the thole-pin

then a ahead throwing i t off . . . The boat mas often so highly inclined a fall tha t to go forward one 
must climb as though up stairs . . . . 

October 14:
. . . At noon we encounter again the worst rapid we have met time are compelled t o make a portage

of boats as well as freight. Above the the current for a rods being too swift to row the cliff perpen-
dicular so t h a t towing is out of the question. have "crept" in the old style laid a rope to
up by with loaded boats . . . principal birds in the are bats ! they can be seen a t all hours of the
d a y and night. The steep walls really shorten the day in such as t o delay us somewhat.

October 15:
. . . Our progress is but four miles over a series of rapids. Toward night reach a double rapid,-two

rapids with a short interval of water can be crossed. On the lower half the rope broke let H-and
me drift down stream. We not discover tha t we had our line dragging until i t anchored us in 
slack below. Then we pulled in the rope and made for the nearest accessible shore. We had shipped some 
water p u t the cargo ashore to save wetting. coffee beds.

October 16:
H-and I out of camp (27) last night on acct. of boat accident, and the camp missed us, for we

had food beds crew without either. They had however bread in the morning when we came
up & some of made up all deficiencies by a good grumble through the day. Tonight Lt.
Wheeler puts us on short allowance . . . . Our is gone, & beans rice are but coffee is in plenty
and will outlast every other item. Our will hold out a t this rate six days these must bring us t o the
Diamond River or back to the crossing, former if possible.

October 18:
. . . 2 accidents I in each of them. 1st as my boat the Trilobite was taking in her cargo her fastenings 

gave way she fell backward over the rapid, bumping her stern over the rocks starting a rapid leakage.
R-H--- and I had the ride down and did not enjoy it. At a very lively rapid an attempt was made
t o drag up a n otherwise empty boat and me aboard, were swamped upset. Shore near
a t hand we swam to i t hung clothes on the t o dry. Here I found the inconvenience of having
no change of raiment . . . I n the first accident three carbines one of them I do not feel
very sorry unless I am called on t o pay f o r it; which would be highly unjust. The care of i t was onerous not
compensated by any present nor probable use. This forenoon we a star (probably Venus) by day probably
a t 10 or A. It appeared just above a 1000-ft. cliff that occulted the Sun, was plain to be seen. This

go well with t h e ha t matter in describing the gloom of the . . . The roar of the rapids is echoed by
t h e cliffs and in the still of the night has the seeming of a mingling of many voices. As I write it is somewhat 
musical reminds me of church-bells i n the distance (when alone they are musical).

October 19:
. . . The has been so swift today tha t we have had t o tow the boats most of the way. . . .
October 20:
. . . Lay in camp a t Diamond River all day resting or trying to. The river trip has proved very 

24 hours of nothing to do (heavier than solar observations) I still feel a s though just out of a
machine.

Here a detachment of the overland pasty came from the plateau, with mules carrying
a supply of food, so that the river party, which hacl been on short rations for a time, had a
supper.

The published allusion made by Gilbert to this difficult piece of is an incon-
spicuous sentence in the geological volume of the reports, in connection with a sys-
tematic explanation of and slopes in terminal part of the canyon:

With the boat party, headed Lieutenant Wheeler, I ascended this portion of the gorge, and had my
attention especially drawn t o rapids and other phenomena of erosion and transportation. (Vol. p. 70.)



CHAPTER IV

IN THE WHEELER REPORTS
REPORTS ON THE: GREAT BASIN AND PLATEAU

Gilbert's first of work led him rapidly into a region of "mountain intricacies,
rigid plateau contours, and desert wastes," as Wheeler described it. The young geologist had
to carry on studies, were regarded as subsidiary to main object of the
expedition, as as he could. Naturally necessarily his work was incomplete. Yet,
chief, as if to forestall a reexploration of region by one of the rival surveys, announced
belief that geological matter" gained by Gilbert and associates supplemented,
as it soon will be, by a series of geological maps and paleontological reports, answer all the
present needs of the Government and of the industries of areas, in
which, for years to come, geological or other scientific examinations will find but few localities
where sectional industrial interests may be healthfully promoted economy to or to
the

The young geologist was under no illusion. Although his chief credited him with
having "aided to give to the of the geological parties," it is plainly to be
from many pages of his reports that he regarded his as mere reconnaissances. For
example, in his chapter he explicitly states that the Mountains, one of the larger ranges
next east of the southern Sierra Nevada, are '(too important and complex to be characterized
by our meager data." He felt that it tantalizing to see 8,000 feet of bedded rocks beauti-
fully displayed in bare mountains, near the of Californin-Nevada boundary
line, and be unable to examine a single At many points his observations were
regarded as "too cursory to warrant individual He understood that it would be
premature to attempt a full discussion of the Great Basin "before the of the basin
ranges have more thorough study than has been for us." But the
emphatic statement concerning the limitations his to be found in a printed "Pref-
atory note," dated 1876, which be to the copies of his reports on the three
seasons of field work, reprinted for personal distribution from Wheeler's Volume the
special title: "On the Geology of Portions of Our Western Territory Visited in the Years
1872, and 1873." The note is in part as follows: 

The observations which form the basis these reports were hurried in the extreme. The writer, for t h e
most part, accompanied field parties which were specially equipped for rapidity of movement and were crowded 

the utmost. Moreover, in a country almost the demand for geographical information was more
urgent than t h a t for geological, and all plans and routes were accordingly, and with propriety, shaped t o give
the topographer the best opportunities consistent with rapidity of movement, while the geologist gleaned what
he could the way. To study the structure of a region under such circumstances was to read a book while 
its pages were quickly turned by another, and the result was a larger collection of impressions than of facts.
Tha t many of these impressions should be erroneous mas inevitable, and no one can be more conscious than I
of the fallibility of what I have Still I a m far from counting my labor lost; for the best presentations
that have been given of geology are not free from error, and I have most company
in my imperfection.'

The remainder of the note'' is here given, in order that tho corrections which it includes may be added to the 
of the Wheeler Survey by those who possess it uncorrected.
"More than a has elapsed since the manuscript left my hands and in that time I have again visited Utah. Partly as the result of

new work, and partly facts which have been developed by others, I have been induced to change some of my ideas I avnil myself of
to few retractions."

"On page 132, basalt is erroneously reported to the town of Salina, Utah.
"On page 44, it is stated that an disturbance occurred in the northexst part province 'before deposition of the

The which I observed I now know to have arisen after the deposition of the Cretaceous.
"On page 116, the opinion is that artesian water might be found along the eastern base of Pahvant mnge. Mr. Howell has

a in the strata of that locality mhich the probability.
" It is asserted on pages 130, and 625 the San Francisco lava-field is continuous mith the great lava-field of New The notes of

Dr. show that this is not so.
25
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I t is only to the plateau province that to have regarded his
studies as and that not so much because he made a prolonged stay there
because of "the of the its drainage, which
with the Great Range province] rarely detritus in its valleys, its
barrenness, the sections exposed in its one trace
the slow mutations of strata visible for of miles; can examine,
in visible contact, the strata of the entire series, and detect noncon-
formity, and can study the initiatory phases of an mountain
system." is to bear mind the contrast thus suggested between the and
visibility of the plateau-province and the compiications and concealments of the
basin range structures, when one examines the reports regarding them. 

Gilbert wrote, besides several condensed reports of progress and a number of brief scientific
articles on special topics, two reports, dated July and October, 1874; the first covered the
field work of 1871 and 1872, the second, that of 1873; both were prepared in Washington and
appeared in "Volume Geology" of the survey, dated 1875. The method of
presentation originally proposed was largely modified, apparently as a result of Gilbert's prefer-
ence for synthetic treatment. An itinerary, which had been planned to record the bulk of the
observed facts in the order of their encounter, was omitted except for the barest which
for the two years are giveo in a two-paragraph footnote, and for the third year in a half
page of text; the systematic treatment was correspondingly expanded. Gilbert said in the
preface to the first report, "General statements have been put for individual, so far as the
material would allow7'; and again in the preface to the second, the facts at hand
have appeared to warrant a general statement, that has been in preference to the 

facts, in the belief that, even though it shall require modification, i t be more
readily available and in every way of more service to geological science than the enumeration
of the local details that were the subjects of direct observations." The preface to the
report also makes generous reference to his associates: 

I have endeavored to acknowledge, in presenting the material, the contributions to i t that have been made
by gentlemen of the expedition and others; but it is proper to add that these acknowledgments fall far short
expressing my indebtedness to the work of assistants, Messrs. A. and E. E. Howell. The inter-
locking of our routes has brought their data such relation to mine, that my more general statements
are, in part, based upon them.

Although it may be agreed that narrative records are generally less satisfactory than
classified statements for the presentation of studies, one must here regret the loss of

impressions made by geology and the physiography of regions so extraordinary as the
Great Basin and the plateaus on a so sensitive to receive them and so keen to analyze
them as Gilbert's.

GEOLOGICAL AND CONCLUSIONS

preceding details Gilbert's seasons of field in the West
given with in order to show the conditions under he formally

upon his A detailed of first reports,
"There is no good ground for the opinions advanced on pages 86 and 81 that the of Kanab and creeks were in part determined

antecedent folds, and that the Aubrey ciiff as a topographic feature antedates the
"The unhappily large number of errors in Part are dce in part to the that I absent in Utah during the proof-reading
did not see the pages had been stereotyped. In these copies that I distribute myself I hare corrected many of errors in the 

margin. I hnve also restored in part some words sentences that the manuscript. it from my hands. Certain
of the restored are necessary to the understanding of the others needed to prevent impression that I disregarded through 
ignorance or discourtesy the of other geologists.

"I have to regret that I cannot present with these which accompany them in the official issue. I can hope
that my friends receire this extract will obtain the complete volume."

The chief "restored passages" mentioned in paragraph above, are inserted as printed slips where belong and
will be reproduced in connection with their context on later pages of this memoir. The marginal manuscript corrections are follows:
Page 41, "basin raiiges" is given capital letters, as elsewhere; "plateau" is similarly p. 8 lines from bottom, for
Cherty read 83,176, for Monument read Glen; lines bottom, after add four additional shell species,
collected by in and identified by are added to the collected by Gilbert; 103, for Anodonts; p. 116, for

Francisco read Colorado; p. 172, for Cordillera read Basin Range; 173, for New read Dakota; p. 175, after add and Major 
Powell; lower oi p. 183 and four-fifths of p. should be included in the footnote of p. 182; p. 619, after add p.
7 lines from top, for northward read westward.
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with respect to to geology be presented
the following sections, ocly of the that they give of the rapid
of his life but of their the history of science.

the best most quoted his reports the
mountain ranges in and near the Great Basin, to he was the first to give the
name, basin ranges; yet discussion of the structure, history, and form these mountains 
was less complete than that of the plateaus next adjoining the east, regarding which his

certified conclusions have been less 
contrast to have a double Gilbert's regarding the plateaus

with those reached abont the same time or later and
whose accounts, published separate volumes, practically superseded his few and brief
chapters. On the other hand, conclusions regarding the basin ranges traversed those
reached a t same time by the geologists of the Fortieth and therefore
became widely as the subject of a prolonged controversy, which even to-day is not
settled to the satisfaction of all concerned. Gilbert's views on this question mere highly
original, hut their presentation was unfortunately very incomplete. They be examined
in a special section, after the geologic and problems of the
have been set forth.

The chief geological topics treated in Gilbert's contributions to Volume of the Wheeler
survey reports are: rocks, their thickness, composition, and fossils, with
some discussion of the conditions of the deposition, horizontal their place
in. the geological series; rocks, their sequence and distribution; the structures pre-
vailing in each of the two physiographic provinces under examination, show, first, that
the deformed rock masses of the basin ranges and their inferred strong displacement by in-
visible marginal contrast strongly with the prevailingly horizontal strata of the plateaus
which are but moderately by visible faults and flexures; but which show that the 
more disturbed blocks in northern part of the plateau province represent
tions between the disturbed farther south and the basin range province on the
west; in a word, that the plateau province exhibit-s embryonic stages of the deformation which
is morefully developed in the range province; of concerning which 
occasional brief but suggestions are offered; certain chapters of historical geology;
the absence of general erosional processes; and lacustrine records, chiefly those of
the great extinct lake to which 'Gilbert gave the of and on he later 
prepared a monograph, to be analyzed on a later page, as his chief publication under the United
States Geological Surrey. Fuller statements concerning some of the above topics will be given
in following sections, with page references to Volume

Gilbert shared with and Howell the duty of coloring geologically eight of the
surrey maps, prepared with hachures on a scale of 8 miles to an inch.

The covered of Utah, Nevada, Arizona., and New Mexico, and the colors
distinguished eight time divisions and two groups of igneous Of course the
boundaries are broadly generalized and without detail.

The chief results-that is, discussions of forms as depeoclent on rock
structures and surface agencies-will he summarized in later sections. They concern the forms
produced by stream erosion and by in of horizontal.
by the erosion of volcanic cones and lava fields, and by the advancecl denudation of

flexures and little attention mas given to of forms
exhibited by the irregularly structures of the basin ranges. general of
erosion were formulated applied in a manner. The erosional reduction
of highlands or uplands to plains mas clearly and the is intimated between
the young of a later cycle of introduced by the uplift of a region, and the old
forms been previously in an earlier cycle.
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A large of painstaking routine observation on basin ranges as well as on the
plateaus is by 21 sections, measures of the thickness of successive
formations brief of their composition fossils, Meek being the authority for
most of the species named The include an immense accumulation of

the time relations of which, exhibited in graphic form 
extend from to Quaternary. These well-generalized followed by a

brief review of each from younger to older which constitutes the
most considerable to historical geology that is to be in any of Gilbert's

brief of altogether exceptional is here
The genus was first described by A. Lower Silurian America. It

has since been found in Lower Silurian strata France and in Primordial in England, New-
foundland, and Montana; in the Chazy group in and in the Clinton group (Upper in
York. I ts vertical range is thus entirely within the Silurian and its broadest distribution in the Lower
Silurian. these facts [other fossils also being here referred to] I am let to conclude that the group
[lying on crystalline rocks a t she of Colorado canyon] is certainly Silurian
in age and (185,

Whether this passage was borrowed from a report of the paleontologist, Meek, or whether
it is a reminiscence of the Gilbert's years in Cosmos Hall is not clear, although the
pronoun suggests the latter alternative; but in either the passage is peculiar, almost unique, 
in making repeated references to foreign localities. Such references are rarely found in Gilbert's
reports. I n common other explorers the West, he was so by the great 
mass of facts there discovered and by the labor of description, and discussion that
he seems to have found no time for comparing them or their explanations with more or less simi-
lar facts explanations previously recorded by the gcologists of other continents; his work 
was essentially American.

HISTORICAL

Among other results of importance determined by Gilbert as a member of Wheeler's survey,
well by gcologists of rival were several generalizations regarding the historical

geology of the as contrasted with the previously established standards of the
United States; for example, the meagerness of the Upper Silurian Devonian beds, the
marine origin of the Carboniferous, the occurrence of Cretaceous there shall 
be a for it, coal mill be developed in all the indicated areas of Cretaceous outcrop"

the supposed lacustrine origin of much of the Mesozoic and Tertiary in the
plateau province. On the last-mentioned topic an important change of opinion was made

years later. Curiously enough, large-scale occurrence and presumably origin
of certain cross-bedded sandstones, best exhibited what he called Gray Cliffs, now usually
known as the White Cliffs, in the northern part of the plateaus, received little attention. The
sandstones were long referred to as exhibiting "superlative cross-bedding but with-
out a suggestion of Certain changes, indicated by of the
stratigraphic column place to place and presumably caused by ancient deformations
emergences, are discussed, for the most part among other contrasts between
the region of the basin ranges and of the plateaus is the emergence of the former in mid-Mesozoic
time, so that since then, possibly suffering progressive deformation, i t has been exposed
to erosion, while the latter continued to subside and to receive deposits, largely 
derived from the former, as late as the Tertiary era (63, 137).

The present greater altitude of the plateau province resulted from a later movement
its long-continued subsidence was reversed to "The and the country 
immediately east of i t [the plateaus] have been elevated, relatively to the adjacent portion of
the Great Basin, not less than 4,000 feet since the drainage of the Great Tertiary 60).
Gilbert's associate, Howell, made an excellent contribution to this subject: he on a later
page of Wheeler's Volume than Gilbert's first report:

When the Cretaceous Tertiary seas covered present region, the Great Basin, as i t is now 
called, was the continent mhich furnished the material for the heavy beds of mhich were then

Ripple-marks nnd cross-bedding. Bull. Sac. Amcr.,
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The present altitude of the plateaus is due to a uplift, after the main folding of the
range system," on fault lines at the western base and a miles to the east of the
Range; "along these two lines have been the main movements which have reversed the position
of the two systems; placing the plateau the plains of the Basin system" (252, 253). 
The great erosion of the ranges here implied as following their "main folding" be
referred to again in discussing the explanation of the ranges as fault-block mountains. Gilbert 
was evidently much impressed by the to the Appalachian revolution of the Atlantic
slope that was by the almost unbroken continuity of deposition in the plateau

from the "Silurian" to the Tertiary; the chief break in this long sequence is a slight
between the clays of the lower later called Permian, and an overlying conglom-

erate: the "were somewhat eroded by the current spread" conglomerate, as
shown by inequality of surface on which i t rests" (175).

THE GREAT

Of wider significance is the discussion of the tremendous unconformity a t the of this
great Paleo-Meso-Cenozoic series in the province; i t been recognized by

and but was more fully discussed by Gilbert follows: the Grand
of the Colorado . . . the sandstone [the formation in which the Cruziana.,

above noted, occurs] rests directly on the plicated and eroded schists associated granites, 
and demonstrates Hence "the Archaean strata had been deposited,
plicated, raised above water, and eroded, before the epoch of group." The depo-
sition of the "Silurian" sandstones their marine fossils on the underlying rocks
was therefore interpreted in Gilbert's to that the Baleozoic ocean 
encroached upon the Archaean continent, paring its ridges, filling its hollows, and spreading
over all . . . the coarse siliceous detritus that constituted advancing beach" (186, 187). 
That the encroachment of the was largely -due to the subsidence of a preexistent land 
had been pointed out in the statement that the Paleozoic "series, in a great number
of instances, exhibits limestone a t the top and vitreous (quartzite) a t base, with
usually shale between7'; this, is declared to be "the typical sequence
of deposits upon a continent slowly beneath the ocean" (183). The amount cf sinking
which continued from "early Silurian to Cretaceous," is a t "no less than
8,000 feet" (187).

It is interesting to that, although no mention is made of them in the one of
Gilbert's sections of the Colorado Canyon wall (p. 184) correctly represents the very ancient
but moderately inclined pre-Paleozoic strata,, later called Unkar by repeated
by faults in parts of the canyon, form east-dipping, wedgelike masses, with their under 
surface resting unconformably a smooth, slanting floor of the still more ancient 
crystalline rocks, while their upper surface is everywhere obliquely by the great erosional
plain, cutting evenly across the moderately inclined Unkar strata and the strongly plicated
crystalline rocks alike, which serves as the floor upon which the sanclstones
so broadly outspread. Gilbert's section here referred to is believed to be the first published 
illustration in which one of the masses is properly represented; the corresponding
figure in Poweil's of the Eiver of the West (p. fig. 79) is seriously

and
The great unconformity is more broadly treated in Gilbert's second

where its occurrence in the southeastern part of the basin range region is strikingly described:
The break the Archaean schists and the beds is strongly marked. The Archaean sedi-

ments were plicated, were tilted, and were lifted above the ocean and eroded before the Paleozoic were laid
down (510).

A general statement is made later:
There are two general facts in regard t o the geological history of the great West deserve

mention . . . The first is tha t the pre-Silurian stratigraphical break is as complete and as universal in t h e
West i t is in the Eastern States and Canada . . . And, second, there is always, a t the a contrast
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of conditions as regards metamorphism, the Silurian rocks being, usually, merely indurated, and the Archaean
invariably highly metamorphic. These two characters of the break serve t o show tha t i t represents a vast
chasm of time, a chasm, the duration of which may been greater than tha t of the ages which have since

A third character of the break, one tha t is by less evidence, but negatived by none, is that, 
the lowest of the superposed rocks are conglomerates and coarse sandstones. The lowest Paleozoic rocks are
Primordial, and the portion of the Primordial is everywhere siliceous and of coarse aaturc. Where the
Primordial is absent, and  the  Carboniferous rests directly on the Archaean, a limestone been observed a t

contact; but this is a local phenomenon, the meaning of which is tha t certain krchaean were
islands in the Silurian sea, and mere afterwards covered, or deeply submerged, by the Carboniferous sea.
The conclusion to be drawn from the coarse, fragmental of the lower deposits is the water which
apread them an encroaching ocean, rising to possess land tha t had long been dry. The recognized interpre-
tation of a widespread sandstone is continental submergence, or, mhat is the same thing, a n advancing coast
line; and the formation is important in depth, as well as breadth, we must suspect, a t least, tha t the
shore scrted, not merely the detritus which they themselves tore from the of indurated rock, but
other found already and which needed only redistribution (521, 522).

I t is worth less mention is in the second report than in the of
the work done by the advancing ocean in paring down ridges; for although marine 
erosion was, in 1560 and 1870, the usually accepted method of preparing a flat floor for the
reception of unconformable sediments, Gilbert had much progress, as will be shown
later, his successive seasons in the field, toward recognizing that subaerial degradation 
could, in of rocks at least, produce a plain without the aid of marine abrasion. I t
is therefore t that the abrasive action of shore waves is the second report,
to their attack on "cliffs of rock."

SUBMERGENCE OF

greater importance is a delicately worded protest, next to be quoted, against
old-fashioned teaching that was orthodox in the time of Gilbert's youth-the kind
of teaching Professor Ward pretty surely gave him-So the effect that the Adirondack
Mountains in New York and the Laurentian highlands to the north of represent
areas which rose not sank a wide ocean, which a sheeted

with a receding succession of strata as the waters withdrew from their emerging
Tho protest is as follows:

It be out of t o controvert here the presentation of eastern Paleozoic history
as a n emergence, beginning the uplift of the highlands, but it may be confidently asserted
tha t western Paleozoic history is the reverse of this. There was a time the Archaean highlands consti-
tuted islands in the Paleozoic sea, but this condition was produced, by the emergence of these islands, as
the nuclei of a. growing continent, but by the submergence of the surrounding and  the  consequent abolition 
of a continent

The clearness insight and the originality of interpretation here are thoroughly
of Gilbert's work; and yet in of his convincing the orthodox

it have promptly for years; i t was 'still maintained,
for example, in so standard as Dana's Manunl of Geology, only in the third
of 1880, but in the of 1895. There is probably no than this one 
anywhere to be found of the effect of vivid facts in freeing a philosophic-minded inquirer
from domination by orthodox eastern theory. As with other generalizations, to be mentioned

this one seems to have been based less upon observations in the Great Basin than in the
plateaus; for smaller and of found in the
basin ranges less impressive than the majestic continuity of its exposure deep in the
Grand Canyon. There the display is writ so plain that he must indeed
far readeth it. this novel and of a sinking

ccntinent, a discovery of the rank, does not seem to have impressed
itself deeply upon modest mind; for when, 10 years afterwards, a correspondent
who not the above-quoted passage in mind, to him asking if he had not some-
where expressed opinion about the submergence instead of emergence of the

as an outlier of the Laurentian highlands, the reply There is mistake
in regard to opinion about the Adirondacks, for I have none. I have never seen them."
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Then after a page of other matters: S. I that i t is Powell who has an opinion about
the as if in the multiplicity of new ideas this one had been forgotten. A
instance of a somewhat similar kind will be told in connection with the problem of laccolites.

digression may be made here to introcluce a concerning the great
between the rocks and the later formations, a statement that is noteworthy for the

of its content well as for the strength of its induction. I t is taken from a review
of Geikie's Textbook of Geology, which Gilbert wrote in

The unconformability between the and the [it may be inferred tha t this classic diph-
thong was by the editor of Nature] is not mentioned in such a way a s  t o  convey an impression of
the profoundness of t h e chronological break. There is no locality where a newer formation rests con-
formably the There are few where the discordance of dip is not There are few where
the superior formation is not relatively unaltered, and none where the inferior formation is not highly meta-
morphosed. So far a s know, strata both thrown in great folds and plicated in detail,
were subjected to a metamorphism such as in later rocks seems to have beer accomplished only 
a t a depth beneath t h e surface, and were worn away upon a most stupendous scale before they
received any sedimentary covering within the regions now accessible for examination. Compared with this all

chronological breaks are trivial, and we may almost say that , compared this, all other stratigraphical 
breaks are

I t would appear from such a passage as this that, although Gilbert was a rule little
occupied with historical geology, he had a fine appreciation of its greater lessons.

VOLCANIC ROCKS AND STRUCTURES

Volcanic forms be referred to on a later page; volcanic rocks and structures may here
be briefly, for although they were duly attended to wherever encountered, they were
not in after years subjects of Gilbert's special stuclies. rarely concerned himself later with
the distinction of trachyte, rhyolite, and basalt; and indeed the of these and other 
kinds of in his early reports is chiefly noteworthy in connection with his to test, 
by examination in the field, Richthofen's then recently announced '(natural order of sequence"
for eruptive rocks which "had been before considered almost exclusively from a chemical and
lithological point of view" (131) noteworthy also because, while the repeated references to
Richthofen would appear to constitute an exception to the rule that Gilbert did not cite the
work of foreign authors, it is not so in reality; for the work here to was based chiefly
on observations by the German geologist and when he
crossing the western United States on his way to China in the and his system of
volcanic rocks" first published In the memoirs of the of Sciences in 1868.

As to Gilbert's Geld test of the sequence of volcanic rocks in the Great Basin, basalt
always found to overlie trachyte and rhyolite, but the succession of these two seemed variable;
the earlier members of the series, propylite and andesite, were rarely (131, 132). In the
plateau region "the invariable order of superposition is: Basalt, sanidin-dolerite, trachyte."
A statement of ponderosity hardly paralleled in later writings is made concerning
the second member of series:

The name is used, for merely temporary convenience, t o designate a rock of considerable
importance in Arizona, which seems t o fall without our present nomenclature and deserves the careful scrutiny
of the . . . It is possible that when, by the determination of the constitution of its matrix,
it is fully defined, it wil! appear lithologically entitled t o a specific appellation, but the recognition of its
individuality finds warrant in Arizona (526).

Concerning the relative abundance of different volcanic rocks, it is said that on the plateaus
covers in relatively thin sheets and there rivals trachyte in abundance; but

in the Great Basin basalt, assuming an apparent importance on the map from being 
of latest date, shrinks into its volume is compared with the massive erup-
tions of trachyte and rhyolite; these rocks, from few issues, have formed huge bosses,
often of great thickness, divided by cr no bedding surfaces. though now much reduced
by erosion, they still remain in masses (127, The use of the German word, 

for a ash deposit (540) was probably an echo of Cosmos
Nature, 1885,
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The considerable of the basaltic period-the latest phase of volcanic activity on
the plateaus-and the recency of its last eruptions arc shown by the contrast between the
erosional isolation of several basalt-capped tables and the freshness of certain neighboring
cones and flows. Thus the fiows that proceed from the many cones named the

Buttes, in western New Mexico, "followthe present surface, and are almost incomparably
newer than the Acoma and Mt. Taylor plateaus, the ciift borders of which surmount

flows by 500 or 1000 feet." Powell is this Is of as the
free interchange of results between the two explorers before either of them had published his
report-regarding the cap of Uinkaret Mountain, the body of which is a "Triassic island"
or remnant of the Carboniferous north of the Colorado Canyon; and from this 
Gilbert draws the inference that, since the capping flow was erupted, the Vermilion Cliffs of
Triassic sandstone, 1,500 feet in height, have retreated 30 miles; he adds younger cones
"dot the intervening plain" (136). The youngest eruption known to Gilbert is found in a
group of cones on the Sevier Desert in the basin range region, of which he gives a detailed
account. Some of them-
may fairly be called modern, although there is no tradition of their eruption . . . Only the consideration of
the extreme aridity of the climate can countenance the possibility tha t centuries, instead of years merely, may
have elapsed since the termination of this eruption . . . Indeed, compare the stupendous denudation 
t h a t has during the period of basaltic in this region, the differential film t h a t has
been removed since this last manifestation, and when we consider, in addition, tha t intermittence is a char-
acteristic of volcanic activity, we are not merely permitted to think of a renewal of tha t activity as possible,
but logically compelled t o regard i t as probable (136).

He elsewhere regarding the recent cones in the Sevier Desert:
I n passing, i t may be noted, for the benefit of those who base theories on the distribution of vol-

canoes, that this locality is six hundred miles from the Pacific ocean.'

More pertinent to Gilbert's other work is a conclusion concerning the dynamics of vol-
canic eruptions, which is stated, after an account of some of the larger structures, as
follows:

It is well worthy of note tha t  the  majority of these eruptions among the Plateaus rest upon nearly level
strata, and tha t where they are associated with inclined strata, such inclination is seen t o pertain t o a
structure extending far beyond the volcanic outburst, and evidently not dependent on it as a cause . . .
This remark applies not merely to the eruptions of basalt, which know from the narrowness of its dikes and
the easy slope of its currents to have been usually a tolerably thin fluid, but also t h e most viscous
which, in the case of San Francisco mountain, for example, has been built, not a scoriaceous mass, but
pyramid of compact lava, t o a height of nearly 5,000 feet, slopes of and It is by no means
impossible, i t is probable, rather, tha t in upheaved ranges, uprising lavas sometimes force apart rock masses,
already greatly dislocated so as t o open the broad fissures, in which their dikes are occasionally found. But the
idea that, the ridges of corrugation are lifted by the eruptive rocks tha t are associated them-an idea that
finds expression in the phrases "upheaved by trap," "upheaved by granite"-appears deserving t o
be laic! on the shelf along with the cognate of "craters of upheaval" (130, 131).

I n spite of this well-grounded protest, the idea of upheavals" is still strongly
rooted in the popular as if i t an established geological principle. On the other hand, 
not only Gilbert's later work on the Mountains give much countenance to the pos-
sibility of surface upheaval by underground but in another part of his Wheeler
report the deep-seated forces which caused large eruptions in the province of the basin ranges 
are held to be in their subterranean loci and in their action with the deep-seated
vertical forces which caused the upheaval of the range fault blocks, as will be pointed out
more fully on a later page.

FRACTURES AND FLEXURES

The displacements of the basin range province be discussed in a later section. to
the neighboring plateau province, Qilbcrt, somewhat later than Powell, discovered that some
of the great north-south blocks into which the province is divided are separated by rather

Proc. Adv. for 1874,1875, Pt.
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clean-cut fractures which, when traced to the natural section afforded by the east-west course 
of the Grand Canyon, are found to have vertical planes; but other bloclrs were seen to be sep-
arated by monoclinal tvhich, as they sometimes become fractures when followed along 

length, were closely associated faults; and concerning this of displacement
was said a article:

The monoclinal fold, barely recognized by geologists heretofore, but the predominant structure, is
one of the simplest elements of corrugation, and the fruit of its careful study cannot fail be of great import 
t o the student of dynamical

Inasmuch as certain flexures, when followed along their length, fractures, the
familiar term, fault, used with "a more extended meaning than the one ordi-
narily given to so as to include both of displacement, and no reason was seen why, 
"regarding the phenomena as the results of a slow-acting force, we may not suppose that in
depth, as well as longitudinally, the relation and alternation of fractures and will depend
on the nature and condition of the beds affected" (56).

to the cause of these displacements, Gilbert was most specific. Although
he showed that volcanic eruptions did not as a rule heave up the strata through which their

rise to the surface, he was nevertheless that forces of vertical upheaval, not of
horizontal compression, were responsible for most of the displacements detected in the nearly
horizontal fault blocks of the plateau province, as well as in the more strongly tilted fault
of the basin ranges. It was recognized that the vertical displacements of huge plateau
blocks may have been in some cases by small horizontal movements, resulting in
a slight diminution of the breadth of the region, "but it is impossible . . . to suppose that
the vertical movements have caused by lateral pressure applied to the strata in which
they are manifested. the place mode of the remote the immediate
vertically and from some position beneath we are to examine" (56). The
of the to the rigidity of the displaced strata is studied. I t is a t first noted that

bloclrs of rock, ten, twenty, or thirty miles in diameter, and of unknown
depth, have changed their relations to other blocks, with which they were once continuous,

have themselves rigid, all evidence of movement the common boundaries
of the dissociated blocks" (558). I t is then suggested as a corollary that the meaning of these
movements of the in vast but limited masses, is, that rigidity is an important factor in
the of the superficial manifestations of subterranean movements." I n the case
of flexures, "the fact that, a t points of differential movement . . . the rocks were not
fractured but were flexed, proves that changes were of secular and the rigidity that
resists secular applications of force . . . demands for its interpretation that we shall grant
to the rigid masses a depth commensurate their superficial dimensions, and suppose that
the forces which move them are situated still deeper" (559).

UPHEAVAL OF THE

The example of diastrophisin seen in the Mountain dome close to the western
border New Mexico-later studied by Dutton and now familiar to many travelers on the
Santa Fe Railway which crosses its northern margin at the continental divide-attracted
Gilbert's particular attention, and was explained as due to the "upward transfer of
material" which did not penetrate its cover. The domed structure involves a deep 
fundamental rocks with a heavy cover of Carboniferous, Triassic, and Cretaceous strata,
now partly removed, as further stated below; so that while the residual mountain mass measures 
only 45 20 miles, with a local height of 3,000 feet, the original dome would measure 70 by
35 miles, with a height of 6,000 feet. The reconstructed dome is contrasted with the volcanic

of Mount Taylor, 30 or 40 miles to the east; in that mass, "the rising rock passed through
the superstrata, and, piling itself on the surface, a mountain of its own substance; in the
other i t moved a comparatively short distance, but lifted all above it, and built a mountain by

Proc. Adv. Sci. for 1874, 1875, Pt. 35.
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the superficial strata7' (504). spite of the small vertical distance the
rock transfer, the magnitude of the transfer far exceeded that in the volcanic
the reconstructed Zulii was to have a volume of 700 cubic miles and the sub-

rock transfer must have been of similar measure: but volume of the Mount 
cone was estimated to be only about 60 cubic

An example of Gilbert's graceful phrasing follows: Although "assumed by earlier explorers 
to be a continuation of the Sierra of Mexico . . . the range, far from deserving to
be entitled the mother of a family of is a lonely dissevered all kindred.

stands, in the midst of the plateau region, a of upheaval; from every side of it
the strata stretch level tables. . . . I t is truly a by itself, in its isolation, in
its in of structure, and in its relation to the local system of the
plateaus, i t a richer harvest to the geoiogist, shall give it a thorough study, than any 
other single which I am (563). The removal of the weaker covering 
strata, the topographic effects of be further considered a later section, has laid
bare the harder core:

rapid destruction of the Trias shales, and the stubborn resistance of the underlying [Carbonifer-
ous] limestone, have led to the baring of a broad area of the upper surface of the limestone, and this great exposure

a single stratum reveals details of structure tha t could not otherwise be comprehended without laborious
study. The rock appears to be divided into blocks of such magnitude tha t their superficial areas would be
expressed in miles rather than in and these blocks have inclined different dips and
directions, so tha t a t their edge they differ in altitude. So far as my limited observation goes they are
separated by faults, but are connected by monoclinal . . . of small throw, and separated by wide

They are not parallel, but bear toward all of the compass intersect each other . . . 
Their study cannot fail to throw light on the function of rigidity as a factor of orographic corrugation" (566).

The dome, was not seen until the third season of work, gave support to
the view that Gilbert previously reached in his examination of the basin ranges and of the
faulted for i t that although, as a remote of the upheaval,
"there have been horizontal motion of subterranean the immediate cause could
only be upward motion" (564) and this. goes well with the conclusion announced in the
chapter on basin ranges in the report on the first and second field seasons:

The movements of the strata by which the ridges have been produced have been part vertical
along planes of fracture, and have not involved horizontal compression (42).

Gilbert's tendency toward quantitative methods in geology, which like much of his careful
reasoning may be regarded as an outcome of his capacity and training in mathemstics, is illus-
trated not only in the above estimate of the volume of the upheaval, another aspect
of the same problem. He wrote, regarding the of the dome:

If, as is probable, the strata of the Carboniferous limestone are continuous across the Archaeen near its
crest . . . then the absolute length of the curved strata can be measured and compared the direct distance 
between their remote parts; and there is reason t o hope that, by a series of such in different
parts of the range, an answer can be found t o the whether, in the production of the curve, the
portions of the strata were brought nearer, or whether the curved portions mere (566).

I t be pointed out that Gilbert's about the upheaval of the dome mere in
a sense reactionary, for they ennounced a t a time when, after long discussion, 
vertical forces, which the of geological mcvements in an earlier of the
science, had beer, replaced, especially respect to mountain messes, by forces of
lateral compression. his views concerning the upheaval of blocks in the
plateau province did not opposition, i t is probable that the outspoken dissent from 
his explanation of the basin ranges also by vertical forces was favored by the geological theories
most in fashion a t the time his reports came out.

as Gilbert's in this matter were, they were less a
later explanation for high-standing plateaus advanced by Suess, to the that such plateaus
stand high because the surrounding laods, once a t similarly lofty levels, had iater subsided.
Had this explanation come to be accepted, Gilbert's views mould have been contra-
dicted; but as a matter of fact his reactionary views were inasmuch as 
they have come to prevail to-day not only for the the basin range provinces to
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which he applied them, much more extensively; for by following certnin physiographic
principles in the development of which Gilbert was much concerned, i t has been

the height of not mountain is to one or more
broad upheavals of relatively date, sometimes accompanied faulting but
not by marked folding, the pronounced folding of the must be ascribed
to horizontal compressive forces of date so that ths relief and height then to the

surface greatly reduced if not obliterated by long periods of erosion before
the later upheavals gave the worn-down mass its present height permitted its
present deep dissection; hence many mountains that we actually see existing topographic
features seem after all to their height largely if not to vertical forces.

E O T SPRINGS AND

I n spite of the confidence that exhibited in the action of vertical forces, under-
took a study of of springs in the United States the object of

whether their high clue to the development of subterranenn heat by 
mountain corrugation under horizontal pressure, as '(advocated Messrs. Hunt., Mallet,
and (146) this citation being one of the references to other geologists than those
who had worked in our western field. Tho result by charting nearly 150 hot springs
was that their distribution coincides ((veryexactly with that of corrugation" (148); but the
hot springs of the region, where corrugation and eruption are things of the past,
are regarded as depending on mountain-making deformation only in so far as i t furnished
fractures by which their waters might reach the their temperature is ascribed,
following Rogers, entirely to the normal increase of earth-crust temperature with depth.
I t is only in the West, where "have persisted to so late a period 

have good reason to believe they have not that heat due to rock crushing
the action of mountain-making compressions is believed to control the occurrence of

hot springs; and the hottest ones are found in volcanic districts. 
Gilbert's views as to diastrophic relations of the apparently provinces of the

basin ranges and the plateaus is expressed in the following extract. After pointing out
that in both provinces the forcer deep-seated in position and nearly vertical in
direction, he goes on:

A single short step brings us t o the important conclusion tha t forces mere identical, (except in
and tha t the whole phenomena belong to one of mountain formation, of which
ranges exemplify the advanced, and the plateau faults initial stages. If this be as I think if

i t is impossible to over-estimate the value of this field for study of what mag be the
of mountain building. . . . is a broad one and its study has but but its progress I con-
ceive there will accrue t o the science of orogmphic geology a more body of geological data  than has
been added since the Messrs. Rogers developed the structure of the Appalachians"

THE COLORADO PLATEAU A S A FIELD FOR GEOLOGICAL

excellent summary of Gilbert's ideas about plateau is to be found in an 
article the above title that was published
whoso is manifest, although the had not then so as to
cut the terminal Extracts from the are but i t

reading as a forcibly did it set forth a large of new
the climate the drainage of the region its study. As to the thinness of

the soil and the usual of trees observation to a by workers
in moister

From a commanding eminence one may see spread him, like a chart to be read without effort,
tlie structure of country, and in a brief space of time may conclusions, which, in a humid
region, re ard only protracted and observation and patient There is no need
to search for exposures is exposed.

As to drainage:
The Colorado and its branches across the Plateaus in deeply narrow . . .

by the rapidity of its descent, each tributary has carved a its own, and so too has each branch 
and creek tributary t o a river, is divided by a labyrinth of ramifying . . . Thus
does drainage aridity t o prepare for geologist a land of naked rock.
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The material for study is then summarized under four heads; mountain building by dis-
placement, mountain by and erosion. to displacements in
the plateau
faults and folds abound through its extent, but they are of great simplicity. They are
indeed so simple that they can be completely known. entire phenomena may be comprehended, measured, 
described and delineated. The course of many a fault can be traced from end to end, and its throw measured
a t every step. The form of a fold can be determined throughout, and pictured or modelled in miniature,

every detail of flexure.

Special attention is given to the fold, then a novelty, although in the plateau
province it is "a characteristic type of displacement and is rivalled in frequency by the
fault." Similarly, the huge blocks of earth crust, dislocated but undeformed between the

or faults, presented as a class of displacements"so little heretofore that it has
not found place in the of geology." is believed that when all blocks are studied out,
the generalizations reached "will not be in value to any single contribution that has been
made to our knowledge of the results of orogenic movements."

to mountains resulting from eruption, two types, the Uinkaret and the Henry Moun-
tains, are presented in addition to the ordinary volcano. The type, as described by
Powell north of the Colorado Canyon near the western border of the plateau country, consists
of ancient lava flows, eroded in the form of high mesas and then mantled by later flows "so as
to give appearance at first glance of a range made up entirely of volcanic matter.'' The 
Henry Mountains, Gilbert was then studying and concerning which a full account will
be given here in later chapter, were briefly stated to consist of number of bubble-shaped
domes, one for each mountain of the group." Both these novel types are declared
to "diverge most widely in character from those with geologists are already familiar."

Stratigraphy is briefly treated. By reason of the numerous deep canyons may be
examined "not merely alcng a simple line, but throughout an extended area. With
exposures . . . the of a system of sediments can be made out completeness
that surely can not be elsewhere." Yet in spite of their visibility, neither in
nor other reports are novel announced reg rding stratified formations. The problem
of deposition mas little considered as compared to the problem of erosion. This problem, 
evidently a favorite with Gilbert, is given detailed treatment that of
the three preceding topics but closely similar to that of the chapter on "Land sculpture"
the Mountains report, to be summarized below. Perhaps the most significant statement
here is concerning the contrast between the widespread degradation which the uplands
of province have suffered, estimated at 5,000 feet, and the depth of erosion in the narrow
canyons, is of similar amount; but hardly is given of a great movement of
elevation the times of broad degradation and deep erosion.



CHAPTER V

EN THE WHEELER REPORTS
GRADUAL GROWTH OF

It has often been that the early geological explorers of the West impelled
to consider surface forms in close association with underground structures because of the mani-
fest of the two a treeless region. This was never truer in Gilbert's case. He
does not appear ever to have had any teaching in and even if he
had, the subject as it was taught in boyhood and youth, 60 years ago, would have given
little or no understanding the causal connection between the rock structures beneath the
surface forms and the surface forms of the rock structures. Furthermore, his two years' ex-
perience on the drift plain of northwestern Ohio can not have helped him much the
dependence of form on structure, although his keen power of observation and his analytical

of mind did enable him to gain an understanding of certain surface features in that dis-
trict of faint relief, as has been told above. But his three seasons in the West him a
physiographer.

I t is curious to recall, when one reviews the relations between geology and physical geog-
raphy for something more than a century past, how promising a beginning of close association
between the two sciences was made, both were young, by in his Theory of the
Earth; how far apart they drifted 50 years later when geology, as i t seasoned and matured, 
nevertheless became largely the science of the crustal structure and history, while physical
geography was stagnating in empiricism; and how intimately the two rejoined each other after
the exploration of the West began. For geology, then recognizing that it must attend to the
surface of the earth as well as to its under structure, gave new life to the physical geography of
the lands, and this vivifying influence was happily at about the same time that the
doctrine of evolution enlivened and invigorated all aspects of organic geography. I t is gratify-
ing to see how largely Gilbert's western contributed to the extension of the physiographic
line of geological investigation into the rich but little cultivated field of the of land
forms.

was a leader among who, 130 years ago, at the of the association
between geology and geography, set forth in very simple terms certain relations between struc-
ture, erosion, and form. the foundation then laid been built upon, the
physiography of the lands would not have been so modern a science as is actually the case.
The old master pointed out that, in various mountain forms,
we find the original structure of the mass the present shape conjunction with destructive
causes. . . . Now, this original shape is no other than of beds or strata of solid resisting rock, which may
be regularly disposed in a mountain, horizontally, vertically, or in a n inclined position; and those solid
beds may then affect the shape of the in some regular or distinguishable manner. . . . Thus, a hori-
zontal bed of rock forms a table mountain. . . . An inclined rock of this kind forms a mountain sloping on the
one side, and having a precipice on the upper part of the side, with a slope of fallen earth a t the bot-
tom. . . . vertical, i t would ridgeextended inlength, and havingits sides
so far as the other circumstances of the place would permit. Therefore, we suppose the mountain
formed of a rock in mass, or in tha t of regular beds, this must have an influence the form of this decaying
surface of the and be distinguished in the shape of the mountains.

The observant Scotch theorist was indeed so coavinced of the truth of the principle that
form is upon structure that he reversed i t and inferred structure from form:

I n distinguishing, a t a distance, those regular causes in the form of we may not be able t o tell,
with certainty, what substance is of which the mountain is composed, yet, with to the internal struc-
ture of tha t part of the earth, a person of knowledge and experience in the subject, form a judgment in
which, for coming a t truth, there is more than accident; there is even more than probable conjecture.'

Theory of the Earth, Edinburgh, pages 411, 412, 413.
37
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What leap science have at the end of the eighteenth century if
founder of the school could the plateaus of northern Arizona? 

There no lack of opportunity for the of physiographic
in of the Old France is unparalleled

as a for the study those unsymmetrical ridges, which are coming to be as
"sloping the one side, and having a precipice on the upper part of the other side," because

developed on a series of gently yet although these cnestas have long
familiarly their geological relations, have rarely physio-

perhaps by very reason of their England also excellent and
early or" the relation between structure and form in the traverse
its southeastern to nothing of such striking though small features as the typically

zigzag by which the ridge as the in Shropshire is offset
and past near the Welsh border; but the
of geological specialists, first in paleontology and later in petrography, the
close examination of small rock outcrops that these sciences demanded seems to have distracted 
attention a grasp of the plant-covered landscape in which the structures, fractionally
disclosedin the outcrops, are often-generalized. As to English geographers, they were indifferent
to geology through most of the nineteenth and treated and other physiographic
features empirically if at all. I t is true that ably applied and through the middle
of the nineteenth century the principles of uniformitarian geology that had established
at the of the century before, but beginnings in rational physiography had

exponent to carry forward; witness the slowness of British
to recognize the chalk escarpments around the Weald southeastern England as cliffs of
subaerial denudation, not of marine abrasion; witness also their failure to describe the beautiful
and familiar of on the Atlantic coast of British Europe as partly submerged
valleys, until after this simple explanation for such features had been applied by Dana, as a
member of the United States exploring expedition under Wilkes, to the far-away Pacific 
coast of British America.

During the same period in the New the influence of the New York survey under 
the leadership was dominantly stratigraphic and paleontologic; and even the brilliant
correlation of structure and form established for the of by Rogers
and Leslie had, in their time, no extended elsewhere; perhaps because it was not
accompanied by a sufficiently rational treatment of and erosional processes.
I t was not until the West was penetrated that, in the absence of heavy vegetation, the relation
of surface form and underground structure, manifest for miles around in every extended view,
came to be understood as the systematical result of erosional- processes acting slowly and
persistently through long-lasting time; and by none of the western explorers was this relation 
more helpfully explained than by Gilbert. Apart from his views on the origin of the basin
ranges, i t was this physiographic field that his early to earth science showed 
the most originality. 

Gilbert's physiographic work naturally best opportunity in the treeless parts of
the sequence from simple to moderately complicated structures is

clear, where the application of erosional processes in the production of surface forms is so 
visible, and the change of eroded form with the change of structure and the

of time is so manifest. The of land forms, already
elsewhere, here progressed rapidly; results such treatment soon are

accepted under the philosophy which modern geography is like
sciences dominated, that the present generation of geologists and geographers may

to how large a share of the principles on which the physiography
the lands has and mere implied or outlined or formulated no longer ago

in Gilbert's report. as he then was, he either abreast or ahead of the
earth science of the time.
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However, Gilbert mas not the first observer to the features of the plateau
region; that had been done Newberry, Gilbert's chief in Ohio, who, geologist of the Ives
expedition to the Colorado River of the west in had crossed the plateaus south of the
Grand Canyon, and had reached well-grounded views on many points. the funda-
mental crystalline rocks deep in the canyon, lying beneath their heavy sedi-
mentary cover; he understood the importance and efficacy of ordinary erosional processes,
not only in the excavation of narrow canyons beneath the plateau by larger or smaller streams
but also in recession of cliffs upon the plateau surface; indeed, he regarded the opening
of broad upland valleys, such as that of the Little Colorado above its canyon, as much
grander monument of the power of aqueous action thaa even the stupendous of the
Colorado." Great honor is due to one vision mas so broad! Gilbert had also been 
preceded by a in the piateau province north of the Grand Canyon by Powell, where
the senior explorer had gained an understanding of its extraordinary cliffs of erosion and cliffs
of fracture somewhat earlier than the junior, although their reports mere published in the same
year. But there was never any question of priority between these two comrades in science;
they their facts and their fancies in perfect confidence, and each felt that his
results were at the service of the other. Indeed, their results were so freely interchanged that
neither one knew or ever sought to claim just what he had contributed to the total, as will
appear later. 

PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS OF EROSION

The processes of erosion are so intimately associated with the forms that they produce
that the two may considered together as we select the most significant items concerning
both topics from Gilbert's early reports. As to processes, emphasis given to importance
of suspended sediments in river scouring, the source of the sediments being beautifully analyzed 
(71, 72). The contrast between the plateau province and the Great Basin with to stream 
erosion mas clearly brought out; in the plateaus the valleys have been formed by erosion and
are still being deepened, the tables between the are residual; in the Great Basin
the intermont valleys are residual between mountain ranges uplifted in parallel and the
valleys, initially of greater depth, have for a long time been with detritus eroded in and
transported from the mountains (63). Among other items of interest is an appreciative but
brief account of piedmont fans, features that, although familiar enough to-day as
characterizing the basin ranges, were little known to eastern geologists geographers 50
years ago: 

The of the mountain is brought t o its margin in gorges or from the mouths of which i t is
spread in broad, low talus-cones, which make up the foot-slope. The stream tha t flows from the cafion, whether
transient or perennial, distributes the detritus over the cone by shifting its bed from time t o time as the sediments
clog it. As the deeper a t its mouth, and the stream discharges a t a lower level, the upper portion 
of the cone is excavated and a new one is modeled with lower apex and lower grade

To-day, a might pass over such matters as familiar to the point of being trite, but
such was not the case years ago.

I t was, chiefly from the plateau province that took his examples of erosion.
evidently reveled in the opportunity for the investigation forms that this extraor-

dinary region afforded. He mote of it:
The of the Colorado and of its tributaries, country which they intersect, are unsurpassed

a s a field for the study of river denudation. Not merely do they exhibit the grandest most impressive results, 
but they the agent by which they hnva been still in vigorous activity (67).

although the that profound canyons have been eroded by their rivers was
not regarded as a established by all geologists at the time of the survey,
Gilbert, like his predecessors associates in western exploration, found the field evidence
for this theory so convincing that it illustrated discussed in his reports. The
most that he that of the Virgin River, now included in Zion
National Bark, near the of the province, about 100 north of the
Grand passing through this cleft, 2,000 feet deep in massive sandstones, "the
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most wonderful it had been his fortune to behold, he noted that "many times our upward 
view was completely cut off by the interloclung of the walls, which, remaining nearly parallel
to each other, warped in and out they ascended." His section of this defile, reproduced on
the cover of Leconte7s Geology, has been mistaken by some as representing the Colorado
Canyon.

NORMAL HANGING

Hanging lateral valleys were detected in the narrow incision of Zion Canyon, for many of the
side canyons at their mouths are not cut so deep as the main cleft, and "discharge at various
heights above the river"; and these hanging side canyons were acutely adduced an important 
argument: for beneath their mouths, the sandstones of the main canyon were seen in "perfect
continuity and integrity . . . a continuity that cannot be seen in the main since its bed
is everywhere covered by detritus." The unbroken continuity of the sandstones beneath the
side canyons was evidently taken to certify to their similarly unbroken the
main canyon bed, and thus to warrant the interpretation the canyon not as an example of a
fracture, but as ( 'an a peculiarly differentiated example-of erosion
by sand-bearing water. The principle on which the cutting depends is almost identical with that
of the marble saw, but the sand grains, instead of being imbedded in rigid iron, are carried by a
flexiblestream of water." Inasmuch as the plateaus were found to be traversed by several great
faults, this critical argument for the nonfaulted structure of the heavy sandstones cleft by the 
Virgin River is all the more pertinent. I t is noted further that, as the side canyons are "worn by
smaller streams . . . their bottoms are of steeper gradeJ but it is not explicitly stated, that
for the same reason, their depth is less than that of the main cleft; yet this principle was surely
understood In any case, hanging lateral valleys of normal erosion had rarely been described in
those days, and had been still more rarely mentioned so understandingly in published reports. 

CATARACTS AND

Erosional processes and principles were so grandly exemplified by the Colorado River in its
canyon that, although many of them were fairly understood by the few explorers of the region,
they still merited explicit statement for the benefit of geologists and geographers in general.
The extinction of cataracts, for example, is introduced by a referenceto the prediction concerning 
the future of Niagara made by Hall, whom Gilbert had known in to the effect that
"there come a time when the fall can no longer be maintained . . . and will be replaced
by a rapid." Then applying this principle, Gilbert remarks:

In the Grand and Marble [of the Colorado] this stage has been reached, and the whole descent of
1,600 feet [along the river] accomplished entirely by rapids. The stratigraphic conditions to the formation of a
cataract are indeed not wanting . . . But the river passes the hard beds and the soft with almost pace. ..
At no place does the river fall from a ledge of rock into a pool below (75).

Evidently the exceptional cascades found by Powell where dams had been formed by lava
streams that plunged down the side walls after the canyon had been eroded can not have come
within Gilbert's field of observation.

The numerous rapids which beset the river, and which, by a literal interpretation of pas-
sage quoted above, might be regarded as almost extinguished, hard-stratum cataracts, axe shown
to be of other origin. "Some of the most violent rapids" due to large rock masses have
fallen from the walls, so that they "locally obstruct the channel"; but the majority of the rapids
are found, as Powell had noted, where the occasional floods of steep tributary canyons sweep
down blocks of rock, sometimes 10 or 15 feet in diameter, and drop them at their mouths, thus 
half closing the river channel with deltas or-
dams, that must often be of great depth. Over each of these the water [of the main river] finds passage a t the
edge opposite the tributary, and descends the lower slope with swift current and broken surface. . . . To roll,
jostle, break, and finally grind up and remove these boulders is the task-perhaps the chief task--of the river,
and until it removes them it can perform no work on the solid rock which underlies. . . . In the current cycle of
events within the gorge [canyon], there are times when each of these dams in turn is removed. . . . the
dams will occur a t the same localities and with the same characters, they cannot be regarded as strictly perma-
nent (71).
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The similarity of here presented with those reached by Powell is manifest, and
it is explained in Gilbert's reprint of his reports by interleaved addition footnote on
page 70, in which the localities that he visited are as follows:

I take this occasion to specify the data acquired by my own party that I a t the same credit to the
observations and photographs of my friend Professor and his party other information is commu-
nicated in these pages upon the Grand We have interchanged ideas so freely in conversation that I find
i t impossible in writing to avoid basing conclusions in part upon his unpublished material. 

The intimate relations begun between these explorers when they were members of
different surveys was long continued.

GRADED

The conception of a river at "graden-to introduce at once a term that Gilbert himself
suggested some 30 years later-is recognized as a permanently maintained rather
than a varying gradient: As "the river sinks deeper below the plateau, there will accom-
pany a gradual diminution of the inclination of its bed, of the velocity of its current, and, in
consequence, of its erosive power, until finally i t can no longer clear its bottom of introduced
detritus, and, its downward progress being arrested, the widening of the channel will begin"
(75). The fact that the load of detritus to be transported will decrease in quantity and in
coarseness of texture with the advancing age of the river and thus permit long-continued
diminution of its fall was not perceived. Indeed, in view of the statement that the amount of
detritus "abraded from the bottom of the is too insignificant to demand more than men-
tion" in comparison with that which is received by rock falls and slides from the walls and by

from the side streams, Gilbert might be supposed to have thought that the arrest of
downward erosion is already nearly reached by the Colorado; but on this point his opinion was 
clearly otherwise :

Of the time that will elapse before this consummation we can form little conception, but it can hardly be
less than that consumed in the excavation already accomplished, so slowly will the work proceed as i t approaches
completion.

He then turns to a quantitative consideration of the duration of river erosion, a subject
which he had already treated at Cohoes, in New York, and to which he returned in later years
a t Niagara.

Of the time already consumed [in the erosion of the Colorado Canyon] we some time have an approxi-
mate estimate in years, for so rapidly does the sand carve away the rock, that I believe it perfectly feasible to
ascertain its rate by observation, and, by considering what part of the rock-bed is exposed and what protected,
to assign, within reasonable limits, the present rate of degradation of the To pass from this to the
average past rate would require the consideration of somewhat involved conditions, and the result not
be so satisfactory as that obtained from the secession [recession?] of Niagara Falls, but it would be of great
interest to obtain even a crude estimate in centuries of a period of time commencing, as I believe, before the
close of the Tertiary age (75).

Two comments are suggested by the above extracts. First, that the brief mentions of
Hall and both known in Gilbert's earlier experience, axe among the few references
made to the studies of other observers or to the features of other rivers. Second, thdt several
of the principles concerning the erosional activities of rivers, which are enunciated as
were novelties, had been previously recognized and announced by European observers. Hence
in departing a of his journey adopting more generalized form of report,
the young geologist incurred responsibilities that he did not altogether meet. But it is an old
story that our earlier scientific of the West mere so engrossed the results of
their observations that they had little no explore the results already gained
by other explorers in foreign fields.

CLIFFS AND CANYON WALL0

Nthough not of ten quoted, explanatory account of the relations 'between the
stronger and weaker strata of the plateau and the cliffs and slopes in the side wallsof the Colorado
Canyon, published in the same year, 1875, with Powell's discussion of the same subject in his
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of the river, must be regarded as the more explicit of the two. Gilbert's recog-
nition of general relation between stratigraphy and topography is nicely shown in his numer-
ous columnar sections, referred to above, for they are indented on one side so as to distinguish
the and the slope-making strata; an excellent device that might be generally
followed. With regard to Grand Canyon, the general statement, " in every of the

the positions of the hard-massive beds are marked by precipices, and of the soft by
siopcs" is followed by detailed descriptions and illustrated by cross sections
of the canyon in different parts of its length and these sections include also several exam-
ples of s~ element of form, cliff-top platforms or terraces, which are so
clearly represented that, although they receive no specific explanation in the text, it can
be doubted that they were understood to have resulted from the faster recession of
strong cliff-making strata that overlie the back of the platform as compared to the slower
recession of the cliff-making strata that underlie its front. Regarding the
pattern of the side canyons and of the cliffs in their separating spurs, as seen in plan, it is natural 
that nothing was said in the early days of physiography.

and less understood principle of valley erosion was also recognized: The
transformation of a narrow canyon into a well-opened valley an eroding river, as it is
followed downstream, passes from body of strong strata into an underlying body of
weak slope-making strata. the change from the cleftlike Zion Canyon of the Virgin, cut
in massive sandstones, to the open and habitable of its valley is explained as
occurring where the river cuts down into the underlying variegated before i t again canyons 
in the still lower limestones (79) similarly, the Colorado, crossing the same series of weak strata
where they are gently inclined against its flow, has a broadly opened at the mouth of

Creek, two narrow and deep canyons, the one upstream being cut in the massive
overlying sandstones, and the one downstream in heavy underlying limestones.

RETREATING ESCARPMENTS 

The plateau province is well described as being "divided into a series of great terraces, by
lines of cliffs trending east and west, facing south, and composed severally of the harder strata
of the geological series" (44) from Tertiary to Carboniferous; the broadest terrace being the
lowest member of the series in which the Colorado Canyon is cut. Each line of cliffs is described
empirically in some detail. I n view of the clear explanations given for the erosion of
canyons and for the forms of their walls, it is to here a less explicit discussion of
the great terrace-edged cliffs than was given by Powell who, in an elaborate account of retreat-
ing escarpments, contrasted them with fault cliffs in the following suggestive terms:

The cliffs of erosion very irregular in direction, hut somewhat constant in vertical outline; and the
cliffs of displacement are somewhat regular in direction, but inconstant in vertical outline.'

A corresponding statement is made by Gilbert only in explaining a specific fault scarp, as
noted in the next section; but the context of his report leaves no doubt that the problem here
considered was well understood and that the plateau terraces were seen to be the result of a
vast denudation. Indeed, a sentence that is buriecl in the abstract a paper on the "Recency
of certain volcanoes of the western United States," presented to the American Association for
the Advancement of Science in 1874, suffices to show that, had not Gilbert chosen for some
reason make his report brief, he have been as explicit as Powell; for while explaining
the long of volcanic activity in West, as indicated by the amount of erosion that

taken place between the earliest and the latest eruptions, he introduced excellent phrase
regarding the Triassic cliffs that face southward across the plateau:

An erosion of infinite is carrying these cliffs back the and thus increasing the Car-
boniferous area a t the expense of the Trinssic.

This subject will be further considered below in the analysis of views on
degradation of highlands to lowlands, and on the occurrence of more one cycle of erosion
in the plateau region. A single but highly significant passage may be quoted here, as i t shows

Explorations of Colorado River of the West, 1875, 191
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a marked advance from the doubts expressed as to denudation in the field notes of
1872, cited above; for the huge cliff-edged came later to be well understood as sub-
ordinate incidents in the vast erosion that the plateau province has

Of the immensity of the denudation tha t has reduced the Plateaus t o their present condition, we have
unmistakable, and a t the same time unexpected evidence, in the esisteoce of masses of strata, remote
from the mesas [terraces?] of which they once formed part. The most important of these are found . . . [in the
Uinkaret mountains not far north of the western part of the Colorado canyon, and again t o the south of the
canyon, farther east], and consist of limited tables of Triassic rocks, resting on the floor
[of the lowest terrace], surviving general destruction in virtue of protecting mantles of lava

It is to note that in Gilbert's reprints of his reports, an interleaved statement
supplants this quoted passage, as follows:

Professor discovered in the Uinkarct Mountains an island of Triassic strata, from which the corre-
sponding cliffs have retreated twenty-five or thirty miles; and has surmised much plausibility tha t Red
Butte, south of the Grand and fifty miles west of point of the Triassic escarpment, is
constituted.

This is probably one of the "sentences that were suppressed in the manuscript"; i t was
thus restored Gilbert to prevent the impression that he through ignorance or
discourtesy the of other geologists." He never did that; yet scrupulously honest as he
was in his indebtedness, he exacted no such from his
associates regard to the overflowing abundance of helpful suggestions that he gave them 
all through his generous life; not even if they, after a longer or shorter interval of semi-
conscious assimilation, sometimes gave forth his ideas as their own.

TOPOG APHY OF FRACTURES AND

The unlike forms of retreating escarpments due to long-continued denudation and of fault
scarps due to recent fracturing are described only in very general terms in the first report,
and are but briefly mentioned in the second report in describing a the scarp
of the lava-capped Natanes Plateau beyond the southernmost part of the plateau province.

There, instead of the scalloped figure, made up of convex curves, tha t results when erosion controls [the
form of lava-capped mesas], we have a straight line, interrupted only angular embayments, where i t is inter-
sected by waterways; and steepest cliffs, instead of overhanging the points of most rapid present erosion,
are along the rectilinear front, which faces a broad, streamless valley. This character maintains for twenty
miles, and is due t o a fault-a fault of not less than 2000 feet throw (528).

This example will be referred to again in connection with basin ranges, as the Natanes .
Plateau is assigned to that province. The quotation to show that Gilbert recognized
the between young fault scarps end far-retreated escarpments as clearly as Powell
did; but the statement, clear as i t is, loses much of its value by being associated with a special
locality of moderate dimensions, instead of being placed under the account of the northern
plateaus.

The great fractures and flexures of the plateau province, were regarded with good
reason in the first report the unlike but possible contemporaneous effects of similar vertical
forces, are briefly described as to their displacements and surface but unfor-
tunately the descriptions are so as to give the reader little understanding of the immense
denudation that the structures have It is indeed too implied in the
report on the first and second seasons of that the topographic features now seen along 
the lines of these flexed or fractured faults are largely the result of the fracturing or

example, a summary the plateaus states that they are "subdivided by longitu-
dinal-north and south--cliffs, produced faults" (57) and in an account of the Echo

flexure of the Triassic sandstones, which comes up from the south and crosses the Colorado
at Lees Ferry, i t is noted that both sides of the river the fold topo-
graphic features" (51); but as a matter of fact the topographic are the product of
enormous denudation of the flexed strata. Moreover, although a generalized section of the
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plateau blocks shows the Grand Wash Cliffs, by which the plateau province is limited on the
west, to have retreated from the at their base, the Hurricane and Toro-

scarps that separate the three western blocks are directly on the line of their faults, 
thus impression given by the passages just that the topographic features
of these faults result from displacement little modified by erosion, although this is no means
true. I t is not until later mention is of the vast denudation by which the southern plateaus 
have been stripped of the higher strata which form the terraces in the north that the
original expression of the fractures and flexures may be inferred to have been
greatly modified by the and wide-spread erosion which has worn the present surface

of feet below the original surface; and even this inference is not well assured because 
the faulting is not explicitly stated to have preceded the widespread erosion.

However, the topographic features associated with certain faults-for example, the long
flexed fault of the Valley which was seen at for a distance of 225 miles without
reaching either end of it-is represented by cross sections in which a considerable amount of
post-faulting erosion is indicated, that the reader is not left altogether uninformed as to a sig-
nificant measure of change in the surface forms of the faulted structures. Indeed, although it
is unguardedly said on one page that "the Eaibab fold throws the [Triassic] belt twenty-five
miles to the north" it is briefly and more truthfully explained on an earlier page that
the northward shift of certain cliffs on the east side of a fault as compared to the west side is
"not due to horizontal displacement along the line of fault, but merely to the fact that the
eastern portions, being lifted higher than the western, became subject to different conditions 
of denudation" (51); but this explanation is so incomplete, not to say obscure, that it has to be
worked out by the reader. On the whole one must conclude, and with some surprise, that the
physiographic treatment of fractures-a subject in which Gilbert has usually been regarded as
a leader and a master-is always illuminating.

The physiographic treatment of flexures is in certain respects more satisfactory than that
of fractures. The structure of some the flexures is described clearly and
thus along the margins of the Eaibab Plateau, the highest of the blocks in the plateau province,
the heavy Carboniferous limestone is said to have been flexed on a curve of from 2 to 3 miles
radius; the massive Triassic sandstone, 1,000 feet thick, is said to be bent on the line of the
long Sevier Valley fault through an arc of or and in the flexure farther east, the
same heavy sandstone is described as "seamed throughout, as though it had been crushed and
reunited, like the bars of ice in Professor celebrated experiments on regelation" (56).
There is no correspondingly clear statement in the report of the degradation that the
flexures have although it may be inferred from certain generalized sections (fig. 26,
p. 51; 29, p. 53).

The second report briefly describes a flexure in the southern part of the plateau
province, trending northwest and producing a throw of 1,500 to 2,000 feet to the southwest in
Cretaceous and Triassic strata; and the relation of form to structure is represented in a section
from which it appears the flexure had been reduced to small relief before a basalt was

over it, for a remnant of the flow fortunately survives in a mesa that
covers the eroded edges of the upturned strata on the line of beading. Yet even
here emphasis is given in the text to "the antiquity of the eruption," which measured by 
the general degradation of the country of more than 500 feet," the resulting isolation of the
basalt mesa; little is said of the much prebasalt degradation, for although this is
well represented in the section, the text merely states that ('the fold is older than the 
(557). A somewhat fuller account is given of the Nutria flexure, with a throw of from
3,500 to 4,000 feet, along the southwestern side of the Zuni uplift. The great erosion that the
flexure has is well represented in several sections, is clearly set forth in the text 
connection with the denudation of the dome, as will be shown below. I t was a matter of

regret to all the American members of the Transcontinental Excursion of 1912, when their
special train, while the final eastward turn of its long circuit, stopped in the gap of the

Triassic sandstones that follow the axis of this superb flexure not far east of Gallup on 
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the Santa Fe Railway-as it indeed had been their regret near the beginning of the excursion
at Niagara and near its middle in the Great Basin-that, on of ill health, Gilbert could
not be of the party and tell to the European guests something of his early work in the Far West.

VOLCANIC

Features of volcanic origin, already known in part from the reports of earlier observers, 
were found by Gilbert in abundance and and given illuminating description, although 
as his later work led him away from volcanic problems, his name is not usually
with studies of this kind. The young cinder cones of the Sevier Desert already been

they are practically unchanged by erosion. weathering of the frail scoria,
that caps the crater rim, does not seem to have been begun; tho taffylike that, spattered
from the bubbling caldron, fell half cooled upon its seem as though congealed but yester-
day" (136). the surrounding lava beds, the "most interesting feature is the existence of
a number of caves, produced by the escape of lavas from their channels, after the formation of
a self-sustaining crust. The caves lie entirely below the level of the lava field, and we
cliscovered them only where portions of their roofs had The tubular aperture of one
cave was foilomed one or two hundred feet. . . . The width . . . averaged 30 feet and
the depth 18, and in length it extended indefinitely beyond the section we explored" (141).

Mount Francisco, on the plateau south of the Colorado Canyon and perhaps
youngest of the larger voicanoes, was ascended in the of 1871 and 65 cinder cones
were counted from its summit. Farther southeast, in the Mogollon area, a rich variety of vol-
canic features was found in Sierra Blanca, composed of massive trachyte of imperfectly conical

nearly 3,000 feet in local height,
a remarkably low angle of slope . . . long slopes of sanidin-dolerite, that appear to have flowed from side fis-
sures . . . spread in successive sheets over the plain . . . to the east . . . for ten or fifteen miles, and to the
west for thirty miles. . . . Scattered over these broad sheets are rounded cinder cones, not exceeding a
hundred feet in height, and with some of them are associated coulees of balsalt. The depth of water-worn
gorges upon the of Sierra Blanca, attest the antiquity of its chief mass, and in some of these gorges have
run streams of basalt. In the valley of White Mountain river . . . are vestiges of three distinct lava flows,
which entered a t as many different epochs in the progress of the escavation of the valley, and have been
successively cut through by the stream (527).

Lava sheets of various dimensions were seen in stages of preservation and erosion.
Some of most recent examples were found the southern rim of the plateaus, where
"the flowing lavas have in part overrun the cliff and poured into the of the Verde and
its tributaries. The principal roads connecting the upper and lower avoid preci-
pice . . . by following the easy grades of these black congealed rivers" (130). Another
recent flow lies in the valley of the San Jose, western branch of the Grande; many trav-
elers on the Santa Fe Railway, which now follows this valley, will agree that "the convolutions
of the viscous current, presented as though cooled but yesterday, afford there a 
wonderful and impressive spectacle" (533). Another flow of greater age followed the valley
of River, a branch of the Little Colorado, for 50 miles, where it crosses the
Arizona boundary, and caused "a duplication of the valley, which has been deepened 
by later erosion on both sides of the lava" (533). Not until the third season of exploration
was i t known that "within the borders of Arizona and New Mexico lies one of the great lava
tracts of the world, in magnitude in our country only to the great northwestern lava
field, and fifteen times as large as the classical district of extinct volcanoes in Central France"
(525) this mention of a small European prototype of a large American feature being one of
the few of its kind in Gilbert's reports. 

A number of lava-capped plateaus and mesas are described, among the larger ones being 
those of Mount Taylor and Acoma (534, the latter 30 by 15 miles. Two ex-
amples in far-advanced stages of erosion are illustrated by views sections. One of these,
in the valley of the San Jose, is a "lava cone on a of sandstone and shale. . . . What-
ever sheet of basalt surrounded the cone has been and destroyed up to its very
base, where the increasing thickness of the cover has retarded the work." The other, near
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the Mount Taylor Plateau, is a steep-sided butte, was recognized to be "the flue through
an eruption reached the surface. . . . I t is a cast in lnva, of the was the

of volcano, but demolished. . . . and other 
similar on the opposite [northern] side of the plateau" mere similarly

a point the Gila River has eroded a valley lava beds, a of
valley from the top of the other a cinder cone, or feet high,

irg on older and completely buried later outpourings (538). 
A delicate item of truly quality, an "illustration of the principle rhythm

nature," remains to be mentioned. I t is the occurrence of "wave-like heaps" of
ments on the long and gentle slope beneath many mesa cliffs; heap represents a large slab
of that has been detached the cliff undermining and has then slowly settled,

without notable horizontal shifting, as the subjacent .material is eaten away by percolating
the heaps are of large size, a with moister occurs behind each 

of them; the are sometimes cultivated by the Indians. the size of the slabs,
they break off after has progressed is fairly for a given sheet
of lava, there arises "a rhythmic uniformity of result, as nearly perfect, perhaps, as that of the
analogous of the sea" (537).

TOPICS

of the western field is known. I t incited Gilbert to discuss, briefly, i t
is true, various topics that somewhat from his main lines of study. The arid areas 

illustrations of "the of sand as an agent,
as had been noted by earlier explorers, and Gilbert was thus "to

importance to this agent of denudation. . . . Such
no and leaves no grand monuments of magnitude of its results, but it is never-

theless a applied to broad and, water is deficient, is no incon-
siderable in the sculpture of the land" (83). Two instances cf scuplture may be
here referred they localities where other significant matters

received consideration. In one is called to conspicuous
of fanciful into which cross-bedded

sandstones are wind-carved; but, nothing is said either there or elsewhere about
possible origin of the cross-bedding in the sandstone by ancient action.

In the other instance an account is given of action of tho wind
from beneath the of the Vermilion Cliffs, west of the junction of Creek
with the at Lees Perry; but although this district is described in some in field
noteboolrs, is mentioned repeatedly in the first report (52, 67, 83, nothing is said of the

disorderly that for miles along the cliff but Powell
were equally inattentive to tumultuous downfalls, perhaps because are only

details among the colossal cliffs, and canyons of this large-featured
region.

A more explicit treatment of some phases of given at the summer meeting 
of the American Associntion for of in
Giibert the of because did not go because
he mas then attracted for rensons. his paper was pub-
lished only as an abstract, intimating its "appear officially
and more in Wheeler report, is not borne out in the pages of Volume

Wind-borne was described
a denuding agent worthy to be mentioned in the list frost, and flood, and . . . It undermines

i t passes; and i t reduces open plains. . . . The degradation of plains by the wind cannot
because i t no such monuments as does denudation is a leveller in the sense

tha t i t material from higher places t o lower; but, where i t erodes, i t . . . leaves islands, by
its results can be measured. The mind, on contrary, works diligently salients, strives

t o smooth every vestige of surface i t remodels.
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I t is that no mention was made of analogy between the channel bed on which
denuding of water flow and the general surface of the on degrading currents
of air blow; and that not even Gilbert's philosophic mind seems to have recognized
that, given time, the islands" left in the stages of erosion must disappear 
in the stages, and leave the degraded surface as free from vestigial as if it had
been swept smooth by the broadly diligent wind.

An example of that w

e

ll-marked group of physiographic forms known as intermont basins
was observed between certain members of the ranges the head of the Gila in
southwestern Mexico. "The building of the and Mimbres ranges the
basin of the upper Gila from the lower valleys of the and the way which the waters
opened for escape is a through the first-named mountains.

Before the cutting of the to its present depth tha t of the basin which lies nearest the outlet was
filled by erupted and transported to a great depth and a lake-like plain produced, the proportions
of which can still be grasped a bird's-eye It was about fifteen by tmenty-five in size, and sloped
very gently toward the outlet. the deepening of the draining cafion, . . . the water-mays have been carried
[carved?] below the floor of plain, and a system of gorges, 500 t o 1,000 feet in depth, now traverse and
exhibit the filling of the valley. The filling consists of basalt, and gravel, nearly horizontal bed-
ding. . . . I n some localities basalt has run into the intersecting gorges since the beginning of their excavation 
(530).

The that this basin of was a that its branching gorges
were characterized as "intersecting" shows that less progress was made in the terminology

forms than
Attention small matters is indicated by the account of mounds at the

eastern base of the Blanca., near the southern margin of plateaus, an altitude of
7,000 feet; the are one or two rods broad less a foot high, and 
by interspaces several times as themselves. . . . the is dis-
tinguished . . . by a deeper green. Viewed from a the effect is singu-
larly beautiful, the spots dappling the plain like the of carpet. . . . There is little
question that they [the mounds] vestiges of hummocks up prairie dogs, or other
burrowing but as prairie dogs are not now found on the high plain, the mounds are
the work of that species, they point to a climate, in very recent time, of greater
warmth than the present'' (540).

SUBSEQUENT VALLEYS

How far Gilbert the origin of or subsequent valleys is not
clear, although he makes mention of them. example, Rock Valley "lies
in the between Carboniferous upheaved
Plateau the horizontal the Vermilion to the east, the inter-
vening being weak beds (53); is

along the southern base of the uplift, of the soft Triassic clays
Carboniferous limestone of main mountain and the ;

and once more, a flat valley" is to clays
near on the west side of (553). The herder of plateau
province in the strata of its broad, are to

is drained by the between
snaclstone (60, example mas

earlier described in the brief account of the Range,an east-dippingfaulted monocline
in the in which "the at the at the east,,by their 
superior hardness, parallel while the shales denuded so as
to form a opening southward (38); similarly in the Rita
Range"the of the shale has opened valley between the outcrops of the
which clip gently to the southwest (516).
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Although no general explanation is offeredfor theoriginof these monoclinal valleys, i t may be
inferred from the context that their excavation by the normal action of degradational processes
along the strike of weak strata between resistant underlying and overlying strata was so
understood by Gilbert i t mas taken as a of course; nevertheless, the failure to make
explicit statement of such origin and of the manner in which valleys and streams thus formed
replace a preexistent drainage is regretablc, for the recognition of an important of valleys

thereby clelayed. The omission may be regarded as a of the unfortunate but
perhaps inevitable inattention to the work of geologists; for had, 10 before
Gilbert's work, very clearly explained certain monoclinal in southern Ireland as
the result of the or retrogressive erosion in weak strata, "subsequent" to the erosion
of transverse valleys they join. On the other hand, as Gilbert not enter into the

of valley origin, he mas not led into made by both Powell and Dutton of
regarding manifestly subsequent valleys as the work of antecedent streams. yet in the able
account that Gilbert wrote of Colorado province as a field for geological study,"
above when he takes up the "Problem of inconsequent drainage," he mentions only 
anteccclent and superimposed streams in addition to consequent streams, gives no sugges-
tion whatever that a third kind of "inconsequent" may exist.

PLANATION

The physiographic of land forms is greatly by the recognition of three
generalizations; first., that subaerial erosion will, if

for a very long period of time, down any land mass, whatever its original form,
and height, to a surface of small relief; second, that the forms developed during the progress
of erosion will a somewhat systematic sequence of changes; that

continuity of erosional may be interrupted at any stage of its progress by upheaval
of the concerned, whereupon a new period of deeper erosion be begun. Although 
these generalizations had not been formulated at the time of Gilbert's service on the
survey, they have become well since then, and a11 three of them are essential in
reaching what is now regarded by those acquainted with the region that he as its true 
interpretation. I t is therefore of general as well as of personal interest to inquire how far the
above generalizations were either implicitly included or explicitly announced in early
reports.

In undertaking inquiry it is to remember that, while the importance of subaerial
erosion in the production of uneven land surfaces had come to be in a general way
by the geologists of half a century ago, few any of them realized that the continued of
erosion would time extinguish the inequalities form that it had previously produced. 
They knew the erosion of valleys mould leave intervalley hills, but they did not perceive
that after the valley deepening had almost ceased the erosive processes would be chiefly expended
upon the hills ancl directed to their very slow obliteration. Among British geologists about
the middle of the nineteenth century, Lyell gave little attention to land sculpture, although 
his leading principle of uniformitarianism might led him far beyond the erosion of mere
valleys. Greenwood, a valiant advocate of the efficacy of "rain and rivers" (1857) in
erosion of valleys, marshaled his arguments chiefly against the earlier view, which then
found 'much acceptance, that valleys had been carved by marine currents; he failed completely 
to see that valley-excavating processes would in time consume the adjoining hills. Geikie
recognized the possibility plains of denndation might be produced not only b y marine

as was then believed, but also by subaerial erosion; but he usually limited 
subaerial agencies to the excavation of open valleys, and regarded waves and currents
the most effective agencies of planation.

Among geologists, Lesley, the leader his earlier years of work on the
of Pennsylvania, in explaining the relation of underground structure and surface

form was a catastrophist who ascribed the carving of his open valleys and narrow water
gaps to a vast ocean flood, which, rushing southward from the Arctic, worked "with
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force and and ceased forever"; for although he was then one of the first to recognize the
important but negelected of soil creep, i t years later that he
became a uniformitarian so far as to explain the excavation of valleys by slow erosion. the
other hand, Powell, earlier by a few years in the western field than Gilbert, hut of the same date
with him in the delayed publication of first important report, was satisfactorily explicit

the possibilities of subaerial processes; his report of the Colorado
River of the West" explained "the first work of rain and rivers is to cut channels
ancl divide the country hills, and perhaps mountains, by many meandering grooves or
watercourses, and when these have reached their local base levels, under the conditions,
the hills arc mashed down, but not entirely carried away" (204). The clear recognition here
given to the natural sequence of valley erosion and hill degradation, as well as to relation
of both to level," marks the real opening of modern epoch of rational physiography.

TWO OF EROSION

Gilbert's early contributions to the problem of subaerial planation are chiefly as follows:
An important approach to the generaiization at the of the preceding
section was made in his second report by formulating, in simple but sharply pointed phrases,
two of erosion" or "general principles everywhere manifested. The first is that soft
material is worn more rapidly than hard and the second that high points are worn more rapidly
than low-or, more strictly, that steep acclivities suffer than gentle. The tendency of
the principle is to variety of surface, of the second, to uniformity; and the two are com-
plementary" (554). The value of these two principles, which Gilbert himself characterized

"familiar" rather than as novel, was to him largely physiographic rather than geologic, for
they were illustrated much more by examples of eroded forms than of erosional processes. It
is especially significant in the present connection that explicit mention of the tendency
of the second principle to bring about a uniformity of surface; that is, to procluce plains of
degradation. the clause regarding the relation of the two
principles should be interpreted to mean that the ridges or highlands of resistant rock which
survive for a time between valleys or lowlands excavated on belts of weak rock in accordance
with the first principle will later be themselves worn to in accordance the
second principle. But no examples of this kind were brought and it
may be questioned whether the readers of 50 years ago gathered, without the illumination that
explicit examples have given, the full that is latent in the overterse clause.
If these principles are to-day regarded as that only shows how much progress has
been made in the half century were formulated. Yet helpful as their early presenta-
tion ancl illustration their value lessened by the omission of direct statement as to
the attitude in which a plain of degradation should stand with respect to the imaginary surface 
of control which physiographers, following Powell's later came to as the "baselevel
of erosion."

The tendency of erosional processes eventually to produce of surface had already
been in Gilbert's report to be realized over the vast extent of occupied by
the one of the great "terraces" or "benches" of the plateau province, across which the
Colorado Canyon is trenched. This "terrace" measures about 130 by miles, its pro-
duction by the removal of strata, thousands of feet in thickness, the "immen-
sity of to which reference has been made, although the principles
involved in its planation were not then stated. In the second report several additional statements
are found concerning realized or nearly realized surfaces of planation. All these surfaces are in
areas of relatively weak yet they seem to show that their observer and describer under-
stood that the result of subaerial erosion acting upon highlands of any structure and of
any original form be surface of faint relief; not so, he must also have recognized
that this final was by earlier stages characterized at by narrow canyons 
and later by open valleys. he must have been mentally of the second generali-
zation of the three above stated, althougb he did not formulate it. Indeed, he noted in
his report "the well-recognized fact in the natural history of rivers that their
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of erosion, where they have rapid fall, is upon their beds, and that it is when they have 
so far reduced their grades as greatly to reduce and cutting power, that they
begin wearing their and widening their channels, so as to render flood-plains possible"

therefore it seems fair to interpret a later statement, that certain morn-clown areas '(have
been denuded evenly, instead of being scored the chief lines of drainage"
as meaning that the early stage of deep scoring had been past before the late stage of even
degradation was reached. Nevertheless Gilbert's statement of this aspect of the problem is
not so clear quoted above.

O F SUBAERIAL

Besides the "terrace" or plateau just cited; the following examples of worn-
down may be instanced, chiefly from the southernpart of the plateau province, where a

part of the surface is occupied by strata of moderate or small resistance. Certain Cre-
taceous areas in western Mexico are described, above which stand the tables
of the Mount Taylor and Acoma Plateaus, from the entire surface of which it is demon-
strated a thousand feet of rock have been razed" in the production of their present surface of
small relief; and to i t is added that, when "standing upon the edge of one of these tables
and viewing a broad stretch of country . . . one can appreciate the fact that erosion is the
great agent in the production of details of surface, and that the disposition and hardness of
rocks are only modifying conditions" (554, 555). An account of the Mountains,
have already been cited as occupying an elongated dome of upheaval, and in which i t is noted
that "the antagonism and the result of the two of erosion are is
still significant, the manifest meaning of its lines constantly arouses the wish

the deeper meaning between them had been more fully written out. every side the
strata dip from the axis, and the soft [Mesozoic] formations that been eroded from
the dome outcrop in a series of concentric elliptical belts" the weakest ,members of
which are shown in accompanying sections to have been worn down faint relief. "If only
the lam of altitude were obeyed, (which would have been the case if the Paleozoic and

were no harder Mesozoic), there could be no mountain a t all, and the uplift
woulcl be marked by concentric outcrops of the several strata" (555). It is

to imagine that the writer cf these lines, in which an of the present form of
the was the first consideration, did not perceive that, given more time, the Paleozoic
and rocks, resistant they be, would also be worn down and yet the
absence of statement to that one must remain in some doubt as to how
fully Gilbert had then solved the problem of

A passage in the chapter of the second report on the basin tends to resolve this
in Gilbert's favor. The passage concerns the "sterile Pyramid Range in south-
western New Mexico, composed of eruptive traversed by quartz veins. "The whole
range has an appearance of antiquity, being reduced nearly to the level of the
plain by an erosion, the present progress of which is of exceeding slowness. . . . purest
quartz veins, resisting the destructive agents by which the country rock is degraded, project,
above the ground surface in long, ragged walls"; but as the planation here accomplished is
explained by "the easy disintegration of the i t reaches the case of
resistant rocks. The planation of such rocks is best exemplified, not, in any of
to-day, in the surface of small relief on which, in both the plateau and the
basin range provinces, the Paleozoic formations rest in strong unconformity. example of
such a surface in southeastern part of the basin range province shows that, the
and Paleozoic rocks are contact, the pre-Paleozoic '(degradation of the mountain
was so far" as to produce "a plane and originally level [but now tilted] yet
here an additional clause concerning the exposure of the ancient land "to the waves of the
Paleozoic shore" harks back to the idea of marine abrasion (510). The account of the
great revealed deep in the Colorado Canyon has already been cited; it be

confidently interpreted as recognizing the possibility of subaerial planation of resistant
rocks, although no explicit statement to that effect was made. 



SURVEY

SUCCESSIVE PERIODS O F EROSION

Regarding the third physiographic generalization above, it be recalled
that, a t time of Gilbert's early work, if any geologists had discussed the second upheaval
and deeper erosion of a region which had previously degraded in of a

first upheaval. of even skyline, but dissected by were then
interpreted, if interpreted at all, as uplifted of marine in their first period of
subaerial An period of planation long-separated
uplifts was not conceived; hills were regarded as remnants of a first,uplift.
Even in Gilbert's descriptions of plateau and the basin ranges provinces, explicit
ments concerning two uplifts by a long period of erosion are to be found; yet certain 
passages in the second report indicate that a succession of events had been more or less

present in mind. True, the denudation that the general
uplift of the region and "reduced the plateaus present condition" (81) was not at, the
time of these early surveys understood by Gilbert-or by Powell either for 'that matter-to
have been followed by a later uplift which the much erosional work seen in
the Colorado Canyon, huge as the canyon is; Dutton to have been the first to have
recognized the necessity of a twofold elevation.

Yet Gilbert macle suggestion that the Aubrey Cliff, which "now rises from three to five
back from brink of the in its part-thus leaving the platform of inter-

mediate height Dutton later called the esplanade-"may be supposed to have retired
to that position by slow during the escavatioa of the (81); and if that were
understood i t mould. seem. ten or twenty greater recession "by waste" of the
Triassic and other cliffsto the north ought to referred to a precanyon of erosion
when region lower; but no such conclusion is announced. Indeed,
a statement made regarding the strong lateral retreat of the cliffs from the narrow cleft
known as the Marble Canyon, cut the Colorado in the resistant Carboniferous limestones 
east of the permits belief that the above conclusion had not 

C

e

rtainly a short statement already in connection with notes on historical
geology, to the effect that, the plateau elevated, relatively to the adjacent 
portion of the Great Basin, not less than 40CO feet since drainage of the lake"

and a similar but briefer statement that "the Plateau region . . . has been bodily up-
lifted" give no intimation of of upheaval, separated by a long period of
immense denudation.

A clearer implication of concept two of erosion separated by an up-
heaval is macle in an account of a near Apache in eastern Arizona, on border-
land of the plateau and basin range provinces. The broadly erodecl edges of the Carboniferous
and Triassic formations, inclining gently northeastward, are covered by some
500 feet of gravel, and this is overspread by 70 of Post-basaltic erosion has
vatecl"a several miles broad and 1200 feet deep" (135).

The evenness the basalt sheets tha t spread over its [the gravel's] original surface, tha t  the  forma-
tion floored a plain, and suggest a relation of altitudes far different from the present. The region is now so
elevated tha t its erosion is very rapid. Streams have their channels to a depth of two thousand feet below
the old plain, carried the eroded to the modern plain of the Lower Gila, which lies so little above 
the ocean level, t h a t its slopes are slightly inclined, and its arroyos (172).

uplift the formation of the gravel-covered and basalt-capped plain and before the
erosion of the modern valleys is clearly The quoted passage is further interesting in
containing references to what would now be called the normal baselevel of erosion.

Another passage in a revival of erosion is implied concerns the Acoma and Mount 
Taylor Plateaus, already referred to. 

The Cretaceous southwest of the plateau has been reduced nearly or perhaps quite a thousand
feet since the eruption of the Acoma lava, but i t has been reduced so evenly, tha t its surface is now as near level
as tha t upon which the Acoma lava spread. And the same may be said of the field north of the Taylor
plateau, which has been degraded even a greater amount (554).
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The phrasing employed would suggest after a district had been worn down to a
nearly level surface, its even was continued to lower lower levels. 

THE GILA

The idea of an uplift of the after the time of basin-range faulting is met
in connection the dissection of the intermont basin by the Gila headwaters, described in a

section. phrase omitted from the quotation there made is here supplied:
By the deepening of the draining cafion, a n excavation probably connected with a broad continental

oscillation t o which further allusion will be made in the sequel, the water ways have been carried below the
floor of the plain (530).

But unhappily a close scrutiny of the sequel no further reference to this important 
subject than is given in an account of other parts of the Gila River and of the so-called Gila
conglomerate, as follows: The upper valleys of the Gila and its branches, declining southwest-
ward the clift southern rim of the plateaus, are occupied by an extensive deposit of con-
glomerate, that slopes to the gravel between the basin ranges, but unlike these 
low-level deposits, which are as a rule still accumulating, the conglomerate is now trenched by
valleys to a depth of 1,000 or 1,500 feet.

It is in its relation to the rivers tha t  i t  [the conglomerate] is chiefly interesting; in the accumulation, and
subsequent excavation of the beds, there is recorded a reversal of conditions, tha t have a broad mean-
ing. . . . There is no difficulty in comprehending the present action [of the rivers], for i t is the usual habit of

streams to cut their channels deeper; but to account for the period of accumulation there must be
assumed some condition that has ceased t o exist. Such a condition might be, either a barrier, somewhere below
the region in question, determining the discharge of the water a t a higher level than a t present, or it might be a
general depression of the region, in virtue of which the ocean (now three hundred miles away) became a virtual
barrier. With either hypothesis, a change of more than 1,000 feet must be considered (540, 541).

Here we not only the intimation of a possiblesubrecent upheaval of the region,
a time of lower stand or "depression," but again a reference to the ocean as a "virtual barrier"
to the erosion of valleys. But the ocean seems to have beep in general so remote a contingency
that it seldom mentioned. A possible explanation of the valleys in the conglomerate as the 
result of a change of relation between load and stream power, due either to variation of climate
or to deformation in the headwater region, is not considered.

SUMMARY

Although Gilbert adopted a systematic instead of a narrative order in the presentation of
his results, he only report not a textbook, and therefore made no attempt to com-
plete the scheme in which all his various items of observation might have been contained.
Each item was reasonably explained, and in certain cases the explanation included some account
of earlier of later stages preceded and followed the observed stage of physiographic
evolution, thus introclucing the idea of a systematic sequence in the sculpturing of land forms;
but the principle here involved not emphasized, perhaps because i t was not
perceived in its entirety. A few steps at a time seems to be the order of progress. The large
steps which Gilbert took mere in the direction of recognizing that every element of the surface
of the lands is the product of some reasonable processes, and of holding the physiographer
responsible for the elucidation of those processes. Gilbert's steps, like those taken by Powell,
were manifestly the forerunners of others which later generalized the relations of the various
processes as applied to various structures in a more comprehensive evolutionary scheme; and
it is for this reason that all later progress in physiography is so deeply indebted to the work
of these pioneers in western exploration. 



CHAPTER
BASIN IN THE WHEELER

THE PEOBLEM BASIN

The review of various features and problems of the plateau province, concerning which
Gilbert's results have been practically being now concluded, his of the
basin ranges, which to a long controversy, may be taken up. Two phases of this discussion
deserve attention. One, of general scientific interest, is the share that Gilbert contributed
to the conclusions iater regarding the origin of the ranges; the other, of more personal 
interest, concerns the first statement of his contribution, found in the report.
As to the certain statements are made in an essay, which
was engaged at the time of his death; as these should be borne in mind while their first
outline and later evolution are considered this and following sections, a brief summary of
them may be here presented, as follows: The region of the basin ranges was deformed by com-
pression about the close of Jurassic time; the mountains then formed were greatly eroded and
for the most part degraded to small relief in Cretaceous and Tertiary time; the worn-down
region of deformed was then broken into great blocks by subparallel,
north-south faults; and the fault blocks of deformed and degraded rocks were upheaved and
diversely tilted by uplifting forces without significant lateral compression and probably with 
lateral extension. The higher parts of upheaved blocks, now more or less eroded, con-
stitute the basin ranges of to-day; the relatively depressed intervening areas constitute the
intermont troughs or "valleys," are more or less heavily aggraded with detritus from the
ranges. Complications due to the extrusion of volcanic rocks are not here considered, but
be briefly referred to in a later section. In a few the mountains of post-Jurassic com-
pression have been essentially obliterated, and the existing ranges are relatively modern 

fragments of the earlier, worn-down mountain region, upheaved by vertical or exten-
sional forces and as a imperfectly

Gilbert's original theory was much more simple: was broken into great
south blocks on vertical fissures about the close of Jurassic time; the blocks were uneven, up-
heaved and warped into monoclinal or moderately bent structures; and the higher blocks

gradually carved into the existing ranges, while the blocks mere under the
detritus eroded from the higher ones. But for certain members of the basin ranges in Utah
and Nevada another simple theory had already been proposed by the geologists of the Fortieth
Parallel survey; namely, that the existing mountains are the unconsumed remnants of much
greater mountains that were produced by post-Jurassic compressional the intermont 
depressions being regarded as chiefly the work of later erosion. Thus explained, the basin
ranges would be classed as monogenetic, because a single period of deformation was con-
cerned their production; but under Gilbert's original explanation also, as well as under a
later of both theories, the existing mountains are monogenetic, because only a
single though possibly a prolonged period of deformation was concerned in their production 

visible topographic features. I t is not the existing mountains, but the deformed struc-
tures within the that are in Dana's sense of that term. Gilbert's theory
as first proposed as later modified now be analyzed. 

PHYSIOGRAPHIO PRINCIPLES

I t has already been pointed out that many of the more novel truths learned by Gilbert in
the plateau province physiographic in being concerned largely the production and 
description of existing surface forms, rather than in being concerned largely with the
discussion of underground structures and the conditions of their production. The same may
be said and with even greater emphasis regarding his work on the basin ranges; for chief
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truth of basin-range resulted inclusion in i t of a new and essentially
principle of his discovery. Those who had advanced the opposing theory were

uninformed as to this principle and could therefore make small use of it; and disagreement;
necessarily The leading characteristic of Gilbert'so principle in its application to the 

problem it him to take fuller and more reasonable account of
the of the time. He was not merely to ascribe existing

forms of ranges to erosion, as was then the he sought to discover the
under which the forms be accounted for by the pro-

gressive of erosion upon definite masses; as these sought-for conditions 
included not only the changing of the masses, but of time,
they naturally when discovered, essentiai contributions to the history of the moun-
tains concerned.

It is chiefly by reason of his new principle that Gilbert's work on the basin ranges occupies
place in the history of earth science, and especially of its physiographic chapter. 

There was an earlier time when geographers took little or no account of origin of mountains
and other features that described, and it was the of geologists also to givelittle

to surface forms and to occupy themselves chiefly with underground 
followed a middle time when, still for the most indifferent to the
rational aspects of land sculpture, geologists at least recognized that forms are the result

erosion, they selclom specified its or traced its action. This mas truly an
from a stage of but the advance did not suffice to provide

thoroughgoing for land forms of different as to the progressive evolu-
tion of land forms through a systematic sequence of changes by the work of erosional processes 

one structural mass or another,,no philosophical was broached by the 
geologists of that medieval era; or as Gilbert would have said in character-
istic western phrase: "You can't prove it by them." Then a when
phers-that is, geologists with a geographical leaning, or geographers a
undertook, accepting crustal structures without inquiry into the of their

or deformation, give special attention the origin and of all
as resulting from various amounts of erosion by various kinds of erosional processes upon
various sorts of structures; and eventually the erosional processes and the eroded forms 

not only systematized as to their kinds and their limiting baselevels, but also as to 
their variations with the passage time. Thus the physiography of

forms come to replace the old-fashioned empirical physical geography of the lands.
Gilbert's contributions, to this advance were invaluable; they "started a ferment in men's

but they were not all made his membership on the Wheeler
SURFACE

It is that certain essential steps of the advance were not clearly apprehended, much 
explicitly formulated, by Gilbert in his studies in the West, their partial

recognition furnished him a new of mountain history. Nevertheless, 
the evolution of rational physiography, as above promoted the
that he made; for as already intimated, his results that he more or less consciously 
possessed the made the application of an important physiographic principle 

is by no so understood or so generally employed as it
be; structural the earth's crust have surface form 

is to change by and erosion; and a physiographer
is responsible for the description of the existing surface form of every crustal mass in 
terms of its latest deformation and its present stage of erosion, just as a geologist is responsible
the description of structure its and its later

the geologist and the each free, of course, to make whatever
use of the facts and inferences in the other's specia! province that may be in reaching

object.
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view of this principle, a description does not go far in merely 
that form results from action of undefined in and

stage, upon a structural mass, as to form and at the time of its
last deformation or upheaval. is if the d

e

scription is to be to
explain the observed or form by action cf through a
certain period of time upon a structural mass, the of had a in a

certain attitude at the beginning of the period under dealing
the upheaval or fracture of a crustal mass, a geologist be satisfied to state the

measure, date, cause of the movement; but if such upheaval or fracture is to enter properly
into a physiographic it the second member in a threefold sequence 
of treatment: first member must explain the that the crustal had acquired
before it was the second member must the effect the deformation
had upon the predeformational surface as well as upon the crustal mass; and the
member must state how far the predeformational forms have been destroyed forms
have been introduced by later erosion. This explanation may seem so plain to those who are
accustomed to employ the sequence of treatment that it involves, as to be hardly
worth here; but unhappily scheme of treatment is unknown to or neglected

certain geologists-to say nothing of physiographers-who undertake to physiographic
descriptions; and a consequence their descriptions are imperfectly intelligible. 

AND O F RANGES:

If Gilbert's first report is with the and methods in
the preceding paragraphs in mind, i t will prove interesting to search out the successive an-
nouncements of his theoretical views on the origin of his mountains, though the incom-
pleteness of statement may occasion snrprise. I t be here explained, by way
of introduction, that little is to be found concerning the theoretical aspects of the basin-
range problem in any of the three seasons' notebooks. Where the problem mas touched
upon at in the field records, the treatment is either so brief or so vague as to give little

of the many questions that i t involves. For example, i t was noted on September
15, 1872, that structure of a range near River in southwestern Utah led the
opinion that the whole is in general a monoclinal uplift with Dip to composed of
the quartzite limestone of the An earlier and somewhat explicit
is made regarding the Fish Spring and House nearer the Utah-Nevada boundary, 
where they are both treated under the latter name. The northern and smaller member, or
Spring Range, was recognized to have a westward dip with an east-facing escarpment,
the much longer southern member, or House Range, mas described as having an eastward
dip with a west-facing escarpment; the two monoclinal masses being on opposite sides of the
nearly line on the two escarpments fall. These facts led to an important con-
clusion noted

The peculiar characters of the House Range suggest tha t i t marks a N-S the western lip of which
[Fish Spring is uplifted North of Dry Pass [Sand Pass on the topographic the Fish Springs quad-
rangle] while the eastern [the House Range proper] is uplifted of the pass. We could see yesterday tha t
the uplifts are not in line, but have an offset a t Dry Pass.

months later Gilbert's party mas in plateau. province and had .
followed of southward to its junction with the of the
rado, where he found by the way, two of Major Powell's boats a great variety of
scattered about on and where the structure erosion of the plateau
matter for pages of notes; and there reference is made to the basin-
range problem, showing i t was borne in mind; on October 29, a diagram, here re-
produced, is labelled: "An attempt to sketch the Fish to its
structure"; but that is all. The foreground member of the group represents
the Confusion Range on the South. Unfortunately the device of adding a vertical 
section to the foreground, adopted a few years later by Holmes in his illustrations for Powell's 
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Colorado River report, and by Gilbert himself in his diagrams of Moun-
tains and of his Henry Mountains, was not here employed. 

Gilbert's published reports may be next examined. After introducing the term, basin 
ranges, for "ail that of short ridges by valleys lie west of

the without reference to

. . . is not coincident it" he
before describing individualranges,

to n general consideration of their age or 
epoch of This must lie for
each range the age of the new-

House, Ranges;

e

st age
notebook, 29, 1872 of the oldest rocks rest unconform-

ably upon them (24). Following rule, the age many ranges can be only vaguely defined.
For example, those of Arizona of highly crystalline schists unconformably 
overlaid Quaternary gravels; hence for these "only the most of the epoch of up-
heaval" is reached. Certain ranges near the plateaus and including deformed Paleozoic 
strata that rest upon Archaeanrocks, are said to Seen first upheaved at some
time anterior to the Carboniferous, and again at some subsequen

t

to the
but this was misleading, for it is not to the ranges but to their rocks that it properly
applies. in other ranges whichinclude af stratigraphicseries, i t mas presumed that

their principal elevation coeval with the and chief elevation of
and the Sierra Nevada, proped by and King to have occurred at the close of Jurassic
period" (24). It thus appears that no basin ranges are here ns having a epoch
of upheaval than mid-Mesozoic; for post-Eocene were in the
satch Range and the farther east, nothing could be predicated the
stratigraphical data" in hand concerning the extension of these relatively modern disturbances 
into the province.

The structure of nearly a score ranges-frequently ridges-is then concisely de-
scribedinless than pages,after a one-pagesummary states that "the great majority 
of the ranges . . . exhibit in cross section but single direction of dip," mith or without fault-
ing; these are "simple and monoclinals" (40). But "anticlinals and

occur as subsidiary features within some ranges." escarpments or outcrop
faces are mentioned, but emphasizing their steepness than that of the opposite
or dip slope of the mountain side. "A few most ranges present escarpments on both

(41). I t is to be regretted that more details were not given.
BEARING O F RANGE FORM ON R A N G E ORIGIN

The effort is then to discover the origin of ranges, and it is here that the physio-
graphic relation of structure, erosion, and form appears to have been utilized most novel
results. The form of the rnnges is first used to show that they can not have been produced by

erosion of broadly corrugated structures. As Gilbert was already familiar with features
of the Alleghenies, he mote:

I entered the with the expectation of finding in the ridges of Nevada a like structure, and it was only
with the accumulation of difficulties t h a t I reluctantly abandoned the idea (41).

The morphological principles latent in that highly significant confession deserved fuller 
exposition, for it suggests that Gilbert had more or less clearly in mind the method of threefold
annlysis above mentioned as essential to a proper explanation of land In more expanded
phrasing, meaning have The nearly level depositional surface of the Paleozoic
strata in before their folding was deformed into a series of great folds or corruga-
tions by compression: but the deformation took place so long ago contemporary and sub-
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erosion has completely destroyed the corrugated and nothing of
the upheaved folds but the long, narrow ridges which reveal the attitude of the
resistant strata, while the valleys and lowlands worn on the weaker intervening strata.
It is only after understanding this threefold sequence of considerations that the full significance
of Gilbert's next sentence can be measured; for he goes on say: " It is impossible, by any

denudation, to formulate the Basin Ranges as remnants of a systcm of anticlinal
and folds"; that is, a system of folds not traversed by dominant north-south faults.
"The simple monoclinal indeed be explained as side of anticlinal, by the harsh
assumption that the remaining parts have been removed the level of the adjacent valley
[intermont trough], but the explanation will not apply to the compound monoclinal" (41).

Unfortunately, these brief assertions were not supplemented by analytical exposition, and
no mas offered for calling the explanation of the simple monoclinal ranges as rem-
nants of broad anticlinals-an explanation that had been tacitly accepted as satisfactory by
some of Gilbert's contemporaries-a "harsh assumption." Other similarly brief assertions

follow. The erosion is not "conceivable that would carve moun-
tain . . . from an anticlinal" for this is a 15-mile range consisting a narrow of
nearly outcrop in the steep slopes that limit it on both sides; and con-
cerning the same remarkable range, i t had been noted, its singular structure and
form described, that no erosion could be conceived of "that should have left thin
segment as the remnant of an inclined table or of If this idea elaborated
so far as to describe the form of a mountain that could produced by the erosion of
an extensive table or Sold, and if such a form had then been that of the observed
mnge, the argument have been better understood.

Other terse statements are found a page later: "Ridge [range] lines are more persistent 
than structures. In the same continuous ridge [range] are dip";
that is, warped and other ranges are both "monoclinal and anticlinal" (42).
The same comment be made here as above; whole of meaning is packed into
these too short sentences, which even the examples next adduced did not, to
make intelligible to geologists physiographic eyes had not been opened. In illus-
tration of the important generalization the ranges do not trend the structure of their
rocks, the section of Spring Mountain Range at Ivanpah in southern is selected:

The mountain there shows an axis of granite, on each side limestone, but the trend of the
is oblique t o that of the range and i t quickly runs out, the granite place a t the north to

eastern mass of limestone, which rises and, as a n eastward dipping monoclinal, there constitutes the entire range,
while the western limestone mass becomes, in the same manner, supreme a t the south (42).

The meaning here is evidently that, if this range were the eroded residual of an unfaulted
anticlinal fold, the granitic axis the limestones on its two ought to continue indefi-
nitely along the strike of the fold; but that as '"there is not on a grand scale close dependence
of form that must maintain were the great features of the country by denud-
ing agents" some other explanation for the ranges folding and sequential 
erosion must be sought for.

THE RANGES A9 WARPED FAULT BLOCKS

The idea that the basin ranges are the eroded remnants of anticlinal and
folds was therefore dismissed; and after a concise generalization of the lending features of the
ranges, Gilbert's views are

T o begin with the simplest generalization, the ranges are a systcm; not indeed formed a t the same time, but
exhibiting certain common characters, over a great area. They are parallel; they recur with some regu-
larity of interval; they are of moderate dimensions.

Then the theory:
The ridges [ranges] of the system occupy loci of upheaval and are not mere residua of denudation; the

valleys of the system [the intermont troughs] are not valleys of erosion, but intervals lines of maxi-
mum uplift (41). The movements of the strata by which the ridges [ranges] have been produced have been in
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part vertical along planes fracture, and not involved great horizontal compression. . . . The
forces which have been concerned in the upheaval of the Basin ranges have manifested themselves a t surface
a s simple agents of uplift, acting in vertical, or nearly vertical planes (42).

In more than these phases a new theory of mountain
Additional are given under General on later page, after

a description of the moderately dislocated, north-south fault in the plateau province.
I t is there again announced that the forces which produced the ranges acted "by nearly
vertical and they were deep-seated," it is then that, as forces of
same kind the plateau blocks, " a single short step brings us to the important con-
clusion that the forces mere identical in and distribution) ; that the whole phenomena
belong to one great system of mountain formation, of which the ranges exemplify advanced, 
and the plateau faults the initial, stages." I t is therefore "impossible to overestimate the
advantages of this for the study of what may be called the of mountain
building. In it be found the initiatory phenomena, not obscured,
but rather by denudation"--that is, in the little-clisturbed plateau the structure
and displacements of which are so brought to light by the canyons-"and the
process can be followed from step to step, until the complicated results of successive defor-
mations and erosions"-that. is, in the basin ranges-" analysis" 61). The analogy of
the northern plateau to the ranges is especially a few pages later:

A portion of the valleys of the Plateau country, and especially those of the upper Sevier, like the
troughs of the region, structural, and lie between the ridges produced by the system of
faults (67).

Returning now to the earlier page, there soon follows an illuminating comparison which
throws a much-needed light on the mechanism of Gilbert's theory:

In the Appalachians corrugation has been produced commonly by folding, exceptionally by faulting; in
the Basin commonly by faulting, exceptionally flexure. The regular alternation of curved

and anticlinals [in the former] is with rigid bodies of inclined strata, bounded by parallel
faults [in the The former demand the assumption of great horizontal diminution of the space covered
by the disturbed strata, and suggest lateral pressure as the immediate force concerned; latter involve little
horizontal diminution, and suggest the application of vertical pressure from below

The author recognizes that much is yet to be learned about basin ranges and that it
therefore be "to attempt a reconciliation of these phenomena,"

but
cannot forbear a brief suggestion before leaving the subject. It is, in the case of the Appalachians the pri-
mary phenomena are superficial; and in tha t of the Basin Ranges they deep-seated, the superficial being 
secondary; tha t such a as has crowded together the strata of the Appalachians . . . has acted in the
Ranges on some of the earth's crust beneath the immediate surface; and the upper strata, by continually adapting
themselves, under gravity, t o the inequalities of the lower, have assumed the forms see. Such a hypothesis
. . supposes tha t a ridge, created below, and slowly upheaving the strata, would find them a t one

point coherent and flexible, and there produce an a t hard and rigid, and there uplift a frac-
tured monoclinal (62).

regarded as particularly well "with persistence of ridges
where structures are (62); i t credits vertical forces well
as the fault-block strata.

Not only was a mechanical cause thus outlined for the upheavals, hut indication mas
given of their effect in surface producing a surface, the defining
of which is object of the second member in the of treatment.
This was done very explicitly in a contributed Gilbert to progress report
for which a generalized cross of the region denudation," represents
a number of diversely deformed fault blocks, bounded by nearly vertical fault planes and un-
evenly more of the same topic is given in the
report in the following sentence:

Engineer Deportment, United States Army. Progress report upon geographical and explorations west of the one hundredth
meridian, in . . . Washington, 1874, p. 50.
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have been the of ranges me have no of knowing, but there is evidence,
along the margin of the system, their elevation was not all accomplished once, and it is impossible
tha t progressive elevation and as the): opposed, have also measurably

(63).
No of the of upheaval is given, apparently for reason

later that "a11 of of movements are so involved
of erosion, that it avail little, even were the material at hand, to attempt a

of individual examples" (126). Reference to the evidence for progressive
upheaval above noted as certain marginal ranges he to a later
section.

UPHEAVALS ERUPTIONS.

Reference has been made in the account of the dome to the somewhat
reactionary of Gilbert's views regarding the origin of by upheaval through 
tho operation of deep-seated, vertical forces, instead of by compression through that more of
superficial, horizontal forces. These evidently apply even more fully in case of the
basin ranges, the foregoing paragraphs have shown. Some passages may
be introduced to that the deep-seated forces, of which the upheaved domes and fault 
blocks were taken to be the effects, were believed to have been closely associated, in the
western part of basin range province at least, with the deep-seated forces that produced the
extensive volcanic eruptions of that region. After several pages descriptive of the lava over-
flow in Nevada, which "over large areas have buried all other rock mnsses," the following
generalizations are presented: 

A most important of eruptions is their association with ridges of corrugation.
The majority of vents are along lines of upheaval. . . . The law that the is in sym-
pathy the ridge [range] structure, rests on too basis of to be vitiated by its exceptions. More
than this, there seems reason to believe that and extrusion are, in a certain degree, mutually complemen-
tary, or equivalent. The highest ranges, as rule, are (comparatively) non-volcanic, and ranges, or
portions of ranges, the greatest eruptions endowed with but nuclei of other material.
Where, in tracing a range, find its crest eschanging non-volcanic rocks for volcanic, we do find the latter
hcapcd upon undiminished ridge of the former, but rather replacing it, i t gradually or diminishes
in height; and the is strengthened by the consideration the portion of the nucleus has
been guarded by its mantle the forces of the higher part has been exposed to a continuous

. . . It does not necessarily follow from the coincidence, in place, of uplift and eruption, that sub-
terranean loci of the action which has produced corrugation are identical with volcanic sources. If, however,
i t be shown tha t along lines of disturbance there is an inverse quantitative relation between uplift and
a strong argument is not merely for the identity in location, but for the absolute identity of the up-
heaving and volcanic forces; for, if the two modes of mountain building are complementary actions, they must
be regarded as co-ordinate of the same agency.

These passages close with an illustration admirable candor which later became more
and more a of Gilbert's style of presentation:

It is by no easy to clemonstrate this interrelation of upheaval My own confidence
tha t i t exists is derived from the comprehensive review of my notes, referring to about fifty of Basin
and is a result of inspection rather than analysis. know not how to present the material to the reader-without
special pleading-so that i t shall have same force (125-126).

EROSION OF THE UPHEAVED RANGES

An incautious phrase, quoted with its context the of second preceding section 
to the effect that "the upper strata, by continually adapting themselves, under gravity, to
the of the have the forms we see," might be mistaken to
that the upheaved basin-range still retained their scarps of upheaval
changed, mere it not that the done by post-faulting erosion is con-
sidered. That such erosion was to of prime importance in fashioning the exist-
ing ranges is plainly by a later quotation in the same section. This essential factor
had, been already briefly touched upon in connection with an earlier statement
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of upheaval"; for the intermont were to represent
of depression, and the of rather than of erosion, it

announced that the there erocled valleys, details
of the of erosion due to unequal of the (41). More-

it is later "since the close of the Jurassic period" the upheaved masses
subjected to the play of atmospheric eroding agents, away their sum-

mits, their and conveying their substance to the intervening (63).
The forms there produced have already been

of the volume of post-faulting erosion is further given by references to
of in the intermont troughs. The principal

deserts of the region are relatively regions, excessive of
so the valleys [the troughs the less uplifted fault

as to connect in a continuous plain, beneath the minor ranges are completely
buried, and through which the peaks of the more lofty jut as islands" (65). Again, in describ-
ing the lower-lying portion of the range region that is occupied by the desert of Great Salt
Lake, it is noted that. "the lowest part of the included depression has a sea 
of detritus, until some of its ranges are completely submerged and others protrude only insular
buttes to mark where they are sunk. If these hidden mountains rise high above their bases
as do their neighbors on the of the basio, . . . the desert . . . may have a

of 5,000 or 5,000 feet" (65, 66). Yet great as the volume of eroded mate-
rial thus seems to be, it was held "erosion, which began in the and the Plateaus,
as they exposed to the atmosphere . . . has accomplished only a small
fraction of its task"

BASIN RANGES I N THE SECOND REPORT

the foregoing discussion of basin-range is based the report of his
first two seasons of work, 1872; for although the report is dated July, 1874,
conclusions beer, earlier formulated, as appears from the which he contributed to
Wheeler's t of progress for 1872, nlready cited. Gilbert's second report is concisely
phrased and does not generalize for the region as a whole. So as the basin ranges are con-
cerned, it considers only a few far examples, of which have northwest-south-
east "The usual structure is clue to faulting in
cahui and presumably so in all the others" (517) and the faulting is of later
date than the comparatively modern lavas of certain monoclines are largely composed.

the two just mentioned, the first lies in the corner of Arizona; the
ond is farther northwest and is traversed a t its middle by Salt River, in a notch, the present

of the Dam. Another example is the Gila Range, north of the first
above east of the second; was seen a t its southwestern base, but its greater
mass is made of-
trachytes and conglomerates, unevenly bedded and surmounted by basalt. These are all exhibited 
in section in the southwestern face, which is steep, while the opposite face is constituted by the upper
which, dipping in direction, are continuous t o the Bonito river, five miles away. The range is a t this
point a monoclinal mass of bedded lavas, whose eruption took place before the dislocation produced
ridge, and same structure probably continues t o the northwest for fifteen miles (514).

The in New Mexico, more specifically described than most
of the others, also affords significant structural elements; it consists largely of heavy beds,
the uppermost of which is seen in a continuous sheet, wonderfully uniform in texture habit,
for 60 miles along the western slope, while Paleozoic rocks in the eastern slope. The
whole mass was regarded. as with a fault along the eastern base, the
Paleozoic rocks are (519). If the Paleozoic rocks in this and in the Range
more steeply deformed the moderately inclined sheets, as is the case in
that district, and if the contact between the and the lavas is as is
elsewhere to the case, it might been the first, presumably late
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sic, deformation of ihe region affected only the sedimentary strata; that a long period 
of erosion by which the deformed seclimentary strata, were reduced to the

relief that they show beneath the lavas eventually sealed them over; that tho
monoclinal tilting, by the mas produced, so as to be

than the outpourings.
Had the geological history of these two ranges been worked out, it mould probably

have been found to that deciphered by Louderback 30 years later for thewest
Range in Nevada; but the infcrcnces above made, simple as they now
seem, in 1873, perhaps for the reason that Gilbert the Gila
fectly, and that he saw only the slope of the Mirnbres Range; the occur-
rence of Paleozoic rocks along the eastern base of this range was to him by other mem-
bers of the survey. On a later page, the Natanes Plateau, a gently inclined mass capped with 

and in tho basin of the Gila, is "regarded as a mem-
ber of the Basin Range it has escarpment abont 1,500 in
height and 25 miles in length, due to a fault . . . of not less 2,000

. . . has occurred since the of the sanidin-dolerite. This is the
already in the scarp of which, "insteacl of the scalloped figure, made up of convex curves,
that erosion controls, we have a straight interrupted only by angular

where it is intersected by water-ways"; it is the only example in which these
acteristics of a slightly fault scarp, in contrast to a retreating escarpment of erosion,
are specifically stated (528). It thus appears that the results during the third field
season, as presented in the report, do not materially modify the conclusions announced
in the report; although, had it been possible to take full advantage of the structure that
appears to characterize the Mimbres important modifications of those conclusions
might have been presented. 

PIIYSIOGRAPEY AND GEOLOGY BASIN-RANGE

The physiographic of Gilbert's basin-range theory, as stated chiefly in
first report, may be tested, as i t has been in part already, by confronting its statement con-
cerning the origin of the visible mountain forms with the requirements of the threefold sequence 
of physiographic treatment. It thus appears, first, the form for most of the
region was, by the smooth uppermost surface of its heavy sedimentary series.;
second, the new forms deforming denudation being discounted
for the moment, would have been a system of huge blocks, inclined or
warped upper some standing higher, some all the higher ones having

fault-scarp sides; or, more truthfully, ,that the upheavals being regarded as slow
prolonged, so that much erosion went on during their progress, the warped upper and
the scarped sides of blocks he continuously dissected they slowly raised;
and third, that as to post-upheaval erosion so has been as just

the "details of relief show the inequality of due to although
a great erosional task still remains to be completed. The leading of the theory,
the limitation of the ranges by on one at least,, thas
the leading fact of their presect form, namely, .the discordance of their lines their
structures. I t is true a of the fault lines with
visible lines was not presented in published discussion, but there
can be no that i t was

On the hand, the above a striking unlikeness the geological
elements of the basin-range theory in its original form and the form it later assumed,

through proposed by others by Gilbert. In
the theory, only the monoclinal tilting of the thought to be caused 
by the vertical forces of upheaval, the anticlines synclines as
features in some of the mere to have been produced at same time and by the
same forces, or rather by gravity in the upheaving forces. This
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singular conclusion was emphasized by the statement that corrugation, which mas produced
in the by folding, was the basin ranges chiefly by faulting.
No hint was of period of separated by a long erosion from a
later period The recognition of a long interval, but without of its
work, made in by Xing, who, after referring to his previous description of the
racges as a "series of folds," and then crediting and Gilbert-priority of naming being 
here given to the senior geologist rather than to the junior as author of fault-block
with having "called attention to abundant evidence of local vertical faults and the resultant

into "Yet me come to examine with greater the structure 
of the individual ranges, i t is seen that this dislocation took place after the
whole area was compressed a great region of anticlinals
other words, it was a region of enormous complicated riven later time by a vast
series of vertical displacements, which partly cleft the through their
geological axes, and partly cut the old folds or to their
must have known that more or less erosion would have taken place between the times of folding
and faulting, he did not mention it specifically, probably because like of the older
geologists, was more interested in subsurface structure in surface form. 

VIEWS OF AND DUTTON

It was, then, the custom of the time that no special attention should be given to the erosion
that have taken place the folding and the or the forms produced by it,.
Yet the recognition of that essential phase of the problem had been announced by

who clearly although the ranges of the Great Basin consist 
of Eozoic and Paleozoic their form and height show that are of very late

upheaval, Great before their upheaval having been " a low
a level of erosion to had been denuded in Mesozoic

and time when it an area of land." A explicit
ment to the same effect made by Dutton a few years

The flexures of the Basin Range strata are not, so far as can be associnted with the building of
the mountains in such a manner t o justify the inference that the and the rearing of the ranges
are correlatively associated. On the contrary, the are in the older than the mountains, and the
mountains were blocked out by faults a platform [the rocks of] had long before, and
after the due to such pre-existing flexures had been nearly obliterated by erosion."

The recognition thus to a period of erosion an earlier epoch of
by folding and a later epoch of mountain making by faulting marks the beginning of a

of that has found wide application in later years; so
indeed, that it is now to any mountain range which exhibits forms Clue to

erosion alone, without a later period of upheaval and more erosion. as this
conception of epochs of deformation separated by long period of erosion is in the

of the basin rsnges, i t is not to Gilbert. He, however, cites the extensions
of original theory proposed by King and Dutton-but not the proposed by
in his posthumous essay and adds:

The idea that the Basin district, corrugated by folding a t the of the Jurassic, been reduced
by a condition of relief, aids the conception that, the mountains of today were created by the

and disruptive deformation. It is distinctly Dutton's addition, although had paved the way for it.

Then, after noting the found by Russell in young fault-block
ranges of southern Oregon, he goes on:

It is a fact that during the development of a theory as to essential of the ranges,
observers [including himself] who reported on the existence of faults gave no adequate statement of the

evidence on their determinations based.

of the Fortieth I, 1878, 735.
Geology of the . . . Uinta 1876, 32.
Geology of the High of Utah, 1680, 47;
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Just contribution to the basin-range problem was not quoted, and
Dutton alone was credited two-cycle origin of the ranges is not clear; nor is i t immedi-
ately manifest why Gilbert himself took no public part in the which was for a time
actively prosecuted the geologists of the several surveys in Washington.
It is impossible to believe that he was not interested in the discussion, and that he was not
personally acquainted with Powell's and views before they mere published; for the
three men were closely associated during the very years when the discussion was at its height.
Indeed, in spite of Gilbert's making no in his essay to any share of the new
ideas he there credited to and Dutton, i t is eminently possible that he had had a 
significant share in developing them, but that having had his own say in his report he left the
announcement of the new ideas to seniors. Such an interpretation of the case is much
more consistent with the activity of his intellect and the generosity of his character the
supposition that he had dismissed the from his mind, or to imagine that, while carrying
i t in his mind, he made no contribution to it. Moreover, his silence was consistent with his
known of controversial discussions. many years the basin ranges were mentioned
in his reports only incidentally, when they were needed to make a setting for some other problem.
For example, in a discussion, to be mentioned again in a later section, of the "origin of jointed
structures" with especial relation to the jointing of the clays, i t was briefly announced
that although there is evidence of post-Quaternary in the region, the"movements
were small and vertical, the type of structure exhibited by all the surrounding mountains 
is one vertical displacement no lateral compression." a statement merely
repeated what had been said before, without developing a new point of

GILBERT O N THE ORIGIN OF T H E SIERRA NEVADA

Fortunately, however, there is a brief statement published in concerningthe origin of
the Sierra Nevada, which makes it clear that Gilbert had then become aware of the two-cycle
development of that mountain range, and from this it may be fairly inferred that he had at the
same time come to recognize the probability of a two-cycle development for the basin ranges 
also. This statement is to be found in a he wrote of Climatic
changes of later geological and to which further reference will made in a later section.

following the geological philosophy generally accepted in his day, had assumed that
the Sierras been uplifted once for in Middle Mesozoic time, that their relief
represents simply the unconsumed residuum of the primitive uplift; Gilbert, on the other hand, 

the present Sierras as exhibiting the of erosion renewed
uplift the more or less complete degradation of their Mesozoic predecessors. He saw
that the is inclined plain; ('its plateau character is not given by a contin-
uous of hard rock parallel to the general surface, but has been produced the
erosion of a system of plicated stmta. Such uniform erosion could only been produced by
streams flowing at a low angle"; and since the time when they in that manner, the
mountain has been uplifted a slant to the The recency of the uplift is shown
by its incompleteness, as attested by recent earthquake-making displacements along its eastern
base. The same appears to have been further discussed under the title, '(Stages of

history of the Sierra Nevada," before the Philosophical Society of Washington in 1887,
no adequate record of that is preserved. 

INCOMPLETE O F THE THEORY

The deficiency of explanatory exposition in Gilbert's early accounts the basin-range
faults is not easy to understand, unless it may be accounted for by the difficulty that is always 
attendant upon completely thinking out all the elements involved in a theory, and the
associated of writing them all down in precise phrases. As to the difficulty of pre-
cisely writing domn his ideas, no one who is familiar with Gilbert's later reports would

1882,
Science, i, 1883, 169-173,
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that he ever been troubled about expressing clearly; yet one of his associates on
the Survey records he was at time "not a ready writer," that it only
"as a result of care and diligent labor that he the singularly simple and lucid style
which later distinguished all his communications." to the antecedent difficulty of com-
pletely out the various of a theory, that also mould not be attributed to
Gilbert by those knew his power of exceptionally keen and clear analysis as displayed in
later years; yet such analytical appears to have beer, in this case a serious task in his
earlier life. 

There is, another possible explanation of the deficiency of physiographic presenta-
tion. The idea that the ranges were upheaved and more or less carved fault may, after
its invention, have appeared to its inventor so simple, so self-evident, that i t needed
demonstration or He was only a young and little trained explorer; and ifhe had 
come upon this idea in his first field season in the West, or, better said, if the idea had so early 

western forced itself upon him in place of the incompetent theory he
had brought from the East, how could it fail to be accepted by other explorers! He had surely
talked it over with Powell, and Powell was a t once convinced of its value and verity. Indeed 
how could anyone, on seeing the between the trends of the mountain margins and
the mountain structures, imagine that the ranges could be the erosional remnants great
folds! could any one fail to see that each range is a unit, truly a complex
unit, of displacement along great fractures that are independent of the range structures! After

truth was once perceived and briefly stated, why spend in expanding and expounding
a matter so manifest!

And there is also a third possible explanation, the clew to which is found in a letter that
Gilbert, after finishing his second report for Wheeler, wrote late in to Powell when about

join his survey of the Rocky region:
My application for permission to publish some of my data (whether the official report had appeared or

not) negatived by General Humphreys [under whose direction, as chief of Wheeler conducted
his survey], and I feel little ambition to anything for publication with the uncertainty tha t would hang
about the date of its appearance.

Gilbert had enjoyed the satisfaction of prompt publication of study,
which had approved in the liberally administered survey of Ohio; and the more
rigid administration of the Wheeler survey under Army regulations was displeasing and dis-
couraging to him. The report on his first seasons' field work had not then been printed;

although i t is Judy, 1874, there is reason to believe that it mas essentially completed 
at a much earlier date. I t is therefore probable, that under these conditions of formality and 
delay, the active-minded young scientist was not tempted to elaborate his theoretical views.
That he have done so he wished to is sufficiently proved the fullness and prompt-
ness with which he a critical analysis of the Mountains' problem three years
later, when he enjoyed the favoring conditions by Powell's survey, as will be told below,

Hence under any explanation, one must read between the lines if he would appreciate
Gilbert's physiographic meaning; but in to discover the tacit basis of
the passages, one runs the risk that attends the composition of all commentaries; the
risk of, at a later date, reading into an author's words a larger understanding than he had in

he wrote them. Nevertheless, some interpretative on the statement
of interesting and important a problem as the origin of the basin ranges by so able and original
an observer thinker as Gilbert is permissible, even necessary, when the problem is
in the of 50 followingyears; and it has therefore been here undertaken particularly 

regard to the physiographic aspects of his work. On that side, it may be confidently 
believed that his understanding was greater than his presentation explicitly announced. 

i t bc objected that, if this were he should have in his later writings made claim of the
larger that he had possessed, it may be confidently answered that,

much more he had than he had said, he let his reports stand
at their face value; for, as already noted, the of claims was in nature.
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As to the geoiogical phases of no warrant can be for an interlineation to
the effect that he recognized, though he did announce, two of Great Basin

and by a long interval of erosion. His on of the
were definitely enough expressed, and they were, as he himself clearly

defective, I t is for this reason cleclarecl, a t the opening of the present review of
range problem, that the more novel truths he to i t and not 
geologic. Yet, curiously enough, a clue to the overlooked elements of theory mas pre-
sented near the eastern of the basin-range province the Range, accord-
ing to first report should, be considered a southern of the
Range, and appears to be the previously referred to without name, as affording
evidence that the of ranges not at once" This
range was and figured including in its part a large unclerbody of deformed
and deeply Paleozoic the moderately uneven slope of is covered
unconformably by Tertiary stmta, dipping and from these the
points made nncl by and might have been inferred; but no such infer-
ences

Gilbert's theory of the basin ranges in its original form must therefore be as
seriously incomplete; so incomplete, that one may feel surprise a t the it

But quite as remarkable as the of the theory was the of his
to its incompleteness. The objections that urged

against i t by other observers were not advanced because certain elements were omitted,
certain elements tbat it were believed be wrong; and the theory

these objectors adopted mas as incomplete as Gilbert's was. The fact is that both the
theories of the basin ranges represented i t ciereloped a t
that both were largely structure ancl little concerned with erosicn. To-
day erosion enters essential element in explanation of the ranges, and no
of their can be as complete which does not give to this external process a

of the attention due to i t as is the deforming process. But this
so easily made half a century after the theory propounded, could have been

made at the of propounding the theory. in the light of its epoch, the theory
was step in geological progress, because it took account of the upheaval. of

ranges compression a t time monntain ranges were believed 
to be result of compression.

Gilbert's the problem is in later section.



CHAPTER VII

FIRST WINTERS IN WASHINGTON
OF

Washington in the eariy seventies was no means center that
has since become, i t was already residence of a good number of distinguished men of

science holding Government positions, and in this respect i t have presented an enlivening
contrast to the other cities that Gilbert knew; for Rochester and were at that time
of small size and of somewhat quality, and even in metropolitan New York, science was 
then more hidden trade and traffic than i t submerged politics in the National
Capital. after the young geologist, returning late in his twenty-eighth year from his

season of field in the West, arrived in Washington near end of
and reported at Lieutenant Wheeler's office, 1813 Street he soon
for forming his elders, them Powell,

Meek, Abbe, Dutton, and others he and learned to know
a t meetings of the Philosophical Society, organized only a year before, aod Judging
by what followed in years, it is not to he doubted he made a good impression on all
his seniors. Indeed, brief entries in his diaries record that on May 18, 1872, Gilbert himself
spoke at one of these meetings on and A. T." (Nevada and a year

he addressed the same society on the Earth by in
1874, he harked back to 1868 and gave the G. apparently a combinationof
geologist's and geographers later an account of "the Cohoes Cedars time
data," as already noted. The entries in diaries for this the next also
that a good number of evening were made on his new friends; and one of the of

then of invited him to establish his in that
an which Wheeler enough in

months of 1872 are summarized the single word, "Boning," a t the top of the
which presumably means "Working on field notes," for the manuscript of a report

completed 17. I n February the study of German was up, a subject in which
progress does not appear to have been great; i t mas taken up ngain years later,
greater success.

But lest it may be thought that the young altogether given over to more serious
aspects of life, some lines entered in his under date of March 1572, after
two months of elevating scientific may be here quoted: and
I threw near the market until stopped by the police. heard in
from heaven. Music and was great." Then comes a note, oysters ere 
a better coagulated clams," might rival the famous of ('chops and
tomato sauce," were i t not followed by entry in the petty account near
the bottom of each daily record: oys. . . . if that, the
must have been ciosed a post-operatic revel. Evidently, geology was not all absorbing. 
Indeed in the following minter Gilbert took dancing a view to
the social amenities to neither of them seem previously to attention.
Truly, that a hardy of science in the in the winter not only carry his
disorderly so i t to be restrained by the public of
but even attempt to the toe" as of ingratiating himself
in gentle company, is not reader his geological reports feels that has
a right to expect! Gilbert's alma does not appear to have been disturbed
either by hearing of or by foreseeing these pranks and in summer
the University of awarded him the degree of A.

After the of 1873 in the a Gilbert,
Howell, and Salt City to by together
decided on the way to winter quarters in near their chief's and as

. .
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Gilbert was the originator of the plan he was put in charge of billeting. I t be doubted 
the memoir of any other academician ever contain record of so daring an exploit

as his, now be narrated; indeed the "cheek" with which he hacl approached the Governor
of Ohio three years before pales in comparison the boldfaced seductiveness that he must
have here in the siege of several older than himself; for he had to make

round of the selected neighborhood, a t each one of the attractive-looliing
residences, none of which were of such quality as to set sign, "Rooms let.," in a front

and then having presented himself as as possible the of the
house, inform her he and two other young men of scientific occupations desired, if they
should prove acceptable, become lodgers under her roof. The astonishment not infrequently
inclining to that was exhibited by several of when thus
by total stranger a letter of introduction formed the subject of successive reports
of progress by scout to his companions, and furnished them with much for several 
days, It surely volumes for Gilbert's appearance and poise that not a single absolute
refusal encountered; but the lady who was chosen by the adventurers to be their 
hostess-her residence was the brick dwelling house still standing at the northeast

and G stipulated that she must see the other partners also before 
to house trio for the season. So, clad in their best raiment, they made a formal 

call, Gilbert presenting the other two; the arrangement thereupon pronounced agreeable 
to concerned, and so i t continued another field season opened. At the same time a
boarding on Street between Sixth and Seventh, nearly 2 miles,

a view of securing exercise if not by walking and rain or shine,
a day.

These good companions gave part of nearly every Sunday of their winter in Washington
to cross-country walks, usually with invited company. A favorite district for rambles

beyond the Branch of the Potomac, patches of primitive woodland then
with small it southward the end of street-cnr line 

crossed an upstream bridge, to a line that returned by another bridge downstream,
Another route of preference led across the Potomac at Georgetown and up southwest bank
of the Great Palls as far as inclination prompted or as permitted. Boating 
on the river was a frequent, diversion; time for that found especially in the summer

1874, which, unlike summers earlier later, spent in Washington. For enter-
tainment indoors, enjoyed cards and excelled at euchre and and he
particularly fond of new and eccentric ways of playing old games. He often read 
aloud to his intimate much to their pleasure, the book being chosen for entertainment
rather than for information. Probably in those years of long ago, Gilbert only 
on the side realized inner nature to be so emotional that if, while aloud,
he came upon a passage, even his strong self-control could not tear
ducts and vocal chords; his eyes would overflow and his voice would choke, so that he
hand the book to to continue the Por the reascn, enjoying the theater,
he avoided distressing melodrnmas, as he did not like to a spectacle of himself" in public.

Gilbert was among his Washington associates of this period a. of
buoyant of vision thought, in disposition, kind and courteous

in behavior. His of unbiased observation and discussion recognized
by his colleagues, who saw that he could attack a open mind; that he
never tried to prove a preconceived theory but only to find out the truth. Although engrossed
in his work during he was also sociably inclined, has told; and his
friends, mostly of the "scientific set," enjoyed his for he had, apart a
serious interest in serious matters, a lighter that was in a cheerful manner,

fund of good stories and a laugh. When he cared to express himself, he was
simple, direct, and outspoken; yet he had withal a. reserve that guarded

from saying much, a reserve that later dev loped into a very gracious
even temper that carried him through the many discomforts of western
Geld work was clevelopecl into a philosophy of self-control which taught him that anger
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an passion, not only unscientific but detrimental; and he therefore did not
allow himself to be angered. Xis of in a small was hardly
upon to resist, the greater temptations many mortals, for did not assail him. 
His mas one of those happy dispositions that was pure-minded and honorable nature. His 
good sense early ripened to and showed him the better paths of life, from which he
never clepartecl.

AND HOME

I t was probably not Gilbert's scientific acumen so much as the other side of his nature
that him an engaging companion social circles he frequented; unconventional
circles, that had, be it noted, no relation to the Washington of those simpler days
would have called "Society'; a large S. I n any he does not seem to lacked
agreeable partners at evening or on walks. His for the

entry among many others of significance;January 10: Met Porter
and according to the best the few survivors of those yenrs, this meeting probably
took at a dance at house, the "Major," an experienced ethnologist, regarded 

a proper for the young, and at his house not infrequent.
Three other entries correspondingly suggestive in of events. Sunday

25: long to Soldiers Rome with Miss Porter"; Sunday, February 
1: "P. M. with Miss Porter crossed the Bridge and returned George-

Wednesday, February 4: "Called (PPC) on Miss The Long Bridge that
crossed over the Potomac would have run in nbout the as the Long

Boston Common that mas indeed accepting, company 
by of the Breakfast Table; for 10 months later, when Gilbert was in his

his associates in even the most intimate of mere surprised
by the announcement of to Porter at her in Cambridge, Mass. 

Miss Porter was the younger sister of the wife of friend,
who was a member the survey and resident in Washington; i t must have 
been the occasion of a visit of the sister to the elder that the meeting briefly
on the Sunday and the leave-taking call on 4 took
Gilbert did not spend the Sundays of February later mon hs in solitude, he visited
England in the following summer; and on August 4 noted in his diary: "A search for
Sq. Hippodrome Barnum." The interpretation of the entry is that Square
mas the residence of Mrs. Porter and her daughter in Cambridge; and after that is the
second entry hardy needs The next day's record is: AM. Fresh Pond
PM.", and between the leaves of the which inclose these dates there is still pressed a

three-leaved maple seedling, such as to-day be gathered on the wooded slopes
border Fresh Pond on one side. later the persons, not so very young 
either, but apparently suitor and suited, went to near the New Hampshire border,
to visit Miss Porter's eldest sister, Mrs. James A. there resident; and while in
that pleasant the records on August 10: "A drive past springs. Croquet. 
Under the Trees. ride." The next day return was to Cambridge.

following mere spent by the suitor alone in a gathering of scientists e.t Hartford, where
the summer meeting of American mas held, as already told; and after that
a fortnight was given to Rochester, when for the on subjects
took some of the mornings. Sundny, 30, was enjoyed playing with the Family
at the Nutshell, The that may have been; and the next day

the "Loomis-Gilbert. No Thus the brother briefly records the
marriage of his sister. Washington was reached a few days later; and if questions arose there
as to the cause of the month's absence, Hartford Rochester must have fully answered 
them.

Two months later, on November 10, 1874, Grove Karl Gilbert and
Loretta were married in Cambridge; The bride was the third daughter of Joseph Porter,

who had died 15 gears before, Susan Maria (Bent) Porter, who died December 21,
1874, weeks after her daughter's departure. The family was well represented a t
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the but the Gilberts were represented by the groom The
was to Rochester was a t then
the pair to Washington for the winter. The other two of the three bachelor
of the previous were invited, in by which they mere of Gilbert's

the of house partnership; but they, a a.s great as the
generosity the declined on the grounds, urged, that

fourth partner a to tham, that they had not been in choosing her, 
that they could. assume no responsibility for the new but they appear

to have enjoyecl the of frequent and friendly visits a t the home.
Washington n-as Giibert's residence, a year, 1880-81, when,

the of Geological Surrey, he resided Salt Lake City in charge
of division of the Basin. During the. summer of 1875, which he spent in the
plateaus of Utah, as be told below, his wife mas with her in Mass.,
where Gilbert rejoined her in and their child, Betsy Bent Gilbert,
was born on Shortly returning a later, boarding in
the city for in Droit Park, a suburb frequented survey

of that time. There, before, Gilbert, always cordial and hospitable to his
friends, led a of period contain occasional
show that the exploring geologist could, when the for it, faithfully to domestic
duties, perhaps all the so because his were restricted and his housekeeping mas

on a very moderate scale. Like many another husband, he opened a set of
books for ciouble-entry accounts, very few he continued to keep them
for over 40 years. balance was struck labor short before his death.
In the Droit housoholcl the set for domestic expenses were to "Dame Dur-
den" or D. D.," but unlike other scientific husbands, Gilbert did not allow all the

fall on his so that might be in his professional work. He took a 
good share of as is many entries in his diary; for one
made shortly the to Droit To-clayme begin pts. of cream

of may therefore be that milk bills and other bills were 
closely scrutinized. mas fond of the daughter, Bessie; the affection that he

is by items in the January 14, 1876: "Bessie 13 and a few 
0.25." The following he was in the arid empty plateau

country, a notebook bears entry: "Bessie a year old today." These little touches are sad
in view of the heart-breaking grief that the father felt over the daughter's six

years later.
During winter of Gilbert was much anxiety by the fatal of his

and brother-in-law, Archibald "a conscientious, able, and vigorous geologist,"
had spent the previous as a of the survey in the mountains of

there, Gilbert wrote in obituary notice, long season of "toil and privation
of crags, and undermined his health." After death, on

2, Gilbert accompanied the to a t home in Auburn,
and thereafter extended to her and her in Washington a brotherly care.

Gilbert's first son, born December 6 of the same year, given the name of this much esteemed
associate.

the increase of scientific that followed transfer from the
to the Powell survey, as told in the he took a more active part in

intellectual life of and largely the meetings of the
of city contributed a share of concerning his western field of

to his fellow members. Among the topics treatecl are erosion" in
and basins" 1876; "Drainage of the Black "Recent

Great Lake," the a in the base
a of base measurement," currents on mountains slopes"

in 1879; "Relations beds to the limestone" in Unfortunately
printed record of is very brief, but some of their subjects be

recognized as being set in his official reports.



CHAPTER VIII

FIVE ON SURVEY
ACQUAINTAKCE

Gilbert's association Powell the greatest determining factor in his mature life.
I t lead to broad opportunities which he enjoyed and it upon him heavy
sacrifices which he made. The two men met in Washington in the late or
spring of 1872, probably at a meeting of the Philosophical Society, and already
well entered upon before they went west for the summer field work of that year. At the close
of the season, Gilbert on returning from the Plateau was in Salt City,
he invited one of his nongeological associates on the Wheeler to call him on the
"Major," then in of the and Geological Survey of the Mountain
region," and on the of him in terms of high praise a man i t n-as a privilege
to know. The visitors were received and the conversation naturally turned to geo-
logical especially those of the region north of the Colorado Canyon, where both
Powell and Gilbert had several in field The member of
the party to his companion Powell's extraordinary frankness in
telling of his results. he imparted quite regardless of the fact that his visitors were

of what might be a rival survey; but it be believed that the
on Powell's part in no small measure a response to his recognition of a fine 

of scientific honor in Gilbert.
The relation early established between the men is well illustrated by a letter

that Gilbert wrote to Powell from Fort N. Mex., under date of July 17, 1873, soon
after arrival there at the opening of his third western campaign on the Wheeler survey:

I reached here by buckboard four days ago have been skirmishing in the neighborhood for a geological
start. The lithological series is but I cannot find a fossil--except the Shinavav wood-between
the and the . . . One day spent on the dislocation that described.
I think he and you, too, must have crossed i t at Stinking spring on the Puerco of the Colorado Chiquito. A
few miles further north the structure is perfectly exhibited-a regular flexed fault without the slightest fracture,
and with a throw of feet to the From a high point I could see it for twenty-five a t least.

I n closing he expressed the that Powell rather than himself should see the Indian
village of "You would make the visit profitable while I shall merely gratify idle curios-
ity." Clearly the geologists were on familiar terms with each other a t time, and the 
acquaintance so well rapidly into a close intellectual comradeship; witness the
interchange of about the Colorado Canyon and its problems, as noted above. I n a few
years the relation of the two men became like that of older and younger brothers had
complete trust in each other. 

The contrast between Powell and Wheeler have had, on Gilbert's side, much to do
with the intimate association that sprang up between the of one and a
nate on another; for whiie Gilbert's relations with his own chief so far as
friendly and plessant, they could not, in view of ignorance of geology, have been a
source of scientific inspiration, such as intercourse with must have been from the
Moreover, Gilbert mas not only hampered in his geological work by its subordina-
tion to the objects of the survey, as has been told; he chafed under its
military and was annoyed by many restrictions imposed upon its conduct by

rulings officinls "higher up." Indeed, its chief not free from
embarrassment caused by these strict quotation above one of
Gilbert's explains how wish for the early publication of his results was negatived by
the Chief of with entire propriety from the standpoint of an engineer in
chief-and how little ambition he felt to write reports publication of which would be

71
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poned to uncertain dates. after field seasons under a fourth season
of rsport writing in Washington, he gladly accepted the opportunity of taking up under

Wheeler, who had spoken freely of his admiration for Gilbert as a and for 
his as a geologist, generously approved of the transfer recognized that opportunity
for fruitful results was likely to be thereby greatly augmented. This was very clearly the case.

Gilbert's connection with the survey closed on September 30,1874. While he
was in Rochester at the end of his wedding journey he on November 27 of the same year:

My Dear Major: . . . I a m getting to be a little anxious to be at work-partly because it has come to be
more natural to mc than play, partly because I ought to be earning something. So I a m going to Rashing-
ton in a few days the intention-if you have not changed your mind-to begin work with you a t once.

On the very day, December 2, of his at the National Capital, he formally joined
the Powell survey, remained a of it until, five years later, the
surveys were merged in the United Geological Survey.

These two master minds were, from the admirably work together, for where
they were not alike one mas in measure to the Powell in
addition to his proved ability as an explorer, an for organization and 
administration, and after the establishment of the he successfully used
this capacity in means for prosecution of special by men like Gilbert-or
as nearly like as could be found; while Gilbert, caring little for directing the work of others
but in field work of his was still more excellent in the theoretical discussions to
which field observations led. Moreover, became more and more deliberate as he

an increasing of attention and thought to research, out all the possibilities
of every theoretical explanation for observed and thus testing the worth of every
explanation that came him from whatever source; and at the same time Powell, turning
more and more from research to administration, nevertheless still enjoyed the occasional
exercise of his unusually speculative intellect in the solution of problems that his associates 
encountered; but he was well content to leave the closer of his solutions to

of Gilbert's analytical power. More important still, these two men had entire confidence
in each other; they for personal priority or credit; in their generous de-
votion to the search for truth each gave the othcr free use of his every thought,
no greater reward than that the thought might be of service. said of Powell a t
a meeting in 1904 was equally true of himself: fertile in ideas, he was
absolutely free in their communication, with the result that many of his suggestions-the
number of which can never be known-were unconsciously appropriated by his associates and 
incorporated in their published results."

Gilbert must have greatly refreshed invigorated by the favorable conditions 
afforded on Powell's survey. From his he could had no helpful counsel on
geological problems; the study of the basin ranges surely advanced toward its solution
by any suggestions or criticisms from Wheeler; but and helpful counsel was received 
from his new chief at every turn. During the investigation of the Henry Mountains, the
problem upon which Gilbert reported for the "Survey of the Mountain each step
in the was submitted to for criticism, and many of the criticisms thus received
were accepted by Gilbert and embodied in his text. Little wonder that the scientific companion-
slip of the two men endured, or that when, a few years later, the unified National
under Powell's direction, Gilbert one of its geologists more than replaced the light
hand which the director had lost. in War of the Rebellion years before.

FIELD WORK FOR TEE POWELL SURVEY

Gilbert's field season on the Powell was spent on high plateaus of southern
Utah and in the vast amphitheater of to the east of them. Lake City
reached on the outward journey on June 16, 1875, and on the homeward journey on September
12. The huge, east-reaching plateau spurs, as the Aquarius and as well
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as in the lower land cast the base, were in
as these features are among the finest of their in the the

season must have been of great profit; but no report made upon it. That appears to have
been by for who the of 1876, and in the
high region, whose account of it in Gilbert's pub-
lished concern the which, east of the plateaus, were

in 1875, and more closely the year, as will be told on a later page.
both these the change from the restrictions under Gilbert

on the Wheeler to the conditions on the Powell
greatly enjoyed. Under Wheeler, Gilbert's movements had

to those of an the chief object of which topographical mapping; he had
been hampered, not to say in his field work regulations, one of which is
illustrated by the 'incident of the lost carbine in the in 1871, told.

Powell, he mas given the freest possible opportunity to with a small party of
which he the head, over whatever route he his own geological mere

main object in view. He could thus turn the pages of the great book he was
and ponder on each page long as he wished. Evidently his transfer from a survey
by officer under to a survey conducted by a scientist

very free conditions as salutary the officer had predicted and as the
scientist had hoped.

I t is, however, not clear why Dutton and Gilbert were sent by Powell in the summer of
1875 to the field, thus introducing into a single survey the duplication of work

complained of when committed by rival surveys. I t may be that Gilbert, having 
spent a good part of the of in plateaus, recognized their

structure to be in a broadly extended masses of essentially
horizontal in the Colorado Plateau-the plateau trenched by the Colorado River in
northern Arizona-and the linear masses of deformed structures in the basin ranges; that
he see the plateau blocks again in the hope they mould throw light on the
range In any case his visit of 1875 taught him about the region, although a
good share of his time was spent on the denuded area east of the lava-capped highlands. It
is to be regretted his results unpublished; but of writing a report on what
he hnd learned in the summer, spent a t least a of the following winter in up
illustrations for the Uinta Mountain report by Powell, who noted in its preface: Mr.
Gilbert, I am indebted for great assistance in the preparation of the graphic representation 
employed." In accompanying this report, Gilbert is credited with Plate a. bird's-
eye or block of a part of the Uinta uplift, showing the actual topography of the
district in the foreground, and a stereogram of the imagined uplift, unworn, in the background;

is believed to be one of the earliest published examples of a block diagram
of such design. It is, therefore, one of the many novelties which geology and physiography 

to the ingenuity and good sense of this self-trained investigator.
Gilbert's notebooks, five in number, of the summer of 1875 on the plateaus,

show that he enjoyed much greater in records had been possible under'
descriptions are nevertheless rare. The pages are with detailed 

geological sections, explained by an abbreviated notation is not always easily 
but intercalated among these items of interest. Inoceramus was found
that measured 43 inches across; a worthy rival of the giant in the South Seas of to-day.

pinnacles," or columns of gravels large were
as occurring on the retr

e

ating eastern of the Plateau, and a curious
follows a near-by sketch of several of them:

the point we climb is a red pinnacle 5 m. out in the valley as slender as probably
on as a scale as the tower of Pisa.
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No other account of this leaning tower is Time for
records of and breezes; descending night by day, and Gilbert
later spoke this before the Society of A remarkable dis-
cussion of the relation between the diurnal range of air the "barometric

on September 6; this graphic discussion of the
problem in address as be told due East of the plateaus the

greatly Water-pocket flexure-recorded in the notes under the name of "-
is described as of unsymmetrical form, with steep dips on the east and very
dips on the its axis is slightly so that the Vermilion sandstone, removed from the
highest part of the flexure, it strong at points 30 miles apart north south
and crosswise. are "connected by continuous (except for escarpments
in the two slopes of the fold, the under the steep fold slope the SW from

to miles the gentle slope. So there is a continuous of erosion returning in
itself facing inward-the reverse of a mesa. the Vermilion the circles in
the same may. I call of the cliffs 'The Circle Cliffs'." The phrase, "reverse
of a mesa," is certainly felicitous.

The faults and between the various members the plateaus were examined
care, and of displacement and erosion in producing the existing relief

was studied. One of the most deliberate records, written "on a crag overlooking the
lake," July relates to problem:

What was the origin of Fish Lake Valley? 1. I t s walls are of trachyte. Are they massive eruptions over
of eruption? No, for they exhibit in their escarpments a bedded structure their slopes are

steep too definitely angled a t top . . . 2. Is it the result of aqueous erosion? No, for i t is too to
have cut the trachyte since the age of the trachyte, and its are
small . . . 3. It is not the of erosion, for the glacia

t

ion of this region is but slight-entirely
inadequate to the or shaping of a great valley. 4th. suppose since the trachytc epoch
the floor of the has sunk (or the adjacent hills have risen) an equal to the present of the
valley, plus the depth of its filling, plus the loss the uplands by amount somewhere between
2.000 3000 ft.

There was no "jumping a t conclusions" in study thus conducted.

TWO VISITS TO THE

'The most impcrtant observations made by Gilbert during his of field work
concerned the Mountains, which rise in an arid and relatively inaccessible

region east of the Water-pocket flexure north of the Colorado River. They mere examined
in the fortnight beginning August 19, 1875, and the structures then discovered proved to be of
so great interest that were made the subject of a special investigation in the cam-
paign of 1876, two months of a field season that extended from early to late
November mere devoted to them. Thus originated one of Gilbert's most studies. The
mountains conspicuous objects in the eastward prospect from the rim of the high plateaus, 
from which are 30 miles or more distant; and it is probable that their striking forms rising 
in the distance excited Gilbert's wish to look at them more closely. On the way across the
'intermediate country he had a distant sight of Navajo Mountain, south of the Colorado
Canyon, and discovered that, like the Henry Mountains, it also upturned strata around its
base:

On all its visible flanks, from NE around by N to SW, [it] is built of Trias rocks dipping away from 
its center. It is a volcanic cone of elevation. . . . I measure a t the NE a t the SW on the
flanks-dips that the Trias to crest, but its crest is dark with lava.

The novel structure of the Henry Mountains appears to have been recognized in the fort-
night of their first and the problem of their origin was then in part formulated;
for on September 5, a is recorded:

By the way, how do the of and Henry [members cf the group] Navajo consist
the violence belonging to irruption eruption. Can deeply buried strata be bent without the slowness of action
necessary a t the surface
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I t will appear in the sequel that the answer to this question ingeniously worked
out in the summer of 1876, the facts of form and structure were ascertained.
I n both Gilbert had the of H. topographer. The of

summer sketches of the mountains, and it is from
of prominent points and from comments them that Gilbert also contributed

to the work of topographic mapping. Indeed from Powell's report on of his
for 1876, one might suppose that was not accompanied by a topographer, but

did the himself:
A topographic survey of the Henry mountains mas [by Gilbert's party] in 1875, and a map

on a scale of 4 miles to the this being thought too a scale to admit correct representation of
the details of the Gilbert in addition to his geological work made [in detailed survey
of topography, carrying on complete system of secondary triangulation and a connected plane table sketch 
over more than 1,000 miles. The data collected are sufficient t o make a map of the
mountains on a of 2 miles to an inch.

In any ease Gilbert was much interested in the work. October 12, a
rainy day spent in camp near the northernmost of tho group, two pages were
given to a of "spherical in order to whether allowance should be 
made for it in local the result showed that "the excess of the whole polygon of
triangulation is not greater and is as compared the probable
error of of one 1 The many-sided competence which such
entry characteristic of all Gilbert's 

The novelty of the features discovered
in the Mountains mas so great as to compel close
scrutiny before they were accepted de-
termined even their observer. I t was indeed so 
great as to awaken doubts in the minds of
renders as to the competence of a little-known geologist,

Fig. 6.-Ideal section o f a laccolith; from Gilbert's n o t e
book,lavns could bend upward the strata into which they rose.

Such an explanation recalled the discredited theory of "craters of elevation," which after
strong advocacy by geologists of an earlier generation had been gradually
and abandoned the geologists of Gilbert's time. It was like a step to
return to any such idea. there was this difference: of elevation" were
phenomena; and the upturned strata of the Mountains, although now visible at the
surface, had become so only as the result of an enormous denudation; the upturning was a
deep-seated phenomenon. Whatever others may have felt on this point, Gilbert
really proved his case beyond all possible doubt. Yet in spite of the large

of the structures thus made known, their region is so remote that, since Gilbert's visit,
only one other geologist given close study to this mountain and his report
upon it is not yet published. So remote is the of the Henry Mountains from
lines of ordinary i t is in the surrounding region as a safety zone for those who
wish to "avoid doing business with the sheriff." During Great War, certain persons
were under suspicion of the Intelligence of the Army chose very
as a refuge because of its inaccessibility lonesomeness. After they had reachecl its seclusion
they mere visited by disguised in his usual occupation of geologist, and so completeiy 

their isolation render them harmless that they let in their voluntary internment. 

THE REPORT

The problem of the Henry Mountains have been truly of an inspiring nature, for the
report upon it was March 1,1877, four months Gilbert's return from the second
season in the field. Its date of on the title-page is the same year, although by reason
'of delay in preparing certain plates, the not completed and distributed till
a second edition was issued in 1880. the time given to its preparation, it is one
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the most instructive reports ever issued. Gilbert's thoughts must have turned,
while he mas still in the West, upon the form in which the report be cast; and he was
doubtless aided in such thoughts by an indifference to, not to say a dislike for the companion-
ship of usual of camp helpers, with whom he had little or nothing in common. I t
appears to be in part at least for this reason that he formed the habit of setting out from camp 

and returning late, thus securing an interval of 14 or 16 hours he might be alone with
his problems. Rut this does not mean that he was indifferent to camp work; he was well

as to the duties of every beast in and in this respect the apprentice-
ship in the Wheeler survey served him well. He made arrangements at the outset
of a field trip as to the distribution of and held every member of his party to a stand-
ard of performance. He very properly left the work of the camp to his men, not so that he
should have no work do himself, but because he had plenty of work of his own which his

not possibly
his field work not by any means limited to observation. He constantly

carried on a mental inquiry as to the meaning and interpretation of observed facts, and in 
certain problems much of the inquiry was down in the field, as extracts to be quoted
below from his notebooks testify. His report is, however, not chiefly a transcript of his
field records, cast in narrative form. 50 pages contain an able-minded generalization of
the facts of the Henry Mountains the second 50 are devoted to a keenly analytical

Fig. 9.-Mount Henry Mountains; from notebook, 1878.

inquiry as to the processes by which the facts of the district are best explained. When this is 
understood one must marvel a t the rapidity with which the report put shape, all the
more since the shape into which i t was put represents the very best form of investigational
procedure. Surely were difficulties its author had previously experienced in
expressing his ideas in he had now them.

As to the 50-page discussion of the processes of erosion which follows the 100-page account
of the Henry Mountains, that is expanded a more condensed statement of earlier prepara-
tion part of the illuminating and masterly article, analyzed, entitled
"The Colorado Plateau province as a field for study;" an article which appears to

been prompted by earlier observations in the plateau province as as by
field work on the high plateaus and their eastern margin, where the phenomena of erosion
are displayed on a magnificent scale; but the expanded discussion contains many lessons from
the Henry Mountains also.

The illustrations of the report call for mention. They include, in addition to a good num-
ber of figures, 13 full-page views, chiefly of the based on Gilbert's

pencil sketches in the field. The criginals, while not possessing the exceptional artistic
quality of landscapes, give a idea of the barren forms; and they ako
show that, had he been given enough in earlier years, Gilbert might have prepared many
helpful outlines of the basin ranges for his Wheeler survey report, which a of fact
is almost without such illustration, most of its figures being sections. Some of the Henry 
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Mountains sketches, Figures 34, 39, 42, 48, 49, were redrawn in ink from Gilbert's originals 
S. D." (Dellenbaugh), had been with Powell on the Colorado in and with Thomp-

son in Henry Mountains in 1872; a special ink had to be used and the lines kept very
thin for reproduction by a process" new that time. Other Figures
16, 27, 36, 43, 44, were worked up as woodcuts in artisanlike fashion, 
with little appreciation of western scenery. Both. styles of "copies" depart far
from the originals; the woodcuts in particular, overloaded monotonously uniform lines, 
give the impression of dark landscapes under a cloud-covered sky, altogether inappropriate for
the arid plateau country. few halftones, h re reproduced from Gilbert's nriginais, show 
that very little up" was needed, for rough his drawings were, touch by
which the original is "improved" by some one else than the'observer himself is likely to intro-
duce departures from nature. Special mention should be made of the frontispiece to the report,
a block in two sections, like the one prepared by Gilbert for Powell's Mountain
report above noted; i t shows Mount Ellsworth in the foreground, and a of its
restored dome in the background, indication of the strata on the right side of the
block; this was evidently Gilbert's design, although i t was drawn by some one else.

Besides these pictorial views, the report includes two full-page photoplates of models and
of stereograms, which are of great value to the in aiding him to visualize the region

treated. Their value in this respect appreciated by able scholars in France, as Gilbert
hacl the pleasure of when he visited Paris in 1888. of the models, on
a of about 9 miles to an inch, represents an area of 76 by 80 miles, from the

plateaus on the west to the Colorado on the east, with the long Water-pocket flexure
through the middle and the Henry between i t and the river; this is based on Topog-
raphy by H. Graves," but as already noted Gilbert himself did topographic field
work in the way of plane-table surveys barometer readings. The maker of model is
not named, but i t is believed that Gilbert had to do with it. The other model, repro-
duced on a scale of a little more than 4 miles t o an inch, represents the Henry Mountains alone,

made Gilbert" this is repeated in another page plate with geological colors
The appear to have been built up from the the

of a single geological stratum for the two areas. undoubtedly
had help in the laborious construction of the originals, but even so, it is to
how they could have designed and completed in tho same fonr months were occupied 
with the writing of the report.

The rapidity this famous report was prepared and the keen analysis of the
problems that i t treated point to a fundamental change of conditions in Gilbert's scientific
life, caused by his transfer from the Wheeler to the Powell rose immediately to
the occasion; and it is charactoristic of his conscientious nature the satisfaction he felt
in the great opportunity opened to him by Powell took the form of gratefully recognizing its
advantages and loyally accepting responsibility for making the most of them. The pref-
ace to his report reads:

If these pages fail to give a correct account of the structure of the Henry Mountains the fault is mine
I have no excuse. In all the earlier exploration of the Rocky Mountain Region, as as in much of the more
recent surveys, the geologist has merely accompanied the geographer and has had no voice in the determination
of either the route or the rate of travel. When the structure of a mountain was in he was rarely able 
t o visit the points which should resolve the doubt, but was compelled to turn regretfully so the
survey of the Henry Mountains. Geological exploration had shown that they mere well disposed for examina-
tion, and that they promised give the key t o a of structure which was a t best obscurely I
was sent by Professor Powell to make a study of them, without restriction as to my order or method. I
limited only in time, the snow stopping my work two months after i t was begun. Two months would be far
too short a period in which to survey a thousand miles in Pennsylvania or Illinois, but among the

Plateaus i t proved A few comprehensive views from mountain tops gave the general distribu-
tion of the formations, and the remainder of the was spent in the examination of the localities best
displayed the peculiar features of the So thorough was display and so satisfactory the examina-
tion, tha t in preparing my report I have felt than ever before the desire to revisit the field and prove my
conclusions by more extended observation.
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Rapidly as the report was prepared, i t still ranks to-day as a mestarpiece of and
geological of the generation who have encountered laccoliths 
chiefly on the pages of a textbook along with faults as of the
ard of their science, do to make acquaintance with the monograph

which the existence of these peculiar structures mas first demonstrated a little over
40 ago. Geologists of an older d l also profit by turning again to the report
which they must have first read with eyes, for a rereading of i t probably discover
many ideas their memory has not retained, and possibly not few lessons they
did not clearly apprehend before. But quite apart from the content of the report, Its method 
and its manner deserve attentive examination by who is searching for a good example
of investigation, for i t is a model of penetrating interpretation and candid

may be to students of philosophy already familiar with
the principles of logic in the abstract, wish to study worthy example of their application to a
concrete scientific problem. If such students are partisans of the absolute school, they will of

condemn adoption of one set of speculations as the basis for another set, and 
they even be amused by the credulity of geologists general who so willingly even
the set of speculations as "conclusions"; but if they are of the pragmatic school, they

rejoice over the with Gilbert succeeded in revealing so many conditions
and processes of past on the basis of so short a study of the present.

OBSERVED AND INFERRED STRUCTURES

Gilbert learned the general structure of the Henry Mountains by "a few comprehensive
views from the mountain tops," the highest of which rise some 5,000 feel; above the surrounding
surface, thus attaining altitudes of over 11,000 feet. This method of geological investigation
may seem hasty if not to an observer bred in a plant-covered region, but i t be
accepted as and convincing by an observer familiar frank confession

by the rocks of "a naked soilless and as to their and
The mountain group as a whole occupies a space 30 miles north-

south by 10 miles east-west; and each of 36 members represent a or cisternlike
mass of igneous rock, still more or less covered by the lower beds of heavy series of
beneath i t was originally The rocks of the nearly hori-
zontal, except where blistered up by the intrusions. Their total thickness from the upper

into the mid-Cretaceous is about 7,000 several thousand feet of
still seen in high on the west, are here wanting by reason of

erosion. The laccoliths consist of trachyte" according the terminology aclopted Gilbert;
a rock that might be called a quartz porphyry." They occur

at two levels or zones in a and a higher series of shales, series between being 
feet more in and the two being some 3,000 The mean

diameter of laccoliths in the zone is 2.6 miles; and of 10 in the upper zone,
1.2 their thickness is usually a sixth to a quarter of their diameter; of

has a diameter of 2,000 feet and of only 50 feet. The volume of the
largest, is estimatecl at 10 cubic miles. The arrangement of the laccoliths is

discernible system, and they '(prove intractable in the hands of geologists
who draw through groups of by may of their

the time of Gilbert's on these singular geologists,
of the were studying examples of a somewhat similar structure

in of Caloraclo; but they not be especially referred here, as the 
object of this memoir is biographical than geological. Even in the

outward or dips of the by the are more or less 
been recognized by two earlier explorers of that secluded region; one was 

a geologist of Powell's boat party Colorado 1871; the other was Thomp-
son, Powell's topographer, in 1872. Gilbert mas to detect the existence of

This of the word, suggested b y Dana, has generallyreplaced Gilbert's spelling, and is here adopted except in
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strata the heavy igneous masses, whereby to his their
structures were point, he mote:

If the structure of the mountains be as novel to the reader as i t was to the writer, and if i t be as strongly
opposed t o his preconception of the in which igneous mountains are constituted, he may well
the conclusions in regard to i t while they are by proof. I only beg him to suspend his judgment
until the case shall have been presented (p. 18).

presentation he then to make, not by narrating his personal experiences in
the field, plan serves enough in popular exposition, but, he was addressing
professional geologists, by at once setting forth the general conclusion that he reached

to structure of laccoliths, and then marshaling the facts in systematic as means
of how his general would take account of them, great their variety
appeared, and the adoption of the conclusion therefore was; or in his words:

The preliminary of the type structure furnishes a complement of categories and terms by the
aid of which the description of the details of observation, essentially tedious, is greatly abbreviated. 

The facts were marshaled in a very convincing procession: First, the up-domed strata,
not yet worn to the inferred cistern of igneous rock beneath; then a
series of and more igneous masses; and those masses, which are only
completely stripped of their former cover, but are so far undermined around their borders as to
give clear of the strata underlying them. 

The erosion of the mountains has given the utmost variety of exposure to the I n one place
are seen only arching strata; in another, arching strata crossed by a few dikes; in another, arching strata
filled by a net-work of dikes and sheets. Elsewhere a portion of the laccolite itself is bared, or one side is

so as to exhibit a section. Here the sedimentary cover has all removed, and the laccolite
stands free, with its original there hard trachyte itself has been attacked by the elements and its form
is changed. Somewhere, perhaps, the laccolite has been destroyec! and only a dike remains t o mark the fissure
through was injected (31).

I t evident that, although the of the mountains had been quickly
discovered a from mountain tops, their detailed structure had been
learned by close-range observation.

Following the statement, nine of strata are described detail as
more or less eroded, but not so to reveal any igneous rocks; five, of strata

by and sheets; eight, of partly revealed igneous cores; five, of cores well revealed
on one side a t least there undisturbed strata beneath; two, of fully

cores; and seven of partly demolished laccoliths; the last nine, the preceding five,
presumably exhibiting the underlying horizontal strata, although this significant item is not
specified in the summarized statement. No however, was in the

of the mass was so far advanced as reveal expected dike beneath it.
I t is then held that the "accords with all the facts that have been and

them into consistent whole" (64). The existence of Iaccoliths established,
and a t same the they now were shown to from intrusion

doming or of various dimensions, by erosion of various degrees.
therefore, be no that Gilbert had abundant evidence his conclusions

to the structure of structurally considered, they might be as masses of
igneous rock, supplied through unseen heneath, circular in

and having a domelike form, gently curved top, steep-sloping sides, and flat floors, between 
undisturbed strata below and up-arched strata sbove. Mount a large domed
structure, one of the and denuded. of the group, which overhead
seen but no is revealed, illustrates the of the erosion in the 

of the existing forms; is believed to have been domed
strata more a in this fine Gilbert reports with 

that although the itself is not exposed to he is convinced that
i t
tha t the visible arching envelop it,, tha t the forest of dikes join it, and that  the visible
blocks of upper mountain achieved their the still liquid The proof,
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ever, is not in the mountain itself, but depends on the association of the phenomena of curvature and dike and
sheet in other mountains of the same group (27).

The importance of progressive erosion in developing the is alluded to again on
a later page, explaining that the of the higher zone are already exposed
in strong relief by degradation of the surrounding strata, while those of the lower zone are
yet so prominent as they miil be Gilbert gracefully 

In attaching to the least of the peaks the name of my friend Mr. I a m confident tha t I
rate his attainment a monument will be conspicuous t o and races than it is t o
the present (150).

RECOGNITION O F

It is interesting to learn from the field of Gilbert's in
Mountains that their true interpretation was very early forced upon attention. He
approached their southern members from the west, and on mas on the great

flexure near the where Creek, about 12 miles north of its junction
with the departs from the weaker of the flexure and cuts a horseshoe
canyon in the harder of tho western rise. He then noted, concerning the southernmost
of the mountains, distant nearly miles: "Ellsworth shows no colors looks as
though built of the valley roclcs. I n the region a [the summit part of an adjoined sketch] I
can make out no but in the regions [the southern and northern I measure dips
of about next day on the same flexure see
better. On this [western] the clip this way unmistakably. I can see successive
outcrops circling around it-red at base, then the white probably
Thus the doming of strata over the mountain top was cletectecl.

and of his "slept out" that night, as explained the morning after:
overtook us we barely made water pocket in the when forced

by the uncsrtainty of the and by to stop. At this morning we started
It was then briefly noted regarding two mountains north

of Killers still look very volcanic"; this probably that
rocks better revealed of Ellsworth, not they were of eruptive

origin. Eater in the the basal features of seen be repeated in Hillers:
"The seem to trend in a the mountain flank as far they extend";
and the it bending or swinging of the the
mountain base is A part of mountain next north of called

in the notes later named Mount Holmes, was in the next August 22:
" I t was just a tumor, cracked in the the being dikes; and to this
was "I am impressed with the idea that the dikes are radial, outwards.
The next day the same mountain was described as of "bubble form . . . the strata being
nearly level on top the crests controlled dikes, which radial." Later on the same day
the same mass with others: " It is a low-angled bubble. is high-angled

Ellsworth strikes a mean." A significant, generalization had already been recorded the day 
"Only the Trias was lifted the Carboniferous either lay below

of action or below a distributing reservoir"; thus the idea of a reservoir or cistern of igneous
on an is The was a t that time presumably 

based more on the arching of the Triassic strata, which were but not
by the mass, than any observed beds

here examined. strata were imperfectly noted during
the brief visit to the mountains in the of yet a small here copied, is added
in the undisturbed underlying strata are clearly represented. Not the following
summer were the reservoirs given special name, and this modified in
the published report to which the root has the Greek rather than the Latin 

The mental processes of description, comparison, and generalization no better
illustration than is in the first 50 pages of the Henry report; but i t is well
to a t the same time that these 50 also of the
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essentially speculative nature of geological science; for various matters which are set forth as
"the principle facts in regard to the lnccolites" are in reality speculative inferences that, far

the reach of observation; indeed, they are nothing moro than the thriving outgrowths 
of certain venturesome speculations of or more ago, which heve been since
accredited and accepted as the veritable counterparts of invisible, unobservable facts in the
vanished past. The production of the rock masses by cooling from a state of fusion;
their ascent, while fused, from a source by unseen conduits; the upheaval of the covering
strata as a result of the ascent; and the later removal of more or less of the covering strata by
erosion-all these and various similar are evidently not visible facts of observation
but only accepted concepts of speculation, yet so fortified that they are properly
taken, along visible facts, as realities to be explained by other speculations.

Only one of these speculative conclusions was regarded as in need of special inquiry for
its namely, that the laccolithic masses are really intrusions which
blistered up the strata above them, and not ancient volcanic masses erupted upon theearlier-
deposited, strata and buried under the later-deposited overlying strata. To this

('the answer is not difficult." The are subterranean intrusions; for this
conclusion, which after i t is is treated with entire geological propriety as a is
supported to the point of demonstration by the standard scientific method of deducing

Fig. Western face of the lncolith

contrasted groups of consequences from the two suggested possibilities of intrusion and extru-
sion, and then impartially confronting the deduced consequences with appropriate items of
observation; a method of proof is truly simple enough; so simple that some may
think i t worth mentioning here; yet i t is doubtful whether a t issue-the
explanation of buried igneous masses as subsequent intrusions or contemporaneous extru-
sions-had been treated in this may as fully by anyone else. Indeed, the failure
of some Gilbert's to apply this simple method in the investigation of buried
igneous masses elsewhere delayed them in the attainment of safe interpretations.

THE BASE OF

A minded reader may object to the use above of words as demonstra-
tion and proof in connection with method of leads, as geologists very well
to more a high order of probability, and even to that only on the pragmatic assump-
tion that the present order of nature has endured all through the geological past; but
sort of objection to the interpretation of laccoliths and other geological phenomena we are not
here concerned. pertinent are the that, mere expressed by certain distant scien-
tists 30 or 40 years ago as to the geological validity of Gilbert's For example,

of Vienna, apparently more guided by his own by Gilbert's evidence, 
contended that the Henry Mountains laccoliths must really buried volcanoes not sub-
terranean regarded as one of the geologists of his
time, inclined to the view, but in deference statement of the reasons

136.



for assigning the masses an intrusive instead of an eruptive
himself, though still incredulous and to that interpretation

Gilbert's needed
More were dou-bts expressed, by the English geologist, Green, in

Nature; for this apparently familiar large igneous intrusions had
upheaved the they had risen that had

or blunt masses extending with full or increasing diameter
skeptical to the sufficiencyof the reasons offered existence of a lira-

a t the base of the laccoliths. He wrote, "in no spirit," yet in
incredulity, questioning the "evidence by the of these peculiarly shaped
bodies of intrusive rock is supported. Mr. Gilbert has evidently seen enough to satisfy him-
self on this point, and we are quite to every confidence in the statements of so
accurate and an a t the same time we cannot help some regret he

not been a little more in his description of the sections open the charac-
teristic, form of the laccolite. The horizontal base and undisturbed.state of the underlying
strata are first points on which we be thoroughly . . . of the

laccolite in Figs. 43 44, if we understand them aright, do not seem to be
on the point of the horizontal base; but the evidence would have been more if these
plates been explained a t greater length the text,."

It is true that Gilbert did not take to distinguish the igneous of the Henry 
from deep columnar intrusions, as is above, he them

carefully enough volcanoes. The evident reason for disregarding columnar intru-
sions is that, his published statements of horizontal strata

the laccoliths are as a not so emphatic or so as to arrest the 
reader, his studies had so clearly discovered the presence of such strata, that

possibility of the extension of the igneous masses, except inferred feeding 
for completely excluded. The field notebooks for season of leave

doubt point. Some 25 pages of notes mitten on the October 12 mere filled 
structural the explicit :

the Butte [Julies none of the curved [overlying] strata are visible, the whole is trap. But
level beds are visible on nearly every side. . . . [Marvine?] every element of the except

the dike or chimney, is visible. At one end the upper strata the arch; a t the other
have been completely the trap be seen resting on level strata.

Three other examples of visible underlying beds are instanced. A week earlier
general of the had been clearly generalized in the case of two of
complex

The of and [in the northern central parts of group] is system of
bulge intrusions of trap compiled as as secondary cones of a volcano. Successive jets of trap
finding passage ceased their a t points equally diverse in lenticular
form, lifting the strata.

here the occurrence of undisturbed strata is only implied instead of
taied.

statements on this point in the published report are brief, as follows: As to the
laccolith, east of Hillers, " at one end it is the the sandstone

floor i t rests is to light" (33). Beneath the
the underlying locally hardened to lie level; overlying curve to

join them" (34, 35). The Sentinel Butte laccolith, of Pennell, is "sapped by the
of its soft foundation" Laccolith E "rests upon the sandstone" (41). The
Shoulder laccolith overlies the and a bed of runs under the one and over
the other and them" (42). Under the Jukes laccolith, the northeasternmost of the
group, five hundred feet of softer rock which its pedestal" (46). These
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ments thus brought together are clear enough, even though do not always mention 
the attitude of the strata; the original text they are scattered and almost

other matters. Moreover, in the published account of two other well-exposed
the strata are not The the of all, "stands forth
on a devoid of talus, naked and alone" (42) and as to the Scropo, northeast, of

the erosion of its matrix left it a conspicuous crag" (47). in the generalized struc-
tural summary the strata are not prominence; for besides the 20
instances in erosion is not yet deep to reveal the base of the laccolith, the five

in which one side of a laccolith has eroded, the core to its
and strata beneath it," there are seven other instances whichare

noted as suffered a still greater erosion, in connection nothing is said of
the underlying strata. Silence here can not mean strata were not seen,
hut that they so plainly seen as to have been as a matter of course.

There can therefore be no that Gilbert the facts of
structure correctly. There may, however, be question igneous masses 

in years explained as laccoliths, alter the laccolith generally
accepted, of that nature. For describes two hold mountains,

in the southern Andes as states they have a partly
eroded cover of Cretaceous strata; but he does not give explicit of underlying
undisturbed I t is quite possible that the conception laccoliths become so popular
that masses of other been laccoliths sufficient assurance they
have a base as a domed top.

iiber den heutigen Stand der 9th Internat. Geol. Congress,



CHAPTER IX

THE CONDITIONS AND PROCESSES OF INTRUSION
THE HENRY AS TYPICAL LACCOLITHS

is true to-day as i t was Gilbert wrote in 1877 that, while larger bodies of intru-
sive rocks occur elsewhere, other examples so typical of structure as the

Mountains have been described. Had his study not been carried further than the 
account of observed inferred structures in the 50 pages of the published
report, summarized above, i t have a valuable contribution to American geology; 
indeed to the geology of the world. instead of stopping existing structures, he under-
took in the second 50 pages penetrating discussion of the conditions under the

intrusions of the had place. treatment of this problem is
delightfully ingenious and the reader feels as if author inviting his company on
a speculative excursion, in which all pertinent facts and suppositions are to be candidly ex-
amined. The method of presentation is the very reverse of that obscurantist style, sup-
posedly appropriate for popular scientific story-telling, in which the as if assuming
that the public can not understand geological reasoning, announces conclusions without giving

for them; or, still worse, puts the cart of conclusion before the horse of inference and
even presents the cart as the pulling force, such a statement as:

Geologists have discovered that the climate of the earth in past stage of its history, much
and moister than now; therefore plants then grew luxuriantly and coal beds were formed their remains.

Gilbert's method was precisely the opposite of this, in that he always presented facts and
inferences in proper order, left no points in obscurity, never glossed over a difficulty or stretched
an argument, and never attempted to impose his views as if by authority. Indeed for purity
and candor of reasoning, the chapter on the conditions of laccolithic intrusion as exhibited in
tho Henry Mountains has few parallels in geological literature. It is not to be expected that
the chapter was complete or that its conclusions so final that they should apply to laccoliths
in regions of disordered structure; but the discussion unquestionably deserves high for
its ingenuity in utilizing all pertinent and available It bc here in
outline.

The discussion with a review of the results reached concerning the structural features
upon which the hypothesis that the Henry Mountain laccoliths intrusions is based, ancl then
adopts the hypothesis because it "accords with all the facts that have been observed and unites
them into a consistent whole" (54). Next, the intrusive rocks of the laccoliths are compared

the effusivevolcanic of the plateau province; the first are without exception acidic, 
while the others are basic, being here called in as a petrographic It is not
possible to combine the two phenomena of intrusion and extrusion as the result of the rise of
one magma-Gilbert of course used the old term, lava-for "the acidic type if extruded at the
surface would be an ordinary [not porphyritic] the basic type crystallized under
pressure he classed with the greenstones. The basis for the generalization is exceedingly
broad. . . . In the [on the plateau north of the western part of the Grand
canyon] Professor has no less one hundred and eighteen eruptive
cones of them resting on horizontal strata which give no indication of being arched by
underground laccoliths], in the Henry Mountains I have enumerated thirty-six individual 
laccolites. I n one basic has one hundred eighteen times risen to the surface

more or less distinct, instead of opening chambers for itself below. In the other
ity porphyritic trachyte has thirty-six times built laccolites instead of rising to the surface" (71).

85
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HYDROSTATIC

Now disregarding source of the and its propelling force, the question arises:
i is i t in some cases igneous rocks form volcanoes in other cases laccolites?"

Here successive suppositions made a view to simplifying the I t is
supposed the solid rocks of the crust have no cohesion to the rise
or the spread of the rocks. "The lava then obey the law of

and assume the which will give the lowest possible position to the
of of the strata and the lava combined" (72). This conclusion appears to have been

in the field, for a notebook record of 20, 1876, two
sheets neas Mount implies hydrostatic action in the brief statement: call

upper the i t was lighter weight molten than the other cold." A part of
the summary written. three weeks later on the 12th of October gives a more general 
treatment of the same principle. It is evident that careful theoretical reflection in
view of the facts must have greatly expedited the preparation of the report in Washington.

Inquiry is next made into the validity of the law when cohesion is considered.
Gilbert the strength of the strata must of course modify the behavior
of the rising mngmas, and then frankly in a immediately begets confidence 

his fairness: "I am a.t loss to tell in way it influences the by a flood of
a a bourne" (73). However, he that hydrostatic law 
is not wholly abrogated; it is only modified by cohesion: still tend to
higher than heavy, however the rising of all lavas may be hindered or favored" (74).

problem therefore really turns on whether the relative density of and crust or
penetrability of the crust is the determining factor. resistance to penetration is the
same in all directions, relation of densities determines the stopping place of the rising lavas;
but when the lateral resistances are relation may be the determining
condition." if penetrability were the controlling factor during an epoch of igneous
activity, all kinds of magmas would rise to the surface where the crust is vertically penetrable 
and would be found together in volcanoes; where the crust is not but is
liftable, all kinds of magmas fail to reach the surface and would be found associated in

But, on the if be in control, certain lighter magmas would
usually form masses and other magma's would form

I n the actual case of the Henry Mountains the difficulty of ,penetrating and the ease of
lifting the strata may have guided the intrusions into two horizons, as above noted, but
these factors may not alone have been in control. the constitution of the intrusive and
effusive rocks of plateau province is examined, "we the entire weight of. the evidence

favor of the that conditions of density determine the coincidence
of the laccolitic structure a type of igneous rock is so persistent that we can not 
doubt that the rock in itself the condition which determined behavior. We are
then led to conclude that . . . the of the general law of hydrostatics was not materi-
ally modified by the rigidity and cohesion of the strata" (75).

A test for this conclusion is next sought for i n the densities of the rocks concerned, and
thereupon an apparent contradiction is met; for in surface where density of
rocks be i t is about 3; while in the subsurface Inccoliths, where the density should
be high, i t is only from 2.6 to 2.9. however, Gilbert "But in order

structure have been determined by density, the acidic rock of the laccolites
have been heavier in its condition than the more basic rocks of neighboring

volcanoes" was therefore for information, as change of density a
rock passes from the to the solid condition, and citation was made of the results of
experiments by Bischof, Delesse, to the dissatisfaction of the last named;
but the data thus were not considered pertinent, because all the experiments
dry fusion, while "it is generally conceded the fusion of lavas is hydrothermal." Sub-

Nature, 1880, 265.
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sequent studies have confirmed this opinion, and given some support the view that
even if the solidified basic rocks of volcanoes are denser the acidic rocks
of laccoliths, the molten basic rocks before they their included gases and vapors
during eruption, have been less dense than the rocks in their subterranean cis-
terns. Hence the relation of densities now obtaining may due in part a t least to the loss of
a good share of gases in the surface rocks. In other the contraction and density 
increase of surface basic rocks in cooling the time of may have been greater
than that of the acidic it is generally felt Gilbert carried this principle 
too far.

However, he cited " a fact of observation tends to sustain the that tho laccolitic 
rocks of Henry Mountains contracted less in cooling than the volcanic." Prismatic
ture is produced by contraction in cooling; and as it is in the
their contraction must have been conversely, its presence in many basic rocks
indicates that their contraction relatively But if the hydrostatic law holds good, 
acidic rocks of the subterranean laccoliths may have by a considerable amount; for
if those rocks really were, when molten, only slightly denser than the strata above them
then their volume when molten have been about one-tenth greater than when solid; and
to this it may be added that, under the same hypothesis, the increase in density of surface
volcanic rocks on passing from the molten to the solid state must have been greater still. Thus
it possible that if Gilbert's hydrostatic theory of laccolithic intrusion proves to be measure-

true, may, by of a comparison of the densities of stratified rocks, laccoliths, and
volcanoes, to a better determination of the of both intrusive and extrusive igneous
rocks they mere in a state and of their of density on solidifying, than is
obtainable by experiment; for in can hardly imitate 
conditions in a volcanic vent, much those in an underground laccolithic reservoir. Eut it
must be at once that laccoliths later found in of the region
varied compositions and are thought by their investigators to discredit Gilbert's that
density of magma was an important factor in the formation of laccoliths. Yet none of
investigators has published so critical an analysis of the factors of penetrability and density 
as Gilbert did. 

MECHANICS O F ISTRUSION

The physical.conditions of intrusion being thus outlined, changesthat accom-
the intrusions I t should be hero recalled that the average form of the

Henry Mountains laccoiiths is that of a low dome a rapid marginal descent; and that
the covering strata therefore rise in a steep-sided, quaquaversd arch; also that,
although the tops and the sides of the arched beds are brokenby radial fissures occupied 
by dikes, the flexed sides are not fractured on lines; hence the covering
strata must have increased in measure by stretching during deformation. The
stretching is as due to a.nextension or outward squeezing of the immediately overlying 
strata between upward pressure. of the intruding trachyte and the weight of the
higher strata. An interesting corollaryfollows: Any fractures that were made in the arch must

been instantly intrusive and no fissureswere t o slowly
veins; and i t is for this reason thet the Mountains have no

attraction to tho miner
The of the dips the margin of flat-topped laccolithic domes is next 

sought and it is here that Gilbert's analysis of the problem has been
perhaps seldom so fully as i t deserves. It is probable that some of the

are more flat-topped than others; if so, it is the flat-toppecl domes that are
especially considered. It conceived that when lateral mot-ement of the rising

a comparatioely thin horizontal sheet was formed, which nearly if the
ease of lifting the strata were the same in directions from the supplying
chimney or neck. then to the distribution of pressure exerted by the
intruding the of the being constant. The total upward
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pressure exerted by a circular sheet will increase with its or with the square of its radius.
Part of tho upward pressure be given to lifting the weight of the cover, in a cover of
constant thickness the weight will increase the area of sheet or the square of its
and hence with the pressure; the remainder of the upward may he given to
deforming the cover. by the of a cylindrical around
the margin of the sheet is and is made for
by The resistance to the of a cylindrical fracture of same as
the intrusive sheet increase with area of the fracture that is, the

area of the cylinder; and this, in a cover of constant thickness, would only
with the power of the cylinder or the sheet while the resistance to cylin-
drical fracture will probably be greater than the available upward pressure of a small circular 
sheet in the early stage of horizontal intrusion, equality of the forces be later
as the sheet increases in and thereafter the direction of lcnst resistance be
and the reservoir increase in vertical thickness instead of in horizontal

An important generalization follows: "The laccolite in its formation is solving
the problem of force,' and its the result" (91). That is to say, a t a given depth
beneath the surface a of a certain circumference will be able force upward the
superjacent cylinder rock, a of a certain be unable 
to lift its cover. Or, in other words, there is a limit in size beneath a cannot be
formed" (88). Therefore "when a lava forced upward through the strata, reaches the level
at which under the law of hydrostatic. it must stop, we conceive i t ex-
pands plane of bedding in a thin sheet, until its horizontal extent becomes so great
that it overcomes the resistance offered by the rigidity of its cover, and. it begins to uplift it.
The direction of least resistance is now upward, and the reservoir of lava increases in depth 
[thickness] instead of in width. The area of a laccolite thus tends to remain at its
limit" (88, 89). But as the thickness of laccolith increases, its "is pro-
gressively subtracted from the pressure [exerted by the rising its top, and 
this proceeds until the upward and lateral pressures become proportional. to resistances
which oppose Further expansion is then both upwarcl and outward" until,
'(when the sum of the of the cover and laccolite equals the total pressure of the in-
trusive lava, uplift ceases, and the maximum depth or thickness is (90, 91).

RELATION O F DEPTH

A further of this discussion is that the diameter of a Moun-
tains laccolite "is proportioned to its depth beneath the surface"; and this is susceptible of
test by comparing the of laccolites in the and upper zones of the Henry
tains strata. The test remarkable t o the theory; for not is the mean
diameter of 8 in the lower zone (2.6 miles) double the mean of 10 in the upper zone
(i.2 but in the upper zone, where their stratigraphic position is best determined, the
highest laccolites arc the smallest, and their size increases with some approach to
regularity. There is no of the upper so large the in the lower zone;
and the of those on lower zone is double the m

e

ad of those on the upper. . . .
The of the conclusion is nearly perfect as could have been anticipated. There 
is no room to doubt that a relation exists the of laccolites and the depth of
their intrusion" (92,

A most extension of the theory is made in estimating the
of the covering strata:

Having by observation the mean size of the laccolites in the upper and as as
the interval feet] which separates the two zones, and approximately the which binds the size
of the t o its of intrusion, we can compute the depth of intrusion of each zone. Our result will
doubtless have a large probable error, but it will not be entirely without value (94).
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The result gained varies from 10,300 to 14,500feet, according to the that is assumed 

to exist between the thickcess of the cover and its resistance to flexure; and as the present
cover of the upper zone averages only 3,500 feet in the thickness, the original cover, presumably 
Tertiary for the most part, must have lost from 7,000 to 11,000 feet of its thickness by post-

erosion. As the strata are still present in the high plateaus to the west, and as
independent geological evidence suggests their original extension over the Henry Mountains
area, the thickness of the original laccolith cover seems reasonable.

Yet in spite of the plausibility of his Gilbert did not insist upon the
ance cf the results that it reached. He

I am far from attaching great weight to this speculation in regard to the original depths of the
covers. It is always hazardous to attempt the quantitative discussion of geological problems, for the reason
that the conditions are apt to be both complex and imperfectly and in case an uncertainty attaches
to the of relation, as well as to the quantities to which it is applied. after making every allow-
ance there remains a presumption that the cover of the laccolites included some thousands of feet of Tertiary
sediments (94).

This is putting it mildly, to say the least. I t would not be overstating the case to say that
a Henry Mountains laccolith is not, as usually understood, simpiy an irresponsible mass of
intrusive rock, but in view of Gilbert's well-conducted analysis it is a comparatively orderly and
reasonable structure, the general position and dimensions of which appear to be explicable on
mechanical principles. 

GENETIC DEFINITION OF A LACCOLITH

The largely inductive or empirical definition of laccolith given at the end of an earlier
section may now be replaced, by an expanded genetic definition: A Mountains laccolith
is mass of intrusive igneous rock which, supplied through an inferred chimney from a source
of unknown depth, begins its expansion by spreading in a horizontal fissure-plane,
apparently in accordance the hydrostatic at a level where, while still molten, its den-
sity is less than the average density of the underlying and greater than that of the overlying
strata. In spreading, the molten assumes the form of a roughly circular sheet or 
disk of small bnt as the radius of the disk increases it attains a dimension at which
the intrusive force of the is more economically applied to the thickening of its mass in
domelike form by abruptly flexing up the strata around its margin and lifting up the strata
above it, than to spreading farther and lifting up a total area of overlying strata with-
out so much flexing. As marginal flexing takes place, the flexed strata are stretched by being
squeezed between the upward pressure of the intruding magma and the weight of the
higher strata.

The limiting diameter at, which the abrupt up-flexing of the marginal strata takes place
increases with the depth at which the magma outspreads; the laccoliths of the
Henry Mountains have an average diameter of 2.6 miles under an estimated original coves 
nearly 3 miles thick; and the same figures for the higher-lying laccoliths are 1.2 and somewhat
more than 2 If the upward pressure of the is maintained, the laccolithic dome 
will gain in by continuous or by successive intrusions until the total weight of the
laccolith and its cover is greater than the upward pressure of the magma; when this stage is
reached, the magma seek another of ascent and intrusion. The thickened form of the
completed laccolith is not an indication that the magma was imperfectly fused at the time of its
intrusion, but that it was constantly "solving the problem of 'least work' for its effective
fusion is proved by the thinness of certain sheetlike laccoliths which did not thicken, as well as
by the narrowness of the many dikes which appear to have been instantly shot into any fissures
opened in the overlying beds. The formation of laccoliths, as thus explained, leads to the
conclusion that they are not associated volcanoes, beneath which, according to the hydro-
static law, the rising magma should be in its molten state less dense than the rocks through
which i t rises, whatever its density may become after its gases have escaped and it has been
cooled and
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the second 50 of the Henry report anything, they that
Gilbert attached as much importance to the highly theoretical which they
contain concerning the processes of intrusion as he to the simpler
inductions in first 50 pages concerning the of laccoliths. I t
therefore occasions some surprise to discover that geologists, his

as to the structure of laccoliths and his icferences as to their intrusion, have 
given heed to his speculations as to the processes of their origin, apart from elementary

that intrusion took A further statement of this aspect of the is
here undertaken, not so much with the purpose of advancing the understanding of a special
geological problem, with the desire to promote a fuller appreciation of Gilbert's thought
upon it.

We are not here concerned with the doubts frankly expressed by Green and Neumayr
to the verity of intrusion, or with erroneous preconception that the igneous
masses of the Mountains are extrusions; sufficient references to these have
already been made. We are still less concerned with the unappreciative comment by
De Lapparcnt, who after spending several pages in combating the obsolete theory of craters of
elevation, briefly discredits Gilbert's novel and of laccoliths, because it
involves intumescence, "pour de laquelle on propose

de toute or with the careless misrepresentation made by Haug,
who takes to himself the by and intimates that Gilbert advocated an
eruptive origin: "On que fluide dans des

des laccolithes
que leur a il bien plus probable le magma introduit entre 

couches en la of these kinds do not
need special for they are not likely to endure; but attention must be given certain
incomplete statements by other geologists who, while accepting the most manifest parts of
Gilbert's theory, fail to do justice to its more delicate and ingenious elements.

I t is possible some or of these elements are debatable, for Gilbert himself
recognized that his method of analysis included several assumptions and approximations; and

years later, when he described a small laccolith in the plains of eastern Colorado, he referred
to some of earlier conclusions as only "tentative"; but they framed with 
good judgment and they were well grounded. Perhaps of them are erroneous, although 
they have not yet been to be surely, they are to be without value, they
ought to be announced as inherent parts of Gilbert's views. There is no novelty in this
principle of impartial geological exposition; our more important textbooks traditionally present
both sides of other debatable questions; for example, the peculiar views of Semper, Rein, and 
Murray, although they observers of no particular geological competence, still fre-
quently cited in paragraphs on the geological aspects of the coral-reef problem in standard

Surely Gilbert's views on the problem merit, at least as fair a considera-
tion, for he was an exceptionally competent geological observer thinker.

Yet an admirable textbook, deserves high rank by very reason of giving its readers
the opinions of different observers on debated example, the opinions of the
three just in connection with the coral-reef problem-does scanty justice to 
Gilbert's theory of the origin of laccoliths, which i t is merely said: "Large bosses of

lava have risen from beneath, but instead of finding their to surface, have
spread out laterally and pushed up the overlying strata into a dome-shaped elevation." The
student here finds nothing about the hydrostatic in the level of lateral
intrusion, nothing abont the advantage that a large intruded sheet over a small one
in the production of a dome; but he does find in the next sentence a direct contradiction of
Gilbert's views that laccoliths and volcanoes do not occur close association, for the further 
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statement is made that laccoliths should be not uncommon in denuded volcanic
districts." But no reasons are for thus summarily setting aside Gilbert's well-supported
induction the In another modern work, which gives
explanations a full laccoliths are treated only in a under
a general account of intrusions: "Sometimes the lava appears to Iorced way the
rocks, and sometimes to have lifted the upper and formed great layers or

aggregates, called laccoliths." Again, a responsible of still
later date says of Gilbert's views as to the condition of laccolithis intrusion, but pro-
pounds new for domes dependent on the rate of intrusion: "If the

of in formation of intrusive sheet is more rapid from below than can
easily the strata mill be up-arched, as if by a press, a
thick lens of rock will be prcduced, giving rise on solidificntion to a

If, of examining general of geology, attention is given special reports
works igneous structures, statements laccoliths are found, but none of

them do Gilbert's explanation of the intrusions in the Henry A report
on another laccolithic mountain group, in which many features of the Henry type
are repeated, very little attention to the mechanical factors involved in the doming of the
covering strata, yet that "the controlling factors to be the of the
magma, the rate of injection, the load of sediments their plasticity, when in mass,
under stresses"; but of the behavior of an essentially fluid magma is not
explicitly discussed be wrong, it may be seriously questioned whether viscosity
and rate of intrusion are to hare the leading here ascribed to
Again, monographic volume on announces: the special of
laccoliths the hypothesis prevails great viscosity is an essential prerequisite in this mecha-
nism" yet none of these students is to have published an analysis of the problem that
in completeness a t all Gilbert's, nor have they especially considered evidence
that is as be stated below, in the typical Henry Mountains for the high
effective fluidity of their at the of its intrusion. volume of mono-
graphic quality concludes of laccoliths is driven upward it reaches a

of easy fissuring, i t thus incoherence of crustal rocks is 
postulated to be of greater importance than hydrostatic is not considered;
yet if this tacit were true, no volcanoes could be built the land surface?as in
the high plateaus of Utah, consists of a series of horizontal in easily fissured
members lie at a considerable depth. I t is then that the form spreading magma 
assumes is primarily a function of its thus again the evidence fluidity and the
mechanical factors in the of overlying strata are left out of the

These special reports therefore give little if better of Gilbert's views
than is to be gained from the terser of standard textbooks. I t is as if, with the
recent discovery of great rariety of structures assumed by intrusive still more
the recognition of the great of rocks intrusive structures, of
geologists been directed chiefly to the structural of
masses and to manifold problems of and thus diverted
Gilbert's discussion of conditions which the simple and typical of the
Henry Mountains had been formed; and it is furthermore as if, at the time, a of
very argued opinion in of viscosity a determining factor in the origin of
laccoliths has been permitted the evidence against provided Henry
Mountains as described in eport. Possibly other magmas more
cous those of type examples; possibly a decreaseof temperature in the rising magma has
made it more viscous in the the stages of a laccolithic but
possibilities should not be allowed to blur the evidence which examples give for fluidity. 

In any case it appear from the foregoing citations that no general agree-
ment has yet been reached as to the origin of and that the their
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are therefore debatable. So long as the debate continuos Gilbert's which

much argued than other yet published, fuller recognition than
of his theory in particular deserve emphasis: first concerns

the value of the hydrostatic lam controlling the level at a rising magma ceases to
continue ascent and begins to spread laterally; the second the mechanical
by the is in led to a
form; third the influence that the depth of a intrusion exerts upon its
diameter. As two of these of the thsory received a certain measure of

yet were rejected in a critical review of Gilbert's report by a leading American geologist,
attention may be to the arguments there adduced.

DANA'S

Shortly after the publication of Gilbert's Henry Mountains report, Dana reviewed it and
proposed an alternative explanation for alternative that mas favorably
by another on laccoliths 14 gears later-as follows: 

With so powerful a forced movement in the as the facts, if they are rightly interpreted, show t o have
existed, no other cause could be needed for a to the surface in the case of a n open channel, or for a flow to

level in the strata at [vertical]fissure might terminate, and this is true whether the lava be light or
heavy.

This is only a rough and ready method of settling the problem at issue, as
compared the deliberate analysis that characterizes Gilbert's discussion. I t leaves the
main unsettled; namely, if an ascending magma has force to act as it chooses,
how will it choose to act? Indeed, Dana's solution is based on the tacit rock
cohesion overcomes the hydrostatic and Gilbert's reasons for adopting a contrary opinion
are not adequately presented either in the review cited or in the later editions of the
reviewer's of Geology. Yet if Gilbert's reasons for his opinion are it would
follow that even if a column of somewhat dense magma rose in an open fissure almost
to the surface of the crust, mould still be easier for the magma wedge its later-
ally between slightly coherent strata a t a hydrostatically than to overflow
at the surface.

It is, of course, possible that Gilbert may have underrated the value of rock
and that a heavy ascending through a vertical fissure in a less dense but very solid
granite might have to rise all the way to the instead of laterally a hydro-
statically determined o r on the other that a very light magma might, of
rising to the surface, laterally into a subterranean domelike cavity was opened
for it in very dense rocks by diastrophic forces did not at the same time open a higher
fissure; but until actual examples are found that appear to exemplify one or the other of these
possibilities, i t seems reasonable a t least to announce the well reasons led
Gilbert to place a higher value on the hydrostatic law than on rock cohesion in his explanation
of the actual laccoliths volcanoes of the Colorado plateaus.

In the meantime, it should be remembered that Gilbert himself did not by any means
overlook the possibilities just suggested regarding the dominance of cohesion; for briefly
examining the relative values of densities and of penetrability, he concluded:"Since the con-
dition of penetrability resides in the rock only, and the condition of density pertains to
both and fluid, either condition might determine lnccolitcs at hori-
zons, the latter only could lavas as intrusive and as extrusive"

inasmuch as he found that lavas of the plateau region as a matter of fact,
sharply intrusions and extrusions, he mas "led to conclude that the
conditions determined the results of igneous activity [for that region] were the relative
densities of the intruding lavas and of the invaded strata; and that the of the general

of was materially modified by the rigidity and of the
(74, 75). Evidently if he had found examples elsewhere in light
intrusive rocks formed laccolithic masses in relatively dense he mould have placed a

Journ. Sci., 24.
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higher on cohesion thnn on density in the explanation of such then
he might have very reasonably held to his explanation for the Henry 

it has been proved the erupted lavas in a certain district of the
were suppliecl by the same a, number of underlying dikes now
bare by later erosion; but the sheets are especially laccolithic in and moreover the
disturbed structure of that region makes it possible that diastrophic forces as well as the pressure
of the rising to do the opening of underground fissures for the
intrusions; and in such case these would fall into different category from that

the laccoliths of the Mountains district. I t is true
also Gilbert's explanation of in terms of the hydrostatic law requires, he

stated, the assumption tbat the present relation of densities in ancl
rocks should have been reversed those rocks were molten and the volcanic
in hacl lost a large share of their originally included gases; and this assumption has
not yet been verified. But a like Gilbert found value in assumption, that is a
good sufficient reason for presenting it as a part of his theory laccoliths; yet, such pres-
entation is rarely if ever found. 

EFFECT O F VISCOSITY

As to second point-the control of diameter and domelike form of laccoliths-Dana's
explanation in his is that, as the lighter magmas are the least fusible, viscosity becomes
dominant in determining the form that they assume; they are easily chilled thicken greatly
in the upper part of narrow. fissures or of volcanic conduits, and it is for this reason they
have so often made steep sided over vents." This point is somewhat fully

in latest edition of
The thickness [of intrusions] depends somewhat on the fusibility of the rock, the more fusible kinds making

extended masses or sheets, and the less fusible producing thicker and more bulging forms. . . . The breadth of
the [laccolithic] mass is consequently only three to seven times greater than the

Here the implication is clearly made that magma of a begins to ver-
tically as soon as i t turns to spread laterally, as if its viscosity were so great that its
pressure not be readily turned into a lateral or horizontal pressure. But if a
form is thus early assumed, the sharp bending the domed strata could be accomplisbcd
at a great mechanical for in such case the strata above the dome mould have to
he strongly up-arched while the laccoiith is still small; moreover, the strata over the of
a completed laccolith, has nearly flat-topped dome, are very little arched. on
the assumption of a viscous which begins to thicken as it begins to spread, the strata
over its center must up-arched and afterwards flattened again. Such a doingand undoing
is it does not seem probable.

Furthermore, the assumption of a viscous magma overlooks or sets aside the evidence that
convinced Gilbert of the effective fluidity of the more serious still, this explanation
neglects the observed facts of the Mountains indicate sheets
were formed before their thickening into domelike masses begun; and most
of all, it takes no adequate account of the mechanics of doming, nowhere recognizes the
pertinent principles that "the rigidity strength of a body is measured by the square of its
linear dimensions, its is measured by the cube," and that " a small laccolite [of
fluid lava] can not lift its small cover, but a large can lift its correspondingly large 

(97). Gilbert alone has considered these essential elements of the laccolith problem.
however, Dana made a nearer approach Gilbert's view on the next page of

his Mr. Gilbert states, the intrusion of the lava laterally into chamber widened
the area of pressure, and thus enabled it, on the principle of the hydrostatic press, to accomplish
the lift by steps of progress";but even does not recognize advantage
that a sheet of diameter has a sheet of diameter beneath a given thickness of
cover raising the overlyingstrata and thickening itself into a domelike mass; nor is recognition 
given to the remarkable for Gilbert's theory that is in the increase of the
diameters of laccoliths with depth. 

of Geology, 4th ed., 1895,301.
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EVIDENCE

The of that, viscosity is the cause of laccolithic doming may be
nest above noted, this assumption takes no accouot of the dikes above
tho of thin sheets around both these classes of result
from entrance of into cracks and splits that appear to have
been produced by in the overlying stmta, not the first stage of spreading
but later, when the domelike of the central mass mas the

of the preserved their fluidity all 
period of their intrusion in the of great superincumbent under which they
were intruded, even the same magma might be somewhat surface
Moreover, serious mechanical are involved in the that laccolithic

went on with lateral spreading; for in that case it must, be believed that
tho up-arching of a area of overlying strata by the direct upward push fluid

easier the radial of magma in a thin sheet, as result of a hydrostatic 
change in the direction of the push from vertical through the conduit to lateral between
inclosing stratn. magma must have been viscous to act in this way. When it is

that of a small arched magmatic press-we in a
of horizontal strata 2 miles thick is accompiished at a great mechanical disadvantage

as to the of a flat-topped dome of much larger horizontal radius in the
same of and when it is that the magma behaved 
essentially a in all available cracks splits, i t ought to be understood that this
same "solving the problem. work," would avoided the difficult
task of a arched and would hare chosen the easier task of

in a sheet before beginning to thicken in a dome. In othar
words, a which enough-to form narrow dikes thin a late stage
of its intrusion, not been viscous enough at early to persist in

a escape was opened; it must mobile enough to
pressure into a of laccolith formation. 

OF GILBERT'S

the by Gilbert prove that in the
actually begin movement by spreading between the in com-

paratively thin sheets which small and the cf flat-topped
was not undertaken until the sheets had acquired a considerable area. Of prime importance
hare is the evidence given the laccolith; which has a depth of only feet in a breadth
of feet; even this laccolith is critically from normal
intrusive by thinning at the margin:

I n place of the tapering which usually intrusive sheets, there is a blunt, rounded margin, 
and the scarcely diminishes in approaching it. The underlying strata, locally hardened t o sand-
stones, level; the curve to join between the curved s tmta is interleaved

to laccolith] a curved lava-sheet. In all these characters the intrusive body is affiliated with the typical
from the typical sheets (34, 35).

if a lava sheet" could have been to the margin of a
where the of the magma must have been and yet could even 

tapering edges and a much less thiskness than 50 feet, the intrusion of
curved sheet contradicts the that the magma of laccolith, even at the center

of its where if,must have been hottest, was so stiffly to bend up the heavy
overlying strata as much as it bent its motion.

indeed, the possibility that mas viscous is hardly referred to in Gilbert's 
i t is described as a which obeyed the hydrostatic law, this conception was
clearly not a gratuitous assumption bnt well-reasoned conclusion, based on such facts and

as have just presented. For example, in final summary, entitled 
of the the explicit statement is made:
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The station of the being decided [namely, when . . . reach the zone in there is
the least hydrostatic resistance t o their accumulation], step in its formation is along a
parting of strata, of a thin sheet of lava, which spreads until i t has a n area adequate, on the principle of the

press, t o deformation of covering strata. . . . So soon the lava can up-arch the
i t does so, the sheet becomes a laccolite (95).

years quoted another view that is essential
condition the of thick intrusive lenses," but added "this theory encounters 
serious This appears to be the explicit reference he made to viscosity.
In his judgment did not seem to deserve consideration. 

I t be extremely to imagine that upward flexing of the strata
cover thin Howell began, as the of a viscous demands,

when of spreading igneous mass was small, and that the flexing was then
continued outward as the diameter increased; for that process of
involve a progressive of the first-flexed central strata, in order that should now
lie the upper surface of the intruded mass. Hence, as this laccolith is, Its initial 
intrusion been thinner still; and the thickening to the modest measure 
50 feet, by the upflexing of the marginal strata could not have been
until the present of the mas reached. But it is not this thin
laccolith furnishes evidence for the of thin Additional
evidence is given by other '(appear be built of distinct [igneous]

Even thin lsccolith shows such layers. 
The exhibits with uneven of The

interval. . . . The Penneli a but not closely examined. . . . It is probable
ali the composite, of a number of distinct intrusions 

as far as the Henry Mountains concerned, even if mere
imperfectly fluid, it, was to in comparatively of a,
diameter before it to into forms, either by its or by
the addition of new Viscosity may play a in determining the of other intrusive 
masses, i t is of a higher degree than it have the Moun-
tains extreme as we13 relatively high d-ensity may have to do

the great of certain thin intrusive sheets, such as of
does not appear to hare doming of typical
good for his in this must

therefore urged may be intrusions of irregular
forms in divers stractures, the explanation that Gilbert presented the chapters
of his report for the intrusion of typical laccoliths of the undis-
turbed strata of Utah -takes fuller account of all conditions is

and convincingly any of its successors. The not be
right in particuiar, but has not yet to be wrong for the that it
treated. I t may be suggested that rate of a which Gilbert little

nevertheless hare been of in assumecl by the
might gain dimension than.

limited diameter of Gilbert's a very rapid intrusion might the
and enter therein irregularly.

If the foregoing pages appear at first reading devoted more to the discussion
of a peculiar problem is appropriate a let i t under-
stood that they have really been devoted to exposition the care mith analysis
of a new problem was conducted by an geologist. his
explanation of have making the true of the Henry Mountains, 

of explanation is if one true nature of its
inventor. the middle chapter of the Mountains report possesses, to a degree
that is almost or rival, that of treatment became a pronounced
characteristic of Gilbert's later papers, gave the a leader among

of Geology, IV, 1896,821.
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geologists. if that chapter has not been fully by writers, i t
not only many early readers a most instructive lesson geology but gave
them their first introduction to by their work mas to be profoundly 

I t may perhaps be asked why Gilbert did not himself continue the of the
problem as new examples of such mere reported in parts of United States
and elsewhere by observers appear to have given very scanty attention ideas. His

may have been due in part to the increasingly petrographic aspect assumed by the
problem as others treated it, for petrography does not to him; 'nut it
was probably dne in larger part to a feeling as he had his say, he preferred to his
attention to other subjects and therefore left his laccoliths to out their destiny. In
any case, when he in England in and was approached by a young geologist there who
was on British examples of laccolithic structures and who mas to talk them
over with the original discoverer of laccoliths, the problem seemed to lost its interest for

for "he professed to have been so much occupied other things since his Henry Moun-
tains work that he had forgotten all about it," to the of the young inquirer.
This recalls his forgetfulness about his new interpretation of history, as told above.



CHAPTER X
THE PRINCIPLES OF LAND SCULPTURE

A PEYSIOGRAPHIO CLASSIC

It is safe to say that the chapter on "Land sculpture," occupying the last 50 pages of the
Henry Mountains report, has been more read and apprehended than the preceding
chapter of similar the conditions of laccolithic intrusion. The discussion of the
laccolithic problem possessed, in view of the use that i t made of algebraic equations,
a mathematical turn unattractive to many readers, and i t moreover had, in view of
the rarity of well-defined laccoliths, little relation to the of geologists. On 
the other hand, the discussion of land sculpture, although penetratingly analytical, was sim-
pler in its manner of presentation and mas also of universal application. More important still,
it was a timely chapter, for, although published less than a half century ago, i t appeared -

epoch when only a beginning had been made toward recognizing the operation of
erosional processes, simply in furnishing detritus for marine deposition, as

other uniformitarian had taught, but also in the shaping of surface of
the land from which the detritus was taken, as American observers mere teaching.
was still several years of the opinion that the rational treatment of land forms should be
brought to the attention of geological and observers, for he wrote in a preliminary report
on Bonneville: are unaccustomed to think of the forms of as a work 
of but that is none the less their The of erosion there-
fore needed a t that time precisely the kind of deliberative elaboration that i t received in the
Henry Mountains report.

Powell's Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and his Geology of the Eastern
Part of the Uinta Mountains, both of issued shortly before the Henry Mountains
report, contributed opening the may for Gilbert's elaborate discussion of
land sculpture, for they emphasize the conviction previously announced by that
even the greatest of chasms was wholly the work of ordinary processes. They also
explained that, the erosion of an "actecedent" rive:. be faster than
heave of a mountain range athwart its path, they introduced, along the excellent
term "base level," the general principle the long-continued action of weather and streams
must eventually reduce any still-standing land mass, extensive, and resistant
i t may be, to a lowland sloping very gently to the shore of its adjoining

this geological philosophy in two striking sentences: "Mountains cannot remain
mountains; they ephemeral topographic forms. Geologically all existing mountains are
recent; the mountains are gone." (Uinta Mountains, 196.) He gave some con-
sideration to the processes by which the waves of the earth's surface, raised a t a time of crustal
storm, are slowly flattenod down during a long period of crustal calm, but his of this
problem was in several respects less detailed than Gilbert's. Powell's explanatory
discussions directed to the problems of degradation and and placed
scientific public in the of for "more." Gilbert's, chapter on sculpture"
therefore found ready attention from a circle of readers who were eagerly waiting for
further instruction on the subject that i t treated.

I t is nearly the case that an essay such as this one of Gilbert's, clear as be the
treatment of its problems, gives no indication of the circumstances prompted its com-
position. They are revealed, however, in a letter that wrote to a distant
nearly 30 years later, in September, 1905. He then explained:

My was passed and my geologic studies were [he would hnve them
a t the time of their in a region. I afterward studied mountains of the Great Basin

Survey, 2d 1881, 83.
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where of glaciation is not ordinarily I impressed with the topographic types because they
differed those that mas with, and I mas to study the causes of development and write

analysis of land sculpture and streams.
The understanding that he reached of glacial in home district rzfter

he gained an of normal processes and products of land sculpture in the
West is alluded to in a. later section.

The famous chapter "Land which is from a briefer statement of
the same problem in the essay on the Colorado province as a for geological study,"
above anaiyzed, offers an illustration of Gilbert's manner of thought that is both pleasing and

it is reference to the revelation of his thus
that the chapter is re-viewed. It a principle he announced that in
the teaching of a science more attention should be given to its philosophy than to

for recognized of processes would lead to the
understanding of sculptured forms, he expounded the philosophy of the processes
of erosion as wall as philosophy of the evolution of land forms, ancl set forth both in
the most and competent manner, thus elevating to the of serious studies. 
For as to processes one may under heading of and com-

just i t is that a river which is carrying a. load of detritus of varied
its velocity is not decrease its load by down a of

detritus of textures, but by laying only the coarsest or, in general terms, 
i t is that when a is accelerated i t will select coarser and coarser detritus

to take up; i t is retarded, i t will select the coarsest and then successively the
less ancl less coarse detritus to be (107). is offered on
sufficient physical for the fact that any river system which-is fully supplied with

for transportation [as river system is time of which has attained
a condition of action [at present often denoted by the term, grade, Gilbert himself
later introduced], the declivity of the smaller streams is greater than that of the larger"
These facts 50 ago, familiar enough as matters of observation,
students of science perhaps now also, for that matter-concerned themselves

a critical analysis of the causes of the Hence, to find logically analyzed
a gratification to the of many a reader; and gratification excited soon

into gratitude author of
It the same with of forms as the result of erosional or sculpturing

processes upon crustal masses. matters that were familiar enough as facts of occurr

e

nce
were formulated, greatly to the of the study of the physical

the as i t mas later the lands. lead in
his Colorado River report,, i t was in the first place of

a fundamental factor in determination of its form; here given the
if indeed warrant for the introcluciion of as the term

the description of forms by those to whom a
treatment of their subject is preferred over an treatment,. It was that,

to the of structure'' is the of according to a
homogeneous will come to steepest a t stream headwaters ancl its

slopes at their mouths. Under laws, features of the earth
carved. . . . . The distribution of hard and soft or the geological and
distribution are coefficient conditions on which depend the

of the . . . importance of conditions is especially
by and the influence of this is so great i t may claim rank as a

condition of 16, 117). In Gilbert made approach 
the of not only the of several
factors, the importance which small topographic

had for this master of observation and No that
clear, logical, judicious, timely, "soon became the great classic among students of
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LAND SCULPTURE AND

The detailed features to be under and were the crests
of certain as contrasted the rounded crests of other of similar structure
in the Henry Mountains; the contrast was to depend on altitude; for

increases rainfall, rainfall increases and vegetation increases the retention
of weathered detritus. Hence the crests, where is small and vegetation is lack-
ing, are sharp; the higher crests, which rainfall is more plentiful and
vegetation is encouraged, are soil and round. This one of the topics which was 

thought out in the field; for i t was noted on October 27, 1876, heading,
tain sculpture climate":

The mts which lift the largest masses highest get moisture. This vegetation thereby
(weathering) hinders transportation. The result is a smoothness of slope contour as

compared lower, smaller mts. In general, the other conditions erosion being the same, aridity tends t o
ruggedness, t o caiions, t o pinnacles.

The report nest takes up a of bad-land forms carved in homogenous soft rocks,
where the law of divides leads the that the minutely crests
have angular cross profiles; i t was noted that a matter of fact the just over the
crests are round.

Evidently some factor has been overlooked in analysis,-a factor in the is less important
than the flow of but its a t those points the of water is exceedingly 
small, and is there supreme (123).

It is curious to read here "some factor has been overlooked," in of an explanatory
entry in a field notebook on the date the extract quoted. The entry concerns
"any peoetrates from the of a solid," and opens the statement: 
"I I have solved the problem of the rounding of the crests of the bad-land ridges";
then after a gage of general considerations i t reads: "Where is
greater penetration i t is plane; and where i t is concave, these is less. . . . I t is
under that angular blocks of crystalline rocks others) become round by simple
weathering, attrition.'' A significant application of this follows:

Now what is the action in the cese of It is weathering. is the action of
in dissolving, in decomposing, in expanding or without frost) the shale thus

i t preparing i t for Thus in badlands, and are tending t o produce
forms weathering opposes production. The action of weathering is potent where the

from a greatest [that is, along the crest of a Angularity is greatest where
erosion is rapid [that is, along the sharply incised channel a rain-water ril!].

This explanation would seem to most students of land forms; but perhaps Gil-
bert's explicitly to recognize "soil creep" an of weathering-aprocess
Lesley had recognized and 20 years before-left him dissatisfied with it. any
case he certainly great conscicntiousncss if, getting so he still that
the on the crests of bad-land examination. He to
this subject 30 years later an on "The of i t on
the basis made on the of the Sierra He at
same time adduced of extremely sharp crests in
volcanic islands in the like and Tahiti, the rainfall is so its
action is excess of soil creep; a result the slopes on the sides of a ridge increase in
steepness meet in an edge, and thus warrant the "law
of divides" Gilbert's experience even in the parts of Mountains

the high only a moderate rainfall; so moderate of producing
ridges like those of the tropical mentioned, if the production

of crests and summits in the the of this section.
1909,
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ON PLANATION

Several other topics are treated so effectively and withal so pleasingly that they
statement in brief form. "Planation" is explained as the result of lateral shifting by a stream

has reduced its slope to so a declivity that its capacity transporting is bal-
by the load i t receives to be transportecl; it then swings sicle to side, beveling off

the underlying whatever their attitude in a gently inclined plain; plains of this
with laccolithic gravels, being frequently seen the Henry An

of the structure of flood plains is added which merits attention: consequence
of the shifting of a stream, "every part of the it has crossed in
its shiftings comes be covered by a does not rise above the highest level of

water. . . . The is of nearly depth, descending no than the bottom
of the and i t rests upon a tolerably even surface of the rock or other material 
which is corraded by the stream" (127). corollary of this gives correction to
an error earlier made by eminent American supposecl that "river terraces
in genera! are the records of sedimentation, when in fact they record the of a progressive

. . . There is a . . . involved in the assumption the streams
occupied the upper and broader of a valley were greater than

those them. . . . Of the same order is the mistake, occasionally made, of
the a stream has and that when the upper

were made the valley was as open as at present, and the volume of water was
enough to A diagram is introduced showing Gilbert's idea of valley-side

flights of terraces, each step being carpeted with a flood-plain deposit on an eroded sur-
face of the cutting and depositiog river excavated its valley; and
here the is added: "The material the region of the Henry mountains
is always rock in situ, but in the Northern i t often drift, modified or

(132, 133). I t surely required an unusual capacity for seeing and thinking to
develop so novel and so just as these.

In the of streams the radial slopes of their alluvial cones,
reference is made to Blake's early observations regarding effect of the Colorado clelta

off the upper of of the severed of been later
evaporated to dryness so that its floor forms the Coloraclo desert.

I t s than the of the ocean, is strewn with the remains of the life its waters
sustained, and its beaches are patiently awaiting the cycle of change which is slowly but surely preparing t o
restore to their parent waters (135).

This passage is quoted here in order to introduce an item of 15 years later date, predestined
by intimacy that formed between Gilbert and in the Henry Mountains
In when the misbehaving Colorado turning part of flood into
depressed desert, as if striving to verify Gilbert's prediction, he confessed to a friend his share
in the authorship of an article, written in Washington in published
name, on a part of the desert as the The confession explains the

of attending the composition of the article as
sent for me one afternoon and said he had been to on Sea,; he had already

and could not write again without repeating; he the invitation over to me because
publishers his name; if I would he share the spoils me. I had my stenographer

come to house and the article that evening. [Let the reader note that survey time not infringed
upon]. added two paragraphs next and i t off before night. share fifty
which me happy. I have just reread the article . . . and it to me to check up by
remarkably Of course it is article, so far as any references in print are concerned-and I think
I wrote i t with exceptional freedom because he instead of to be responsible.

If any punctilious readers feel a bit scandalized by this of man
able as Gilbert, let them remember the pious fraud perpetrated by the impeccable

He was one evening sttencling to the illustrations of a lecture on
a physiological subject by a visiting professor from Johns a lever touching the pulse
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of some animal was to be magnified by projection upon the lantern screen so as to
heart beats to the audience. Unfortunately, something interfered the mechanism at the
critical the lever shadow remained stationary, until James himself it a series
of gentle periodic touches, whereupon the words of the lecturer were admirably by
pulsating and as James remarked afterwards, "The audience was entirely satisfied."
So, i t may be assumed, the reading public in the other case.

INTERDEPENDENCE O F DRAINAGE LINES

Of milch greater importance than these small matters is of the interclependence
of drainage lines, which is certainly one of the most, beautiful of Gilbert's generalizations.
Given "the tendency to of action, or to the establishment of a dynamic equilibrium"
in the streams of a well-dissected surface, i t must come to pass that valley-side slope 

be-
a member of a series, receiving the water and the waste of the slope above it,  and discharging its own water
and waste upon the slope If one member of the series is eroded with rapidity, two things
immediately result: first, the member above has its level of discharge lowered, and its rate of erosion is thereby

and second, the member below, being clogged by an load of detritus, has its rate of erosion
diminished. The acceleration above and the retardation below, diminish the declivity of the member in which
the disturbance originated; and as the declivity is reduced the rate of erosion is likewise reduced. But the
effect does not stop here. The disturbance has been transferred from one member of the to the 
two which adjoin it, is by them transmitted to others, and does not cease until i t has reached the confines of
the drainage basin. For in each basin all lines of drainage unite in a main line, and a disturbance upon any
line is communicated through i t  t o  the main line and thence to every tributary. And as any member of the
system may influence all the others, so each member is influenced by every other. There is an interdependence
throughout the system (124).

ROW alive, how organic a landscape becomes when the truth of this extraordinary principle
is realized. HOW the patience of the processes by which the orderly interdependence of
slope lines is established. And once established, how persistent is the interdependence
in further progress of degradation, as long as no or climatic intervenes.

As if to illustrate the manner in which the interdependence of drainage lines is evolved,
several pages are devoted to classifying according to their origin to the

they and their divides suffer by reason of reactions between external
erosion and structure. Many exainples of such changes are from
Mountains I t mas from these that most students of land
sculpture gained their first introduction to the problem of river "abstraction" or
capture, a subdivision of the treatment of rivers that has been much in later
years, largely because of the great impulse that Gilbert gave to it. I t should therefore be under-
stood that his analysis of the conditions by river courses are establislied in their
stage and by which are or shifted in their later of development, although
incomplete, shows that he apprehended even fully than Powell the responsibility of the
physiographer to give a reasonable account systems, as of land forms. Physi-
ographers were soon united in feeling great indebtedness to him in striving learn
and to the principles he taught.

TERMINOLOGY OF LINES

I t is instructive to trace Gilbert's progress in the matter of stream terminology. Attention
has called in the of his early to the fact that he
considered the origin of courses as a problem he there explicitly noted 
that "the smaller streams follow indicate the slopes," and the larger ones are
by the ridges; but he proposed no for streams of this kind. Again, i t
has been noted in the review of his two reports for the survey, that he while
using such a as monoclinal enough, employed no systematic series of
descriptive or genetic to indicate the origin of river and valley courses. The same is
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true of the first 50 pages of the Henry Mountains report, in which the manifestly consequent 
radial drainage of certain laccolithic domes is described without any genetic term by to
name it:

The drainage of Mount Ellsworth is from the center of the dome outward. A half dozen drainage-lines
originate in the high crests and pnss outward through the zone of upturned strata. Lower down the interspaces
are divided by others, and when they reach the circling escarpment of the sandstone their 
is fifteen (2.5, 26).

I t might be inferred from Gilbert's to introduce here a systematic termi-
nology for stream courses of kinds, that terminology did not greatly interest him; yet
some years later he spoke with much satisfaction of the advantage that had come from his 
invention of the Indeed, even for streams, he used a systematic terminology
when it came fully to his attention; for in the final chapter on '(Land terms,

antecedent, and superimposed are adopted, it is then said:
The drainage of the Mountains is consequent on the displacements. . . . The drainage

system of Mount Ellsworth is more purely consequent than any which am acquainted (144, 145).

the drainage of the arch of which still preserves covering
strata, is described as upon the that is, on the dip of the up-arched
strata; the stages of its development are pleasingly outlined:

i t was first lifted i t became a drainage center becsuse i t an eminence; and afterwards it remained
a n eminence because it was a drainage center. in the progress of denudation its dikes were exposed, their
hardness checked the wear of the and its eminence became more pronounced (147).

Gilbert's final of "consequent" and its associatesof Latin origin in the sense above 
was evidently the result conference with Powell, by whom had been announced 

years before in his Colorado River report. I t is of interest to note in this that,
of the two sets of terms which Powell introduced, one of Greek derivation, embodying an empi-
rical relation of streams to structures, and the other of Latin derivation, indicating a genetic
relation of streams to Gilbert, familiar both, preferred the latter. His famil-
iarity with the set is shown in a notebook entry of September 20,1876, a year after the Colo-
rado River report was published. During an ascent one of the laceolithic mountains on that
date it was recorded that the horses were left at a certain point, beyond which the party trav-
eled the way cataclinal, the dip being 7" by guess our course inclining but excepting

the terms of this set mere not elsewhere employed. As to the terms of the
other set, they appear to have been familiar at least a year earlier, for a note under date of
July 1875, uses both "antecedent" and "superimposed." In view of this it is surprising that
"consequent" was used same year in a sense altogether different from that which Powell had
given to it, as the following narrative account will show.

THE WATERDOCHET

be that Gilbert approached the Mountains in the summer
from the west. and that on the way he crossed the greatly degraded east-dipping mono-

cline of the flexure, trends about north and south. In the northern
part of its length the is traversed by the east-flowing headwaters of Dirty

in its farther course around the mountains on the north and to Colorado;
but the southernmost 30 miles of the are followed by a continuous longitudinal valley, 

along a of weak shales between the roll sandstones on the
and the escarpment of the east. This valley which Gilbert

in his report as the longest which he is acquainted-
of Waterpocket . . . The upper part of is dry except in time of rain, but the

a perpetual stream known as Creek [which directly t o the Colorado]. Whatever may
been the original of the latter they are rcstmined, and i t is to the narrow belt in

which the shale outcrops. As the is morn deeper channel steadily shifts its position down slope of
underlying ,. . sandstone, and carves the But there is one i t has not
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done this. When the bottom of the was a thousand feet higher the creek failed, a t a where the dip of
the strata small, to shift its channel as it deepened it, and began to cut its way into the mas-
sive [underlying] sandstone [on west]. Having once entered hard rock i t could not; retreat but sank
deeper and deeper, carving a narrow gorge through i t still runs a [3-mile] detour from the main
valley (137,

The main monoclinal valley has been weathered and washed out, the streamless inter-
vening space to almost the same depth as farther north and south the creek runs. Such
is the origin of the iittle Horseshoe Canyon, figured in an upstream or northward view on page138
of the report.

if the of this flexure were stated in accordance the present terminology
of stream valley lines, the headwater branches of the Dirty they cross the

would, like the streams of Mount Ellsworth, be called consequent; and Koxie
Creek, manifestly developed by the erosion of a branch of the Colorado along the belt
of weak shales in the great would be called subsequent, that its detour through 
Horseshoe Canyon might be as having been locally superposed by planation during 
a time of wandering in a stage of a cycle of erosion-probably the cycle that preceded
the current cycle of incision. Gilbert did not use these terms. The terminology
that he employed is best, understood by reviewing the earlier in treatment of stream
and valley lines.

His first stage is found in the Wheeler reports, certain valleys that follow the strike
of weak in some cases at given the empirical or structural name of monoclinal
valleys, as has been already told. A second stage was reached he joinecl the Powell survey,
when, curiously enough, he used "consequent" in a peculiar sense in a notebook, under date of
August giving a brief account of Canyon another but smaller
detour of Hoxie Creek he

It is a strange watercourse, consequent (following a mono) for most of its course, but inconsequent in two
places.

That is, he regarded the main course of the creek as "consequent" not upon the initial slope
of the great flexure but upon the monoclinal belt of weak laid overlying
and underlying and the two detours were regarded as "inconsequent" because
they departed from the monocline. Such a p rfectly consistent itself;
but it was peculiar in leaving term althoagh an explanation for its
second by planation-was suggested in the final report.

A third stage of treatment in terminology exhibits progession in certain respect's,
retrogression in another. It is found in the Henry Mountains report, where Powell's terms
are adopted as already "consequent" is employed, a s given
clearly show, for still follow courses originally by the initial slope of
a land surface, like of a laccolithic arch or a monoclinal and this was

step; but singularly enough no term is to express other relation between
previously attached to "consequent" in its notebook meaning, and this

was a Gilbert did not the positive error by
earlier and by of naming a monoclinal Creek "antecedent,"
he overlook d the descriptive of in an of the erosional
origin of by 15 years before, and he committed the error
of not inventing any other for streams and of clnss. The for
this omission appears to be that subsequent like Hoxie Creek had not rum across his 
path frequently enough hold his attention upon I t is true that the subsequent mona-

ridges and divides, converse of subsequent monoclinal and streams,
encircle a number of the Mountains were seen, and named,
but the little subsequent valleys between the ridges and domes were not especially con-
sidered, as will appear from the following passages in the report.
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VALLEYS I N THE HENRY

In the above concerning the streams of
Gilbert wrote: 

It is usually case, where strata which incline against the flank of a. mountain are eroded, tha t the
softer arc excavated the more rapidly, while the are left standing in ridges; and an alternation of beds
suitable for the formation of a ridge occurs here. One of the upturned beds is the massive Vermilion Cliff sand-
stone, and beneath it are the shales of the Shinarump group. By the yielding of the shales the sandstone is
left prominent, and i t circles the mountain in a monoclinal ridge. But the ridge is of a peculiar character, and
really has no title t o the except in the homology of its structure with that of the typical monoclinal ridge.
It lacks the continuity which is implied the term "ridge."

follows the passage quoted regarding the 15 radial streams, after it,
is added:

Each of these cuts the ridge t o its base, and the effect of the whole is t o reduce i t t o a row of sandstone
points circling about the mountain. Each point of the sandstone lies against the foot of a mountain spur, as
though i t had been built for a retaining t o resist the outthrust of the spur. Borrowing a name from the
analogy, I shall call these elementary ridges revet-crags, and of spurs which bear them as being

Evidently, the little valleys which head against each other in short pairs behind
the prominent crags were not conspicuous enough to worth naming.

The same conditions obtained around Mount although the ridge is there more
continuous:

The Gate sandstone has been morn away nearly to the foot of the slope, and forms a monoclinal ridge circling
about the base. The ridge is interrupted by a number of waterways, and i t sends well up upon the flank,
but i t is too continuous to be regarded as a mere of revetments (36, 37).

Yet nothing is here said of the monoclinal valleys that the successive arcs of the encircling
ridge inclose. Although all such monoclinal valleys were understood to be excavated along
belts of inclined shales, it was not explicitly stated that their was
by the erosion of wet-weather branches of radial streams; nor was i t noted that
each stream therefore has a pair of such branches mouthing opposite each other, and
that each monoclinal depression of a crag has a pair of such branches heading against 
each other.

I t seems that failure to give more explicit consideration to the short 
valleys around Henry Mountains domes led also to leaving Hoxie Creek and its

30-mile monoclinal valley unexplained, both when it was earlier "consequent" and
it was later of a genetic name. And yet its explanation was unconsciously pre-

pared for in well-considered statements; one regarding the tendency of waterways to
follow weak belts, and tbe other regarding the processes by which tendency is realized.
As to it is said: 

In a region of inclined strata there is a tendency on the part  of streams which soft beds t o continue
therein, and there is a tendency to elimin te drainage lines from hard beds.

The tendency of waterways t o escape from hard strata and to abide in soft, and their tendency t o follow
of soft strata and to cross hard a t right angles, are tendencies only and do not prevail (135, 137).

The statement concerns the process by which streams developed along 
belts of weak strata, and for which full explanation is given under discussion of the

instability of divides, where i t is that:
I n homogeneous material, and equal quantities of the of erosion of slopes depends on

their declivities. The steeper is degraded the faster. I t is evident that the are upon opposite
sides of a divide the more rapid wearing of the steeper carries the divide the side of the gentler. The
action ceases and the divide becomes stationary only when the profile of divide has been rendered sym-
metric. . . . It results also that if one of the is corraded more rapidly than the other the divide
moves steadily toward the latter, and eventually, if the process continues, reaches it. When this occurs, the

with the valley abandons the lower part of its course and joins its water t o that of the lower
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stream. . . . There is case which is specially noteworthy on' account of its relation the principles of
sculpture. . . . If in the course of time one of the [two streams encounters a peculiarly mass of
rock while the other does n o t . . . the unobstructed stream will i t [the obstructed stream], mill encroach

its and will a t last abstract it. . . . Thus by abstraction as well as by monoclinal shifting, 
are from rocks (140, 141).

THE SUBSEQUERT ORIGIN OF CANYON

Yet although both tendency and process were thus explicitly in general terms,
they appear to have reference to the case of streams in horizontal structures,
especially in bad-land Nevertheless the principles involved very closely to the
case of parallel streams of unecjual size that across an inclined series of and
soft strata, such as is exposed in the for the Dirty Devil
waters represent the obstructed stream and the the unobstructed in Gilbert's
supposed example; the divide between the two mill be locally llomogeneous in each belt of
rocks and therefore subject to competitive erosion shifting; but shifting of divide
between the streams be most rapid and therefore most conspicuous in weakest
belts. Hence of the Dirty Devil group and Colorado may be as
constituting actual case of competitive parallel streams, in so far as the Waterpocket flexure
is concerned; the that they cross it in opposite dircctions, the with and 
second against the of only gives the to the

was a displacement of 7,000 feet, a host of
consequent streams must have its slope; but the Colorado was perhaps

strong enough run i t then as i t does now. due time a of the divide between the
deeply incised west-flowing and the next adjoining small east-flowing consequent
on north, deeply incised, must have lain across the of weak shales along which 
the present Canyon is and as the divide was there homogeneous ma-
terial but much steeper on the southern or Colorado side, i t must have been rapidly carried north-
ward far enough to or clivert the of the small consecjuent. Thereupon the
divide between the first second consequent streams, had previously been 
symmetrical, would strongly unsymmetrical, by reason of the descent of the

firstconsequent in its southward subsecjuent course along the weak belt to the Colo-
rado; hence this divide in its turn be carried until the second consequent mas
diverted; and so on, as far as the of the divide continued. Coloracto con-
tinually gain, and the of the Dirty Devil as continually lose. The shale
valley is longitudinal in to trends of neighboring ridges, monoclinal in reiation to
the great flexure it, and subsequent in to origin as comparecl with
that of consequent valleys. Preparatory to every capture valley mould
slowly increase in length by erosion. At the time of each capture, the area of the shale-
valley drainage moulcl be enlarged by a lassolike looping of its clivide around

of the captured consequent, and the volume of capturing stream would be at the
time suddenly increased. Thus Waterpocket Canyon, as the actual shale of the

is called, and its stream, Hoxie Creek, must have been developed in true subsequent
fashion. may be added, that substantially the of their present length

have gained in an earlier cycle of erosion, the present cycle of deep
canyon incision; for Hoxie must have been well before its horseshoe detour
could have been cut; get the process of erosion is presumably still continued, for the
waters of 'the next-to-be-captured cons quent stream mnst make a circuit of about 100
miles, around the and side of the Henry by the Dirty Devil and
along their southern side by Colorado, before reaching the mouth of the direct 30-mile sub-
sequent valley which Hoxie Creek follows. 

the problem is envisaged with the aid of hindsight,,i t is to why
not the foresight to see through it. I ts features, as far as they involve

matters of fact, were all well to him, for they are beautifully on the relief
of the region, Plate 1 of his report. Over a score of small consequent h adwaters to be
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still gathered in the roundabout Dirty Devil and therefore yet to be to more
subsequent course of Creek. Gilbert must surely have been these

details, for he had not only been concerned in making the model from the relief
map was photographed, but he had previously crossed the Waterpocket times in

of its sight of it was when eastward in 1875,
he learned to Hoxie Creek and its horseshoe detour, as detailed report and described
in abstract here. He next the Be was returning westward some farther
north; his notes of 1 record the largerbranches of the Dirty Devil there cross the

valley of tho cut square through the sandstone escarpment on east;
that the shale valley, although as a depression for a good number of miles,

not a line of except short washes"; these short evidently being pairs of
bryonic subsequent streams as now The two crossings did not new
fact's, but they must have made the facts previously noted more familiar. Nevertheless, in spite
of the gained, in spite of the clear statement of the that tend
to avoid hard strata and to abide in weak strata, announced just before the clescription of Roxie

above quoted, and in of the clear explanation on a of processes by which
divides are shifted,.no application of the principle processes to the facts was made in this 

case; Creek, a typical example of a stream, was therefore left without
physiographic genetic name.

yet can not that Gilbert carried the problem of land sculpture as far
forward as he could. His analysis of the processes concerned was carefully conducted;
treatment of the was and critical. If he did not immediately

of and valleys, it must be that that subdivision of
the natural of not be successfully even by intellect,
a t the of his is of course to be regretted that neither he nor nor

of his contemporaries was that, has already been problem
been solved by 15 before in his account of certain streams in southern
Ireland, it may be believed if Gilbert had had what called "the of
more thorough collegiate instruction in erosional chapters of geology, as that
very subject was in his time, his reports would have had a greater
number of footnote references to and other European authors than are now to he found
in them. I t is, however, possible that instruction in geology as available
in sixties might have clogged his inquiring mind with conservative prepossessions, and that
he might have been thus impeded rather when he interpret new phenomena

a field. But instead of vainly speculating on this aspect of the matter,
i t is more profitable to learn a lesson from the actual facts; namely, the of a competent
explanation nnd of a genetic name subsequent valleys. The chief lesson here is that progress
in terminology, which goes with progress in physiographic interpretation, is,
like progress general, not accomplished at once even by a Gilbert, for i t is an
process; and on the hand, that such progress is not by and imperceptible
increments per for the advance that Gilbert made over his was
great; finally, that successive leaps of progress are separated by of no progress; for
the made in the Mountains report was not immediately by

or by anyone else. is reenforced by the next.

BASELEVBL TIME

as Gilbert's of Powell's river-course had manifestly been
by between the two men in Washington, i t is truly remarkable that,

Powell's invaluable term, baselevel preferably written as a single baselevel"-
was not also taken over, for it conspicuously introduced and employed in Powell's Colorado 
River report; yet i t occurs nowhere in Gilbert's Henry volume. The phrase ('base
plane of erosion'' is in a field under date of 1875, but not in the report: One
may search for the term, baselevel, in vain all through the discussion of erosional processes, 
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under such headings as declivity, transportation, and balanced Indeed, even the
that underlies the term is mentioned only in connection with river mouths, and curiously
enough it is the mouths of branch rivers in trunk rivers that referred to, and not
the mouths of trunk rivers in the sea. The latter relation is stated once and empirically in
connection with the general problem of the increase of river grade.

If we follow a stream from its mouth upward and pass successively the mouths of its tributaries, find its
volume gradually less and less, and its grade steeper end steeper, finally a t its head reach the steepest
grade of all

Farther on the problem is more locally treated in connection with drainage of
Mountains:

The streams which flow down them are limited in their rate of degradation a t both ends. At their sources,
erosion is opposed by the hardness of the rocks. . . . At their mouths, they discharge into the Colorado and
the Dirty Devil, and cannot sink their channels more rapidly than do those rivers (175).

Gilbert's whole of land sculpture is a discussion, and
discussion was very much the same.

reason for this would appear to be that both Powell and Gilbert lived and worked
within a broad area, and not along its ocean borders. both of
greatly advanced the physiographic problem of land sculpture in their reports, neither of
them then discussecl the action of the waves on shore lines. Gilbert gave truly enongh a
most account of lake shores, be told below; but he never gave much atten-
tion to continental coasts; and only concern with oceanic shore lines of a per-
functory in one of the short-live2 "National Geographic Monographs." The progress
of physiography in continental America is just the reverse of its progress in insular 
Great Britain; for there, on a land fragment where, as one say, i t is hardy possible to
escape the of the surf, work of rivers was neglected and sculpture of

well as the excavation of interior mas long attributed marine
action; while here, in a continent so broad that the very existence of an ocean may be forgotten
while problems of vast interior are considered, the of river action 
fully recognized, naturally enough the action waves on continental coasts at the
same time was relatively overlooked.

The absence of the important factor, from Gilbert's is more
perplexing. perfectly well that the existing conditions of
systems well as the forms of the land surface product of erosional processes 

upon structural through longer or shorter periods of time; yet his account of
streams and of forms is much more concerned with their existing status with their 
evolutionary development an earlier or status into the present status. It is only
by reading between lines the idea of systematic change with the passage time is to be
gathered, and even then but incompletely. The passage about volumes and grades
quoted in the second concerns maturely developed river system;

the of steepness is, without to
to every tributary and even to the slopes over which freshly fallen rain flows in

before i t is gathered into rills. The nearer the watershed or the steeper slope;
the farther the less the slope (116). Yet this evidently holds good only for
full-grown systems, young old. is true that need of erosional
work in the production of increase of river grade mouth to source is
a few lines later, when i t is said that such an arrangement "is purely a of sculpture, the
uplifts from which mountains are carved rarely if ever assuming this hut the idea of
development here is not carried out'. Consideration of the time factor is excep-
tional all through the "Land sculpture." Even the possibility that may
grow and that may be worn is presented only as

It is evident tha t steep slopes more rapidly the tendency is to abolish all differences
of slope and produce uniformity. The of uniform slope opposes diversity of topography, and
complemented by other laws, plains.
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But the possibility of such reduction is at once denied: The law of uniform slope "is never
free to work out its full results; for i t demands a uniformity of conditions which nowhere 
(115).

I t is chiefly in connection with the balanced action of graded rivers, they
to-day be described, that the evolution of drainage systems and tho associated land

forms is most directly intimated. One there finds statements like the following:
As the soft rocks are morn away the hard are left prominent. The differentiation continues until an equi-

librium is reached through the law of declivities. the ratio of erosive action as dependent on declivities
becomes equal to the ratio of resistances as dependent on rock character, there is equality action (115, 116). 

Pe t the time element is not specifically here. Even the beautiful generalization 
concerning the interdependence of slopes is introduced abruptly, although i t is a condition 
which is only reached after an immense amount of preparatory work has been accomplished;
for i t involves not only the degradation of every cascade in all the streams, but also the oblitera-
tion of every outcropping ledge on all the interstream slopes. The introduction is:

The tendency to equality of action, or to the establishment of a dynamic equilibrium, has already been
pointed out in the discussion of the principles of erosion and of sculpture, but one of its most important results

not been noticed (123). 

Interdependence of slopes being thus presented only as the result of a tendency, the
gains of the many changes through which the tendency has been realized.

The failure to give fuller consideration to the time element and to the changes of action and
of form that go with it occasionally leads to minor errors. Thus i t is announced under the law
of structure:

Erosion is rapid the is least, and hence as the soft rocks are away the hard
are left prominent (115,

Yet statement evidently applies only in the early stages of erosional degradation,
the weaker structures are yet to be down. I t reversed in the later stages, after

the weaker structures have been worn for then, during the remainder an uninterrupted
cycle of erosion, the prominences composed of the harder strata will be worn down faster
the surface of the depressions already degraded on the weak strata; hence in these later stages
erosion is not most rapid where rock resistance is least. the degradation of
hard-rock prominences will be much slower in the later stages of a cycle than the preliminary
degradation of the belts of weak strata was in the early stages, but it will be faster than the 
contemporary degradation of the weak strata. Again, under "planation" it is stated that

wear [of streams] ceases when the load equals the capacity for transportation"
(126); and this overlooks the long continuation of a very slow "downward wearJ

7 through the
late maturity and old of a drainage system, as the result of an equally long continuecl and
correspondingly slow decrease of "load" from its maximum value at the time of full maturity.
Revival of erosion by renewal of uplift is also omitted from this discussion as it was from the
Wheeler reports

PROGRESS IN PHYSIOQRAPEY

But the reader may ask, if not exclaim: Why point out these shortcomings in a that
had so many excellencies? The answer is: Partly to reinforce the lesson of the preceding
section that progress is made d l at once; but even more to spur on those discouraged

of to-day seem to fear that their science is now completely developed, 
that no new progress is to be expected. The same fear might have been expressed with as
much justice when the Henry Mountains report came out, for Gilbert surely carried formu-
lation of as far as he could in the final chapter of that memorable volume; 
and his readers of that time might have regarded his contributions as a final, beyond which no
further advance was to be Yet as a matter of fact even his lesser followers have

built higher on the foundations that he then laid; if their
seems to any of them a new finality, that is only because no new Gilbert has yet arisen to show
them where to build next. 
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I n the the progress made in the half century past should surely encourage our
physiographers as they march into the future. Let them glory in the remembrance
under the of our western explorers, and especially under the inspiration of the

observer who pointed out the way in which the slopes of the must gradually 
organize themselves in a relation of under the lams of structure and of divides,
an American school of and hence of geography came to be developed. This
school a natural of the toward new methods of thought given by the
exploration of a region in which underground structure and surface form were manifestly
related. If the more recent progress of this school be less rapid than earlier progress, that
is only because the young geographers who entered the subject from the physiographic side
have so seldom their far forward into the human and economic aspects of the
science; just as those who later entered it from the historic or economic sides have as a rule 
failed to apprehend the full of its physiographic basis. The future of
scientific geography in America, the earlier stages of which profited so greatly from Gilbert's 
physiographic leadership, will depend largely on the completeness with which the whole
breadth of science is cultivated from it is entered. 



CHAPTER XI

DIVERS DUTIES ON THE POWELL SURVEY: 879

LAND

Gilbert's report on the is one of volumes issued by any of
the governmental surveys of its period, hut its contents to give
among his associates. His future career a geologist Yet for years
the Henry report; mas he was a of the Powell survey,
Gilbert's attention largely turned from the analysis of problems, in mhich his 
native capacity delighted much it excelled, and directed to matters of an
ferent. nature. The season of 1877, from July to October, spent in northern 
Utah an of horses, a wagon tho of
and the of irrigation. His estimates mere based, as very prcperly wrote,
"on the of [chiefly Mormon] of the dist

r
ict, who irriga-

tion for 30 years, and have given it a greater development than be found elsewhere in
United States."

At the beginning of the season's field work this subject Gilbert to his chief:
I make the circle of the valley and in it develop the alphabet of inquiry.

Various topics are upon in other letters; thus, shortly after Salt Lake
City in mention is made of a call, which was by Powell as
an aid to work in Mormon settlements:

I have just seen Young who has not been in the city until today. It was just after his dinner
and he felt We had a nice talk of half or three-quarters of hour and. Cannon was instructed to write
me letter I be signed by Young. There were a dozen present, of whom Church Digni-
taries, and I found in a I was talking only to but really t o his advisers. 
They talked t o the and appreciated I n-as at, he strayed as badly as Dr. He told me
t o "tell Major Powell if he thinks I have done anything should prevent his calling on me, he
come and see me I will prove to him that I have not." He had a great desire to see you ever since he
learned tha t a piece of bacon which Fremont threw an-av and which the wolves failed to find has been recently
discovered in a

Young died later in the summer and Gilbert attended his funeral.
letters bore more directly upon irrigation: 

There is a agricultural development which may modify the classification of Lucerne, if once
rooted, will it is claimed, without irrigation and give each year one crop of one or two tons to the acre.
If is the then a small stream carried in successive years to different tracts may establish meadows over
a larger area than it can permanently irrigate, and i t will be proper to count as agricultural land all the
arable land with suitable climate to mhich be carried with little reference t o the of
available. I will into it.

Later experience did not support this hopeful expectation. A letter dated July 18 in
Tooele Valley, southwest of Salt Lake City, tells of good progress and adds a personal item:

The of streams, the study of beaches, and the study of recent faults go together and make
the greater part of my field I have finished Jordan, Cedar, Rush, Tooele valleys, for these
valleys came a t about the right time for the measurement of the water. The greatest demand for n-ater is now
or last week, when small their last watering and corn its first or . . . I have a good outfit
and everything goes well. read Catastrophism address and planned half a dozen controversial
papers while I rending. Perhaps Uniformitarianism is overdone in geology, but King is certainly "out"
in the opposite direction a t several I wonder if "massive eruptions" are not distorted by
pre-existent faults.

Clarence King. and Evolution (an a t the Sheffield ScientificSchool of University), Amer. Nat
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I t would appear from the last sentence that the of guidance of
laccolithic intrusions by has been recently sugg

e

sted as for all 
such bodies, had by no been overlooked by Gilbert,, but that its application to the typical
laccoiiths of the Mountains, which included in the recent mould not have
been acceptable him. Later in the season he to his chief from Ranab, southern
Utah: to all about the Nat. Acacl. and consolidation of thus
showing that he apprised of the movement made abolishing tile

surveys all g

e

ological work of the Government in one organization,
as done two years

The results of the season's field in 1877 embodied in two chapters that Gilbert
prepared for Powell's of the (1879). One gives a methodical of the

lands of the Salt Lake drainage system"; the other discusses the water supply of the
same area in an analytical thoroughly characteristic of its author. is to be doubted
whether other discussion of this subject in more recent years, extended as it may now be by
longer records of rainfall and of stream flow, is so complete as Gilbert's in the way of examining
every of cause, every step in argument. His discussion is based on recorded variations in
lake level area for the 30 following the time of Mormon settlement in 1847, on measure-
ments of certain streams, and on various general considerations, among the human
agencies of farming, grazing, and tree cutting are prominent,. rise of lake surface as the result
of upheaving deformation of the lake bottom is definitely because any resulting

to increase of area would be counteracted by increased evaporation, unless a change 
toward moister occurred a t the same time. Human agencies are not accepted as

recipitation, in spite of the widespread that effect; but they are thought 
and to increase snow melting and by amounts, and thus 

possibly to increase inflow into the more than i t had been decreased by evapor a 
chief cause lake increase was held be The increase of lake area

the surveys by at a seasonal low-water stage in 1850 and by at a seasonal
high-water stage in 1869, when the lake covered 1,750 2,166 square miles, respectively, is
interpreted to represent increase of 17 per cent from a stage of 1,820 miles a t the

date to one of 2,125 square miles a t the later date; and the of 17 per cent is
estimated to represent a 10 per cent increase of rainfall. I t conclud

e
d that while " the

hypothesis ascribes the rise of the lake to a change of climate should be regarded as
tenable . . . it can claim no more than a test of
to-day is made if not impossible, because the shrinkage of lake area in recent

usually to an increase in irrigation, has rendered the lake next to useless as a
gauge of climatic

I N ' AND ARIZONA

The field of lasting from July to December, was given to a task that few
would have felt themselves capable of executing: Nothing less than designing

executing a system as the for a topographic survey of the platesu
covering a part of the high plateaus in the north, the Colorado plateaus on both sides of the

farther south, and some of the adjacent basin ranges. The field party included,
besides Gilbert in charge, Renshawe, Hillers, and a of others. The

involved the connection of two base lines previously measured, one a t near the
western base of the Mountains, about 120 miles south of Lake City, the other a t

as much farther south still and close to the southern boundary of Utah; the
remeasurement of the latter base by an ingenious apparatus of Gilbert's own design, constructed
under his personal A letter to the "Major" written before the party was sub-
divided, told of "having all the boys drilled in barometric running levels to connect
barometric stations, and setting up aparejoes" or pack saddles and half converting a
member of the party to their utility; then of sending off one division of the party with

pack cross the Colorado below the mouth of Grand Canyon and
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there to turn eastward over the plateau to Moencopie on the line of the Echo Cliffs
monocline; another supply wagon to a third, of which Gilbert was a
member, with to set up on selected mountain tops, '(the geodetic points of the

of to Moencopie, Francisco Mountain, and 
to Salt City. Gilbert probably enjoyed this work, for i t led him over a region which 
he fairly well from previous and which repays and more-
over i t called for an ingenious application of his mathematical to field problems. But
i t led to no published report.

Lest some readers should fail to apprehend the manner in the execution of a
geodetic task the theory of geodesy as presented in a textbook, an extract may be
made from one of Gilbert's later to Powell, written at 18, regarding

, who was in of a side party
I a m afraid he is in trouble. H e let go one of the men I sent with and hired in his place a 

we know t o be a horse thief escaped from the sheriff. I have sent a n Oraibe Indian to warn him, but fear
he he too late. I start myself in the morning. . . . Shall you from Mocncopie.

The promised letter from point was sent weeks later:
I have not yet seen . He is not very far away and I have sent a scout after him. H e lost no

horses by thethiefinhis employ, but on the contrary, exceedingly and was much a t my letter
of warning.

The saying, never can tell," might have originated this incident.

BAROMETRIC HYPSOMETRY

One Gilbert's most aberrant interests concerned the principles involved in the determina-
tion of altitudes means of barometric observations, a method was much more
sively the earlier years of governmental topographic surveys than it been in later

the of lines of accurate and the geodetic of
many stations by the Coast and Geodetic Survey as well as by the Geological Survey in nearly
all parts of the country. Barometric measurement of altitudes mas, however, important
element in Gilbert's scheme of triangulation in the summer of as is shown by his mention
of drill in barometric observation in a letter above Indeed, the subject of barometric
hypsometry as a problem of atmospheric physics must have his attention for several
years, from entries in his notebooks. One of the most made
during the first season on the Powell survey. He wrote, September 5, while in the high
plateaus:

A station on Plateau another in Castle Valley would make a fine couple for an
hourly scientific set. At the same time a set of vertical reciprocal angles would test refraction check
determination of altitude.

Three days later a supposed relation of the double daily curve of atmospheric pressure to
the expansion compression of the lower air associated with the single curve of tem-
perature outlined in a series of tersely stated interrogative propositicns:

While the temperature curve is convex upward, the hornry [barometric] curve must be descending; while
it is concave, ascending The horery curve is highest when the of rate of expansion is most rapid; 
hence when the is concave upward has the radius of curvature Which of

propositions is correct? I s the horary curve a first, or a second differential of t h e temperature
If the second proposition be true, the radii of curvature of the curves change signs through a t the
same time. In case curve of the barometer is true datum from t o determine the
temperature curve of the air used in hypsometry. . . . If one curve is a differential of then
the curve will have a or min. for every point in the dif. crosses the for no other. . . It is probable tha t the (as from the superficial) maximum of
occurs only 2 or 3 hours before sunset-or later than directly indicated by thermometer.

It is not likely that a similar series of propositions is to be found in notebooks of any
other geologist on or off the staffs of those days or of any other days
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Gilbert himself recorded many barometer in connection his notes on struc-
ture in the Mountains and it is to be presumed that
were utilized the of stratified as well as alti-
tudes and topographic maps. But he appears, judging from a passage on
work" in report for to have troubled by recorded
base stations by his assistants. The report states that-

Gilbert has a critical and discussion of the observations exteading through 
the previous of the work, for the purpose of determining the of error, of as far as possi-
ble the source thereof. The result of this tended t o that one of the principal sources of error

inaccuracy in reading and recording, and for the purpose of eliminating these, suggested a number of
checks, of the most the rending recording of the verniers of the Green barometer
instead of a single The interval between the two verniers is of such length their fractional readings
are i t is practically impossible t o repeat the same. error. 

The chief outcome of Gilbert's attention to this subject is a remarkable essay, "A new
of measuring height's by of the barometer," the of which must have

demanded much and of his with the Powell
survey; it Is published in the first report of the national survey (the second of the series)
after Powell its It made musicians call a prompt "attack" by
the of essence of plan in the very first paragraph: 

The change proposed in this paper is of a radical nature. Since of the he
developed has formed the of all investigation and practice. . . . It is here proposed t o abandon
it for greater part of and to substitute a formula none of his con-

having but a single in common. The new element abandons both psychrometer and ther-
and the (405).

The of the method in the use of barometers, two a t stations
of as near to each horizontally and as far as possible,
and the third a t a point the of which is to be determined; and, second, the omission,
as above of factors on air and

The essay as is prepared. After the factors of
set forth, the is first briefly stated direct-

ness and then mathematical The solution is in essence as
follows: Given stations, A and the altitudes of are known, a third station, 

altitude of which is to be determined. the air to be and of
at and compute altitudes 3-A and by the usual-formula, thus gaining
results. Then solve proportion the first three terms are

B-A : 13-A :: : true
The of new mas by comparing its results those obtained by

other at various places the necessary available; a series of
tables is to facilitate calculations necessary in

The whole essay shows an amount of It closes with a beau-
tiful table" for ready determination of correction dependent

serre 2s abscissas for correction values by
a series curves. comment this handy device the breadth of
his treatment:

The graphic table in sense experiment. The idea, is not novel, but i t has not been
applied. It appears to the that similar plan might advantageously be adopted for the tabula-

tion of factors on whenever the arguments are large a s with the tabulated
factor; or rather, the number of digits used t o express each argument is large coinpared the

of digits used to dependent factor. 

Tmo comments of a mournful turn be made on this exceptionally ingenious 
First, i t from a on the of other hypsometricians the close of

the essay, in Gilbert to in person, as if to make the statement 
more impersonal, that his was so he had at first supposed. new
solution "mas first advanced writer a t a meeting of the Philosophical Society of
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ington at time he supposed i t to be novel. Hc has since learned that he
mas in publication by no less than two hypsometers, it is probable that a third

anticipated him in the conception of the idea. Nevertheless the announcement of
method not of novelty, for he differed radically from his in manner
of developing and the idea" Second, the attendant upon the
nance of two base stations and the rapid extension of of level aod chains of triangles shortly
after Gilbert's essay was published agaiost the adoption his method. The labor
he put into it has been repaid by the few measurements of in which it has been
employed. years later he of this work:

The discussion . . . has been complimented, but the method" never got itself used.

VARIATION OF

Reference may be made at, once to return to one phase of these barometric studies in 
Gilbert's secoad address as president, of the of American Naturalists in 1886, when he
gave a closely argued on of with reference

devices. various other problems, that of the variation of the barometer
was up, and Espy, the early American gained after death the renown
that he should have had while living, is credited the idea which, judging by the notes
quoted above, Gilbert himself appears to have reached independently he was in the high
plateaus of Utah in 1875; namely, that the double curve of total
is a reaction from the single diurnal curve of atmospheric temperature. The idea is then
tested negative results, for while i t appears satisfactory for regions, it fails in other
regions. Thus Gilbert mas led to revise the hypothesis and to conclude that relation of
the temperature oscillation to the pressure oscillation is less simple than the one by
Espy." I n case other investigators take up elusive problem, it should be noted that
Gilbert's assumption of a rate of to space probably be

to for such radiation between the of
indirect at the the early morning minimum
to direct and strong insolation at the of the afternoon temperature It
may be that Gilbert's "special processes of research" differed about as from the
research processes usually of naturalists whom be addressed, as his 
hypsometric method from methods of geological the
many readers who for inspiration to series of essays,
published along with his barometric in the annual reports of national survey; but if
the geologists naturalists who naturally their methods of investigation wish

the Gilbert ail to honor, they his methods of
investigation and their breadth and depth.

OF HILLS

A an the Geology and resources of the Black of Dakota," published by the
Powell in 1880 under the apparent authorship of P.
and including several supplements by experts on mention here because
if,exhibits two of Gilbert's well-marked, might say most strongly 
generosity and acumen-for although a guided by the title-page only, mould.
not give him credit as even part author of the voiume, a guided the preface and
the text must not fail to recognize his large share in the preparation of its first 220 or
nearly half of the whole. The story of the report is one of tragic During the decades

the middle of the nineteenth century tho Hills served for some 50,000
Indians as a cherished resort; indeed, some of them thought of it as a refuge"
removal from farther east; but as gold discovered in hills fuller
of their geology ancl resources was called for than several hasty of

Phil. ii, 1577,
Amer. Journ. 452473; see 472.
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had supplied. exploring expedition was therefore planned in 1875; and as its object was
related '(specially to the right and interests of the Sioux Indians," i t was placed under the
Bureau of Indian of the Interior Department-thus adding still another independent 
survey to a list of such organizations that already too long. Jcnney mas appointed geolo-
gist in charge and one of his assistants Newton, name has aiready been mentioned
as member of the Geological Survey during Gilbert's association with it. The expedition
set out over the plains from Cheyenne, in May, two companies of Infantry
and six of 400 men in all, and 75 wagons, and returned there in October.

promptly prepared a report on mineral resources, which mas published in 1876 and
republished in the volume considered. also prepared a report a t once, acd spent
a sum of his on it, but when presented to Congress for it
encountered " a selfish and heartless opposition . . . springing from the fear that i t
betray the inaccuracy of previously published descriptions of the geology of the region"; such 
mas view, expressed in a biographical sketch of his student and associate
a t the beginning of the volume, of the rivalry and jealousy felt a t that time by
survey for another. By reason of the deiay thus caused Newton returned to the Black Hills 
in IS77 to revise and extend his previous and especially to settle certain questions that
had arisen he mas engaged his report; and there he of typhoid fever a t
the of years. His manuscript, chiefly in the form of a draft, was left

much and interlineation. I ts revision for publication mas intrusted to Gilbert,
mho '(therefore felt called upon to put himself, in certain sense, in the place of the author,
and such emendation of as necessary to harmonize the whole." He "freely

the language" in such ways as he conceived the author might have done had he sur-
vived; but except for a correction regarding the source of placer gold, the substance was care-
fully preserved.

There a section of the report on the "Structure and age of the Blnck
indicated by title in Newton's table of contents but unwritten; and the whole of this section
was therefore composed by the editor. "All the data are Newton's, and so are all the principal
deductions except those derived from the drainage system"; these are Gilbert's and they
are truly in their directness lucidity. The main body of the report is a straight-

account of the geological formations involved, beginning the and ending
with the Tertiary and volcanic rocks; and it is noting that Gilbert, in
reports bad followed the rule text and in tabular statement of beginning with tbe younger
or higher formations and ending with or lower, appears to have followed Newton's
preference of beginning with the oldest and proceeding in time sequence, even to
the point of tabulating some of the detailed sections upside 

PHYSIOGRAPHY O F THE BLACK

The 20-page section that Gilbert is a discussion of geology.
Although it still bears Newton's title, "Structure and Age of the Black Hills," its sentence
reads:

It remains t o consider the origin of the topographic forms which constitute the Hills. when
did the plateaus, and peaks, and cliffs, and and valleys that make up its topography come into exist-
ence? The to the question is, in general terms, that  the rocks uplifted, and tha t uplifted
they were by the processes of erosion morn away and carved into the forms me have seen (203).

A restoration of the uplift, as if unworn, mas first attempted; thus reconstructed,
it would have been a flat-topped dome, the or the Plateau, of
oral outline, 70 by 40 miles in diameter, 6,600 feet above the surrounding plains, with lateral
slopes hnving declivities of from to and with a total volume of 4,200 cubic miles. The
ideal form was, not realized, much erosion must have been accomplished 
during its progress, and because "upon no plausible theory of mountains can it be supposed
that their birth-labor is other than exceedingly slow. The earthquake is but the passing pang
that records a unit of progress; it is only the combination of many such units, separated
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often by of time, that the great result is accomplished" (210). If Gilbert thought
it desirable in write in a manner seems to-day so elementary, i t must be tbnt
physiographic geology made great progress between then and 

I n consequence of long-continued erosion, partly during, after, the time of uplift,
the ideal flat-topped dome been greatly denuded so far unroofecl over an area
of 60 by 25 miles in its as to expose beneath the cover of the bedded rocks,
nearly in thickness, the nearly vertical schists of the trending
northward and including lenticular masses of intrusive In this
unroofed area the resistant quartzites form "abrupt, dike-like ridges . . . bristling suddenly
in peaks" (52, the granites form riclges, peaks, and pinnacles; are
in valleys, some of are enough to constitute expanses of treeless and

grassed parks" (56). It may be in passing these and valleys afford 
a fine illustration of later come be called discordance respect
to the scarped edges of resistant overlying limestones. A further consequence of long-
continued erosion is that a series of weak "Red beds," 540 feet thick, lying in an inclined
position around the margin of the dome, are in a "Red valley," known to the 
Indians as the "Race-course," from to which runs conformably between the
stripped slope of the underlying 650 feet thick, and an encircling monoclinal ridge
of resistant sandstones, 300 feet thick.

The first of the two chief factors which determine mountain form, namely, the rock struc-
ture of the mass, having been sufficiently attention is turned to the second factor,
namely, the arrangement of drainage lines. Here Gilbert's treatment of stream development
is much the same as i t was in the Henry Mountains report. Distinction is made between
the creeks which flow radially outward from hills on the one hand, on the other
the two chief rivers of district, both branches of the Cheyenne, which flow eastward across
the southern and northern ends of the domed strata. The creeks are first described empirically, 
with relation to the dip of the domed strata; they are called cataclinal, following Powell's termi-
nology. They are then described genetically with relation to their origin, and called conse-
quent. together, they are held to "afford a rare example of consequent drainage";
the encircling monoclinal ridge is cut by them 27 times. The two rivers, running

into and out from the encircling at the two ends of the dome,,
are not as as they might at first,appear to be, but as superimposed, because 
the White River beds, the uppermost of the plains strata, are found to lie on
the next strata, and to contain a bed of quartz pebbles at their base, derived from the

of the hills; hence i t is inferred that all the doming and much of the erosion
accomplished before the deposition of the White River beds; that those beds were spread uncon-

over the worn-down margin of the domed strata; and that the two rivers tool- conse-
quent courses on the unconformable cover; later, as their valleys mere incised, them-
selves by superimposition more or less of the monoclinal sandstone ridge as it came
into relief. The creeks of the unroofed area might also have been classed as super-
imposed, as they transect the quartzite ridges in sharp-cut canyons with precipitous (59).
I t is interesting to note that, in connection the unconformable deposition of the White
River beds, the "base level of erosion" appears to have been used by Gilbert for the

time. His chapter closes with a large generalization regarcling the of the consequent
streams:

The they have cut, and which appeal t o our eyes as marvellous monuments of their industry, are
the least of their results. Since their labor began they have demolished and removed one half of the entire

of the uplift. Modest and as they seem, i t is their ambition patiently t o toil on until vestige of
t h e Hills remains (222).

I n two respects, Gilbert's analysis of the drainage of the Black calls for extension.
First, as with the pairs of short subsequent vnlleys back of the crags" of the

Mountains, so with the somewhat better developed pairs of subsequent that, as
branches from the radial consequents, are extended along the weak "Red Beds" around the
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Black Hills, they are given no special name, although they are manifestly consequent,
nor superimposed. The is true of the longitudinal and presumably subse-

quent that follow the weak schists between the quartzite ridges of the unroofed
Perhaps i t is because most of these valleys no streams that

they given no systematic names. Second, mention is of the disagreement between
the crest of the original dome, which as structurally restored near its eastern side, and the
present between the and creeks, which lies 15 or

farther This is explained as the of a of the line of maxi-
mum from its position, if mere consequent upon the uplift
thus located antecedent to the later and more eastward uplift, held courses across it.

When the displacement began its mas a divide or water-shed, from which the water
flowed in all directions. I n the absence of any disturbing cause this water-shed would remain as steadfast as
the drainage lines all through the period of denudation. Knowing of no disturbing cause, we may tha t
the existing water-shed in the holds the position as the original water-shed, and marks, therefore,
the position of the of the uplift a t the time of its inception. . . . It would appear portion of
the uplift which took the lead a t the start was afterward overtaken by another portion, so t h a t
the present summit or axis of upheaval is not original axis of upheaval (217, 218).

This conclusion appears to overlook the principle, announced in the Mountains
report, that slopes are eroded more rapidly gentle slopes; and an
cal divide between two streams must therefore be slowly pushed from its steeper slope toward
its gentler slope. a word, the shifting of divides by headwater erosion is not here considered;-
i t is not even in connection with the statement that "in a few cases, [radial conse-
quent] streams of considerable size have so far shifted their courses as -to form unions with
each other before escaping from the foot-hills, but such are rare"; nor is special
attention given to the longitudinal stream courses in the Red Valley by which such unions
appear to have been Here, as before, the moral to be d r a m is that, great as
were the contributions which Gilbert made to the rational treatment cf land sculpture, the
subject was so little developed in his years that even he did not develop i t fully.

PERSONAL ITEMS

During the two-year period of these divers occupations, Powell's survey would appear to
have been conducted in a very personnl manner, if may judge by certain entries in Gilbert's
diaries. One for February 2, 1878, reads: "Powell still unpaid salary, $217.50"; and
three weeks later: "Major Powell requests me to wait until May 1st before receiving more of
my I have now received all of my for 1877 except and none for 1878." The
survey must indeed have been in a peculiar condition if i t had to leave unpaid a bal-
ance of due to a valued member, who surely thereafter deserved to be called a trusting as
well as a trusted friend of the director. I t is possible that these irregularities, not to say un-
certainties, of payment prompted Gilbert a t least to consider a change to university work, for
in for a for the year previous, during which he had reached his

of age, includes the following record: "Visited Providence, I., to Profes-
sorship, 25-27." of diversion of a large share of his attention a years

from research to administration, i t is open to question geology did not suffer 
more by his retention of a place in Government by his nonacceptance of univer-
sity position. Re have made a delightfully inspiring teacher, for his happy
when speaking at geologicai meetings in was exerting a strong influence
over younger men, who were quick to recognize his mastery of geological philosophy; and he
had moreover an extraordinary capacity for making difficuit subjects easy by the
successive steps and stating each separately and clearly, so that i t be surmounted
with facility. Surely professor in the land have his science more objec-

would have attacked problems in a more and dispassionate spirit, none 
would have presented conclusions more free from personal bias. But he up uni-
versity work he ought to have had a research professorship; and i t does not appear that such
a position was opened to him.



CHAPTER

STATES SURVEY
O F THE EARLIER

rivalry of several national geological surveys in the seventies was not creditable to the
organization of our King's Parallel was for a time

one of the competitors, but as its field mork in it did not
the mork of other surveys. There remained the the Powell, and the Wheeler
which fought it out to a finish. By good fortune, a brief by Gilbert describing the
climax reached in is to be in an account of the later organized National Survey which
he contributed to Annual Cyclopedia for 1885:

The duplication of plans, and rivalries associated with it , mere recognized Congress as seriously
prejudicial to a work which all desired to see carried forward. Various propos

a

ls mere entertained from time
t o time to abolish all but one of the organizations, to give that one possession of the field, and,
though none of these prevailed, the corps were greatly embarrassed by the of their tenure. Each

seriously to make haste in publication, a t the expense of thoroughness, so as to enable Congress
and the public to appreciate work was actually being performed by i t ; and was similar
considerations from the of far-sighted, economic plans for its

It was at this stage of the game that the National of Sciences was upon
to suggest a may out: doubting own ability to select from the [surveys] the
one best qualified to conduct entire work to the National Academy of
Sciences, the official adviser of the scientific matters" the academy recommended
the abolition of the then surveys and the creation of a United Geological
Survey under the Interior Department. The recommendation was adopted in 1879, and since
then the national development of geological science has gone on apace.

Gilbert was one of of the earlier surveys who mere appointed to the new one
with the title of "geologist7' a t a salary of $4,000 a year. It may be that his salary 

remained a t that figure, except during the three 1889-1892, of his service
"chief geologist," it was raised to $4,250, and except also during certain later years after
his health had he worked on a per diem basis. For the first
two years of the organization, 1879-1881, when Clarence Ring, previously in charge of the
Fortieth Parallel survey, was director, and when the of work was the "public domain"
which lay the most part beyond the Mississippi, only an administrative was maintained
in Washington, four field divisions established elsewhere in charge of with
headquarters Denver; Dutton ancl Gilbert, both at Salt Lake City; and Hague, a t San
Francisco. Gilbert's division was known as the division of Great Basin, and Lake Bonne-
ville, the abandoned shore of which he had come to in the course of his in

and Powell, was his subject of special investigation; his mork upon it is
described in nest chapter. His own of this assignment, made a few years later,
was as follows: "At the time of the organization of survey, it that there in
possession of the considerable body of unpublished bearing upon Lake

ancl that mas therefore selected as the first subject of study" in the Great
province, the expectation that other lakes would be taken up later. But in

the spring of Powell, abolishecl the district divisions and created
divisions by subjects, namely, the divisions of topography, general geology and economic
geology, coordinate the divisions of paleontology, physics, and thereafter
geographical divisions used only as subordinate to subject divisions;

This change in organization is also referred to in Gilbert's of the National
mentioned above. After describing the district subdivisions that introduced, he goes on:

119
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It soon found, the districts exceedingly large, of them was too small
for the satisfactory conduct of the investigations within it. The of
led to a practical abandonment of lines of I t also found that  the attention of the geologist

charge of each division so by the of work he called upon to supervise tha t his
studies gre tly hampered. The junior assistants, exempt from the cares of administration,

able to their special far advance of the complementary work undertaken their chiefs
and senior colleagues. The talents tha t rendered the of a n individual desirahle,
led, by him to direct the of others, t o a great diminution of personal accomplishment. The
original subdivision of the work by geographic areas has therefore been large part abandoned, and for it there 
has gradually been substituted a in which the primary basis of subdivision is the nature of work t o
be performed, and which the body of placed under the direction of one assistant is not so large t h a t
his administrative duties make serious encroachments upon his time.

FROM LAKE CITY TO

It was probably this happy idea of agreeably combining a moderate amount of
administrative responsibility a larger amount of individual scientific work that early in

Powell called Gilbert from City to Washington, nominally " to complete his
report Bonneville," and on that date therefore Gilbert's service began as Powell's
closest adviser in a great worthy but unhappily his share in that task, as well as in its
extensions on which from to embarked, soon him to from
work in the region; for although at that date the of the survey
carried beyond the "public domain" to which it was at first limited and extended into the older

there was no corresponding increase in appropriations. work already
entered upon was to a greater or less to in the East. The investigation
of all Pleistocene lakes of the Great Basin, as a t first planned under had gone pretty
far, for Gilbert reported soon after his return to Washington that, besides the larger

25 of the smaller ones had been explored, although "it is probable that a
larger remain to be but no special account of the 25 ones has been
published. Under Powell the of only the three larger lakes, Bonneville,
and Mono, on which study was either or well advanced, was continued, "the examina-
tion of the more southerly valleys . . . the study of the brines and saline deposits, and the
elaborate measurement of post-Pleiocenc displacements were indefinitely The
survey as a whole was stronger under the new director than it been before, but
Gilbert's opportunity for persoual research along lines he to continue was greatly
curtailed. In his case at administrative duties soon made very serious encroachments
upon his time. can say whether the net result for the science of geology was a profit or a
loss? the date of Gilbert's return to Washington in he continually in close

Powell, consulted on matters of every and he continually exerted a
wise influence on the conduct of affairs during the formative of the survey's history. 
From that time on, his own suffered greatly from interruptions and distractions, and an

share of his thought was represented in the plans and assignments announced in
administrative reports the director's name instead of over his Like other loyal
members of the he recognized that the of subordinates in great
institution must go frequently, necessarily, and properly to the credit of those up,"
and he uttered no word of complaint at the personal sacrifices thus called for.

DISTRACTIONS O F OFFICE

An illustration of this subordination of personal credit to institutional appears in
the report of the new director, the second of the series, for the 
contains an elaborate discussion of the use of colors on geological maps; the general choice of
colors there presented may be credited to but the careful of the details
was the work of Gilbert. He showed himself indeed so competent in many that
he was more and more called upon to guide aright; and his own work suffered conse-

U. S Survey, 11, 9.
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His intention on returning to Washington was a t once to complete the work on Lake
but he was continually distracted by "various minor duties," as is shown by brief

paragraphs in successive administrative records. Thus in the annual report of the survey,
Gilbert states that a part of his time has been occupied with (1) maps and engravings

of the Lake Bonneville report; (2) the manuscript of the report; (3) the report on Lake
by Russell; (4) the of the Great Basin and of other continental basins; and (5) baro-
metric As to the third of these tasks, Gilbert explains that the "Sketch of the
geological history of Lake published on pages 195 to 235 of the same annual volume,
was by Russell in camp, but that at Russell's request "the paper was revised and edited
by me, so that I with him the responsibility of many of the details." I n spite of the work
implied in the tasks above named, a significant postscript shows that they were often subor-
dinated to other duties: "My own time has largely been occupied by various minor duties con-
nected the general work of the The fourth annual report, tells a similar 
story: own time has been largely to duties of a general nature connected with
administrative work of the central office." Hence the report on Bonneville, for the completion
of Gilbert was nominally ordered back to Washington, was continually delayed.

A journey in the summer of 1883 must have been a welcome interruption of office
work. Russell being at that time still engaged in studies that had been planned by the division
of the Great Basin, Gilbert went out to how the work was progressing. left Washington
early in June, spent a weeks in the Bonneville area where certain supplementary observa-
tions were needed for his report, and then after meeting Russell at Mono Lake, on the
desert side of the Sierra Nevada near the mid-eastern boundary of California, went farther south
to examine the geology of the earthquake district in Owens Valley. I t may be inferred 
that special attention mas given during the stop at Mono Lake to the great moraines of ancient
Sierran glaciers and the deposits left by the expanded of the present lake; for the
single example of a moraine that reaches the shore lines does not clearly exhibit its
relations to the deposits. days were afterwards spent in the mountains, where Mount

was climbed; a few statements then made concerning forms of glacial origin will bo
quoted in connection with Gilbert's in the Sierra Nevada, years later.

return journey some days were again spent at and near Salt Lake City; and 
a week was given no recorded reason to a district in eastern where the Rio Grande 
Western runs not far south of the great escarpment of the Book Cliffs, between the
Green and Grand Rivers, there approach other on their way to unite in the Colorado.
This must been the occasion when Gilbert learned that the summits of the Henry Moun-
tains, about 80 away to the southwest, are visible from a rise of ground a short distance
to one side of the railway line; for eight later, when the excursion party of the
Geological Congress that had been in at Washington was making its circuit,
Gilbert had the excursion train stopped in the desert not far from Green River crossing while
he led a of the more members a rapid march the view point and back.

The work of winter is stated in the fifth annual report of the survey,
a t in indirect, third-person style:

The writer has continued the preparation of his long-delayed memoir on Lake Bonneville, and has specially
arranged a chapter of it, "The topographic features of lake shores," for publication in this volume. A portion
of his time has been occupied with the discussion of influence of terrestrial rotation on the character of river
valleys and the elaboration of a plan for the subject of geologic literature.

then, in reporting to the director the suspension of the Salt Lake City he
not a petulant complaint but, as if his feelings could not be wholly suppressed, a patient
in the more courageous first-person

While I recognize fully the considerations led to the closing of this investigation of the Great Basin,
. and wisdom of your decision unquestioned, I yet find myself unable to lay the aside without

of regret and the expression of a hope that i t may some day be resumed by another if not myself.
Thus saying farewell to it, be points out three lines of further inquiry: brines of the

Great Basin and their products, an economic problem; the records of extinct lakes in the
part of the basin, a climatic problem; and the of the Bonneville floor as
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if because of the of the lake water, a that would to-day be called
Curiously enough, basin-range problem is not here specified. a year later, after the 
geology of the Appalachians had become his chief concern, he referred the problem of
his preference his regret on it, discussing post-Bonneville deformation
of the Great Salt Desert in an analyzed below, before the Society of
Naturalists. The real lesson of this part of Gilbert's life is that of sacrifice: needed

in the conduct of a and he therefore up the work that he
most enjoyed and stood faithfully by his chief. 

Although this recital has a tinge, i t not be understood that
was in his to Washington. He mas attached to Powell,

personally as as scientifically, and always r

e

ady to serve and to aid him. The satis-
faction of renewing with "the Major" the close relations had been established
during five years of membership on the survey must have been compensation for
giving up and satisfaction must have been increased by his recognition of the
many ways in which his chief's nature could be complemented by his Powell, although a
thoughtful observer, and excelled in his brilliant work in
western he most of attention for the rest of his life problems of organiza-
tion; the establishment of the Bureau of American Ethnology aod of the national Geological

were his accomplishments in this direction. other hand, Gilbert, while fully
to administer the laid upon him as chief of a division, excelled 

senior a philosophical geologist, and have been of immense service to the senior
in the discussion and the numerous technical and problems that arose

the survey expanded. He not had logical mind that him to just conclusions, but
also the happy faculty of presenting his in a manner that greatly their

and for both reasons his opinions were greatly among his associates. 
All things considered, he have much in to make up for his abandonment
of the investigational of the West. I n case, when the called him to the 
East, he dutifully put a cherished plan of work in Great Basin, and self-
denying devotion took up the tasks were assigned him.

THE GREAT BASIN MESS

Life includes small events among the greater ones; great organizations have smaller ones
included them. i t must be recorded shortly after Gilbert's return from Salt
Lake City to Washington in 1881, notable Little institution its beginning within the
survey under his leadership. I t should be recalled this connection that survey included
a t outset two very unlike groups of geologists; a smaller which preferred and was rich 
enough to afford the luxuries of a conventional civilization; and a larger group, 
the members of which of limited means and were perhaps for reason more a t home in
the cosmic freedom of simple surroundings. I t need hardly be explained that Gilbert and his
western associates, Johnson, Russell, were members of the latter group; i t

to be that this quartette gave daily expression to their preference for simple living 
eating a frugal noon meal together in one of the survey rooms, their gathering naturally

baptized after scene of their previous explorations, the "Great Basin This
institution endured for a generation, and like other enduring it had an evolutionary
development. I ts career included an early home-rule period and a later caterer-controlled
period. In the first,, each cenobite used to take his turn, week by a t bringing in a basket
carried on his a home-prepared lunch for the favored. four. Wooden plates and paper

sufficed a t first, as be when the meal was over; but a coffee pot with
china cups and saucers an early innovation. The success of the mess was such that new

were from time to time, the formalities of election or rejection being brief but
and effective. In time the numbers became so that the caterer-controlled period

set in, and lunch was eventually served by a professional expert in a room hired for the purpose
across the street from survey building.
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The history of Great Basin mess is inseparably that of the
of it for 30 years though sectional feature; for the most of time
Gilbert when in Washington, the spirit as well as the senior member. genial
was his smile of were his stories and how joyous the that left
friends happier for been him! letters to in field
contained references to the mess its fortunes. was locally for the good
that the members enjoyed together, i t was widely for the pleasure that an invi-
tation to sit in members gave to many a visitor in Washington. Melancholy 
indeed fate of a visitor if, invited to the mess one year, he was not invited the year
following he was again in the Capital City. But that was the of few, for the mess
wns hospitable; its visitors, or three a counted up to a of

such as E. D. Cope, James
Hall, Joseph Leconte, 0. C. Marsh, Raphael Pumpclly, N. S. Shaler,
other geological personages. It may be well that the visitors amused
if not the range of personal and pungent remarlts the lunch

on the of elections measures were the
stakes usually being some choice dish of On one occasion, member tabulated the
qualities of the others, and rated as zero cheek, combativeness, diplomacy, verbosity,

vanity, but 100 in honesty and caution. It is not to he denied that good fellowship some-
the mess members around the table after of the noon hour, thus endanger-

ing their good repute in the office; but as to that, is credibly reported a critic
of the survey one seeing the director and his playing trnpins in an
the office, snapped photograph of them clock in the pointing to
a mid-afternoon hour, in of the way in which geologists wasted their time.

With increase membership to the caterer-controlled period, the mess outgrem
its original simplicity, and of its later arrangements compare in primitiveness to those of
its first years. The Little company of four then sometimes sat on rolls of around
packing box, as if to up the pleasant impression of lunching in a Great Basin camp. 
one occasion they were thus Gilbert, -vividly a rare instance of hori-
zontal refraction in the desert, became so absorbed in his narration that a
chicken bone over his as if the party were really seated in the sagebrush
and the bone haply struck an messenger who entered the door a t that very moment to
summon narrator to the presence of the the messenger forthwith, reporting 
that he had "'tracted Mr. Gilbert's such are the joyous memories of long-gone
years still current among the few!





I t has already been noted that, when the consolidated national was organized
1879 under the of Clarence Gilbert was assigned the of Lake

in Salt City. reasons that are not explicitly stated, but
probably connected the completion of certain tasks that had been under

survey, he remained in the East through the of 1879, spending part of the
time his family at Winchendon, Mass., and did not reach his western field October.
Then, as if to make up for a late start, he continued work stopped bystress of weather
in middle of January, 1880. Johnson, young topographer of
fine spirit, much about the origin of the forms that he was Gil-
bert's and was charged with maps of localities. The
thus begun between the two was continued through many of close relations. Gilbert

back to Washington gave up his house in Lo Droit Park in June, and 
returned to Salt Lake City with his family, establishing his residence there and renting 
rooms for his I. C. Russell was chief assistant the field season of 1880, and was

assigned under Gilbert's to the study of certain other extinct lakes, especially 
farther west in the Great Basin. and others were of the field

parties from time to time.
Thus it appeared that Gilbert was to remain indefinitely in the West, and to

establish relations with the Salt Lake community; for in January, he lectured
Lake But his own view of the situation other-

wise; he had written to his studies on November 16, 1880:
. . . 1 have no occasion to take the field again in person, but begin my

subject. For the present I can work t o best advantage here, but when the field notes of the season, both my
own and my assistants, have been elaborated and when the map drawing is well in hand so tha t i t can be com-
pleted without my supervision, i t appears to desirable tha t I go t o New York and Washington, so tha t I
can have better library facilities and so tha t I can initiate the preparation of engravings for illustration.

I t must therefore have been a satisfaction to him, in some respects that, when
relinquished the directorship of the survey and Powell was appointed to it in

1881, his presence was needed at the central office duty supposed be temporary,'' 
which to be lasting; so he returned to Washington in April and his

followed in June; and there, after the to above, the report was
eventually completed.

EABLIER ON LAKE

I t is interesting to trace Gilbert's progress in detecting the elements of the Bonne-
problem. The abandoned shore lines of the ancient had been in a general
for years before reached Great in 1871. first there with 

the Wheeler surrey mostly spent to the west and south of the area: but
the second season he milch of the shore and on August 
lake was still unnamed, exceptionally deliberate" in one of note-
books: "Theory, that the whose bed we are travelling is a phase of the glacial epoch";
the leading word, "Theory," being inclosed in a rectangle, to against
mistaking the it introduces for a record of fact. some
piedmont fans must been in sight with the beach upon the
following significant notes were

On the or Gosiute7'] I can count terraces. The slopes since the lake
are a item compared with those made before. The lake episcde is the history of these valleys a very

one.
12.5
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Hence, if lake episode were both recent brief, a long period must
have gone before it. In. the report, the prelacustrine,

are given as roughly proportional to and 1. I t was evidently during the
lacustrinc thst the great amount of intermont mentioned in the 
account of the ranges, must have taken place.

enough, the warping the shore lines appears to have been detected
in the summer of about a month earlier than the of the above notes, the
cut benches on the Range, 15 or 20 miles to the west, were in sight from the corre-
sponding benches on the flanks of the Wasatch Range near Salt Lake City. A first record is 
here corrected by a second. The first reads: 

My impression is tha t the upper beach is continuous level and only depressed in the distance by the
curvature [of the earth].

But later in the day, after levels had been sighted across the depression between the
two ranges and earth curvature and refraction had been allowed for, i t was noted:

From this i t appears tha t the beach near Douglass [not far Salt Lake City] is 76.6 f t higher
than on the Range. The distance may have been a little underestimated refraction overesti-
mated. The for of tha t for curvature-may apply only a t sea level.

Later measurements reduced the difference of altitude to a smaller measure, and closer
study of the ground discovered a 50-foot along the base of the Wasatch

had to be allowed for; but a difference of 22 still remained to be explained by warp-
ing. A problem of crustal warping was thus opened, to which Gilbert later devoted much
thought and from which he turned aside with regret when other duties held him in the East. 

A special phase of this same problem is alluded to in the report, in which the name,
Bonneville, was proposed for the extinct lake. After an account of the plain on which

shallow water sheet of the present Great Salt Lake lies, attention was called to the position
of the lake on the eastern part of the plain as giving "evidence of the novelty of the present
relation of altitudes of portions of the plain, which is far from an Nearly
the whole present increment [of detritus] to desert floor comes from beyond [east of] the
Wasatch Mountains, and is deposited . . . on the eastern margin of the lake. Since the lake
has no outlet, but parts with its surplus by evaporation, its area rather than its level tends

neat point, that-"and as the eastern shore increases, the water will rise,
passu, and encroach on the western (66). The eccentric position of the present was

taken to indicate a, recent of the area near the mountains, whereby the
dation of that part of the basin floor had in part counteracted. Reference was made on a
later page to the probable deformation of the Bonneville beach, which was to be
feet higher in a southern arm than northeast; and it noted that if future

these inferences, the beaches have interest as the record, in
of the continent, of undulations of the solid earth, producccl at so late a geological date

that we may presume them identical with changes now transpiring (93). This topic was
discussed in the statement of the problem and was made the subject of an
important address on method in 1585, as will be told below.

THE BONNEVILLE OUTLET 

An for certain of Lake Bonneville was early because of the long
maintenance of its surface at certain levels, as indicated by the strongest shore lines (Wheeler,

90); and a outlet was by observers from was of
the general of the This aspect of the problem had evidently been over with
Powell; for at the opening of second season of field work on the Powell survey, Gilbert 
appears to have been authorized to make a northward detour from Salt City in search
the suspected point of overflow, before crossing the and plateaus to
cast of the city on the way to the Mountains, which were his main object of study

The outlet mas thus in August, 1876, proved to be, as Bradley of the survey had
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in 1872 suggested that it might be, at Red Rock Pass on the flat floor of Cache Valley, adjoining
the Port Range of southern The floor of the pass was reached on August 16 and
was described in a notebook as "so flat that it is a marsh with a growth of wire grass and 
for 7 miles.

The red rock is only one of a tha t are here bared, in testimony t o the stream tha t
them in degrading this pass. Above the beach level rock exposures are inconspicuous. there

was a current through here when the lake mas a t its full height, i t must have continued until the outlet was
deepened several hundred feet. There is no evidence yet of the direction of flow but there will be evidence if the
beach is found not to continue to the north.

Later in the day, after an advance to a point which commanded a broad northward view,
a cautious note was added:

I can neither affirm nor deny beaches, but I think they are absent. The valley northward should exhibit
them as well as tha t a t the south if i t ever had them. , . . On the whole i t is extremely tha t a n outlet
(and the last outlet) of Lake Bonneville was 

In explanation of the outlet, as discussed in the field notes, the hypothesis was at
entertained that the highest or Bonneville beaches as they came to be called, were related to
an outlet at some other point, from which i t was to Red Rock Pass by a crustal 
tilting; but a second hypothesis was framed the same day, according to which the lingering of
the lake a t its highest level, as indicated by the great Bonneville beaches, was explained by a
small excess of the gradually increasing water supply over evaporation, so that the resulting
volume of discharge would be so small that the outlet must be for a time very slowly degraded;
but as the water supply increased more and the outflow gained in volume, its channel
would be rapidly degraded to the present level of the pass; then a decrease of supply, while
still permitting a small volume of overflow, would practically be unable to accomplish further
degradation; thus the would be held for a considerable period at the pass level and per-
mitted to form the strong Provo beaches. A different interpretation was given later, when more
value was attached to the resistance of the rocks encountered in the bed of the outflow channel
or pass, as a cause for the Provo level being so long maintained. 

During the followingyear, while Gilbert was working on irrigation he gave atten-
tion also to the ancient shore lines, and resolved the doubts felt at the beginning of the previous
season concerning the Red Rock outlet; he wrote to Powell from Ogden, Utah, under date of
October 9, 1877:

I should like t o go by rail t o Humboldt Wells and thence horse down Valley, t o settle the last
question about the outlet of Lake Bonneville. I have this year seen the whole northern border of the lake and
have made sure tha t the only northern outlet was through Cache Valley. Tha t outlet I have revisited and
studied with more care than before, and I now think its phenomena all consistent with the hypothesis tha t there
was no other outlet. Still I should to go t o and make sure.

But this desired excursion was not made until two or three years later.
The establishment of Red Rock Pass as the outlet of Bonneville was announced by

Gilbert in the spring of 3878 in a short article which led him into of a controversy than
he engaged in at any other time in his life. His claim of discovery was after the fashion of
time disputed by Peale, of the survey, who asserted in an article bearing the same
title as Gilbert's that the real outlet lay in a more open valley about 45 miles farther north,
where the original level of overflow was higher than Red Rock Pass, and indeed than the
highest of the Bonneville shore lines. Gilbert did not reply until two years later, after he had 
revisited the localities and satisfied himself on three points: The error of deter-
mination of certain stream terraces as lake terraces; the vastly greater age of the more
northern open valley, which Peale taken to be the outlet, of the comparatively
and recent incision at Red and the absence of shore lines in the iotermediate basin.
controversy went no further; there was no place left for altercation. A characteristic passage
may be quoted from Gilbert's article:

The Ancient Outlet of Great Salt Lake. Amer. Jour. XV, 1878,
Amer. Jour. XV, 1878,
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A careful of the locality has convinced me that I was in error [as to the place of the outlet],
and has led me assign i t a position two miles north of Rock. Dr. placed i t about 45 miles north
of Red Rock, so that my new determination is nearer t o his than my old was."

Not a few less magnanimous geologists have phrased this conclusion:
My old determination was nearer t o the true location than his was!
But perhaps there was a touch of in Gilbert's magnanimity.

TWO HUMID EPOCHS

I t by these successive in the earlier years of Gilbert's western work on the
and tho Powell surveys that approach was to an of the

problem which seemed compulsory; but thus far only a single humid period of lake expansion
had recognized. I n of the interest of the problem and of Gilbert's
edged it, its further study was naturally given a leading place in mnin division 
of national survey as soon as i t was organized, as has already Seen noted. Progress was then
made more rapidly.

Evidence of the occurrence of two humid epochs of lake expansion separated by an arid
epoch of lake contraction or extinction discovered during the first season's work for the
national survey in the winter of 1879-80; and mas briefly referred to in Gilbert's first formal 
report to King, dated a t Salt Lake City, October 1, when an account of the lake-floor
sediments included the passage :

It already known they consisted of marls and clays and sands, but no considerable section had
been measured, and no constant order of sequence had been observed. It was ascertained last winter tha t  the  
marls invariably overlie the clays and form a thin deposit. At one locality a beach gravel found
immediately them, and in such relation as t o demonstrate tha t a very low stage of had inter-
vened between two high stages. This is a capital discovery, proving, as i t does, tha t the humid epoch was 
interrupted by a n epoch of dryness.

The of Bonneville and Lahontan histories, next announced, although not
firmed in all respects by later investigations, must have furnished pleasant writing the
geologist the Salt Lake headquarters and agreeable reading for the two-year director in the

office:
Theciiscovery [of a dry epoch between the two humid Bonneville epochs] confirms in a most gratifying man-

ner independent conclusion of Icing's. Reasoning entirely from mineralogical facts and necessary
conditions of chemical reaction, that geologist was led t o conclude that La the contemporary
and [western] neighbor of Bonneville, was first flooded for a long period, overflow, and then, after
a n of desiccation, refilled for a shorter period during which there was a discharge. The history of
Lake Bonneville based purely on stratigraphic and topographic data, and is identical in determined
particular. The basin flooded for a period represented by feet of clay; there was then a des-
iccation, shown intercalated shore and there was finally a second flood represented fifteen
feet of marl. The fact of overflow is proved by the discovery of channel of discharge, and it has shown
that the second epoch of flooding accompanied by Whether the first epoch was similarly char-
acterized has not been but it  is a significant fact that the deposits thrown during those two
epochs have a marked difference of composition. If a relation can be established between clay and marl 
as indicative of continence and overflow respectively, the parallel will he absolutely

The ingenious hypothesis by which anticipated relation in the follow-
ing year is noted

I n the meantime a letter to King, dated a month and a half after the above
cited, announced two important advances. First. "The evidence of a long inter-
jected near the end of the Bonneville epoch is no longer restricted to a single locality nor to 
a single phenomenon"; that is, in to the discovery of new low-lying sections in which
gravels found between the lake-floor clays marls, certain high-level deposits were

against which the later-formed beaches lay unconformably; and these deposits were
therefore taken to represent the littoral phase of the clays that, laid during
the earlier humid epoch, just the apposed beaches represented the phase of the
floor marls laid down during the humid epoch.

Outlet of Lake Bonneville. Jour. Sci.,
Annual Report, U. 8. Survey, Washington, 1880, 23-26.
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Second. "The idea that the accented beaches lying between the Provo and Bonneville
levels formed by the lingering of the water during its fall from the Bonneville level to the
Provo is completely Those intermediate were formed in ascending order-
the lowest first, the highest last-and all of them are older than the Bonneville beach." This
important conclusion mas based on sections in which i t was seen that the members of
the intermediate were successively superposed upon the lower ones, the lower-
lying Provo beach was apposed upon or built forward from the sublacustrine slope of the lowest
intermediate beach; and all of these beaches except the highest ones were found, at one place
or another, to rest upon previously formed deposits which were taken, above noted, to rep-
resent the littoral phase of the lake-fioor clays formed during earlier humid epoch.

A third topic of equal interest not carried to so sntisfactory conclusion; this was
the relation of the Lake Bonneville to the glacial period, concerning Gilbert's theoretical
surmise of 1572, has already been quoted. strongly to the syn-
chronism of these two similarly complex manifestations of past climatic but the only
locality at which and lacustrine deposits found in contact-namely, where the
beautiful lateral and terminal moraines of Cottonwood Canyon in the Range
a miles south of Salt Lake City, advances across the belt of lacustrine shore
"failed . . . to yield crucial evidence for which search was made, practically afforded no 
contribution to the subject." A more confident opinion was reached later, when the evidenca
furnished by moraines in the Mono basin at the eastern of the Sierra Nevada, and
that furnished by the of molluscan fossils the presumption derived 
from the recency and exceptional nature of the lakes and glaciers, that the two phenomena
were coordinate and synchronous results of the same climatic change."

A S D MARLS

matter to be considered may be regarded as received one
of the most venturesome and most purely that Gilbert ever pub-
lished. It concerns the relation already alluded to the clays and as
indicative of lake continence and lake overflow, respcctively, relation which Gilbert
if it were established, render the psrallel between and Lahontan "absolutely com-
plete." To appreciate the offered interpretation i t be understood that the
clays and did not greatly in composition, but that one contained more 
laceous and calcareous material than other; that both depcsits might therefore
regarded as been supplied by land-derived detritus the same constitution, provided
that a reason could be found for distributing the different constituents of the detritus in dif-
ferent proportions in the off-shore lake waters of the humid epochs. I t also be noted
that sedimentation mere made with the lake-floor claps, a
fold more rapid settling in fresh water taken from an stream of to-day-City
a t Salt Lake City-than in brine from the present lake. the settling was due
to chemical reaction between the salts of the brine certain salts in the streams 
that washed the into the ancient reaction employed for the

of certain turbid rivers for city water supply, the Mississippi water St. Louis, for ex-
ample-does not appear; but the result is peculiar in of the generally accepted experimental 
conclusion that the salt of sea water I n this connection reference 
may be made a t to the final monograph, in which i t is that the water of Bear Creek,

enters the farther north than City Creek, precipitated clayey sediments as
as brine of Great Salt Lake; thus rendering the conclusion previously reached somewhat 
uncertain. Citntion may also be made here of a footnote in the final monograph states,
in view of that had made by various observers and that came
to attention in Washington: " I t is not to be supposed that the sodium chloride and
other constituents the Salt Lake brine the precipitation of sediments," but "that they
promote i t less than the mineral constituents of City creek water."

Second Ann. Rept
I, 1890, 313
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With the conclusions of his experiments in mind, Gilbert made a of hypothetical
assumptions of greater or less plausibility in of the supposed relation of lake con-
tinence to the deposition of the and of lake overflow to the deposition of thin

The may be presented in two groups. Those of the first group 
the composition of the in its earlier epochs of The lake waters in the
earlier humid no outlet must have been saline; during the epoch
the lake must have been dryness and the resulting salt buried under 

detritus; and the lake of the later epoch must have contained fresh water i t
to redissolve the buried salts of its predecessor and because of no

were so short compared to its stage of that could not become saline. It
be interpolated that good support for the of group of assumptions

later found by Russell in his studies of Lahontan The of second
concerned the effects of lake-water on of

are the processes of sedimentation must have been by the salinity of the earlier
waters; and hence that a large share of its must have swept

into body of the lalre before they settled to they the
thick lalie-floor clays; but that sedimentation must have been the

of the seconcl lake, and hence the clays must nearer the shore and
of must be found in the relatively thin lake-floor

the shore deposit's of the later lake should show relatively heavier clay deposits
those of the earlier lake; but of the assumptions not

tested] because of the prevalent coarseness of the deposits near the shore in both the eadier 
the later lakes.
The hypothesis, as thus elaborated, explained very well the facts that it,was made to explain,

but i t ciid little i t embodied, however, a group of inferred buried salt
their shroud of laid in the arid. cpoch-the occurrence of which

give strong support to the if they could be the
floor; but they not yet been discovered. Even the gravels intercalated the clays

the were not found at a less altitude than some 200 feet the present lake; and
later made in the Lahontan sedim

e

nts failed to discover any purely precipitates;
hence i t must be inferred that if dessication place, the of muddy detritus 

the period rendered the precipitates impure beyond point of identification.
Certain parts of the Bonneville history therefore remained 

It may be well understood that so logical a thinker as Gilbert recognized the unproved
elements of his hypothesis, for directly after announcing the of the
clays and he added:

On the whole, the theory tha t the lake became by finds too positive support to
i t to unreserved acceptance, hut i t is contradicted no single known fact, and therefore be considered 
t o hold the position of a plausible working 

I t is, indeed, not improbable that the Bonneville monograph to
greater measure of confidence in this "plausible" chapter of the lake history Gilbert

himself; for when he summarized "the history of oscillations"
and confidently announced the occurrence of the and the of

epochs as well as the complete the waters during intermediate
arid epoch, he added he to of

in arid epoch, he the explanation by
were differentiated the halting phrase: "If it be true that was so 

. . But in of these phrases, computation, "under
postulate indicates that the first epoch was not less than five times as long
second," was given graphic representation by and it is probable that un-

of such representation, with the of apprehending its intended
history of Lake 2d Ann. U. S. Geol. seep.

I. 260,
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meaning as compared with that of an explanatory text, have contributed to give a greater
of to the published interpretation of Bonneville history, as i t is

understood among than Gilbert himself, with his exceptional capacity for
balanced judgment, intended.

REPORTS ON

Progress in the and the interpretation of the facts Lake Bonneville
having now been outlined, account may be given of the in the history the
lake was published. I t should be here noted that work been substantially completed
in 1880, for on November of that year Gilbert t o King from City:

The data for a final map of Bonneville are now complete. Every part of the peripheral has
seen by some of and the principal islands have been determined. The altitude of

the highest water-line has been measured by spirit level a t five new points a series of barometric
for its in the southernmost region. , The difference of

between Bonneville beaches been by spirit level a t twelve points. Local maps have
been made of seven different groups of wave-formed bars and a t each of these a measured profile has been made
for the purpose of exhibiting the inter-reiations of the strongest water-marks of the series. The comparative
study of these is believed t o have an important bearing on the question of the origin of certain of the

The time for and report writing had thus been Yet so and so
absorbing were the distractions by which Gilbert's attention was from the
problem after his return to Washington 1881 that 10 full between the com-
pletion of field and of the famous mooograph.

The contents of monograph were foreshadowed by several statements.
The earliest was in Gilbert's administrative report to dated Salt Lake City, Octo-
ber 1, and was so attractively phrased as to awake an expectant interest in the fuller
statement that was to follow. Two paragraphs from i t may be quoted:

The Great Salt Lake Desert a congeries of valleys connected with it were filled with water a t a period
so recent tha t the vestiges of the flood are little a t the present time. The sea cliffs that were covered
by of the ancient waves are sea cliffs still, though they stand a feet above the present level
of Great Lake. The and beaches of sand and gravel that were built by ancient currents fur-
rowed here and there by the rains that have since fallen on them, but they are furrowed and not de-
stroyed; and the imagination is not strained to the gaps and restore their full contours. The fine silt tha t

quietly in the deeper waters still forms the floors of the valleys. To the geologist accustomed to speak
familiarly of millions of years, i t is the veriest yesterday when all these things were wrought; nor can any one
who stands on the quartzite shingle of one of the old rounded pebbles, gleaming
with self-same polish they received the surf laid over them, fail to be impressed by freshness of
the record.

There is a topography of the land and a topography of The forms of the land are sculptured
by the beating of the rain and by the of rills, and creeks, and rivers, and they have peculiar characters
accordant their origin. The forms of the beds of and oceans, especially forms of shores, are
sculptured by the sway of waves and currents, and are distinguished by ,characters equally peculiar. All the

and mountains above the shore line of bear witness of play of subaerial agents, while
below that line the slopes betray their subaqueous shaping. There is a trenchant between them, and
peculiarities are beautifully contrasted. A careful inspection, however, tha t subaqueous characters are
superimposed on characters. The forms belonging to dry land are continued down past the shore

and the sculpture of the has been superficially impressed on without entirely obliterating them.
It is thus evident tha t before tine epoch of lake, the land i t covered was dry, just a s it is The
lake had a beginning as as an end. It came, i t lingered long enough to an record, and
then i t departed as it came.

The expectations excited by the the paragraphs are
quoted were well satisfied by longer published under the title, Contributions
the history of Lake in the of the many instructive
reports by Powell's .of the survey was characterized. The treatment here 
given the problem is concise direct rather than argumentative, and thus its rend-
ers promptly in possession of the essential of history. The succession of

1581, 169-200.
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events was made a explanatory text, in the whole story was epito-
mized: a very long arid period, during a great erosion of the sur-
rounding mas accomplished large piedmont alluvial were formed, came the
first lacustrine epoch of relatively long end humidity, causing a rise of the
lake to a level hut overflow for its waters, which remained saline;

deposits of this are not now but the bottom. deposits are representecl
by 90 feet of yellow clay; then came an intermediate arid causing the of

lake, of its salts, and their burial under sediments; next, second
epoch, of shorter duration and more pronounced causing the gradual rise

of lake the formaticn of an ascending series of superposed shore terraces 
was reached, feet above the highest of the first epoch; there-

upon took place a t Red Rock the outlet was cut down in
weak material met, but when the had been 365 feet a body of resistant

limestone mas encountered in the channel bed further lowering was practically arrested;
the lake then long the where the strong beaches were formed, until the
desiccating the present postlacustrine set in and the great sheet of was
reduced to nbout its present dimensions. Thus the of field studies
and of much reflection mere simply compactly summarized.

In the illustrations of the abandoned shore; lines of Lake were for
the time to distant readers in their magnitude and

plate, however-a woodcut which appears to been misinterpreted by the 
is curiously erroneous in representing a large alluvial fan its apex built
up mountain slope little to side of the from which its is de-
rived, leaving the other side of the too far removed and exposed to too low a level. A 
late chapter treats of history to building presents a most edi-
fying discussion of catastrophic and uniformitarian views it; here the belief was
that range, the greatest mountain mass Utah, recently increased in height

presumably is still Reference to this be made again in a later
of basin ranges.

THE FEATURES O F SRORES

A chapter from the Monograph of on "The topographic features of
shores" printed in advance in the fifth annual of the survey nnd gave

delight well. as to i t mads clear
in as to geology, i t developed

the earlier stated in the Powell-like phrase: There is a topography of the land
a topography of the water." All of lake-shore forms were described and explained

with fullness and that mere both satisfying and and
greatly to confirm the conception of as a worth-while study to
geographers as well hoed. The treatment throughout mas

in its breadth deliberation, in the devoted to tha 
of lake-shore features from features of origins.

Two peculiar tho V and the V for which, the text states, "no satis-
factory been reached," were really than phrase mould

for although the cause of the currents to they with much
be ascribed discovered, of such currents for 

appears have been witness the statement: 
The formative currents must diverged from the shore a t one or the landward angles of the terrace,

hut the condition determining this divergence does not
Pe t although a was thus for these forms as well as for

all others by which normal lake shores-that is, shores iakcs that have not been excavated
by action-are characterized, they are all as ready-made products; the earlier
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stages of development through they must hnve passed as well as the later stages
through which they would have passed, had the shore processes continued to act for a longer
period, are as a rule not the treatment was explanatory but not evolutionary.

one respect the of Iske-shore processes is instructive as illustrat-
ing the rightful place of violent agencies in geology; namely, the relation of
storms to the production of shore features. This is introduced by reference to the action of
river floods. After an explanation of the manner in a running stream does its work,
i t is shown that a flood gives to a
a transporting power scarcely to be compared with [that is, immensely greater than] that of the stream
a t its low stage, and it  gives to the exceptional flood a power greatly in excess of the normal annual flood. Not
only is it true that the work accomplished in a few days during the the chief flood of the year is greater
than all that is accomplished during the of the year, it may even be true that the effect the
maximum flood of the decade or generation or century surpasses the effects of all minor floods. . . .
littoral transportation the great storm bears the same relation to the minor storm and to fair breeze.
The waves created by the great storm not only lift more detritus from each unit of the littoral zone, but they
act on a broader zone and they are competent to move larger masses. . . . It follows that  the of the
shore . . . . is determined by and adjusted to the great storm.

had been that the first monograph of national survey should be an account
of the Comstock lode a t City, Nev., by Clarence King; but when that
gist gave up the direction of the survey and turned his attention more to business he
appears to have given up the monograph also, and the number of the was thereupon
reserved for Gilbert's report on Lake Bonneville. But so greatly was his upon i t delayed
by office duties, as will be told on following pages, that it had been preceded, when a t last
published in 1890, by 15 other among which was Lahontan. Its con-
tents have been sufficiently by the preceding account of the and infer-
ences which i t summarizes, so that no abstract of i t is here necessary; but it be charac-
terized as a whole. It represents, in the first place, Gilbert's most important, longest-continued
and fullest published investigation. His early Wheeler reports in various
respects; although the problems then encountered were numerous and novel, the field observa-
tions had been hurried and the conditions of publication were not attractive. The Henry
Mountains report for the Powell survey, although a satisfying effort to its author, represented
a relatively brief period of field study in Utah and an extraordinarily short period of writing
in Washington. Studies of Niagara and the Great Lakes, to be reviewed on later pages, were 
continued intermittently for a number of years, and were reported upon in several admi-
rable papers, but the whole of that fine story was never brought together in a single volume.
Of two later efforts made by Gilbert to return to the study of the basin the first, in
1901, was almost fruitless as far as publication is concerned, and the second, undertaken shortly 
before his death, is represented only by an unfinished essay. Between the two efforts he did
a remarkable piece of work on the distribution of mining in California, which almost
rivaled his work in the Great Basin. The Bonneville monograph is greater study; it is
Gilbert's masterpiece. 

I n the second place the Bonneville report is by far the most thorough study of a large
lake in a now arid region that has yet been in any part of the world, and 

i t sets a high stacdard up to which any later studies must attempt to It is delib-
erate, thorough, compendious, both as to the record of and as to their theoretical 
interpretation. In some the discussion is almost too deliberate, as Gilbert seems
to have sensed. wrote in June, 1858, to a correspondent:

I n my Bonneville report I am discussing the correlation of the history with the ice history in
a very full and I fear in a somewhat labored way. I try to bring up the convergent lines of evidence and
leave no stone unturned.

Rut be this as it may, the discussion of successive stages of Bonneville history expresses
the extraordinary balance of mental in which Gilbert has been well said, 
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probably unsurpassed by any geologist of his time, or, as may be better said, never surpassed
by any geologist of any time, for no geologist was ever his superior in that faculty, so invaluable
in his highly speculative science. His power of analysis, as here represented, is admirably
patient and impartial, and his style of exposition is so clear that the reader, in
the lucid the laborious search for the facts in a half or wholly desert and the many
tentative and aiternative interpretations of preliminary study, is almost tempted to regard his 
final conclusions as obvious. The earlier pages of this chapter, in which the gradual growth 
of the conclusions is sketched, may lead to a better understanding of the years of work that
they involved.

The illustrations of the monograph, many of them from expressive the unrivaled
hand of add greatly to the value of test. They bring out sharply the
simplicity and uniformity of the well-carved basin-range slopes above the highest lake level,
as the result of normal erosion a t so far advanced a stage of dissection that differences
of structure are for the most part masked under a well-graded though thin sheet of creeping
waste, they thus show the contrast between the slanting and divergent profiles

the shore line and the level and parallel lines of beaches on lower
slopes. The map that accompanies volume profits from the experience of the artist and
the lithographer the corresponding map in issued on Lake Lahon-
tan; that good, but the Bonneville map is still better in its colors and its expression of relief.

The in the of the monograph was therefore in some respects advantageous,
not only permitted tho utilization of certain results yaincd by Russell in his study of

the Geld on work begun after that o n Bonneville was completed; 
the seasoning a11 discussions. in another respect the delay

appearance of the Bonneville monograph was disadvantageous. It followed so many
predecessors that reviewers, accustomed to high standard of survey

fairly well on history by earlier partial reports, rarely gave
to the volume when it finally came out. Thus a writer in Nature, after 

transcribing an outline of Bonneville history, concludes not even half a of com-
mendation, but with can only be called a composed of a layer of

praise two slices plain speaking, the upper slice intimating the author
too and lower slice especially the artists and the printer:

The author errs occasionally the side of but he brings together so much valuable infoination
the will be indispensable to all who to study the history and phenomena of lakes and inland

i t down with a deep sense of to him for the loving labour which evidently bestowed
memoir, and that, high the standard already attained by American Geological Survey

this monograph, in the work of the printer and in the interest excellence of the
than attains to it..

Two comments by Gilbert close this chapter. He wrote to a friend in March,
1891, shortly after the monograph had appeared:

I have been interrupted by a reporter. interviewed me today on Lake Bonneville and came in
evening with his report for me to H e says tha t he has i t to the N. Tribune and i t will probably

telegraphed tonight to appear in tomorrow's (Thursday's) paper. It strikes me as very comic tha t what
out years ago be sent to by telegraph instead of the MS. But the never

heard of i t nor have the readers of Tribune.

One can imagine the merry chuckle of the writer as he those lines.
A quarter later Gilbert wrote to his son in the West:

Have been reading my Bonneville report a n d find I have forgotten a lot of things I when I wrote i t

readers mould the same thing after the lapse of 25 years, for they also have
"forgotten a lot of things" that they understood when they read the great monograph,

hut they never forget monograph itself, and in particular those received a copy
it, their name written on flyleaf in Gilbert's hand, never forget the pleasure

had in it. I t s publication was a great event in the history of American geological
science.



CHAPTER

INCREASING SCIENTIFIC RELATIONS: 188 -1890
THE SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON

The decade, 1881-1890, was marked by an increase of Gilbert's scientific relations in many
directions; he was, so to speak, "cliscovered" by the scientists of the country during this
period, and they were not slow to show their appreciation of his fine qualities. As in the pre-
vious he a frequent speaker at the meetings of the Phdosophical Society of Wash-
ington, which he served as secretary from 1883 to as vice president from 1887 to 1891,
and as president in when he delivered a notable address to which reference will be made
in the account of that period. The subjects that he presented before this society were as a rule
of a general nature; they included a table for computation," in 1880; the "Response
of terrestrial climate to secular variations of solar mcliation," in 1883; the "Diversion of water
courses by the rotation of the earth" (mentioned below); the "Problem of the knight's
tour" and a "Concrete problem in hydrostatics," in methods of research"
(probably an abstract of his second presidential address before the Society of American Natural-
ists as noted below); "Statistics of the society since its foundation" and "Stages of geologic
history of the Sierra Nevada," in 1887; and the "Soaring of birds," in 1888. The last subject
had very likely been suggested by observations during voyage across the Atlantic and 
back in the summer of that year; that his treatment of it was not may be
from the following extract:

After a discussion of various qualifying factors, i t stated tha t when the orbit of the bird [soaring with
outstretched wings] is and lies in a n inclined plane rising toward the wind, and the horizontal
velocity of the air diminishes uniformly from the highest point to the point of the the velocity
gained by the bird in the circuit is equivalent to the differential velocity of the highest lowest layers
of sir traversed, multiplied into the cosine of angle of inclination of the plane of

The subjects of others of the above communications, "Response of terrestrial
to secular variations of solar radiation" and "Stages of geologic of the Sierra Nevada,"
both very briefly abstracted in the society's Bulletin, appear to have been treated more fully
in a critical, not to say review of "Climatic changes of later geological
times,"" a review that deserves reading still to-clay, as well because of its closely reasoned 
quality as because of the corrections it provides for certain very questionable conclusions
announced in that work. leading idea was that a progressive weakening of solar
radiation through geological time responsible for the changes by which former
glaciers had been diminished and former lalres had been clesiccatecl. Gilbert took 
the principle here invoked, and argued that each increment of C. in mean annual tempera-
ture in the past as result of stronger solar radiation would not only cause increased precipita-
tion, but would also "double the conjoint power of evaporation and melting to remove
tatcd snow"; that the glacial period must therefore have had a lower temperature than now;
and that the postglacial desiccation of certain lakes in arid interior regions had resulted from a
rise, not from a fall of tempe- ture.

Excessive aridity, therefore, as as excessive humidity, is caused by solar heat; and every increment
of solar radiation tends to magnify the contrast between moist regions and dry regions, making the moist moister
and the dry drier.

Science,
Science, 1883, 141-142, 169-173, 192-195.
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The reasons adduced in support of tile principle involved in this quotation
merit careful examination in the review, then proceeds to correct another error.

had explained the auriferous gravels on the western flanks of the Sierra Nevada in
California, where he had been for several years State geologist, as the deposits of larger rivers 
during a former time of higher temperature and greater rainfall, and had also explained the
narrow canyons by which the gravel-covered uplands are now trenched as the work of the
diminished successors of the former larger rivers. Gilbert reversed this explanation, arguing
that), had the Sierran highlands remained unchanged in attitude, as the
change from deposition to erosion an increase, not a decrease, of river volume; 
but ha goes on to show that the attitude of the Sierran highlands has not been unchanged,
explains that their present altitude has been lately acquired by slanting uplift after they had
been reduced to low relief in a former period of erosion; part of the has already
been referred to in connection Gilbert's views on the basin ranges. 

The review closes with tho nearest approach to severity of treatment that is to be found
in any of Gilbert's writings. 

If a rise of not favorable t o glaciation, if a fall of temperature not make deserts drier 
and if river terraces are not indicative of waning precipitation, i t might seem that our author's theory is badly
off; but the case is not hopeless. The paleontologic evidence, and the doctrine of the dissipation of solar energy 
remain; and if he will now devote himself to the investigation of the glaciers that are known t o have recently
increased, t o the dry countries in which civilization and wealth have supplanted barbarism and poverty, and
t o the rivers that are engaged in filling up the valleys they once excavated, he yet find in recent history the
evidence tha t he of secular change. 

The competent handling of meteorological problems in the discussion abstracted above
shows not only a wide range of reading on Gilbert's part, but, is much more important,
a deep penetration of thought. This quality is again in an attempt to calculate the
percentage of correctness of tornado predictions that were made a year later; but the article
when published contsincd so many typographical errors Gilbert lost all interest in it.
the other hand, the severity, not to say asperity, of treatment found in the last quotation from 
the review of volume is altogether exceptional in Gilbert's writings. I-Iis usual
form may be fairly characterized in the terms in which he described a volume of that
admired:

The style is peculiarly genial and merit unfortunately rare in the writings of modern geolo-
gists. . . . In the whole collection there is nothing polemic, nor anything that could even he called contro-
versial. Attention is never directed to a n error, except as the merest incident t o pointing out that
true. No words are given t o the censure of others, but many to their praise.'

AMERICAN NATGRALISTS AND AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

The Society of Naturalists made him its president for two successive years;
first address before them, given in Boston in December, 1885, was a notable deliverance

and brought him so admiring an acquaintance of many biologists who had previously known 
him little more than by name, that they immediately elected him president for a second
The address, the subject of which was "The inculcation of scientific method by example,"
is reviewed in a special section below. His address the following year on "special processes
of research" has already been alluded to. 

In the early months of 1884, Gilbert took up tho study of German, but did not it
He French from a trip abroad in not continue it

long. In the summer of 1884 he attended the Montreal meeting of the British Association
for the of Science, the colonial meeting of important body, and presented
a plan for a bibliography of North geology. prescncc 10 years earlier 

the Hartford meeting of the American Association of similar name, which he commonly 
to S" in his notes, has already been told. record is found of his presence

Amer. Meteorol. Journal,
of "Owlogical sketches homo and abroad." Nature, 1885, 237.
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a t its later meetings until 1885, when he acted as secretary of section E, geology and geography,
a t Indianapolis, gave a.naccount of the old shore line of Lake Ontario, and reported the sectional
proceedings anonymously in Science. He attended the Buffalo meeting of the Association the
next year, and spoke on "Niagara Falls as a time measure," a subject he afterward devel-
oped in a remarkable measure, as will be told it may be noted that in an report
in Science of that 1886, 205) he was misrepresented as giving more age for 
the falls than he intended. In 1887 he was chairman of section at the New York meeting 
of the association, and read an address on the work of the International Congress of Geology
especially concerning the nomenclature of time periods, their stratigraphic subdivisions, and a
color scheme for their representation on geological maps; all these subjects having received
much consideration from as Powell's leading scientific adviser in Washington, and the last
of them being treated in the New York address in much the same manner as in Powell's first
report director of the survey, above alluded to. 

This address closed with such excellent counsel as to the duties and limitations of the
International Geological Congress, i t is here quoted:

The proper function of the Congress is the of common means of expressing the facts of geology.
It should not meddle with the facts themselves. It may regulate the art of the geologist, but i t must not at-
tempt to regulate his science. I ts proper field of work lies in the determination of questions of technology;
it is a trespasser if it undertakes the determination of questions of science. It may decree terms, but i t
not decree opinions. 

During one of the sessions of this meeting most of those present were well satisfied by a
pertinent parliamentary ruling of the chairman. In the course of a discussion in which Powell
had part, a member whose had too frequently disturbed scientific gather-
ings replied to Powell directly, addressing him by name; he was promptly called to order by

who, rapping on the table, said as sharply as he ever spoke: "The please
address the Chair"; and the disturbing member had at least the sense and the grace to accept
the reproof, saying a t once to the chairman, "You are perfectly right, sir," and governing him-
self accordingly for the remainder of the debate.

Although Powell as president of the association attended the meeting a t Cleveland in
1888, Gilbert was in Washington by administrative work. On the other hand, in the sum-
mer of 1889 Gilbert attended the meeting of the nssociation at Toronto and performed the

duty of reading for Powell, who was then the retiring president but who was unable to
be present on account of new duties in connection with irrigation and reclamation of western
lands, an address mannerisms on the of music from dance
to symphony." It must have been a curious experience for those of the audience who knew
Gilbert's simple manner of presentation, to hear him repeating, asa meansof giving emphasis 
to principles with which he had no personal concern, the redundant series of exuberant, rhapsodic
assertions and the surfeit of phrased illustrations which, particularly in this address,
characterized his chief's extravagant style; but the real Gilbert and his exceptional capacity
in scientific exposition manifested in a public lecture on a subject that was a favorite theme 
of his own for the next 10 years, the history of Niagara River, he was then interpreting in
a truly marvelous manner; this address is outlined in a later section.

THE ACADEMY SCIENCES DEFLECTION OF RIVERS

Gilbert was a member of the National Academy of Sciences in 1883, a t the age of
40 years, and was a frequent attendant at the spring meetings in Washington His

communication to the academy was made in 1884, and concerned the effect of the earth's 
relation in deflecting river an old subject to which he contributed a helpful step not 
previously by showing that i t is not the whole current of a river that will suffer deflec-
tion so much as the fastest or medial current; and for rivers in the Northern Hemisphere 
this current, already displaced by centrifugal force toward the concave banks of a meandering
stream, he in consequence of the earth's rctation alternately little more pressed against

The sufficiency of terrestrial rotation for the deflection of streams. Amer. Sci., xxvii, 
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the concave banks on the right and a little withdrawn from concave banks on the left; and thus 
a right-handed shift for the whole course should be gradually effected. He calculated that
for the Mississippi "the selective tendency [to deflect the thread of maximum velocity] to-
ward the right bank is . . . nearly nine per cent greater toward the left." To test his
views he sent an observer to Long Island, to examine the valleys there which E.

had described in as exhibiting unsymmetrical cross profiles due to the deflective
force of the rotation; and the thus were briefly summarized:

The south side of Long Island is a plain of remarkable evenness, descending with gentle inclination from the
morainic ridge of the interior t o t h e Atlantic Ocean. It is crossed a great number of small streams which
have excavated shallow valleys the homogenous modified drift of the plain. Each of these little valleys is
limited on the west or right side a bluff from 10 to 20 feet high, while its gentle slope on left side merges

with the plain. The stream in each case follows closely the bluff a t the right. There seems t o
be no room for reasonable doubt that these peculiar features are, as believed by Mr. Lewis, the of ter-
restrial

Although he quoted as according more important influence to the prevailing
to the rotation of the earth," he seemed to dissent from that and said with more
than usual in announcing a scientific conclusion: "It is my present to

maintain the sufficiency of the cause"-the deflective force from the earth's rotation-
for the deflection of Yet i t has been later by a study of detailed maps of the
Lower Mississippi on which the river course is shown at the time of two surveys by
an interval of about 13 years, that the displacement of the later course respect to the 
earlier is clearly to east or left, as if because of the prevailing, and to the
right, as the earth's rotation have it. It may therefore be inferred that the mind ex-
ercises a stronger effect on large rivers than on small streams; but it does not follow that no
other control than the earth's rotation has determined the asymmetry of the valleys eroded
by small streams of Long Island. The slant of rain in west winds may be important there.

AGE OF E Q W S FAUNA

Another communication made to the academy in 1886, on the"Age of the Equus fauna,"
subject which is treutecl in the ninth chapter of the Bonneville monograph, later issued, and

which may surprise some readers by the suggestion it gives that Gilbert was making excursion
into paleontology; but as a matter of fact his chief object appears to have been to teach a lesson
that he thought paleontologists ought to learn from physiography. 

The need of the lesson arose as follows: Few had found in the beds,
but the deposits of a smaller and not distant extinct lake had discovered to contain a rich 
assemblage of mammalian fossils, to which the name fauna had been given, and for
which a Pliocene date was given by a lending vertebrate paleontologist of the time. But
Gilbert was persuaded by the freshness of the Bonneville shore that they could not be

and by the of the deposits in the other smaller that they
substantially contemporary with the Bonneville deposits; the latter opinion held with all 

more because the cleposits in each basin implied a former moist climatic period
which must have been in the two districts. He therefore undertook an
examination of the principles of correlation by which the Equus fauna had been and should be
dated, and showed that for the case in hand the resemblance of fossil forms, in and
Europe, in view of which the American fauna had been made the equivalent of the European
Pliocene, was a less guide than the contrasts between the surface features

formation that contain American fauna those of the European Plioccne, and that
in view of these contrasts the two formations should be regarded as of different ages; for while

original limits of the latter are to-day hardly identifiable and their original is obsolete 
or obsolescent, the shore lines of the former are fresh and their original is unworn.

in spite of the argument, Gilbert maintained that the Equus fauna, like
the Bonneville deposits, should be classed as Pleistocene and referred to the later half of the
later Glacial epoch. 
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This conclusion was enforced by the statement of an elementary physiographic principle,

Gilbert seemed to feel had been insufficiently considered by paleontologists:
When a surface shaped by some other agent than the atmosphere . . . is exposed t o atmospheric agencies,

i ts sculpture begins. For a long time its original features continue t o be the characteristic ones, but they eventu-
ally become subordinate and finally disappear. The original are a t first 'new and fresh, then old, worn, 
and hard t o discover; and the fact that they once existed can be known only from the internal structure
of the deposits to they belonged.

It is striking testimony to the recency with which the rational study of land forms had then
been entered upon to find that principles so simple as these were deemed important enough by
so profound student of geological philosophy as Gilbert, as to their presentation a t a
National Academy meeting! The annual report of the academy notes that Gilbert's paper was
discussed by Cope, Marsh, Powell, and Gill; but no record is preserved of their scintillating
remarks, nor of the measure of acceptance given by the paleontological three of the four to
Gilbert's physiographic lesson.

JOINTS I N

During the first 10 years of Gilbert's residence in Washington as a member of the national
survey, he was so occupied the duties of his office that he had leisure to write out
in full the substance of communications made at meetings of scientific societies; even the
results of his field work western New York were inadequately published, as will appear in the
sections devoted to the problems there investigated; i t is therefore not surprising that he seldom
found time for the preparation of independent articles for scientific journals. of the
subjects that he treated in this way was the origin of joints, with particular relation to those

he had seen in the discussion of this topic is objectively a useful
contribution to a difficult problem, but i t is here of greater interest as an illustration of his capac-
ity and his habit, one might almost say, his preference for maintaining a suspended judgment 
in matters regarding which any shade of doubt remained. He described the facts and then
examined the explanations that had been proposed for them:

If the here adduced weight, then neither hypothesis [shrinking or compression] is satis-
factory, and problem is a n open one. It is certainly hard to correlate the parallelipipedons into which the
clays of the Salt Lake desert are divided the polygonal prisms normally arising from and it is
especially hard to admit tha t the clays have been subjected since their deposition t o coercive pressures from
independent In my judgment; it is proper to conclude, first, that joints are not due to shrinkage,
and second, tha t the theory which regards them as identical slaty cleavage and ascribes both compression
is untenable. If pressure and compression suffice for the explanation of cleavage, then jointed structure is
something distinct from cleavage and needs a n independent. explanation. If and cleavage are merely
diverse espressions of the same general structure, then the theory of slaty cleavage which been so widely 
received fails t o comprehend all the needs to be revised. 

It may be added that while this problem in Gilbert's mind, few diagrams of
range structures represented their inferred marginal faults by vertical lines, this being the graphic
expression of his belief that their uplift resulted from vertical without lateral 
compression; and that i t was from this indirect argument he excluded compression from all share
in the production of joints in the clays. I t was not until a number of years later
that he came upon certain features of the range fronts indicate a slanting attitude of the
master fault planes, and it would seem that the oblique displacement of the mountain blocks
on such faults might well occasion a considerable amount of compression in the surface parts of
the blocks a t least; but i t is hardly possible that small amount of oblique displacement in
post-Bonneville time could compress the clays sufficiently to joint them. 

HOME

It is sad to have to relate that during this period of growing scientific relations Gilbert's
home life was clouded by a heavy For two years after returning from City
his family had no residence in Washington, and it was during this unsettled period that

joints. Amer. Journ. xxiii, 25-27. On the origin of jointed structure. Ibid., xxiv, 1882, xxrii, 47-49.
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to his profound grief his little daughter, Bessie, whom he "loved more than anyone else in the 
world," died of diphtheria, May 8, 1883, in her seventh year. A short time afterwards the
father, mother, and aunt were attacked by the same disease, then so much dreaded, but all
recovered. Gilbert's recovery must have been slow, for a burden of grief a t the loss of his
daughter weighed upon him. went to Virginia the following summer for a month's rest
alone in the country. I t mas probably to this painful period that he alluded, when
years afterwards a friend to he many intimate matters, a time in which

had "fought out" certain questions of inmost religious belief; but on such subjects he rarely
spoke to anyone.

A touching allusion to the death of the little daughter is found in one of his written
many years later to his elder son. He briefly mentions seeing "a quiet little girl of Bessie's
age," thus that she remained a child in his memory, although she would then, if living,
have been a middle-aged woman. I t is always so when the young die; more fortunate than
the Sibyl who escaped death at the heavy of growing very, very old, children on dying

a long-lasting youth in the hearts of their parents. A still later memorial of the sad
of was found in Gilbert's will, a paragraph of read:

I bequeath to Emma Dean Powell, widow of the late John W. Powell, the sum of one thousand dollars
loving remembrance of her kindness t o me and mine in time of need.

The cause of this bequest appears to be that, the time of Bessie Gilbert's fatal illness being 
the modern era of nursing, the care of the little sufferer was shared by

members and friends of family. Her father watched her bedside until loss of sleep
distrust his capacity to give her proper attention, and Major Powell's wife 

of those who relieved him when he was exhausted.
I t a somewhat earlier date that the prolonged ill health of Gilbert's wife began.

impairment, attributed to coal-gas poisoning which affected all the family, but
mother most severely, was so serious as to interfere greatly with the usual course of home

indeed stabilized in October, 1883, by the purchase of a house, 1424 Corcoran
As the father's salary, even when supplemented by the installments of an inheritance

his wife had received from her mother, was not greatly in excess of the family expenses,
good part of the cost of the house was on mortgage; but the mortgage was steadily reduced

annual and canceled in 1886. This house continued to be Gilbert's 
his wife's death, 16 years later, although in the meantime the family was much

by reason of the father's absences on field work, the mother's illness which sometimes
her withdrawal to a convalescent hospital, and the boys' attendance at boarding school.

The Corcoran Street house was nevertheless a preferred gathering ground for the neighborhood
of the two boys they were at home, for despite her illness the boys' mother

always made the "crowd" welcome. One of them, who still recalls gratitude the good
he enjoyed there, imagines that the bill for ginger snaps and milk on which the "crowd"

was often regaled must have been enormous.
Each year during the heat of the when Gilbert was absent for longer or shorter

Mrs. Gilbert and her sons usually went out of town; to a Virginia in 1881; to
Park, N. J., in 1884 and 1885; to Hamilton, Md., in 1886; to Mount Desert, Me., in

and to Rye Beach, N. H., In the spring of 1887, Gilbert took up bicycle riding,
for which the smooth streets of Washington mere well adapted; and a number of entries in his
pocket diary of that year record the of a "Sociable," or two-seated bicycle, on which he
and his wife rode together. 

Such was Gilbert's thrift that during the same year in which he finished for
house, he made also the last payments on a life insurance policy for $9,000, and saved
at the end of the year. Nevertheless, the margin of income over expenses was 

for although a little over $1,000 saved in one year of exceptional economy, the
savings of the next year were reduced to $80 by the cost of repairs on the Corcoran Street house;
and a trip to Europe in 1888 left a balance of only $55 at the close of that year. These items
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are recorded here in order that future historians and economists may know the conditions of
life imposed the latter part of the nineteenth century by the richest country in the world
on one of the ablest men in its I t may be added that in the Corcoran
house was painted; that event being here chronicled, not because of its intrinsic importance,
but because it serves to iotroduce a characteristic passage from one of Gilbert's letters to an

correspondent:
I have had my house painted a pale green-gray and the trimmings a deep but rather quiet green-window

sashes red. I know it is right, first because I got Mr. Gill, one of our [Survey] artists, to tell me what colors
to use, second because it looks all right. If someone you you are happy and if feel why of course
you happy.

After mention of other of the family, the letter continued: '(The old man is still
serenely bobbing upwardly."

had great need of his serenity, for his wife's health had changed from bad to worse
and in time reached the stage of chronic invalidism. As she could give little care to house-
hold, the two boys spent a large part of each year with their uncle at or at boarding
schools and summer camps; the "old man" was much Although he gave care and 
made every effort to restore his wife to health, she never recovered her strength. His devoted

the long period of her invalidism excited the admiration well as sympathy
of his associates. Even when by care and grief, his patience was untiring, his 
thoughtfulness unfailing; and as far as the outside world see his serenity preserved
unruffled. Indeed, so buoyant was his nature aod so well was he sustained at time of trouble
by a courageous and cheerful philosophy, that in spite of the disappointment caused by the
transfer of his work from the Great Basin to the Appalachians, and in spite of the distractions
caused by home cares, his life always seemed to be joyous.

GEOLOGY OF

The Sixth Annual Report of the National Survey for announced that Gilbert, then 
little over 40 years of age, had placed in charge of the division of geology,

but the next he was relieved of its rock. Gilbert on task thus
assigned to him as differing from his previous work "not only in its character but in the fact that
it already possesses a copious literature." I t may be doubted whether the resulting necessity 
of looking up all the of his many made field
attractive to his original independent he accepted the duty and reported
for that, a comprehensive subject-bibliography of Appalachian geology had been bcgun,

that under direction some 6,000 bibliographic cards had been prepared; the next year
the of cards reached 11,000. A later following from particular man-
ifestation of capacity was his appointment in as the member
of an international commission, under chairmanship of de Margerie of Paris, prepare a 
bibliography of geological bibliographies, which was in 1896, as below. In
meantime, the completion of the report was delnyed.

Appalachian field work mas in the second half of 1884, when Gilbert spent a fortnight 
of August in the mountains of North Carolina., and I t is significant that

observations there were not stratigraphic, but had reference to the terrace system
of the mountain valleys," a distinctly physiogmphic probiem. Three weeks were given some-
what later to similar studies in England and eastern New Pork; from this i t may
inferred that the chief of the division expected to gather a larger volume of novel
results by the application of new methods of physiographic interpretation, learned in the West,
to this long-studied region, than could be gained in the same amount of time from a
revision of its stratigraphy. The physiographic nature of his interest in the Appalachians was
further emphasized in his administrative chapter of the annual report for in it
was announced that he reserved for own study the "evidence of elevation and
existing in topography of the entire district." his thus appears to
have been all-embracing at first, his on the modern or physiographic phase of
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history is almost limited to the region of lower Great where his 
field began the of 1885, as mill be below.. Regarding the physiography
of the of eastern fielcl, his associates and inspired in the following
years as unconsciously as consciously by his suggestive teachings, published far more than
he did; yet he mas so generous as to congratulate them on their He to a corre-

July, :
I called east to charge of the division, the part of mork I reserved for myself

was the of the coastal plain formations and the baselevels of the Appalachians;
but I never got fairly a t it, so ancl cut in ahead of me. As do not believe in the estab-

of preserves, I have complaints to only shade of regret tha t I a m not in it;
I am proud of the work is being done.

As the geology of Appalachians, appears never to have exercised
moro than a supervising control. He retained of the division for five years, and visited
his in the States on several occasions, but the actual field work was
by his The first these, appointed in 1885, were Russell and. who like their
chief had previously in the West; they mere assigned to of transverse
sections spaced Maryland to Alabama. Geiger, and were

in and in that year the transverse sections mere completed and areal was
Along this, Gilbert proposed the preparation. of a soil map of the Appalachian

belt, but proposal mas not realized. of his work was still, as reported to Powell
in ninth annual, turned to a variety of small tasks:

attention in Washington has been directed largely to administrative details under your 
direction, but I have also spent some time upon the long deferred report on the of Lake now
nearly ready the

His share in Appalachian work therefore more in the way of and inspiration
than performance. he left to his associates, to whom he opened wide opportunity and
gave full responsibility and full credit, and from whom he therefore the most loyal 
service; for there is nothing that binds a junior to his senior so much as to be trusted. 

As areal soon advanced a t such rate that correlation could not
Beep pace with it, a serious problem arose, for which solution was announced in
the tenth annual, the field parties "compelled to define and map formations as
local masses"; or, as stated more fully a year later in eleventh annual, rather
than be mapped; that is to say, the actual distributions by the stmti-
graphy of given area are be represented on the map in preference to belong-
ing to the stratigraphic succession of other areas." In consequence of these instructions the

geologists had to introduce a large number of new names for locally recognizable groups
of which not be accurately to the standard subdivisions of the geological
scale, previously established chiefly with reference to those in York. This decision, which
had full approval but was undoubtedly by Gilbert, has been adversely
criticized by who desired to see they regarded as a method progress
in the national survey; but the reason, to say the necessity, for the decision is fairly mani-
fest in the case of a survey that depends its continued existence on annual appropriations 
from a Congress not always interested in the expenditure of large sums of money for scientific
purposes. The funds available each year might have been so that the area
mapped to visible formations by the geologists should not been extended
faster than :fossils could have been searchingly collected from each of the formations on the
ground studiously compared standard collections of National Museum 

so that, theoretically a t least, a single set of time names might be applied to all
areas; but a plan progress of the geological map, the preparation of which was the
survey's prime would have been so as to the continuation of congressional .

appropriations. Hence the available funds so apportioned that should advance
rapidly enough to make what might be congressionally considered a good for h e funds
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expended. The practical exigency met in a practical as a result the effectively
mapped Appalachian area increased rapidly. A number of years later, when

more advanced, they were given greater application.
While the work of the Appalachian division was in successful progress, a new task of large

laid upon its chief. The growth of the survey necessitatecl that descriptions
of a11 formations belonging under the chief divisions of the geological in part
of the United States should be gathered from tho oountless articles nnd reports in which they
were recorded, comprehensively reviewed, and summarized in standard form for ready reference.

a series of bulletins, called Correlation Papers," were by various authors under 
Gilbert's supervision, as be further told below. But in spite of these aclded duties, he
reported on 1,

The of Lake Bonneville is now complete in manuscript, and will be transmitted in a few days.
It might be thought that he would have thereupon turned his attention more closely to

the Appalachian field, but a very different fate awaited him. The direction on the
Appalachians was handed over to and Gilbert was appointed to the new of "chief
geologist" in order to relieve Powell of administrative details; as result he withdrawn
from nearly his own studies and held in Washington for years even more closely than
before.





CHAPTER XV

INCULCATION OF SCIENTIFIC BY EXAMPLE

Gilbert's election in 1884 as president of the Society of American Naturalists-the
scientific society to cliscover that he mas made of timber-placed upon him the duty
of preparing an address that should be acceptable to scientists of both the indoor and
outdoor I t may be inferred that in casting about for a subject to his hc recalled
a passage he had written during the year of his presidency in a review of Geological
sketches at home and abroad," which runs as follows: Two of the sketches mere selected for 

mention;
describes a journey to central France, undertaken for the purpose of studying the extinct volcanoes of thnt
region as a n aid to the in restoring the condition of Scotland during the Carboniferous period;
and another describes a journey to Norway the parallel purpose of rendering vivid mental restoration 
of Scotland in times. These two are perhaps the most instructive of the for besides making
definite additions to  the geological history of Scotland, they present admirable illustrations of one of the most
valuable methods of scientific investigation. The principles which distinguish modern scientific research are
not easily by precept, and i t is by no means that they have yet correctly formulated.

i t may be in the future i t is certain that in the past they have been imparted, and for the present
they must be imparted, from master to pupil chiefly by example; and whoever publishing the result of a
scientific inquiry sets forth at the same time the process by it was attained contributes doubly to  the 
cause of science.'

The principle stated in the last sentence was exemplified in his presidential address. 
The meeting of the naturalists was held in Boston in December, and Gilbert

came for the time into with a good number of biologists. He not only de-
lighted them by his fine presence, but his presidential address on The inculcation of scientific
method by example" was at once recognized as so masterful a production that he forthwith
reelected as president of the society for a second The address2 has ever since held a high
place among American scientific and still merits attentive study by every geologist
has not read it; indeed i t cieserves rereading by any geologist whose it was
a score of years or ago, provided that he aspires to a conscious of his own mental
processes as a means of improving them. As one measures himself up the method
here set forth, he may make a helpful estimate of his method, and learn how far he
has advanced toward the high standards of impartial objective research that Gilbert announced. 
An attentive reading of the essay encourage the more careful formulation of half-conceived
thoughts; it will focus attention on one's half-recognized deficiencies and promote their cor-
rection; it will inspire the thoughtful student of natural science to self-examinationand thorough-
ness in every stage of his investigations; best of all, it will the generous and loyal
elements of his nature and set them to guard against egotism and Although the
problem Gilbert selected as an example to illustrate the method of science was 
that phase of the Quaternary geology of Utah which is concerned mith the disappearance of
Lake Bonnevillo, the facts and the inferences of the case were so successfully subordinated to
the logic of their as to appeal strongly to members of the audience, whether they
were geologists or not.

The address was opened by consicleration of certain familiar principles, the common
property of scientific men, along the essential nature of scientific research and the process
by which science advances. Attention was then directed to the importance difficulty
of scientific observation, which "endeavors to discriminate the phenomena observed from the

inferences regarding them," and which as it aclvances "seeks new facts that
261.

Amer. Journ.
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augment the established groups," and thus enables the observer "to concentrate his
and sharpen his vision." The inductive or empirical classification begun "is a
stone to a logical, or rational, or, more strictly, relational classification . . . i t leads to the
understanding of those deeper relations which the order of

With the progress of observation and classification, the desire then arises to the
"antecedents" of which the observed facts are the "consequents." Here enters the aid of
hypotheses, as they are invented-usually by an mental process-must be
subjected to tests for the determination of their competence; and here lies "the prime difference
between the investigator and the theorist. The one seeks diligently for the facts which may
overturn his tentative theory, the other closes his eyes to these and searches only for those 
which will sustain it." Is there any reader of this statement who, on scrutinizing his own
record, can declare himself always to have been an investigator, as thus defined, and never a
theorist? I t is next pointed out that an investigator will aclvantagc in entertaining several 
[hypotheses] at once, for then it is possible to discover their mutual antagonisms and incon-
sistencies, and to devise crucial tests . . . until he an hypothesis that remains unscathed 
after all the tests his imagination can suggest. . . . Evidently, if the investigator is to succeed
in the discovery of veritable explanations of phenomena, he must be fertile in the invention of
hypotheses and ingenious in the application of tests."

This declaration introduces a passage, already quoted in connection with Gilbert's
education at Rochester: "The practical questions for the teacher arc, whether i t is possible by
training to improve the guessing faculty, if so, how i t is to be done." Another soon follows:
I t is recognized that a majority of students ask only for a store of knowledge,"but the modern
educator believes that training the is more important than storing it, and he therefore
employs "such methods in storing minds of his pupils with knowledge that they acquire a t

same time the best training." I t is as a part of training in method that the "guessing
is given so high a rank. If the teacher, imbued with the vastness of science, yields to

temptation of giving his pupil, especially those whose careers are not to be scientific, "a maxi-
mum number of facts . . . there is reason to fear that a permanent misconception is established,

the essence of science is not communicated." The teacher "will do better to contract the
phenomenal, and enlarge the scope of his subject, so as to dwell on the philosophy of

science rather than its material." Young teachers in particular will profit by reviewing their
growing experiencein the light of this advice. 

THE SCIENTIFIC GUESS

The "scientific guess as a mental process" is then analyzed. In so far as i t embodies a
search for an explanatory hypothesis of certain observed facts, i t is shown to depend on"analogic
suggestions." That is: "Given a phenomenon, A, antecedent we seek. First, we ran-
sack the memory for some different phenomenon, B, which has one or more features in common
with A, and whose antecedent we know. Then we pass by analogy from the antecedcnt of B to
the hypothetical antecedcnt of A, solving the analogic proportion-as B is to A, so is the ante-
cedent of B to the antecedent of A. thus obtained an we proceed to test

as above. But testing hypotheses is given a lower value than inventing
The great investigator is primarily and preeminently the man is rich in hypotheses. I n t h e plenitude

of his wealth he can spare the without regret; and having many from which t o select, his mind maintains 
a judicial attitude. The man can produce but one, cherishes and champions tha t one as his and is  
blind t o its faults. With such men, the testing of alternative hypotheses is accomplished only through contro-
versy. Crucial observations are by prejudice, and the triumph of the t ruth is delayed. 

How few can, near the end of their career, those lines without that, on some
occasions a t least, they had taken more the attitude of a judge and less that of a champion!

The investigator who has reached a sound conclusion involving a new principle is then
urged to the route by which his end was reached." Let
recite hypothesis tha t occurred to him in the course of his search, telling, if he can, how it was suggested. 
Let him bare the considerations which rendered it plausible, the tha t mere conceived, and those which
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were applied. Let show in what way the failure of one hypothesis aided in the invention of another.
him set forth not only the tests which verify his final hypothesis, hut the considerations leave a residuum
of doubt as t o its validity. And finally let him if he can, the line or lines of that promise to

more light.

But i t is recognized that an essay thus prepared will not have a great number of readers:
The majority of those who examine a n essay seek only to learn its conclusions and time for nothing more.

For their use there should be appended or prefaced a concise summary of results.

There can be no question the author of a scientific essay should consciously scrutinize
not only the matter that he treats but also his method of treating i t ; but i t may be
whether all authors of essays which even in their own opinion involve new principles
publish the many detours on their routes of mental travel in such detail as is here recommended.
It is to be feared that scientific journals would be thereby too largely with futilities by
workers of a vainglorious type, and others, the very ones whose mental routes their 
colleagues would be glad to know, would hesitate to adopt a method of writing that might seem
to them like exclaiming: "Look a t me; let me show you how to do it!" Scientific diffidence
of that sort is responsible for much of the obscurity from which the history of suffers and
by reason of which the biography of scientific men is often too largely a narrative of their physi-
cal performances rather than of their intellectual characteristics. Even in Gilbert's own case,
the mental methods of his earlier progress are lost, because he then did not adopt the
revelation that he later advised.

But in his fuller maturity when he the "Inculcation" essay in his forty-second he
practiced his preaching and told in much detail how he had worked out an explanation
for the warping of theBonneville shore lines, this being the particular "example he selectedfor
analysis. I t had long tacitly postulated that the shore lines were level; but when i t was
found that a certain member of the group, the continuity of which had been traced by direct
observation, was higher in the southern than in the northern part of the former lake area, the
tacit postulate was overthrown and "an hypothesis immediately took its place," the hypothesis
of "unexplained undulation." I t was later discovered that a fault ran. along the base of the
Wasatch Range and i t was then recognized that faulting might modify undulation; but it
eventually learned, as quantitive recorcls were increased, that deformation by faulting was much
smaller than that by undulation; thus the latter became the chief factor, and was made for
its cause. As a guide in this search the measures of deformation were charted, and i t was thus
found that the figure of deformation was. a low, broad dome, having its crest over the main
body of Lake Bonneville." Therefore the additional hypothesis mas introcluced that "the de-
formation stands in some necessary or causal relation to lake ancl its disappearance"; and as
the lake was disposed of by evaporation, i t was concluded that "the change in the lake was the
cause, and the change in the land was the The manner in the disappearance of
the lake lead to the deformation of the shore lines was next taken up, and three explan-
atory hypotheses were introduced, but at point the discussion becomes so detailed that i t
can not be advisedly followed further here.

FIRST VIEWS ON ISOSTASY

Faithful to his principles, Gilbert concluded his address with a brief indication of the un-
certainty attending the provisional conclusion that he reached, and with some suggestions con-
cerning important lines for further research. The most promising of the latter would be "an
exhaustive survey of the shore line, including all bays and islands,"
this might "render possiblean of the rigidity of the earth's crustn-a subject which he
treated years later in greater detail-and the behavior cf the earth's crust must throw light
upon the condition of the earth's interior, "one of the great problemsof our generation." Those
who have approached this problem-

the geologic side have based a broad induction on the structural phenomena of the visible portion of the
earth's crust, and have reached the conclusion that  the is mobile. Those who have approached it from
t h e physical and astronomic side have reached that the nucleus is rigid. Here oppor-
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tunity for crucial observation. If the crust of the earth floats upon a fluid nucleus, the evaporation of Lake
by lifting from i t a great must have produced an uplift of form. If the whole

is solid, such a result could have been wrought. The decisive phenomena are known t o exist, and to be
accessible, hut they are scattered over a broad desert, and they can be gathered in only a t the cost of much
money labor.

There is outlined the problem to which Gilbert's genius would have been had he
been to his inclination, instead of being loyally bound to support his
Powell, in the administration of a national scientific And the beginning of
the paragraph from which the last quoted lines are taken stands the touching in he,

it were, leave of his personal ambition: "It is hardly necessary," he said to audience,
"to assure you my personal regret in abandoning this research a t its present stage is very 
great." That phrase was an epitaph.



CHAPTER XVI
THE PROGLACIAL GREAT LAKES

REACTION OF THE WEST UPON THE EAST

After Gilbert, in his capacity as geologist in charge of the Appalachian division of the
national survey, had reserved for his study the "evidence of elevation and subsidence
existing in the topography of the entire district," as above he curiously enough restricted
himself almost wholly to the area traversed by the abandoned shore lines of ancient lakes in 
New York, Ohio, and Michigan, an area that lies well to the west of the Appalachian
proper. As to his reasons for this choice of field, it may be that wished to complete certain
inquiries which he had opened 15 years before when reporting upon Maumee Valley for
the Ohio survey; or perhaps he was led by a half-conscious homing instinct to return to the
neighborhood of his native city of Rochester and once more concern himself with the origin

age of Niagara Falls, a subject that he had touched upon briefly in his first published
essay of but it is more probable that he turned to the shore of the ancient Laurentian
lakes in the hope of solving there a problem that had deeply interested him during his studies
of the shore lines in Utah. This supposition is supported by two allusions in his
western reports to the possible tilting of lake shore lines in the Laurentian region, as follows:

The Wheeler survey report mentioned the then suspected deformation of the
shore lines as of especial interest because, if proved to be true, it would show "undula-

tions of the solid earth, produced at so late a geological date that we may presume them iden-
tical with changes now transpiring"; and then after pointing out that records of such undula-
tions are found where a broad water surface, like that of the ocean, affords a datum plane
of reference, he added:

There are, however, a few interior lake systems, broad enough t o tell us something of the warping of their
shores, and our continent contains two, a t least, that are of of the Laurentian lakes, and the one
tha t we are considering 1875, 93).

Similarly, in the Henry report, brief reference is made to the tilting of the
as causing changes in the outlets of the Laurentian (1877, 126). I t therefore

seems likely that on transferring his of from the West to the Gilbert brought 
with him the general problem of crustal warping as recorded in the shore of extinct lakes;
as he could no longer work upon the problem in the basin of Great Salt Lake, he took i t up
with respect to the lakes of the Laurentian region. I t is true that his first field studies
in the East were concerned with river terraces in the southern Appalachians, but he soon
turned his attention to the ancient shore lines in the States above mentioned, as
probably affording "evidence of elevation and subsidence." He at once found the evi-
dence to be both plentiful and definite; for in the summer of 1883, his season in search
of it, he that the ancient lake shore lines in New York and Ohio do not lie level
but, as others had already learned for New gradually rose to the northeast. He thus
entered upon an important chapter in the physiographicgeology of northeastern North America.
Many pages of that chapter always bear the marks of his genius. Curiously enough the

tilting that he so promptly detected was precisely the opposite of that which he had 
postulated 15 years before in the Maumee Valley report as necessary to hold up the waters of
the enlarged Lake Erie; the shore lines showed that the region of the lower St. Lawrence had
been lower, not higher than in the late stages of the glacial period; and he was therefore
led to accept the presence of a broad glacial barrier-the retreating ice the St. Law-
rence Valley as a means of explaining the higher stand of the lake waters, essentially as New-
berry had suggested in his Maumee footnote. at first phrased the change of level as a
"local relative depression of the land" in the region of Lakes Erie and Ontario, but later
regarded it due to uplift of the St. Lawrence region.

149
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Gilbert spent from one to three months of seven successive summers, to in west-
ern New Pork and neighboring areas; Canada was visited between Ontario and Huron

the of 1887 at his personal expense, as survey funds could not be used for studies
beyond the national boundary. gathered a great body of information on ancient shore 
lines, much of which he never time to state in his printed articles, which u-ere as a rule

brief. reached the conclusion that "in a general way the old water-plane is nearly flat
at the end of Lake Erie, rises to the northeast about one foot per mile in eastern Ohio,
and rises about two feet mile in Pennsylvania and New But he was by no means 
alone this work. Other observers also engaged upon it proved the occurrence of crustal
warping in various parts of the Great Lakes region that Gilbert did not visit; yet no other
observer generalized the results obtained so widely or so wisely as he did. As i t was impossi-
ble for him to devote more than a fraction of his time to field study, he welcomed all the re-
sults gained by others and gave every encouragement and assistance to his observers by 
freely communicating his own ideas to them. he wrote in 1888, to one of the most assidu-
ous students of the problem: ground that you and--- are studying I had hoped to

myself. As it now seems improbable that I shall be able to visit . . . this summer i t
occurs to me that there may be some advantage in my communicating to you such working 
hypotheses as I have framed"; and thereupon follow four pages of helpful notes. Another
letter to the same worker, written in 1890 when parts of his work in the Ontario basin remained 
unpublished because he could not advance them further at that made a generous

I shall be very glad to communicate any data in my possession which may aid you in your investigations 
or conclusions. If you can come t o Washington before you publish, I shall not be glad to go over the
entire subject with you, but shall esteem i t a privilege to views.

Similarly, a few years later, he wrote to another observer in the same field, urging him to
go ahead on his part of the problem:

I have little sympathy the dog-in-the-manger policy of-those who fear a deprivation of the fruits of
their labors.

SHORE LINES AND OUTLET OF IROQUOIS

A phase of the problem in which Gilbert's observations were and decisive concerned
the distinction between the shore lines of ice-dammed lakes and those of arms of the sea; for 
while it had long been generally understood that the lower St. Valley had been occu-
pied by marine waters after the withdrawal of the ice sheet from it, difference of opinion
existed as to the altitude of the uppermost marine limit. Gilbert resolved this uncertainty 
by a careful examination of the northern slopes of the Adirondack Mountains, where he spent
two months in the summer of 1887, mostly on foot. No shore lines were found there at levels
corresponding to those which occurred "on a magnificent scale" around the western slopes; 
hence, he concluded that while the shore lines of the western slope were in process of
formation, the northern slope as well as the whole breadth of the St. Lawrence Valley was
occupied by the retreating ice sheet. The northern slope was not only free from shore 
lines; it was also free from the eroded channels of lake outlets-except that, as found 
several years later, one high-level example of such a channel, locally known as "the Gulf,"
was found in the sandstones on the northern side of the Adirondacks close to the

York-Canadian boundary.
the absence of such channels at lower levels on the north of the Adirondacks, the outlet

of the falling proglacial lake must have been elsewhere. I t was found at the lowest point
of the broad divide southwest of the Adirondacks, between the present drainage areas of the
Lake Ontario and the River. Part of the channel floor the divide is
occupied by a small town bearing the name of the Eternal City of the Old World; this point 
of discharge is therefore known as the outlet. The shore lines diverged that point
to th3 north and the west; hence the lake lay to the northwest of it; and for this lake
the name Iroquois was adopted. Eastward the channel, soon entered and followed by the little
Mohawk from the north, had a descending bed, broadly eroded in shales and lime- 
stones and inclosed by subparallel banks; hence the discharge of the lake in that direction.
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At a point where the waters farther downstream crossed a small area of resistant
crystalline roclis, the channel assumes the form of a harrow, rocky gorge steeper descent),
where the lake waters must have rushed in tumultuous and rapids; the
still cascades there, and on its northern bank is the town of Little Falls.

After the outlet of Lake Iroquois found, Gilbert made one of the finest
his beautiful interpretations concerning the physiographic history of the region.

He saw that if the upheaval of the land in the northeast continued while the discharge of the
was maintained at the Rome shore emerge from the lake

the north of the outlet, and the lake should progressiv ly submerge the shore to the west,.
In words, the successive attitudes of the lake to the north of an line of no
change through the outlet should be by a series of
lower shore lines, each of which be left undisturbed by the withdrawing and

shore thus formed, uniting a t the outlet, should diverge northward, so as to be 
by increasing intervals increase of distance from Rome. On the other

lake margins to the west of the axial line rise upon the land and, 
pushing the beach gravels before them more or successfully, tend to obliterate

formed shore lines: and leave a simpler record than to the north.
observations completely verified these expectations. To the there are mul-

tiple diverging beaches, a t their distance from range over 
a interval of scores of feet; the development of these shore lines "on a
scale" was presumably by situation at of a prevailingly

over by To the west of the Rome the shores are by
simpler beaches, often only a single beach, the structure of an upward and 
landward growth. A long stretch of this single bcach is in the drumlin district
between Syracuse and Rochester, the bcach usually consists of shoal-water bars forming
a long succession of short members, each slightly concave to the between the

of numerous drumlins; farther south many other drumlins are intact; farther north
a plain slants and drumlins are wanting for a considerable distance, as if the encroaching
waves of the rising had cut the drumlins away there as they pushed the
bars farther farther south. The beach would undoubtedly have been pushed farther

still had not the ice barrier in the St. withdrawn sufficiently to open
a lower passage, whereupon the Rome outlet to the Mohawk abandoned, the St. 
River came into Lalic Iroquois was lowered to Lake Ontario, and the beach bars were
left high and dry. It all became astonishingly simple and clear as soon as Gilbert showed
clear simple it really is.

A detail may be here added. A southward extension of the Ontario lowland permitted
the extension of a long bay branch of Lake Iroquois into the north-south trough now occupied by
Cayuga Lake, one of the several Lakes of western New York; and i t might be expected
that the Iroquois shore lines which are so well developed east and west of this bay branch,
should be found looping soutliward around the sides of the trough and thus the extent
of the bay. But as a matter of fact shore lines are not visible in the farther part of the
trough. Gilbert explained their invisibility not by their absence, but by their submergence

the Cayuga waters, which in consequence of of the land to the northeast
have risen increasingly southward. This is a good example of the interlocking of small items,
by which Gilbert's studies on the proglacial were so largely characterized. ,

The single western beach is found in good force in the form of an offshore bar a t
on the American side of the Niagara, as i t flows northward from its gorge across the low land
that leads to Ontario. The structure of the bar, revealed in a gravel pit, is that
of overwashed layers of gravel that slant backward, away from the lake area and toward the
land border; that is, the bar was retrograded as the lakeslowlyrose. Gilbert'sletters tell of the
satisfaction he had on coming upon this part of ' the beach and finding the arrangement
of its layers gave independent confirmation of the inference as to retrogression that he had
made many miles away to the eastward. H e had the pleasure of the beach and
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its structure to a party of European and American geologists who made an excursion to Niagara
during a recess of the British association meeting at Toronto in the of 1897.

But it was not only the shore lines of the extinct proglacial lakes that were shifted by the
tilting of the region; the shore lines of the lakes show the effects of similar changes, and 
thus indicate that the tilting has been recently and is perhaps still in progress. The present
Lake which lies wholly southwest of an oblique northwest-southeast line of no tilting 
across its St. outlet, has risen at its western end so as to drown certain valleys that
were eroded with respect to its surface as baselevel before the final rise took place. The
lower (northernmost) part of Niagara River is a instance this kind; it not a river
proper but a narrow deep enough to be navigable, which half drowns the valley
that the had eroded across the lowland north of the Niagara escarpment before the south-
western end of the lake had risen to its present level in response to the tilting of its basin. A
little farther east Irondequoit Bay, on which Gilbert had a skating adventure in his boyhood 
as already told, is a similar instance, although its cavity is not of so simple an origin as that of
the lower Niagara. Lake Erie repeats the same story; and the little ombayments near its
western end, which had acutely interpreted as valleys in his Valley
report of 1871-73, are thus explained. The most important of them constitutes the harbor of
Toledo. The navigable depth of Detroit River, a matter of vast economic importance, is
similarly accounted for. How far the light of a true explanation throws its illuminating rays! 

A POPULAR ON THE LAKES

The published reports of Gilbert's progress in his Great Lakes studies were brief and
incomplete, but in he brought out a popular article which summarized them admirably. 
I t was seldom that he approached the general reading public in this manner; his success
in this instance was such as to make one he had oftener done so. His manner of presen-
tation was graceful and pleasing, being intermediate between the sententiousness of some of
his formal reports and the jocosity his familiar letters. The extracts therefore
presented as much in illustration of his easy style as in explanation of his results. 

After noting that "rivers are the mortal enemies of lakes," and recounting the manner in
which lakes are destroyed by their enemy rivers, he goes on:

Nevertheless, in spite of this warfare of waged in all lands and through all time, there con-
tinue t o be lakes, and so there must be in nature lake-producing as well as lake-destroying agencies. There
are indeed many such, a few only need be appealed t o  t o  explain the great majority of lakes, and the chief
are and glaciation.

These chief agencies are then briefly explained. As to the the-
natural process of uplift arid tends to produce lake basins, and . . . its tendency is opposed

by the great natural process of erosion and deposition by rivers. two are so nearly balanced t h a t t h e scale
is thrown to one side or the other by the accident of climate. Where rain falls rivers are powerful
and prevail, sawing gorges through ridges as fast as rise, building up  the  floors of valleys as fast a s they
sink. Where little rain falls the streams are weak, and the displacement of the earth's crust shapes the land
into lake basins.

Hence lakes of this kind characterize recently disturbed arid regions. The effects of glacia-
tion are then taken up.

A glacier is aptly called a of ice. Like river of water i t has an upper surface sloping continuously
from source to goal, and like a river of water i t rests on an uneven bed of its own shaping. When aqueous
river is suddenly deprived of its supply of water, there remain along its channel a series of pools recording
the inequalities of erosion. a great glacier is away the inequalities of its erosion are recorded in
a chain of lakes.

The behavior of ice sheet of the glacial period is briefly considered:
of flowing from a mountain a sloping valley, i t flowed radially from a central plateau of ice,

little regard for the slopes of the land over i t passed. We do not yet the center of dispersion,
bu t the ice entered our land as an invader from Canada. . . . Twice the van was pushed far into domain

Changes of of the Great Lakes. Forum, v,
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of the sun, and twice it was compelled to retreat; but when the sun finally surveyed its reconquered territory,
the land was no longer simply graven with a tracery of rivers; i t sparkled with the sheen of innumerable lakes.

The next passage to be cited is of special interest, as it contains the statement, and 
apparently the most statement that Gilbert made concerning the long-vexed question
as to the origin of the basins in which the Great Lakes are contained. I t is explained that in
certain areas the ice sheet
a powerful agent of erosion, scooping out great hollows from the solid rock. some reason not clearly under-
stood the erosion was greatest along a zone parallel to the margin and a few hundred miles back from it, and 
here were formed the basins not only of the lakes from to Superior, but of Winnipeg,

Great Slave, and Great Bear Lakes. Within this zone of greater erosion the points of greatest erosion
were determined chiefly by the pre-glacial shape of the surface. . . . How deep the original valleys were can-
not be told, for the details of the old topography have been ground away, but we may be sure they were shallow 
compared with the existing troughs;

for the depths of some of the lakes "reach from three hundred to five hundred feet below the
level of the ocean, and their origin cannot be referred to stream erosion without incredible
assumptions as to continental elevation."

The remainder of the article is concerned with the gently inclined shore lines of the extjnct
proglacial lakes, and with the changes of those lakes as the ice melted back and the northeast-
ern land rose toward its present level. Then follows a remarkable inference: Had this rise
been continued to the amount of 3 inches in a mile more than the amount that is recorded in
the slanting shore lines, it "would send a river from Chicago to the Mississippi, reverse 
the current of the Detroit, stop Niagara Falls, and rob the upper St. Lawrence of seven-eighths
of its water.'' Gilbert's later work showed that such a change is within the possibilities of
the future, as will be told in a later section.





CHAPTER XVII

THE HISTORY OF RIVER
THE RETREAT OF THE FALLS: 1886

Gilbert's studies on the Great led him to look into the evolution of Niagara
River and its great cataract, and this subject became peculiarly his own. The logical
ingenuity with which he eventually combined many far-separated features of extremely unlike 
character arranged them all in an orderly sequence which led to the birth of Niagara River
and the retrogressive erosion of its gorge has hardly been excelled in the history of geological
science; and the marvelous manner in which the various features were found to fit to each other
when they mere placed in the relations to which Gilbert assigned them is strong testimony for
the essential accuracy of his views. Some of the features that he thus up with their 
proper associates had previously been fairly well explained in a local way by earlier investigators;
others had not been properly understood even as individual problems. It was left for Gilbert's 
genius gradually to bring them all together in a comprehensive sequence and thus to make
clear the place that each held in the evolution of the region. As was usually the case with
Gilbert's studies, the field work was done by himself; he had no assistants. His methods were
moreover almost exclusively physiographic; they had little to do with stratigraphy and nothing
to do with paleontology or petrography; but they had everything to do with surface forms. 
I t is also noteworthy that this research was given a strongly quantitative flavor, at first with
regard to the erosion of the Niagara gorge and the recessionof the Falls at its head, and later
with relation to the modern tilting of the Great region; this quantitative as well
as the physiographic quality being strikingly characteristic of Gilbert's habit of thought
treatment. Unfortunately, the results gained were announced only in many separate papers; 
they were never brought together in the monographic form that they merited.

Gilbert's first important contribution to the Niagara problem was made a t the Buffalo
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in the summer of 1886,
when he analyzed the many factors on which the recession of the Palls depends; thereafter
Niagara River was his subject in many other communications. The idea that the Falls were
worn back by the river was then already at least a century old; in one of Gilbert's later papers
in which a historical review of the problem is given, i t is noted that one who resided 
at the Falls from 1774 to 1783, had even then found that everyone believed the cataract to have
been originally at the face of the upland escarpment which separates the higher basin of Erie
from the lower basin of Ontario, and from the 6-mile gorge has been cut; and this
early observer went so far as to propose to discredit a curious method of determining the
rate of the Falls recession: "If we adopt the opinion of the Falls having retired six miles, and
if me suppose the earth to be 5,700 years old, this give about sixty-six inches and a half
for year, or sixteen yards and two-thirds for nine years, which I can venture to say has not
been the case since hut he does not go on to discover how old the earth must be if i t has
witnessed a slower retreat of Falls, much less does he inquire much earth history had
elapsed before the Falls began!

All through the following hundred years i t seems to have been generally assumed that the
recession of the Falls had been at an essentially uniform rate; so that if the present rate were
determined, the age the gorge could be calculated by the "rule of three." I t was Gilbert's
peculiar merit to point out that the rate of recession depends on many factors, such as height
of plunge, volume of water, and resistance of rocks, most of which may have varied during
the excavation of the gorge; and although he did not then attempt to evaluate the effects of
these factors, he showed clearly that not until they are evaluated can the age of the gorge be
correctly determined. I t may be recalled that an anonymous report of his in
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Science erred in attributing to him a age for the falls. He did, however, point out
that the chief recession was at the apex of the Canadian or Horseshoe falls, where the retreat
is so rapid that the American falls seem not to recede at all in comparison; so rapid, indeed, that
if the couple "wedding journey" was described by had, instead of behav-
ing on an islet in the upper rapids, gone to the upland on the farther side of the river
and observed the form of the horseshoe reentrant in a sensible manner, they might, if Niagara
had been included in their silver journey, have easily detected a visible change in
the vertex of the reentrant on repeating their observation.

I n this connection Gilbert, then or later, pointed out at no very distant epoch in the
future, the Horseshoe falls will, on receding above the head of Goat Island, draw off all the
water from the American falls; and thereupon Goat Island and the dry channel behind it will
repeat on a larger scale the features already found at Wintergreen flats, on the Canadian side 
of the gorge below the whirlpool; for there also the original river was divided into a larger and
a smaller channel by an island; and there also, when the cataract receded to the island, it was
divided into two falls of unequal breadth; and there the recession of the broader falls long ago 
accomplished just such a diversion of current from the narrower falls on the Canadian side 
as the broad Horseshoe falls of to-day will in the future accomplish with respect to the narrow
and slowly receding American falls. It was by the introduction of realistic items of this sort
that Gilbert made his account of Niagara so vivid. 

A great advance was made when the volume of River, which had treated 
as a possible variable in his analysis of 1886, was shown by another investigator in 1888 to have
actually suffered a great diminution of volume for a considerable period by reason of the di-
version of the discharge from the upper Great Lakes through a temporary short-circuit outlet
that was opened across the Province of Ontario by the retreat of the ice sheet, before the post-
glacial upheaval of the land in the northeast had raised that district to a higher level than the 
outlet of Lake Huron past Detroit; and at about the same time Gilbert himself discovered a
second path of diversion of the upper lakes through another short-circuit outlet of adop-
tion farther north than the first. The problem thus became beautifully complicated. Un-
fortunately there is no record of Gilbert's method of work upon it or of his progress; 
but those who occasionally worked with him believe that he was constantly as active in hypo-
thetical speculation as he was in outdoor observation, and that his various were

tested by comparing their "consequents," as he called them, with appropriate 
facts. His observations were therefore not made at random; they were guided by what the
sagacious called the "clue of theory," and were thus led to ('those . . . 
that exclude every hypothesis but one, and reduce the explanation given to the highest degree
of certainty."

THE TORONTO LECTURE: 1889

But although his method of progress is not recorded, the conclusions that he reached after
several years of work were most beautifully summarized in a lecture that he gave at the Toronto
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in the summer of 1889.
He wrote at that time to a friend: "Pair weather, the hospitality of the Canadians, and a rather
good attendance conspired to make the meeting successful"; but he said nothing of his own
lecture, which was a part of that conspiracy and a very delightful part. Its presentation was
popular in the sense that various important conclusions, based on others' work as well as on 
his own, were presented briefly and without full proof, but he had full proof in reserve. The
story told was fascinating in that it gave a brilliantly rational and coherent meaning to various
matters of fact which, more or less as isolated items, had never been fully understood 
in their relations to each other; and the story was all the more appealing because i t centered
upon the great cataract of Niagara, shared and enjoyed by the peoples on its two sides as
the chief natural wonder of the United States, during that period of American history
when the West was the Far West and when its greater natural wonders were only to the 
adventurous few. So lively indeed was the interest excited by the lecture that it was given
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double publication; first in the Sixth Report of the Commissioners of the [New
State Reservation at Niagara, and again in the Annual Report of the

of Washington.
The history of Niagara River, as presented in the lecture, involves an of

three main factors: The general relief of the region, the progressive retreat of the ice from it,
the upheaval of the land in the northeast during that retreat. manner in which

Gilbert analyzed the interaction of these factors excited universal admiration. As to the first,
region concerned owes its larger features to long-enduring subaerial erosion in preglacial

as a result of which the Laurentian uplands of ancient crystalline rocks on the north were
stripped of the sedimentary that stretched a certain distance over them, and thus came

flanked by a series of broad and shallow lowlands excavated along belts of relatively
gently south-dipping strata, alternating with broad uplands that survive along belts of

strata. One of tho upland belts is maintained by the so-called Niagara limestone, 
which falls off in a well-defined north-facing escarpment in western New and the adjacent

of Ontario; a second upland of greater but not so closely related to the Niagara
problem is the Appalachian plateau, which begins in the southern part of New York and the
adjoining part of eastern Ohio and extends far southward. Of the two lowland belts, the one

of the Niagara upland belt is now occupied in part by Lake Ontario and by the Georgian
Bay extension of Lake Huron; the one to the south is in part occupied by Lake Erie.

Gilbert does not appear to have expressed any opinion as to the preglacial form of these
other than that noted in the preceding section, probably because that problem still

largely indeterminate; but he made it clear that, as already explained, there was a time 
retreat of the ice sheet when it obstructed the Mohawk Valley between the

and the Appalachian plateau on the south, as well as the St. Lawrence Valley be-
tween the Adirondacks and the Laurentian highlands on the north; and that a great proglacial

then had a southwestward outlet which flowed to the Mississippi. The lake surface then
stood at so high a level that not only were the two lowland belts submerged as far as they had

evacuated by the retreating ice, but even the Niagara upland between them had a hun-
dred feet of water over it. But after a time the continued retreat of the ice margin opened 

passage between the Appalachian plateau and the Adirondacks-a later chapter will tell of
dramatic incidents of this opening as other of Gilbert's discoveries-and as this passage

was lower than the southwestward outlet that led to the Mississippi, that outlet was abandoned
and an eastward discharge was adopted in its place. The lowering of the great proglacial lake
that followed was sufficient to bare the Niagara upland; thereupon the single proglacial 
lake was divided into two smaller ones; a higher one occupying the basin of Lake Erie on the
southwest of the upland; and a lower one, the Lake Iroquois already noted, the precursor of
Lake Ontario, on the northeast of the upland. The higher lake selected the lowest points of
the upland for its point of discharge to the lower Lake Iroquois-the manner of selection was 
detailed in another of Gilbert's later discoveries-and thus the Niagara River came into exist-
ence. How far this sequence of events had been established by others need not be here inquired
into; it was never so clearly set forth as in Gilbert's lecture a t Toronto.

I t must be remembered that when Niagara River was thus born the land to the north-
east was lower than now, for a t present the shore lines of all the extinct lakes gradually ascend
in that direction. The river was of large size, for the upper Great Lakes appear then, as now,
to have drained by the roundabout Detroit channel into the Lake Erie basin. But because of
the lower stand of the land in the northeast, the Lake Erie of that time did not extend so far
to the southwest as lake does now; hence the outlet of Lake southward and 
ward was not only a longer river than the Detroit River of today, but its channel with
respect to a lower than that of the present Erie. I t is the flooding of this deeply
eroded channel by the backward extension of Lake Erie to its present size, as the land rose in
the northeast, that has made the Detroit River navigable, as above noted. 
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The young Niagara, cascading over the north-facing escarpment of the limestone-capped
upland, a t once proceeded to cut back its gorge and continued to work valiantly a t this task
until gorge was some miles in length. I n the pre-Gibertian studies of the age of Niagara
Falls, i t had been tacitly assumed, as has pointed out above, that the river had been of
constant volume and that the lengthening of the gorge by the recession of the Falls had gone
on a t a constant rate; under these assumptions the age of the Falls could be determined by
dividing the length of the gorge by the retreat of the Palls in a single year. Gilbert's method
was more circumspect. He had in 1886 searched out every factor that is involved in the erosion
of the gorge, and then and later he scrutinized every factor to learn how far i t may have varied.
The stratified rocks of Niagara upland were found to be remarkably constant through the
whole length of the gorge, except that a t the Whirlpool the river had found a previously eroded 
and drift-filled valley, concerning which speculation had been active before Gilbert's time. The
recession of the Falls during the recxcavation of this valley must have been rapid. The height
of the Falls has long been decreasmg, not only because of the gentle southward dip of the capping
limestones and the southward of the rapids gives the retreating Falls a smaller and smaller
measure, but also because a t an early stage of their history Lake Iroquois was, by reason of the
small amount of land uplift in the northeast then accomplished, for a time lower near its western
end than Ontario is now; hence a t that time the river north of the escarpment deepened its
valley with respect to the lowered level of the lake into which i t ran, and the Falls plunged
down deepened valley. The subsequent invasion of the deepened valley by the waters
of the present Ontario, as the uplift of the land in the northeast caused the lake waters to
rise toward the southwest, has already been told. A variation in the height of the Falls being
recognized, i t was inferred that their recession would have been more rapid when the plunge
pool beneath them was excavated in weak strata than when it was excavated a t least in part
in more resistant strata.

VARIATION I N THE VOLUME OF NIAGARA

But the chief cause of variation in the recession of the Falls was found a variation of
river volume. So long as the ice sheet lingered over much of the lowland north of Lake
Ontario the drainage of the upper lakes could find no cross-country outlet to Ontario and
the St. Lawrence Valley, though the lowland was a t that time, in consequence of the small
uplift of the northeastern area then accomplished, lower than the Detroit outlet. But when the
ice margin withdrew sufficiently, the lower stand of the lowland permitted the upper lakes 
to short their discharge across it by the so-called River or Trent outlet,

from Georgian Bay of Lake Huron to Lake Ontario, as told above: and 
Niagara River, receiving only the drainage of the Erie basin, must been greatly reduced,
and the recession of the must have been correspondingly slow. With the farther retreat
of the ice, a second and a more northern short circuit, known as the Nipissing was opened 
a t a still lower level in the then of the land, and thus the reduction of the Niagara to
small volume was prolonged. Whether an intermediate epoch of roundabout lake discharge
by Detroit temporarily gave Niagara its full volume was not then determined. But eventually
the continucd rise of the land in tho northeast raised even the northern short circuit to a higher 
level than the Detroit channel; then the roundation discharge was resumed, Ningara
its full volume, and the recession of the Falls on at a livelier rate so the
recession has continucd ever since. the southern of the two short-circuit, discharges
had been found and its significance recognized by another observer before Gilbert came upon
it, he traced both short circuits along parts of their length, and 'briefly described the features
by which they are shown to be abandoned river channels; and he eventually made i t clear
that while the volume of Niagara River was diminished, its gorge was cut to less width
and depth than before; but that after its full volume was restored, the gorge was again
cut to a full measure of width and depth. Thus the narrows of the gorge where two great rail-
road bridges cross above the Whirlpool are accounted for as the work of the river;
while the wider uppermost part of the gorge and the deep pool there evacuated are the work of
the increased river in thundering plunge of a full-volume cataract. Where can a more
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be found of the interaction of many factors in the explanation of a great natural 

feature of the earth's surface than in the evolution of Niagara Palls? Where can the signifi-
cance of the surface forms and the importance of accounting for them be better illustrated than
in the narrowing widening, the shoaling and deepening, of Niagara gorge? And yet a
still further refinement in the analysis of Niagara's history was made several years later. 

The reader of a convincing explanation sometimes gains the impression that the problem
treated is wholly solved. Gilbert's lecture, convincing as i t was as far as it went, was SO con-
trived that i t should leave no such impression of finality, for near its end a list of 16 unsolved
questions is presented, and i t is then remarked:

The tale of the questions is not exhausted, but no more are needed if i t has been shown tha t  the  sub-
ject is not in reality simple, as many have assumed, but highly complex. Some of the questions are, indeed,
easily answered. It may be possible t o show tha t others are of small moment. . . . But after all paring 
and pruning what remains the problem will be no bagatelle. It is not t o be solved by a few figures on a
slate, nor yet by the writing of essays. . . . It is a problem of nature, and like other natural problems
demands the patient gathering of many facts, of facts of many kinds, of categories of facts suggested by
tentative theories of today, and of the new categories of to be suggested by new theories.

It is presumably because Gilbert so fully recognized the complications of the problem
that he refrained from-one might 'say, resisted the .temptation of-giving any numerical
estimate of the age of the Falls. To a man of smaller caliber the temptation would have been
irresistible.

THE ELEMENT

The last page of the Toronto lecture contains one of its most interesting if not most im-
portant announcements. Early man was a witness of early Niagara.

On a gravelly beach of Lake Iroquois . . . he rudely gathered stones to hearth, and built a fire;
and the next storm breakers, forcing back the beach, buried and thus preserved, to gratify yet t o whet our curiosity,
hearth, ashes and charred sticks. these Darwinian days, we cannot deem primeval the man possessed of the
Promethean a r t of fire, and so his presence on the scene adds zest to  the Niagara problem. Whatever the an-
tiquity of the great cataract may be found to be, the of man is greater.

It is pleasant to know that to Gilbert's keen observation the discovery of this ancient 
hearth was due.'

The geologic history prehistoric hearth. Amer.





CHAPTER

A TRIP ABROAD
SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS IN ENGLAND

Gilbert's only visit to Europe was made in the autumn of 1888. The journey was at his
own expense, and was undertaken chiefly for the purpose of attending the Fourth International
Geological Congress in London. He sailed from New York, in company with several other
American scientists, on the Berlin, August 24, and reached Liverpool on September 3; 
return was made two months later. He called the journey "a jolly trip.'' On landing Gilbert 
went, to record in his diary, at once to Bath and there attended a meeting of the
British Association for the Advancement of Science, September 4 to 14, after which a week
end was spent at the country seat of General Pitt Rivers. Here two pages of
the diary, covering the days from September 15 to 18, appear to have been skipped by accident,
thus making the following entries four days late; for according to his record London was not
reached until September 21, whereas according to the published proceedings of the congress
he was probably there on the 17th and surely on the 18th. Again, three extra days appear

be credited to London at the end of the congress, so that the date of setting out on a
congress excursion is a whole week too late. The error thus introduced appears to be continued
to the end of his stay abroad; yet he did not miss his steamer for the return voyage, although
his record of the date of sailing, November 7, should have been October 31. I t would seem,
therefore, that he must have kept account of his time by the weeks as they passed instead of by
the day of the month in the diary. The diary record shows only 4 days instead of for the
return voyage, yet no correction of the error is entered even there. In the following transcript,
the corrected dates are given. 

Gilbert's first stay in London was during the session of the geological congress from Sep-
tember 17 to 22. He then took part in an excursion to the Isle of Wight, September 22 to 29,
and visited the office of the ordnance survey at Southampton on the way, after which he
returned to London again, crossed the Channel and spent three days, October 1 to 3, in Paris.
On returning, 2 days were given to London, 7 to Ireland and 10 to Scotland. London was
reached for the fourth time, October 25 to 27, and Oxford for the time, October 28 to 31.
Liverpool left on the City of Chicago, November1, and New York was reached November 
I t is interesting to note the cost of this trip: Passage out and back, $110; two months in Great
Britain, including three in France, $304; purchases, $124.40; total, $538.40. In view
of the distances covered during the 58 days ashore, an average of but little over $5 a day for
traveling suggests that expenses were prudently guarded. Ten days as a guest of the city
of Bath and a week end at a country house may have aided in keeping expenditures down; 
but the acceptance of the latter form of hospitality is not always consistent with economy.

Gilbert made no communication to the geological section of the Bath meeting, but spoke
on the topographic map of the United States, the first sheets of which were then about to be
issued by our national Geological Survey, before the geographical section; for unlike its
American counterpart, the British association has long had enough travelers, explorers, geode-
sists, and hydrographers among its members for them to have, with the occasional addition of
a geographer, a section all to themselves. He was much pleased with the general character
of the meeting and his presence appears to have given, with perhaps ono exception, equal
pleasure to those whom he met. One geologist still recalls that he was strongly impressed
with the fine face of the American as he sat attentively listening to the proceedings of a sectional
session. Another tells that the visitor was welcomed as one of the most distinguished of
American geologists, and looked upon as a representative of the British race in America, a
link between the two countries, and was therefore received as "one of the family." But a
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third, who was studying certain British laccoliths at the to have been somewhat
for when he ventured to put a question on his problem, the distinguished

originator of the laccolith idea "was not a bit interested, and professed to have been so much
occupied with other things since his Henry Mountains work that he had forgotten all about
it." Apropos of this disappointing story, it may be noted that some 20 years later Gilbert
remarked to a friend that the British geologistshad praisedhimmuch for very little work on his
part in this matter: "The laccolites there for the seeing." But it may be doubted if he
would have made that comment had anyone expressed admiration for his discussion of the
physical conditions of laccolithic intrusion; that surely had to be worked out. Another sequel
to the same story came 10 years later still, as will be told in time.

The field excursions a t Bath in with the geological section of the association
pleased Gilbert greatly; he later wrote to a geologist who was concerned with planning 
excursions for a meeting of the American association:

Our Association excursions are usually chaotic affairs, without adequate provision and without guidance.
The British Association escursions are far superior. They are elaborately planned in advance, and each as a
rule is provided with two functionaries, a leader and a whipper-in. It is the duty of the leader to direct the
movements and to explain matters of interest or to see that others do so. It is the duty of the whipper-in to
bring up the rear and look after the stragglers. Thus managed, excursions have definite purposes and
accomplish them.

However hearty was the welcome given to the "representative of the British race in
America," he appears to have retained an American point of view while in Britain, for certain
formalities there in vogue seemed to him overconventional. He wrote his impressions on this
matter to a friend: 

The giving of thanks is a flagrant example . . . The chairman makes a speech and introduces the lecturer;
the lecturer gives his lecture; the chairman makes a little speech and introduces Mr. A.; Mr. A. makes a speech 
and moves a vote of thanks; the chairman introduces Mr. B.; Mr. B. makes a speech and seconds the motion;
the chairman puts the motion; the lecturer makes a speech to thank the audience for thanking him and Mr. A.
and Mr. B. for moving the vote; the chairman dismisses the audience in another speech, if he can think of
anything else to say.

He was much amused by the formalities of a banquet given by the city of Bath, and
presided over by the right worshipful mayor, behind whom stood a professional toastmaster
and a red-coated trumpeter:

We found our chairs and stood behind them. The trumpeter tooted. The toastmaster, intoning his 
words, shouted, Silence, gentlemen, grace will be said." Canon Somebody said a ten word grace. . . . When-
ever the toastmaster had anything to say he was preceded by the trumpeter.

There can, however, be no question that these devices effective; for the resounding
flare of the trumpeter causes immediate silence even in a gathering of hundreds of lively talkers
around the festive board; and the toastmaster, on stentoriously repeating the toasts proposed
by the chairman, whose voice may be feeble, insures audibility of every word; nevertheless 
the devices cause surprise in most Americans when they are first seen and heard. 

An American should, however, no surprise if one of his countrymen, who has spent
a good part of his in western deserts and waited till his forty-sixth year before going
abroad, confesses to being somewhat overpowered with the attentions showered upon him
by the municipality where he finds the British association holding a meeting; for Gilbert's
experience at Bath not a repetition of anything he had enjoyed or suffered from in any
city where he had attended the meetings of the American association. But a British reader 
of this page may perhaps wonder why such an American should hesitate to tell of it, if any
American municipality had ever him similar attentions, as is in the second
line of the following extract:

It seems a little strange to be a foreigner. "Prophets are not without honor, save No American
city ever boarded, lodged, wined and carriaged me for a week-or if it did I am not going to tell of it. Never
before have I assisted a baroness over a stile, and afterwards found a nobleman's card awaiting me a t my lodg-
ings. It is quite overpowering.
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But an Afrikander visiting the home country after a life in the open veldt, Gilbert
was not pleased with certain English restrictions; he did not like the high walls
all small private enclosures. A town is a with occasional doorways through the walls. . . .
The habit of barring out the wayfarer is a mere survival of lawless times many centuries ago, and our conserva-
tive cousins are simply slow to discover that they have become The mere neglect of the 10-foot walls
will not destroy them in a generation for like everything else they are built for eternity. 

A WEEK-END AT A COUNTRY SEAT

Gilbert wrote the following account of his week-end a t
It is the house of the country gentleman of whom we have all read in English novels-the owner of

the surrounding landscape. . . . proper, the country place in a single enclosure with gates and
porter's lodges a t its various exits, is perhaps a square mile in area, but the entire estate . . . includes 35,000
acres. The stone house is but two stories high and not very imposing but i t covers much ground and I think
thirty guests have lodged here night last. The place is full of the choicest things. Modern and
ancestral paintings, armor, vases, busts, elegant furniture and quaint furniture. The grounds are a park with
forest and copse as as lawn. I n them roam not only cattle of various choice breeds but fallow and Japanese
deer and llamas. smaller enclosures are pheasants, parrots, kangaroos, marmots. The table bears a t dinner
time such a display of gold plate as I have never seen before and the meats are served on silver. The order
of meals breakfast 9-10 (a singularly informal meal), tea a t 2, and dinner a t 7.45. . . . General Pi t t Rivers
is a n archeologist and antiquarian of the scientific type. He has dug over the site of a n ancient village near by
and recovered everything that could be found t o trace its history, finding i t to be a British village occupied during
the Roman occupation. He has also explored a t great expense and monographed a pre-Roman fortified camp.
And he has spent the day showing these places to his guests. The vases, implements, ornaments and skeletons
from these places form the nucleus of a museum devoted to ethnography and most thoroughly arranged and
labelled. He has raised a local storm by throwing i t open on Sundays. We have also seen a park of a
few acres tastefully arranged and practically dedicated to the laboring people. One of its features is a
stand of fifteen pieces play every Sunday from 3 to the disgust of the clergy.
The members of the orchestra are all laborers from Rushmore, but they made very fair music. . . . Am I
no t a fortunate Yankee to have this glimpse of high life dropped into my path. . . . I am sure tha t I
enriched by the experience.

A few days later he naively wrote:
Already I feel very distinctly the broadening effect always wrought by foreign travel.

IMPRESSIONS OF A LONDON CLUB

On reaching London, Gilbert found among his letters "an invitation to the Athenaeum
Club, an honorary membership for 30 days," and the amusing account of an evening that he
spent there is quoted below; but the account needs comments. I n the first place, the
equation intimated in his opening line between the severely exclusive Club of
London and the genial Cosmos Club of Washington is not likely
to satisfy a London reader who happens to know something of the capital, and still
less a Washington reader has wished to know something of the British capital; and
the desertlike silence which Gilbert encountered in the when he went there un-
announced, alone, and unknown, ought to have set over against i t the enthusiastic greeting
accorded to John by the Cosmopolitan Club after he, 10 years earlier, had made himself
most acceptably known in London by his lectures on America, for on that occasion a London 
club actually thawed. Nevertheless, the desolating silence of one occasion is as true to life
as the rare enthusiasm of the other; for even Punch has pictured the cold and stare
with which London club men know how to intimate to a guest that he is something of a tres-
passer. Gilbert's account follows.

As the Athenaeum is the Cosmos of London I was glad of a n opportunity t o see i t and determined t o do so
tha t very evening, though I had no reason to expect t o meet my friend there a t tha t time. So I arrayed my-
self in my coat of ceremony, called a cab, and went "to dine a t the club." As the Atheneum has 1200 members,
all distinguished, I was prepared to a larger house than that of the Cosmos but I not prepared for the
actual magnificence. Spacious rooms, high studded, stuccoed, fretted, frescoed, gilded, decorated with statues
and paintings. I n the dining room a row of small tables all about the sides, each for one person. Twenty or
thirty gentlemen were eating while I ate, all deliberate, calm, dignified and I n only a single
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instance did I see one of them speak t o another, I of course assumed to address none but the servants. Then
I strolled through two reading rooms and up the grand staircase to the library occupying four or five large rooms
above. There were readers and writers in all the rooms and I lingered t o read and even wrote a letter, but I
saw no person speak t o another, except that occasionally a servant came to tell a gentleman that his dinner
was ready. by the silence I continued my promenade looking for a smoking room, for there if any-
where the English club man must thaw out. For a time my search mas in vain, but a t last I asked the door-
keeper and was directed t o the basement where smoking is permitted in a card and a billiard room. The
card room contained five gentlemen, four of whom were engaged in a game. The billiard room but a single 
table where two men were playing and a third observing. I watched the game, which is very different from the
American, and when i t was finished the players invited the observer and me to join them in a four-hand game
which we This is all I know of the English club, but I strongly suspect that it spells "social" with small

On reading this lugubrious description, one must wonder whether Gilbert did not compare
the elegant isolation of that evening in the vast wildernessof London during his first trip abroad
with the forlorn desolation that he had seen in a frontier city of Arizona 17 years before during
his first season in the wilderness of western America; and whether he did not feel about
lonesome amid the decorated splendor of the spacious clubrooms in the greater city as in the
unredeemed squalor of the Free Press office in the smaller one. But London must have been
more the next morning, when he attended the International Geological Congress 
under the presidency of Prestwich, in what was then the University of London, part of a rec-
tangle of buildings known as Burlington Gardens, off Piccadilly; rooms near by occupied
by the Royal Society and the Geological Society, while the Geological Museum, with the office
of the Geological Survey, as well the building of the Royal Geographical Society, were in the
immediate neighborhood. He must surely have found a hearty welcome there.

The Congress was attended by 240 members from 25 countries; Gilbert was listed among 
them as a The proceedings indicate that he spoke only once, when he urged that the
lower Paleozoic should be divided into only two systems, one of his reasons being that there
would be hardly enough colors available for uniformly colored international geological maps
if more divisions were established; but his opinion was not followed. Personal records concern-
ing this meeting are unfortunately wanting, as they are concerning the following excursion to
the Isle of Wight, and concerning Gilbert's own travels in Ireland and Scotland; his diary in-
dicates, however, that he went far enough in the latter country to see the Roads"
of Glen Roy, to which he referred in the as showing no more
change by erosion than the shore lines. As to the visit to the of the ordnance

at Southampton, a letter briefly notes that his object was especially to learn"the methods
of topographic surveys in the field, and there as well as in Paris his visit inciden-
tally to the gathering of information of value to the Geological Survey. I t was shortly after 
this trip abroad and apparently in consequence of what he then learned that he advised Powell
against making over the hachured maps of earlier surveys into contoured maps to be published
by the United States Geological Survey, but unfortunately his advice was not accepted in this 
matter and in consequence of its nonacceptance some extremely inaccurate contour maps were
issued.

DAYS I N PARIS

If Gilbert himself a stranger in England where the language was his own, he must
have been completely a foreigner in France where the language was wholly unintelligible to
yet he was there given the opportunity of penetrating French home life to a degree that
rarely opened to visitors. During his brief stay in Paris he was the guest, at their residence,
132 Rue de Grenelle, in an old and aristocratic quarter of the city on the "left bank" of the
Seine, between the Chamber of Deputies and the Hotel des Invalides, of a family distinguished 
in its own country by the accomplishments of its elder members in literature and diplomacy,
and known to all the world of geology and geography by the generous erudition of a younger
member. Indeed, this actual entrance of Gilbert, truly American explorer of western deserts, 
into the household the purely French de Margeries, not one of whom he had ever seen before,

more fabulous than the storied reception of Christopher same-aged American
maker of washtubs, at the Rue de of the exclusive de Bellegardes! 

There was no session of any geological or geographical congress to attract Gilbert to Paris;
it would seem as if his wish to make the personal acquaintance of de with
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whom he had been in correspondencefor a few years, was his chief reason forcrossing the Channel.
The wish was gratified, for as just told de Margerie opened his home to the American
visitor, and exhibited to him remarkable collection of books and maps there gathered. Like 
others to whom that has been graciously extended, Gilbert was deeply impressed not
only with the wealth of the collection but still more with its owner's intimate of its
contents. He later the Chief of Engineers in Washington to send the maps of the Missis-
sippi River Commission to his friend in Paris, explaining that "Mr. de Margerie is better
informed in the geography and geology of the United States than Americans, not excepting
members of the geographical and geological While in Paris Gilbert was accompanied
by de Margerie, than whom there could be no better guide, to various Government offices where
geological and geographical work was carried on. The rooms on the St. Michel near
the du occupied by the ('Service de carte de la France," and
crowded with records and portfolios, seemed disappointingly insufficient when judged by
American standards; and the methods of production there in vogue did not tempt imitation.
On the other hand, the visitor was impressed by the maps and models in the bureaus of the
"Service de He was there introduced to Col. G. de la Noe-afterwards
general and director of this service-and was pleased to find on the small bookshelves near the
colonel's desk a copy of the Geology of the Henry Mountains all the more so when he was
told that the photo-reliefs in that report had inspired de la and de Margerie to introduce in
their joint work, formes du terrain," published a short time before, similar of districts
in France; a sample plate was given him representing the former course of the Moselle when,
instead of turning as now northeastward at the Toul elbow of capture on the way to the
it followed a meandering valley northwestward through a cuesta to join the

near St. a locality more famous in the twentieth century than in the
it doubtless then gave to that now diminished river the that it must have greatly needed
to maintain its antecedent course farther downstream across the rising mass of the

as the French understood no English and the American geologist no French, conver-
sation between them was rather laboriously carried on through de Margerie as interpreter; and
intercourse of that kind seldom leads to intimacy. Probably for reason, Parisian personal-
ities appear to have been less interesting than French processes. Gilbert was much impressed
by what he saw in the rarely entered workshops of the army geographical service, secluded in the
attics of the Hotel des Invalides, where he inspected the making of delicately carved reliefs of
significant areas; and also in the bureau of printing of the same service, where the sub-
stitution of zinc plates for lithographic stones seemed to him a practical advance. I t was in
view of these novelties that he exclaimed to his guide: "Our survey ought to have a permanent
representative in Paris for information on these matters, and the representative ought to be you";
but no official action in Washington seems to have followed from this enthusiastic outburst. 

Probably owing to his lack of knowledge of French, Gilbert met few scientific men in Paris,
visited no laboratories in the Sorbonne, and attended no meetings of scientific societies; but it is
remembered that he ascended to the belvedere on the roof of the de Margerie residence to enjoy
the panorama of Paris there disclosed; and after his friend pointed out the Arc de Triomphe rising
over the houses on the higher ground across the river, and the Cathedral of the Coeur, then
in construction on the Butte Montmartre farther away to the north, he brusquely exclaimed:
"What a worthless use of money!" I t might be inferred from this remark that his positive
spirit, previously concentrated upon the geology of the Rocky Mountain region and never
concerned with the historical and moral evolution of Europe, was awakened to no warm enthusi-
asm on viewing the superb monument erected by an emotional people to the glory of their arms 
under the great Napoleon, and remained unmoved at the sight of the growing edifice dedicated
to worship by fervent believers in mystical faith; and so his remarks appear to have impressed
his host. But those who, overlooking his not infrequent brusqueness of manner, him well
enough to appreciate the depth and seriousnessof his inner nature, may perceive in his apparently
ungracious words not an expression of coldness in the presence of architectural exultation, or of

in the sight of ecclesiastical aspiration, but an earnest and unrestrained protest
against the glorification of mar in an age when war should be condemned as barbarous, and
against the perpetuation of ancient beliefs unchanged in an age which is coming to more and 
more converted to a philosophy of in religion as in everything else.





CHAPTER XIX

THREE YEARS CHIEF GEOLOGIST OF THE NATIONAL SURVEY:
889- 892

FROM SCIENTIFIC TO DUTIES

It is certainly desirable that the work of a national scientific organization shall be well
administered; and a member of such an organization may thereforesometimes feel the necessity

subordinating his preference for scientific work to the loyal execution of administrative
tasks that are placed upon him. as a result of such necessity a man who combines an
exceptional capacity in original investigatioa with a large measure of in the conduct
of practical matters is compelled to stop his investigations in order to apply his wisdom to the
determination of important lines of policy and to the solution of serious problems of manage-
ment, his judicious-minded friends may in the safe conduct that he helps to to a great
institution, some compensation for the of his researches; but when much of his time
has to be given to a multitude of petty the judicious minded are disposed to grieve
rather than to rejoice. So i t was when Gilbert, a born investigator and a wise counsellor,
was diverted from his problems of preference and given, in 1889, the honorable but burdensome
appointment of chief geologist; his friends had for regret as well as for rejoicing. How-
ever, he accepted the loyally and worked under it conscientiously for years,
yet not with full satisfaction; and many who had enjoyed and profited from his geological
studies were disappointed at his distraction from them. 

Those who recall the years of Powell's of the national survey know
that period as one of extraordinary expansion. The survey was organized for the study of
the "public domain"; i t soon grew to cover the whole of the United States. It was at
as a geological survey, charged only with the preparation of a geological map of the country;
but as no topographical maps were to be had on which the geology could be represented, a
topographic branch was organized in 1881 in 1883 that branch had 49 skilled members, besides 
many untrained employees, and in 1889 i t had 84 skilled members. Again, the separate
partmental surveys of earlier had entrusted the printing of such maps as they issued to
outside engravers and lithographers; Powell soon had to face the necessityof organizing a bureau
of engraving within his survey building. Little wonder that when it was proposed in 1889 to
add irrigation to geology, the director found that he could not attend personally to all his many
responsibilities, and decided that some of the able men on his staff must take large share of
them.

His first proposal in this emergency was that irrigation should bc made a division of the
survey in charge of Gilbert, who had already been assisting the Director in many administra-
tive tasks and who on February 3, 1889, wrote to a friend about the offer as follows:

The proposition is very attractive . . . because the investigation is a great one, the problems
have a direct human interest, because it out of door work, because it gives me a profession by which I
can earn a living after the U. S. discharges me, because the western fever is more or less chronic all who 
have stridden the occidental mule. Per contra, I am doing and fostering many scientific works with which I
am loath to part, and I don't know my boys need me more a t home than western work mould permit.

weeks later, after a decision against his taking charge of irrigation had been prac-
tically reached, he wrote again: 

The discussion of the matter has developed two things that are gratifying to me, and as they are highly
personal you must take them as confidential. One is that the administrative work I have been doing has been
so acceptable to those concerned that many of them have interviewed Powell to urge retention here. The
other is that Powell readily to his own satisfaction the places that would be vacated by my transfer
to irrigation. outcome is likely to be that I shall be given general charge of the geological part of the
Survey-coordinate with the paleontological and geographical divisions. 

167
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Powell announced his action in the matter in the tenth annual report of the He
there stated that the director found it impossible to give the necessary time to problems of
a strictly geological nature, and so-

to delegate a portion of his administrative supervision. Questions arising in connection with the
work in geology, paleontology, topography, etc., were referred from time to time for consideration and determine

to chiefs of divisions and other of the survey, and especially to Mr. G. K. Gilbert, geologist in
charge of the Appalachian division and of the division of geological correlation. In order to give Mr.
more time for such he was relieved from charge of the Appalachian division, and i t was finally . . . to place under his charge all of divisions (12 in number) constituted for purposes of geologic research.

Thus after serving as Powell's most trusted counsellor since 1881, and after practically
acting as chief geologist from the beginning of 1889, Gilbert officially given that title in
the following July, and thereupon became the director of the geologic branch. The 
appointment had the of a promotion, but scientifically it a demotion. To
assign a man of Gilbert's exceptional originality in investigation to administrative tasks was,
as a noted educator said when a preacher of remarkable power was "promoted" to be the
bishop of his diocese, "like caging eagle." For 'he following three years Gilbert did com-
paratively little work of his own; the nature of the work that he did for the survey may be
gathered from the following

THE LARGER DUTIES OF A CHIEF GEOLOGIST

I t was for the chief geologist in consultation with the divisional geologists to determine
problems and areas for field study, to consider plans and to advise in the choice of men to
conduct studies, to settle the amount of money to be allotted to each problem as well as
the reallotment of unexpended balances, and to the quality and quantity of the results
so closely that he could either hold the slower workers to the completion of their undertakings, 
or make just proposals for the promotion of the more active and successful workers as their
tasks advanced. He had also to consider applications for positions in the geologic branch
of the survey, and all letters of commendation were therefore first submitted to his examina-
tion. One such letter seems to have amused him, for he wrote to its author:

Your recommendation of Mr. is couched in such glowing terms that I tremble for him, i t sounds
so much like an obituary notice.

I t is not to be doubted that many a geologist who is now some 30 years older than when
his fate rested largely in Gilbert's hands would enjoy, or profit by, reading what was then said
of him.

Here, for example, is a delightful illustration of the critical and cordial way in which the
chief geologist advised the director of the survey regarding the increase of an assistant geologist's
salary:

Mr. gives but a small portion of his time to the work of the Survey and receives compensation only 
for the time thus given. His geological work is of the first quality, and such administrative work as he has
executed for the Survey has been eminently efficient. He has employed with signal economy the small amount
of money allotted for the investigation placed in his charge and so directed the work of a corps composed 
chiefly of young men that it has been productive of a large body of valuable results.

If the subject of this commendation can identify himself in it, he may reasonably wish
to it included in his own biography when the time for that writing arrives.

Two of the most important tasks of the chief geologist concerned maps and
correlation papers, both of which are treated in sections below. I t was also his duty
to confer with the heads of State surveys and to advise the director of the national survey on
the delicate business of cooperating with them. In one case where Gilbert deemed such co-
operation inexpedient, he explained his opinion in the matter to the geologist of the
State concerned, as follows:

With a strong desire to assist you, and to do it in your own if possible, we find that our ways are so
different that we cannot into yours without so far deranging our plans that the assistance would not be
really cooperation. 
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In matters of this kind as in all others, Gilbert always strove to reduce disputes, for he

held that "controversy is bad for science, because with many people its quarrels a
deeper impression than its achievements." He always conducted the administration of his
office in a purely impersonal and spirit; it has been well said of him that he never
played politics, and never practiced that sort of diplomacy which shades off by insensible
degrees into duplicity. He enjoyed giving encouragement, but the expression of censure was
disagreeable to him. Yet he could be direct and enough, if in his judgment the occa-
sion required it. In one instance he was under the necessity of instructing a geologist, whose
office work was far behind his field work, to finish his old problems before taking up new ones,
and his letter on the subject was direct and One of his official acts was to see
that certain existing appointments should be brought into accordance with the law governing 
those matters; for i t appears that some of the survey geologists had assistants who were classed
as "messengers"and who as such had not been required to pass a civil service examination, but
who were in reality acting as clerks and as such should have been examined before their ap-
pointment. Although Gilbert's official correspondence was as a rule gentle genial, in this 
exigency his letters peremptorily instructed the offending geologists to discharge their "mes-
sengers" at the end of the month.

was not alone the geologists and assistant geologists of the survey who received helpful
suggestions from the chief geologist; the director himself was repeatedly aided by good counsel 
from his chosen lieutenant. Thus, although results interested him much more than
the administrative plans by which the results were attained, i t was Gilbert who advised Powell
to omit all mention of the outcome of geological investigations from the administrative reports 
which form the chapter of the annual survey volumes, and to limit such chapters solely
to brief statements of official action; and it will be told later that, when various practical matters
concerning the preparation of geological maps came up for decision, it was largely Gilbert's 
sagacity which determined the policy of the survey regarding them, although Powell, who was
finally responsible, properly announced as his the policy that he had adopted largely on 
Gilbert's recommendation. In one matter, however, Gilbert's judgment was not followed;
this was, as above noted, the question of transforming the shaded or hachured maps of some of
the earlier departmental surveys into the contoured maps of the national survey without revi-
sion in the field. Gilbert advised so fictitious a topographic method, but unfortunately
another opinion prevailed and some very poor contour maps were published.

CRITICISM O F MANUSCRIPTS

One of the most fatiguing of the chief geologist's tasks was the revision of manuscript
reports, preparatory to advising their authors concerning changes that seemed desirable
before publication. I t was probably his experience in these quasi-editorial duties that caused
him to reply to a college teacher who asked his advice as to the subjects which should be em-
phasized in preparing students for work on the survey:

Their geology is all right; teach them to write better English.
An excellent example of his manner in suggesting rather than in ruling that a submitted 

manuscript needed further attention from its author is found in a letter to a divisional geologist,
as follows:

The manuscript is pervaded by the originality of your amanuensis, and I fear that our editor, in eliminating 
that, may fail to attain that combination of accuracy and grace which mould result from your own careful
revision.

Surely the geologist who submitted the manuscript can not have had a heart so like the
rocks he recommended for highway construction as to withstand such appeal. "Originality
of your amanuensis" is a charming phrase! 

Gilbert's careful consideration of the feeling of authors whose manuscripts were adversely
criticized is well shown in a letter addressed to a semiattached worker, when a report was sent
back to him after i t had gone through the survey mill:

Having expressed my views with all possible freedom above, i t occurs to me that you may possibly not be
used to it, and so I add, by way of explanation, that i t is a widely prevalent custom in the Survey for authors
to abuse another's work before i t is printed just as much as possible. We believe that in that way we avoid
the necessity of a certain amount of criticism afterwards.
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What is here called ('abuse" was well enough when it was performed by men of Gilbert's
even temperament, but when undertaken by men of a more retaliatory disposition i t may
possibly have sometimes led to excess.

of survey publications by outsiders were also referred to Gilbert decide if
comment or reply were desirable. In one such case, when a geologist of foreign birth, but long
resident in the United States, complained that his early work had been disregarded in a survey 
bulletin, Gilbert took the complainant's side in discussing the matter with the authors of the
bulletiii and advised them to be more careful in future to give full credit to their predecessors;
but to the complainant he wrote, after acknowledging the bulletin's deficiency, in a somewhat
different tone :

I n my opinion i t Little difference to the scientific world by whom are made, and I regard
public discussion of of authorship and priority as a to the literature of occupying
space and costing energy which could be better devoted. I n my own writings I endeavor to give credit to those
whose ideas and work use, but I do not demand that others shall treat my work in the way, and I do
not propose ever to make reclamation of ideas borrowed or ohservations duplicated hy others.

to friends that some might think his impersonal attitude "cold and unfeel-
ing, and it is probable that, most of his colleagues would regard that part of it which renounced
reclamation of ideas borrowed as unattainable even if desirable; but the complainant must
have regarded his attitude as incomprehensible. Shortly after Gilbert dispatched this letter
he sent another to a young American geologist, expressing satisfaction that he was not "fickle
of purpose or the possessor of sensitive corns, such as make the lives of some scien-

men burdens to themselves and their friends." I t would seem as if the second of these
two letters had been by the first.

Although Gilbert was hearty in commending essays and reports that he approved, he did
not hesitate to pronounce an unfavorable opinion on a manuscript if his judgment condemned 
it. Of an essay submitted by a nonmember of the survey for official approval he to the
director:

I t s author is a man a theory, who seeks facts to support it and tries t o explain away facts which stand
in the way. His mental attitude is unscientific.

On another manuscript reported even more severely: 
It contains very little new information. I t s contribution to the subject, if set by itself, would readily be

contained on a single page. I will not mention certain defects of style, as these would be eliminated by editorial
revision; but i t is my judgment that the publication of so large a n amount of compiled material with so small
a measure of local and novel information would escite an amount of derision which the Survey can ill afford.
I therefore recommend t ha t the receive such disposition as will effectively prevent the possibility of its
publication.

GTANDARD GEOLOGICAL MAPS 1887-1889

No part of Gilbert's work, as unofficial adviser to Powell and later as his chief
geologist, was of greater import than that concerned with the development and adoption of a
carefully considered scheme for the preparation of the geological maps in which so large a share
of the of the culminates. I t involved the standardization of many matters
regarding which a great diversity of practice had grown up to meet the various needs of State
surveys, yet which a comprehensive and long-lasting uniformity was manifestly
necessary for the needs of the survey. The nature of the areal subdivisions to be
traced in the field, the systematic terminology which the subdivisions should be named, the
colors by which should be represented on maps, and texts by which they should he

and explained in the geologic folios-all these matters had to be defined
in a manner that should, if possible, enjoy a long-continued acceptance by the geologists of the

and various practical problems in the way of map making had to be solved at the
same time. Powell was indeed fortunate to have a man of Gilbert's knowledge and tempera-
ment to charge of this large and piece of work. The general satisfaction that is
still felt in the style of the folios, after 30 years of trial, is good testimony to the wisdom shown
in formulating the plan of their publication. 
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The standardization of the survey maps began in 1881 with an announcement in Powell's
first report-the second of the series-regarding a scheme of geological colors to which reference 
has already been made. A more important mas made in 1887 when Gilbert, for
Powell, sent a letter to 12 leading geologists, inviting them to a conference map problems.
The letter included the following significant statement concerning map sheets:

As our plan involves the preparation, sooner or later, of about 6,000 of these sheets, the method of publica-
tion is worthy of the most careful and thoro investigation can give it.

Following the conference Gilbert issued account of the plan adopted. After declaring
the survey areal unit to be an atlas sheet, not a State, he on:

We assign an atlas sheet to a field geologist, is not a paleontologist, and instruct him t o map the forma-
tions that he finds without regard t o correlation, treating his area practically as though i t the first area
ever mapped. his purposes, a "formation" is a unit of order as his scale permits 
him to plat. collects fossils but does not study problems of correlation. . . . names local and
so are formations. will appear on but one atlas sheet, and we propose to carry none farther than we can
find good physical basis. Detailed is a paleontologist, and for the broad view. It is
to be prosecuted in the interest of general geologic history, and it has slight bearing on problems of stratigraphy
and economic geology. I t can be done a t any time, and can be done over as often as the progress of the science
requires. But the map, if faithfully presenting the physical or stratigraphic phenomena, is of permanent value,
and needs no t o bring i t into conformity with new views. This plan of ours is the outcome of not
a little study and experiment, and it appears to us that if we attempted the alternative plan of correlating in
detail before we decided what t o map and what t o use, we should never accomplish anything in areal
geology.

step was taken at the end of 1888, when a circular letter, this time signed by Powell,
was sent out to a number of geologists, for comments and suggestions on the gen-
eral questions involved in map and the replies were considered in January, 1889,
by a of 18 members under chairmanship of the director. One of Gilbert's letters

action then taken more than was done in the formal report upon it:
The past week has been chiefly devoted to conference on the plan of publishing our geologic maps. Powell

called here a number of his assistants living in other cities, and these, with the Washington chiefs of divisions,
made a roomful, who spent four whole days discussing the various scientific and practical questions involved. 
Everybody had ideas and opinions and each recognized great gain from the interchange. Most of the questions
were satisfactorily settled, and the principal one left unsettled was one requiring experimentation. Powell 
shines as moderator of such an assembly, for he has rare power of keeping the main point focus.

results thus were published in the tenth annual report of the survey. It
may be questioned any other national ever began the publication of its maps
with so carefully considered a plan touching every detail of terminology and coloration. As
examples of the rulings then established the following extracts are presented: 

A formation should be recognized and called by the same name as far as can be traced and identified by
means of its lithologic characters, aided its stratigraphic association and its contained fossils. . . . In
the application of formation the laws of priority and prescription shall be observed. . . . are
designed primarily for the use of the citizens of the United States, whether geologists or laymen. . . . The
unit of publication shall be a n atlas sheet with legend on margin, accompanied by a full sheet of letter press de-
scription (so prepared as t o be intelligible to who are not trained geologists), and necessary, by a
sheet of sections exhibiting the structure of area.

The nationals of the United States ought to have been as much flattered by
the consideration given to their needs in this plan as they must have been dismayed on
the measure of intelligence expected of them when the maps issued.

of the novelties of the plan was the adoption of blue instead of gray the coloring
of Carboniferous formations; but it was properly pointed out that, while gray be appro-
priate if the Carboniferous were always carboniferous, blue was as appropriate as gray for a
formation that, in the States at least, was represented a marine limestone over a
larger area than that in which it included coal beds. But this was a subordinate matter; the 
marvel of the color scheme adopted was the ingenious in which it was made available
for several thousand map sheets and for several hundred formations. I t explained if
each local had special combination of color and pattern, scheme would become
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so cumbrous that no one could learn if the scheme were specially adapted to the needs of
each separate sheet it might be simple enough in each instance, but the color alphabet would
then vary from sheet to sheet in a manner that would be confusing. Hence after mature de-
liberation a scheme was adopted in which both of these diiculties are reasonably avoided; a
scheme which calls for the assignment of certain notational devices or "patterns"
to certain classes of formations, but not to specific formations. The formations were to be

in four classes; crystalline schists, igneous rocks, fossiliferous and
deposits. Each class would use the entire gamut of color, but the colors would be printed in
different patterns for the different Thus the scheme mas made "uniform with refer-
ence to the broad features of classification, and plastic with reference to details.''

The "study and experiment," of which the standard map scheme now familiar in the
geologic folios was the outcome, appear to have been devoted not alono to the choice of colors
and patterns with regard to the legibility of their combinations, but also to the practical details 
of reproducing the patterned colors satisfactorily by lithography instead of by hand, and
was something of an innovation; for it will be remembered that although a number of colored
maps had been produced by mechanical presswork for certain departmental and State surveys
in an earlier decade, their color spaces were seldom of texture; and also that the geological
maps of European surveys were in the eighties usually colored by hand. Hence the proposal
to run off from a press a large number of sheets in a large series of maps with many small and intri-
cate color spaces mas something of a novelty; and as the proposal also included minute color

which had to vary the intricate color spaces, it was a complicated novelty. Study
and experiment were evidently necessary before it could be safely undertaken. 

When the final plans were formally announced, Powell properly assumed full responsibility
for them, but at the same time expressed his indebtedness to his fellow for the aid
they had given:

This subject has been one of constant study by the Director for many years. He is indebted to his col-
leagues on the Survey for much careful experimentation and many valuable suggestions. He is especially
indebted to Messrs. Gilbert and to whom the subject in all its parts and in all stages of investigation
has been referred from time to time. Mr. Gilbert has supervised the experiments and selected the
patterns in the several classes.

The precise extent to which Gilbert, as chief adviser, collaborated with Powell in the
development of the color scheme and other features of the plan is not known; for although it
is recalled that the various kinds of lines, triangles, and dots used in the color patterns were all 
minutely tested and specified by Gilbert before he regarded the scheme as satisfactory, there
is unfortunately no sufficient record of the contributions which he and his senior made to the 
total result. The director of the survey undoubtedly had much to do with the scheme in a
general way, consistent with his capacity as an original thinker and his duty as an administrator; 
while his chief geologist also had much to do with it, as would be expected from his painstaking
ability to follow a problem to its very end. There must have been from time to time occasions
when wise choice had to be made among several competing devices, and there must have been
continued need of keeping a trained and patient hand on every detail of the various devices 
with respect to their practical availability. We may therefore believe that the choice was the
choice of Powell, but that the hand was the hand of Gilbert; and it may even be surmised that
the patient hand sometimes guided the occasional choice.

No formal changes were made in the plan of the geologic folios for over a decade; the
changes that were gradually introduced were those of natural and healthy growth. The most
important was the development of the folio texts far beyond the original intent both in quantity
and quality. The text has often come in later years to occupy several full sheets of letter
press in a folio and to involve technicalities of nomenclature and complications of discussion
that can be understood by none but a trained geologist, and a well-trained geologist at that.
But it will appear in a later section that when it came to be Gilbert's duty to prepare a folio
he held more closely many of his colleagues to the idea that the text should be easily 
intelligible, although in so doing he omitted matters that might, in the opinion of some folio
users, have been profitably included. 
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REVISION OF 1902-3

Not until the winter of 1902-3 was a formal revision of the earlier plan undertaken. A
conference was then held, with Gilbert as its chairman, for the purpose of settling certain ques-
tions that had arisen as the work of the advanced; but the changes resolved upon were 
mostly of a subordinate nature.' One mas the of the superficial or Pleistocene deposits 
with other deposits, thus three instead of four classes of structures to be dealt
with. Others were the addition between Cambrian and Silurian of Ordovician, which had
been excluded before, and the adoption of Pennsylvanian and Mississippian as subdivisions of
the Carboniferous; also a relaxation of the rule regarding priority in the naming of formations.

the last point Gilbert had expressed his opinion in a discussion concerning the
name, Newark, proposed by the survey to the various names by which the so-called
Triassic strata of the eastern United States had been called: 

Much time and have been wasted in discussing the claims of alternative stratigraphic names. I n many
instances controversies arise over matters of fact, but there are also numerous cases in which the facts are well
understood, and individuals disagree only as t o the bearing of the facts on the questions of nomenclature.
Opinions differ so widely as t o the principles which should determine the selection of names that facts which
some regard as conclusive appear to others not a t all pertinent. The road to ultimate peace lies through a
war of principles, and the controversy is one in which the fundamental postulates of the contestants
are exposed.

He then proceeds to state the two postulates on which his preferencefor Newark is grounded:
the formational unit in question should have a single over its entire area; and,

second, the should include a geographical term. Newark is preferred as the geographic
term because it has a definite association with the formation under discussion, because it has
priority of use, and because it is free from other association with geological
Nevertheless, the generally established use of Triassic was in the end allowed to prevail over
the effort of the survey to revive an early but obsolete name for in a way that was in accord
with its scheme of systematic terminology. At a later date, after the action taken by the 
survey committee in 1903, Gilbert expressed himself characteristically in a of the
new rulings and relegated mere priority to a low rank:

I n all the various discussions as t o the choice of names and the determination of principles by which t o
regulate such a choice no account has been taken of the personal factor. Where priority has been the criterion
of selection, i t has been used because i t affords a rule of simple application, and not because the authors of names
are supposed t o have "rights" in the matter. For myself I share the view of tha t the accentuation
of personal credit for the giving of names is the bane of systematic terminology in biology, and believe that  i t  
should be scrupulously avoided in

Thus from first to last Gilbert had a hand, and a very influential hand, in establishing the
plan on which the geologic folios of the survey are constructed; he may be regarded as one of
the leading architects in preparing the design of what is growing to be a great national monument.

CORRELATION PAPERS

Gilbert's duties in connaction with the "correlation papers," already alluded to, were more
to his taste than administrative tasks, although they interfered seriously with field work.
These duties were assumed in 1888, the completion of the report and his withdrawal
from the charge of the Appalachian division giving him the freedom necessary for them. A
conference was held in order to agree upon certain essentials, chief among which was that the
units of correlation were to be large time periods, like Cambrian and Cretaceous, and that the
correlations were to be based chiefly upon marine invertebrate fossils. Time for study and
reflection was here taken freely, both by Gilbert, as editor in charge, and by the authors of the
several essays, and as a result an extremely useful series of volumes was eventually issued.
The share in their preparation was at first the determination of a plan to be followed 

Twenty-fourth Ann.Rept. S. Survey.
The name "Newark" in stratigraphy. Qeol.,
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before the work was begun and the selection of authors for essays on each of the chief divisions
of the geological time scale; later he had to read and to a certain extent revise the manuscripts
submitted, and between the beginning and he undertook a critical study of the principles
that had been till then followed in establishing geological correlations and a careful inquiry
into the principles that ought to be followed in the future. At all stages of the work he had 
much correspondence with authors and advisers, of whom appear to have wished to
follow plans of their than to conform to tho plan adopted. The following extracts
from letters to Prof. C. Marsh may serve as samples of Gilbert's way of treating his problems. 
The letter was written August 6, 1889.

. . . The gentlemen who are considering the correlation of the Tertiaries, by means chiefly of invertebrate
faunas, find no evidence connecting the classification of the Tertiaries of the great interior with
the classification of the Tertiaries of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, the difficulty arising from the fact tha t
the interior Tertiaries are while the coastal Tertiaries are marine, so that there is no overlapping of
invertebrate faunas. I informed by Mr. Ward that no light is thrown by the existing collections of plant
remains, because the floras obtained from the marine Tertiary formations are very meager. I now write t o
inquire whether the vertebrates afford data for the discussion of the ages of the individual formations of the
coast as compared with the ages of the individual formations of the interior. Between and Post-
Pliocene (exclusive) are there common forms from the marine beds of one region and from the freshwater of
the other, and if so, these sufficiently numerous to form a satisfactory basis for discussing the comparative
chronology the stratigraphic columns?

In connection with his reply to this letter, Marsh appears to have made some unacceptable
proposals regarding the introduction of new studies, which brought forth, on December 11, 1889,
the following rejoinder from Gilbert: 

I it as altogether impracticable t o include in review any unpublished material, except such
personal information may serve to connect description of species with data in regard t o localities and
formations omitted or concealed by the paleontologist. unpublished material is included, there seems no
place to stop, and the undertaking becomes interminable and impracticable. The question t o be answered is
not what be shown by vertebrate fossils, but what has been shown, and what is the comparative value of
the showing.

The words "omitted or concealed palcontologist recall the extraordinary state of
affairs had existed in earlier years among rival hunters of fossil "big game" in the Tertiary

of the West.
Officialcorrespondence and reports exhibit one phase of Gilbert's work; personal letters

exhibit another phase. When the correlation papers had reached an advanced stage in Feb-
ruary, 1891, they combined with other duties to reduce the chief geologist, through the winter
at least, to the position of an editorial critic. He wrote to a friend:

My daily grind just now includes the reading of long manuscripts prepared for the printer. For years the
Survey has been preparing a series of essays on the formations of the different periods and the means of correlating
those of districts and countries. The direction of this work has been in my hands and now the results
are coming in. I have already read piles of a total depth of 8 or ten inches and as much more is in
sight with early prospect of still a foot or two more. To this I give my forenoons, with my feet comfortably 
stretched over a chair toward my sitting room fire, and then in the afternoon I sit a t my desk, in front of
grinning ink-stained and dictate letters and answer questions. Sunday is apparently a cross between t he

occupations, for my feet are up and I am busy with letters a t my desk.

The results of this "daily grind" on the part of the editor, following the labors of his asso-
ciates, was a series of bulletins of great practical value to American geological science. The
principles involved in correlation were summarized in a paper presented by Gilbert to the 
International Geological Congress at Washington in which deserves careful reading by
those who have to do with that branch of geological science. 

THE SMALLER DUTIES OF A GEOLOGIST

There can be no question that many of the plans and decisions regarding the geological
work of the survey which Gilbert was called upon to make were of large importance in the
progress of American science; and it may be well believed that, although his work was varied

internat.,
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and difficult, he developed the plans and formulated the decisions justly and wisely in the
great majority of cases, for he was preeminently a reasonable and fair-minded man. But he
had also a vast number of triffling affairs to act upon, and it is grievcus to think that any of
his time should have been on such small matters. Examples taken at random from
his official correspondence include such details as the rearrangement of desks and chairs in
the survey offices; a definition of the duties of disbursing agents; the specification of the
in which divisional geologists should write orders for the performance of field work by their
assistants so as to meet the meticulous requirements of Treasury officials; a recommendation to
the chief clerk that "the privileges of purchasing eggs and extended under certain 
conditions to the Appalachian division, be also extended to the Potomac division;" authoriza-
tion for the of a small unexpended balance one division to meet a deficiency
another; an explanation to a field geologist that an "oath of office" must be taken by all his
temporary scientific assistants, but not by his day laborers; advice whether a horse and buggy 
should be hired or a bicycle purchased for an assistant's field transportation; information as 
to how tents might be requisitioned from the Quartermaster General of the Army instead of
bought in the open market; and the preparation of a reticle by means of the total length
of all the contour lines on a map should be estimated, as a guide determining the cost of
engraving. All these and many other small matters had of course to be settled by some one
in authority, but that Gilbert should have been selected to make such settlements seems a
wasteful use of an eminent man. 

One reason that made some of the work that he had to do as chief geologist disagreeable
to him was that, while he intensely disliked to render a decision on a case in which he felt he
had not had time to gather and to examine all pertinent considerations, his administrative
duties frequently called for prompt action. He wished to deliberate rather than hurried
judgments. Papers on his desk, because he not or could not act upon them
without a certain measure of consideration; and this is the more singular because in scientific
matters his were often formed quickly and with remarkable accuracy; observed
facts were almost unhesitatingly classified in the groups where they belonged. Nevertheless,
his decisions in administrative matters were often reached so slowly that the younger and more
impulsive members of the survey, who chiefly their side of the questions involved,
were a t times impatient under the many-sided deliberations of their chief. Indeed, it mas not
alone the younger members who were dissatisfiedwith the delay in the chief geologist's
office in reaching decisions on their propositions; nevertheless, the chief geologist persisted in
taking his time. He would surely have agreed that captain of a sinking ship must adopt 
at once a fairly good for the rescue of his passengers, rather than wait a day or more for
a better plan that be reached after mature reflection; but he could not regard the survey as
a sinking ship-although i t unhappily came to be not altogether unlike one in 1892.

THE DISASTER OF 1892

can say long Gilbert might have continued in administrative thraldom, had it
not been for the disaster which overtook the survey in 1892. The year before, Congress had
cut off irrigation at the behest of western landowners and cattle kings; that
acting tardily, reduced the survey appropriation for the year ending June 30, 1893, to but
little more than half of its previous amount. Many salaries were stopped entirely; others mere
seriously reduced; the survey was crippled.

Gilbert's relation to the disaster was peculiar. He had had nothing whatever to do with
presenting the survey's needs to Congress in order to secure adequate appropriations for its
work; his duty had been to see that a share of the money provided was wisely spent as far as
geology mas concerned. His small liking for even that sort of responsibility has been told; the
responsibility of lobbying for appropriations would have been utterly distasteful to him, and 
he as as others believed that he would have had little success in it. He had written to a
friend the previous December: 

I have just spent four days in New York, New Haven, and trying t o beg some money to bore a
hole deeper [the deep boring a t Wheeling?], and have only succeeded in confirming an impression I had before
that I am a poor beggar. But the trip gave me much time for reading and I got through a pile of tracts.
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If he had cared less for the scientific contents of the pile of tracts he might have made a 
better beggar; but his preference for science was so pronounced that even the survey disaster
was approaching he gave such time as he could take from his administrative duties to the prosecu-
tion of his own studies, not to the persuasion of the Congressmen.

It was indeed during the very period when the political attack upon the survey in Congress
was a t its height that Gilbert calmly spent many evenings a t the Naval Observatory in
Washington, studying our nearest neighbor. These evenings were about as far from
sional lobbying as can be imagined, although even there Gilbert might, had such been his dis-
position and habit, have deftly put in a good word for the survey when he met "obstructive"
Congressmen, who apparently ranked above a mere geologist when it came to a seat at the great
telescopefor a sight of celestialscenery. Some of the Congressmen, however, seem to have been
better tacticians than he as he afterwards wrote in high glee to an intimate corre-
spondent, one of the national legislators, waxing eloquent in the course of denunciations of
geological depravity during a congressional debate, said:

So useless has the survey become that one of its most distinguished members has no better way to employ
his time than to sit up all night gaping a t the moon.

It had been of course Powell's duty as director of the to meet congressional com-
mittees, and he had for years been extraordinarily successful in securing their support for 
appropriations to carry on all the work that he wished to undertake. But in the
summer of 1592 his arm, partly amputated 30 years before after a wound received in the Civil
War, gave him much pain, and the thus caused made it difficult for him to present
his case as effectively as before. He failed that year to overcome the opposition excited by the
selfish interests of men who were rapidly growing rich by the unrestricted use of the public
domain and the material resources of the West; and although the amount of money assigned for
topographic surveys was not seriously cut down, the share of the appropriation available for
geology was greatly reduced.

The reduction was the more calamitous because congressional action regarding it was
unduly delayed. Although the probability of reduction was foreseen late in July, the appro-
priation bill was not finally enacted till August 5, when field work, authorized some time before
on the expectation that the usual amount of money would be available, was in active progress 
by a of divisions of the geologic branch in all parts of the country. I t therefore fell to
Gilbert's lot immediately to countermand by telegrams and letters the orders that had previously
been given. Field parties were directed to stop work at once and to prepare for record or publica-
tion such results as had been gathered. Indeed the manner in which the reduced appropriation
was allotted by Congress to specified purposes apparently made it necessary to dispense with the
services of a number of valued members of the survey, who must have been shocked
indeed to receive communications, dated August 6, from the chief geologist, couched in the 
following terms:

Letters have been to-day prepared notifying a large number of geologists and assistants that their resigna-
tions be requested after a n allowance of time to put their field material in shape for permanent record.
I write unofficially t o say for your information that such a request will be made of you, but a t present the matter
is undecided. Sincerely regretting that there should be any question of the ability of the Geological Survey to
continue its agreeable profitable with you, I remain . . .

Little wonder that the late summer of 1892 is recalled by the survey members of that period
as a time of trouble and distress, even though the reduction of their numbers was not after-
wards carried out in so drastic a manner as at seemed necessary. Those who were in the
field a t the time the pangs of uncertainty as to their future occupation and livelihood;
the mental anxiety of the few in Washington was made the harder to bear by a spell
of excessive heat such as gives that city an unenviable reputation in the late summer. One 
of Gilbert's personal letters tells the story briefly:

We are just through the hottest week the Bureau has ever recorded for Washington. We are in
mourning because Congress has voted so little money for geology tha t half our corps must be discharged before
the year is through. The planning for readjustment is tiring in more senses than one.
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Yet hot as was the weather and tiring as were the plans, the chief geologist did all in his
power to make the best of a bad matter for his associates. Thus, on August 8, he wrote a long
letter to the director of an important State geological survey, recommending for positions there
certain members of the national survey who might have to be cut off. When one of the field
geologists returned to Washington late Saturday evening a fortnight or so after the disaster in a
state of great uncertainty as to his future, Gilbert on him in person early Sunday morning
with the comforting assurance that the director had placed his name on the list of those who 
were to be retained. To another he wrote in the following kindly spirit:

Perhaps it is not amiss t o say a t this time that your reputation a t this office for careful economic 
administration is good, said reputation being based on your accounts, monthly reports, etc. Partly for this 
reason there lies on the desk of the Chief a letter from the Director to the Secretary of the Interior recom-
mending an increase of your official salary. Unfortunately, our calamities will keep and other letters of
similar tenor from being sent forward to the Secretary, but it may give you some slight consolation to know
that there was a spontaneous movement in that direction.

But there appears to have another side to the calamity. Although Gilbert evidently
felt almost as keenly as Powell himself the misfortune that enforced retrenchment would entail
upon many of the members, he was philosopher enough to find consolation in certain of
its aspects, as is indicated in a letter to a divisional geologist: ,

While the Congressional onslaught is disastrous to many individuals, and therefore grieves me greatly, i t is
not a n unmixed evil for the Survey. I t will have the effect of winding up shortly one or two
which been too dilatory, and will give opportunity for reconstruction in one or two places it been
desirable but difficult.

As to his demotion from the rank of chief geologist to that of geologist, took
place by congressional enactment in August, 1892, Gilbert could have felt nothing but relief.
Yet in the preceding June, when he might have enjoyed that relief and escaped from all adminis-
trative on the survey by resigning from i t to accept an offered professorship of geology at

he did not do so. His feeling a t that time was expressed in a letter to a friend: 
Your letter about versus Washington gives me great consolation in that it states the case very much 

a s I see it. I have never consciously cared for the "renown that comes from running large affairs", and am
disposed to think I have not really cared for i t as I am perfectly conscious of caring for some other kinds of renown.
At any rate I took my present office reluctantly as a n accommodation, my chief reluctance a t the thought of
leaving i t is the difficulty to which you allude of the hole. . . . if I could name an entirely satisfactory 
successor-who could be prevailed on-the Major would let me swap back.

When his demotion came, if it lowered his official standing, i t seems at least to raised
him to a higher floor of the Washington office; for about a month later he wrote a member of
the survey who still addressed him in his former saying that the letter received called 
his attention to the fact that his change of status has not been officially announced, and added:

Don't trouble yourself as to any questions of etiquette which may be involved, for they make no trouble
at this end. When business comes t o me under the old title I send it down stairs without comment.

Faithfully as he had attended to administrative duties while they lasted, he was undoubtedly
glad to be free of them.

Well may have in the thirteenth annual report, at the close of Gilbert's
supervising service in this troublous time:

Special obligations are due to Mr. G. K. Gilbert for his arduous labors in administering with skill and success
the business affairs of the geologic branch.

Gilbert's own report in the same volume touched on his personal affairs very briefly:
Duties in connection with the general work of the branch have left me little time for personal work in the

field.
But he could not immediately escape from the office. A few days after his demotion,

he was impatient to Washington for a brief visit to friends in Ithaca, he wrote them: 
"Tonight I find myself right in the middle of a task that must be finished. Moreover my chief
is used up by the strain on his mental resources and his sympathies. My own special work is
nearly done but I see that by staying a days longer I can him from the necessity of
staying to look after details after the problems have been solved. . . . Fortunately I am feeling
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much fresher than when I put in my plea" for a leave of absence. wonder that he wrote
about this time to who was exploring certain terraces of the Valley in tho
State of Washington, where the river had been formerly blocked by glaciers that descended
from the mountains on the northwest: "I you the study." As a result of the postponed
departure, his vacation was a short one. He mas away from during the fatiguing
summer of 1892 only from August to 27; the time was spent partly at Ithaca, partly a t Roch-
ester during a mosting of the American On his return to Washington he was

than he had been for some years to his own studies, the face of the moon among 
them. although the position of chief geologist no longer existed, because Congress had made 
no provision for it, Gilbert still continued at Powell's request to act in that capacity in many
ways for a year. 

AFTER FIFTY YEARS

The disaster of 1892 bore much more heavily upon Powell as director of the entire survey 
than on Gilbert as chief geologist of one division. Indeed for several years previously the
normal difficulties of the director's position, serious enough by reason of the extraordinary
growth of the been aggravated by the antagonism of political enemies and the
irritation of The reduction of appropriations in to $430,000 was almost a break-
ing strain. I t is true that the reduction was followed by increase nearly to $500,000 in 1893,
but this small gain did not nearly restore the scale of expenditure that had been permitted a
few years before; and in spite of the better that the gain indicated, the directorship be-
came a fatiguing burden for Powell, all the more so because his half-amputated arm continued to
give much pain. He therefore determined in the winter of to withdraw from the
survey in the following spring and to himself to the Bureau of American
Ethnology, of which he had been made chief before he became director of the survey. The
Great Basin mess gave him a lunch in May, at which 48 members of the survey were
present; a photograph much prized by those represented in it shows Powell next to Gilbert a t
the head of the table. Then arose the problem of securing a fitting successor to Powell
as

The geological world naturally looked upon Gilbert as the man for the place, and rightly
enough, for he was admittedly the most eminent geologist on the survey staff. It is
to learn that Powell also had earlier looked upon Gilbert in the same light, for although no 
public mention mas made of it at the time, it is known that the Major had wished withdraw
in favor his chosen adviser several. years before he actually resigned, and the two had con-
sidered the matter The scientific of the position appear to have been in

respects tempting to Gilbert, but the responsibilitieshad not attracted 
when the offer was definitely to him he consulted an old-time friend in he

had confidence,and the friend wisely advised him against it, pointing out that no one 
knew could doubt for a moment of the survey in his hands, the innumerable and 
often vexatious details which unavoidably attached to the officeof director and the annual
necessity of a certain of political would surely prove a heavy strain upon him, and
that he to hesitate iong before accepting the responsibility in place of the posi-
tion as an investigating geologist which he had already gained so enviable a rank. Thus Gil-
bert's own judgment although perhaps to his disappointment; and the upshot
of it was that Powell continued as director several years longer. When at last Powell's
resignation be no longer delayed, Gilbert's experience as chief geologist appears to have
convinced all concerned that he would not wish to be, perhaps would not be successful
as director; so the position went to another member of the staff upon whom its administrative
cares rested easily. But i t was still to his former chief geologist that Powell looked for personal
support; it was Gilbert who went with him to the Johns Hospital in Baltimore when
a new operation on his arm became necessary in May, 1894.

A disinclination to part from his long-time chief was very probably the main cause that
had led Gilbert to decline offered professorship at in the of 1892, as told
above, for he seems otherwise to have been much attracted by this opportunity. He had

regarding it to a in another college:
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should take me and give me a chance to develop a strong department I suppose I attract some
one who would otherwise get to you, but I imagine the chief result would be an increase of the output of geologists.
Of late years there has been a fair demand for them and i t ought t o increase, but there is danger
of overstocking-especially if Chamberlin goes to Chicago and opens the big training school he talks about. 
Perhaps if I go t o C. I would better limit my ambition to the education of future preachers, doctors, 
and engineers.

Thus Gilbert, almost 50 years old, remained on the survey as plain "geologist." His
later relations were seldom more than those of an individual member, for he was not even
placed in charge of a large division. Nearly all his of the following years were directed 
to the solution of special problems on which he worked by himself without assistants, as if
in a state of semiretirement. In the earlier period of the survey's organization, his opinion
and his voice as well as his personal example had been of great influence. His example continued 
to be an inspiration to many younger men, but the organization of the being
advanced, his opinion less frequently consulted and his voice less often heard than before.
Had it not been for the formation of the Geological Society of America shortly before the year
of the survey's disaster, Gilbert's withdrawal from larger to smaller relations might have almost
concealed him from a great number of young geologists who, then coming forth, now stand
in the front rank. Happily the meetings of that society made him even more widely
than before, inasmuch as while his personal acquaintance with members of the
national he into touch with many members of State surveys and many
teachers in colleges who would otherwise have had no occasion of seeing him. Although he
never assumed the authority that was his by right of worth, he was one of the com-
manding figures at the society's meetings until, nearly years later, loss of health forced him
to withdraw from all active scientific associations. Fortunate indeed was it for the
and for the society, and hence for American science, that they gave high position to a
his personal character, in which scientific ability mas combined, as it is not always,
with sincere and unimpeachable integrity.

was in his prime at this turn in his mind mas never more alert and keen.
His body was in good health, although his was naturally less than i t had been 10 years
before. His carriage was easy erect; his bearing was so genial his height of a little
over 6 feet did not seem overpowering to men of shorter stature. His presence had the simple
dignity well expressed in the portrait at the beginning of this He wrote in 1892 to a
Rochester classmate: ( ' In the ten years of Western mountain work and camp life I built up
my constitution so as to be a very vigorous man. Eight years of diminishing outdoor life and
increasing desk work have lowered my tone somewhat and a sickness still more, but I am still
insurable and fairly active;" and fairly he continued to be for many after.
great Bonneville monograph, published but a few years before, had confirmed all that was
expected from his unusual geological ability. His relation to the geologists of the country was
a most enviable one, for he had inspired respect and admiration and had won their c o d -
dence and their affection to an exceptional degree. He was a welcome speaker every meeting
he attended, and what he said always carried weight,; every felt that his statement of
facts was critically accurate, that his inferences mere logical and trustworthy, and that his
judgments were well and impartial. Hc held at one time or another offices of responsi-
bility in nearly all the scientific societies of which he was a member; his associates seemed to

in honoring him. Now, freed from the distractions of administrative he clevoted
25 years to a succession of tasks, several of which were of great import; yet in
them all one must regret that his ability was not concentrated on few large problems
instead of being distributed over many smaller ones.

That the from to 1900 should have witnessed Gilbert's withdrawal 
work was proper enough, for when a man of eminence reaches the age of 50 years he has
the to aside tasks he dislikes in order to devote himself to what he can best accom-
plish.- But that same decade should have witnessed also a reduction in the continuity
of his scientific investigations is regrettable. The of 1893, 1894, and 1895, spent on
the plains of Colorado, in the light of later events to have involved a dissipa
of energy that might have been conserved to advantage, had then been assigned to a larger

about 10 later date, is given in tho Bulletin, Qeol. America, 1919, 2.
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problem, and to one that was more to his liking; such, for example, as the structure and origin
of the basin ranges, which by good rights still belonged to him. he did take up that fine
problem seven years later, an unhappy accident caused him to turn from it after only a single
season in the field.

I t is that the studies of Niagara and the Great Lakes, which Gilbert carried over from 
the previous decade into the nineties and later, were highly illuminating; and had they been

from to divisional rank and been carried to the point of preparing a. complete
report the postglacial history of the St. Lawrence drainage, such a volume would have
rivaled the Bonneville monograph; but unhappily his work never went so far as that, and his
results, so far they are published, remain subdivided among short essays. It can not

doubted that, if he had had the aid of a small corps of assistants in tracing shore lines and
lake outlets and if the volunteer workers in various parts of the Great Lakes region had been
invited to submit results to him for correlation, the Great Lakes problem would have been
rapidly advanced and essentially completed. A comprehensive study of this kind would, to
be sure, have assumed an international character which might have raised certain difficulties
in the way of its execution, but paths around difficulties can usually be found when they are 
wanted; and a cooperative investigation of the St. Lawrence drainage basin by the United
States Canada would have been a fine contribution to international comity. But, as a
matter of fact, Gilbert's field studies in the Great Lakes region were not only performed largely
without assistance; they were also much with by a variety of distractions.

Discontinuity of effort thus seems frequently to have characterized his later years, and
one cause of the discontinuity to have been of his own liking, for it was entirely by his
own choice that he undertook several courses of university lectures and various literary tasks, 
during the performance of which leave of absence was taken from the survey without pay.
Interruptions of these kinds always consume more time than is allotted to them; they are like
constrictions in a water conduit which diminish its discharge only by locally decreasing the
conduit but also by exciting eddies, and thus diminishing the effective diameter of the
conduit still further. However, in a later period, just before and after his year,
Gilbert made a remarkable investigation of hydraulic-mining in California, the reports
on which showed that he preserved even after a severe illness in 1909 and into his old age
an extraordinary capacity in continuous quantitative work, and in linking together a long 
enchninment of causes and effects; but naturally enough this great study did not reach the
dignity of the investigation, all the observational and much of the theoretical work
upon mas completed before his fortieth year. Many other subjects that he treated in
later life were of comparatively short range; or if of longer range, his touch upon them was
short lived even though penetrating. 

It thus appears that when, on passing his year, Gilbert was relieved from adminis-
trative work, he did not enter upon any one great task and carry it to completion. later
studies were directed to a variety of topics, each of which was treated admirably as far as it was
followed, but none of was investigated with monographic thoroughness. His work on

and the Great Lakes was longest continued and nearest to completeness, but it
was intermittently pursued and, as already noted, the results gained were not brought together
in consecutive and harmonious form. Some of his most significant observations, such as those
concerning the cross-spur channels cut by the proglacial discharge in central New York, and
those concerning the and Nipissing outlets across the Province of Ontario, remain
for the most part in unpublished notebook records. Gilbert stood a t this time unquestionably
a t the zenith of his scientific achievements; he enjoyed to fullest extent the and
respect of geologists, his relations with whom were, as already noted, happily extended 
through the meetings of the Geological Society of America, then newly organized. His in-
fluence on geological science continued for to be most beneficent in the way of inculcating
by example the very ideal of unprejudiced objective methods in scientific work; but his native
genius was not employed to its fullest advantage in the discontinuous studies that he undertook.
I t was as if the countless distractions during his 10 years of administrative work had so inter-
rupted his natural capacity of scientific study that he found difficulty in returning to large
problems involving long-sustained mental effort.
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GENERAL SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES: 1891-1900
THE GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS OF 1891

was one of the large majority of American geologists who favored and brought 
about the change of meet

ing

place for the Fifth International Geological Congress from Phila-
delphia, where it had been ineptly placed following the proposal of an unrepresentative American
member at the London congress in 1888, to Washington, where it should have been placed
from the He was vice president of the American committee on organization, and when
the time for the meeting approached hc took an active part in preparing program for its
sessions and in making arrangements for western excursion that was to follow it. Chapters
for the excursion guidebook on Niagara and districts in the Cordilleran region

by him. During the meeting in Washington, he spoke on methods of correlating
formations, there reflecting his work on the correlation papers for the national survey; 

and at the final session he called attention to the fact that, as rules on various practical matters
established by votes of earlier congresses had frequently been found unsatisfactory when the
attempt was made to apply them under new conditions, the precedent of the London congress
of 1888 not to establish rules by vote had been followed at Washington. He joined with Major 
Powell in giving a complimentary dinner to 12 European-and 10 American members. The

hosts occupied the ends of the table, while foreign members alternated with Americans
along the sides. A company that included among its members von Zittel, de Geer, Barrois,
de Rothpletz, and Credner, with Le Conte, Hall, Marsh, Chamberlin, and
King, and that was presided over by the director and the chief geologist of the national survey, 
may be considered truly distinguished.

Gilbert was one of committee charged with the assignment of berths for the members of
the western excursion party on the special train. "We shall, he wrote to a friend, "herd the
Germans at one end and the French at the other and interpose a dining car in middle of
the to put them still further apart." During journey he was at all times a most
helpful interpreter of American geology to the European members; he naturally acted as chief
guide at Niagara and in the neighborhood of Salt Lake City. Although he had never been to
the Yellowstone Park, he sacrificed the week that the excursion spent there in order to
go ahead of the to Utah and make every arrangement for the local excursions that
he was to conduct along the Wasatch front and to certain Bonneville shore lines. After the
party overtook him and spent three days there, the train ran to Denver, where a number of
members continued eastward; Gilbert accompanied the others to where Powell led
them through an uncomfortable and indeed arduous experience, including a night in the rain
with inadequate shelter, to the Colorado Canyon. 

One of Gilbert's letters written after return to Washington refers briefly to an amusing
illustration of skepticism on the part of the European geologists which was one of the most

incidents of the entire excursion.
My own part of the trip-about Salt Lake City-was peculiarly satisfactory. I skipped Yellowstone 

Park so to spend a week in preparation in Utah. My friends in Salt Lake aided most efficiently, so that
I was able to carry out all my plans, and they added hospitality of their own. . . . . Lake Bonneville and the
faults were examined with great interest and deliberation and much discussion. As to the faults especially the
whole foreign contingent were skeptical a t first, hut they all before we were through.

Both skepticism and capitulation deserve fuller statement.
the excursion train approached Salt Lake City in the afternoon of a hot and cindery

day, most of the memberswere looking forward to a bath and a rest rather than to a field demon-
stration; but the train was stopped a short distance north of the city, where Gilbert met it with
a procession of carriages, and the members, willing or not, were driven along a dusty road to
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the base of the Wasatch Range to see a small alluvial fan in which a little gravel scarp, 
feet high, was pointed out as indicating a very modern renewal of the great fracture on

which the mass of the range had been upheaved. The foreign members promptly and almost
unanimously refused to accept a trifling gravel bank as evidence of any such geological phe-
nomenon. Gilbert placidly pointed out that the face of the little scarp ran like a chord across 
the curved front of the on the line of the foothill base, and added that other fans showed
similar in similar positions; but while the American members of the party, even to the

felt no hesitation in accepting the explanation of their leader-for it illustrated what 
was to them a simple and familiar physiographic problem-the foreigners still remained incred-
ulous. One of them, more outspoken than the rest, expressed the general dissent by saying
that they were not used to such evidence for faults, and asked if they could not be shown an
instance of displaced strata, such as they were accustomed to accept as proof of faulting. Gilbert
answered that one such example was to him, but it was inaccessible; and without trying
to press his point further conducted the party to the city. But the "foreign contingent"
did not let the matter drop there; they were openly incredulous in talking with each other
through the evening, and said in effect: "Is this a sample of the sort of evidence on which
Gilbert has based the theories in his great Bonneville monograph!" In the Gil-
bert remained imperturbable, giving no sign of impatience, making no attempt whatever to

the visitors out of their he simply bided his time, for he had something more 
than faulted fans in store.

The next day was given to a visit by train southwestward to the imposing Bonneville em-
known as the bar, illustrated in Plate IX of the volume. I t

swings in a long curve, concave to the north, from the lake bluffs on the west side of the
Range westward across the intermont depression known as Rush Valley; and here Gilbert's
views were accepted without hesitation, if exception be made of the opinion expressed by an
enthusiastic German glacialist, who was inclined to believe that the great was
the terminal moraine of a glacier that had come across the desert from the north.

The third day wasspent south of Salt Lake City at the mouth of Little Cottonwood Canyon, 
one of the most interesting localities of the Wasatch front, as it exhibits, in addition to a whole
series of piedmont fans, the only moraines that descend from the mountains to the level
of the Bonneville shore lines; and there, looking up from the line of fan scarps, the nearer one 
of the paired moraines was pointed out as having a narrow down-faulted notch in its crest. Even
then the reluctant visitors demurred, saying that moraines were well known to have uneven

and that a mere notch in a moraine crest would prove nothing. Not until the nearer
moraine was ascended to the point on the upper side of its notch, whence the scarped fans to the
north and south, a notch in the other moraine, and a little depression in the trough floor between
the two moraines were all seen to be systematically aligned, incredulity changed to belief.
Then, to their credit be i t said, the visitors' conversion was so complete that one of them ex-
claimed: '(We must look for this sort of thing in the Alps."

This which has been called "the mutiny of the congress excursion" by some of the
American members, is good enough without a moral, but the moral must not be overlooked.
The story teaches that, even so late as 1891, the value of small surface as analyzed by
American geologists experienced in western exploration and applied by them to the interpreta-
tion of underground was not to their European colleagues. Since then prog-
ress in this physiographic branch of geology has been rapid; when the transcontinental excur-
sion of the American Geographical Society crossed the United States to the Pacific coast in 

and visited Cottonwood Canyon on the return trip, the European geographers in
party betrayed no on hearing the explanation of fan scarps and moraine notches 

which Gilbert had given in 1891repeated by an Americanwhohad then heard him; theskepticism
shown by tho geological party was not repented.
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THE ORIGIN OF COON BUTTE

In point of time the field study of Coon Butte, a curious circular rim around a basinlike
cavity in Arizona, preceded and may have suggested the telescopic study of the moon, the
beginning of which was alluded to in the preceding section, and the completion of which is told
in the next section; but the theoretical discussion of Coon was not published for three
years after the appearance of the final on the "Moon's face." A possible origin of Coon
Butte is indicated by the question-beggingname, Meteor crater, by which the cavity within the
butte rim had come to be known; and the idea that the cavity marked the place where a huge
meteor has embedded itself in the earth's crust presumably had to do with the hypothesis of

embedding themselves in the face of the moon, as the next section will explain. In
any case, Gilbert took leave of absence from survey duties in November,1891, and, with Marcus 
Baker as aid in the preparation of a topographic and magnetic to Arizona to ex-
amine the crateriform cavity. Several weeks were spent and a following fortnight was
given to the study of unquestionable volcanic cones and craters in the neighborhood of the
great dissected volcano of San Francisco Mountain. Gilbert took along on this excursion
the manuscript of survey memoir on a subject not at all Gilbertian with the intention
of giving bad-weather days to its revision; but fortunately the weather was persistently clear 
and his leave of absence was little interrupted by this office duty.

Before setting out from the object of the journey was told in a personal letter:
The errand is a peculiar one; I am going to hunt a star. . . . Numerous fragments of meteoric iron have

been found in a tract adjacent to a "crater," and the crater differs from others in that it is composed of'sandstone
and limestone and has no volcanic rock. Suspecting that it is the scar produced by the collision of the earth
with a small star, I asked Mr. [W. D.] Johnson to take a look a t it, and report. He done so and his report
confirms my suspicions, The scar is of a mile across and the indications are that the missile is somewhere 
under the scar.

But in spite of the provisional acceptance of this meteoric theory, it was given up after the
ground was examined. Another letter to the same correspondent tells the story:

I didn't find the star of course, she is not there-but like the peasant who subsoiled for gold I reaped
a crop that is worth having. Thirty days in camp gave a fine foundation for winter work, and then even though
the hole is starless it is probably unique. The theory a t present in favor is that hot lava was injected 1200 or
1500 feet below the surface of the plain, superheating some water it found there and causing a big blast of steam
power. If that theory is good, the shower of meteoric iron was subsequent, and its coincidence in place was 
fortuitous. . . . Our wagon carried three barrels of water and only one camp was made near a spring. We
were free to stop where we pleased, and we always stopped where there was plenty of So we didn't mind if
we had to comb ice from our hair after morning ablutions.

same subterranean cause of the cavity was given preference two months later, after 
all other hypotheses had been eliminated; the opinion then expressed was that all the features
of the cavity the view that it was produced by the penetration of a large meteor. 
I t is probably due to the explosion of steam caused by the [subterranean] injection of volcanic
rocks." As such it was regarded as a first phase in the formation of a volcano; a phase that is
ordinarily concealed by the eruptions of the later phases, but which is here visible because no
later phases occurred.

The problem of Coon Butte, as Gilbert called it, was repeatedly the subject of communica-
tions at scientific meetings or of lectures before more popular gatherings for several pears. I t
was presented to the National Geographic Society of Washington in March, to the National
Academy of Sciences also in Washington in April, and to the American Association at Rochester
in August, all in 1892; and in 1895 at Kansas, Chicago, and Universities; but in the
present connection the problem is chiefly interesting as the subject of a address
before the Geological Society of Washington in December, entitled"The origin of hypoth-
eses," in which philosophical impartiality in the presentation of alternative hypotheses is
illustrated to perfection. A reader of this notable deliverance might indeed contend with good
reason that its author seemed more interested in the abstract discussion of his problem than in

The origin hypotheses, illustrated by the study of a topographic problem. Published by the Society of 1896; also
in Science, 111, 1896, 1-13.
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any concrete result to which the discussion led. The treatment recalls that of the address on 
the "Inculcation of scientific method by example," delivered 10 years before, but differs in
placing greater emphasis on certain steps in the orderly progress of a research. Its outline is
as follows:

The step in an investigation, after observation has been somewhat advanced, is the
invention of explanatory hypotheses. Hypotheses ordinarily "flash into with-
out premonition," and they appear always to be suggested through analogy. 

The unexplained phenomenon on which the student fixes his attention resembles in some of its features
another phenomenon of which the explanation is known. Analogic reasoning suggests that the desired explana-
tion is similar in character to the known, and this suggestion constitutes the production of a hypothesis. 

Gilbert said that, in order to test this view, he had for some years endeavored to analyze
the methods employed by himself and some of his associates in geologic research.

Next, after an investigator has framed or invented an hypothesis, he proceeds to test it. 
If the phenomenon was really produced in the hypothetic manner, then it should possess, in
addition to the features already observed, certain other features, and the discovery of
these will serve to verify the hypothesis. Resuming its examination, he searches for the par-
ticular features. If they are found the theory is supported; and in case the features thus

and discovered are numerous and varied, the theory is accepted as satisfactory; but if
the reexamination reveals features inconsistent with the tentative theory, the theory is thereby
discredited, and the investigator proceeds to frame and test a new one. The investigator there-
fore makes two steps: I-Ie invents hypotheses and he invents tests for them, and it was to the 
intellectual character of these two kinds of invention that attention was directed. The com-
ment may be here introduced that tests are usually prepared by the largely conscious process 
of deduction, and thus differ from hypotheses, which are more truly inventions.

The treatment then turns more especially to Coon Butte and considers particularly
the two hypotheses of meteoric impact and subterranean explosion, appropriate tests being
developed for each. The meteoric hypothesis is examined.

If the crater were produced by explosion the material contained in the rim, being identical with that removed
from the hollow, is of equal amount; but if a star entered the hole, the hole was partly filled thereby, and the
remaining hollow must be less in volume than the rim.

The excess of rim matter required by the theory of a "buried star" was not found by
observation; nor were any magnetic deviations detected, such as a large meteor should produce.
It was calculated that if the meteor were 500 feet in diameter, it must be buried 10 miles below
the surface in order not to affect the magnetic needle perceptibly and such a depth of burial is
regarded as so improbable that the meteoric hypothesis is thereby negatived and excluded.
The hypothesis of a subterranean explosion, caused by an ascending volcanic intrusion nearly 
to the surface, is next examined and found to be more plausible; but in spite of the opinion
earlier expressed in favor of this hypothesis, little preference is expressed for i t over
other hypotheses which are patiently examined. In the end, the origin Coon Butte is left
uncertain, as if both the hearers and the readers of this address were urged to practice the sus-
pension of judgment some more convincing test than any that Gilbert had devised could
be tried and satisfied. Instead of emphasizing one or another explanation of the curious
topographic feature to which so much careful observation and reflection had been given, 
emphasis was given to the conditions under which an investigator may best invent hypotheses.
I t was concluded that if the ideas set forth concerning the origin of hypotheses are correct,
"then fertility of invention implies a wide and varied knowledge of the causes of and
the understanding of nature in many of her varied aspects is an essential part of the
equipment of the investigator."

Gilbert was undoubtedly right in his estimate of the more and the less important aspects
of his address. Coon Butte is a relatively trifling and local affair, while fertility in the invention
of hypotheses and of tests by which the hypotheses can be proved or disproved is a matter of
the broadest scientific importance. But if, in the judgment of a man in Gilbert's position, it
was desirable in 1895 to expound to a representative body of American specialists in the hightly
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speculative science of geology the method of inventing hypotheses and the manner of devising
and applying tests for them, the implication thus given as to the previous education of our
geologists is not flattering. I t may be added that the uncertainty in which the problem of
Coon Butte was left is characteristic of, not to say inherent in, the discussion of a single pheno-
menon, much of which lies beneath the earth's and is therefore beyond the reach of
observation. The probability that the cavity was produced by a subterranean 
such being the explanation which Gilbert appeared to prefer, as fas as he showed any
-is increased when it is noted that a number of other cavities resembling the hollow of Coon
Butte more or less closely are known to exist farther south in the United States and in Mexico.
The probability that the cavity was produced by the impact of a meteor-such being the explana-
tion which many other observers of the cavity prefer-is increased by the presence of meteoric
fragments near by.

THE MOON'S FACE

Reference has already made to Gilbert's telescopic study of the moon at the Naval
Observatory in Washington during the summer of 1892, when he found Congressmen to inter-
fere about as much with his purpose as cloucls. He wrote to a friend at that time:

I am a little daft on the subject of the moon, being troubled by a idea as to its craters, and I have
haunted the observatory for three evenings in which I have netted but one hour of observation. and
congressmen are about equally obstructive. Tonight I go with a stenographer so as to record what I see while
i t is before my eye.

i t was the expense of this stenographer that represented by an entry which
recurred a number of times in the pocket of this period: "Astronomy . . . $2.00." The
"new ideav-not altogether new-was that lunar craters are due to the impact of
bodies and not to volcanic eruptions; the idea was very probably suggested to him by the
study of Coon Butte. Gilbert gave much time and more thought to the study of this highly
speculative problem. His "observations were practically limited to two in August,
September, and October, 1892; a period affording 18 nights available for work"; and a period
in which work of this wholly nonpolitical sort may have afforded welcome distraction from the
disaster in which politics had involved the The instrument used was a
refractor, and the magnifying power found most serviceable was 400. So persistent were his
visits to the observatory that he eventually traced the '(terminator," or line of sunrise and
sunset, all across the face of the moon, and thus saw every part of its earth-turned half
obliquely illuminated, so as to bring out its relief to best advantage. 

In the following winter, when Gilbert was absent on leave from the survey from January
to April to deliver a course of lectures at the Columbia School of Mines in New York City, his
inferences based on telescopic observation were tested by the experimental production of
like forms in materials of various kinds, a laboratory at Columbia being made available to him
for this purpose. He dropped marbles into porridge and lumps of mud into a bed of mud;
he rigged up a strong sling-shot apparatus with elastic bands, and thus pellets
of clay with about one-sixth of a pistol bullet's velocity into a bed of clay, varying the ancl
velocity of the pellets and the viscosity of the clay bed; he used a large-bore musket to fire
balls of various materials into beds of the same materials: "A leaden ball fired into a flat sheet
of lead produced a cup-like crater, linecl throughout with the material of the The re-
sults of this experimental work, which the experimenter referred to in his letters as his

supported his idea that the lunar craters are due to impact; but before the experiments
were made, he had worked out what he the to account for the .craters
and presented it as a most alluring address when retiring from the presidency of the Philosophi-
cal Society of Washington in December,

I t has been remarked that the majority of astronomers explain the craters of the moon by
volcanic eruption-that is, by an essentially geological process-while a considerable number

N. H. Explosion craters Sci Monthly 1916 417-430. [It is reported that a boring in has discovered body of
iron a t a depth of over 1,000 feet below'the of

The moon's face, A study of the origin features. Bull. Phil. Wnshington, 1893, 241-292.
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of geologists are inclined to explain them by of bodies falling upon the moon-that
is, by an essentially astronomical process. This suggests that each group of scientists the
craters so to explain by processes with which they are professionally familiar that they
have recourse to a process belonging in another field than their with which they are prob-
ably imperfectly acquainted, and with which they therefore feel freer to take liberties. How-
ever that may be, a perusal of Gilbert's address leaves no doubt that his theory was,
in the place, by an observer who knew full well what terrestrial volcanoes are;
that it was, in second based on a critical study of the moon's face; and that i t was,
in the third place, circumspectly into the realms in accordance with
reasonable physical laws. His of topographic features of the moon is an admirable
piece of inductive work. There are a score of dark plains or maria, a of rugged moun-
tain chains, and a few linear depressions, but of craters there are many thousands,
with diameters usually between 10 and miles; yet "through the expression of every feature 
the lunar emphatically the ordinary volcanoes of the earth," hence,
as to their origin, differences of form "effectively bar from consideration all volcanic action 
involving the extensive eruption of by which terrestrial volcanoes are almost univer-
sally characterized. Explosive eruptions, such as are believed to produce the occasional
about in terrestrial volcanic regions, might explain the small lunar pit craters which make
one-half of the total number, but not the half, for "lack the wreath [rim], the inner
terraces, the inner plain, and the central hill" by the larger lunar craters are character-
ized. An origin by the impact of external bodies is therefore considcred.

The meteoric theory of lunar craters is rejected, because such bodies approaching the
moon in direction would make a large number of oblique impacts, their predominant angle
of incidence being and mould therefore produce a large proportion of craters; but
the lunar craters are nearly circular; twenty-nine-thirtieths of them have less than 0.3 ellipticity.
The meteoric theory is therefore replaced by the moonlct theory, this was Gilbert's original 
and personal contribution to the problem; he set it forth with some fullness. I t assumes that
the moon has been formed by the gradual gathering together of a vast number of small bodies,
or moonlets, which originally a ring around the earth, similar to the ring around Saturn;
that successive impacts of the on the growing moon were so far saparated in time
that, except when heated locally and temporarily by an impact, the moon mas always a cold
planet; and that even after the moon had to about its present size, the surviving moon-
lets still moving in the plane of the original ring would therefore the moon in that
instead of at all parts of its surface. Under such conditions, a t least half the would
fall upon the moon with an angle of incidence of less than if the moon's attraction be
considered, nearly three-fourths of the impacts would have a less of incidence than
and if the effect of in influencing the moon's rotation is considered, the number of
nearly vertical impacts be still further increased. The objection that, under this theory,
lunar craters should lie chiefly near the lunar equator is met by saying that as the
did not move precisely in the plane of the moon's equator, "their collisions would disturb its
axis of rotation . . . . Under impulses thus given the moon's equator may have
occupied successively all parts of its surface, without departing widely from the plane of
the moon's orbit."

This is manifestly ingenious, but its acceptance is hindered by difficulties that
Gilbert's essay does not overcome. One is the absence of at least a few elliptical craters, 
which even under the theory ought to make no fraction of the total. A
second difficulty is the unsystematic distribution of the circular craters; for under the
theory an unsystematic distribution involves the necessity of supposing that, even after the moon
had reached essentially its present size, the off-equator impacts of the remaining moonlets, some
of them to the north, others to the south, were so far from being compensatory that they tilted 
the into various positions, and this in spite of the earth's action in holding the supposedly
prolate moon with its longer directed earthward. I t would seem, on the contrary, that the
last few thousand would be unable to tilt the moon appreciably, and that they ought
therefore to have produced craters chiefly around an equatorial great circle, or that if they
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departed from the equator as widely as the few thousand last-formed craters do, the impacts of
those falling in high latitudes, north or south, would be so oblique that the resulting craters would
be plainly oval instead of nearly circular. A third difficulty is that the supposed influence of

impacts on the rotation, by which the incidence of impacts would be made more 
nearly vertical, would be greatly weakened if not wholly overcome in the late period when the
last few thousand impacts occurred, by the earth's action on the supposedly prolate moon above
referred

But apart from these difficulties, there are certain supposedly"sculptural" features of lunar
scenery which do not appear to have been recognized by others than Gilbert, and which give 
independent support to certain aspects of the theory. These are, on the one hand, the
grooves which furrow the rims of certain craters or score the tracts between the craters; and,
on the other hand, the ridges or hills which appear to have been odded to the surface.
They have locally accordant directions, so that the grooves in crater rims are arranged like parts
of a system of parallel chords across the rim circle; but when platted on a chart of the moon,
the directions diverge from "a point near the middle of the plain called Mare Imbrium [north-
west of the center of the moon's visible hemisphere], none of them enter that plain."
This system therefore has nothing to do with the "white streaks" which diverge in
radial systems from certain craters, especially from Tycho in the southern part of the

and which, following Wiirdemann, are regarded as great splashes or spatterings of
whitish matter caused by impacts. Furthermore, "associated with the sculpture lines is a
peculiar softening of the minute surface configuration, as though a layer of semiliquid matter
had been overspread, and . . . . obliterated the craters and filled some of the
larger"; and such Gilbert believed to be the fact. Hence, he thought that-
a collision of exceptional importance occurred in the Mare Imbrium, and that one of its results was the violent
dispersion in all directions of a deluge of material-solid, pasty, and liquid. the southwest the deluge
reached nearly . . . . a distance of 900 or 1,000 miles . . . Northward and northeastward i t probably extended 
to the limb. Thus . . . were introduced the elements necessary to a broad classification of the lunar surface.
A part was buried by liquid matter whose congelation produced smooth plains [maria]. Another part was over-
run by a flood of solid and pasty matter which sculptured and former details. The remainder was 
untouched, and probably represents the general condition of the surface previous to the Imbrian event.

Gilbert's confidence in this catastrophe is further indicated by the association with i t of
certain great furrows, '(comparable in magnitude with the Grand Canyon of the Colorado,"
and believed to result from a terrific plowing of the lunar surface by of the Imbrian

after they had described a trajectory of over 1,000 miles. His is also 
illustrated by a description of certain ('rills," which he imagines to have been "yawning chasms 
three-fourths of a mile wide a t top and several miles in before the Imbrian deluge; when
"the swift tide rushed over them a small portion may have been arrested and engulfed, but
chasms were not filled till the torrent stopped. Then that which spanned them sank down,
coming to rest a short distance below the edges and so forming the visiblefloors.''

The coherence of these explanations is attractive, but in the present connection the most
remarkable things about them are, first, the amount of time that was found, during the most
distressing which the Geological Survey ever passed through, for late at night
the observations on which the explanations were based; and, next, the distance to which the
explanations that were framed to account for the observations led their cautious inventor into
an extremely speculative field. In so far as his ventures concerned the explanation of existing
features of the moon's surface, it may be believed that Gilbert was exceptionally well equipped
by his minute and appreciative study of existing features on the earth's surface; in this respect
he had a great advantage over astromomers; and in so far as his ventures touched concepts of an
astronomical nature in connection with his theory of moonlets, he was exceptionally well pre-
pared by his unusual capacity for mathematical and physical discussion; in this respect he had 
advantage over most if not all geologists. One who was well acquainted with this lunar

I t has lately been suggested that the circular form of lunar might be determined by the explosion of vaporized by
impact, whatever the direction of a meteor's approach.
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sion of Gilbert's and who was especially competent to judge the quality of his astronomical
discussions regards them as indicating a remarkable capacity in the vizualization and the state-
ment of mathematical conditions and relations; for although the excursionist was little acquainted
with the formal machinery of higher mathematics, he was surprisingly familiar with the concepts
essential to their application to physical questions; he could state his problems words with
remarkable facility and clarity, even though they might be difficult to express in symbols and

more to work out. Nevertheless, i t still seems that the necessity of tipping the
moon this way and that after i t had essentially reached its present size, in order to explain the
systemless distribution of craters under the theory, is a serious embarrassment in a
beautifully conceived process. 

SOCIETIES I N

Gilbert's relations to scientific societies in the decade 1881-1890 have already been out-
lined. The expansion of those relations a decade later is here sketched. five-year service 
as vice president of the Philosophical Society of Washington was succeeded by a one-year term
as its president, a t the close of which he read the noteworthy address on the "Moon's face,"
above noticed. He spoke before the same society in 1893 on the "Temperature of the
earth's nucleus," and in 1894 on "Sedimentary measurement of Cretaceous time." A dis-
cussion of "Gravity determinations" in 1895 will be referred to later, under the heading of

All these subjects were eminently appropriate to the audiences before which they
were presented, as they concerned with the broadest aspects of geologic philosophy. The
sedimentary measurement of Cretaceous time was suggested by field work in Colorado, where
he had found sections exhibiting regular alternations of limestone and shale involving or
more repetitions at several different levels; from this he inferred that some regular and periodic
change of conditions must have determined the periodic changes of deposition; and he sug-
gested that the change of conditions represented the cycle of the precession of the equinoxes.

change was supposed to be chiefly climatic and to affect the area whence the
found in the plains strata were derived.

If the climate of a broad peneplain were by precession made alternately moist and dry, then during moist
epochs it would be densely clothed with vegetation, subterranean waters would be highly charged with organic
acids, so to dissolve much lime carbonate, and mechanical degradation would be impeded by the vegetal
mat. During dry epochs vegetation would be sparse, water would have little power of solution, and relatively
rapid mechanical degradation would cause the residual clays to be transported to the ocean.

If, then, a deposit 4 feet in thickness represented one precessional cycle of 21,000 years,
the total thickness of the strata concerned, 3,900 feet, would require 20,000,000 years for their
deposition; an estimate which, i t is'noted, may be half or double the truth. The value of the
precessional cycle as a measure of geological time was elaborated six years later in his presi-
dential address before the American association, mentioned below; and at about the same time
the use of the precessional period in the measurement of a recent time period was proposed in
a review6 of a paper on the latest epoch of the glacial period, in which 17 terminal moraines 
were said to occur between the farthest advance of the ice sheet at Cincinnati and its retreat 
t o the Ontario basin: 

postulating the astromical cycle of the precession of the equinoxes as the cause of the morainic cycle, the
approximate time covered by the morainic history is computed . . . a t 315,000 years.

As the time since the ice margin lay in the Ontario basin is measured by the age of the
gorge, the total time since the last ice maximum was placed at or 400,000

years. Both of these studies represent the strong interest that their author so often mani-
fested in the quantitative aspect of geological problems. 

Gilbert was a member of the Biological Society of Washington, but not a frequent speaker 
a t its gatherings. On one occasion when he was present the seems to less
entertaining than he had wished; he wrote about it to a friend as follows:

iii, 1895, 121-127.
vii, 1869,
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Last evening I attended a meeting of the Biological Society. Prof. Osborn of Princeton of the
American Museum of History in New York City] presented a review of Marsh's recent papers on the
discovery of Cretaceous mammals. president of the Society, had sent a notice of the meeting to
Prof. Marsh and he was there to hear himself reviewed. Osborn undertook to show that had made
seven species, five genera, and four families out of the teeth of one species-and more of the same sort. Marsh
in reply said that when he wrote he had about 100 specimens, but that the work of collection had not stopped
and now he had more than 1,000, including some jaws with the teeth in place. This later material was not
fully studied but he was able to say that Osborn was partly right and partly wrong-which I thought, con-
sidering Marsh's peculiarities, a remarkably good response. So all our fun was quiet, and the proceedings of
the Society on the Stanislaus were not repeated.

No explanatory notes will be needed by any reader of this memoir as to the above
named; but as some of the younger readers may be puzzled by the mention of the "Society
on the Stanislaus," i t may be well to state that its publications are not listed in the Royal
Society's catalogue. 

The allusion here made to Marsh may introduce a reference to the second of the few
papers that Gilbert wrote on what seemed from its title, "Age of the Potomac formation," to
have to do with historical geology or with paleontology, but which proves on examination to
be concerned chiefly with those aspects of physical geology that Gilbert habitually considered
and, indeed, rather with the philosophy of that division of geology than with its facts. It
appears that Marsh had assigned the so-called Potomac formation-a nonmarine deposit at
the base of the Atlantic coastal plain series-to the Jurassic; and Gilbert asked for the
acter of the evidence and the course of reasoning" on which the assignment was based. He
was prompted to do so because in the absence of marine invertebrate remains, Marsh had been
guided by vertebrate fossils, and the method by which such fossils are interpreted as time 
markers "must differ in an important way from the method ordinarily used by students of
invertebrate fossils and fossil plants. As he [Marsh] has pointed out, land vertebrates are
peculiarily sensitive to climatic and other physical conditions, and the evolution of new forms
is consequently rapid. The life of a species is short and its value for purposes of correlation
. . . correspondingly high. . . . But," Gilbert adds, "it appears to me a that this
quality of rapid evolution is a two-edged sword," because i t prevents correlation by widespread
identity or close similarity of forms. Moreover, in point of fact the Potomac beds in New
Jersey lie unconformably on Triassic strata below and pass insensibly into marine Cretaceous
above; and Marsh seems to have interpreted these structural relations as indicating an inter-
mediate time relation between Triassic and Cretaceous.

The geologist, however, infers that the unconformity beneath the Potomac represents a time interval,
and consideration of the extensive dislocation and deformation of the Newark [Triassic] beds and of the enor-
mous degradation they suffered before the deposition of the Potomac gives the impression that the time
interval was very long as compared to the time represented by the Potomac beds themselves.

I n closing, Gilbert remarked that he had intention to controvert Prof. Marsh's view,
but merely to show how desirable i t is that he set forth the reasons therefor."

A later communication was made to the Biological Society of Washington in 1899, regard-
ing the effects of a landslide by which the Columbia River had been dammed a t the Cascades,
"not than 350 years ago"; the observations on which this study was based were made on
the return from the Harriman Alaska expedition, and the results were presented to a biological
society they had to do with the explanation of a submerged

The National Geographic Society had Gilbert's services on its board of managers from
1891 to 1900, except when he acted as vice president in 1896 and 1897. He addressed its
meetings on various occasions, his subjects being Coon Butte," in 1892; the "Great Basin,"
in 1898; and the "Glaciers of Alaska," in 1899. He also gave, in January, 1894, under the
auspices of this society six lectures on the "Shaping of the earth's surface," apparently repeated
from a similar course for Washington teachers in the last months of 1892. He contributed a

Science,
Science, xi,
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popular article on the "Origin of the surface features of the United States" to the society's
Magazinein 1898, and he was of course selected to prepare an account of Niagara Falls in the 
society's short-lived "National Geographic monographs," published in 1895. This excellent
account is referred to in another section; the previous article is of a much more popular nature;
diastrophic processes of origin are here called Plutonic, and erosional forces largely of
solar Apollonic. The following extracts will illustrate the style of presentation here 
employed:

The Central comprising half of all the land [of the United States], has been shaped by Apollonic 
forces. The geologist tells us of many uplifts, dislocations and flexures of the crust, but all these have been
reduced to approximate evenness by the cooperative work of rain, frost and rivers. Where hollows were 
they have been filled; where hills and mountains had grown they have been pared away, so that only their
roots, with a few low stumps, remain. . . . [In the Great Basin] the ranges are definitely Plutonic, each one 
having been caused by a distinct local uplift. . . . Through extensive districts [of the same region] the alluvial
waste from the erosion and sculpture of the ranges is gathered in the intervening valleys, making of each one 
shallow basin or gently concave plain, where roads may run a t will. Here and there some of the ranges are
almost buried by the alluvial filling, so that their summits project as craggy islands above a sea of rock

served as a manager of the Cosmos Club in Washington from 1890 to 1892, as its
vice president in 1893, and president in 1894. This appears to be the only instance in which
he accepted office in a organization, if the Cosmos Club may be so called.
is no record of his having taken part, even as ordinary member, in any political organization 
in any society for public welfare; or of his having served on any paid or unpaid commission,
civic, State, or national; not that he was indifferent to good government and a better
order, but that he did not directly concern himself in such matters. He was as nearly as possible 
exclusively scientific in his activities.

THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA

On the formation of the Geological Society of America, an organization which has come to
second only to the national survey in its influence in American geology, Gilbert was

among its original members. He urged that the first council of the society should be selected
with care, in order to secure a proper regulation of its affairs from the outset:

The Society's publications should not be suffered to afford an asylum for inferior papers unable t o secure
publication elsewhere.

At the winter meeting, held in York City in 1889 under the presidency of the
venerable James Hall, he spoke on the "Strength of the earth's crust," a subject that is here 
further discussed in a section on "Isostacy he was subsequently one of the most regular 
and most highly valued attendants a t society's meetings for a number of years. An inci-
dent thoroughly characteristic of him is recalled from the York meeting. Russell, report-
ing on a journey in Alaska, called attention to the prevalence of high and steep bluffs along
the right bank of the Yukon; whereupon another member suggested that such might
plausibly explained by the lateral erosion of the river under the influence of the earth's rotation,
which tended to deflect rivers to the right in the Northern Hemisphere with a force 
increased with the sine of the latitude and whichshould therefore be effective in a
in the high latitude of Alaska. Gilbert rose a t once to make a correction, saying he desired to
point out that the deflective force did not increase the sine of tho latitude as the
member had just asserted, but with the sine of twice the latitude, and that its maximum would 
therefore be, not a t the pole, but in latitude This statement caused consternation to the
previous speaker, who although confident of having correctly quoted the formula for the 
deflective force, was a t the same time fully aware of Gilbert's competence in the subject and who
had indeed had occasion previously to admire that competence as exhibited in his article above 
noted on the of terrestrial rotation for the deflectionof streams and he therefore,
on catching a glance from Gilbert as he sat down, expressed his consternation by a significant
movement of his closed hand, but said nothing further. Gilbert also remained silent until after
another paper had been presented, when he rose, saying:

Nat. Mag., iv, see pp. 312, 311. 
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Mr. President; as I sat down after the remarks I made a few minutes ago, I noticed that the speaker who

had preceded me and whose statement I attempted to correct, made a threatening gesture in my direction.
That caused me to reflect on what I had said; and upon reflecting I discovered that I was wrong. I therefore
wish to withdraw my remarks.

As the two disputants were to lunch together in the noon hour, the one who had
made the "threatening gesture" expressed his surprise that the other should take the trouble
to announce his mistake before the whole meeting; to which the senior and wiser disputant
replied:

If you have made a mistake, the very best thing you can do is to correct i t yourself as soon as possible, so
that no one else shall correct it for you.

The nominating committee of the Geological Society wisely suggested that as the society
had had James Hall, James D. Dana, and Alexander for its three presidents,
Gilbert should be its fourth and preside at the meeting to be held at the end of in Ottawa, 
or as he himself phrased it in his presidential address, in of the sable and the beaver"
after a "three-year sojourn in the land of the raccoon and the opossum." The address was 
on the ('Problems of the continents," and its avowed purpose was not either to enlarge upon
recent contributions or to summarize them, but to state "some of the great unsolved problems 
which the continents proposed to the coming international congress of geologists" at the
World's Fair in Chicago the following summer. I t was a thought-provoking presentation, but
less satisfying to passive hearers, who might wish chiefly to learn conclusions, than to active
minds, who were themselves pressing toward the unknown in geological science. He
doubted the persistence of continental growth, and advised that the inquirer, if he would
reach the truth, "go behind the postulates" on which that widely accepted view was
based; he considered the relations of crustal rigidity and isostacy as conditions of continental
maintenance; and he was, as the lamented later put it, "twenty years in advance of his
time in the appreciation of the large of as indices of continental
movements. The address was characterized by a forward-looking comprehensiveness. Its
closing passage is as follows:

The subject of the continents affords no less than half a great problems, whose complete solution
belongs to the future. It is not altogether pleasant to deal with a subject in regard to which the domain of our
ignorance is so broad; but if we are optimists we may be comforted by the reflection that the geologists of this
generation a t least will have no occasion, like Alexander, to lament a dearth of worlds to conquer.

The printed proceedings of this well conducted society duly record, regarding the winter
meeting a t Ottawa, that on Wednesday, December 28,
a t 10.20 a m the President called the Society to order and after a word of salutation introduced His 
the Governor General of Canada . . . extended a hearty welcome to the Fellows of the Society. Science, 
he said was cosmopolitan and did not admit of distinctions of race, creed or national boundary; as far as science
was concerned, all were one brotherhood. He assured visitors they would be shown every hospitality
while in the city. The President made reply to the welcome of His Excellency, referring in complimentary
terms to Canadian hospitality. 

But how pale is this formal record compared to the informal narrative of the event in
one of Gilbert's letters:

We had a good meeting and lots of fun "on the side." They were disposed to make much of us and we
were not indisposed. His Excellency, the Governor General of Canada, gave us an address of welcome and after-
ward a reception, and not only he but the Premier and the Minister of the Interior attended our dinner and
listened to some of our proceedings. . . . The Local Committee was in a fever of lest we Americans
would fail to show proper deference to His Excellency, and the manifestations thereof added to our entertain-
ment. On the day of our opening session, H. E. repaired to his office and (doubtless said his little speech over
while he) waited to be summoned by messenger. The L. C. proposed that we call the meeting to order and mark
time while H. E. was summoned, and I compromised by agreeing to call to order when H. E. was seen actually
on his way across the ground. He was met a t the door of the building by the President of the Royal Society
of Canada and the Director of the Geological Survey who escorted him upstairs. I met him a t the door of the
room and escorted to his chair, while the S. A. and the L. rose and cheered. H. E. was followed by
an A. D. (aid-de-camp) in gaudy uniform with a sword altogether too large for him, but H. E. himself wore
the ordinary togs of a gentleman. Then he made his speech and I made mine, and H. E. and the A. D. C. went
out.
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How much more history would be if it included all the little personal items that
ought not to be publicly told as well as those that ought to be! If further evidencein support
of that generalization is wanted, let another passage be quoted from the above letter, which
shows that, genuine as Gilbert's pleasure surely was when the Geological Society elected him 
to its presidency, he glad to relinquish the office after faithfully it. "A presidency,"
he said, one of the things for which one is twice glad. I am rejoicing just now that my
term of office has expired in two societies." The other one was the Philosophical Society of
Washington, to which reference has already been made. He was evidently not of the kind of

who not only holds office but holds on to office.
Gilbert spoke on Chemical equivalence of crystalline and sedimentary rocks" at the

Boston meeting of the Geological Society in 1893; and on "Sedimentary measurement of
Cretaceous time" and '(Lake created by wind erosion" at the Baltimore meeting of
1894, the last two topics having been suggested by his field work in Colorado. The of
the two was also presented before the Philosophical Society of Washington, in connection
with which a note upon it has been given above. The second was one of the many smaller
subjects to which Gilbert so often gave illuminating attention. Three kinds of lakes were
found on the plains: Those of one kind occupy hollows in deposits of glacial drift; those of
the second are barred by sand dunes; those of the third appear to occupy basins excavated
by the wind. These lakes "are so shallow that one may wade across them in any direction.
They have no outlet and no persistent inlets. Their catchment basins are small. Ordinarily
their basins interrupt divides between stream valleys, and they often rest upon the highest
tables of their vicinity. They are not permanent, but appear and disappear as storm and 
drought alternately prevail. Some basins are ordinarily dry, holding water only for a few
days or weeks after a thunderstorm. The lakes of others are apparently perpetual, disap-
pearing only after a succession of dry seasons." Of all the features noted in this concise
induction, location of the lakes near the divides where water action must be weakest appears
to be most conclusive in pointing to the origin of their basins by wind action.

At the Washington meeting of December, 1896, report was made on "Old tracks of
waters in western New a subject in which he had made some remarkable discoveries
during the preceding half year, as will be told in a later chapter on Niagara, which will also
refer to a paper on Glacial sculpture in western New York," presented at the December meet-
ing in New York City in December, 1898. A year later in Washington he described a sub-
merged forest in the valley of the Columbia River, which he had examined during return from
the expedition to Alaska. I t thus appears that the Geological Society of America
admirably served its purpose, not only in the way of promoting the early announce-
ment of original studies by its members, but also in the personal way of bringing together
its members, old and young, so that they should come to each other. Gilbert in particular
was one of the seniors whose presence gave as much pleasure and profit to the juniors as his
precepts.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF

The spring meetings of the National Academy of Sciences usually found Gilbert in attend-
ance, but he spoke rarely. A paper on American giving an account of Coon
Butte, was announced for April, 1892, but this subject was treated much more fully before
the Geological Society of Washington at the end of the same year. He seldom attended the
autumn meetings of the academy in other cities, but an exception was made in favor of Balti-
more in 1892, when he spoke on the "Evolution of the moon," this subject also receiving much 
fuller treatment in the Philosophical Society of Washington, as noted above. The only other
part that he took in the academy's activities was to present by title a t the spring meeting of
1897 a memoir of G. H. Cook, State geologist of New Jersey. From that memoir, earlier
number in the series to which the present memoir belongs, a passage may be disinterred for
reinterment here, a passage that is peculiar not only in the care taken to define a group of

1895, 47-49.
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categories before placing the subject of the memoir in the group to which he belonged, but
also in the wholly unconventional Powellian style employed in the definitions. Gilbert 
points out that besides pure and applied science there is also practical science, namely,

which is prosecuted for the sake of, and with constant reference to, utilita-
rian ends, so that the discovery and the application of natural laws are parts one process";
then the three kinds of science are further by analogy:

The love of pure science is the blind instinct of civilization. It loves to lay eggs-the more, the
but gives no thought nor care to their hatching. Applied science is a working bee who builds cells of utility,
and in them rears to maturity the larvae hatched from her sister's eggs. Practical science may rather be com-
pared to intelligent parentage, which not only conceives and bears, but nourishes and rears its progeny, fore-
seeing the end from the beginning.

Having thus made his categories clear, he places Cook in the third; for he "devoted his 
life to practical science. A study of his works shows that every research was for a practical 
end, and that end was steadily kept in view."

Curiously enough, a t a meeting held in memory of Powell by the Washington Academy of
Sciences in 1904, Gilbert followed even more rigidly the same categorical method of treatment
in paying tribute to his chief: '(Those who labor for science do three things: They observe the
facts of nature, taking pains to observe them accurately; they arrange the observed facts in
groups, or classify them; and they discover the relations of cause and effect, or explain them;"
and a fourth thing is done by others who apply science. "Powell's work in geology included
observation, classification, explanation, and application to welfare." This is as if, with the
memory of the man, came an imitation of his style of expression. The rest of the tribute has
more of feeling, less of logic.

OTHER SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

With the organization of the Geological Society of Washington in 1893 Gilbert was placed
on the council for the year and elected vice president for the second year, when he spoke
on Conte's physical theory" and on "Pig-backs of Dry Creek [Colorado]," the latter uncon-
ventional title probably serving as a diminutive of hogbacks or monoclinical ridges. He was
elected president for 1895 and in that year spoke on "New light on isostacy," and gave his
remarkable address on "The origin of hypotheses," a discussion of the origin of Coon Butte,
analyzed on another page. He described some "Laccolites in southeastern Colorado" in 1896,
a subject already referred to in the chapter on the Henry Mountains; and gave accounts of

gorge" and Niagara whirlpool,"in 1597; these topics will be here touched upon again 
in a later chapter on Niagara and the Great Lakes. I n 1898 he described"An American boulder 
pavement," "An anticlinal ridge in an alluvial terrace," and and crossbedding."
I n 1899 he discussed the "Origin of gravels." The range of interest thus indicated is broad, but
the topics treated were relatively restricted. I t may be presumed that the younger members 
of the national survey, who constitute a majority in this society, not infrequently found the
manner of Gilbert's treatment of greater value than the subject treated. I t must surely have
been of great profit to them to see that a geologist of the highest rank still found facts of rela-
tively small dimensions worthy of his careful consideration; and yet a greater profit to perceive
the purely intellectual quality of the consideration that he gave them. He was always so sane, 
so calm and dispassionate, so free from controversy and personal bias. His observations of facts
were accurately reported, his explanatory analyses were carefully thought out, his presentation
was delightfully clear, and withal his judgment of conclusions was cautiously restrained.

When the Washington Academy of Sciences was founded in 1898 Gilbert was elected its
secretary, and at the close of his year's service he put on record a history of the origin of

the academy, a matter in which he might well be imitated by the secretaries of all other acade-
mies. I n the following year, when he served as vice president, he spoke on the of
Alaska," shortly after he had returned from the expedition to that wonderfully glaci-
ated coast; and in 1900 he discussed "Photography as an aid to physiography." Except his
memoir of Powell, referred to below, he presented no communications thereafter, although he 
was a frequent attendant at the meetings of the academy until 1905; after that date the indices of
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successive volumes of proceedings do not contain his name, although they make frequent refer-
ences to "Gilberti" as attached to new species of plants and animals described by his admirers.

After his famous Niagara lecture a t the Toronto meeting of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science in 1889, Gilbert's contributions to its gatherings were of minor
importance for several years; but when the association met again at Buffalo in 1896, 10 years
after he had presented his first essay there on the age of Niagara, he reported upon new studies
of that river, as well as on the temporary River,'' by which the upper lakes were
for a time drained eastward across the Province of Ontario without passing through Lake Erie;
and the following year, a t Detroit, he discussed "Earth movements in the Great Lakes region;"
both these contributions are elsewhere summarized. In the autumn of 1899 the death of
Edward who had been elected to the presidency of the association the previous summer, 
left that office vacant; Gilbert was chosen to fill i t and was thus given one of the highest marks of
scientific approval that an American scientist can receive. He presided at the meeting in
New York in 1900 and there read an address on "Rhythm and geological time," which proved
so acceptable that i t was printed in full in three independent an honor rarely
accorded to any similar essay, and the more remarkable since no or results
were announced in it. The treatment of the subject was suggestive rather than conclusive;
its presentation was, however, developed in a highly characteristic manner, with
simple and familiar examples of short-period rhythms, and ending with the precession of the
equinoxes. The leading suggestion was that apparently periodic alternations of
deposits, such as he had seen in Colorado eight years before and had briefly described before 
the Philosophical Society of Washington and the Geological Society of America in 1894, may
be due to some long-period rhythm in the physical processes that control erosion and deposition;
and inasmuch as recorded descriptions of stratified deposits do not to detect the possible
consequences of such rhythms, he urged an outdoor for records of the ticks of the
precessional clock."

Gilbert's pronounced liking for the mathematical treatment of problems may be perceived
in a number of papers, especially in his account of the moon's face, already analyzed, and
in his several discussions of isostacy, to be described later. Still another illustration of the
same mental habit is indicated in one of his reports to Powell, dated March 12, 1894: have
been occupied largely during the month with the continued consideration of a plan for a machine
to solve problems in least squares,'' apparently in connection with the adjustment of observa-
tions in topographic but nothing seems to have come of this effort.

A. A. 1-19; Science, xi, Pop. Monthly, 1900, 339-353.
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COLLEGE

Gilbert's career as a college lecturer began in the eighties and in the nineties.
His opportunity was at University in 1887, when he spoke twice on "Geological
field work." Five years later it was proposed, as has already been told, to secure his appoint-
ment there as professor of geology, but he decided not to leave the While he was con-
sider

ing

this offer, which evidently attracted him, he seemed to have some fear that the geologi-
cal market might be overstocked young graduates, and wrote to one of those whom he
had consulted in the matter:

Perhaps if I go t o C. I would better limit my ambition to liberalizing the education of future preachers,
doctors a n d engineers.

After the decision to remain in Washington had been reached, he wrote again to the same
correspondent:

On the whole I a m glad the talk of a professorship has talked out. The pros did not weaken with a
closer view but the cons grew stronger. Several geological friends gave me Punch's advice and only one ad-
vised me t o swap horses. The discussion has brought out the strong points of the horse now under the saddle
and has made them actually a little stronger.

This was written about two months before the disaster of 1892; had the offer from
been made half a year later, who can say what the outcome might have been!

I t will be recalled that Gilbert had been offered and had declined a professorship at Brown
University nearly 20 years before; and it may be at once added that he was asked to take a
temporary appointment University for the year 1898-99, during the absence of
one of the staff in Europe; but he declined this invitation also, chiefly on the ground that the
labor of removal from Washington for so short a time and the preparation of the many lectures
called for would be too heavy a burden. How many other similar offers he received is not
known; but the one from evidently was the most tempting to him. During the last 30
years of his life he advanced small sums of money, chiefly on the advice of his friends
in Ithaca, to needy students on the condition that the advance should be repaid without
interest as soon as the recipient became self-supporting. He held to this condition not only
because the money could then be used over again, but also because he felt i t better for the
recipient to feel a responsibility for repayment, an opinion that is shared by many educators.
On his death he left a thousand dollars to be personally administered as a revolving fund for 

students under similar conditions. 
To return to college lectures: In 1891 Gilbert spoke at Johns University on 

Niagara; in the year he addressed the Institute of Baltimore on the same
subject and on the moon. I t was in the closing months of 1892, just after the survey disaster,
that he gave a course of lectures to the teachers of Washington on "Making and the
surface of the earth"; and this course appears to have been as already told, in Janu-
ary, 1894, under the auspices of the National Geographic Society, the title, "The shaping
of the earth's surface." Near the end of the same year he spoke at University on the
Ontario basin.

His first long educational course consisted of lectures on physical geography a t the
School of Mines of Columbia University in January and February, 1893, and during that time
he had leave of absence from survey duties. I t may interest future generations of economists
as well as of geologists to know that he received for this effort. I t may also interest;
future generations of New to know that he to a friend at the conclusion of the
course: "I enjoyed my lectures and would gladly have given a hours more because the
time short for my subjects. Not being much acquainted in York and
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being under no necessity of becoming so I took my knitting with me and made nearly as good
progress as I should have here," in Washington. It ought to cause merited remorse to any of
the liberal-minded future dwellers in Manhattan who cast a glance a t that quotation to
think that in their grandfathers'. time commercialism was so prevalent in the metropolitan city 
that a man as distinguished in science and as agreeable in person as Gilbert remained unknown 
and neglected in his room, occupying himself with his "knitting" evening after evening, when 
he should have been invited to social gatherings. But those few New Yorkers of the nineties
whom Gilbert did know and who prized his company while he was in their city will remember
that what he called his "knitting" was the.experimental part of his research on origin of
Coon Butte; firing of pellets of clay and bullets of lead into surfaces of the same
material, in order to discover what sort of cavities would result. This research was performed
chiefly in a laboratory of Columbia University. and not in the solitude of his room. All the
same, he did ply his needle there, as he confessed to an intimate correspondent:

My overcoat sleeve lining misbehaved and I set i t right. Then while I was about i t I inserted various 
other stitches in various garments, each time saving 800%

There is no reason to that he was unduly lonely, but he did miss the opportunity for
congenial intercourse that Washington offered:

I manage to enjoy myself pretty well, but I don't see how those Columbians get along without a Cosmos
Club.

However, he seems to have found lecturing an task, for in January and February,
1895, he gave a course of 10 lectures on physiographic geology at University,
and with such acceptance that he treated the same subject in a course of doubled length during 
the first three months of the following year. The payment for the doubled course was $400;
and by comparing this sum with that previously received from the School of Mines for 12
lectures, the value of lectures in Baltimore may be inferred, on the educational principle that
the lecturer is worthy of not than his hire, to be only about a quarter as great as in New
York.

The kind of teacher that Gilbert would have made had he accepted any one of the profes-
sorships offered to him may be inferred on reading the dissent he expressed from the opinion
of a reviewer of a geological textbook in 1896. The reviewer urged that textbook should 
be the exposition of a doctrine," and that i t should be so planned that the student, his
intellectual processes, acquires that habit of decision so essential to practical succcss." One
might know that Gilbert, with his habit of deliberation and his unusual capacity for maintaining 

suspended judgment, could not accept such a view. He wrote in reply: appears to me"-
and in thus unconsciously adopting the opening phrase with which so many professors preface
their remarks in faculty meetings he showed himself to that extent at least qualified to join
their ranks-

It appears to me that something is to be said in favor of occasionally submitting to students alternative 
opinions regarding an unsettled question. The scientific text book which presents only facts and accepted
principles, or gives only the author's opinion in open questions, must tend to leave the student with the impres-
sion that scientific knowledge is complete. The statement and discussion of rival hypotheses not only exhibits
the actual incompleteness of knowledge, but illustrates the method of progress, and i t appears to me quite as
important to the world's future that the rising generation shall learn the method of research as that i t become
acquainted with the results of research. It may also be questioned whether the habit of decision inspired by
the exclusive assimilation of positive ideas will usually lead to the best results when applied to the practical
affairs of life. Problems of affairs resemble, in the complexity of their factors, the problems of such a science 
as geology; and the mind which habitually suspends judgments until various points of view have been considered
may gain, through the wisdom of its decisions, as much as it loses through delay.'

In so far as this passage reveals the method that Gilbert would have employed with college
classes, i t indicates that his success would have been greater with advanced students than with

but if one considers the practical good sense that he showed in many relations
as well as the opinion that he here expressed, it can not be doubted that he could have soon

iv, 1886,877.
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learned to feed beginners chiefly with an abundance of well-described facts and of
tained explanations, and not to expect them to show as a rule either appetite for alternative
hypotheses or capacity for suspended judgment. As to the "exposition of a doctrine" he
would have without question strongly emphasized the modern geological doctrine of evolutionary
uniformitarianism, and would have supported it by all manner of apt illustrations; it would
have been rather with regard to mooted geological problems, such as isostasy and mountain
building which are best treated before more advanced students, that he would have presented
multiple hypotheses; but, although it has been venturesomelysuggested as worth a trial, perhaps
he wouldnot havegonesofaras intentionally to lead his advanced students to an erroneous conclu-
sion-for even advanced students will swallow such a conclusion willingly enough if i t is offered
with a sugar-coated argument-in order to give them practice afterwards in the difficult art
of changing their minds. Surely, had secured him in 1892 he would have made New
York State as classic ground in physiography in the next 20 years as James Hall had made
it in paleontology half a century earlier.

In the same year with the doubled course at Johns the Brooklyn Institute heard
Gilbert on volcanoes, the moon, and wind work; the State university at Lawrence, Rans.,
heard him twice, on Coon Butte and volcanoes; and Chicago and Universities once
each on Coon Butte. It may be added that the popularity of the last-named lecture was due
much more to the philosophical manner in which its subject was treated than to the inherent 
importance of the little geographical feature on which i t was based. In some cases, however, 
the appears to have carried the philosophical analysis of his subjects over far; as when 
he explained to a popular audience the 17 independent factors which had to be considered in
studying the history of Niagara River and in determining the age of the Falls, for that was
farther than such an audience cared to follow. Nevertheless, his lecture on this was
repeatedly asked for; as at and at the city of Niagara Falls in 1897, at College
in 1898, and at Teachers College, New in 1899. In the last year Gilbert spoke also at
Ohio State University on "Edward geologist," this address probably being the substance
of the memoir that he had prepared on his senior on the Ohio Geological Survey 30
years before, for the Geological Society of America.

LITERARY WORK

After Gilbert's withdrawal from duties he accepted several invitations from
publishers to take part in what is here called, perhaps inappropriately, literary work. Thus
from 1893 to 1895 he prepared for a new edition of Johnson's Universal Encyclopedia-to which 
he had previously contributed a few paragraphs in 1878-about 130 brief articles on geologists 
and on geological and geographical subjects, through which he plodded in alphabetical order.
Just how and why he was beguiled into accepting a labor of this sort does not appear; the com-
pensation received for it, which was fairly liberal as such compensations go, may have been
an inducement, for his salary as geologist on the national survey was not lavish; and the authori-
tative quality of his articles may be some compensation to the more studious fraction of the read-
ing public for the distraction of the article-writer from studies of a higher order;but in the present
connection this patchwork task is chiefly significant as illustrating the discontinuity of mental
effort that seems, as already mentioned, to have characterized Gilbert's undertakings in the later
years of his life. His contributions are good examples of concise treatment, the attainment of
which cost him a considerable amount of effort. Among the articles is a very colorless biograph-
ical sketch of himself. The following from a paragraph on the Adirondacksmay be taken
as a sample of many others:

The mountains consist of crystalline rocks, and about their flanks these are overlapped by Cambrian and
Silurian sediments. Their surface characters were greatly modified by the Pleistocene ice sheet, which traversed
them from N to S, scouring the soil from their summits and depositing the material in an irregular way in the
mountain valleys, so as to obstruct the drainage and produce a great number of lakes.

The absence of reference to the bearing of the overlapping Paleozoic strata on the early
history of the region and the exclusion of glacial erosion from a share in the production of the
lake basins are noteworthy.
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This encyclopedia work appears to have been done "between times," as his diaries do not

show that he took time off from the survey for it; but in 1897 he had leave of absence without
pay for November and December when he was engaged on the preparation, jointly with A. P.

of a school textbook physical geography, the junior author preparing the
and the senior revising it. The two months of 1898 and 1899 were similarly withdrawn
from work to prepare definitions of geological and geographical words for a supplement
to Dictionary. In 1906 he wrote the article on Niagara for the Encyclopedia
Brittanica.

Reference has already been made to the lucidity of Gilbert's style. I t may be here recalled
that in his early years in Washington he found difficulty in writing his reports, a that
was largely overcome a years later; but it may be added that even to the end of his life 
he did not succeed in writing final "copy" in a attempt; he habitually revised his manu-
scripts, making many corrections and additions, and their printed form was sometimes a second
or third revision of their first. His style was not only lucid, i t was genial and gracious also,
especially in articles written to express his dissent from the views or conclusions of some one 
else. The rarity of exceptions to this rule make it the truer. One early exception in 1883
has been noted; another occurred about 15 years later, when he wrote in a short review:

The paper is emphatic, not to say eloquent, in its characterization of the fatuity of opinions it contradicts,
but the dangers which lurk in rhetoric are minimized by the suppression of names.

Those who knew Gilbert personally will feel sure that he laughed rather than scowled in
phrasing that statement.

Unlike Powell, he had no noticeable mannerisms, and a careful reading of nearly all his
reports and essays discovers very few words to which a purist might object. He made consistent
use of as a possessive for nonpersonal nouns, a use that is provoked by the lack of a
word for "which's"; he occasionally employed "transpire" not in its original sense of '(come
to be known" but in the sense of "take place," a sense that is widely warranted by American
usage; and it may be believed that he liked American usage well enough to adopt i t inten-
tionally, for he was quick to recognize it; he once called attention to '(sheepherders" as ('occi-
dental for shepherds." Me was as a rule critically careful in his choice and use of words, his 
lively interest in their correct use being indicated by a brief article on "Interesting and 
important facts," in which he elaborated Powell's dictum that "a property is an essential
characteristic considered in itself; a quality is a characteristic considered in relation to man."
I n his early Wheeler report he at least once used the phrase "the feet of a dozen ranges," although
good argument may be advanced in favor of mountain '(foot" unchanged in the plural.

In that early report (1875) he did not use the shorter instead of the longer
termination for certain adjectives, but wrote "geological" exploration, atlas, history, and
information; "geographical" ('topographical" relief. His essay on the Colorado
plateaus described them as a field for '(geological" study and told of "geological"
exploration, students, progress, map, and section. In the Mountains report he wrote
"geographic," but "geological." Whether i t was Powell or who led the national
survey to adopt "geologicJ' instead of "geological"--except for the name of the survey itself,
which is spelled according to congressional followed suit, and thus con-
tributed to obliterating in our scientific literature the shades of meaning suggested by such
phrase as The geologic record is mapped in geological folios,"although such shades of meaning
are still advantageously expressed in separating historic events from historical publications, 
microscopic objects from microscopical societies, and economic geologists from economical geol-
ogists. While his essay on in the second annual report of the national
includes the phrase party, it includes also material," science, evidence,
time, and period.

few years later he wrote on the Capitalization of names of apparently
favoring the of three diverse usages; the capitalized and Carboniferous

Science, 1905,
Science, iii, 69-60.
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as nouns, but wrote them with small letters when as adjectives, as in formation
and carboniferous strata; the second capitalized both nouns and adjectives if derived from
names of places, as and strata, but wrote nouns and acljectives
with small letters, as the carboniferous and carboniferous strata; the third capitalized both
substantive and adjective forms. Although the first and the usages both have certain 
advantages, the third seems to have been preferred:

The capitalization of all formation names has the manifest advantage that  i t  enables one to say that the
Carboniferous rocks are not the only carboniferous rocks.

The extracts already given from Gilbert's personal letters to show that their style 
informal and often jocose. They not infrequently exhibit a preference for turn of phras-

ing that by its graceful indirectness leaves the interpretation of the intended meaning to the
reader. Thus on at a gathering in a distant city, he wrote to a friend: was gratified
to find I did not have to introduce myself." A similar example has already been quoted from 
his letter about the attentions showered upon him by the city of Bath during his visit to Eng-
land in He enjoyed certain western expressions that partook of this of indirectness.
At a certain geological meeting a had to confess his inability to answer a question
that was raised in the discussion of his paper; Gilbert whispered to a neighbor: "You can't
prove i t by him."

I t was during the period here considered that Gilbert adopted the principles and to an
increasing extent the practice of "simplified spelling." The announcement of this change
in his ways was in brief article in in which he requests that the compositor and
proof reader shall not be allowed to nullify his attempt at reform in a review that he sent for
publication; a very attempt, as i t involved only the words
He added that he made no criticism of the editorial policy of "Science" for "not joining in
the spelling-reform movement, as i t would be unwise for a journal with its own battles to fight
to incur the odium which is attached to rational spelling. The prejudices in favor of irrational
spelling are so strong and prevalent that they can not be opposed a certain measure of
sacrifice on the part of the officially published works and his and
typewritten letters are of course in orthodox spelling. In his own manuscripts he was more
successful than many advocates of spelling in changing the habit of a lifetime, for
in addition to the phonetic use of or for the termination of past participles,
as in and labeld, he cut out mid-word vowels, and omitted various silent 
letters, as in activ, deth, dout, erly, hav, hed, lact, strait (for straight)

wether. As already noted, his adoption of these resulted from his uncon-
ventional temperament, and not a mark of either learning or ignorance.

The card indexes to American geological literature that were prepared under his direction 
when he was in charge of the Appalachians, as noted in an earlier section, led him further into
bibliographic work than he had intended to go when the indexes were undertaken. He wrote
in 1889:

For more than a year past there has been a snarl in the Survey on the subject of bibliography. A number
of geologists are preparing indexes to subjects or lists of papers or other aids t o literary research, and their work
before publication is checked up and criticized by the editorial division and the librarian, who have very 
different ideas as to what a bibliography should be. The are so great and the differences are so
difficult t o adjust that the Director found he could not give the necessary time to their consideration and long
ago he turned the matter over to me. But he has never till now allowed me the time to attend to it. I am
systematically investigating the dozen or so bibliographic works in hand or awaiting publication and find myself
getting much interested in the subject.

Hence in this problem, as in so many others, when wise action was needed to reduce con-
fusion to order, Gilbert was appealed to. I t may therefore be supposed that the bibliographic
bulletins of the survey issued in later years-models in the way of thoroughness and com-
pleteness-have been prepared on a form in the standardization of which Gilbert had had a
hand, and probably a guiding hand. With this experience him he was naturally chosen

Bcience, v, 1896, 185, 
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to represent the as a member of a committee, appointed by the International Geological
Congress of 1891, to prepare a "Bibliography of geological bibliographies," his share being
North America. After the completion of this compilation he wrote of it:

When a cooperative work of such magnitude is carried to a successful conclusion there is usually some
one individual to whose skill and energy the success is due, and in this instance that person was M. Emm. de
Margerie of Paris, the secretary of the committee.

It must have been, in part at least, because of Gilbert's repeated with the art
of that he came to be critically appreciative of what makes a good book. His
comments were of the pointed kind that give great pleasure to the author or artist whose
painstaking work is so often taken as a matter of course by the casual reader. Thus he wrote
of one book:

The cuts are not good, but uniformly and harmoniously good.

He also came to have views as to how certain parts of the art should
be practised; for he was one of those who believed that a book should be so constructed that its
contents shall be clearly indicated, not only on its cover and in its table of contents, but also
by its page headings. He stated his opinion on this subject clearly in 1892, when acknowledg-
ing the receipt of a large volume from one of his correspondents: 

I received the Society's quarto report day before yesterday and came near laying it on the wrong
pile under the impression that i t contained routine matter only. . . . The book has the same difficulty

the only more so. It has a series of distinct essays with no ch

a

nge of page heading, and it has no 
table of contents. It thus requires the possible reader to turn and dip into them in order to learn
the scope of the book. It is a shame to find fault with a in which I expect to find a feast when I get at
it-but you see the defects of the husk came near keeping me from the kernel.

If he had had as much experience with European scientific publications as with American,
the antiquated methods, long maintained by some overseas societies for concealing the
contents of their proceedings, might have led him to even more emphatic expression of
discontent:

A GENEROUS TRAITOF GILBERT'S CHARACTER

The preceding notes on Gilbert's literary work may serve to introduce mention of a
generous trait in his nature which led him to express interest in the literary work of others,
especially in that of his juniors, by writing them letters showing his appreciation of their pro-
duct. Some of those juniors, now seniors themselves, vividly recall the pleasure and encourage-
ment that such letters gave them. Thus, after a effort in scientific reviewing, a young
teacher received from Gilbert in 1891 and still treasures the following hearty recognition of his
work:

I write to express my appreciation and thanks for your abstract of the climatic portion of my Bonneville
report. It is but rarely that an author's receives so appreciative a notice and I congratulate myself especi-
ally on the good hands in which I fell. Permit me to congratulate you also on the skill with which you have set
forth the salient In case you have not a copy of the volume it will give me great pleasure to send
you one. 

Similarly, a letter written in 1893 to the young author of an essay on the physical features
a Southern State closed as follows:
I beg to congratulate you on the and skill with which you have presented the matter, on the care

with which you have assigned relative weights to your tentative and more mature conclusions, and on the emi-
nent courtesy with which you have treated the work of others in a district where controversy seems to be spon-
taneous.

To correspondents with whom Gilbert was on more familiar he in a less formal 
but equally acceptable manner; thus the author of a report on which much study had been
compressed into small compass received a terse message on a single page of note paper:

You have done a good work well. Nothing could better conduce to the making of geology interesting, or
to the expansion of good governmental work. You're a brick.

One who did not know Gilbert might think that he was seeking advantage or favor in thus 
according praise; but such was not the case in the least. His frank expressions were doubtless
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prompted in part by the knowledge that authors are naturally much interested in the reception
of their essays by competent readers, and that their interest is best satisfied by the direct com-
munication of their readers' opinions; but whatever he said in this way did not go beyond
genuine feeling, and his feeling was not guided by any ulterior motive whatever. Indeed his
letters of commendation are, in their frankness and directness, of a piece with the comments,
favorable and unfavorable alike, which he, when acting as censor for the Geological Society of
America, habitually sent to the author of a censored manuscript as well as to the publication
committee.

I t was not only during his more active years that Gilbert pursued the genial habit of writing
letters of encouragement as occasion offered; the habit was continued to the end of his life. He
wrote in 1916 to a younger physiographer from whom he had received the notes of a hurried
visit to a locality that he himself proposed to examine more at leisure:

You certainly have a rapid-fire brain and note book, to get so much during a rapid transit. I am
of such qualities because my own ''reaction timeJ' is lengthening. 

And in the same year a geologist, who during his college days had studied Gilbert's reports
as models of what one should aspire to produce, received from the master whom he esteemed

the following comment on a report of his own:
I take the liberty, as your senior by a t least a generation, to congratulate you not only on the importance

of your contribution but on the effectiveness of its presentation.

The younger man might have, with good right, regarded that statement as an accolade.
I t may not be given to anyone to equal Gilbert as an investigator, many whose best efforts
fall short of his may to their own greater happiness try to practice his gentle art of giving direct
expression to their pleasure in the work of others.

LOST I N PHILADELPHIA

I t may surprise the reader to learn that a man as experienced as in way
about in an unknown country should have once been lost in the city of brotherly
tude, yet such was the case; and he enjoyed telling how it happened as an illustration of the
mental process by which a traveler keeps his orientation in new surroundings. I t was on the
occasion of his coming by train from New York to Philadelphia late one afternoon, when per-
haps from falling asleep on the way he did not notice that the Delaware was crossed at Trenton;
but saw on approaching Philadelphia after dark half an hour later that a river was then crossed
as the city was entered. Assuming that this river was the Delaware and that he was therefore 
crossing westward from Jersey into Pennsylvania-although as a matter of fact he was
crossing the Schuylkill eastward-he set his mental compass accordingly, kept his bearings as
he turned a few street corners on the way to the hotel and a few corridor corners on his way to
a room, and turned in for the night. The next morning, which i t is to be presumed was cloudy,
he set out, still guided by his mental compass and asking no question, although he was new to
the place, to have a look at the Delaware; and reversing his course of the evening before walked 
as he supposed eastward, but really westward, until a river was reached. On arriving there, 
with the supposed north or upstream part of watercourse on his left and the supposed south
or downstream part on his right, he saw to his utter astonishment that all the shipping was on
the upstream side of a bridge that had no draw, and that no vessels were to be seen on the other 
or oceanward side; and for a few moments he was literally ('lost." I t was only after inquiry
that he could locate himself on the Schuylkill instead of on the Delaware, and much conscious
effort was then needed to himself by rotating his system of coordinates

HOME AFFAIRS

How far the unsettlement of home life distracted him from larger achieve-
ment can not be told, but the continued illness and increasing inability of his wife must have 
made exhausting drafts on his sympathies and continually disturbed his peace of mind; for from
the time of her loss of health in until her death 18 years later his care and protection of her
never In the meantime the two sons had, after their mother became unable to
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for them, spent most of their growing years at boarding schools, and the separation from them
grieved their father. wrote of this to a friend in the summer of 1894:

Archie has been home now for a month, and I am better acquainted with him than for years. One of the
disadvantages of his absence has been that I have largely dropped out of his life except as a source of supplies
and a stickler for accountability. I find him more of a man than I had expected and am glad to gratify his
desires for a college course.

The elder son was therefore sent to University, where he near father's especial
friends, the and where, as he seemed to possess some of his father's capacity in 
mathematics, he studied engineering. later established himself in that profession in the
West, much to his father's satisfaction. The younger son, Roy, did not carry his studies beyond
school years; but he had the satisfaction of aiding his father occasionally by acting as carriage 
driver during excursions in western New York and by typewriting some of his longer 
manuscripts.

the boys were at home, their father enjoyed bicycle rides with them, and used to
take advantage of such occasions to encourage the observation of outdoor objects. One of the
boys recalls an incident which illustrates the extreme patience that Gilbert showed in his home.
I t was at the time when the study of the moon absorbed the father's attention, and
used to resort to a room on the third floor in order to find for his work. One day when he
was thus one of the boys, feeling a wish for company, followed him there and, 
stood around whistling. The studious father bore the distraction silently as long as he could, 
and then, still silent, quietly carried pen, ink, and papers into an adjoining room. The boy
followedhim,still whistling. After a time the father went back to the room; and the boy,
not catching the point, again accompanied him. At last, unable to pursue his thoughts
the whistling boy so near, the father said in the most gentle voice:

My boy, I can't work so well with you here whistling; don't you you could go somewhere else? 
The mother of the boys died on March 17, 1899, in Florida, where she had gone with a

valued friend and where husband followed on receiving word of her approaching end. The
Corcoran Street house was thereupon given up, and the widower established himself temporarily
in an apartment. In April of that year he had the fortunate distraction of going, with C. E.
Dutton, geologist of the high plateaus of Utah and the Colorado Canyon, and W. ,H.
whom geology had lost to the profit of anthropology, to Mexico, as the guests and in the private
car of G. W. of San Antonio. Gilbert's attention was given primarily to the

of land sculpture and the relation of types of sculpture to climate." Among many
features noted was the little gorge, as the "Infernillo," which lies along the side
of a broad valley in the eastern margin of the central plateau and is followed for a short distance
above the town of by the railway between Vera and Mexico City. Gilbert recog-
nized the gorge to result from the displacement of a valley stream from its former mid-valley
course by a relatively recent lava flow, although his opportunity for observation was from
the train window.

In February of the same year Gilbert proposed to the director of the survey that "the new
methods of geologic interpretation which have been rendered possible by the genetic study of
topographic forms," and which "have been successfully applied in the Appalachian
should be carried to the Cordilleran region; and that the work should begin at the north end of
the Rocky Mountains and advance southward, or at the south end of the Coast Range
advance northward; but in case the expense involved seemed too great, an alternative plan of
areal work in western New York was added. The larger proposal is, like his studies in
Mexico, of interest in showing Gilbert's continued preference for physiographic geology. How-
ever, he did not carry out either plan, but went instead to Alaska as a member of the famous

expedition. For a time after the death of his wife, Gilbert had an unsettled residence
in Washington, but after returning from Alaska he was invited by Dr. C. Hart to
become a member of his household at 1919 Sixteenth Street, and there he resided for a good
part of the remaining years of his life. The arrangement was one that gave to all
concerned.
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I t has often been remarked that thoughtful men say little about their innermost feelingson
religious subjects, and this was eminently true of Gilbert. Most of his friends never heard him
mention such matters, but his silence did not mean that he had nothing to say. His convictions
were as deep and as sincere as if they had been in every respect instead of in no respect orthodox. 
If it is here attempted to bring together from various sources some indications of his beliefs, the
attempt is not with the idea of prying into his private affairs, but with the wish to show
again, as has so often been shown before, that a man may be pure in life and cheerful in living
even though he rejects the dogmas which are supposed by those who still hold them to be
essential to goodness and happiness.

Gilbert was essentially and consistently a rationalist. He stood by himself, thoughtful
and independent, in all religious matters. He was a member of no sect; he rarely went to any
church, and when he did go it was to listen to the preacher as he would listen to a lecturer.

were the product of his reason, not of his emotions; they were essentially ethical rather
than theological. He saw clearly that man's advance in natural knowledge, based on observable 

and logical inference, has long been accompanied by a decrease in his supernatural
beliefs, derived from revelation or inspiration, so-called. He therefore trusted wholly to natural
knowledge, and let the decrease of the supernatural take its course. He much interested
in the history of the successive steps in this decrease and knew that dangers were imputed to

step by those to take them; but he knew also that others who have taken some of
the successive steps have the imputed dangers to be only imagined; and he was therefore
not dissuaded from taking his own further steps. His intellect was his guide, and he abandoned

views for which i t gave no support.
Men like would of course be called ('disbelievers" by the modern conservative who,

apparently unaware that the supernatural elements in his ancestors' faith during the Dark Ages
were many as compared to the few that he accepts to-day, regards his own belief as a standard
that has been fixed, permanent and constant through the Christian centuries; and who, ignorant
of the great share that the intellect of great men has had in dispelling the superstitions of earlier
times, looks upon any intellect that may lead to a less belief than the one he holds as a cold and
self-willed guide. Yet Gilbert's nature was not cold, nor was his life On the contrary,
he was warm-hearted; his sympathy was easily aroused, and his generosity was always re-
sponsive; his disposition was gentle, kindly, loyal, and helpful. Religiously independent as he 
was, he never sought to disturb the religious dependence of his friends. If his judgments were 
sometimes stern, they were always sincere; and they were applied with much more severity to
himself than to anyone else. His will was strong, but it was controlled by a tender conscience.
"Virtue is its own reward" was to him no empty platitude; i t was the rule of his life; further
reward he neither asked nor expected. He was self-trained in righteous. living to a degree that
is reached by few men. It would have been as unnatural for him to do anything that he felt
was wrong, whatever the temptations to such a course, as i t was natural for him to do anything
that he felt was right, whatever the difficultiesin the way. Those who knew him best know that,
although at certain stages of his life the difficulties in the way of right doing were greater than
can be here told, he never swerved from the path of duty as he earnestly conceived it. I t is a
remarkable tribute to this earnest disbeliever that one of his devoutly orthodox associates should 
say of him:

Gilbert of the most Christlike men I ever knew.

Something of what Gilbert would have had he expressed himself on religious matters,
may be inferred from certain passages in his memoir written in 1899, on that excellent and
truly venerable geologist, Edward with whom he had been associated during service on 
the Ohio survey 30 years before. I t appears that as a young man about 1850, experienced
a "change of faith," when he Calvinistic creed which he had been brought up for
"the shorter statement of Unitarianism." I t is explained that this change '(not only

Amer., xi, 1900,
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loss of status as a Presbyterian minister, but the alienation of friends, and then a period
of such unhappy remembrance that he afterward shrank from the mention of it, even to the
members of his family." A comment on this is clearly indicative of Gilbert's own liberal atti-
tude:

It is to the credit of advancing civilization that here at the end of the 19th century our community finds
difficulty in realizing how-hard was the temporal way of the apostate a t the century's middle. . . . It is proper
to add that his [Orton's] belief in the fundamental doctrines of Christianity survived the perils sometimes 
attributed to scientific training, his science suffered nothing from theological bias. His writings ascribe the
phenomena of nature to natural causes, and his hypotheses seek verification by appeal to visible and tangible
facts.

If one in this connection the experience that Gilbert's father had on leaving the Pres-
byterian church in Rochester a few years before "apostacy," the above extract gains an
almost autobiographic flavor.

Another memoir written at about the same time also expression to liberal feelings
characteristic of the end of the nineteenth century rather than of its beginning or its middle.
The subject was Joseph and it is told that he lost his position in an Ohio college
because of the "disruption of the faculty arising from religious prejudices. . . . When religious
beliefs were under fire . . . professor dames was accused of being an agnostic and defended
as being essentially Unitarian. So far as I knew Gilbert writes, "his religion was an
unswerving devotion to science. Science gave him only a modicum of that fame which is dear 
even to the least selfish of her votaries, and she utterly failed to shield him from adversity, 
but his fealtyendured to the These memoirs are significant because one may judgefairly
well of Gilbert's own feelings on religious matters by what he said of such feelings in others,
and especially by the way he said it. In this instance, the passage quoted clearly reads as if
he believed that unswerving devotion to science was a good religion, and that unbroken fealty
to it was to be admired.

Religion is usually so largely concerned with supernatural beliefs that omission of men-
tion of such matters in the preceding concerning Gilbert's religious views may lead
some readers to regard them as chiefly negative and as lacking in faith. I t is not to be questioned 
that he went farther in his disbeliefs than many modern churchmen, even though they also
are in large measure ('unbelievers" because they have discarded the great majority of the
theological complications which encumbered the faith of their early Christian forebears; but
those who should judge Gilbert's views to be in large measure negative would fail to recognize
the great that he founded upon his experience of life, and the loyal acceptance that
he gave to the natural order of the world. To these positive principles he devoutly attached. 
They represented his religion as fully as the most elaborate creed can represent the religion of
persons who profess it. Indeed, as compared with the faith of those who refuse to "believe"
unless they have miraculous evidence of another world where future reward is to be given for the
encouragement of present righteousness, he, in unconditionally accepting the duty of right
living as a part of the natural order of this world, had the greater faith. 

Amer. 1-11.



CHAPTER
FIELD WORK IN COLORADO: 1893-1895

A TEMPORARY RESUMPTION OF WORK I N THE WEST

After the relinquishment of his office as chief geologist, in which he had to direct the field
work of others, Gilbert was freed for field work of his own and spent the seasons of 1893, 1894, 
and 1895 in Colorado. I t may be presumed that he was glad to be again "astride the occidental
mule" anywhere in the open country, and his correspondence expresses a certain measure of
satisfaction with the work he undertook; but on the whole it seems to have been performed in
a perfunctory manner, more so indeed than any other field study that he ever conducted, with the
possible exception of the irrigation studies that he made for the Powell survey in 1878. From
the present point of view it is greatly to be regretted that he was assigned to the Great Plains 
instead to the Great Basin, where the complicated structure of one of the basin ranges would
have been a more fitting subject for his investigational than the areal geology of a quad-
rangle of nearly horizontal structure. The field of his work appears to have been determined
by the fact that certain topographic maps were waiting to be geologically colored, if one may
judge by a phrase in one of his letters to a friend, written in March, 1893:

are not  investigated after all. It is rumored tha t the instigators of the investigation found they were
unpopular with their constituents, but I have no notion whether truly or falsely. We do not yet-at least I do
not just the appropriations were finally arranged but we probably have 30 or 40,000 dollars
more than for the current year-and tha t means for me tha t I shall get some field work. It is not likely t o be in
N. Y. but more likely in Kansas, where we have maps waiting for geological colors. 

In spite of his apparent relinquishment of administrative duties and actual assignment to
western field work, i t was difficult for Gilbert to leave Washington early in the field season.
Many office problems were still referred to him for solution. he finally set out, his field
proved to be a district of the Colorado plains around and south of Pueblo, instead of farther east
in Kansas, as he had expected. The caused him some apprehension, briefly expressed 
the following autumn:

There is no probability t h a t I shall ever complete the Pleistocene studies I began in the Erie and Ontario
basins.

That must have been a disappointing thought; for having, as i t were, acclimated himself
by several years' work to Great Lake studies in the East in replacement of his earlier Great
Basin studies in the it was hard to be turned away from the eastern field before he had 

his problems there; but as he was a true philosopher, he may have reconciled himself
to his fate by that a Government geologist can not always pick and choose his problems 
for his own satisfaction, but must sometimes take up such subjects are held to be most in 
need of solution for the advancement of the national welfare. Fortunately his apprehension 
that the Great Lake studies would to be abandoned was not justified; he did much work 
upon them in subsequent years. 

In the meantime quadrangles of the Colorado plains were Gilbert's field of study for three
summers. During the long journeys over familiar routes thus he habitually busied
himself with reading or writing. On taking his place in a car, he call for a table
and settle down promptly to work of some sort. This economy of his time was equaled by his
economy of Government funds; for it is related that on a field season when one of his sons
accompanied him in camp and tried to help provision the party by shooting rabbits with a pistol,
the father charged the survey only with the cost of cartridges used for the few successful shots, 
and paid for the many more unsuccessful ones himself. 

An unsatisfactory result of the season in Colorado was the discovery that the area
assigned for study was so poorly represented on the topographic maps which were to be geologi-
cally colored that it was found necessary to have at least one of them resurveyed: and this is the
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more singular in view of the fact that the inaccurate map was the work of Gilbert's former 
in Utah, W. D. Johnson. The fault in the matter may be reasonably ascribed rather

to the system in vogue during the earlier years of the survey under which Johnson had been
required to work-a system that demanded a certain area to be surveyed in a certain time-
than to any lack of on his part; for other erroneous maps of early production are known to
have been due to that time-and-area method, and Johnson is known to have been an expert
topographer, with a natural as well as trained capacity for representing relief by contours;
witness the beautiful maps of the San Francisco district, made under his direction while Gilbert
was in Colorado, and witness also his selection as topographer when Gilbert undertook a study
of certain basin ranges in 1901, as will be told below. But apart from the difficulty of having
to work with an inaccurate map and from the not infrequent annoyance of swarms of mos-
quitoes, Gilbert appears to have enjoyed the return to field work, as the following extracts from
personal letters written in the summer of 1893 will show.

Everything but the entomology is charming. The geology is full of anticlinals and baselevels, and the
climate averages delightfully. . . . is happiness? "The soul's calm sunshine." True enough, but
too abstract and metaphoric; give us something specific. Well, specifically, happiness is sitting under a tent
with walls uplifted, just after a brief shower, when most of the flies have quit lighting on the lobster-red wrists
burnt during the morning ride, and gone off to see what the cook is going to do next, and when the thirsty air
is rapidly exchanging its heat for the moisture left by the shower. It is rising a t 4.30, while Jupiter is still palely 
visible but there is no longer any temptation to hunt for the comet, taking a sponge bath in the open, break-
fasting from off a box lid gaudily decked by a painted table cloth, and then sallying forth on the white horse
Frank to study the limits of the alluvial veneering on the base-level mesas, measure the dips of of rusty
nodules, sketch problematic buttes, and gather the houses of Ammonite, Scaphite, and It is going to
bed by early candle light in the midst of a grove Rhus tox, hunting the double stars near Lyrae and Cygni
among the branches of overhanging cottonwoods, moralizing on the development of character through the
trying associations of camp life, congratulating yourself that you are not a pessimist, and finally dropping off
to sleep.

Among the"trying associations of camp life"may have been a trouble with one of the hired
helpers; for a member of one of Gilbert's parties recalls that he never saw his chief so near
"getting mad" as when a driver, thinking he had the chief at a disadvantage, attempted to raise
an agreed wage on him.

the second season i t was August before Gilbert could escape from the Washington office. 
He wrote of the delay:

This year again the Fates are perverse. Work that I could not refuse and must not neglect holds me here
when I ought to be scouring the plains-so to speak. . . . Fortunately the energy I stored up by last year's
outing has me from wilting as I am apt to in this summer climate and it has only been for a few days I
have felt the physical need of a change.

One of his letters spoke of "luxuriating in camp life on the Plains," as if freedom from duties
in Washington truly grateful. During this season he was accompanied by two assistants,
both novices but both assiduous and successful to the point of giving satisfaction to their chief.
He nevertheless seems to have enjoyed trying them out in various ways, as well as and
encouraging them in their work. One of them sometimes gave trouble by remaining out of
camp so long after dark that searching parties to be dispatched to guide him in; on such
an occasion, when there was nothing with to make a beacon fire, i t is recalled that Gilbert,
as one of the searchers, walked out for a certain distance on a straight path by the stars,
then turned to one and walked the same and a similar turn
came back to camp. The incident is here recorded not because there is any great marvel in
its performance, but because i t seems to exemplify a practical application of Gilbert's love for
mathematical problems, for an equilateral triangle is about the best route on which a
can cover the greatest amount of ground farthest from camp in a given time.

Camp fare was varied from tinned meat to rabbits and prairie dogs; and the unconven-
tional leader of the party even argued that, as rattlesnakes live on clean food such as birds
frogs, ought to be good eating; so one was killed without being allowed to bite itself, and
as the conventional cowboy cook refused to have anything to do with serving such a dish, i t
was geologically prepared for the camp table and found to be "really very nice," but i t docs not
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appear to have become a article of food. However, the single trial was a
example of what Gilbert would, in connection with accepted scientific opinions, have called
"going behind the postulates i t illustrates a readiness to control behavior rather than
by habit; but this readiness was so well tempered on Gilbert's part that i t did not make him 
the fatiguing companion that most logic-controlled men become. All who have been in camp
with him testify to his sympathetic enjoyment of nature and to his unusually entertaining

of talk. He encouraged his assistants on the Colorado plains to for themselves 
and to working hypotheses by asking their opinion on the meaning of new landscapes;
and he increased their appreciation of outdoor life by pointing out the double stars mentioned
in the letter quoted above, as well as the elliptical outline of the morning sun as i t rose over the
even horizon of the plains, the evening sky-shadow of the over the shadow of the
earth in the east sunset. I t was a liberalizing education to work in the field with him.
Trouble was again found in using the base map, and one of the assistants, who had been a member
of the topographic branch years before, gave "nine days to topographic sketching to
secure a base for the mapping of boundaries and faults in places where the engraved map proved
incomprehensible."

RECORDS OF WORK IN COLORADO

The chief published products of these three seasons of field work are a report on "The
underground water of the Arkansas Valley in eastern Colorado," the Pueblo geologic folio,
and several short essays. The report is for the most part a straightforward geological account
of the successive strata in the district treated, but i t contains an important generalization which
is outlined in the next paragraph. A small but characteristic illustration of Gilbert's clarity
of statement is: "The ocean is the base-level of erosion'" which is significant because of
its definitenessin contrast to the vagueness of Powell's original use of the term. Another state-
ment gives an account of the production of flood plains by torrential water courses:

On the outside of each curve of its course the torrent digs into the bank, so that the river encroaches on the
land; but the channel does not grow broader, because in the quieter water on the inside of the curve, some of
the sand settles from the water and new land is thus built up. The flood plain of the river has been formed
in this way. (578).

This simple explanatory statement is here quoted, not because of its profundity or origi-
nality, but because Gilbert thought such an explanatory statement was worthyof formalofficial
publication in 1896.

Much the most important product of Gilbert's work in Colorado the recognition of a
fluviatile origin for the fresh-water Tertiary strata of the plains, which, similar

strata basins among the mountains farther west, had been universally treated as of lacustrine
origin by all other geologists. A lacustrine origin had indeed been announced for the Ter-
tiaries of the plains in an essay in an annual report of the survey published no earlier than a
year before the one which contained Gilbert's discussion; but he did not treat the problem
historically and no reference to previous interpretations was made. The new view was briefly
and confidently announced, and its inferred processes were asserted as facts. The strata in
question were described as lying unconformably upon Cretaceous beds, the long-continued
erosion of which had made the region of the Great Plains "more nearly level i t is now."
The change from erosion of the Cretaceous to deposition of the Tertiary strata
brought about by some modification of conditions which is clearly understood. Perhaps the plains region
was depressed a t the west, and the slopes thus rendered so gentle that the streams could no longer carry off the
detritus which came from mountains, and it was deposited on the way. . . . Whatever the cause, the
streams . . . their channels so that their beds lay higher than the neighboring country . . . and thus
came to flow in succession over all parts of the plains and to distribute their deposits widely, so that the whole plain
in the district here described was covered by sands and gravels brought from the canyons and valleys of the
Rocky mountains. . . . The chief material is coarse sand . . . in irregular beds with much oblique lamination.

This was the beginning of an altogether new conception of the physiography of the Rocky
Mountain region during Tertiary time.

117th Ann. Rep. S. Survey, 1896, Pt.
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Gilbert himself had in earlier years accepted without particular inquiry the orthodox
lacustrine interpretation of certain fresh-water Tertiaries in the high plateaus of Utah; but 
his subsequent experience with the Quaternary clays and marls of Lake gave him a
better understanding of the composition and structure by which lacustrine deposits, laid down
in quiet and comparatively deep water, must be characterized. There is, however, nowhere
any indication that he, while working in harked back to the Tertiaries of Utah
plateaus and saw that, in view of their frequently varied texture and irregular structure, an
altogether lacustrine origin should not be attributed to them. I t was not until later, when he
came to know the obliquely laminated, sandy strata of the plains, that their contrast with the

of the he-textured Bonneville sediments appears to have compelled an
interpretation chiefly by fluviatile processes; and even then nothing was said regarding a similar
origin for any of the Tertiary formations in the intermont basins. A year later after
quoting extracts from Gilbert's Colorado report, extended the fluviatile explanation eastward 
into Kansas; and in 1900 Johnson brought out his comprehensive essay on the high
in which the brief explanatory statements made by Gilbert about the Tertiaries of eastern
Colorado were expanded in a truly philosophical manner over a much larger area.

The shorter articles that Gilbert based on his studies of the Plains concern the measurement
of Cretaceous time, elsewhere referred to, some small laccoliths to which reference has already
been made, and, jointly with one of his assistants, an account of "Tepee or small
residual eminences like Indian wigwams or "tepees" in form, which owe their survival over 
widespread surfaces of degradation to the presence of colonies of fossil shells. Gilbert gave 
much attention to clays during this period, and many samples acquired by correspondence
were analysed for him; but no report of the results gained was published. The average com-
position of sedimentary rocks was another subject that he took up with the assistance of the
chemists of the survey during these years; i t was as if his active mind did not h d sufficient
occupation in examining the simple structure of the horizontal strata of the plains, and he was
therefore driven to consider certain large problems in connection with their origin. Much time
must have been given to measurements and calculations, but the statement of the results reached
was published only in abstract; its chief conclusion was that "assuming the sedimentary rocks
to have been supplied by erosion from the crystallines . . . somewhat more than a mile in
thickness of crystalline rocks upon areas equal to all the present land of the globe must have

worked over to give our sedimentary rocks." All these subordinate problems are good
enough in their way, but they were rather random and discontinuous efforts; and that they
should have taken Gilbert's attention from larger problems was as inappropriate as that he
should have had, when he was chief geologist, to advise other members of the survey as to the
manner of keeping their accounts and as to the choice between buying a bicycle and hiring a
buggy for transportation.

THE PUEBLO GEOLOGIC FOLIO

Only one geologic folio, that of the Pueblo quadrangle, was published under Gilbert's author-
ship. The quadrangle adjoining on the southeast was surveyed under his direction
in 1894, but the folio was not published until 1912, when it was edited by one of Gilbert's assist-
ants after revision in the field. Besides the standard series of maps, the Pueblo folio contains a

made under Gilbert's direction, representing the warped and faulted surface of a
standard stratum, uncovered where still buried and restored where already eroded, and also a
special map indicating by underground contours the depth of the uppermost water-bearing
strata. It will be remembered that, as to stereograms, Gilbert had nearly 20 years before
prepared two excellent examples for the illustration of his Henry Mountains report, and that
these plates had inspired the preparation of similar illustrations by de la and de Margerie
for their "Formes du terrain"; i t may be added that this Pueblo stereogram is probably the
best example of its kind that has been produced since the Henry Mountains report appeared.

W. D. Johnson, The High Plains and Their Utilization. Ann.Report., Survey,
Amer.,

The chemical equivalence of crystallineand rocks. Amer. 1894,
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text of the Pueblo folio adheres to the scheme adopted for the atlas series in attempting
to give a generally intelligible form to a condensed account of geological structure and surface
features; and it must be said that the scheme is in this instance applied with greater measure
of success-that is, of success to be measured by the capacity of a nongeologist really to under-
stand the text-than is usually the case, for Gilbert's descriptions are simply phrased and are 
exceptionally free from technical terms. But, as a consequence of its technical simplicity, 

matters are omitted to which attention might have been advantageously directed. Even
the section entitled "Origin of surface forms'' fails of being as penetrating in its exposition as
i t might easily have been made, in spite of Gilbert's great interest in physiography as compared 

structural and historical geology. For example, the district treated being constituted
of gently warped and moderately faulted Mesozoic strata which have been degraded to a surface
of low relief, monotonously plain over large areas, it naturally exhibits among occasional residual
inequalities many low scarps which survive here and there along fault lines, wherever strata of

resistance are juxtaposed. Such scarps are manifestly not the direct result of faulting,
but the result of unequal erosion long after faulting; hence they repeatedly illustrate the im-
portant physiographic principles that their height gives no indication of the amount of displace-
ment on the fault plane, and that their aspect gives no indication of the side of downthrow;
and inasmuch as distinction between these purely erosional fault scarps and true fault scarps
of displacement has been frequently overlooked, i t would seem as if attention might have 
properly been drawn to this lesson of the Pueblo quadrangle as well as to its other lessons,
for i t is not to be doubted a moment that these principles were familiar to Gilbert. Hence 
their omission suggests that the simplicity of a folio text and the avoidance of technical terms
may be carried so far as to be disadvantageous to the general reader, and especially so in such
an instance as this, in which features shown on the map might be very properly used to make
clear the meaning and value of the terms that are allotted to them.

On the other hand, a general statement touching the effects of degradation brings out a
physiographic principle in spite of its simplicity, is often overlooked. Here i t is
pointed out that the surface forms, which are 1,000 feet or more below the initial
surface of the region, "are only one phase of a changing scene"; and i t is then added that,
as the streams have to carry away the waste of their drainage areas, they can not cut down

channels indefinitely in advance of the degradation of the interstream areas, but must
always preserve a fall to give their current competence to do their work as trans-
porting agents. "Thus the slopes of all the stream beds are automatically adjusted in a har-
monious system, so that the wasting of the whole district is nearly uniform and its entire surface
is gradually reduced"; for such is the manner in which degradation acts when a very advanced
stage of a cycle of erosion is reached; moreover, its action in this manner is particularly sig-
nificant in a region that lies 1,000 miles or more from the mouth of its main river in the sea,
for a t such a distance inland an enormous volume of rock waste may be removed from the
surface by fairly uniform degradation after it has been so far degraded as to merit the name
of peneplain and before it merits the name, plain of erosion.

SUBSEQUENT VALLEYS

The treatment of certain streams and valleys in Pueblo quadrangle calls for comment, 
as it brings up again the question of subsequent valleys to which reference has already been
made in the analysis of the third chapter of the Mountains report on land sculpture.
Here, as in the case of the fault scarps above mentioned, i t is to understand why Gilbert
did not use certain facts of the map to their full value as typical examples of a class of forms
for which the text might provide a name as well as an explanation. The Front Range of the
Rocky Mountains, composed of crystalline rocks and here known as the Wet Mountains, is
included in the southwestern part of the quadrangle; and along the mountain is a valley,
excavated in the inclined strata of the weak formation, inclosed on the outer side by
a monoclinal ridge of the resistant Dakota sandstone and drained by short branches
of outflowing consequent streams. Several other smaller consequent streams, which formerly
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flowed directly from the mountains across the weak beds of the longitudinal valley and
notches in the inclosing sandstone ridge, have been diverted to one or another of the larger out-

consequents by the normal growth of their deeper-lying longitudinal branches. 
But the text avoids of the technical terms by which the several kinds of streams and valleys
may be concisely named, and briefly announces that the outflowing streams "enlarged their
valleys in the yielding beds of the Fontaine formation and drew off the headwaters of
the former streams," the lower courses of which are now marked by wind-gap notches in the
Dakota ridge and by crystalline gravels from the mountains farther out on the plains.

This brief statement is followed by another, which makes assertion instead of giving
explanation of the general principles here involved, and which is therefore just about as impen-
etrable to the general reader as if it were an explanation couched in technical terms. It is as
follows:

The diversion of these [headwater] streams because they were too weak to keep pace with their neighbors
in carving channels through the resistant strata is part of a general process of rearrangement by which the
minor elements of drainage are turned away from resistant rocks. The arrangement of small waterways is 
continually adjusted to the arrangement of resistant rocks.

Not one reader in a thousand will, on reading this insufficiently explanatory
passage, really apprehend the spontaneous origin of longitudinal streams by erosion
along belts of weak strata. Even the three figures in the folio text which illustrate the pro-
gressive revelation and breaching of a resistant anticlinal in the northern part of the
quadrangle do not to make clear the development of longitudinal streams the
anticline, although several examples of such streams occur there. A fuller and more explicit 
explanation the processes here involved would seem to be quite as appropriate, if they are 
to be explained at all, as the explicit explanation of so simple a matter as a flood plain, above
quoted from the report on underground waters; and a generic name for the kind of valley that
is so well represented in the southwestern corner of the Pueblo quadrangle would seem to be
physiographically as desirable as a formational name is geologically desirable for the strata
which in the Pueblo quadrangle outcrop only in that valley, but which are nevertheless very
properly given a special designation and a special color.

There was, of course, an earlier period in the evolution of physiography when neither
Gilbert nor anyone else in America recognized the existence, much less the origin, of the kind
of streams and valleys here considered. In the article on the '(Plateau province as a field for
geological study," Gilbert gave no hint that Powell's classification of streams as consequent,
antecedent, and superimposed was not as complete as Powell himself thought it to be; but
there came soon afterwards a second period in physiographic progress when the streams and
valleys that follow along the weak formations in and near the Henry Mountains were under-
stood to belong to a different class from the other three, and this understanding appears to
have been in mind during the study of the Pueblo quadrangle; yet curiously enough, as far
as Gilbert was concerned, a third period of progress was not reached in which the additional
class was thought to be important enough to have a name similar in rank to that of the three
names proposed by Powell.

The reason for this failure is to discover; and to those who, on the one hand,
regard Gilbert as a master of physiographic investigation and who, on the other hand, find
that their own investigations are aided by giving appropriate technical names to peculiar
classes of streams and valleys, the fact that he did not feel the need of giving such names to
other than the three classes of streams is somewhat embarrassing. His failure to
introduce or to use a special name for streams that have grown spontaneously by
erosion along weak belts of inclined strata can hardly have been due to a disinclination to
coin a new term, for he took that liberty when he felt it was advisable to do so; witness the
introduction of "laccolite" in the Henry Mountains report; witness also an earlier statement
in the account of flexures by which the plateau province is traversed: " It is neces-
sary to explain one or two terms, which have had to be coined in order to describe the new group
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of Much later he invented the convenient term, "rock-feet," to serve as a unit for the
measurement of a local excess or defect of and at about the same time he coined the
word, to designate a particular kind of contour and proposed to use the word,
"discreet," with a meaning to which he had long wished to give a A few years later
he took issue with a geologist who deprecated the introduction of new terms into
usage; and in a presidential address of 1909 he employed the novel term, "malloseismic,"
without apology but with explanation. That he recognized the helpfulness of technical
was moreover shown by the care he took in the proper use of those which he adopted; on one
occasion he wrote critically to a correspondent regarding the proper use of the words drumlin
and recommending that name drumlin should be applied to the species, including
all varieties, and that will do best service as an adjective to be applied to things that
resemble in any one of many ways. . . . The restriction of the word drumlin to a
variety, and the assignment of to another variety, not only spoils a good adjective
but breaks up one of the best defined species in the morphology and taxonomy of the drift."

More still is the emphasis that Gilbert placed, in his tribute to Powell at a
memorial meeting held in Washington in 1904, on the importance of as a part
of his chief's in science, along with "observation, explanation, and application to welfare,"
and especially on the value of the ideas that are embodied in Powell's three river terms. They
'(fell on fertile ground, and have had a marvellous development. . . . Geologists and geog-
raphers now recognize that each hill, hollow, and plain of the earth's surface originated by some
process of change and is therefore susceptible of explanation and interpretation. Whereas
geological history was formerly read in the rocks alone, it is now read not only in the rocks
but in the forms of the land and in the arrangement of the streams." It is, however, not
simply Powell's ideas that have prevailed, but also the terms in which the ideas were embodied;
and it would therefore seem that if, after the three kinds of streams and valleys then known
had been named, a fourth kind was found, as unlike each of the three as are unlike one 
another, i t also should have been given a name; and it is all the more regrettable that no fourth
name was proposed when one recalls that the qualifying adjective, which goes
so well with consequent, had been used by Jukes as long before as in 1862 to indicate that, as 
already told, the retrogressive erosion of longitudinal streams along belts of weak structure
takes place as a sequence to the downward erosion of the transverse rivers which such streams
join. It may be fairly urged that streams of this class are as different from consequent, ante-
cedent, and superimposed streams as laccoliths are unlike dikes, necks, and sills. Gilbert
left such streams without a name is a puzzle. I t surely can not be that the absence of a
name for the fourth class of streams is due, not to its but to its having been held 
back by the editorial net through the meshes of which the folio texts are very properly strained, 
for the texts of various folios include, and with entire propriety, such terms as syncline,
ozoic, unconformity, and metamorphism; microperthite, chalcopyrite, and

Brachyphyllum, Widdringtonites, Ctenopteris, and Onychiopsis; to say nothing of
granodiorite, metadiabase, and biotite-hornblende-grano-bandose; all of
which illustrate the keen pursuit by which various kinds of facts are traced, captured, classed,
and labeled. In the presence of a multitude of terms by the just
cited, it does not seem that a technical name for a fourth kind of streams and for the valleys
which such streams drain would be a heavy additional burden for the folios to bear. Indeed,
had Gilbert sanctioned such a name, it would surely have passed through the meshes of the
editorial net and it might now have gained as acceptable a place as syncline, metamorphism,
and the rest; and precisely as those terms compactly replace long paraphrases, so the needed
stream name might have replaced in certain Appalachian folios such paraphrases as "longi-
tudinal courses on the long narrow outcrops of the eroded limestone," and "lesser valleys 
along the outcrops of the softer rocks."

Amer. xii, 1878, 94. Science, 1898,
Bull. Phil. Wash., 1895, 69. Science,

7 Survey, 18th Rept,1898,604.
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Apparently the real reason for the absence of a generic name for the longitudinal streams

of the Pueblo quadrangle must be that, here as well as elsewhere, Gilbert had had little
experience with such streams. This point has already been adverted to on earlier pages in
connection with the open monoclinal valleys developed on weak strata in the great flexures
near the uplift, where the drainage was inconspicuous because the climate was arid; with 
the short and dry monoclinal valleys behind the piedmont crags of the Henry Mountains; 
and the much more striking example of a self-generated longitudinal stream, Creek,
which follows the weak of the Water-pocket flexure the Henry Mountains and 
the high plateaus. True, self-developed monoclinal streams and valleys are numerous, indeed 
predominant in the Appalachians, where they are often scores of miles in length; but although
Gilbert was for a time in charge of the Appalachian division of the national survey, his eastern 
field work was almost wholly limited to the Great Lakes region of nearly horizontal strata.
Thus it would seem as i f it mas because longitudinal streams following long and narrow outcrops 
of easily eroded strata had not as a class attracted his attention that he did not give them a
technical name; and it is even possible that he did not clearly recognize the few streams of
this kind which he had seen as belonging in a class apart from other streams. This conclusion
is supported by a brief statement in a review that he wrote in 1883 of study of streams
in in the course of which he said:

It is now many years since Powell first proposed to class all inconsequent drainage as antecedent
or superimposed, and no later writer has added to the number of categories.

But it is to believe that a man of Gilbert's quality held this opinion in 1895.
Drainage system and loess distribution of eastern Iowa.



CHAPTER

DISCUSSIONS OF ISOSTASY

The behavior of the earth's crust under varying loads and stresses was precisely the kind of
problem to interest Gilbert's philosophical mind. Its discussion involved the balanced con-
sideration of many factors, and he seemed to have a special enjoyment in, as well as an unusual
capacity for, such balancing. I t involved also the determination of many quantitative relations,
and he had always shown a strong leaning toward quantitative work. His relation to the 
problem mas first developed through his own geological studies, particularly in connection with
Lake Bonneville, as mill be shown; it was afterwards extended into a discussion of the
geodetic investigations carried on by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, as will
appear below.

The Bonneville studies had led him to believe that the evaporation of a large lake, nearly
1,000 feet deep, had been accompanied by a gentle doming of the lake floor; and he was thus
inclined to the opinion that the removal of the lake waters was presumably the cause of the
doming. His presidential address on the "Inculcation of method by example, before
the Society of Naturalists in 1885, was chiefly devoted to an exposition of the trains
of thought by which this conclusion was reached. The same problem was discussed in a paper,
essentially an abstract of a chapter in the Bonneville monograph not then published, on the
"Strength of the earth's crust," his communication to the newly organized Geological
Society of America at its earliest winter meeting in December, His direct entrance into
the subject was characteristic:

Conceive a large tank of with a level surface. If a hole be dug in this and the material piled in a
heap a t one side, the permanence of hole or heap will depend on its magnitude. Beyond a certain limit, further
excavation and heaping mill be completely compensated by the flow of the material. Substitute for
the material of the earth's crust, and the same result will follow, but the limiting size of the hole or heap will
be different, because the strength of the material is not the same. Assuming the earth to be homogeneous, the
greatest possible prominence or depression is a measure of the strength of the material.

Attention is then directed to the relation of the uplifted Wasatch Range and the depressed
Bonneville Basin; the range is unloaded by erosion and the basin is loaded by deposition; and
some geologists might regard progressive displacementof the two areas as a direct consequence
of the continual transfer of load from one to the other. But if so, the depression of the basin
ought to have been accelerated when an arm of Lake Bonneville, 500 or 600 feet deep, was rather
quickly laid upon the piedmont part of the depressed area, and conversely ought to have been
retarded when the lake arm was as quickly As a matter of fact, the depression
of the basin with respect to the mountain range '(continued alike during the presence of the
water and after its removal." Hence the transfer of load should not be taken as the primary
cause of the displacement. On the other hand, if the doming of the central area of the
ville Basin floor be due to the removal of the lake waters by evaporation, the effect is not so
great as i t should be if an isostatic relation had been preserved:

A stress residuum was left t o be taken up by rigidity, and the measure of this residuum is to the
weight of from 400 to 600 cubic miles of rock.

This leads to the further quantitative conclusion:.
The measure of the strength of the crust is a prominecce or a concavity about 600 cubic miles in volume.

If this be strictly true, then there should be no single valley due purely to the local addition or subtraction of
material, having a greater volume than 600 cubic miles. 

Bull. Amer., 23-25.
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Various examples of volcanic mountains and eroded valleys are next cited, the volume of
which is much less than this limit, and which are therefore regarded as being sustained by the
rigidity of the crust. A general conclusion that is held to be worthy of consideration is as follows:

Mountains, mountain ranges and valleys of magnitude equal t o mountains, exist generally in virtue of the
rigidity of the earth's crust. Continental plateaus and oceanic basins exist in virtue of isostatic equilibrium 
in a crust heterogenous as to density.

It would be interesting to know what opinion Gilbert would have had as to the stability
of the huge volcanic cones that rise from the bottom of the with a total weight greater
than the limit he regarded as supportable by crustal rigidity, even after allowing for the weight
of the water replaced by the submerged part of the cones.

A chapter in the Bonneville monograph continued the discussion just outlined. It intro-
duced a curious analogy in comparing "the earth when loaded by the water of Lake
with a bowl of jelly upon which a coin has been laid thus likening the apparently solid earth
to the pliable jelly and the mobile lake waters to the rigid coin; nevertheless the analogy served 
its purpose remarkably well by very reason of its seeming contradictions; it was precisely the
pliability of the earth's crust under the definite weight of the lake that was to be empha-
sized. After a more detailed statement on the same lines as those of the paper on the "Strength
of the earth's crust," i t is thought probable that, all things considered, "the Wasatch range and
the parallel ranges lying west of it are not sustained at their existing heights above the adjacent
plains or valleys by reason of the inferior specific density of their masses and of the underlying
portions of the crust, but chiefly and perhaps entirely in virtue of the rigidity or strength of the
crust." It is further said that " a mountain of the first class is the greatest load that can be
held up by the earth"; but i t is intimated at the end of the chapter that of its conclusions
are only tentative; even the doming of the Bonneville Basin floor may be due to the accidental
coincidenceof a compelling force of upheaval with the time and place of the vanishing lake waters.

I t thus appears that while Gilbert's work in the Cordilleran region led him to regard the
earth's crust as possessing a great of rigidity, he believed also that the inequalities of
pressure due to continental masses would be greater than the of the crust could bear,
and that the continental parts of the crust must therefore owe their height to being less dense
than the suboceanic parts of the crust, so that, at a certain depth, both the continental and the
suboceanic parts would exert a uniform pressure on the next underlying earth shell; in other
words, that the density of the earth's crust varies inversely with the height of its surface above 
the shell of uniform pressure; or in still other words, that the crust is in equilibrium: such
being the essence of the doctrine of isostasy.

Brief allusion to this doctrine is made in Gilbert's presidential address on Continental
problems" before the Geological Society of America a t Ottawa in the winter of 1892-93: "The
weight of opinion and, in my judgment, the weight of evidence lie with the doctrine of isostasy,
so far as the larger reliefs of the earth's surface are concerned. It is here pointed out that
if a spheroid be the oceanic parts of which are coincident with the average 2-mile
depth of the oceans, the rock pressure on its parts would exceed the water
pressure on its suboceanic parts by about 12,000 pounds to the square inch and that such an
excess of pressure urging the continent down and the ocean floors up could not be withstood.
It thus appears again that in Gilbert's view the continental and their larger features
are in isostatic equilibrium, but not individual mountains or mountain ranges of the second
order.

THE TREATMENT OF ISOSTASY

Before up Gilbert's later papers on certain geodetic aspects of the isostatic problem,
it is desirable to outline briefly the manner in which the geological doctrine of isostasy came
to be involved in geodetic calculations. If the earth were a smooth, sphere, com-

of concentric shells, each of uniform composition and temperature and all systematically
increasing in density from crust to center, gravity would be the same at all points of the surface;
and each shell receiving a uniform pressure from the shell exterior to it, the whole earth would
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be in equilibrium. Ifthe earth were a smooth rotating spheroid of similar constitution, gravity
would have its maximum value to the two poles and would decrease slowly and systematically
to a around the Equator, and perfect equilibrium would still prevail. But the actual
earth is a rotating spheroid, the surface of which is not level; i t rises in continents and mountain
ranges, and i t sinks in ocean basins and deeps; and although the density and temperature of
the interior probably increase rather systematically toward the center, i t is not known
that the composition, density, and temperature in each concentric shell are uniform or that
the pressure exerted by any one shell on the next interior shell is everywhere the same. The
outermost shell in particular, having an irregular exterior surface and being known to vary some-
what in composition and in vertical temperature gradient as well as in surface temperature,
departs from the conditions just assumed on an ideal spheroid. 

Hence in the actual earth various departures from a systematic latitude variation of
gravity on the surface and from a gravitative equilibrium in the interior may be expected. 
If the shell strength be very great, as in earth, each shell might have large variations of
density from part to part, as dependent on variations of composition and of temperature, and
the departures from equilibrium might be large. Great differences of level could occur a t the
surface of such an earth, and gravity would vary not only with latitude and surface altitude but

with variations in the density of the crustal and deeper rocks. On the other hand, if shell
strength be small, as in a viscous crust resting in a fluid interior, the materials of the oarth
would to arrange themselves so as to develop a uniform distribution of density in each
concentric shell, and all the shells would tend to acquire level surfaces, except that the outer-
most shell or crust might have an uneven surface if it were made of light in its higher parts
and of denser rocks in its lower parts.

Now the geodetic surveys of various nations have had to consider the hypothetical questions
above intimated in connection with the accurate determination of an ideal sea-level earth or
geoid, above which the actual surface of the lands rises in continents with their plateaus and
mountain ranges, and below which the ocean floor sinks in its basins and deeps; for i t is the
surface of this geoid that is projected in maps and charts, and i t is with reference to the geoid
surface that heights of lands and depths of oceans are measured. Evidently, if the earth's
surface were everywhere level, thus making the geoid actual, the departure of such an earth
from a sphere could be determined by measuring the force of gravity a t many points of known
latitude along various meridians; for, as abovo noted, gravity on a spheroid should have its
maximum a t the poles and should thence decrease systematically according to the eccentricity
of the spheroid to the Equator. Were i t possible to increase the precision of gravity measures
on a vessel at sea by the barometric devices already available, the number of such measures 
that could be made in a single year would furnish a more accurate of the shape of the
earth than has been obtained from all geodetic work thus far accomplished on the continents.
And as i t is possible, even on the actual earth, to reduce observations of gravity made by means
of a a t various positions on the uneven lands to the value that they would have a t
sea level in the same latitude, "gravity determinations furnish the most powerful, the most
accurate, known method of measuring the flattening of the earth."

It is in connection with the reduction of gravity from any given altitude on land to its
sea-level vdue that the consideration of the density of the earth's crust is involved; and thus
geodesy is concerned with the question whether the density of the crust varies inversely with
its thickness, as is postulated in the theory of isostasy. For example, if gravity could be
measured in a balloon a t a height of 2 or 4 miles, i t would there be less than at sea level by a
small fraction, because of the increased distance from the earth's center. Hence in such a 
case reduction to sea level would involve the addition of a small correction dependent on the
height a t which the gravity measures were made. Similarly, on a 2-mile surface or on
a 4-mile mountain top gravity should again be less because of altitude, but not so much less
as before because of the attraction of the plateau or mountain mass. It is therefore necessary, 
in calculating the correction by which gravity a t a high-level station be reduced to its

F. The importance of gravity observationsat sea on the Proc. Nat. 1916, see
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sea-level value, to make certain hypotheses concerning the density of the plateau or mountain
as well as concerning the density of that part of the crustal shell which lies beneath them.

Naturally the most acceptable hypothesis as to distribution of densities will be the one under
which observed values of gravity reduced to sea level agree most closely with calculated
level values. 

THREE ESSAYS OF 1895

I t was particularly in framing and criticizing various hypotheses as to crustal density that
Gilbert's later contacts with the problem of isostasy were made. Three essays on this aspect
of the subject were published in 1895. The first was notable in establishing a closer relation
between geology and geodesy than had usually been reached. In preparation for this study
visits were made, on the way eastward from field work in Colorado in the autumn of 1894, to
a number of Coast Survey gravity stations from Denver to Cleveland, with the object of deter-
mining the average density of the underlying rocks. The fundamental crystallines were taken
to have a density of 2.70; beneath Chicago 2,800 feet of stratified rocks were assigned an aver-
age density of 2.52, and beneath Denver 15,500 feet of such rocks, 2.42. After the completion
of this study it was stated that corrections for the densities of the local formations may advisedly
be applied to gravity determinations under the theory of terrestrial rigidity but not under
that of terrestrial isostasy; yet even if such corrections are applied the departures of gravity
values at individual stations, after reduction to sea level, from the mean of these reduced values 
average greater than if the calculations are made under the theory of isostasy.

The second essay is a further discussion of the same problem, but with the inclusion
of 16 stations east and west of those before considered; and here Gilbert's competence to deal
with mathematical concepts is well illustrated. Few geologists will care to give the time or
thought necessary to follow his "reduction to the mean plain," and fewer still would of them-
selves perceive that, under the theory of rigidity, the apparent altitude and the altitude cor-
rection as usually applied is too small, because "under that theory the sealevel, or geoid of
reference, rises in continental regions above the spheroid of reference," but the error thus
introduced is thought not to affect the qualitative results of the inquiry. However, a number 
of the more important steps taken and the conclusions reached from them may be quoted.
First to be noted is the explicit statement of the underlying isostatic principle:

The ideal result of the correction of pendulum observations [of gravity] is uniformity.

That is, if all corrections, including those for the va-iationsof density in the crust and nucleus
of an isostatic earth as well as those for topography, altitude, and latitude could be accurately
applied, the resulting values of gravity be everywhere alike; hence, if the resulting values
differ, some corrections, presumably those calculated from certain assumptions as to crustal or 
nucleal density or from the fundamental assumption of isostasy, must be wrong; and i t is pre-
cisely in the indications that these differing values give as to the distribution of rock density
within the earth that they attain a geological value and interest. Then comes a reenforcement
of the conclusions reached in the previous paper:

The measurements of gravity [by the Coast Survey] appear far more harmonious when the method of reduc-
tion postulates isostasy than when it postulates rigidity. Nearly all the local peculiarities of gravity admit of
simple and rational explanation on the theory that the continent as a is approximately isostatic, and
that the interior plateau [between the Alleghenies and the Rocky Mountains] is almost perfectly isostatic. 
Most of the deviations from the normal arise from an excess of matter and are associated with uplift.

Unhappily, later observations do not wholly support this simple generalization. 
It is next explained more fully than in the previous essay that, while gravity measures a t

high-level stations must, under the theory of rigidity, be corrected for the attraction of the
rock mass between the station and sea level, no such correction should be made under the
theory of isostasy which is now by reason of its above-noted success to be further pursued;

A report on a geological examination some Coast and Geodetic Survey gravity stations. U. Survey for 1894, 1896, pt.
51-55.

Notes on gravity determinations reported by R. Putnam. Bull. Phil. Wash., 1895, 81-76.
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for this theory postulates such a distribution of crustal densities as to make the correction
zero. Next the mean value of gravity, reduced to sea level and to latitude for the 11 sta-
tions between the Alleghenies and the Rocky Mountains is adopted as the standard with respect
to which the similarly reduced values for other stations to the east and west are to be compared; 
these 11 stations being selected to furnish the standard because they stand on "a vast plain,
1200 miles in its smallest dimensions," "has been exempt from orogenic corrugation
. . . for at least five of the great periods of geologic chronology. . . . The topographic evi-
dences of earlier corrugation have been practically obliterated. Here, if anywhere on the
continent, isostatic equilibrium should be The chief results of geological interest
are reached when the corrected values of gravity for other stations are compared with this
standard gravity.

In the expression of these results a device is introduced for which geologists may well be
grateful, in that it changes their from a geodetic to a geologic Geodesists usually
say that gravity at a certain station has a positive or a negative anomaly of, for example, 0.078,
without delaying to state that corrections for altitude and latitude are of course understood to
have been made, and without thinking it to add that the numbers used represent
the departures of reduced gravity-acceleration values from a standard value in thousandths of
a centimeter per second of time; and particularly without explaining that a positive anomaly 
means that the reduced value of the locally observed gravity is stronger than standard gravity,
or that a negative anomaly means that it is weaker. The geodetic form of statement is excellent 
for geodesists, but when a geologist hears that gravity at Pikes Peak has a positive anomaly 
of 0.078, he generally has to think twice-or oftener-before clearly conceiving just what is
meant. Gilbert was good enough to rephrase these mystic figures in what he called
feet," or the thickness of a sheet of rock, the attraction of which causes local gravity, corrected
for altitude and latitude, to differ from standard gravity; or, in other the number of
feet by which the earth crust is in excess of isostatic requirements at a station where gravity is

or in defect where i t is too weak. I t is convenient to remember that the excess or
defect of gravity expressed in thousandths of a centimeter will if multiplied by 30 give the
excess or defect in rock-feet. The excess or deficiency may mean either that the land surface
is too high or too low, or that the rock column below the station is too dense or not dense enough.

Thus stated, it appears that for the stations in the great interior plain the average excess
or defect of the crust is only 240 rock-feet. As to other stations, Gilbert says regarding Pikes 
Peak, a mountain 14,084 feet in altitude, and Gunnison, a deep valley at an altitude of 7,677
feet: "Gravity at the two stations exceeds the isostatic requirement by 2,300 and 2,200

and that is exactly what geologists wish to know when isostasy enters their djscussions.
As the two high-level stations just mentioned, he goes on to say: "The evident suggestion
is that the whole Rocky Mountain plateau, regarded as a prominence on a broader plateau, is
sustained by the rigidity of the lithosphere." Similarly three stations in Yellowstone Park
"indicate gravitational excesses of 1,500, and 2,300 rock-feet." In a closingsummary
the Rocky Mountain region from Pikes Peak to City is said to have an excess of
1,345 rock-feet and this is taken to indicate a sustaining power than is ordinarily 
ascribed to the lithosphere by the advocates of isostasy." Washington and
standing on the"fall line" at the inner border of the Atlantic coastal plain, were similarly found 
to have an excess of mass of 1,600 and 1,300 rock-feet, respectively; hence "a study of the
anomaly a t the fall-line promises to throw light on the general of isostatic adjustment
between regions of progressive degradation and deposition."

This instructive discussion was shortly followed by a concise summary of the same conclu-
sions for geological readers under the title of New light on isostasy":

The whole [Rocky] mountain mass above the level of its base [where it adjoins the Great Plains] is in excess
of the requirement for isostatic adjustment; or, in other words, is sustained by the rigidity of the earth . . . 
These tend t o show tha t the earth is able t o bear on its surface greater loads than geologists,
myself included, have been disposed to admit. They indicate that unloading loading through degradation
and deposition cannot be the cause of the continued rise of mountain ridges with reference t o adjacent valleys,
but that, on the contrary, the rising of mountain ridges, or orogenic corrugation, is directly opposed by gravity 
and is accomplished by independent forces in spite of gravitational resistance.

Journ. 1896,331-334.
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Gilbert published no further contribution to the problem of isostasy until 1913; but in the
meantime he urged the Carnegie Institution of Washington to undertake a deep boring chiefly 
for the of the temperature gradient within the earth. spent a small part of
a grant of $1,000 for a preliminary investigation, in 1904 asked for a further grant of
to be spent on a boring in the Lithonin district of Georgia., district where a large granite batho-
lith as well as the rocks into which i t long ago intruded have been reduced to a peneplain

a prolonged period of geological quiet, and where the absence of recent deformation, of
of deposition and erosion, and of ice invasion presumably permitted the uni-

form granitic mass to a vertical distribution of temperature characteristic of the earth's
crust as whole; but the recommendation came to nothing, as the was not made.

Value and feasibility of a determination of subterranean temperature gradient by means of a deep boring. Carnegie Yearbook no. 3.
261-267.



CHAPTER XXIV
AND THE GREAT LAKES

A RETURN TO NIAGARA

The annual visits that Gilbert made to western New York and thereabouts during the six
years when he was in charge of Appalachian studies and during the following three when he
was chief geologist of the survey were by the three years of summer field in
Colorado but he found time during the winter of to write in popular form an admirable
summary of his work on above mentioned, which constitutes a worthy extension of
the famous Toronto lecture. The temporary subdivision of the falls into a larger American
and a smaller Canadian member, when they stood a t Wintergreen flats a little below the
whirlpool, is here beautifully described, and visitors are advised not to overlook this eloquent
record of a brief chapter in the story of the gorge. The flats in question are easily reached by
stopping off on the Canadian half of the electric railway circuit of the gorge. Some account is
also given of the varying depth of water in different parts of the gorge, a topic that is more
especially referred to in a later paragraph of the present section. Hall's camera-lucida drawing 
of the falls in 1827 is introduced in connection with a photograph taken in the nineties from
the very point where the drawing was made, this topic also being here further treated in a
later paragraph. As to the age of the falls, Gilbert shows his customary caution. I n spite
of the great advance of knowledge in the preceding 10 years, or perhaps precisely because of
that advance, he seems to regard the history of the falls as involving so many variable factors 
that the total time of their interaction can not be safely calculated: 

No estimate yet made has great value, and the best result obtainable may perhaps be only a, rough approxi-
mation.

Popular impatience to have an answer to this popular question could not push beyond
a guarded statement.

fear expressed in 1893 that work in the West might prevent a continuation of work
on Niagara was happily not realized. he completed the assigned task of areal surveying 
in Colorado in 1895, he acted like a bent spring which, when released from a constrained posi-
tion, flies back to its attitude of free preference; he resumed his studies in New York in the
autumn immediately on his return from a final season on the plains, and, in 1896 and the years
following, Niagara and the Great Lakes once more received his attention. Even more
than before the field was then occupied by other workers than himself, but he seemed to have 
as much interest in the results of their work as in those of his own. He frequently made excur-
sions with one or another of them, and on one occasion when work in the field was interrupted
by rain his companion, whose were not so limited that a single planet could
fill them, was surprised to discover that Gilbert also had found geology too narrow a subject
and that his speculations had been extended so far into astronomy that he had become seriously
competent in celestial If any Iocal bystander listened in on the conversation in the
village railroad station where refuge was taken by the two geologists, he must have been sur-
prised when a theoretical of the moon's face by the taller and older stranger was
followed by some improvements on the nebular hypothesis of planetary origin proposed by the 
shorter and younger stranger.

Gilbert's relations with his fellow workersbrought out certain remarkable traits of his char-
acter. He had a habit of delaying publication he was making sure of his conclusions,
even though this sometimes to the anticipation of his results by others; but he seems never
to have paid any attention to possible losses of that kind; indeed, he wrote to a correspondent
who was actively in the Great Lakes region: 

Having deliberately determined years I publish nothing prematurely for the sake of securing
priority, not be perturbed when the world neglects to wait for me.

Falls and their history.
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He undoubtedly had occasion, as his research advanced, to modify earlier conclusions and

perhaps sometimes to reverse them; but he was one who never seems to have had in
an open mind even with regard to his own earlier opinions; his adoption of "sim-

plified spelling" shows that. He wrote characteristically to the same correspondent: 
You have my cordial sympathy in your regret that some of your work must be undone, but there is another

side to the matter which has some importance from a personal point of view. The ability to recede from a
position is not so common but that it is highly appreciated by the scientific public, and the man who

his own mistakes instead of waiting for others to do it for him reaps a positive benefit in reputation.
This recalls the incident a t the first winter meeting of the Geological Society of America,

above narrated. A later letter on the unsatisfactory methods of a certain observer,
who Gilbert thought
injuring himself in an intellectual way by to theorize to numerous details when he is unable to
acquire personal knowledge of the facts. He is certainly unfortunate in not being able to give up a minor factor
of a theory when it is clearly shown that the facts are against him.

Gilbert regarded his own problems in so objective a manner that no such criticism could 
have been justly directed against him.

THE DISCHARGE OF THE LAKES

One of the most gratifying discoveries ever made in connection with the evolution of the
Great Lakes and Niagara is to be credited to Gilbert for the season of 1896. It concerned
certain minor effects of the change from a westward to an eastward discharge of the
lake waters, which, as already intimated, took place when the receding ice margin opened a
passage along the northern slope of the Appalachian plateau margin in central New at
a lower level than that of the outlet which till then had led westward to the Mississippi. His
earlier conception of this change was imperfect. The statement concerning i t in
lecture of 1889 was as follows:

The next change in the history of the lakes was a great one. The ice, which had previously occupied nearly
the whole of the Ontario basin, so far withdrew as. to allow the accumulated water to flow out by way of the
Mohawk valley. The level of discharge was thus suddenly lowered 550 feet, and a large district previously
submerged became dry land. Then for the time Lake Erie and Lake Ontario were separated, and then 
for the first the Niagara river carried the surplus water of Lake Erie to Lake Ontario.

This brief statement was truly a great advance over earlier vague ideas; but in describing
the lowering of the level of discharge taking place "suddenly" many detailed happenings 
that accompanied the lowering were overlooked.

I t was these detailed happenings that were discovered in 1896. Gilbert wrote on October
15 of that year to the same worker to whom he addressed the several letters from which extracts
are quoted in the preceding section:

In the longitude of Syracuse I find four channels crossing one N-S ridge[a spur of the plateau slope]. They
are in the space of miles but have a vertical range of about feet. Two of them had [east-falling]
cataracts over Helderberg limestones, and one falling dug a hole which now holds a lake 50' deep. I find
that this lake has a bundle of theories tied it.

No explanation accompanied this brief statement, but when the explanation was announced 
i t completely replaced the whole bundle of earlier theories. A week later, after he had led a

geologist over some of the channeled spur, Gilbert wrote again:
skeptical about my old across this country and am going to take him tomorrow t o

see a fine one that I have just finished tracing. It starts in the air across a limestone sill and then
alternately canyons through shale and builds deltas in transverse [north-south] of the Finger lake type. 

I t thus appears that the channels were by no means self-explanatory, even when they were
pointed out. The explanation that Gilbert gave them is in essence as

In the place, the general principle was well understood that when the ice
sheet upon land that sloped away from the ice margin, the ice-water streams merely re-
enforced the normal drainage of the surface and ran away with it; but Gilbert hardly touched

Old of in New Bull.
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this phase of the problem as it lay too south of the Great Lakes. On the other hand, where
the land sloped toward the ice sheet it form a barrier and obstruct the drainage, with the
result of producing proglacial such as have already been consideredin oonnection the
shore lines on which Gilbert worked so long. The outlets of such lakes would be either over
the lowest pass in the hills on their southern border-and such was the case with the proglacial
lake of the Maumee valley, the outlet of which ran southwestward across Ohio to the Mississippi
system--or along the depression that must have existed between the slopeof the land and
the landward slope of the ice at one side or the other of the lake. In the second place, it must
be understood that the Appalachian plateau in west-central New York is built up of essentially
horizontal shales and limestones, and that its north-sloping margin into broad spurs 
by wide-spaced valleys. When the retreating ice sheet lay against the plateau slope, a narrow
lake must have occupied each of the valleys, and the lake outlet would have been either south-
ward over a pass at the valley head to the Susquehanna system or laterally along the ice-margin
depression to a lower lake on the west or east. 

Let it be supposed that the lakes here to be considered all have lateral discharge. One of
them must have been the highest of the series. Whichever way it discharged, all the little lakes
to the west of it must have discharged westward to lakes of lower and lower level, and all those 
to the east of it must have similarly discharged eastward. the lakes were of small area, 
their outflowing stream along the ice margin would not have eroded large channels, or
as they might have been called, across the plateau spurs; but a time came when, by reason of
the ice retreat, all the lakes to the west of the highest point in the ice-margin depression were
united in one, and when that one vast water body nowhere had a westward or southward 
discharge so low as the eastward discharge at that highest point in the depression. Then and 
thereafter the charnels mould have been eroded across the plateau spurs by a great outflowing
river as it ran to and lower east-discharging lakes, and the charnels would therefore
have gained impressive dimensions. This is of all highly imaginary, and when cer-
tain minutely specialized elements of so imaginary a scheme are found to be verified by the
occurrence of their counterparts in nature can its verity be accepted. it was to those
specialized elements that Gilbert gave particular attention. In doing so he showed exceptional
keenness of penetration and an altogether unusual capacity of visualizing a movingpicture of the
past. Some of the specialized elements may be described.

If a channel is cut eastward across a spur from a higher to a lower ice-barred lake, the
west end of the ought now, as Gilbert phrased it, to begin the air," to from west
to east, and to have a delta where its east end opens into a north-south valley. Furthermore,
the ought to exhibit features characteristic of charnels now occupied by rivers, such 
steeper slopes over its concave banks, falls where hard are cut through into weak strata,
and a plunge pool in the weak strata at the base of the falls. Again, the delta at the eastern or
discharging of a channelin onespur ought to stand close to the level of the west-end intake of
the corresponding channel in the next spur to the east. All of these deduced elements of the
scheme were repeatedly and in some instances the verifying features mere found to be
tremendously impressive. One of the channel-cutting streams which crossed a broad plateau
spur south of Syracuse appears to have taken a consequent course that locally led it to make a
south-turning loop around a which superposed on the plateau slopes; the present
form of the channelshows that the stream proceeded to cut laterally into and thus to steepen the
concave banks on the outside of its several curves, thereby enlarging the loop and at the same
time narrowing its neck, until the stream eventually opened a out-off passage through the
narrowed neck, just as normal rivers do when they cut off a within a turn of an incised
meandering valley. In another an especially cataract must have been developed: 
an upper-level channel bed of bare limestone leads to the top of the cataract cliffs, the cliffs
descend into the amphitheatral head of a lower-level the plunge pool below the cliffs is
now occupied by a little lake, at the farther end of the canyon a delta flat is built out into an
open north-south plateau valley, and at the level of the delta but on the farther side of the valley
lies the intake of another channel in the next plateau spur. All this is so clear that one can easily
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imagine the rushing river still at work, sweeping along the upper level channel, plunging down
where the is cut off by the cliffs, whirling and foaming in the pool below, and then
away through the low-level canyon to the delta in the long and narrow lake of the next 
south valley.

RELATIONS OF SUCCESSIVE CROSS-SPUR CHANNELS

But this is not all. The ice margin was not it mas retreating northward down
the plateau slope. Hence in time a new ice-margin path across a spur might he offered, not only
a t a lower level than that of the path adopted by the east-flowinglake outlet, but a t a lower
level than that of the channel which the outlet river mas cutting down in the
the ice mas retreating; for it understood that when the river first ran across the transverse 
profile of the spur the channel was so short that it could be deepened rapidly, but the deeper it
was cut, the longer it mould become, and the slower it be worn Hence rapid channel
deepening might a t first the outlet river for a time on a course that deepened faster than
the path along the retreating ice margin was lowered; but eventually the continued northward
lowering of the ice-margin path would enable it to overtake the retarded deepening of the chan-
nel; thereupon the outlet river mould desert the channel and begin cutting a second one 
farther the spur slope. This process might be repeated times, so that a spur
would be transversely trenched across by a number of separate Now a definite
relation as to altitude should obtain among the channels thus namely, the point on the 
sloping spur crest a new channel is adopted next to the ice margin must be at least as low 
as the west-end intake of the abandoned channel farther up the spur slope. This relation
is so highly that, if the facts confirm it, the from it is deduced will
demand acceptance. The facts do confirm it, and not only once, but over and over again, and
Gilbert's explanation of the thus becomes irresistibie; but in some instances the
occurrence of till in a channel indicates that the retreating ice margin advanced again a short
distance in its retreat. With the adoption of the explanation the glacial theory as a whole gained
yet another group of facts for its support; facts whose existence had been individually and
locally for years, but whose real relations were never understood until Gilbert revealed 
them.

A LONG FLOOR AS GREAT HIGHWAY

The cross-spur are in general rather small affairs. They are too small to be
represented on ordinary State maps, although they appear clearly enough on the inch-to-a-mile
topographic maps later issued by the national survey; but at the time of Gilbert's studies he
had no such maps of his area and much hampered by the lack of them. I-Ie expressed the
need of them in a letter to a New York friend:

I f you have the ear of a State legislator, it full of the importance of topographic surveys-we all want
those contour sheets.

That mas about as near as Gilbert ever came to lobbying. Now that the maps arc pub-
lished, it is easy to see that certain channels have a local significance
as low-grade roadways through the plateau spurs; and a of them arc used

as natural cuts. One of the most remarkable of an east-west channel
thus utilized for nearly 30 miles, not across plateau spurs, but through a part of the
drumlin belt that occupies the north of plateau margin between Syracuse and
Rochester; Gilbert had discovered this long channel a year earlier than the more strongly marked 
channels in the plateau spurs, and then wrote to a of the stretch from past
Lyons to Clyde as follows:

You will find yourself in a whose dimensions are determined in the least by the small stream
flowing throughit. It is of tolerably uniform cross-section, withsteep walls, and it traverses the country
sweeping curves. It is not, t o any considerable extent a t least, bounded by but the walls are of drift,
chiefly drumlins; and I think you cannot follow it far without being satisfied that drumlins have been cut
off by the the valley. This agency I understand to he the flow of a great body of water, a
body large enough t o by its momentum that the changes of direction should be in curves of large
radius.
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This unpublished description is a goocl example of the richness of Gilbert's records. The
channel that he thus recognized is an important pathway. I t is followed by a long-established
main road, the Erie Canal, now enlarged as the Barge Canal, the four-track New York Central 
Railway, the double-track West Shore Railway, and an electric railway for more local traffic.
I t is therefore the route of hundreds of thousands of travelers every year. Its features are well
shown on the contoured topographic maps of the district and may be reviewed to great advan-
tage from the rear vestibule of an car, such as is commonly attached to through
express trains; but probably not one in a hundred thousand of those who thus look at the chan-
nel see anything more than a pathway of travel, although it is of exceptional length. The
cross-spur channels of the plateau margin are much shorter; they are, geographically, small 
affairs, but it be difficult to name any other group of physiographic features of similar
size possess a greater scientific and this significance lies not so much in the
record that they preserve of a dramatic in the evolution of Niagara and the Great

as in the extraordinarily convincing testimony given by the accordant interrelations of
their detailed forms for the verity of certain curious conditions during a late phase of the Glacial
period. One might be tempted to compare Gilbert to a wizard in view of his capacity to bring
all these details into their true relations; but the comparison be wrong, for the essence
of a wizard's performance lies in something that is intentionally concealed, while the essence of
Gilbert's presentation is its frank lucidity.

T H E ESCARPMENT

Later in the same year, 1896, Gilbert made a characteristically accurate contribution to
the long-debated problem of glacial I t has already been noted that he took small part
in the discussion to the origin of the Great Lake basins by glacial erosion; it may now
be told that he took a very definite attitude with respect to the effect of glacial erosion in modi-
fying the preexistent escarpment of the Niagara upland, and further that it was in connection
with his observations on this matter that he discovered the sites of four temporary Niagara
falls in addition to the cataract that is still in existence. to the glacial erosion of the upland,
his argument was in essence as follows: The north-facing scarp of the trending east and 
west where the Niagara River crosses it, was presumably as sinuous in preglacial time as non-
glaciated of similar are to-day; but its outline is now simpler and its simplifica-
tion is due to ice scouring. Where the ice moving to the southwest advanced against the eastern
side of a salient, the irregularities in the resistant limestone which caps the escarpment were ,
exaggerated and small reentrants were worn back furrows; but where the ice passed along
the western of a salient, the escarpment was planed off to a nearly smooth front. The
weaker shales of the lowland on the north were scoured down and fluted in the direction of ice
motion; the measure of ice erosion there was estimated to exceed that on the upland limestone
in the ratio of 20 to 1.

the first establishment of Niagara River: Apart from a well-known preglacial
ancl reentrant of the Niagara gorge, and in addition to the great gorge of the
actual which opens at Lewiston, Gilbert detected, as just stated, four postglacial notches 
in the Niagara escarpment; he was thus led to believe that when, by reason of a change of
outlet, a great proglacial lake was divided into two smaller lakes separated by the Niagara
upland, the northern edge of the upland was so nearly level that the higher lake on the southwest
spilled over to the lower lake on the northeast at five different points. I-Ie wrote of this discovery
to a friend on November 24, 1896:

One of the most points brought out in the last week of field work is the fact tha t  the  water
from the Niagara escarpment a t five points having nearly the same level. I think these drains were

simultaneous, beginning all a t once during the lowering of a lacustrine water plane. Two of the discharges
. . . of moderate volume and'quickly a third . . . more important, either in volume or in time
. . . The other two were and a t Lewiston.

Glacial sculpture in western Now York. Bull. Amer., 121-130.
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The deep notch cut by the discharge, which for a time appears to have rivaled
Niagara proper, has been chosen as the best point at which the Erie should pass by a
series of locks from the higher level of the Niagara upland, which it crosses eastward from 
Buffalo, to the lower level of the Ontario lowland, which it follows thence to the "long level"
of the Rome outlet into the Mohawk Valley. I t is manifest that an understanding of the
pattern to which the upland escarpment was reduced by glacial erosion, as stated in the preced-
ing paragraph, was essential before the notches in the escarpment could be identified as the 
postglacid work of the competing Niagaras, as 'stated in paragraph; and it is also
manifest that there is a gratifying measure of and precision, highly characteristic
of Gilbert's quantitative work, in the conclusion of both paragraphs; but most remarkable 
is the skill in interpretation by which the enchainments of all these many and diverse items are
brought into a well-ordered sequence. 

GLACIAL EROSION I N WESTERN NEW

I n association with the sculpture of the Niagara escarpment, an important statement was
made concerning the general forms of the land surface in the district of the Finger lakes. I t
was concluded that "the great body of Devonian shale underlying that district owes more to
ice work than to antecedent water work, and that the face of the country is essentially a

surface, the bosses of are measured horizontally by miles and vertically by hundreds
of feet." Several years later a brief abstract of one of his papers contains the
statement that the uplands of western New York, south of the drumlin belt which occupies the
adjoining part of the Ontario lowland, constitute "a zone of great glacial erosion in which the
aspect of the land was revolutionized by ice At about the same time a personal let-
ter made reference to the same problem: 

It is undeniable tha t the erosion of the limestone ledges by the last ice [invasion] was small, but on the other
hand the general configuration of Finger lake troughs is distinctly glacial, and I see no way of accounting
for them without invoking a large amount of glacial erosion. 

The line of thought here appears to have been concerned much more with the visible
of the land than with any hypotheses as to the behavior of an ice sheet. Gilbert saw 

with his outer sight that the Finger lake troughs have remarkably smooth sides, in which the
cascading streams of to-day are cutting narrow little trenches, locally known as "glens"; and
he saw with his insight that, if the troughs were the work of normal river erosion, the contempo-

, rary work of side streams ought to have produced lateral valleys by which the trough sides would
he repeatedly interrupted. Thereupon he concluded that the abnormally smooth trough sides
testify to the excavation of the troughs by some agency, during the action of which
the erosion of side valleys would be prevented; and he identified the abnormal agency with the
ice of the Glacial period, his reason for this probably being that if ice did erode it would erode
troughs of such form as the Finger lakes occupy. 

evidently recalled some such train of thought when writing the following passage in a
letter to his proglacial-lake correspondent in December, 1910:

To appreciate how dependent they [the Finger Lake valleys] are on glaciation for depth and contour, we
must compare them with the norm in topography. I never knew tha t the forms of my native New York
special esplanation till I had made a study of normal forms outside the area of glaciation.

In other words, Gilbert, like many others whose field of early observation lay in a glaciated
area, assumed without special inquiry that its forms were of normal, subaerial erosion; and not
until he studied the forms of never-glaciated areas did he come to see how peculiar the
forms of his home district are, and how large a share of their erosion must be ascribed to ice
instead of to water and weather. His experience thus in some respects duplicates that of many
European geologists in trying to resolve the problem of glacial erosion in mountainous

were retarded in their approach to its true solution by the unconscious acceptance of
the forms of formerly glaciated mountains, such as the Nps, the Scandinavian mountains, and
the highlands of Scotland, as of normal origin, and by their inattention to the forms of

Physiographic belts in Western New York. Science,
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glaciated mountains. But Gilbert's experience differs significantly from that of some of the
European geologists here alluded to in that, after extending his field of observation from a for-
merly glaciated to a never-glaciated area, he was open minded and clear minded enough to
revise his early opinions, and to give glacial its due measure. As he so truly observed,
i t is by comparing and contrasting the two types of form that the essential characteristics and
the origin of each can be best learned. 

MODERN VARIATIONS IN THE GREAT LAKES

A remarkable sequel to Gilbert's studies on the shore lines of the extinct proglacial lakes
remains to be described. In the survey year 1896-97 he was assigned an appropriate problem:
"Variations in the relative height of the land in the region of the Great Lakes and the associated
history of Niagara River," the expectation being that the future changes in the volume of
Niagara might have important economic bearings. results were briefly announced at the
summer meeting of the Association at Detroit in August, 1597, and were published
in two forms; a popular statement in a magazine"hat permitted his use of a partially simplified
spelling, and a more formal statement in an annual report of the The latter opens
with the resurrection of an article by G. R. a land surveyor, some recent geological
changes in north-eastern which is regarded by Gilbert as broaching "for the
time the idea of differential elevation in the Great Lakes region. . . . I t contains
observations that have ever been cited as recent changes of that character." Another
article of similar tenor which came to Gilbert's attention between the publication of the popular
and of the more formal statement of his work, was mentioned as "an important contribution to
the subject"; it was by E. L. of Ohio, who, while Gilbert's work was in progress,
independently reached the conclusion that the western part of Lake Erie had recently
One may see in these announcements that when it came to giving credit to his predecessors 
Gilbert was scrupulously careful to cite their publications, yet he still remained true to his 
principle of not claiming credit for himself.

The method followed in seeking to determine whether earth movements in recent times 
have affected the outlines of the Great Lakes was essentially simple, although its application
involved a large amount of careful observation and study. First, the present attitude of the
formerly level, but now slanting, surfaces recorded by the abandoned shore lines of the
glacial Great Lakes was shown by contour lines drawn through points on the abandoned shore 
lines having the same altitude. these contours Gilbert proposed the name a
word so new that it is not to be found in the great Oxford Dictionary. The direction of greatest
slant of the tilted surfaces was then immediately shown by lines crossing the isobases at right
angles. Next, for each of four existing lakes, pairs of shore stations were selected which lie far
apart and nearly on a line of greatest tilting, and at which gauges of lake levels have been main-
tained for the longest periods; and the gauges and records at these paired stations mere per-
sonally examined to estimate their trustworthiness. The distances between the stations varied
from 78 to 186 miles; period of their records varied from to years. On calculating the
rate of change of level for each pair of stations in feet per miles per century, it wasfound
that all pairs showed the northeastern station to be rising with respect to the southwestern
at the rate of 0.4 foot per 100 miles per century; or, more exactly, 0.37, 0.46, 0.39, 0.43 foot
for each pair. The weighted mean of the four is 0.42 foot.

The conclusion was thereupon announced that harmony of the measurements and
their agreement with prediction from geologic data make so strong a case for the hypothesis of
tilting that it should be as a fact, despite the doubts concerning the stability of the
gauges," but a candid recognition of elements of uncertainty is immediately added: "The

rate of change . . . depends on assumptions which are convenient rather than
of the Great Lakes by earth movement. Nat. Mag., viii, 1897, The titles of 4 5 are interchanged.

Words simplified, such as encroacht, gage, increast, markt, reacht, sketcht; but flowed, formed, planned, opposite, determine, and rolative 
not simplified.

earth movement in the Great Lakes region. Ann. Rept. S. Survey, 1898, pt.
Proc. Amer. Adv. Sci., xviii, 1870,
Lake Erie enlarging.. . . Magazine, Lakeside, Ohio, i, 1898, 14-17.
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able." These are: (1) That the whole region moves together without internal warping and
(2) that the direction of its present tilting is identical with tho direction of the total change
since the epoch of tho Nipissing outlet of the upper lakes. What we know of the general char-
acter of earth movements gives no warrant for such assumptions of uniformity, but no better
assumptions as to this region are now available. On under the law of probabilities the close

of four measurements, of which are wholly independent, gives good status
to their mean, but there are other considerations tending to this status. The probable
errors of the individual measurements are rather high, ranging from 14 to 50 per cent, and this
suggests the possibility that the closeness of their correspondence may be accidental. Several 
causes of small errors are then enumerated.

For all these reasons I am disposed t o ascribe only a low order of precision to the deduced rate of change,
and t o regard i t  as  indicating the order of magnitude rather than the actual magnitude of the differential
movement.

On reading these passages and seeing how clearly the quality of scientific candor
is expressed in them, one must wonder it is ever absent from geological essays; and yet
how few geologists there are who, on reviewing their writings, will not find that various
half-conceived uncertainties occasionally been left in the background instead of being
frankly brought into the foreground of their conclusions.

FUTURE OF T H E GREAT LAKES AT CHICAGO

No element of Gilbert's study is neater than one that is graphically presented on an
line map of the Great Lakes, in which lines parallel to the general course of isobases are drawn
through each of the outlets; for on the northeast of these lines the continuation of the
tilting should cause the lake shores to emerge; while on the southwest i t should cause them to
be submerged. Certain facts recorded in the paper regarcling the drowning of the mouths of
certain creeks whore is inferred give support to this interpretation; but its full
confirmation rests with the future. Then "under the stated assumption as to rate of
tilting," a prediction of expectable future changes which has wide currency:

Eventually, unless a dam is erected to prevent, Michigan will again overflow t o the Illinois River, its
discharge occupying the channel carved by the outlet of a Pleistocene glacial lake. The summit in that channel
is now 8 feet above the mean level of the the time before i t will be overtopped . . . may be computed.
Evidently the first water t o overflow will be that of some high stage of the lake, and the discharge may a t first
be intermittent. Such high-water discharge occur in or 600 years. For the mean lake stage such dis-
charge mill begin in about 1,000 years, and after 1,500 years there will be no interruption. I n about 2,000 years
the Illinois River and the Niagara will carry equal portions of the surplus water of the Great Lakes. In 2,500
years the discharge of Niagara will be intermittent, failing a t low stages of the lake, and in 3,500 years there will
be no Niagara. The basin of Lake Erie will then be tributary to Lake Huron, the current being reversed in
the Detroit and St. Clair channels. 

This statement has been often quoted, and deservedly so; but the careful statement in
the original essay that the prediction is based on "the stated assumption as to the of tilting"
has been very commonly The prediction is plainly the most interesting part of
the whole study; but the most valuable part, much most valuable part, is the specific
statement of the assumption on which the prediction is made.

It should be here noted that in the popular statement of changes in the lake-shore
lines, above cited, as published in 1597, Gilbert ascribed the prediction of the possible future
outflow of the Great Lakes a t Chicago and extinction of Niagara to another
observer in 1894, he had himself clearly indicated the possibility of this geo-
graphical revolution in an article of his own in referred to in an section.
statement then was:

Had the [of the land] received no check, our hydrography and avenues of commerce might have 
very different; a further tilting of the land to the extent of three inches in each mile would send a great

river Chicago t o the Mississippi, reverse the current in the Detroit, stop Niagara Falls, and rob the upper
St. Lawrence of seven-eighths of its water.
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The othcr observer's statement, in 1894, was:
If the late rate of terrestrial deformation shall continue into the future . . . the drainage of the upper

lakes will be diverted from Niagara into the Mississippi in perhaps 5,000 or 6,000 years

The difference between the two statements is hardly more than a difference of
verbs. One says, in effect, a further tilting send a great river out from the lakes to the
Mississippi at Chicago; the other says a continued deformation divert the lake discharge
to the Mississippi. Whether the crediting of the prediction to the othcr observer was prompted
by an indifferent forgetfulness or by an exaggerated generosity does not appear; but in either
case it is misleading to a reader who happens on Gilbert's later article without
knowing of his one.

THE PROFILE O F THE BED O F NIAGARA GORGE

I n the Toronto lecture on Niagnra no special attention was paid to the influence of varia-
tions in the volume of Niagara River on the width and depth of its gorge; but this subject,
with others, mas taken up in the summer of 1896, following the three summers in Colorado,
quickly carried to a successful conclusion. The width of the gorge is seen to be to its
least measure for a certain below and above the and to increase again 
upper end. The depth of the mouth of the gorge by had been sounded as 96 feet,
and in the pool near the great cataract as 189 feet. In the intermediate stretch the strength
of the current was such as to make sounding impracticable. Gilbert therefore the
missing data by an ingenious method, suggested by a fellow worker, in which the volume of
discharge being known the depth was calculated in terms of the surface velocity from the
f :

Central depth=
Volume

central velocity width.

The central velocity estimated by timing the passage of patches of foam over meas-
ured distances; the river mas from accurate surveys; the volume was taken from
the records of the Lake The formula being supplied with these quantities, the depth
of the water below Wintergreen Flats was found to be 70 feet; opposite Wintergreen Flat, 35
feet; a t the whirlpool outlet, 50 feet; in the 150 feet; and in the rapids above the
whirlpool, 35 feet. In the interpretation of these values the great at the whirlpool mas
ascribed to the existence there of the drift-filled St. Davids Channel; the shallow stretches
near Wintergreen Flats and above tho whirlpool were correlated with epochs when the short-
cut discharge of the upper Iakes, by the Trent and later by the Nipissing outlet, left the
Niagara River so small and weak that i t could not excavate a deep gorge; the somewhat deeper 
stretch Wintergreen-Flats and the whirlpool was tentatively ascribed to a temporary 
restoration of full river volume by a partial of the northern land which raised the
Trent outlet higher than Detroit, and therefore turned the discharge of the lakes through
Lake Erie while the lingering ice still obstructed the Nipissing outlet, but this interpreta-
tion has since been questioned; the deep pool between the whirlpool rapids and the present
falls was the work of the finally full volume of the river, when the rise of land in the 
northeast finally turned the discharge of the upper through the Detroit where
i t had run before while the Trent and the Nipissing outlets were obstructed by ice.

W. Spencer. The geologicalsurvey of the Great Lakes. Proc. Amer. Adv. seep. 243.
of Niagara in its gorge. (Abstract) Amer. Qeol.,





CHAPTER

GLACIERS AND GLACIATION OF ALASKA
TEE EXPEDITION TO ALASKA: 1899

When a great excursion to Alaska was planned for the summer of 1899, transportation being
munificently provided in a special train from New York to Seattle and in a ocean-going
vessel chartered for the voyage from Seattle to Alaska and by the host of the party, Mr.
Edward H. Harriman, it was natural if not inevitable that Gilbert should be included among 
its 25 scientific members, inasmuch they were chosen as leading representatives in various
Lines of research. The party, as the Alaska left Seattle in the 
steamship George Elder on May 31, reached Bering Strait before turning back, and had trav-
eled 9,000 miles before arriving at Seattle againon July 30. The narrative of the journey records 

the ship had no business other than to convey the party whithersoever i t desired to go. Her route was entrusted
t o a committee comprising the heads of the various departments of research; so that from day to day and
from hour to hour her movements were made to the interests of the scientific work. . . . Another
factor which contributed materially to the results was the length of the days and lightness of the nights in
northern latitudes, permitting work on shore the greater part of the night. . . . Naphtha launches were of the
utmost service, landing large parties quickly and safely, and conveying men and supplies to remote points out of
reach of the ship. . . . Nearly every evening an lecture or talk on some subject connected with the
work of the Expedition, and illustrated by blackboard sketches, was given in the main cabin.

By great good fortune, the party was"favored with unusually weather so that on either
theoutward or the return voyage practically all parts of the coast from Puget Sound to Unalaska,
including the splendid peaks of the St. Elias and Pairweather ranges, and tho great
of the Alaska peninsula, were clearly seen from the steamer. . . . In all not less than five
thousand photographs were secured," in addition to large history collections. The
expedition was a noteworthy scientific event.

AND

Gilbert's share in the expedition was not limited to his special studies. He was a member
of the executive committee, and of the committees on route.and plans, geology, geography
and geographic names, and lectures; and, as in every party that he joined, he was a prized
companion for a walk on deck, a trip to the shore, or an evening in the cabin. The subjects of
study assigned to him were and glaciation." He treated them in the third of the
handsome volumes published by the Institution as the Harriman Alaska Series.
As to the first topic, to which John Muir also devoted a short chapter in the first volume of the
series, Gilbert general accounts of nearly 40 glaciers, many of which reached tidewater;
but as his observations were made either from the passing steamer or from short trips to the 
shore, he early decided that the phase of glacial science which he could best advance was the
history of local changes shown by the advance or retreat of glacier ends. Effort was therefore
made to visit as many as possible of the glaciers that had been previously described or mapped 
by earlier observers, with the object of determiningfluctuations that had taken place later, and in 
thecaseof the numerous glaciers not previouslystudied, means were taken to their ends by
maps, photographs, and descriptions in such a way that their future fluctuations might be
measured by later observers. So numerous are Alaskan glaciers and so little had they been
explored, that this expedition discovered and named a good number of new ones. No
example of a tidal glacier was found than the first one encountered, the Davidson Glacier in
the Lynn "canal7' or fiord; i t is noteworthy that Gilbert's description of this beautiful ice 
stream recognized the possibility of its submarine extension beneath the low belt of gravel that
surrounds its visible termination, and that his longitudinal section of the glacier represents its
actual end resting on the fiord bottom reaching about 2,000 feet beyond its visible end.
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A summary of results declares the detected fluctuations of glacier ends to be unsystematic; 
not even when the retarded fluctuations of long as compared with short glaciers is allowed for
did the advances and retreats exhibit an orderly relation. Hence Gilbert mas led to speculate
as to the possibility of other controls of fluctuation than those dependent on climatic variations
as ordinarily conceived, and he therefore suggested that "the combination of a climatic change 
of a general character with local conditions of varied character may result in local glacier varia-
tions which are not only unequal but opposite" (109). The results of such a combination are
worked out by a very ingenious discussion: It was shown that if the ocean water in the
Gulf of Alaska has such a temperature as is favorable for the development of glaciers
in the district as a whole, it will be too warm for the highest development of certain glaciers
and glacier systems and too cool for others." Hence "whenever such a condition obtains, a
change in ocean temperature will cause some glaciers to enlarge and others to contract" (111).
The analysis is regarded as serving its purpose "if i t has given plausibility to the suggestion
that a change in some meterologic factor or factors may result in simultaneous
of glaciers which not only amount but in algebraic sign." I t is then pointed out that
because of the greater variety of local conditions found in Alaska than in Europe or Green-
land," the complexity of interacting conditions mayfor a long time baffle attempt at its analysis,
but when the complexity has been resolved, the resulting theory should have wider application
than one founded on simpler phenomena" 12). The two pages devoted to this topic may be
instanced as exhibiting logical ingenuity in a highly characteristic form.

GLACIAL EROSION OF FIORDS

second half of the volume on "Pleistocene glaciation" contains the most cogent pre-
sentation of the evidenceforstrong glacial erosion of a mountainous coast that has ever appeared. 
It is a model of orderly, powerful, and convincing procedure. The preglacial topography of the
region is given an explanatory description as follows:

After the folding and squeezing of the metamorphic rocks, there was a long period of erosion in which broad
tracts of the land were worn down nearly to sea level. Then came uplift, producing a [slanting] plateau from
3,000 to 6,000feet high. . . . The period of subsequent erosion has been long enough for the development of
local peneplains [on weak rocks] a t a lower level, and in that time the plateau [of harder rocks] has been greatly
modified. the glacial period opened, the larger part of the region was mountainous in the ordinary sense,

crests a t various heights and a complicated system of steep-sided ridges, spurs and gorges. There were
extensive remnants of the high-lifted peneplain, its plateaus marking the areas of most resistant rocks, and above
these plateaus rose summits of the nature of monadnocks. There were remnants of a low peneplain . . . . and
these occupied areas of relatively weak rock. There was a system of river valleys or master lines of drainage,
narrow where rocks were most resistant and more open among weak rocks. The bottoms of these valleys
were in part below tide level (129, 139).

I t is further stated that "at the date of the lower peneplain,"the region presumably included 
all phases of the topographic cycle, "being infantile to adolescent where the rocks are most
resistant, adolescent to mature . . . . [where the rocks are of medium resistance] and senile
where the rocks are weakest" (130). Before taking up the question of glacial erosion, it was
pointed out that the preglacial valleys of river erosion can not have been so deep as the present
fiords, for that would have involved a relative elevation of 3,000 feet, and "such a change would
carry a very large area above snow line, and would so promote the alimentation of glaciers as to
flood the whole district with ice and abolishstream erosion" (136).

The problem of glacial erosion is then considered; and not only the cirques in the mountains
surmounted the plateau of the uplifted peneplain and the high-level lateral valleys above

fiords, but the deep fiord troughs also are ascribed to it. Gilbert writes: 
For this complicated system of troughs I have not been able to suggest an origin that does not involve

a n immense amount of excavation by ice (144).
Various combinations of river and glacier erosion are examined, but no combination makes

it possible to account for the discordant relations of the high lateral valleys and the deep fiord
troughs without powerful excavation by glaciers; and it is interesting to note that the discordance
of depth between the high-level valleys--or "hanging valleys," as Gilbert proposed they should
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be called-and the deep fiord troughs was considered most important witness yet dis-
covered to the magnitude of the work accomplished by the Alpine glaciers of the PleistoceneJ7

(118). When this conclusion was reached on the expedition, it must have given great
satisfaction to who was one of the party; for it was he who had only a year before 
published his remarkable paper on Lake Chelan in the State of Washington, in which after first
pointing out the striking homology between branch and trunk river channels and branch and
trunk glacial troughs, he had so ably used this homology to resolve the vexed question of the
amount of erosion that the ancient glaciers of mountainous regions accomplished. The elabora-
tion of his argument by so competent and so impartial an investigator as in the presence
of the innumerable examples of hanging lateral valleys and deep main troughs in Alaska settled
the question beyond the need of further proof.

OF DISCUSSION OF EROSION

Several comments are suggested by Gilbert's discussion. It should be noted in the
place that it is preceded by a critical physiographic analysis, not of the fiord troughs and their
hanging lateral valleys alone but of the region as a whole, and that this analysis resulted in
a readily intelligible explanatory description of the varied parts of which the whole is composed;
in other words, the treatment has the breadth and comprehensiveness that is usually found in
Gilbert's essays. More significant still is the fact that the physiographic analysis was sub-
stantially the product of own observation in a region of complicated structure and of
complexforms during a comparatively short excursion. The analysis may of course be erroneous
in some respects and incomplete in No one would have recognized the desirability of
further work more heartily than Gilbert; nevertheless the results of the analysis are distinctly
valuable. I t may be argued from this that a preliminary explanatory description of a region
can be properly made during a short excursion, provided the describer is properly trained. 
The apprehensions of those who fear that explanatory physiographic description is useful only
after long-continued and elaborate investigation are not warranted; it is as available in recon-
naissance work as an explanatory geological description is; both may be helpfully carried as
far as the occasion warrants, always provided that the worker is competent.

The phrasing of Gilbert's results is also of interest; it shows that this clear-mindecl student
of land forms found value in such descriptive terms as infantile, mature, and senile, borrowed 
from the organic sciences where they are so naturally employed to designate certain stages in a
systematic developmental sequence, and applied in an inorganic science where they may again
represent stages in a systematic developmental sequence; and it shows further that he was not
in the least embarrassed by the contemporaneous occurrence these unlike stages of
development on rocks of different resistance in different parts of a single region, although such
association appears to have caused trouble among certain less clear-minded students who have
confused stage, as representing phase of change, with age, as representing a measure of time.
Gilbert's explicit sanction of these biological terms as representing stage and not age is quoted 
in another section. This must surely give encouragement to those physiographers who find 
help in the analogy between the orderly development of land forms and of organic forms. 

The reasons that led Gilbert to a belief in the strong erosive power of the ancient
glaciers also deserve emphasis. These were not based on a study of the physics of ice, or on an
investigation of the visible behavior of existing glaciers, or on an estimate of the volume of
glacial detritus removed from the region in question; they were based, first, on a competent
physiographic analysis of the Alaskan coastal region, as noted above; next on the
contrast discovered by means of this analysis between the peculiar features of this formerly
glaciated region and the forms of various other never-glaciated regions of ordinary or "normal"
erosion with which Gilbert had had abundant experience for 30 years previously; and
on the recognition of the striking agreement between the features of formerly glaciated 
Alaska and the features that Alaska ought to have if its former glaciers had strong erosive
power where their currents were deep and relatively rapid, coupled with the of much
less erosive power where the ice was less deep and more sluggish. In a word, Gilbert's
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sion was reached by a logical combination of induction and deduction in which both of these
unlike processes were duly exercised and neither was allowed to obstruct or to dominate the other.
His study of Coon Butte, 10 years earlier, employed a similar combination; but there no assured
conclusion was reached, partly perhaps because only a single instance was Would
that he had taken occasion to analyze his method in the Alaskan problem, where instances were 
abundant and where an assured conclusion was attained, as fully as he had done in the Coon
Butte problem where, by very reason of the excellence of his method of study, the attainment of
a conclusion was impossible.

A particular instance of the interplay of induction and deduction in the Alaskan problem 
may be brought forward; i t concerns the inequalities in the fiord-trough floors as discovered by
sounding. They are explained by following theorem that the glacier-made valley 
[or fiord trough] is homologous, not with river-made valley, but with the channel made by the 
river. The bottom of a river channel is not evenly graded like its flood plain, but i t abounds in
hollows and hills, and the bottom of a glacier channel has irregularities that are similar but on
a larger scale" (148). That the more striking of these irregularities may be interpreted as
witnesses to the immaturity of the troughs that they interrupt is intimated in later passages.
I t is worth adding that certain examples of salient irregularities in glaciated trough floors have
often been cited by opponents of glacial erosion as preglacial features which, in spite of their
small size, glacial erosion could not remove. Such salient are here more reasonably regarded as
the comparatively small residuals which survived the great erosion by which the trough as a
whole was excavated, and which would have been more completely removed if the great erosion
had been carried somewhat farther.

' I t is worth recording that Gilbert did not have recourse to down-faulting in explanation of
the Alaskan although that process has been rather frequently called upon in recent years 
by certain European observers in explanation of Norwegian fiords; and it is also worth recording
that the analysis by which the European observers were led to accept down-faulting was-in its
published form at least-by no means so thorough or so critical as the analysis by which Gilbert
was led to reject it. He believed that the Alaskan fiords follow the courses of normal valleys of
less depth, and that some of the valleys had been eroded along the strike of the strata and others
across it; he recognized that in the uplift of the older peneplain to its present plateau altitude,
it was possibly "interrupted here and there by faults" (129); but he wisely avoids the extreme
view that each fiord represents a narrow down-faulted block. This view has had two inter-
pretations by European observers: One that the down-faulting was of so recent a date that the
glaciers soon followed it and had comparatively little to do with shaping the troughs; the other
that the down-faulting was of earlier than the erosion of the highland peneplain, its effect
being to let down narrow slabs of weaker rocks between larger blocks of harder rocks, so that
after the mosaic mass was degraded and uplifted, only the excavation of the weaker slabs by a
combination of normal and glacial erosion was needed to produce the fiords. Neither of these
interpretations was mentioned in Gilbert's analysis; but his phrase regarding the interruption
of the uplifted peneplain only ('here and there by faults" suffices to show that neither would
have been acceptable. 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC ITEMS

On the other hand, Gilbert's statement as to the origin of the stream courses by which the
uplifted peneplain was eroded in preglacial time contains a peculiar item:

The master streams were largely consequent to the seaward slope of the old plain, but were in part directed
to lines of strike; and minor streams were adjusted to rock structures (130).

If taken literally, the clause implies that the peneplain, or "old plain" as it is here 
called, was so smooth and its slanting uplift was so rapid that the master streams which had 
drained it during its degradation were as a rule extinguished and replaced by new streams

to the slope." As nothing is directly known about the master stream courses on 
the peneplain, and as the fiords to-day exhibit a considerable irregularity in their directions, it
seems permissible at least to suppose that the region at the time of its most advanced

was not a plain but a peneplain, for some of its inequalities were to be so large 
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kind of stream, changes in the direction of flow are caused by irregularities of the channel, and complex series of
phenomena arise from the resistance of the current to deflection. These series are strikingly parallel, but the
resistance to deflection is occasioned in one case by momentum and in the other by viscosity.

After the return of the expedition, Gilbert spent the months of August and September,
1899, in the States of Washington and Oregon on local problems, and returned via California to
the city of Washington on October 10. He gave much time during two years following to the
report above outlined. The journey afforded him material for a number of communications to
scientific societies: Alaskan glaciers were described to the National Geographic Society on
December 1, and to the Washington Academy of Sciences on December 29, 1899. The mor-
phology of southern Alaska was discussed before the Geological Society of Washington on Janu-
ary 27, and the statics of a tidal glacier on March 25; Alaskan scenery was the subject of an ad-
dress to the American Institute of Mining Engineers on February 20; the relation of glacier
flotation and fiords was explained to the Philosophical Society of Washington on 29,1900.
The preparation of the volume on "Glaciers and glaciation" was not completed until the summer
of 1902. It is fitting that, as this fine volume did so much to make known the striking features
of Alaskan mountains, one of them which rises from Fiord to a height of over
feet should be given Gilbert's name, not merely in memory of his visit there but also in com-
memoration of his great contributions to Americanscience.



CHAPTER
A CATER STUDY OF THE BASIN

THE BASIN RANGES ARE LONG- NEGLECTED

There is little published indication that the origin of the basin ranges continued to occupy
Gilbert's attention after he left the Wheeler survey. He saw many of the ranges while he was
studying irrigation problems under Powell and Bonneville problems under King; but other
duties appear to have been so engrossing that the basin-range problem was laid aside. His
habit seems to have been to discharge past problems from his mind and to concentrate his
attention upon problems in hand. In any case he took no public part in the discussion that the
problem aroused during the years just before and just after the organization of the national
survey. Very little mention of it is found in his writings for a period of 25 years after he left the
Wheeler survey, most of his work during that time being in the East; nevertheless he must have
followed the discussion while i t was conducted by others, and in particular the additions con-
tributed by Powell and Dutton to his tersely outlined views of 1875 must have been known to
him. Nevertheless, such brief mention as he made of the basin ranges in connection with
studies of other subjects took no account of these additions; the only novel elements in his 
own brief statements concerned the recent and low fault scarps in the piedmont alluvium and
the much larger signs of faulting seen in the spur-end facets, as will appear from the follow-
ing extracts, the first of which, however, merely repeat his original understanding of the
problem. I n connection with the possible occurrence of earthquakes in the district Salt Lake
City, the brief statement was made in 1884 that "a majority of the mountain ranges [of the
Basin] have been upraised by the aid of a fracture at one side or the other, and in numerous
instances there is evidence that the last increase of height was somewhat recent." Similarly,
the chapters prepared by Gilbert on the Salt Lake region in the guidebook for the western

that followed the International Geological Congress at Washington in 1891 concisely 
announced:

The mountain ridges of the Great Basin are due directly to uplift [(p. 263); . . . the mountains of the
Great Basin are, in large part, carved from orogenic blocks uplifted along fault planes. The displacements,
which were probably initiated in Mesozoic time, were continued during various Cenozoic epochs, and are now in
progress. The steeper faces of most of the mountain ranges are rugged escarpments primarily due to faulting
and a t their bases are frequently to be found smaller [alluvial] escarpments of so recent date that the of
subsequent erosion are scarcely perceptible (p. 376).

The [Wasatch] mountains towering above the Utah valley are of wonderful boldness and beauty, and their
precipitous faces are such as result from no orogenic process save that of faulting (p. 396)

A somewhat more explicit statement was made elsewhere:
A range consisting of a faulted block generally has a bold front on the side of the fault, and abrupt on

the opposite slope. On the side of the bold front the line separating the rock of the mountain from the alluvium
of the valley [intermont trough] is simple and direct, while on the opposite side i t is

At the time of the Inte national Geological Congress excursion, Gilbert's attention
seems to have been given less to the larger features of the range margins than to the little fault
scarps in the alluvium near the base of the ranges. This was perhaps natural because the
little scarps had not understood, even if they had been seen, by Gilbert during his service 
on the survey; he first noticed them in 1876, when he was in Utah for the second
season of work on the survey. Brief reference is made to them in the address on the
"Inculcation of scientific method," above analyzed; i t is there announced that their "discovery
was something more than the finding of a post-Bonnevillefault; i t was the discovery of a new
method of recognizing faults-of a peculiar type of cliff produced by faulting, which tho by no
means obscure had been overlocked by geologists." The occurrence of similar

Amer. Journ. Sci., 
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scarps piedmont to a number of basin ranges was mentioned by Russell in his monograph 
on Lake Lahontan, and was of course well known to Gilbert. A brief account of these small 
"fault cliffs" is given in Gilbert's essay on the "Topographic features of lake shores," where
it is shown that they differ from level-based shore cliffs in that they do not follow "exact con-
tours but ascend and descend the slopes of the foot hills." They are described in somedetail in 
the Congress excursion guidebook, and it has already been told that they were made the subject
of special examination when the excursion party reached Salt Lake City.

More important than the discovery of the small and recent faults in the piedmont alluvium 
the recognition of a new of topographic evidence for faulting that is provided by the

facetswhich truncate the extremity of many spurs along the western base of
for these facets were taken to represent little altered parts of the great fault plane on which the
mountain mass has been upheaved. The date of their recognition is not recorded; they were

announced in 1890 in the Bonneville monograph, as follows:
The western front of the Wasatch is determined by a great fault. From the of this fault . . . springs

steep face of solid rock, the escarpment of the up-thrown orogenic block. At intervals the rock face is divided 
by narrow clefts or gateways, whence streams issue from the interior of the range. Between each pair of adjacent
streams is a n acute ridge of rock, whose roof-like cross-profile marks i t as the product of aqueous sculpture.
The end of each is truncated by the great fault, and the truncated terminals, standing in line, constitute t h e
rock face a t the margin of the [piedmont] plain (307).

The recognition of the existence of these terminal facets was an important step in the
study of the visible landscape; the explanation of their origin was an important step in the
rational physiography of the lands. When once noticed, they are conspicuous enough, inasmuch
as some of them rise several hundred feet over the mountain base; and better still, when they
are once understood they become positively attractive features of the mountain view, because
the eye turns with so much pleasure to those elements of a landscape which the mind understands.

Yet significant as are the well-preserved terminal facets of tho Wasatch spurs, no mention
was made of the occurrence of similar forms on the spur ends of any of the basin ranges, either
as initial, little-worn facets, or as rounded and dissected facets; and no general statement was
published concerning the share taken by spur-end in the theoretical aspect of the basin-
range problem. They were introduced only as a side issue in a problem of an altogether different
nature, after their brief introduction little more was said of them. Even in the chapters on
the Great Basin region which Gilbert prepared for the Congressexcursionof 1891, no mention is
made of the facets, but the large facets of some strongly truncated spurs were pointed out to the
excursionists as their train, on its way southward and eastward after leaving Salt Lake City,
approached the Wasatch front to enter the Canyon of Spanish Fork on the way through the range.

A DISSENTING OPINION

Such was the status of the basin-range problem, as far as Gilbert's own pub-
lished contributions to it are concerned, when the whole subject was brought to the foreground
of his attention by the work of a member of the survey who had had wide experience in the West
and who presented an essay a t the meeting of the Geological Society of America at Albany at

end of December, traversing the earlier explanation of the ranges by The
dissenting opinion thus announced seems to have arisen largely from the adoption of a geological
rather than a physiographic method of approach to and treatment of the questions a t issue.
In common with certain members of the Fortieth Parallel survey, dissenter from Gilbert's
views believed that "many of the Great Basin ranges were probably formed . . . a t the close
of the Jurassic . . . contemporaneously with the Sierra Nevada" (248); he thus not only
ascribed great antiquity to existing mountain masses, but failed to distinguish with sufficient
clearness between the ancient date when the structures within the existing mountain
masses were produced and the modern date when the existing mountains were developed as
topographic He knew of the composite theory which, following King, dates the folding
of the mountain strata as Jurassic, and which, following Gilbert, dates the upheaval of the

E. Origin and structure of the basin ranges. Bull. Amer., 217-270.
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existing ranges as Tertiary, and which, following Powell and Dutton, introduces a long period
of erosion, almost reaching planation, in the intermediate periods whereby the earlier-formed
mountains were essentially destroyed before the later-formed mountains were uplifted; but he
designated this composite theory as a "compromise" as if it represented a partial and 
unwilling concession of opinions by opposed partisans, whereas it really represented a well-
advised acceptance, by open-minded truth seekers, of the vital elements found in two contra-
dictory theories, and an ingenious reduction of the contradictions by the addition of an equally
vital element of a third theory. Indeed the third element-the wearing down of the earlier
before the upheaval of the later mountains--does not seem to have engaged the dissenter's
attention to any great degree, for without especially inquiring into the characteristics that
should be presented by fault-block mountains of a second generation, after the almost complete 
obliteration of their folded and faulted predecessors, he adopted the view that the existing
mountains"as wesee them, are the net result of compound erosion since Jurassic times, operating
on rocks upheaved by compound earth movements which have been probably also continuous
during the same period" (265).

Furthermore, on passing from general considerations to details, the dissenter did not
analyze the specific consequences that must follow from the action of subaerial erosion on folded 
structures; for he concluded that long-continued erosion, unaided by recent faulting, could leave
a whole anticline in one part of a range while consuming the greater share of it in another part
(238). Indeed, he appears not to have regarded the frequently occurring discordance between 
the strike of the range structures and the trend of the range form-especially the trend of the
base line along the steeper side-as either important or for he compared the basin
ranges with the ridges of the folded Appalachians, in which the accordance of rock strike and 
ridge trend is always a leading characteristic. He even asserted that if "the Appalachians,
which likewise [i. e., like the basin ranges] consist of parallel ridges eroded along lines of folding,
should become arid . . . there would develop in course of time exactly what exists in the Basin
region . . . a series of parallel, synclinal and anticlinal ridges" (255). This clearly overlooks 
the repeated occurrence of more or less resistant strata which stand obliquely or even trans-
versely within the basin ranges, and which are truncated along the range margins; for such dis-
cordance between structure and form is unknown in the Appalachians, except where it is caused
by faults.

Finally, in with others who rejected Gilbert's theory, the dissenter failed to dis-
criminate between scarps of different kinds and faults of ages; for he argued
that as '(many of the most pronounced scarps are along no fault linesw-that is, are due to
differences structure-and "while many heavy faults have absolutely no direct effect on the
topography"-that is, are so old that their original inequality has been obliterated-therefore
the theory that the more abrupt sides of the basin ranges are fault scarps, more or less dissected 
and battered during and since their production, must be untenable. In this connection he
stated that "actually ascertained heavy faults along the main fronts of the ranges are exceedingly
rare" (259); and he evidently meant by '(actually ascertained faults," those that are demon-
strated by the occurrence of corresponding strata in discontinuous attitudes on the two sides of
an invisible fracture, this demonstration being of course based on the universally accepted 
geological principle that the corresponding strata were continuous when originally formed. He
stated also that "the mountains fronts are, in general, not marked by great faults" thus
rejecting or ignoring Gilbert's demonstration of faults based on the universally acceptable but
more novel and therefore less widely accepted physiographic principle that if the strata of a
mountain front in a continental interior are truncated by the mountain base line, their absence
beyond the base line, not being explainable by erosion, must be explained by displacement.

But i t was by no means only because of the dissenter's manner of approach to the basin-
range problem that he rejected Gilbert's interpretation of it. An equally potent cause for
dissent lay in failure to set forth his original views and the reasons for them in
detail when were announced; and in his failure to make public announcement of
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the modification that his original views suffered in view of the suggestions later made by Powell
and Dutton. The brevity of his original discussion in the Wheeler report was regrettable, as
has been shown in an earlier section of this memoir; his silence during the following period when 
others were debating the origin of the basin ranges is more regrettable still. His reticence is,
as already noted, probably to be explained in part by a dislike of controversy, and perhaps still
more by a feeling that, as he had had his say, he ought not to speak again on the subject until
he had new opportunity of field study. If this be true, i t is all the more unfortunate that he
was not assigned in 1893 to field work in the Great Basin, for there, aswell as in Colorado,a good
number of topographic sheets were awaiting a geological coloring.

GILBERT AS CENSOR

Gilbert's reaction upon the announcement of the dissenting opinion was to ask for an assign-
ment to field work in the Great Basin for the summer of 1901; his studies then made will be
summarized below. In the meantime it is interesting to read own opinion on the subject
before his return to the field. Following its excellent custom, the GeologicalSociety submitted
the dissenter's essay to several censors accepting i t for and of these censors
Gilbert was one. One of his letter fortunately preserves a copy of his typewritten report.
After an introductory statement to the effect that different views obtained regarding the origin
of the basin ranges, the report reads substantially as follows:

The earlier view [Gilbert's own] is tha t the ranges were made by uplift, the crustal blocks which underlie 
and compose them being lifted with reference t o the blocks beneath the adjacent valleys, and usually divided 
from them by profound faults. Mr. Spurr's view is the mountains were made by the erosion of bounding
valleys. After a careful reading of Mr. Spurr's paper and a review of the subject I find myself decidedly of t h e
opinion tha t his view is and tha t the earlier view, especially a s modified and restated by King, Dutton,
and Russell, is in substantial accord with the main facts, including those adduced by Mr. Spurr in this paper.
The considerations on which this opinion is based be set forth in the following paragraphs.

1. Relation of Trend to Strike.-It has been satisfactorily shown tha t the Appalachian ranges are mountains 
of erosion in the sense which Mr. Spurr uses that phrase and I take them a s a type. They have been developed 
by erosion from a broad mass of strata which had been previously folded, and also t o some extent faulted. As a
result of differential erosion valleys have been produced along the outcrops of the less resistant rocks and mountain
ranges along the outcrop of more resistant rocks. The characters of the mountain ranges are a direct consequence
of their mode of origin: (1) Each range is crested from end t o end by a single bed or by a compact series of
(2) The trend of range is identical the strike of the composing rocks; (3) The range continues a s far a s
the formation continues. . . . I n respect to these characters the Basin ranges are contrasted with the Appa-
lachian ranges. The Basin ranges as a rule are less simple in internal structure. I n many of them the crest line
shifts repeatedly from one formation to another. Anticlines and synclines often traverse a range obliquely, and
the associated ridges, whether anticlinal, synclinal or monoclinal, run to the margin of the range area and there
stop abruptly. I n other words, fold and fault systems, more or less analogous t o those of the Appalachian
province, are found within individual ranges of the Great Basin system; but  the strike of such a structure
system is usually more or less oblique t o the trend of the range, and faults and folds are cu t off abruptly a t
the margin of the range. . . .

I n my judgment these characters take the Basin ranges out of the typified by the Appalachian
ranges. . . . The trends of the Basin ranges are not dominated by the strikes of constitutent formations, and
i t is probable tha t  the  valleys are not so dominated. It is quite conceivable that, in any individual case, t h e
original position of a river (superimposed or antecedent), may have been oblique t o the strike of the formations,
and that  a great [intermont] valley may have been developed by the river and its tributaries. But in the broaden-
ing of such a valley the lateral branches would become adjusted t o the strike [of the weaker beds], and the sides
of the [intermont] valley would be characterized in detail by strike ridges. If the floor of such a were
subsequently by detritus, the resulting detrital would be invaded on both sides by tapering strike
ridges. If the valleys of the Great Basin were formed in such a manner the line separating their detrital cloaks
from the rocks of the adjacent ranges would be serrate instead of simple. Each of the oblique monoclinal o r
anticlinal ridges composing a range would project into the valley, and each of the mountain valleys would contain
a bay of detritus; there would be a gradual passage from rocky range t o detrital plain, instead of the abrupt

along a simple line so characteristic of the region. I n accounting for the oblique transection of folds
the erosion theory seems t o me full of difficulties and fault theory comparatively free from difficulty.

2. Unpaired Monoclinal Ridges.-The portion of a Basin range adjoining a valley often consists of a
ridge with the escarpment toward the and the dip away from the valley. By Mr. Spurr these

ridges are interpreted as the halves of anticlinal arches and the complementary halves, not being visible, are
supposed t o have been removed by erosion. . . . I doubt if subaerial erosion has ever accomplished such a
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work as is here ascribed it. In the Appalachian region, where the rock floors of the valleys are open for inspec-
tion so that the rock structure can be made out, there is no such phenomenon as an arch of resistant
rock from which one limb has been removed by erosion. . . . The hypothesis of faulting offers so easy an
explanation of the unpaired monocline that  i t  has been widely employed by students of Basin range structure;
and I am of opinion that the unpaired monocline offers presumptive evidence of a fault.

3. ordinary cliff of differential degradation, or the receding as i t is sometimes
called, is determined structurally by a strong bed overlying a weak one, and is maintained by weathering and
stream erosion. Where drainage lines cross it there are acute re-entrants, and between these re-entrants rounded
salients, so that the contour lines are scalloped. Strongly contrastetl with this are certain or steep slopes
occuring a t many points on the outer face of Basin ranges. For the convenience of a name I will here call them
"cut-off cliffs. Their lower contours, instead of being scalloped, are comparatively direct lines, often straight
for considerable distances. Lines of outward drainage, instead of occupying valleys with flaring mouths, issue

comparatively narrow gateways, making but slight interruption in the lower cliff contours. These char-
acters are best shown where the rock is resistant and of uniform character. . . .

I n the study of the Basin ranges, I have regarded the cut-off cliff as diagnostic of faulting. Such cliffs
may indeed be produced in other ways, but usually the local conditions seem to bar other explanations.
Regarding a cut-off cliff as a product of faulting the mode of its origin is conceived as follows: A great fault is
assumed to be made by small increments separated by long time intervals. By the first movement a scarp is
produced, and each subsequent movement increases its height, but the slowness of the process gives time for
the weathering of the scarp and the reduction of its steepness. It also gives time for the continuous adjust-
ment of cross-drainage. Streams from the heaved block to the thrown block open gorges in the former and
build alluvial fans in the latter, maintaining graded channels. Eventually their gorge walls meet above,
reducing the interstream tracts to crested spurs which appear as tho truncated by the frontal cliff. . . . Cut-
off cliffs are also produced by glaciers, but the glacial need not be discussed in this connection.
There is in fact but one other mode of origin seems of consideration, and that is wave erosion, 
the process suggested by Mr. Spurr. Where waves attack a mountain base their tendency is to straighten the
contours by cutting spurs, and if the process were sufficiently active and prolonged it would be quite
competent to produce such cut-off cliffs as are seen in the Great Basin. . . . But the production of the Great
Basin cliffs seems altogether too much to ask of the comparatively feeble waves which could be raised in the
narrow arms of Tertiary lakes of the Basin. Moreover, the phenomena of Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan
show that shore cliffs are characteristically associated with terraces or platforms carved from the rock and
with embankments of gravel. If the cut-off cliffs of the Basin ranges are the complementary
rock platforms and gravel embankments ought somewhere to be discovered. . . .

4. New Fault Scarps.-It was not until 1876 that certain low scarps, traversing slopes in the Great
Basin, were recognized as the surface indications of faults. After their recognition as a distinct physiographic
type the positions and directions of numerous dislocations were traced in places where bed rock was and is wholly
concealed by valley detritus. . . . The significance of these scarps is greatly enhanced by their association
with other features. With few exceptions they follow mountain bases, cutting alluvial slopes close to the
boundary alluvium and bed rock. They occur on the sides of ranges where profound faulting is indi-
cated by the transection of folds, by unpaired monoclinal ridges, or by cut-off cliffs. I n each case the direction
of throw . . . . is such as to depress the valley or lift the range.

It is furthermore significant that the fault theory for Basin ranges was founded on other characters, before
the recognition of [alluvial] fault scarps, so that their testimony came as a verification; i t proved the presence
of faults in places where their existence had previously been inferred from less direct evidence. For example,
in 1872 a fault inferred along the East base of the north part of the House range [the Fish Spring range]
because an unpaired monocline there presents its scarp to the east, and for similar reason a fault was inferred
along the West base of the South part of the same range [House range proper]; and years afterward the

positions of these faults were found to be marked by low fault scarps, throws in the theoretic direction.

In spite of these cogent arguments, the dissenting essay does not appear to have been
modified by its author, if he read them. Perhaps it was because of their essen-

tially physiographic nature that he regarded them as unconvincing; but surely they must be
accepted as compelling by geologists of a more physiographic habit of thought. Two com-
ments may be made upon them. The first is that the great advance which they show over
the original statement in the Wheeler report proves that the basin-range problem had really
been growing and taking on a more and more matured form in Gilbert's mind during the many 
years in which he had published next to nothing upon it. report as censor does not appear
to be the result of special study or to have cost him any great amount of time; it represents an
accumulation of evidence that had been taking shape in his mind as it grew. When the dis-
senting manuscript was received, the evidence already formulated in favor of the fault-block
theory had only to be written down. The second comment called for by the report is that it
adduces no evidence in support of Powell's and Dutton's view that the mountains of Jurassic
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date had been worn down to low relief before the existing ranges were heaved up; if that view
be correct, traces of the worn-down surface of the old mountains ought to be found on the back
slopes of the new ones; but no mention is made of such an old surface. Yet such worn-down
surfaces would be of importance in the discussion, for they would correct the idea that the 
basin ranges result from "compound erosion" operating continuously on that have been
continuously upheaved by "compound earth movements" since Jurassic time. If the
down surfaces exist in the back slopes of the ranges, they would prove that earth movements
had been wanting during a considerable interval of time, and that erosion as well had almost
ceased the latter part of that interval. Gilbert's omission of this of tho
argument was perhaps because he had, at the time of writing his report as censor, no personal
knowledge of any such surfaces. Fortunately, his notebooks of the summer of 1901 show

he discovered a good number of them, and to his field studies of that year we may next 
turn.

THE SUMMER OF 1901 IN

Gilbert fortunately secured authority to make review of the question of the mode of
of the mountain ranges and intervening valleys of the Great Basin region" in the summer

of 1901. W. D. Johnson accompanied him as topographer, as he had in the studies,
in spite of the untoward incident of 1893 in Colorado, recounted above. Some extracts from
Gilbert's notebooks of this season are presented below, from which i t appears that
and Fish Spring Ranges in Utah were selected for special study; these being the ranges
which 29 years before, as already told on an earlier page, were most described in
field notes of his Grst season as consisting of uplifted blocks, one with eastward tilt on the
eastern side of an inferred fault line, and the other, farther north, with westward tilt the
western side of the same line; and i t was these ranges which then impressed him so vividly as 

examples that, when he was at the bottom of the Colorado Canyon two months later,
he drew from memory an imagined bird's-eye view of them in a notebook diagram, here repro-
duced on page 56.

The field season of 1901 seems to have been both successful and enjoyable, as i t resulted
the collection of a large body of valuable material, closely pertinent to the problem under

discussion; but this material was, most never published on account of the disappoint-
ment caused by a calamity in the following spring. Before recounting that sad episode, a
few items may be quoted from Gilbert's letters of the summer; both include passages that
illustrate very well his quizzical way of putting things. The was to one of his sons:

This letter has been interrupted the cut my hair, taking off all but about a quarter inch-and
making prominent some scars I got two days ago in trying to lift the roof of a cave. I was in the cave for shelter

a rain storm when heard the roar of a storm-torrent. It two miles away, but I thought i t close and
started to ruu and see the spectacle. Then I met the cave roof and stopped and sat down again. Fortunately

damage was only skin deep. . . . We call this "Sunday"regardless of the calendar, because Johnson I are
both staying in camp.

The tumult of temporary torrents by which the silence of the desert is occasionally broken
is a characteristic of the arid region; another instance of the was recorded in one of Gil-
bert's notebooks for the same summer, when an hour after a storm at night the roar of the
flood was heard; the next morning a sheet of water covered the low-lying playa in thetrough
of the intermont plain.

Later in the season a letter to a geological correspondent outlined the work in hand and 
on some of the conclusions reached :

I have not been outside of Utah and am now homeward bound. I began with a study of the physiographic
expression of faults in the Wasatch and continued it in the Oquirrh; and the chief thing I have done since is to

out the structure of the House range. What was long ago suspected is now proved, that certain triangular
faces of the Wasatch, between canyons, are remnants of an inclined fault plane. They retain slickensides and

of indurated shear-zone. On the Oquirrh they are followed below ground by mines, the hanging wall
being . . . Among my interesting finds are a number of mistakes made by Gilbert, one of the Wheeler
geologists, in 1872; but he substantially on the right track as regards Basin range structure.
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The mistakes in his own earlier work here referred to in third-person phrase probably lay
in the failure then to recognize the long period of erosion between the early epoch of folding

and the later epoch of block faulting, for in the season of 1901 he found abundant evidence of
such an erosional period, as will appear in quotations from field notebooks introduced below;
and, second, in the earlier assumption that block faulting had been accomplished chiefly by
vertical upheaval, an assumption which i t was impossible to maintain in view of the moderate
inclination of the mountain-margin fault planes, as represented by spur-end facets in the
Wasatch and other ranges. I t was probably an experience of this summer that was recalled
15 years later when Gilbert wrote to his elder son, who was then engaged in engineering work 
in the dry country:

The only remedy I know for a Utah desert wind is to camp in the lee of an irrigated farm, and that raises
the question of preference-mosquitos or dust.

After stopping field work he made a visit to the Colorado Canyon with the director of the
survey, and went as far as San Francisco before returning to Washington.

OF THE FIELD

Work on his Alaska report appears to have occupied much time during the winter,
but in December Gilbert spoke on "Western Utah" before the GeologicalSociety in Washington,
when it is to be presumed he gave some account of his summer's work; and at the end of the year
when the Geological Society of America met in his home city of Rochester, he presented a brief
paper on '(Joint veins," illustrated by a much fractured rock from the House Range; this was an
example of the small-topic problems which he repeatedly discussed at meetings in his 
later life. I t was in the following spring that, a most unhappy accident, all the topographic
records of the work in Utah were destroyed, and this him that he stopped 
further work on the basin ranges, published practically nothing on the campaign of 1901, and,

completing his report on Glaciers and glaciation" for the expedition, turned
from his old Great Basin problem to a newer one in California. Not until a year after his talk
on "Western Utah" did he make a more formal statement of the results he had gained in 1901 at
the Washington meeting of the Geological Society of America, in December-January, 1902-3;
he then emphasized the significance of the base line that characterizes the margin of cer-
tain basin ranges, regardless of their structure, and showed that such a base line proves the pres-
ence of a strong fault; at the same time he stated his belief that this feature had not been suffi-
ciently understood by others. Those who were present at this meeting will remember, and others
who were not there should be told, that Gilbert's manner when making his statement was the
gentlest possible, without a trace of controversial enmity. The printed record of the statement
in theProceedings of the society is unfortunately nothing more than a perfunctory abstract which
occupies only nine lines, and of these but four bear closely on the problem at issue:

Evidence of block faulting was to exist in extensive shear zones, in triangular facets truncating the
ridges in front, and in the even linear bases of the ranges. That the faulting is still going on is shown by displace-
ments in the recent alluvium.

Not a word about the long period of erosion between the early folding and the later faulting;
not a word about the replacement of upheaval with little compression by upheaval with great
horizontal extension. But both these important modifications of his early views are clearly
indicated, one in his notes, the other in a later, much later, reference to the origin of the basin
ranges, as will be shown in later sections, where a change in the statement as to linear range
bases will also be found.

Gilbert did not again take up the basin-range problem until the last four years of his life.
I t was as if the loss of the topographic records had for the time completely thwarted him in the 
attempt to return to and extend his early studies in the western field. The disappointment
must have recalled to his own mind the regrets that he had felt 20 years earlier when Powell 
summoned him from Utah and placed him in charge of Appalachian geology. But he was un-
complainingly silent in the matter; even his nearest associates on the survey heard no word of
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impatience from him; the records were lost and there was an end to the season's work. The few
intimatefriends to whom he mentioned the have thought he was talking about the
misfortune of some other person, so calm was his mien under this buffet of adverse fate. 
Yet his uncomplaining reticence only exemplified the philosophy of that he practiced more
than he preached. While he always did his best to prevent trouble that could be prevented, he
seemed to realize not only the uselessnessbut the harm of spending time and words in regretting
what was past and beyond remedy. He turned instead to something new that could be accom-
plished; his life was one of practical optimism. 

FIELD NOTEBOOKS OF 1901

deep must have been the disappointment over the loss of his maps, if i t caused a man so
well balanced as Gilbert to leave unused all the laboriously recorded notes of his summer among 
the basin ranges and turn away from the fine problem that they represented. Even the
maps, he had the materials to make a noble essay, grounded on an abundance of critically deter-
mined facts, illustrated with detailed sections and excellent photographs, and set forth along
many converging lines of convincinglogic in a manner that Gilbert knew so well how to employ.
And yet it all came to naught! 

The field route of 1901led Gilbert and his topographer, Johnson, for a short distance south-
ward from Salt Lake City along the base of the Mountains before they struck westward
across the desert to the basin ranges proper. Many items were noted on the way concerning such
physiographic matters as topography," "graded plains," "cycles of erosion," and the
like. One of the was a high in the Wasatch front, belonging to a topography estab-
lished "after some faulting but before the main faulting." The truncation of the valley was

by faulting and continued (perhaps) by the breaking away of the [fault] sapped
continuance of faulting." A diagram here shows in section the loss of a large part of an
faulted mass, marked X, between the steep pitch of the fault plane and the gentler slope of the
actual profile; and the notes ask:

What has become of the wedge X? The visible alluvial cones, etc., do not account for it, but i t may be
buried under lake beds on the thrown block.

A more general statement is then added: 
This high valley is one of a system, all reaching the above PB [Provo Bench] and some above BB
Beach]. There is an upland topography, older than the cliff and truncated in the production of the cliff.

Still older is the topography of the high alluvial cones. Still younger is the shallow trenching of the cliff by the
drainage from the upland valleys.

At a point farther the Wasatch front the spur-end facets, slightly dissected, were 
taken to represent the fault plane of mountain uplift, although they have the small dip of
below the horizontal, or the large hade of from the vertical. At another point parts of three
spurs were found to have fallen in a landslide, as exemplifying the suggestion above quoted
that they had sapped by a continuance of This raises a question which the notes
do not answer; namely, whether the spur-end facets are parts of a true fault plane which descends 
uniformly far down into the earth's crust, or whether they are parts of a curved fracture surface
which, unlike a true fault plane, decreases its dip as it descends. Surely a surface which 

to the downthrow can hardly be the plane of a deep fault, caused by vertical forces of
but it might represent the lower part of a concave fracture surface, the upper part

of which, now lost by erosion, was steeper, following a principle by but
attended to by his If the better explanation be found in a curved

surface, then the highest portions of the uplifted mountain block must as a rule have been
rapidly eroded, by reason of the steepness of the fault scarp there; and erosion must now be
slower.

W origin and hade of normal faults. Amer. xxvi, 1883,
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that they were called also that the local slopes on the residual hills of the pene-
plain were very commonly as steep as or steeper than the seaward slope given to the
peneplain as a whole by its slanting uplift; and that the incision of young valleys by the
master streams beneath their old valley floors during the uplift of the region, taken with the
local residual slopes on the seaward side of their old valleys, would have generally safeguarded 
these streams from being tipped into new courses "consequent to the slope" given by uplift.

Thus interpreted the present fiord coursesshould as a rule follow the courses of the peneplain
drainage, except that streams which happened to flow with the slope given to the peneplain in
its uplift presumably extended their courses by accelerated erosion and diverted other
streams to their service. In so far as the fiords now follow the strike of the strata, it would also
seem that such courses had been developed by the larger rivers during the peneplanation of the
region rather than that the rivers were diverted from some other courses "to the lines of strike"
during the uplift of the region. I t is here once more to be noted that, as already pointed out
at the end of the chapter on "Field work in Colorado," no class name was used for rivers that
had spontaneously developed their courses along belts of weak rocks; they can not be called
"adjusted," for in an adjusted drainage system it is quite as essential that the master rivers 
should here and there cross belts of resistant rocks as that the remainder of their courses, as well
as the whole course of many smaller streams, should lie along belts of weak rocks. Hence it
may be repeated that Gilbert does not seem to have been especially interested in this phase of
physiographic terminology, great as his interest was in physiographic science.

SUBMARINE GLACIAL EROSION

It is stated above that Gilbert did not make a study of the physics of ice or of the visible
behavior of existing glaciers in his attempt to determine whether the great glaciers of the past
were efficient eroding agents or not. It may now be added that he did make a simple but ex-
tremely important suggestion as to the invisible behavior of both existing and ancient glaciers.
He showed that a glacier occupying a fiord trough which extends below sea level must press so 
heavily on the trough bottom that the sea water can not enter beneath the ice and press i t up. A

, capillary film of water may separate the ice and the rock, but this "not prevent the bed rock
fromsupporting (through the mediation of the film) the weight of the glacier. . . . I t thus
appears that there is no important difference, as respects its pressure on the rock bed, between a
glacier resting on the land and one which is partly bathed by the water of a fiord; so far as

, glacial erosion is conditioned by pressure, the presence of the sea does not diminish the efficiency
of the glacier" (215, 216). This is probably the most novel view that Gilbert reached in the
course of his Alaskan journey and studies; it is an advanced term in a series of views through
which the explanation of fiords has progressed. I t was at first thought that, although the ancient
gladiers occupied fiords, they did not create them; i t was then believed, even by observerswho re-
garded glaciers as effective eroding agents, that they had not eroded fiord troughs belowsealevel,
and that fiords therefore testify to postglacial submergence; it was next seen that glaciers might
erode their troughs to a certain depth below sea level, but that the erosion would proceed with
increasing slowness until the fiord depth was about six-sevenths of the ice thickness, when it
would cease because the ice would then float. Finally Gilbert adduced good reasonsfor thinking
that a glacier would, other factors being equal, erode just as effectivelywhen nearly submerged 
in a fiord sea arm as when on dry land. I t would seem that only one further step remains to be
taken: That a fiord glacier would continue to erode, even after its trough had been so much
deepened that the ice surface lay below sea level, and that the limit to the glacial erosion of fiord
troughs would not be reached until the increasing cross-sectional area of the trough caused such 
a diminution of the glacial current as to make it an inefficient scourer.

Gilbert's volume closes with an enumeration of the resemblances and differences between
"rivers of ice and water." Of resemblances, 26 are listed. Among the i t is noted on 
the last page of the volume
many features of rivers and river work which arise from inertia in association with swift motion are paralleled by
features of glaciers and glacier work which arise from high viscosity in association with slow motion. In each
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Many instructive items are later recorded concerning the individual ranges to the west-
ward. The Oquirrh Range "shows an anticline cut off obliquely by the Cedar Valley front,"
in which the harder strata stand up as ridges, while the weaker ones are worn down in reentrants
and invaded by the alluvium of the "valley" or intermont plain.

In one of the reentrants . . . part of the alluvium is a veneer over degraded r. p. [rock in place]. This
mould seem to indicate that the range has long stood without uplift. The growth of the outer plain has raised
the base level, thus causing the alluvial area to encroach, and in an intermediate zone the streams have been
so long held a t one height that they have planed the rock to their grade profiles. Naturally, with this condition
there are no fault scarps.

This passage is as being one of the most explicit statements anywhere made by
Gilbert with regard to the effects of time upon the form of a fault-block mountain front. Mani-
festly, with still longer time, even the hard-rock ridges would be worn back from the fault line,
and the physiographic evidence of the faulting mould be greatly weakened or lost.

Another novel point is soon noted. The Oquirrh Range was seen to have on its western
side a sloping surface that had been planed independent of its structure, and that appeared to
descend under the valley alluvium. This appears to be the first instance in which Gilbert 
recognized a prefaulting surface of degradation as such, thus verifying the views of Powell and
Dutton as to a long cycle of erosion after the period of by which the ancient moun-
tains of the region were produced, and before the period of block faulting which gave rise to
the existing ranges. Another old surface of the same was seen traversing the synclinal
structure of the Lake Range at a high level; and here the field notes explicitly argue the case to
its legitimate conclusion:

This plain traverses the structure and is a most remarkable survival of a condition before the creation of
the faces of the range. It would seem a fair inference (1) that the synclinal structure is older than the summit
plain, (2) that the production of the range (by uplift) is more recent than the summit plain, (3) that the
uplift is independent of the synclinal folding. That this range should have been developed by erosion of sur-
rounding [structures?] without obliteration of the summit plain is incredible (by the range is due to
local uplift between faults (weak argument?).

This is, as far as can be learned, Gilbert's written statement of the argument for a
two-cycle history of the mountains; and as such the doubt parenthetically expressed a t its close
is not unnatural. Would that the geological world might have had explicit statement of his
later and matured opinion upon this most matter. But what that opinion would,
have been is clearly enough indicated on later pages. The Range is described as having "a
high inclined table, a bit of old peneplain uplifted unequally?" Here the final interrogation
mark shows that an open mind was still preserved. Doubt is again given its rightful expression
in a note on the Range, where i t is suggested that certain high-level remnants of an
old topography might possibly survive after the erosion of the broad intermont valley; but the
antidote to the doubt immediately follows:

The degradation of the valley by ordinary processes would take so long that the coincident erosion of the
mountain would obliterate the old topography.

When the House Range was finally the doubts vanish and a definite conclusion
was reached, as will be told below.

Other ranges appear, like the Oquirrh, to have long stood still since their last uplift. The
Cedar is described as stagnant range draining to a stagnant valley." I t has no scarps;
no trace of fault lines. This is an old worn-down range." The Range shows truncated
structures on both sides; it is a rather narrow, boldfaced range, but its marginal faults are not
continuously traceable. The is described as a "static range"; a fault, marked by trun-
cated but not byscarps, was traced for8 miles along its southwestern face and appeared
to extend farther. "In its known extent, the fault [which is 'a mountain making fault, separat-
ing the mt. massif from rock waste'] truncated a of great size, bringing in succession
to the springing line of the mt. several thousand feet of strata. Its line is definitely a mountain 
front and at only one point does an important graded plain encroach upon the mountain mass."
The Deep Creek Mountains give the impression of being "primarily an uplifted mass, the
bounding fault being sharply marked out by the line between alluvium and rock."
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THE SPRING RANGE

On nearing theFishSpring Range-the northern companion of the east-tilted House Range-
Gilbert gained the impression that i t had been uplifted in mass and tilted to the west, with
a fault along its eastern base; on closer approach it was described as consisting of four principal
blocks; after more detailed inspection, during which a number of sections were studied out, the
smaller complications of its structure were discovered:

The Fish Spring range is far from being a simple uplift, flexed a t the west and faulted at the
east. It consists of a dozen or more large blocks, each lifted and tilted westward. They are separated by
faults and unequally uplifted. The uplift is greater a t the south than north, and with an exception is greater
along the central axis than a t the margins. Each block is traversed by minor faults in large number. In a
general way it may be said that this structure has originated from general stresses acting the zone of
fracture and is the equivalent of folding and mashing in the zone of flow. It has originated in the upper part of
the crust. I see no way to discriminate in this case, the structures produced in the making of the present range
from the structures belonging to the older history of the region.

It may have been the accumulation of such experiences as this that led him later to say,
in another connection:

I am satisfied that all our results in geology are tainted by the tacit assumption of simplicity does
not exist.

A good number of sections were carefully studied hero, evidently with the idea of determin-
ing faults within the range by the repetition of identifiable strata in the way familiar to geol-
ogists, rather than by the physiographic evidence, which, to some geologists a t least, is less
convincing.

The Confusion Range lies farther southwest and south and is at separated from the
House Range by the broad desert plain of White Valley. Its northern part the aspect of
the Cedar, an old range worn down toward the roots, fringed by veneering and invaded by
graded slopes." Farther on "the aspect is different. The [eastern] front is bold and finally
mural. The alluvial reentrants disappear. The top is a remnant of an old peneplain,
truncating the structure." Here Valley narrows as the Confusion Range approaches 
the House Range; near their southern ends the valley is only 2 miles wide.

THE HOUSE

Gilbert's goal in this season of field work was, as above noted, the House Range, which he
had selected 30 years before as a typical example of an uptilted, fault-block mountain. Like
its many companions, i t rises over intermont detrital plains which hereabouts stand at altitudes
of from 4,500 to 5,000 feet and, with the mountain ranges, constitute a characteristic part of
the Great American Desert; undoubtedly great, undeniably American, and unredeemably
desert. The range and its surroundings are well represented on the topographic map of Fish
Springs surveyed in 1908 and published in 1910 on a scale of 1: 250,000, with 100-
foot contours. The mountain mass is 40 miles in length, north and south, and from to
miles in width; its crest is over 7,000 feet in altitude for 30 miles its length and has two summits
over 9,500 feet. A gradual descent is made to the east; an abrupt escarpment much dissected
by huge, steep-pitching ravines off to the west, with great piedmont fans of detritus out-
spread from each ravine mouth. Many shore lines are marked on the
fans, thus exhibiting the relation from which Gilbert had years earlier inferred that the
had had a arid history before the brief humid epoch of lake expansion, and that the post-

epoch was a very short-lived interval. 

FIG.17.-Qeneralizod of House Range; from Gilbert's notebook, 1901. Low-lying frontal blocks are omitted.

The range is high enough to receive light summer showers from the little wisps of rain
which lofty cumulus clouds not infrequently condescend to trail beneath them as they
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eastward; but the wisps usually vanish by evaporation in the dry lower air before they reach
the desert plains; i t is only when a great atmospheric overturning causes a violent but local
thunderstorm that the lower ground is made "wet enough to run," and supply the torrents
which Gilbert described as roaring along the dry channels-true the plains.
As the range is nearly everywhere barren, outcropping ledges are abundant. Near the crest
there are occasional good-sized pines and where springs occur in the uplands, they are
marked by copses of green aspens, which stand a t the focus of many converging paths worn by
wandering herds of horses and cattle driven up the mountain for pasture by the neighboring
stockmen. The streams are mostly intermittent and wither away on approaching the moun-
tain base. Some of them are subject to a well-marked diurnal variation of length; evaporation
during the hours of glaring sunshine compels them to shrink back into the rocky shelter of the
upper glens and the cool shade of the high-level aspens; only after sunset do they, nymph-like,
venture down the great ravines to the rocky notches a t the mountain base; there they sing all
night long a gleeful little serenade, as if to welcome the traveler who at the end of a fatiguing
day on the shadeless desert plains toils up the tiresome slope of a piedmont fan to wait for their
descent. By morning they have run out a short distance on the gravelly slope; but the parch-
ing heat of the day soon causes them to retreat to their mountain fastnesses again.

THE WESTERN FACE OF THE HOUSE RANGE

Gilbert approached the House Range from the north and followed its western escarpment 
southward, making ascents to the crest at various points and crossing to the eastward.

found the range to consist in the main of Cambrian sandstones and limestones with some
shales, dipping eastward for the most part, but turning northeast and southeast at the lowering
ends; the mass was discovered to be divided into seven or more blocks by transverse vertical 
faults of moderate or small displacement, and these structural features were generalized in a
diagram, here reproduced in Figure 17, showing the range as seen from a point north of the
middle of White Valley; the southernmost part is foreshortened to too small a length. The
dissection of the northern part is described as so far advanced that its form was not
detected there; but the highland of its southern part, although trenched by deep valleys, is said 
to be an east-dipping peneplain. The contrast between the more gradual eastern slope and the 
bold western face is repeatedly emphasized. The base of the western face is gently sinuous,
but no distinct facets were found on the spur ends. Nevertheless i t is held that only the modern
uptilting of a great block of the earth's crust can reasonably explain such a mountain range.
The fault along the western base is, however, not treated as a simple fracture; many fragments
or small blocks of the great uplifted mass, seen along its western base, are regarded as due to
step faulting:

The irregular and sporadic inclined and blocks on the W face of the House range may be re-
garded as details of the great fault, a fault of which the minimum measure is . . . not less than 6,000 feet.

The possibility of a secondary origin for some of the small blocks is noted:'
Some of the dropped masses along the front of Belt [a division of the range, south of its middle, limited

by transverse faults] may be landslips. 

This recalls the suggestion made above as to the origin of certain landslides on the
Wasatch front. I t should be noted that, in so far as the transverse faults in the House
Range are concerned, their steep or vertical attitude suggests that they are due to forces of
unequal uplift in the upheaved block, and not to the extensional forces by which the block
was upheaved. 

While the northern part of the range was under examination and its bold scarp was in
view it was concisely described
a conspicuous example of uplift along a distinguished from survival erosion. It is incredible 
that the erosion of White valley [the intermont depression to the west] should have left this great facade. The
time consumed in developing such breadth of valley or 15 miles] would have sufficed also to give the moun-
tain a mature topography-unless the final work of erosion was at the mt. base and very deep. The many
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buttes of White valley testify to its essential shallowness. . . . The wave theory is inadequate. I doubt if
there is a shore cliff 3000 feet high-certainly there is none on the borders of a lake or land-locked bay.

This conclusion was fortified when the southern half of the range was examined. The
highest limestones of the range-K in Gilbert's sections and diagrams--occupy considerable 
areas of its eastern slope; as seen from the west they are visible in small force at the northern
end of the range and on one summit, Swasey Peak, near the mid-length of the crest; but in the
southernmost 10 miles of the range they form bold cliffs which cap the west-facing escarpment
as it gradually descends to its end. As the whole body of strata in the south has a gentle dip
to the southeast, the shales between the resistant capping limestones and the resistant under-
lying strata determine an oblique depression-Rainbow Valley-trending northcast-southwest
into the range. Gilbert was much impressed with the features of the range front finding
that the resistant basal strata seen along the middle of the range, the intermediate shales
that descend to its southern part, and the resistant capping limestones that slant
down to its southern end, are all cut off at the same gently sinuous line along the western base.
The gradual loss of height by the capping limestones as they decline to the end of the
was repeatedly noted as explicable only by faulting of a comparatively modern date. It is
indeed difficult to see how any other explanation can be entertained.

VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL EXTENSION

Had the notes of the summer of 1901 been expanded in a written report i t is probable
that mention would there have been made of a new not recorded in the field,
although the facts and inferences that warrant the record were written down clearly enough. 
I t will be recalled that the original announcement of Gilbert's basin-range theory, quoted 
an earlier section, included the statement:

movements of the strata by which the ridges [ranges] have been produced have been in chief part
vertical along planes of fracture, and have not involved great horizontal compression. . . . The forces . . .
have manifested themselves a t the surface as simple agents of uplift, acting in vertical or nearly vertical planes.

I t should also be understood that the notes of 1901make occasional reference to the"upliftv
of the mountain blocks. But if the gently sloping spur-end facets of the Wasatch truly repre-
sent the fault surface on which that mountain block was displaced, and not landslide surfaces 
of later date and of much less inclination than the fault surface, and if the Wasatch fault thus
determined is typical of the mountain-block faults elsewhere in the Great Basin, i t would seem 
as if the forces by which the faults were produced could not be any longer described as "simple
agents of uplift, acting in vertical or nearly vertical planes," but rather as peculiar agents of
extensional uplift, acting on sloping planes and causing a marked broadening of the region of
their operations. The mechanical interpretation of such extensional uplifts might have led to

as novel as those expressed in the explanation of the process of laccolithic intrusion. 
A brief reference to this new interpretation is found in one of Gilbert's latest essays,

which attention is given, among other matters, to the depth at which subcrustal movement 
takes place in the reestablishment of an isostatic equilibrium after i t has been disturbed. The
case of compression is considered:

In some regions, such as the Appalachian, overthrusts and folds testify to great reduction in the horizontal
extent of rocks a t the surface, the reduction having been accomplished in a small fraction of geologic time.
If the subjacent portion of tho nucleus had been correspondingly forced into narrower space there would have
resulted an enormous mountain range, but the actual uprising was of moderate amount. Plausible explanations
of the phenomena necessarily include horizontal movements of the upper rocks without corresponding move-
ments of the nucleus and thereby imply mobility of an intervening layer. 

The case of extension is then taken up:
In certain block-mountain districts of the West the master faults are antithetic in type to the overthrust

and demonstrate pronounced extension of the upper part of the crust. The tract beneath could not
share in this extension without creating an enormous depression, which does not exist; and the interpretation
of the phenomena involves horizontal shear in material more mobile than the visible upper

Interpretation of of gravity. Survey, Prol. Paper see p.
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It is a loss to science that Gilbert's genius was not applied to the further discussion of the
problems thus brought to light.

By very reason of the abundance of material recorded in the notebooks of 1901, i t is sad-
dening to look them over. True, they indicate plainly enough that Gilbert enjoyed the summer
and had the exhilaration of making many successful searches and many encouraging discoveries,
even though the heat of the desert may have sometimes taxed his endurance. And the notes
leave no doubt, as the extracts quoted above must to show, that in so far as concerns 
visited examples, the basin ranges are displaced and eroded fault blocks; but precisely because 
the search was successful and because the origin of the ranges was so well proved, it is grievous
to look over the rich records and to know that Gilbert was so disheartened by the calamity
which followed their collection that he set them all aside and turned to other work. Great
would have been the profit to American geology had this campaign among the basin ranges led 
to a report similar in volume to that on the Henry Mountains. Rich as the notebooks are, the
report would have been richer still, for Gilbert had the habit of carrying a large part of his
results and practically all his argument in his memory. I t is not likely that much would have
been told regarding the ancient deformation of the region and the resulting topog-
raphy, but a clear statement of its modern and of the existing topographic features
resulting therefrom would surely have been forthcoming, and with a safety of demonstration
and a wealth of illustration that would have convinced readers. I t may be confidently
believed that, among the results reached, there would have been a satisfying definition of the
two main periods of strong deformation and active erosion, as well as of the long intervening
period when deformation essentially ceased and when erosion gradually weakened. While i t
would then still be in a certain sense true that the existing structures and forms of the Great
Basin are the result of "compound earth movements" and "compound erosion" operative since
Jurassic times, i t would also be true that the replacement of these general, not to say indefinite,
terms by more terms would constitute an important advance in the knowledge of the
basin ranges.

RANGES I N THE REGION, WESTERN NEVADA

By good fortune i t was just a t the time when the discussion of the basin-range problem 
was renewed a t Washington that a substantial contribution to its settlement was made by
Louderback, of the University of California, in his studies of certain ranges in the Humboldt
region of western Nevada; and as was asked to present the results thus gained at the
St. Louis meeting of the Geological Society in December, 1903, he had the pleasure of reading
to his assembled colleagues a very striking demonstration of the correctness of the composite
basin-range theory, provided by work entirely independent of his own. Indeed, the verifica-
tion for the three essential elements of the composite theory thus afforded was 
complete: Mesozoic formations of marine origin were folded and upheaved, presumably in
mountainous disorder, after the close of Jurassic time, as and others had demonstrated
many years before; the post-Jurassic mountains thus raised were reduced by long-continued
relief, as Powell and Dutton had inferred, and in the locality here studied t h e worn-down
surface was unconformably covered by nearly horizontal and basalts; the compound mass
was then, as Gilbert had supposed, faulted and displaced a t a time so recent that
but a moderate amount of erosion has subsequently taken place.

The unconformable volcanic cover, by which both the extinction of the moun-
tains during a period of crustal quiet and the modern upfaulting of the existing ranges were so
convincingly proved, was an addition to basin-range problem as unexpected as i t was appo-
site; and Louderback's timely recognition of its pertinence in this respect constitutes the greatest
advance made in the study of the basin ranges since the Powell-Dutton, and Gilbert
elements of the composite theory were introduced a quarter century or more earlier. The
history of the ranges in the Humboldt region probably holds good for many other ranges also; 
for i t can hardly be supposed that the covering basalts selected an exceptional part of the Great

B.Louderback. Basin range structuresof the Humboldt region. Bull. Amer., XV,
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Basin for their area of overflow. The worn-down pore-faulting surfaces these ranges may, 
like cans of baking taken from the open market for analysis, be regarded as sample
areas preserved for inspection by chance-the chance of their having received a lava cover-
from among many other worn-down Great Basin areas; and therefore the rock mass of the other
ranges, even though they, having no basalt covers, are to-day so much dissected as not clearly
to reveal their worn-down surface, have presumably experienced the same long period of down
wearing by erosion after their ancient period of folding, and the same kind of later
deformation by faulting as those in the region. But as this argument from analogy 
even though supported by later studies of certain ranges that are not lava covered, may not

to all readers, i t is still desirable, as was suggested in an earlier chapter, to examine the
and other ranges in southwestern New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, which 

Gilbert described in his Wheeler report as consisting of deformed Paleozoic rocks buried under
sheets, in order to learn how far they confirm the evidence of the Humboldt Ranges.
The presentation of Louderback's paper at the St. Louis meeting called forth little discus-

sion, because its arguments were conclusive. However, Emmons, who had long previously
been associated with on the Fortieth Parallel and who happened to be present,
remarked that the conclusions reached seemed to him to support King's views as to the origin
of the basin ranges by post-Jurassic deformation, because the post-Jurassic deformation was 
so clearly proved; but this was objected to by another member, who pointed out that the basin
ranges are existing topographic features which Louderback had shown to be of very modern
origin by while the mountains which had inferred to result from
folding were of so ancient origin that they had been obliterated by erosion before the existing
ranges were upheaved. When the objector afterwards asked Gilbert why he had not corrected

misconception, he replied with a laugh: "I didn't want to be too hard on him."
It was as if he felt satisfied to leave the correction to the gradual processes of time.



CHAPTER

SCIENTIFIC RELATIONS: 1901.-1910
DECREASING RELATIONS WITH SCIENTIFIC

Following the turn of the century Gilbert's relation to societiesgraduallydecreased;
he held few offices in them in later years because he had been president of most of them in
earlier years. all of his during the later period were on relatively 
small subjects, briefly but keenly treated; and after a serious in 1909 he absented himself
from all scientific gatherings. Previous to this withdrawal, the Philosophical Society of
Washington heard him speak in 1902 on "Flotation and fiords," a problem suggested by his
visit to Alaska with the and here already treated in the account of that
journey; in the same year he spoke also on the "Mechanism of volcanoes," and in the year
following on the "Feasibility of measuring tides and currents a t sea." of the last 
two topics was published in and seems to have led to a second article2 in which the
fairness of Gilbert's nature is well revealed. there said that he had inadvertently introduced
as his ownin the article an idea proposed by another writer concerning the origin of a volcanic
feature-the spine of Mont had afterward discovered that he must have unwittingly
borrowed it. He frankly states: "As I interest in the mental processes of my blunder,
I venture to relate what I suppose to be its history"; and he then explains that he must have
read the idea in question somewhere and held the ghost of i t unconsciously in mind; for he
recalls that when writing his own article he had a faint suspicion that his idea might have
come from some outside source, and that this suspicion had led him to search through all the
pertinent articles that he could in hopes of discovering the origin of the idea; but he had 
overlooked the right article.

Thus a impression too faint for complete identification, now that attention is directed to it, never-
theless rose into consciousness with the semblance of an original idea, and gave rise to a distinctly plagiaristic 
publication.

After the new century opened, Gilbert's relation to the Washington Academy of Sciences
was practically limited to the part that he took at a meeting held in February, 1903, in com-
memoration of his long-time chief, Major Powell, his share being an account of Powell's work 
as a But the words that he then spoke as well as the sketches of Powell's life that
he published elsewhere4 are, after his habit-one might say according to his principles-almost
wholly impersonal; the rich fund of reminiscence by which the scientific content of the sketches
might have been agreeably leavened was not drawn upon; and thus science lost the record of
many an incident which would have thrown upon Powell's nature as bright a light as was
shed by the account of his work as an explorer, an administrator, and an ethnologist. It is
truly lamentable that inner views of the steps taken by the director of the survey
in developing that great organization and of many illuminating incidents that
have been interwoven with its development were not recorded by his intimate associate who,

as his chosen counsellor and later as his chief geologist, had close personal knowledge of
every item of progress. One passage, however, in which Gilbert revealed Powell's scientific 
generosity may be here quoted, because i t is equally applicable to Gilbert himself:

Phenomenally fertile in ideas, he was absolutely free in their communication, with the result that many of
his suggestions-a number which never can be known-were unconsciously appropriated by his associates, 
and incorporated in their published results.

The mechanism of the Mont Science,
of Science, 1904, 115.

Powell as a geologist. Proo. Wash. v, 1903,113-118.
Wesley Powell. Science, xvi, reprinted with revision in Ann. John Wesley Powell,

The investigator. Open The promoter of
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Before the Geological Society of Washington Gilbert twice on Alaskan 
the "Morphology of southern Alaska" in 1901 and the "Statics of a tidal glacier" 1903;
in 1901 he had to this society some "Petrographic geologic notes on western
Utah," this being one of his few statements concerning the field season of that year among the
basin ranges, here treated in a separate section; unfortunately not even an abstract of these
notes was published. He presented before the same society several papers embodying the
results of special studies in the Sierra Nevada which were also communicated elsewhere; in
1908 he gave an account of his "Hydraulic laboratory at Berkeley," and a year later repeated
here the presidential address on "Earthquake forecasts" which he had delivered to the 
Association of American Geographers at Baltimore shortly before.

At the winter meeting of the Geological Society of America in Rochester, December, 1901,
gave a short paper on "Joint veins," a subject suggested by a body of shattered rock found

the previous summer at the foot of one of the basin ranges; a year later in Washington, on New
Year's Day, 1903, he presented his reasons for still holding to the view that the basin ranges 
are uplifted and dissected fault blocks, in spite of an adverse interpretation that had been
published a few years before; but this important communication is represented only by a nine-
line abstract in the society's bulletin. The interpretation of the basin ranges that he adopted
is discussed in an earlier section of this memoir. At the St. Louis meeting, in December,1903,
he presented Louderback's essay on the Humboldt Ranges, in the absence of its author.
Reference to his second election to the presidency of this society for 1909 is made below.

Residence California for parts of a series of years brought various new problems to Gil-
bert's attention, as will be detailed in other sections; i t also gave him opportunity of attending
several meetings of the Cordilleran section of the Geological Society of America; in 1905
he presented there three papers on Sierra Nevada, which he gave also before the Geological
Society of Washington, as above; and the next year he described the of
by the Yuba River," a chapter from his long Californian study of the of by
hydraulic mining in the mountains. In 1907 he was elected a counsellor of the Cordilleran
section. In the same year he lectured to four different audiences in California on the
Sea," which had been then produced in the southern part of the State by overflow of the
Colorado River into a depression, once the head of the Gulf of California, but later inclosed
by the river delta and evaporated to dryness in the arid climate there prevailing. A reference
to a Powell-Gilbert essay on this temporary sea has been made in an earlier section. 

Gilbert attended the meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science only on two occasions after 1900; in Washington in the of 1902-3, when
he spoke before the geological section on '(Physiographic belts in western New York" and on 

viscous rhyolitic eruption," and again at the end of 1903 in St. Louis, when he told of
"Domes and dome structures in the Sierra Nevada."

I t was a good fortune for the National Geographic Society that Gilbert was its vice
president in 1904, as he was therefore available to greet the members of the International
Geographical Congress in the name of the society when they assembled in Washington in
September of that year. He addressed the congress on the of massive rocks," accom-
panied its peripatetic passage to Niagara, where he served as local guide and gave an evening
address the evolution of the falls, and then went to St. Louis, where he spoke before the
Congress of Arts and Sciences gathered at the World's on '(Asymmetry of mountain
crests in the Sierra Nevada."

The handful of teachers of geography who founded the Association of American Geogra-
phers in 1904 were to include Gilbert among their original members; he was elected
their first vice president in 1905 and their president in 1908. The Association was thus so
fortunate as to hear from him a presidential address on forecasts," at the meeting
in Baltimore, January 1, 1909, which made so favorable an impression that he was asked to
repeat it later in the same month before the Geological Society of Washington and the National
Geographic Society of the same city. This thrice-presented address, one of the most inter-
esting that Gilbert ever wrote, was the last he delivered in public; it is here in another
section.
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It may be noted in this geographical connection that although Gilbert did not often
employ certain terms that have come to be more or less generally used by physiographers
in the last 40 years, he nevertheless liked the "characterization of the stages of the topographic
cycle in terms of the cycle of human life,'' and when that terminology was assailed he took
occasion to defend He held that the analogy on which the terminology is based is good
because it indicates a "close resemblance in some striking particulars, coupled with difference
in other respects"; that being precisely the relation between the topographic and the human
cycles. He added:

In my judgment there are few groups of terms which serve better than does this group the purpose of
concisely expressing an idea. Its strength inheres, first, in the aptness and of the analogy and,
second, in the perfect familiarity of the group of facts to which the unfamiliar facts are likened. . . . The
aptness and the familiarity make the terms permanently mnemonic, so that the use of any one oft hem brings
to mind not only the sequence, but relative position in the sequence.

Gilbert attended the meeting of the Geological Society of America at Albuquerque in
December, 1907, and at Baltimore a year later; it was then that this society elected him for
the second time to its presidency, an honor bestowed on no other of its many members. Un-
happily his serious illness in the summer of 1909 made it impossible for him to preside at the
meeting in Boston and Cambridge the following winter; but he sent to the fellows there gath-
ered a message that was read at the dinner. After saying that he found some conso-
lation for his absence in the belief that the lusty vigor of the society "ensures the quick closing
of every gap, and that the cherished cause for which our Association stands is imperilled by
no default of an individual," he went on as if taking leave of old friends: 

As thought roams backward over the long series of our fruitful meetings, I realize as never before how the
growth of our science has been interwoven with the growth of our organization; how our individual efficiency
and our associate efficiency have each enhanced the other, and how the harmony and solidarity of geological
body have been fostered by the personal contact of its members. As I dwell with longing on all the privileges
tha t this week are ours, Irealize more than ever before howstrongare the personal ties which bind me to you and how
large a measure of real comradeship has come to be implied by the formal title of Fellow. And so, Fellows 

the Geological Society, I send more than a cordial-I send an affectionate greeting. 
This message appears to have been Gilbert's last direct relation with any scientific

society; although he lived eight years longer, it wax his farewell to many friends. That the
message should have been addressed to the Geological Society of America was most appro-
priate, for it was through membership in that body about as much as through his position 
on the national that he came into personal relation with his geological colleagues.
Mention has already been made of the great importance of the society in bringing American
geologists together in a friendly way and in the progress of their science by personal
intercourse. I t may be added that in contrast to many earlier gatherings of the geologists
in their section of the American Association, those of the Geological Society were relatively
peaceful, as if an era of and friendly discussion were replacing a former era of
rivalry and dissension. No one member contributed more to this beneficial change than
Gilbert. He seemed never to feel exasperation, much less to show it, however directly his
statements were traversed by those of another member. To be sure, his statements were
not often thus traversed, because when made they were as a rule seen to be so well based that
an opposing opinion could not ground for its support; but it was by no means only for this

that his words and his manner were always it was quite as much because he
by disposition utterly opposed to polemical disputes. Even the few who announced

a from his views could not let their differing detract from the admiration they felt
for him personally, because when he expressed difference from them he so fair, so
courteous, so impartial, that he elevated controversy into conference. If he himself
by rare chance in the wrong, he promptly and avowed his mistake. If he found others

the wrong, he made little of what he conceived to be their error, but emphasized instead
the cbjective reasons that led him to take another view than theirs. On one occasion, when 
a competitive, not to say combative, member made report of certain conclusions based in

Style in scientific composition. Science, 1905, 28-29
20154"-2-23
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part on facts observed during a joint excursion which Gilbert had arranged with him in the
hope of reaching an agreement in the field, the comment made by the noncombative one of
the two upon what he believed to be an altogether erroneous of the facts was
not phrased in such a way as to throw all the blame on the other side, but rather in such a 
way as to share it: He remarked that, although the excursion had brought the two observers
into agreement, it had to prove that we differ as to the criteria by which shore
ridges and shore terraces are distinguished from ridges and terraces of other origin. Geology
gained immensely from his method and manner as well as from his observations and inferences.

WORK AND WORDS ON

Gilbert's latest field study and report and his latest written article on Niagara both followed
the essays and lectures above analyzed by about 10 years. The field study was undertaken in
connection with a new survey of the falls executed in 1905 at Gilbert's instance, and involved a

comparison of its outline with those of all earlier surveys. The report in the
results of this study are presented calculates a recession of 5.3 feet a year for the central part of
the Canadian or Horseshoe falls. brief numerical value should be auotcd as a standard
until it is modified by later surveys; but the report in which i t is announced has a greater and
more enduring value as an illustration of the manner in which a scientific inquiry should be
conducted. I t deserves to be analyzed as to its method even more than to be quoted as to its
result; it is a model of careful, critical, and procedure. I t opens with a thorough his-
torical review of the problem under discussion. The relative accuracy of various surveys is
nicely evaluated, and a curious error in the famous survey of 1842 is brought to light by means
of a most ingenious series of tests. Geology is a curious science inasmuch as it here
demands that the position of the verandah of a hotel, of which only foundations nowremain,
should be in order to erect a scaffoldingin the same position from which a photograph 
of the falls might be taken-officialauthority and an enginehad to be secured to open the desired
prospect by removing an obstructive freight car from a near-by siding-and thus dupli-
cate the record of a camera-lucida drawing made in 1827 by Capt. Basil Hall, an English traveler, 
so as to measure the change in the vertex of the Horseshoe falls with respect to a line of the same
bearing in two views. And yet there are persons who think that geology deals chiefly with
rocks! A profitable essay might be written on the various mental qualities and personal activi-
ties that entered into this simple investigation. 

Gilbert's last words on Niagara appeared in a review written in 1908 of a work on the
"Evolution of Niagara Palls," and considered especially the interpretation there given to the
variation the of the falls' retreat in response to the variation in the volume of water that
passed over them. In the work in question, the retreat of the falls had been taken as propor-
tional to the of falling water; and the age of the falls had been calculated on that basis
after estimating the volume to which the river was reduced in the two epochs it drained
only the Erie Basin, and the length of the two parts of the gorge that were eroded in those

Gilbert's view was that the rate of the falls' recession was reduced much more rapidly
than in direct proportion to the diminution of river volume, and that the calculated age of the

was therefore much too small. His reasons for this view were chiefly that, considering the
river as an eroding engine, the greater its energy, the greater the share of would be
applied to its work; but he also pointed out that various other factors would enter the problem.

example, the greater the thickness of the capping limestone, the more abundant would be
fallen blocks which could be used as grinding pestles by a river that was large enough to

them about, but which would act as obstructions to erosion in a river so small that it
not move them; also, that even with a constant volume of river discharge, the recession

of the falls would vary in some manner inversely with their breadth. But the chief factor being
variation in volume, his inclination was to assign a much greater age to the falls than the 39,000
years that had been calculated on the assumption of a direct relation between volume and
recession.

Bull. Amer., 1892, 493.
7 Rate of recession Niagara Falls. Bull. 306, 8. Qeol. 1907.

Science, 1908,
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THE NAMING OF GILBERT GULF

A remarkable sequel to Gilbert's work on the Great Lakes was the later demonstration
that for a time after the opening of the St. Lawrence outlet by the retreating ice sheet the valley
of that river was still so low that the sea entered it and thus found access to the basin of Lake
Ontario, which was therefore temporarily occupied by a salt-water gulf. The gulf was con-
verted into a fresh-water lake only after the region of the St. Lawrence was raised above 
sea level. I t was not unnatural that when the temporary existence of the salt-water body was
discovered, the be to attach Gilbert's name to it, but ho did not altogether
approve of the he wrote in 1906 to the chief mover in the proposal:

You have stolen a march on me in the matter of Gilbert gulf. Hitherto I have managed to stave off things
of that sort, but I see no way to escape this. I of course your kindness and the honor, but have the
feeling that there is a bad precedent in the use of names of the living for such purposes.

Scale of Miles

LATER PLEISTOCENE WATE
IN NEW YORK STATE

M A R I N E S T A G E

18.-Gilbert Gulf, an of tho ocean temporarily occupying basin of Lake Ontario; from 
report by H. L. Fairchild (p. 251).

He expressed the same opinion two years later, when it was proposed to add the name of
another living worker to another extinct water body:

I question, as the general policy of using the names of contemporaries. It grades into toadyism-
and then you can't he sure until a is dead that he wont do something to destroy his reputation, scientific or
otherwise. you named Gilbert gulf, doubtless tho't that Gilbert had made some contribution to
the history the lake region, but his exposure in . . . had not then appeared.

He enjoyed this third-personal manner of referring to himself; and had he been of a com-
bative disposition he would have enjoyed also making a out of the "exposure7' here 
referred to; but he was not combative, and he never quarreled even under provocation.





CHAPTER

'NEW FIELDS OF WORK IN CALIFORNIA
STUDIES I N THE SIERRA NEVADA, 1903,1904

Most of the last 15 years of Gilbert's life were divided between residence in Washington
and in California. Parts of four summers, 1903, 1904, 1907, and 1908, were given to studies
and vacations in the Sierra Nevada, and many months of the years from 1905 to 1917-except
for detention in the East by illness in 1909 and 1910-were devoted to the investigation of
hydraulic-mining during which numerous visits were made to various mountain districts 
in the northern half of the State.

Of the two summers spent in the mountains, one was with an party the Sierra,
Club of San Francisco on the High Sierra about the head of Kern River and around Mount

the other friend in the Yosemite district. Gilbert was a delightful companion 
in the a t the camp His quick grasp of the meaning of natural phenomena
made him their proper exponent, his vigor and enthusiasm insured him a hearing, and his
and good fellowship made him always a welcome to any group. He pointed out with
inspiring animation the many structures of geologic significance and the varied forms of glacial
sculpture to his botanical and zoological friends, and in return listened attentively to their
accounts of plants and animals. I t must have been a high privilege to make a
mountain excursion with so learned a nature lover. I t is worth noting that these trips in the
Sierra Nevada appear to have been the first on which Gilbert spent a considerable time in
mountains of temperate latitudes at a height where the effects of extensive Pleistocene glaciation 
were observable close a t hand, although he had seen from sea level the effects of much more
intense glaciation in the mountains of on the Harriman expedition a few years before.
He had indeed many years earlier detected, apparently by long-clistance observation, the signs
of local glacial erosion on some of the higher ranges in the Great Bnsin without ascencling them,
for in his first Wheeler report he regarding the Creek range:

The crest is remarkably acute, and is buttressed by spurs, between which are close, hopper-shaped
valleys, that once contained very small glaciers 88).

had ascended the eastern face of the Sierra near Mono Lake when inspecting
Russell's work there in and the memory of then made he mentioned
four years later, the occurrence of "high level of lom-grade tributary
over the deep main canyons by which the eastern face of the range is there incised. He added:

I am disposed to think that ice may have had much to do with the production of the phenomena. It is
manifest that a trunk glacier would greatly exceed a tributary in eroding and the conditions of ice erosion
do not seem t o require any equalization of level a t the junction of [glacial] streams.

This foreshadowed did not reach a valid explanation of hanging lateral valleys. His
experience in Alaska corrected the misapprehension expressed in the last sentence.

The visits to the Sierra in the summers of 1903 and 1904 enlarged earlier experiences,
and led to the preparation of a number of short essays: "The systematic asymmetry of crest
lines in the High Sierra of in which the was by the greater
strength of glacial erosion on the shaded or slopes where snow was collected in greatest

during the Glacial period; also, "Domes and structures of the
"Variations of Sierra glaciers," Crescentic gouges on glaciated surfaces," under
glaciers," "Gravitational assemblage in "Terraces of the High Sierra" and Lake
ramparts." These communications all represent relatively small problems, briefly treated;

Sierra Club Bull., v,
Bull. Geol. Amer., xv, 1904, 28-36; Sierra Club Bull., v, 211-220.
Sierra Club 1904,
Bull. Geol. Amer., xvii, 1906, 317-320; 321-328. Science, 1900, 822.
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but they represent also the in observation and the delicacy of discussion in which Gilbert
was preeminent. The last article cited may be taken as an excellent example of the orderly
sequence in which facts and inferences march by when marshaled by their master; and it has a
further value in including an element, the absence of which from nearly all of Gilbert's writings 
is to be lamented, namely, reminiscence. It touches the skating adventure in his
boyhood, to which reference has already been made in the first chapter of this memoir.

The cracking of lake ice from cold is a familiar occurrence wherever winters are severe. As a boy, in western 
New York, I skated on a landlocked bay several miles long, and each winter its ice sheet was divided by cracks that
ran from side to side. On a still cold night I have heard them form, the ice bursting with a booming sound that
slowly died away. I thought then that a crack which started near me required a minute or more to span the
bay, but suspect now that its propagation was much swifter than that of the sound waves on which my im-
pression depended. Sometimes the cracks opened so widely that the skaters found pleasant excitement in crossing
them by flying leaps; and a crack into which I once fell must have been three or four feet broad. Being then
quite innocent of theories, I did not compare its width with the temperature, but the air that day must have been
bitterly cold, for my clothes were frozen before I could reach the nearest house.

How unfortunate it is that every worth-while Johnson does not more-often serve as his own
Boswell.

Gilbert published no comprehensive statement of his views on the origin of the larger
of the Sierra Nevada, or on the action of glacial erosion in modifying them, but as to the latter
subject, he wrote in a letter: "To one who is on the ground the evidence of great
glacial erosion in the Sierra is quite as clear as the evidence of old river scour in the Onondaga-
Syracuse region"of New York; this old-river evidence being that which he had discovered in
the channels cut across the plateau-margin spurs by ice streams, as told in an earlier
section. As to the former subject, the brief view of physiographic development in the next-to-
last paper above cited shows clearly how rich a fuller statement would have been. The area
there treated lay in the higher part of the range between and Tuolumne Rivers, a distance
of over 100 miles, where the leading features
(1) summit plateaus, characterizing interstream areas and recording a long period, or periods, of degradation
soon after the commencement of the Sierra uplift. Many of the peaks overlooking the summit plateaus,
especially in the neighborhood of the crest line, have (2) remnant surfaces of moderate slope strongly contrasted
with the surrounding cliffs, produced for the most part by glacial erosion. And many of the valleys arc bordered
by (3) high terraces, in some cases expanded so as to constitute important plateaus. It is believed that the 
remnants of old topography a t high altitudes were in the main once continuous with the summit plateaus, but
the correlation is difficult, because the connecting slopes have been destroyed by the excessive of
glacial cirques. 

It is "anticipated that the plateaus and terraces of the higher parts of will
eventually be correlated with similar features near the western base of the range; but the latter
have not been studied."

A HOUSE PARTY IN THE SIERRA, 1907

The Sierra excursions of 1903 and 1904 proved so enjoyable that three years later Gilbert
resolved upon what he called his "one great extravagance," nothing less than a pleasure party
in the mountains with a few chosen friends, who in the spring of 1907 received the following
delightful message from him:

You are cordially invited to join my house party in August; my is the valley, my drawing
room the Tuolumne meadows, my attic Mono pass, and my stairway the road.

I t is not to be wondered at that no refusals came from the fortunate guests; they were
Gilbert's sister, Mrs. of Jackson, Mich., then in her seventieth year; Prof. and Mrs.

H. Comstock, nature lovers of University, whom Gilbert had so often visited during
his summer field trips in New York; and Miss AliceEastwood, botanist of the California Academy 
of Sciences, with whom acquaintance had begun "before the earthquake" of the preceding
year-an intimate group, within which the tall leader bore the name of Charlemagne." The
party gathered at a hotel in the highlands, where their host was waiting with a 
carefully selected outfit, including 2 packers, a cook, 16 horses, and plentiful supplies. Every-
thing was arranged with due regard to the comfort of the visitors, none of whom were 
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hardened mountaineers, but all of whom therefore enjoyed the more delightful novelty of well-
ordered camp life in the superb scenery of the mountains during a season of assured weather.

One of the party has recalled its pleasures. The days were long, as early starts were made,
but not strenuous, for the distances covered were moderate and the halts were deliberate. The
campers were roused by a shout from the leader in the dawn and breakfast was eaten at or before
sunrise; then the horses, driven in from a near-by meadow by one of the packers,
were lined up along a rope stretched from tree to tree, as if they were a class of children, toeing 
the mark and waiting for their tasks. The arduous work of saddling and packing over, the party 
would set out on the morning's ride till a halt was made by a spring or stream for lunch and 
prolonged while a chapter was read aloud from some book, perhaps one of John Muir7s. Then 
on again to overtake the pack train which had preceded the leisurely riders to a well-selected
camping ground for the night, a hot supper mas ready for hearty appetites and the evening
camp brought all members of the party together for readings and stories, till the hour came 
to "turn in" for the refreshing sleep of a quiet night in the open; or if perchance a half
hour intervened, i t would permit a drowsy glance upward at the branches of the trees, lighted 
by flames of the dying against the black mountain-arching sky whence the stars 
shine down with a brightness hardly known to dwellers on lowlands; and then another morning
came. Sometimes the shout unusually early, so that might see in the pale eastern
sky a comet that seemed to have been summoned to add to the glory of the dawns in that 
wonderful August. 

Day by day party would set out through grassy meadows tinted with wild flowers,
across hurrying or around the shore of a placid mountain lake, past glades of aspen on 
moist ground near the waterways, up through the forests of pines, spruce, and some of them
giants 200 or 300 feet in height, and over the rock-floored where broad views were
gained of a chaos of peaks, barren and snow-patched; for such is the course of the Road,
originally constructed to reach a mine near the mountain crest, christened with a name far
away from its aboriginal habitat, and much appreciated by mountain parties long after the mine
to which i t led ceased to be worked; and thus Mono Pass was reached, where a marvelous pros-
pect over the desert country far below to the east was disclosed. Some of the easier mountains
were ascended to enjoy their views of the higher and more difficult summits; and there, as
everywhere, the leader who loved every aspect of nature served as its interpreter. He knew all 
the rocks, mountains, and canyons, all the flowers and trees, all the birds and beasts of the high-
land country; and yet in spite of the many rough experiences of his outdoor western life, he still
retained so refined a sympathy and so an imagination that he cared for neither hunting
nor because of the pain that such sports upon their The month was
spent in ideal companionship, the of which are prized by the invited members of the
party, all of whom still but their most treasured memory is of the happiness felt and 
shown by their host.

SCIENTIFIC HOSPITALITY I N THE SIERRA, 1908

less remarkable another Sicrrn excursion the following year, 1908, when Gilbert
had for his guests his old associate, D. Johnson, and the geologist, E. C.
Andrews, of The two excursions were alike in being holiday outings, but
otherwise they were different. party of 1907 consisted of intimate friends, among 
whom scientific problems lower than personal relations. The party of 1908
essentially scientific, and Australian member had never been seen by the two Americans.
Their coming together was fine illustration of the that is developed
among men of similar pursuits; bond that the three in this case hcing a common
interest in "the illustrations of deep glacial erosion" which the High Sierra affords.
It seems that had a few years before published a brief but forcible of the
mountainous coast of southwestern Now the deep fiord troughs of which he
to glacial erosion, not because he had previously studied the action of glaciers, but because
the forms of the fiord troughs were so unlike those of the valleys of normal erosion that he had 
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seen in New South Wales. His paper made a strong impression on those who received it in
this country, and one of them suggested to Gilbert that he might well send a copy of his
on the "Glaciers of Alaska" to the antipodal geologist; but as this suggestion was received
before he had himself seen paper he demurred, remarking that as each presentation
copy of the Alaskan report cost him $3 he could not afford to distribute it freely; but on seeing
the paper and its excellent photographs, the like of which he had vainly tried to secure in
Alaska,he sent the volume promptly and gladly; and with it a letter from which the following
significant extracts are taken: 

I am also interested in a psychological point you mention. Your sensitiveness to the topographic pecu-
liarities of Southern New was due to previous training in non-glacial regions. I myself had a
similar experience except that the sequence of events was inverse. youth was passed and my early
geologic studies were made in a glaciated region. . . . I think i t quite possible that the English geologists who
frame such curious arguments against the actuality of ice sculpture have never seen anything else, and are there-
fore not sensitive to the contrasts between the two types of sculpture.

It was on the basis of an acquaintance thus begun that, on the occasion of
trans-American journey to England in 1908, he was welcomed by Gilbert and Johnson in San
Francisco and to spend a couple of months camping in the mountains where various 
problems of sculpture are so finely displayed. 

I t is not to be questioned that glacial problems were actively by the keen-eyed
trio, but the account of the excursion given by stranger has more to say of personal than
of matters, for i t appears that upon a vacation trip such as this, Gilbert's interests,
like those of his companions, were not restricted to geology or physiography. pointed out
all manner of plants and animals, from dwarfed less than an inch high near Mono Pass, 
to a spider that made a web in the shape of a paraboloid of revolution in the district of the
big trees. During progress through the highland forest he his companions to cap
verses; at rests he would give and ask for problems; in the night he pointed out
the constellations; his mind was always active. The visitor was entertained by his com-
panions with readings from American authors and with reminiscences of American geologists:
Gilbert told of a trip when Shaler and he stopped at a country tavern where a bowl and a single
roller towel did duty for all comers in preparation for the noonday meal. "Shaler," Gilbert
said, fond of dichotomous classification: he said to are two of men,
those who wipe on the outside of the towel and those who wipe on the inside; I belong
to the smaller group."' Truly, it was a liberal education for the Australian to travel over
the mountains in such company, an education which many an American must envy him.

AND FAULTS

Gilbert was in California at the time of the San Francisco earthquake of 1906. What he
saw there must have brought to his mind the views regarding the relation of faults and earth-
quakes which he had announced a quarter of a earlier in an article first published in
the Salt Lake Tribune for September 20, 1883, and reprinted in the American Journal of Science
a year later. He then described the little fault scarps of unknown though recent date in
the alluvium at the western base of the Wasatch Mountains in Utah, and compared them to

scarps procluced in 1872 the Owens Valley earthquake at the eastern base of the
Sierra Nevada, where long gathering strains had caused an old fault to snap and slip again. 
He added that few inhabitants of that arid region noticed that the adobe houses near the
earthquake scarp were destroyed, while frame houses the shock; hence the
destroyed houses were rebuilt in mood; but he regarded this precaution as unnecessary,
because after a shock "the accumulated earthquake force is for the present spent, and many
generations will probably pass before it manifests itself again." On the other hand,
locality on the fault line of a large mountain range, which has been exempt from earthquake
for a long time, is by so much to the date of recurrence"; hence in Utah, those parts of
the Wasatch base where the alluvial scarp is low or wanting were as peculiarly liable

E. C. Karl Sierra Club Bulletin,
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to shocks in the future, although no one can say how soon because the rate at which a moun-
tain range grows is The article concluded some salutary but unpalatable
suggestions:

By the time experience has taught us this [the rate of Wasatch growth], Salt Lake City will have been
shaken down, and its surviving citizens will have rebuilt i t of wood. . . . What are the citizens
going to do about it? Probably nothing. They are not likely t o abandon brick and stone and adobe, and build

new houses of wood. If they did, they would put themselves a t the mercy of fire; and fire, in the long
run, unquestionably destroys more property than earthquakes. It is the loss of Life tha t renders earthquakes
so terrible. Possibly some of materials will afford security against both dangers.

The Salt Lake citizens did not like science in that form; it was too disturbing. Whatever
the eventual danger from earthquake might be, no one could tell how long a time would pass
before it would come; and in any case the removal or the remodeling of the city was out of the
question. Its situation in other respects was so favorable that, as to earthquakes, the citizens
naturally would take the chance and run the risk, for the chance might be remote rather than
imminent, and the risk might be small instead of great. Time enough when it comes. If
anyone had written a similar article, warning the citizens of San Francisco of their danger 
because of the existence of a fault rift not far away, they also have taken little heed of
the warning; it is inevitable that a city, a great city, must stand there. But after the earth-
quake took place and the local earth strain was relieved, the San Franciscans may well have
taken comfort in Gilbert's view that a city near a fault is likely, after a slip has place on it,
to be safe from disturbance for some time to come; but whether "for many generations,"
who can say! On the other hand, Gilbert himself must have been somewhat dismayed to see
that both the dangers foresaw for Salt Lake City had combined in a double disaster
for the city at the Golden Gate. 

THE SAN FRANCISCO

Gilbert's unusual capacity for the popular exposition of scientific subjects has already been
alluded to. I t is well exemplified in a general account of the San Francisco earthquake which
he prepared shortly after its occurrence, the paragraph of which is written in a singularly
objective style. 

It is the natural and legitimate ambition of a properly constituted geologist to see a glacier, witness a n
eruption, and feel a n earthquake. The glacier is always ready, awaiting his visit; the eruption has a course t o
run, and alacrity only is needed t o watch its more important phases; but the earthquake, unheralded and brief,
may elude him through his entire lifetime. It had been my fortune t o experience only a single weak tremor,
a n d I had, moreover, been tantalized by narrowly missing the great earthquake of 1872 [in southeastern
California] and the Alaska earthquake of 1599. When, therefore, I was awakened in Berkeley on the eighteenth
of April last by a tumult of motions and noises, i t was with unalloyed pleasure tha t I became aware tha t a
vigorous earthquake was in progress. The creaking of the building, which has a heavy frame of redwood, and
the rattling of various articles of furniture so occupied attention tha t I did not fully differentiate the noises
peculiar t o the earthquake itself. The motions I was able t o analyse more successfully, perceiving that, while

had many directions, the dominant factor was a swaying in the north-south direction, which caused me t o
roll slightly as I lay my head toward the east. Afterward I found a suspended electric lamp swinging in
the north-south direction, and observed tha t had been splashed southward from a pitcher. These notes
of direction were of little value, however, except as showing control by the structure of the building, for in
another part of the same building the east-west motion was dominant. 

I n order to make the most of this rare opportunity, he left the fire to the the
injured to the doctors, the homeless to the charitable, and devoted himself as a geologist to the
geological phenomena, especially the displacements along the trace of the old fault plane on ,

which the earthquake originated. After giving an account of many striking instances in which
the horizontal displacement of the earthquake is apparent, he expresses the hope that studies
should be made by engineers and architects regarding the safer construction of buildings, so

the new city should be earthquake proof. . . . Timidity will cause some to remove from the shaken district 
and will deter others who were contemplating immigration, but such considerations have only temporary

An investigation of the Francisco earthquake. Pop. Sci. Monthly, 1 xix,
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fluence, and can not check in an important way the growth of the city. The destiny of San Francisco depends
on the capacity and security of its harbor, on the wealth of the country behind it, and on its geographical rela-
tions to the commerce of the Pacific. Whatever the earthquake danger may be, it is a thing to be dealt with 
on the ground by engineering, not avoided by flight; and the proper basis for all protective measures is
the fullest possible information as to the extent and character of the danger.

This wise counsel is at the close of an address on "Earthquake forecasts," which
is analyzed below.

Gilbert appointed by the Governor of California as a member of a State commission
to investigate the effects and causes of the San Francisco disaster. He also took part in a study
for the United States Geological Survey; and his chief report was published in its Bulletin 324
in 1907. He there presented a brief statement of his conception of the "motions constituting 
the earthquake in the region of its destructive intensity," from which the passages
are taken:

The San Francisco earthquake had its origin, wholly or chiefly, in a new slipping on the an old
fault [The San fault, passing a little to the west of the city]. The trend of the fault is northwest

southeast, and i t . . . has a length of 300 miles, possibly more. Nothing is of its depth. . . . The
fact of recurrence on the same plane shows that the rock faces in contact had not become welded, so that the
molecular force which there resisted motion was less than the cohesion of solid rock, and may have been little
stronger than adhesion. A tract of the crust including the fault plane had come to be affected by a system of
slowly increasing shearing strains, and the associated stresses were the forces directly causing the fault. When
the stress component coincident with the fault plane a t some point became greater than the adhesion (or cohesion) 
a local slipping took place. This caused a redistribution of strains and stresses, the local relief of strain being
followed by an increase of strain and stress in all adjoining tracts of the fault plane, with the result that the 
adhesion was overcome in those and the area of incipient faulting thereby enlarged. Thus from the
initial tract the lesion propagated as a sort of wave through all the fault plane.

At the initial tract a small movement sufficed to relieve the local strain, and the motion was then arrested
by friction, the movement was renewed by reaction from other tracts, and it alternately started and stopped
till the accumulated stresses had spent themselves. There was a similar rhythmic sequence in other parts of the
fault, the frequency of the alternations depending on local conditions; and the total movement of dislocation
a t each point mas accomplished by a series of steps and not by a single leap. The time consumed in these reac-
tions was not infinitesimal. The rate of propagation of changes in strain was the same order of magnitude as
that of earthquake waves in general, and the rate of propagation of initiation of movement on the old fault
plane may have been somewhat slower because of the necessity of accumulating a certain amount of stress
increment to overcome the adhesion. It is probable that the completion of the fault required more than one
minute, and it may have required more than two minutes. It is even possible that the displacement had been
completed a t the initial point before it began a t the most remote. 

In the succession of slippings and stoppings a t any point the fault plane each separate slip communicated 
a jar or pulse to the surrounding rock, and this pulse propagated in all directions. The earthquake a t any
locality in the neighborhood of the fault consisted of such pulses from different directions. The general distribu-
tion of intensity indicates that the pulses weakened in transmission rapidly, whence i t may be inferred
that the particular pulses constituting the dominant of the local ea thquake mere those from the nearer
parts of the fault. If this conception of the earthquake is correct, the rhythm observed in the region of high
intensity was a phenomenon distinct from the rhythm of harmonic waves. It essentially a frictional rhythm,
dependent on the relation of certain rock strains and rock stresses to the resistances afforded by adhesion and
sliding friction. It was irregular not only because the intervals of local starting and stopping were unequal,
but because it was derived from a considerable of the fault surface, in which the local rhythms were neither
harmonious nor synchronous. 

The compounding of unevenly spaced pulses from different points of the fault plane caused both reenforce-
ment and interference, introducing a character analogous to beats in music, but without the regularity of musical
beats. It also a t times made oscillatory motions swifter in one direction the other, so that reciprocal
accelerations were not always symmetrically arranged. In less technical language, the motion jerky and
included abrupt phases that were almost blows. The compounding also introduced variety in the direction of
motion, especially a t the end, when for a short time the pulses from remoter parts of the zone of origin ceased
to be overpowered by those from the nearer parts. The motion in that closing of the violent part of the
earthquake has been compared by an observer to the motion of a vessel in a choppy sea; and I conceive that
this comparison is the expression of a veritable analogy.

Few readers of the memoir are to be so well informed as to the nature of
earthquakes as not to by this analytical
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The displacement of the earth's surface on the trace of the San Francisco fault
plane has been frequently described; the occurrence of wavelike undulations in low-tide mud
flats a t the time of the earthquake and their preservation for a considerable time afterwards
may be less f Concerning this curious effect Gilbert wrote as follows:

Observers of strong earthquakes sometimes report visible progressive undulations of the ground, similar to
water waves, and such observations are usually made where the formations are alluvial . . . Not only is there
a gradation in physical condition from dry earth through mud to water, but the shaking of a loose formation,
whether or dry, overcomes the adhesion of particles and thereby imparts for the time being a 
analogous to that  of liquids. It is therefore conceivable that gravity waves, altogether analogous to those of
water, may be produced by a violent earthquake in the surface of a loose formation. Certain ridges on soft
ground caused by earthquakes in Japan have been inferred by Omori and to represent such soil waves 
and to indicate a length (crest to crest) of 20 to 40 meters. The San Francisco earthquake produced a
similar ridging on tidal mud in Bay [on the outer coast, 50 miles north of the Golden Gate], the average
ridge interval being not more than half that of the Japanese examples . . . There is no reason to question the
statement that the whole mud plain had the smooth surface common to tidal fiats until i t was disturbed by the
earthquake. Nor do I find any room for doubt either that the ridges originated as waves on the surface of the
mud while i t was rendered quasi liquid by violent agitation, or that they persisted because the mud promptly
resumed its normal coherence when the agitation ceased. It is by no means equally clear that the arrested waves
were true gravity waves rolling across the mud plain. Whatever their mechanism and history, they illustrate 
a mode of response of wet, unconsolidated material to powerful earth tremors, they suggest an explanation of
certain wavelike ridges produced on areas of made ground in San Francisco, and they contribute to an under-
standing of the peculiar destructiveness of the earthquake in such areas.

As to the important question of accumulating crustal strain and its expression in the
deformation of the surface near the trace of a fault rift before relief in an earthquake shock,
Gilbert wrote briefly in a review7 of the State report; he regarded the "lack of
unity in the trigonometrical surveys, which were strung along through several decades" in the
the San Francisco region
peculiarly unfortunate. . . . This fact made i t impossible to discriminate between deformation at the time
of rupture and progressive deformation during accumulation of strain before rupture. . . . Nevertheless the
results invite the careful attention of geophysicists. To the reviewer the distribution of dislocation, and especially
the existence close to the fault, on each side, of a belt of maximum distortion, seems clearly not that which would 
obtain if the fault passed a solid crust to a liquid substratum. And it also appears that, on
the assumption of continuous solidity from the surface the geodetic results might yield to adequate
analytic treatment a conception of the order of magnitude of the vertical distance to which the fault penetrated.

The grounds for this opinion are not stated, and the method of adequate analysis is not
outlined; both doubtless were conceived in Gilbert's mind, and if so the layman must regard the
depth of his penetration as profound as that of any earthquake fault plane.

EARTHQUAKE FORECASTS

The Association of American Geographers elected Gilbert a s their president for the year
1908, and thus had the pleasure of hearing an adclress from at their meeting in
on January1,1909. I t was the last address of the kind that he ever gave; for although the Geo-
logical Society of America elected him for the second time as their president in 1909, he was
unable to attend their meeting at the end of that year. The subject of the adclress before the
geographers was "Earthquake forecasts," in substance and it is one of the finest

not the finest that he ever delivered. Its preparation must have demanded a great amount 
of study, for i t contains not only an ingenuous discussion of many factors determining the place
and time of earthquakes, but also much information in a field that he had not previously
entered. Its treatment is marked by the deliberate and penetrating analysis which char-
acterized his work; the conclusions reached and the moral drawn from are set forth
with a tempered wisdom that even in his own earlier addresses was seldom matched. The
style is at times almost conversational; and interest is maintained to the very end.
Some of the most passages are here quoted, the opening one

The outlook for earthquake forecasting is my theme today. As you are aware I am not a seismologist.
My point of view is that of the geologist and general geographer. I speak as a layman, and present
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sions acquired chiefly during somewhat amateurish work on the physical history of the San Francisco earth-
quake.. That event so far unseen that no seismologists were a t hand, and the duty of investigation fell,
in the emergency, on a corps of geologists and astronomers. . . . But while this much is offered by nay of
explanation and to prevent misunderstanding, you are not to infer that an apology is made because I trespass

fields to which I have not title, for I am an advocate of the principle of scientific trespass.
No fenced-in scientific preserves for him! He then out the difficulties in the way

earthquake forecasting in both time and place:
If the geologist Whitney, in warning San Franciscans forty years ago that their city suffer by earth-

quake, had been able to specify the year 1906, and to convince them that he had warrant for his prophecy,
the shock, when it came, would have been a phenomenon only and not a catastrophe. If any of those mys-
terious oracles who were said to have predicted earth convulsions in 1906 had named San Francisco, and told
their reasons, the course of history might have been different. 

An elaborate discussion follows concerning the conditions under which the place and
time of earthquakes may be and predicted, after which comes a concise summary: As
to place of earthquake occurrence "malloseismic districts [districts "likely to be visited several 
times in a century by earthquakes of destructive will eventually be subdivided
with confidence by means of geologic criteria." This work has been begun already, is now 
progressing, and mill probably be far advanced in the near future. But as to time of occur-
rence the problem is vastly more and is not likely to be solved for an indefmite period. 

these two "the one lies largely within the domain of accomplishment; the other
still lingers in that of endeavor and hope." However, "we may congratulate ourselves that it is
not the place factor which lags behind, for knowledge of place has far more practical value 
than of time." Indeed, if prediction of probable time were made, it would follow 
that "possibly for many months, expectation would be tense, and the cost in anticipatory
terror would be great." If, on the other hand, the place of peril come to be known even though
the dates are wise construction of buildings provide "all necessary precautions, 
and the earthquake-proof house will not only insure itself but will practically insure its
inmates.

The moral of this is drawn in a strong condemnation of the mistaken policy of conceal-
ment prevalent in San Francisco after the shock, a policy based on the "fear that if the ground
of California has a reputation for instability, the flow of immigration will be checked, capital

go elsewhere, and business activity will be impaired." I t was under that policy that a
scientific report on the earthquake of 1868, due to a slip on another fault not far to the east of
San Francisco, was suppressed. But the policy is vain because it does not conceal. I t merely
"reflects a low standard of commercial morality, which is being rapidly superseded." More-
over, this policy and the fear that dictates it are both based on a great exaggeration of the
actual danger. Risk of death by earthquakes in California is only one-tenth of the risk of
death from measles; and the annual premium for an insurance of on death by earth-
quake should be only a cent and a half, plus the cost of share of the insurance business and
its contribution to the business profits. Indeed, a timid Californian should migrate in
order to escape peril by earthquake, he would incur during his journey a peril at least two
hundred times as great, whether he travel by steamship, sailing vessel, railway car, motor car,
stage, private carriage, or saddle."

EARTHQUAKES IN

In reviewing Gilbert's published essays it is important not to omit the short ones, for
they not infrequently contain admirable passages. A case in point is the one-page preface 
which he contributed to and Martin's report on the "Earthquakes at Yakutat Bay,
Alaska, in September, Here he set forth certain essential matters in a truly sagacious
way, as the following extracts will show. 

In its relation to man an earthquake is a cause. In its relation to the earth i t is chiefly of an incidental
effect. It is the jar occasioned by a sudden faulting, and the faulting is a minor expression of deformation.

Prof. Paper S
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. . . The determination of surface deformation in connection this [Alaskan] earthquake . . . is . . .
exceptionally full and exceptionally valuable. Measurements of surface displacement are numerous, nearly
all of them are referred to sea and are thus absolute instead of merely differential, and the coast line is 
locally so intricate that the field of exact observation is areal instead of linear. The new configuration of the
surface is compared with the old through an area of approximately square miles, and the deformation is 
shown to include not only faulting, with uplift and downthrow, but tilting and warping of a compli-
cated character. In the dominance of vertical displacement the tectonic characters of the Yakutat region are
strongly contrasted with those of the earthquake district, horizontal motion dominates. 

RESIDENCE AND AT BERKELEY, CALIF.

Gilbert's two summer vacations in the Sierra Nevada were followed by his assignment 
on an investigation in California up to a curious sequence of events had led, and
in of which a large share of his for the last years of his life was spent in the
Golden State. The sequence of events began, as narrated in his report, in the fifties at the
time of the first placer gold washing in the Sierra Nevada; the next step the introduction of
high-pressure mashing, or hydraulic mining as it called, as a result of the "tailings"
of the auriferous on the uplands of the Sierran were swept in huge volumes into the 
narrow valleys; then in a great flood which tailings in vast quantity out
from the valleys and spread on the broad fluviatile plain known as the of California,
to the injury and of holders of lands; the protests and lawsuits then instituted 
culminated in 1884 in a series of injunctions whereby the miners were restrained from washing
the tailings into the streams. This was followed by the creation through act of Congress in
1893 of a permanent board, known as the California Commission, under which hydraulic
mining was prohibited except when after approval of arrangements for impounding 
the tailings; mining was thereby so greatly reduced that in 1904 the California Miners' Associa-
tion made the final step in the long sequence by memorializing the President of the United
States and that the National Survey should "undertake a particular study of
those portions of the Sacramento and San Valleys northern and southern parts
of the great fluviatile plain] affected by detritus from torrential streams" in the mountains.
In addition to much work thereupon instituted under the survey, including a detailed
topographic survey of a large area on the fluviatile plain, Gilbert, who had long before
tatively the transportation of in the part of his Mountains report, 
was appointed to study in a way by observation and laboratory experimentation
that part of the California problem which involved debris transportation.

The greater part of the field work for this investigation was clone in the years from 1905 to
1908. I t began with observations on the uplands and in the valleys of the Sierra Nevada, and
i t was carried across the broad fluviatile plain into San Francisco Bay, where it was eventually
extended to the tidal bar outside of the Golden Gate; but after some progress had been made in
writing a report, the need of laboratory work was felt so seriously that the manuscript was set
aside until the results of experimentation could be secured. Anhydraulic was there-
foreestablished at Berkeley, where Gilbert years as a guest of the State university
and where his presence was much enjoyed. At however, he had not been so comfortably
situated. He wrote to a friend in July, 1905: "I've been two months in the State with
headquarters at Sacramento, which place I so dull that I've downslidden to billiards in a 
public billiard room. . . . If I spend the winter here, the base will probably be shifted to
Berkeley-where there are people I like to know"; so to Berkeley he moved the following
November, and for a good number of years made his home in the hospitable Faculty
Club on the university grounds whenever he was in California. He wrote later of his life there:

I've a very comfortable room in the . . . end I'm enjoying the Club life-tho the typical Club-man
would find i t dull.

In return the club members enjoyed his presence greatly; when he was not absent on his 
travels up and down the State, he had more invitations to the houses of his friends
than he could accept. No need there to resort to his "knitting" as an evening occupation, 
as he had done in the commercial of the country.
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One whose acquaintance with him extended over many years of his sojourn in California
as well as in Washington,

I never heard from him one arrogant opinion or the least indulgence in petty personalities. . . . Whatever
the issue he brought to i t the qualities and the temper which we have learned t o connect with the man of science
a t his best--the entirely open mind, with detachment and caution, curious but not expecting overmuch,' and
shy of enthusiasms. . . . It was perhaps because of his admirable reticence tha t conversation with him had
its charm and its authority.

I n spite of his high rank his bearing was marked by a certain humility, and his
remarks were characterized by a mental honesty that for him a deep and genuine
respect. His manner was always serene, his intercourse pleasantly familiar being too 
free. He of his recreation hours to games, especially to billiards and dominoes;
he still preserved a lively sense of fun, and could be jovial aswell as serious. But in this period
he seemed to avoid the discussion of geological problems, as if his brain sufficiently exer-
cised in that direction by his work; indeed he took care not to his mind too
much upon his own subjects and thus kept himself as a rule in remarkably good health; but
enjoyed talking with his associates on many subjects other than his own, and especially on 
social questions, regarding which he sxpressed regret that his interest had not been aroused until
late in life.

Little wonder that the friendships created in the Faculty Club were warm and enduring,
or that its members should join in writing some years of the many letters of congratu-
lation, on the birthday that he so nearly reached: 

You are a n integral part of the Club. You our first honorary member. Your photograph hangs on
our walls. Your room is always waiting for you. your duties yon away we miss your genial com-
pany, and we look forward to the time when you will rejoin us.

Although not a sportsman he had a favorite fish story, which he would occasionally tell in
condensed form when it seemed to him that others were using the old English weapon too
freely.

A man once caught a n unusually fine trout, carried him home alive and kept him in a pool; fed him by hand
till he was tame; then lifted him out of water daily for longer and longer periods. The trout seemed t o like it, 
and learned to follow his master by wriggling along on the ground. [this with pathos] he came t o a sad end: 
tried one day t o follow his master on a narrow board over a creek; wriggled too much, fell off the board and was
drowned.

The report on his hydraulic experiments conducted at Berkeley was published by the
national survey in 1914, under the title of "The transportation of by running water,"
as Professional Paper No. 86; it preceded the report on thefield work, whichappeared in1917,as

Hydraulic-mining in the Sierra Nevada, in Professional Paper No. I n the mean-
time an inquiry into the structural relations of the California earthquake of 1906 diverted his 
attention for a time, and a serious illness in 1909 interrupted and for a year or more threatened
the completion of studies. After a section on his illness, return will be made to the 

professional papers in the next chapter.
ILLNESS OF

Gilbert was a t Berkeley in the spring of 1909 he became seriously ill. Brief notes of
failing condition were entered in diary. March 13: "A billiard game with . . . inter-

rupted by head trouble." March 29: "Appreciable muscular change in left hand." April 1:
Numbness in left leg." In the meantime he had consulted a physician, and on March 30 he

wrote, in spite of his somewhat alarming symptoms, a singularly calm and dispassionate state-
ment of his case to an official of the survey in Washington:

It is proper tha t you should be informed of a new factor which may affect my work in important ways.
three my health has been impaired in such a way as t o lower my capacity for work of any kind.

While my physician's tone is optimistic, my own impression is tha t  my general physical condition is permanently
lowered and tha t any later change will not be in the way of improvement. Whether or not my fears are well
grounded, the situation seems t o demand tha t I limit my attention to one or two of the many subjects tha t interest
and tempt me. I plan t o a report on the problem this summer. . . . The one other matter tha t I
do not relinquish is the preparation of a n address t o be read t o the Geological Society of next winter.
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But these plans were not realized. Three days later he wrote again: 
Since I wrote you, some of my symptoms developt far enough to warrant my physician in a diagnosis-

a brain trouble of apoplectic character. So there is warning of more serious trouble-sometime, and while I
may still do a lot of work I can't depend on it. . . . It is hard to relinquish my varied interests, but there
no other way.

On April 4 he wrote, less formally, to one of his sons:
You will be surprised to learn that I am quitting California, and don't expect to return. I have had dis-

quieting symptoms for some weeks, and the doctor has a t last diagnosed the trouble as apoplectic-my general
appearance to the contrary notwithstanding. Now an apoplectic tendency means a collapse sooner or later,
and I should hate to have i t occur away from kin and old friends, and so I am goingeast. . . . Fortunately
my work redily lets me go. The laboratory I drop altogether. . . . The investigation has reacht 
such a stage that  i t  can go to report without material loss. I have pland more field work but i t is not essential.
So I shall devote myself to the report, and I am sloughing off all other undertakings so as to complete that if
possible. I am not visibly ill, but tire easily and have lerned to rest frequently. Have very little discomfort
and am still enjoying life. Find it a grind to have to think so much about myself as I have recently. 

In spite of the comfortable quarters that Gilbert enjoyed at Berkeley, the last quoted
letter shows that he did not feel altogether at home there. On April 11, accompanied by E. C.
Murphy, his assistant in the hydraulic laboratory, he took the "Overland Limited" and reached
his sister's home at Jackson, Mich., on April 14. There he stayed through the summer. A few
days after his arrival a member of the national survey who had been for a time associated with
some of his work in California came from Washington at request and took notes of various
matters which the invalid wished to place on record so that, should he be unable to complete his
study, what he had done might not be wholly lost. His strength was so reduced that after
talking for or 20 minutes he felt exhausted and had to rest for an hour or more; yet by dint
of returning to the task several times a day for over a week, about pages of notes
written His control of mind and memory at this time of distress was remarkable. He
never uttered a word of complaint, but addressed himself as a matter of duty to the
work he had done. Although living from day to day under a great shadow, his serenity was
unruffled and his clearness of vision At a low ebb physically, he still exhibited the
extraordinary self-control and the unselfish philosophy that his life had for years before so
beautifully At each successive interview the subject was taken up where it
had been dropped before, without repetition of matter or interruption of logical sequence. The
notes thus came to contain a consecutive account of his program of work; but fortunately his
subsequent recovery made it unnecessary to call upon them. 

So serious had his condition become after reaching Jackson that an endeared friend, as
well as his elder son, msdc long journeys to spend weeks with him in the second half
of April; but then, instead of failing altogether as he feared, his health slowly improved.
On June 17 he replied to a correspondent's inquiry:

At present i t does seem probable that I shall bc able to attend the scientific meetings next winter. . . . I fear you will find my interests in your future projects rather than activ. . . . I am, however,
accomplishing a little a t the desk. Having whittled down my responsibilities to a narrow point-namely, the
preparation of a report on my California work-I am able to make sufficient progress to keep

After a temporary setback in the following September, he went to Washington to spend the
winter in the Merriam household as in previous years, and there, with habits of industry gained
during a life steadily devoted to work, he had the hard experience of laying aside his usual 
activities and waiting as patiently as possible until they could be resumed. He was still dis-
couraged at times lest he should never again able lo take up his work, but showed
great patience and fortitude in observing rules for the regaining of his health and the restora-
tion of his normal powers. His recovery depended on absolute fidelity to a rigid schedule, day
by day; every act was given its proper measure, and he held to his time-table the stoic that
he was. His long-time friends, Prof. and Mrs. J. H. Cornstock, of University, with
whom he had spent a part of many vacations since 1884, were his hosts at their summer cottage, 
the on Cayuga Lake, through the months of 1910. I t was there that,
between the light tasks in simple housework which he shared with his hosts, he first began to
write again and prepared outlines of his debris report as if to test his strength; he found encour-
agement in his success, but the outlines were all written over again a year later. 





CHAPTER
REPORTS ON HYDRAULIC MINING DEBRIS

OF DETRITUS

The preface to Professional Paper No. 85 explains the relation of Gilbert's experimental 
work in California to his earlier studies by an allusion to the third part of the Mountains
report:

Thirty-Gve years ago the writer made a study of the work of streams in shaping the face of the land. The
study included a qualitative and partly deductive investigation of the laws transportation of
running water; and the limitations of such methods inspired a desire for quantitative data, such as could be 
obtained only by experimentation with determinate conditions. The gratification of this desire was long deferred
but opportunity for experimentation finally came in connection with an investigation of problems occasioned
by the overloading of certain California rivers with waste from hydraulic mines.

A primary purpose of the investigation was then stated to be the determination of the
relation which the load that is swept along the beds of actual rivers bears to various important
factors, such as river volume, velocity, slope, etc., but complications of the natural problem
were found to be such that this purpose was not attained. A secondary purpose 
the mode of propulsion of the load and the laws connecting the total load with each the
chief factors taken separately; and in this direction a greater success was achieved. 

The experiments, conducted at Berkeley chiefly by E. C. Murphy under Gilbert's direc-
tion, were made in horizontal troughs, 31.5 and 150 feet long, respectively, through which a
controlled current of water flowed. Sand of measured fineness was fed into the current at a
controlled rate until the slope of the sanded trough bed automatically came to be just 
to enable a specified current to transport a specified quantity of a of sand sup-
plied to it. By varying the different factors involved many combinations resulted, of which
130 were especially studied, an average of 10 determinations being made for each combination; 
thus quantitative relations were obtained between width, depth, volume, slope, and velocity of
current, and texture and quantity of load. The problem was one in which Gilbert's exceptional 
powers of mental and mathematical analysis were called into play, as all the experimental
data were submitted to computation in a critical fashion. As a measure of the complexity
of the computations, i t may be noted that over 80 letter symbols employed in the mathe-
matical expression of the relations studied. A characteristic indication of the nature of the
considerations which entered the problems treated is given in the following extracts from the
chapter on the relation of transportation capacity to ratio": or ratio of stream
depth to width.

When identical discharges are passed through troughs of different width and are loaded with dkbris of the
same grade [texture] and the loads are adjusted so as to establish the same slope, i t is usually found, not only
that the capacity varies with the width, but that intermediate width determines a greater capacity than
do the extreme widths. That is, the curve of capacity in relation to width exhibits a maximum. . . . The
explanation of the maximum, so far as its main elements are concerned, is not difficult. . . . Conceive a stream
of constant discharge and flowing down a constant slope but of variable width. The field of traction is deter-
mined by the width, and the evident tendency of this factor is to make the capacity increase as the width
increases. The rate of traction for each unit of width is determined by the bed velocity in that unit and the bed
velocity is intimately associated with the mean velocity. Velocity varies directly with depth, and, inasmuch
as increase of width causes (in a stream of constant discharge) decrease of depth, the tendency of this factor
is to make capacity decrease as width increases. Velocity is also affected by lateral resistance, the retarding
influence of the side walls of the channel. The retardation is greater as the wall surface is greater, therefore
as the depth is greater, and therefore as the width is less. As capacity varies inversely with the retardation,
and the retardation varies inversely with width, it follows that the tendency of this factor is to make capacity 
increase as width increases. Thus the influence of width on capacity is threefold: I ts increase (1) enlarges
capacity by broadening the field of traction, (2) reduces capacity by reducing depth, and (3) enlarges capacity
by reducing the field of the side-wall resistance. Now, without inquiring as to the laws which affect the several
factors, i t is evident that when the width is greatly increased a condition is inevitably reached in which the
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depth is so small that the velocity is no longer competent and the capacity is nil. It is evident that
when the width is gradually and greatly reduced the field of traction must become so narrow that the capacity
is very small, and eventually the current must be so retarded by side-wall friction that its bed velocity is no 
longer competent and capacity is nil. For all widths between these limits capacity exists, and somewhere
between them it attains a maximum.

A perusal of the above passage, in which a branching concept is pursued along its diverging
paths, must make it clear why Gilbert was a good chess player. A later passage touches a
practical application of the same special phase of the total problem: "The ratio of depth to
width which gives to a stream its greatest capacity for traction is of importance to the engi-
neer whenever he has occasion to control the movement of but "no way
has been found to extend the quantitative results to rivers. I t can hardly be questioned that
the optimumratio [of depth to width] for rivers varies inversely with slope, discharge, and fine-
ness of but its absolute amount cannot be inferred from the experimental results. River
slopes are relatively very small and river discharges are relatively very large, and the two

affect the ratio in opposite ways. To compute the joint result we should have
definite and precise information as to the laws of dependence, but our actual knowledge is
qualitative and vague." The belief is later expressed that "all the generalizations from the
laboratory results may be applied to natural streams, but only in a qualitative way; the dis-
parity of conditions is so great that the numerical results can not be thus applied." A closing
chapter on the application of the study to natural streams therefore hardly goes beyond a
refined descriptive and explanatory account of various elements of river behavior. This
somewhat disappointing conclusion is, however, in a measure offset by an account of various
actual examples which serve to verify the principles involved, one of which mag here be
reproduced.

In this connection it is of interest to record a single observation on river efficiency. Where Yuba river
passes from the Sierra Nevada to the broad Sacramento Valley, its habit is rather abruptly changed. In the
Narrows it is narrow and deep; a few miles downstream it has become wide and shallow. Its bed is of gravel,
with slopes regulated by the river itself when in flood, and the same material composes the load it carries. I n
the Narrows the form ratio during high flood is 0.06 and the slope is 0.10 per cent. Two miles downstream the
form ratio is 0.008 and the slope is 0.34 per cent. Thus the energy necessary to transport the load where the
form ratio is 0.008 is more than three times that which suffices where the form ratio is 0.06; and i t is evident
that the larger ratio is much more efficient than the smaller. The data do not serve to define the optimum
ratio, but merely to show that it is much greater than 0.008.

PREPARATION OF FIRST REPORT

The laboratory experiments were conducted, as has already been mentioned, 
a t Berkeley, and were completed before Gilbert's illness in 1909; but the discussion
of the experimental data was carried on chiefly in Washington; and although it was under-
taken after a year of slow recovery from illness, it constituted the most arduous task that
Gilbert ever entered upon. The reports were avowedly incomplete summaries based 
on hurried observations. The Henry Mountains volume was based on a brief period of field
observation, mostly qualitative in nature, the discussion of which was largely thought out in the
field and speedily written up in Washington. The monograph was equally Gilbert's 
own work, and differed from the Henry Mountains report chiefly in the longer time allowed
for the collection of facts by himself and his aids and in the overlong delay in preparing the
manuscript caused by the distraction of other duties. Various studies on Niagara and the
Great Lakes were unlike the basin-range, Henry Mountains, and reports, in call-
ing for a large acquaintance with the results gained by many observers, although these
results were similar and supplementary to those gained from Gilbert's own field
work; the novelty in these studies lies chiefly in their ingenious generalizations and interpreta-
tions. Later work on the basin-range structures was before it was much more 
than begun. In contrast to all these earlier investigations, the discussion of the experi-
ments demanded an extended examination of technical studies by experts in a nongeological
field, and a large amount of original analysis and computation; and in both these respects
i t has no parallel in Gilbert's earlier work. Letters written to his elder son between 1911 and
1914 confirm this statement. 
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The outlines of successive chapters prepared during Gilbert's at the
mitage" in 1910 were superseded by new outlines a year later:

I've had to change my point of view repeatedly and go back and rewrite.
Progress was therefore slow not only because of short working hours but because of

frequent revisions. A letter of January, 1912, gives an idea of the volume of computation
involved:

I n my work I have struck another stretch of computing and again the office has loaned me Mr.
His facility with the slide rule makes me wish I had lerned i t years ago. It is rather late to train myself now, 

I am likely to stick to logs. as a mere matter of habit. Twice I tho't I would take i t up and bo't a rule, 
but i t was always easier to do the next job in the familiar way than the new way, and I followed the line of

resistance. But this present work has introduced me to log. section paper, and that has become quite
familiar. Of course, i t involves the same principles as the slide rule. 

Then referring to the many different values of various factors that have to be computed,
he adds:

Does i t look attractive? Really i t is not unattractive to me and I call for help only to save my own time.
A month later he wrote:
I am rather dismayed a t the amount of computation that seems desirable; but i t will probably pay to give

all my material a pretty thoro pre-digestion.

In spite of the labor thus called for, Gilbert bore it better than he had ventured to hope
a year earlier. A letter of February, 1912, included a reassuring statement:

I am working comfortably and stedily and must be my average hours per day. In January I
reported-as the equivalent of my time in hours-22 days, which is of a full month. 

But this success was at the cost of declining outside efforts, as the following extract from
a letter of March, 1912, indicates:

The President of the U. of R. [University of Rochester] directs my attention to the fact that the approaching
commencement is the 50th anniversary of my graduation, and invites me to give the commencement
taking a scientific subject. Very sorry to have to decline.

Computations were continued even during the summer on the New England coast, as
told in a letter of July:

Work has gone slowly for a few days-stald on the mathematics of mean values, and had finally to go to
the library a t Gloucester to get put on the right track. I find my equations and computations all right, but
I did not know how to put the theory of i t into words. What cleared the matter up was a batch of definitions
in the Century Dictionary, and I found from the introduction that the mathematics of the C. D. was written
by C. S. Peirce-a man so metaphysical I should never have tho't of going to him with a practical question.

Much time was taken by a phase of the work to which Gilbert, certain other older
members of the survey, had not been accustomed to give much attention; for during the early
years of governmental the practice of reading foreign observers had accomplished
on problems similar to those attacked by our own geologists in the new western field had been
more in the breach in the observance. But here it was dutifully followed, and
in the course of his work Gilbert made a much fuller examination of publications by British,

and German authors than he had made before. Indeed his manuscript was set
aside several times foreign studies were searched out and read over, aid of a
born member of being sought on articles in French and A large amount 
of pertinent matter was thus brought to his attention, although the main line of his own work
was on new ground. Sometimes found himself lost in the modern terminology of physics,
as appears from a letter of October, 1912:

When I have time I mean to read up on volts and amperes and such, to understand the gaged [?] better than
I do. The electric units have all come in since my school days. 

Many books must have been consulted, for he wrote, in January, 1913:
Still busy with the libraries, and found the engineers have done some good work I did not know of.

Glad I did not go to print without finding out as to it.
And a little later: 

Shall know right smart of hydraulics and some of hydrodynamics when I get
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But let no philologist imagine that "right smart" is New York State dialect because it is
here by a man of Rochester birth. As a result of this careful examination, the first
report appears to contain citations of a larger number of foreign authors than are to be found
in the rest of Gilbert's writings put together. The completion of the report is thus referred to:

Widay the 13th [of June] 1913, was not an unlucky day for me, but one of exceptional plesure, for I
in report which I have been a t work more than two years. The title is "Transportation of by Run-
ning Water", and i t will be printed as a "Professional Paper."

I t was probably a consciousness of having thus entered upon a new field of study that led
Gilbert to wish to have his manuscript looked over by an expert:

I want to have i t criticized by some very competent man who will express his mind freely. with
a little when I was in Ithaca, but a m a little afraid he would be too polite to be candid on its weak points. 

In the judgment of readers after the report was published there were no weak points in the
treatment of the material under discussion; if the report had a defect, i t lay in the difficulty
of applying its results to problems in river engineering, a which Gilbert himself
saw and lamented. I t is because of the abstract nature of its that this study seems not
to deserve so high a rank as its in which the actual distribution of was
examined. Toward the close of this elaborate research Gilbert wrote his son a simple rule
based on his own experience for the estimation of river discharge, essentially as follows: (1)
Select a direct reach of flow; (2) measure the cross section in square feet a t a few points

take their average; (3) measure a base line along the bank; (4) throw a float, such as a
tree branch with into midstream,. time its passage along the base line and thus 

surface velocity in feet per second; then (5 ) the discharge cubic feet per sec-
tional area surface velocity. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DEBRIS

Gilbert's second report upon his in California, deserves to rank with the finest of his
studies. There is a brilliancy about i t that even he rarely equaled. I t an exception-
ally fine treatment of a high-grade problem in river engineering based upon a secure physio-
graphic foundation; a treatment, because of its breadth and elegance; an exceptionally

treatment, because the combination of thorough competence that Gilbert possessed both
engineering and in physiography is rarely Unlike the first report, which is

largely experimental and theoretical, the second gives many actual examples of the distribution 
of which is not by any means limited to the mountains, as its title,
"Hydraulic-mining in the Sierra Nevada," suggest, but which, as noted,
extends its consideration across the fluviatile plain or valley of California and through San
Francisco Bay to the tidal bar outside of the Golden Gate. Yet in spite of its high quality,
the second report is not so well known as i t deserves to be; perhaps because i t was preceded by
the first, which by reason of its largely mathematical treatment was not readable and
may therefore have discouraged examination of the second; and perhaps also because, unlike 
the Henry Mountains report and the Bonneville monograph, appeared at an earlier time
when survey publications were not so very numerous, this important report was only one in a
great annual flood. Nevertheless, the second report deserves to in originality with the 
Henry Mountains volume, to which i t is similar in size, and i t is a close second to the Bonneville
monograph, which i t almost rivals in thoroughness. And as the last completed study great
geologist, over 70 years at the time i t was issued, the report merits attentive reading by all
his legion of admirers. Yet i t would have surpassed by the unfinished report on the basin
ranges had that not been interrupted a few years later by Gilbert's death.

Like the report on the "Transportation of hydraulic-mining the report on its
"Distribution" entailed an immense amount of but here the greatest part of the obser-
vational work was in the field instead of in the laboratory, and the discussion of the observations
involved chiefly a most ingenious train of physiographic inferences, instead of a laborious series 
of computations. The field work, begun in 1905, was long interrupted by the 
"Transportation" study, as well as by the year of illness. I t was resumed in 1913, when
California was revisited. In July of that year, Gilbert wrote to his son:
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I have been up to Bear river and driven a buggy horse three to find what the river is doing 
with the mining debris, and looking for a dam-site for debris storage. Not much result and the work was rather
trying to me. The weather changed from hot to hotter-110' in the shade the last day-and I was too exhausted
t o continue. I met the sea breeze a t Suisun and it was delicious to feel chilly once more. 

It appears to have been during these excursions in the uplands of the Sierra that Gilbert's
attention was turned, and this time to a problem which, under the title, "The
convex of bad-land divides,"was left unsolved in his report on the Henry Mountains 
30 years before. In certain areas of the uplands where the auriferous gravels had been
licked off, a body of decomposed granite was revealed which had been given a sort of bad-land
form by the action of the weather; its close-spaced stream lines were sharply incised, but its
little divides were convex, and their convexity was explained as the result of the
creeping of a thin surface soil. He gave the explanation thus found a general application:

Convex tops are found alike in forested regions, prairies and deserts. . . . Soil creep is omnipresent 
appears to be competent.

In contrast to its immediate predecessor, the second report is unusually readable. I t
abounds in entertaining matter tersely expressed; i t is exceptionally instructive by reason of
the frequent introduction of quanti

t

ative results; it is beautifully illustrated with halftone
views, very pertinent to the text; i t is full of and practical counsel which should lead to
conservational measures in the near future; and i t rises to a dramatic for its farthest-
reaching conclusion is that hydraulic mining debris should be controlled in the mountains
because its unrestricted outwashwill in time decrease the depth of water on the tidal bar outside
the Golden Gate, although the bar is nearly 30 miles from the river mouths a t the head branches
of San Francisco Bay, and from 100 to 200 miles from the mines; and a decrease of depth on
the bar would diminish the volume of San Francisco commerce. Some of the leading topics 
are here briefly summarized. 

QRAVELS OUTWASHED UPON THE VALLEY PLAIN

The report assumes a knowledge of the auriferous gravels on the Sierran uplands: They
are stream-laid piedmont deposits of a former time, which aggraded the lower ground
along the western border of what was then the belt after the mountains of an earlier
cycle of erosion had been worn down to moderate or small relief, and before the relatively recent
and rapid, slanting uplift of the present range, in response to which the rivers have as yet incised
only narrow and steep-sided canyons in the uplifted mass. The gravels have a thickness of
from 100 to 300 feet, and to-day constitute high-level "flats" or open upland "valleys,"
adjoined by rounded hills and drained by comparatively sluggish streams which, on their way
to join the incised rivers, cascade through short gorges and so descend into the canyons 500
or 1,000 feet below the uplands. Before the advent of the gold seekers, the rivers flowed down
their canyons on beds of solid rock and coarse boulders; their normal load of debris was then
less than their capacity. But after the introduction of hydraulic mining, chiefly on the tribu-
taries of the Sacramento, the "tailings" were washed from the gravels of the uplands into the
canyons, where much of the overload was deposited. The river beds were thereby aggraded
and the narrow canyon bottoms were built up in gravelly flood plains, thus slightly diminishing
the fall of the upper courses, but increasing the river fall toward the mountain border. On 
emerging from the mountains the rivers had decreased power and the debris that was not left in 
the canyons was there in part added to the preexistent piedmont alluvial fans, which constitute
a modern analogue to the upland gravels and which grew in some cases to a thickness of 50 or
more feet; and in part washed forward to the larger rivers" of the fluviatile plain, and
swept down these rivers to the head branches of Francisco Bay. Aggradation became the
order of the day, and as the total 35-year output of the hydraulic washings, or to
streams of the Sacramento system alone is estimated at 1,295,000,000cubic yards-about seven
times the volume of excavation in the Panama Cand-the had very visible and
threatening effects;all the more so because the rivers of the fluviatile plain, following the habits

Tho of hilltops. Joum. 344-350.
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of rivers on such plains, had built up the land surface near their courses to a significantly
higher level than that of the shallow '(lateral basins" in the plain between the rivers.
Farms near the mountains were buried under barren shrouds of sand and gravel; towns near the
rivers had to build levees to protect themselves from the advancing deposits; the danger of
floods mas heightened with the aggrndation of the river channels; the deltas in the bay heads
were extended and the bays near their heads were shoaled.

The amount of artificially added to the rivers increased rapidly from the
beginning of hydraulic mining in to its peak in 1884. with the injunction against 
hydraulic mining, i t decreased still more rapidly, and in 1900 was less than in As a result 
of the decrease, the rivers proceeded to scour out their canyons, some of which are now laid
bare down to bedrock again; but the scour from the canyons caused aggradation to continue
for a time on the piedmont fans; then the canyon scour was nearly completed, the fans
were in turn attacked by their rivers and trenched to depths of or more feet, and thus some
of their cletritus mas washed forward to the "valley rivers however, a much larger fraction
of the hydraulic remains in the wide sectors of the aggmded fans to the right and left 
of the new-cut trenches than remains in the narrow canyons within the mountains. The debris
from the fan trenches continued the aggraclation of the for a time, but now they
also are degrading their middle courses; aggradation continues at present only in the lower
courses and on the deltas.

The downstream movement of a great body of is thus analogous to the downstream movement of a
great body of storm water, the apex of the flood travelling in the direction of the currents . . . . It travels in a
wave, and the wave grows longer and flatter as it goes.

I n the case of the Yuba an important branch of the Sacramento
the apex of the flood, leaving the mines in passed the mouth of the mountain canyon in about
year 1900 and the mouth of the Yuba River [in Feather River, a main branch of the Sacramento] in about 1905.

The capacity of the"valley rivers7' wash along the that they receive has been increased 
in their middle courses by the construction of levees which restrain them to a moderate width
at time of flood, and in their lower courses by the reclamation of bay-head delta marshes across 
which the rivers are now by dikes to relatively narrow channels of rapid flow.

DEPOSITS I N SAN FRANCISCO 

Who could have expected, the investigation of the hydraulic-mining' was
begun, that i t mould have to include a study of the changes in Francisco Bay and in the
tidal bar outside of the Golden Gate! Yet by the advance of the farther and
farther along its course, Gilbert showed most clearly that, contempornneously with, and there-
fore presumably in of, the deposition of in the head of San Fran-
cisco Bay, a shoreward shift of the bar has taken place. His argument proceeds as follows:

facts concerning the bar are first assembled. I t is semicircular in plan, curving with a
radius of miles around a center in Golden Gate; i t is Formed of detritus detached from the
ocean coast, close along which i t is drifted by waves and currents, but on reaching the Gate i t is
held offshore by the ebbing tide. The depth of on the bar is now 6 in the Gate,
50 fathoms. Possible changes in the bar are next inquired into. If there were no ebb tide, the
bar would stretch across the entrance to the Gate as a shoal or beach, in line with the
coast beaches to the north and south, and San Francisco Bay would be closed; hence if the
present tidal currents in the Gate are weakened, the curve of the bar ought to diminish in radius
and the depth of the bar to decrease. The relation of tidal currents to bay-head debris
is then examined. In so far as the debris merely shoals the bay i t has no effect on tidal currents 
in the Golden Gate; but in so far as i t raises the bay bottom above low-tide level in deltas and 
mud flats, i t must weaken the tidal currents; and in so far as delta marshes are reclaimed for

by dikes to exclude high-tide overflow, the tidal currents at the Gate must 
be still further weakened.
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The actual conditions are then The quantity of detritus washed into the 
head branches between 1849 and 1914 from natural sources of supply in all parts of the drainage
basin as well as from hydraulic mining in the Sierra is estimated at 1,146,000,000 cubic
a quantity almost as great as the total from the mines between 1850 and 1884-and
this has sufficed to some 13,000 acres of bay-branch heads above low-tide level. The

of the bay area thus brought about is calculated to reduce the tidal volume in the Golden
Gate by 2.5 per cent of its measure in 1850, while the reduction due to the reclamation of tide
marshes must amount to an additional 1.5 per cent. The total reduction of the tidal currents 
from their former value must therefore be about 4 per cent, and it is thought 
should have a effect in the shifting of the semicircular tidal bar. The
closes by an examination of the position of the bar as shown by CoastSurvey 1855,1873,
and 1900. The discovery is thus made that in each interval between surveys the crest of the
bar migrated landward, the total change being nearly or quite 1,000 feet; but no loss of depth
was demonstrated. As the expectable loss of depth would be only about half a foot for a shoreward
shift of 1,000 feet, the failure to detect so small a change is not held to invalidate the conclu-
sion that the recent inward migration of the bar is actually due in large part to deposition of
hydraulic-mining and other in the bayheads, and that the remaining part is due to rec-
lamation of the marshlands. Could there be imagined a more beautiful of argu-
mentation, or a more convincing demonstration of the principle announced in the Henry
Mountains report years before, regarding the "interdependence of drainage lines !

The conclusion thus reached is properly taken as the basis for an outlook into the 
future. Further change from hydraulic-mining is not expected, because such mining 
is not likely to be permitted again unless the tailings are impounded in the mountains;
but further change in consequence of reclamation of delta marshes is quite matter, for
this process still continues and bids fair to exclude the tides from the marsh areas; and when
that is done, the tidal discharge at the Golden Gate will be reduced to about two-thirds of its
original amount. The bar may then be shifted shoreward by a considerable distance with a 
troublesome decrease of depth. The question is thus raised whether a local community on the
delta marshes should a large addition to agricultural wealth a t the cost of a moderate 
injury to a great commercial harbor; here agriculture, which was successful in its conflict with

will become antagonistic to commerce; and on this point Gilbert remarks:
That agriculture in its entirety is the industry of first importance is recognized by all, but i t does not follow

that commerce should yield to  i t  a t every point of interference. Each particular case of conflicting interest
involves an economic problem in relative values and should be adjudged on that basis.

QUANTITATIVE PHYSIOGRAPHY

It must appear from the foregoing paragraphs that the report here summarized represents 
of the most remarkable physiographic studies ever accomplished. In its quantitative

aspects i t is probably unparalleled. The amount of work that i t involved was enormous; every 
step taken was carefully analyzed. Although the observational work on which i t was based
was in large measure before Gilbert's illness in 1909, most of the facts concerning San
Francisco Bay appear to have been determined at a later date; all the statements regarding
the transporting action of streams were also critically reviewed in of the laboratory

after the period of incapacity through illness. One of the principles concerning 
transportation most frequently quoted is to the effect that although river fully charged with 
debris can not continue to its load if its slope be decreased while other
remain unchanged, i t can be so if its width be at the same time artificially reduced; in other words
a graded, or even an stream may be changed into a degrading stream by narrow-
ing its channel.

The quantitative values that appear all through the report were determined with great
care. They are not precise, but they may be accepted as close to the truth. For example,
the debris deposited by the "valley rivers"since 1850 is considered two parts, one here called
normal and coming from the ordinary processes of erosion; the other here called coming
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from hydraulic mining. The normal supply, coming from all parts of the drainage basin under
consideration, by examining the rate of waste from plowed fields, roads, trails, 
and grazed lands, as well as from the much larger area of land under natural conditions; the
artificial supply was estimated from measurements of the volume of excavation in the aban-
doned hydraulic reports previously made on this much-studied subject being
supplemented by Gilbert's own critical observations. The normal supply was found to be about
420,000,000 cubic yards, or nearly half of the total.

care was taken in estimating the present seat of the deposited I t is inter-
esting to note that 11 per cent remains in the mountains, 22 per cent is found in the piedmont
deposits, 4 per cent along the '(valley rivers," 12 per cent in the river and delta marshes, and

per cent in the bays; while only 2 per cent reached the ocean. Although the auriferous gravels 
on the uplands were in large share of coarse they were triturated so dur-
ing transportation that the piedmont deposits are largely sand, and practically all of the bay
deposits, half of the total, are silt. The trenching of the piedmont fans was carefully studied on

River, where many quantitative weremadc. The encroachment upon and
the shoaling of the bay were quantitatively determined by comparisons of maps and soundings
of different dates; but preliminary to this a critical physiographic study was made of the entire
bay, with especial reference to the clifferential of the land on the two sides of the great 
fracture known as the fault, by which the inner and outer parts of the bay are divided

which lay focus of the earthquake of Although the evidence thus found of
movements up to a very date was held to be favorable to the view that subsidence

still in progress, it is implied to be very small, for if i t were rapid the area and depth of the
might thereby be increased in spite of detritus, and as a matter of fact they 
been decreased. I t would thus appear that a subsidence of a significant geological rate
be negligible in comparison with accelerated aggradation. 

THE O F FRANCISCO BAY

In no respect was Gilbert's study made with more scrupulous care than where it touched
the tides of San Francisco Ray and the tidal bar outside of it; and in this respect the study is
the more to be marveled at, as that section of it was largely accomplished after his illness.
The volume of water alternately brought into and carried out of the bay by the tidal currents-

so-called "tidal prismu-might, i t would seem, have been fairly well determined by mul-
tiplying the area of bay by the average rise of the tide; but Gilbert was far too cautious 
and exacting to be satisfied by any such rough-and-ready method. He himself
minutely on the nature of the tides, including the well-marked diurnal inequality of suc-
cessive high and low waters, the displacement of the times of rising and of falling slack 

the times of high and of low water, and slow progress of high water as well as the
decrease of tidal range inland through the bay. The effects of the last two factors
on the volume of the effective tidal prism as measured between water surfaces at the

of rising and falling water at the bay mouth was considered with especial care;
for curiously enough the departure of oscillation from synchronism in various parts of

bay results in the volume of the prism, and hence in diminishing also the
velocity of the tidal currents at the bay mouth, below the values they would have if the bay

were everywhere in time and range; in other words, as the volume of a high tide
the lower bay is supplied not only by the flood current which runs in through the Golden

Gate at the time of that high tide, but also in part by the ebb current from the preceding high 
tide which is then falling in the bay heads, the volume of the flood at the Gate is thereby some-
what lessened.

There are a few lnpses verbal expression in the discussion of the tidal prism" which may be ascribed to Gilbert's
for such lapses do not characterize his earlier work. The statement at the outset: "During tho rising of the tide, water

flows from the into the bay; while the tide is falling, the flow is toward the ocean," needs a correction that is implied but not stated in the
lines next following; for the rising tide begins at the bay mouth the ebb current is still running out, and falling tide begins there before the

current has ceased to run in. Farther on, the meaning would he clearer if the tidal prism" were the volume of water
which enters the bay "between any time of slack and the time of the following slack"at the bay mouth.
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WORK UPON SECOND REPORT 

Gilbert's letters confirm the impression of his deep interest in this phase of his report that
a reader gains in looking it over. He was at work upon i t in the winter of 1913-14 in Wash-
ington, a letter to his son tells of his progress: 

I find the working up of the tidal-prism problem in the bays mighty interesting-but I lost two days work
by starting in with a bad theory. Theu when I straitend that out I found I needed more data than hav been
publisht. I however that the additional data were in existence by going over t o the Coast Survey 
was able t o get them. I also told my revised theory to the tidal expert-Harris-and was reassured that I
on the right track. 

The pleasure afforded by the work on the bay was referred again later:
Tide problems continue to be fascinating. Hav been especially attractiv this week because I've studied 

out a tangle that was bothering me.

He wrote in March, 1914:
I've been occupied for several days in measuring areas of lakes and tidal lands, and now am compiling a

map t o show all tracts affected by the Golden Gate tides. . . . compilation is very ruf, so as t o get the whole
thing where I can see i t in a bunch, but I mean to a careful compilation made for printing. I find the prob-
lem of the effectiv tidal prism a fascinating one. Did I show you my reticle for estimating areas? I t is a
plate glass slab, with a half-inch mesh engraved on one side. Laying i t over a map I estimate an area by units 
of the mesh. For the rougher work I count the units which are more than half on the tract to be measured.
For finer work I estimate by eye to the tenth of a unit.

Few other subjects were allowed to interrupt these studies of and tides; but in
March, 1914, a proposed side issue naturally proved irresistible: 

There is a temptatiou on my interrupt my regular work to do an attractiv thing which will take
only a few days. I a m requested to write a chapter on Lake Bonneville and Great Salt Lake for a railway
guide t o be issued by the Geological Survey for tourists to the Panama Exposition San Francisco,
I'd like immensely to do it, but feel tha t I ought to stick to this mining report till i t is finisht. So I a m
tempted and hesitate.

But in the end he wrote the desired
enlarged understanding of the tides San Francisco bay that came while Gilbert

was still occupied in Washington with the "fascinating study" of the effective prism
naturally led to a more critical study of the tides in bay itself; hence when he went to Cali-
fornia in the summer of 1914 he did not as before make the Faculty Club at Berkeley head-
quarters, but took a room at the University Club in San Francisco. Soon after arriving there, 
he wrote to one of his sons:

Yesterday, Mr. -and I did some work on the tides . . . spending the day in a boat. Am elaborately
sunburnt. Have cald this morning on . . . t o arrange for an observer to supplement-- next Saturday
in the Golden Gate. The job will take about 30 hours and I cannot on myself-and of course one ob-
server cannot take the whole stunt. . . . I was a t the Faculty Club last week and saw a lot of people we know. 
Had a game of billiards and of bridge.

Half a later, proof reading became for a time about as great a burden as computation
had been before. 

The rest of the book proof has come-187 galleys in all, and it will be the middle of the week before I a m
with it. I t o go slowly-becaus careless reading is sure to leav blunders undetected. Most of the

things I t o correct are slips of typists or compositors, but some of them are my own-and saddening
for I over the manuscript many I can not hope to eliminate all now, but am doing my best.

This fatiguing duty continued to March, 1915:
Not thru with my proof yet. Find it pays to read the whole again-keep discovering things I should

be mortified t o detect after publication. Think of letting "a phenomena" pass me several times in the ms.
and twice in proof! And yesterday I discovered a rather important statement from which the word "not"
had been omitted.

Survey, Bull.





CHAPTER

THE LAST EIGHT YEARS
GRADUAL RECOVERY FROM ILLNESS

Gilbert continued to make his winter home with the Merriams in Washington after his
as before, and there worked as steadily as he could on his reports until they

were finished. He seemed to enjoy not having to make arrangements for himself. On
returning one year he wrote to a frequent correspondent:

My niche and my rut were both ready for and I 'm settled in them . . . plodding and loafing in the
same old

He avoided geological discussions as too disturbing, and although he occasionally lunched
with a group of survey members who in a measure perpetuated the Great Basin mess, he absented 
himself from all scientific meetings and was heard no more from their platforms. wrote to
his elder son in the spring of 1911:

The [National] Academy of Sciences has come and gone. I have let i t alone-and i t let me alone.
hardly saw a member.

Although ordinarily gave four or five hours daily and occasionally as many eight to
his manuscripts, even an informal social gathering tired him. In November, 1911, he wrote
of a party he had attended:

There were ten a t the supper and the conversation used me so that I fled before the party was half over.
However, I got information on limits easily and shall not be tempted to attend any of the sessions or func-
tions of the Scientific Societies to come here Christmas week.

But he seemed pleased when three members of the Association of American Geographers, 
of which he had been president three years before, called upon him. When alone he mas active-
minded enough, for shortly before recording the fatigue caused by personal contacts, he de-
scribed a "water modulus'' of his devising for the control of the flow into the side canals 
of an irrigating system, a device which many another would have patented but which he offered
"pro bono publico."

The general notion is as tapering arm passes thru the opening to supply water from a canal to
distributary. I t s position is controlled by a float in such a way that the greater the hed the smaller [the] 

opening; and the taper is so adjusted that the discharge is constant despite changes in the level of water in the
canal.

It is not known whether the device was ever put to practical use.
The care of possessions became a burden as age came on, and many of them were

wisely disposed of. In 1910, while the illness of the previous year weighed upon him,
Gilbert gave his books and pamphlets to the geological department of University, at
Granville, Ohio, where they form the highly prized nucleus of a valuable working library, easily
accessible to the students of the department and much consulted by them. In May, 1911, he
placed his medals, a list of which will be given later, in public care and wrote of their dis-
position to one of his sons in the light vein he frequently adopted in personal correspondence:

Today I took my medals to the National Museum. They were to be put in a case with other objects 
the class near the entrance to old building. I took a receipt ("on deposit") which I shall put with

my papers in the safe deposit box. So if Roy and you get broke you can escape the poor house for a while-by
recovering and selling them. There's about $300 worth of gold.in them. 

The same feeling that led to the disposal of these possessions made Gilbert disinclined to
receive gifts; he went to the point of discouraging his friends from the habit of giving Christ-
mas presents by giving very few himself. At the end of 1912 he wrote: "My abstinence in the
present business for a few years has had a quieting effect on the incoming stream, and this year 
only two people have given me things I can not use"; and yet at the end of his diary for the
year before is a list of birthdays of some 30 friends and relatives.

277
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I n his later years, although his salary was no longer supplemented by for lectures at
colleges or for work on dictionaries and encyclopedias, his income was his simple needs 
and he laid aside a part of it every year. A letter that he wrote to his elder son in June, 
1912, the happy relation existing between the in financial matters:

It is perhaps well to repeat my point of view. You and I have become a mutual insurance company, in
the tha t either of us if embarrast or broke would call on the other for help. I t is better for the joint in-
terest tha t some of my quiet investments be exchanged for more activ investments in your hands. Your
investments will have t o be on your own judgment, not mine; and I do not care to impose any conditions. I
a m satisfied tha t you not be too speculative.

It may be added that the father carried through his later years an insurance policy which, 
after his death, should yield an annuity of $500 for the younger son, Roy, and which, if this
son before the father, should add $20,000 to his

AT 1911, 1912

Gilbert spent the summers of 1911 and 1912 in a small hotel at a pleasant
resort on the Massachusetts coast, where he did a satisfactory amount of writing. A letter to
one of his sons describes the simple comforts and pleasures he enjoyed: 

I 've been here several days now and a m partly set in my room. Have long box t h a t you
drove nails into with its bottom against the wall and a m using i t as a bookcase-just as a t the [Comstock's]
Hermitage. the stand of the summer hotel room is replaced by a kitchen unvarnish
matches the bookcase. My room is high up in a corner. One commands the sea, the other the harbor,
and the view is fine. For the first time in years I a m living in view of the sunset.

The position of his hotel mas described
one or stone thros from the a t north and west. Just north is a nice little bathing beach set among
granite rocks, and on the west side is a convenient boat livery. I dout if I bathe, but the boats have already
been sampled and stedy, easy-rowing dories".

I n order to prepare for the hours devoted to writing, regular exercise was taken on the 
water, chiefly before and the distance covered was gradually increased from 
to but rowing alone was found to be too solitary for the best diversion, an experiment
was tried and reported upon to the elder son: 

I seem t o be the only one [to row] besides the fishermen, and i t is a bit Tried taking a widow
along yesterday, bu t she talkt too much, and I don't think give her another chance.

More enjoyment mas found in a few salt-water canoe trips, in which his fellow paddler
the geologist Van president of the University of Wisconsin; and as he not tried
canoeing for some 20 years, he was pleased to find his paddling muscles in trim without special

The second trip was 8 miles . . . and a t one point we rode on a full grown Atlantic swell which was making
magnificent surf a t the shore, a most exhilarating experience.

Exercise appears to have been combinedwith observation.
I've taken up the study of sand ripples, for which the locality is well adapted. It gives a good theme for boat

excursions and is somewhat related to my laboratory data.
observation appears later to have led to risk:

My curiosity about sand ripples on a bar led among breakers one morning, and to escape a wetting I
pretty hard for a minutes, which set the wheels going in my hed and I didn't amount t o much for a day or 
two: all right now.

A longer but quiet trip was the end of the summer:
Rowed to Essex river to take some a drumlin tha t I wished to get as a type. It rises as a

solitary oval hill in the midst of a tidal marsh. My trip was about ten miles long, but I took i t in a very leisurely
way, being gone over six hours and getting lunch a t a farmhouse close to the drumlin.

A letter written the second summer a t shows that his eye and mind were still
keen for physiographic observation and interpretation:

The most notable recent variant [from has been a motor boat excursion t o a sound Plum Island
river, where the topography had features t o interest me. I had supposed i t proved tha t this coast is going down a
foot or two a century, but all the evidence coming my way these two summers is in the direction of stability.
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PERSONAL INCIDENTS

After the experience on the water a t Gilbert was led to take up his old exercise
of canoeing on the Potomac during the winters in Washington, especially when a congenial com-
panion could be found who paddled well and who did not talk too much or too little. Among
others, the topographer, W. D. Johnson, and the petrographer, J. P. Iddings, are both mentioned
as possessing the desired measure of dexterity and conversation, but his companions were not
always geologists. Cards, dominoes, and billiards continued to be favorite indoor recreations, 
even to the point of playing in tournaments at the Cosmos Club. Concerning one such competi-
tion in March, 1914, he wrote:

I am in the finals a t billiards. My average run in the 14 games of the first round was 1.43. Have played
one game and lost it. 4 more to play.

But the competition of tournaments demanded more effort than he could easily give, and in
the round he was defeated. He still enjoyed rhyming and guessing games; one that was
called "positive, comparative, superlative consisted in inventing from which words
like urn, earner, earnest, were to be guessed.

Gilbert was always active reader, not alone of articles but of magazines
and newspapers, and of such books as Essays, the humor of which has been
well said to "make the mind laugh." He had the habit of magazine articles that he
liked and sending them to his friends, that they might be enjoyed for one printing. In ways
like this he was always doing little kindnesses that made for happiness, and so generously as to
produce no sense of obligation. To some of his correspondents he had a way of inclosing news-
paper clippings; cryptic American jokes especially appealed to him. One such may be here
included for future historians to work out; i t was taken from a jocose essay on Arizona, published 
shortly after the Republican presidential convention of 1912: '(TheRoosevelt Dam is the biggest
thing of its kind west of Chicago." Reading aloud was still, as i t long had been, a favorite occu-
pation when the hours of writing and exercise were over. In 1912 one of his letters written in the 
simplified spelling adopted in his later years revealed a characteristic consequence of this form of
entertainment:

We have recently finisht Broad Highway" and found it intensely interesting toward the end. At
the pathetic places-and had to use our handkerchiefs, but the women laft-at us. I suppose they hav
red so many novels they are callous. Or do they illustrate the peculiar "dullness" of the female of the species?

In spite of the disrespect shown in the last inquiry, Gilbert was"adored" by
many younger members the half of the species there referred to, and was furthermore a great
favorite with the children of certain households where he was a not infrequent inmate. To them 
he did not take the part of the serious but showed only the playful and affectionate side
of his nature. The small son in a friend's family conceived so great fondness for him that he 
made a special addition to his evening prayer in behalf of visitor: Lord, bless father
and mother and Mr. Gilbert and some ladies." I t is often recorded that eminent men are fond
of children, but i t is seldom that testimony so spontaneous as this is presented to show the fond-
ness of children for eminent men. But in spite of his own enjoyment of dancing parties in his
early years in Washington, Gilbert did not in his later years himself in sympathy with the
round of gaiety in which the grown-up children of that time were engulfed. In 1914 he wrote:

The girls [not specifying which girls he referred to] are whirling giddily-dances, teas, card parties, and
a charity spectacle of some sort. I'm truly sorry for them, but they don't to be sorry for themselves.

What is as"Society"never had any attraction for him, and in his older age i t repelled
him. It is told that when his evening suit had become somewhat he refused to order
another and used the lack of one as a convenient excuse for not attending "functions."

Sometimes, as if unmindful of the advance made by certain young relatives from uncon-
scious girlhood to self-conscious young ladyhood, he failed to realize the enormous importance
that the proprieties of life thereby gained in their Two of these personages would surely
be pleased to know that in the "summary" for 1914 in his long-continued series of diaries, he
regarded the record: "Effie and Edith visited Washington, as important enough
to be entered under the '(Events" of the year; just as they must surely have been
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at the time of the visit on seeing that he felt a responsibility for their having a "good time";
although they may also have been a bit scandalized by his method of showing them attention,
for between the acts of a play to which the three went together he drew forth from his pocket
a white paper bag of generous size well-filled with heart-shaped candies of a self-announcing
peppermint flavor, and, oh, horrors! he expected the young ladies to eat thereof in public!
Their only consolation for this well-meant but ill-directed solicitude on his part was to say to
each other afterwards in private: thinks are still girls." But one at least of these
grown-up girls must have considered his touchingly appropriate when, not
long afterwards, she received from him as a wedding gift a piece of silver that her mother had
given to his wife at his wedding in Cambridge nearly 40 years before. How few geologists,
how men there are of any profession, to whom a wedding gift retains its individuality for 
so long a time! 

Gilbert's seventieth birthday, on May 6, 1913, was spent quietly with the Merriams in 
Washington. A letter comments briefly on the simple celebration of the occasion:

Yes, the mile post was the 70th. Four years ago I didn't expect to make it, but now there's no telling 
how many more. The day's celebration included a cake, and a telegram from Ithaca. Friends here pland a
surprise party, but Dr. M. discouraged the notion, so I escaped.

Parts of the from 1912 to 1915 were spent by Gilbert with his sister, Mrs.
at In the of these vacations he tried his hand at driving an auto-
mobile, and ran "a rather wobbly mile," but was soon to take his sister out for
her errands. He combined this exercise with study:

I have done quite a lot of geological reading while doing the waiting stunts that come in as part of a
chauffeur's duty.

During the late winter in Washington he had occasional practice in driving cars
belonging to his friends, and thought he could soon learn to run one without too much strain

in a city; but was discouraged on discovering that after one of his trials he made 
at a game of billiards against the 50 of an opponent whom he had beaten the day before.

In the of 1914 the stay at Jackson was followed by an excursion with his sister to
Niagara, they had the company of his younger son, Roy, and to Ithaca for a visit to the
Comstocks. Journeys across the continent were repeated in the following years.

If Gilbert felt that "a march had been stolen on him" in giving his name to the salt-water
gulf that a time occupied the basin of Lake Ontario, i t is clear that he would not tolerate 
an involuntary act of what he called "peak piracy" which Gilbert Peak in the Uinta Range
of Utah was declared in a Survey Bulletin issued in 1915 to be named in his honor, whereas 
i t had in reality been named for an Army officer who had been stationed at Lake City
years before. He therefore a letter to the director of the survey, setting
forth the facts and adding: 

It seems to me undesirable that the Survey of which I am a member perpetuate an error of this sort, and
I to suggest, that the passage be marked for omission when the goes to a second edition,

(2) the fact of the error be brought to the attention of members of the Survey who are likely to write
of the Uinta mountains.

Fortunately there was no reason which he could allege for removing his name from the
superb mountain in Alaska to which it had been attached by one of his many admirers among 
the explorers of that region.

The Great War in Europe, tho beginning of which he believed was based on a false excuse 
and the end of which he dicl not live to see, was to Gilbert so depressing a matter that he did
not like to let this thoughts dwell upon it. He hated strife and was essentially a by
nature; yet the war went on and the United States was drawn into it, he was, like many
others, much more in sympathy with Government's action than he had been when, nearly
20 years before, we declared war against Spain; for Spain had offered to submit our dispute 
with her to arbitration. did what he could in buying Liberty bonds and in contributing
to the Red Cross and urged others to do the same. The problem of protecting our troop ships
against the attack of submarines aroused his inventive faculty, and he found his mind working 
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upon it to such an extent after going to bed that it became necessary to devise various schemes 
to divert his thoughts so that he might go to sleep. The economic problems of the war also
interested him. greatly, and he foresaw that they continue to trouble us after the
ceased; only a few days before his death he told his elder son that even though the war might
end soon, the would be left so far out of adjustment that it would be necessary to
expenditures for years to come.

During this period of old age, as well as in his more active maturity, Gilbert never under-
took any work in mining geology as a paid expert, never entered upon any organized movement 
for welfare, never held public apart from geological surveys, and the
exception of brief periods of service as director on the boards Washington enterprises 
of moderate dimensions, never took any official share in business matters. I t is not to be
doubted that his clear discernment and his calm wisdom would have made him a asso-
ciate in such relations, they not attract him. He political campaigns 
with interest, but took no active part in them. He kept his own accounts accurately and was
a cautious investor and a careful spender; but business as such had no allurement for him.
He was unreservedly devoted to scientific work, which he conducted in an absolutely
impartial manner, and in which he showed an capacity for maintaining a sus-
pended judgment in problems that did not regard as closed. If there be any such

science as pure and applied, his work belonged almost exclusively to the former.
His face in these later years usually more a thoughtful and serious yet placid expression, 

but was often lighted with a smile. His was thin and white; his mas still rapid, but
slight stoop lessened his full height of 6 feet inches. His manner of was like

that of his writing, clear, direct, concise. He had as always an even judgment, and in spite of
his scientific emioence he was never in the least arrogant; on the contrary, he showed the gentle 
serenity and the unaffected simplicity that accompany the wisdom born of a long experience 
with nature and an untiring search for truth.

LAST WORDS ON ISOSTASY

Gilbert's latest study of isostasy was a short essay published at the end of This
was almost his last on any subject, for although it was followed in date of publication by

report on the transportation and distribution of hydraulic-mining in California,
nearly all the work on those subjects had been completed previously. Since his three essays of
1895, great progress had been made in the isostatic problem by the geodosists of the Coast

as well as by others in Europe. Stations for the observation of gravity had been much
increased in number, and the reduction of the observations had been greatly refined over earlier 
methods by taking fuller account of the topographic irregularity of continental surfaces and of
inferred variations of underground density from place to place. As a result, the existence of
isostatic equilibrium in the earth's crust had been shown to be more nearly perfect than was sup-
posed but let i t be noted, in order that the reader not imagine the equilibrium to be
more precise than i t is, that the average anomaly of gravity in the United States without regard
to whether it is in excess or in defect, been placed at 630 rock-feet, and that several local
anomalies of 1,200 rock-feet were found; and those are no small quantities in view of the fact
that the mean altitude of the United States is only about 2,500 feet. Furthermore, a general
agreement had been reached with regard to the depth-the so-called depth of isostatic compen-
sation-at which the pressure should be uniform because of the inverse relation of rock density
and crustal thickness. The existence of such a level surface of uniform pressure had been
recognized in Gilbert's earlier work, but had made no attempt to estimate its distance
below sea level. When i t was shown to lie at a depth of 122 kilometers, and when
on the adoption of that depth the calculated gravity anomalies for 124 gravity stations and
for 765 deflection-of-the-vertical stations in the United States were made available for plotting 
on amap, Gilbert carried the discussion of the meaning of the anomalies in some respects even 
further than i t had been carried by the geodesists, and in doing so showed an undiminished

Interpretation of of gravity. S. Survey, Paper 85, pt.
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clearness and keenness of penetration in an involved subject. It is not a gratifying to see
that this able essay, like the two essays on the distribution of mining in California, both
of which were completed after his serious illness of 1909, are all the intellectual
vigor of his years.

The geodesists largely as a matter of convenience in their calculations, assumed 
tho density of rock columns, rise differing heights from the level of compensa-
tion to stations at altitudes on continents, is inversely proportional the height 
of the columns; that departures from the mean crustal thus introduced
through the entire height of each column; that the depth of is everywhere the.

and that no variations of occur below depth. They that these
assumptions not necessarily but their discussion gave only to the 
possible of the first. Gilbert therefore, accepting the conclusion that the
isostasy the crust is nearly perfect, into the possible of three
assumptions. Space can be here given only for his consideration one of argued
that, inasmuch assumption isostatic compensation variation of density in each

column inversely as its height a change of density from column to
column, a vertical of density distribution in the various columns no greater in
degree than that of the horizontal change be plausibly accepted; then, working
on the assumption density of each is in inverse proportion to its height,
he showed that if, a t a station is excess, a slight excess of density
assumed in lower part of the local defect density in the
upper part, the gravity excess conversely, if, where gravity is slightly
in defect, a slight excess of density assumecl in the upper part of the column with a
compensatory defect in the lower part, the defect again disappear. Thus isostatic
equilibrium might become But it is evidently not necessary or even that
it should be the special assumptions as to the vertical of densities here

need not be The crvst may sustain inequalities of pressure by its rigidity.
However, in order to whether the facts a t the surface give support to

these special assumptions, Gilbert next the distribution of the gravity
anomalies, as charted on a map prepared by the geodesists with anomaly contour lines for 
every 300 rock-feet of excess and the anomalies reference to facts of
geological and history. He then concluded, as others had also, that neither'the 
composition the rocks, nor any recent changes due to erosion or deposition, nor any
reasonable underground extension of surface structures can account for the anomalies. For
example, if axis of the Allegheny be followed from the sou-thwestward to
central of similar structure history for ages past-there is
found a defect of over 900 rock-feet in the a excess in southwestern Pennsylvania, 
a moderate defect in West Virginia, ancl an excess of 900 rack-feet in central

plateau is not so high as in West Virginia. Neither the surface nor the geo-
logical history, nor the present altitude of these several districts can for such
Similarly, if one travel from southwestern a region of moclcrn deposition, across the
Mississippi of the coastal plain, also of modern cleposition, to western
Arkansas, a region of modern erosion, the and second regions, which are geologically much

will be to have, respectively, a defect of 1,200 rock-feet and an excess 900
the and the third regions, which are both the same

rock-feet. Here again, neither history, nor altitude mill explain
In of these and other similar facts, Gilbert reached the conclusion that

of "visible structure and physiography" the gravity of the
"are so slight that they be as accidental, and the general relation is that of

discordance." thereupon concluded further that, as the anomalies can
for by surface facts nor by the extension of those facts to a of a

must be due not only to the in the vertical distri-
bution density in the crustal columns to the 122-kilometer Ievel of compensation as

also in part to heterogeneity in the nucleus below that level. This may
as a in contrast to a geodetic conclusion.
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QEOLOOICAL ASPECTS OF ISOSTASY

It may be pointed out in continuation of the last sentence, that there is a still more strictly
geological aspect of the problem of isostasy to which Gilbert incidentally, but to

his references arc illuminating. If the earth's crust is to-day in a state of
almost perfect isostatic equilibrium, it has probably been similarly isostatic the greater
part of past geological for it would be unreasonable to suppose that an earth crust,,
which has had so long an opportunity to bring itself into equilibrium, had not 
attained that before The purely geological question arises: How has the
isostatic condition of the crust been maintained the many deformations and erosions
and depositions that it has experienced in past geological time? Gilbert's essays 
contain a few passages Fear on this matte;..

already quoted, is found second of 1895, in which the interior
plain is to as a region that has so long exempt from orogenic that all
the topographic effects the corrugation have Seen obliterated by erosion; as therefore
being a region in which isostatic equilibrium to be mcll if established any-
where. I t is furthermore in same essay in connection with the gravitative excess of
the Rocky Mountain mass:

The upland may be conceived to from the horizontal compression of some crustal tract
the consequent upthrust of portions-a process mould result in local of matter

approximately t o the full extent of the uplift. Excess would continue until the protuberance removed
erosion.

The third essay of 1895 rephrases the first of the above but with the significant
addition of "viscous flow" to other agencies adjustment: The great central area of the
United "has been exempt for a succession of geological periods from orogenic disturb-
ances, and that time has had.exceptional opportunity for the gradual relief, through
viscous flow, degradation-and sedimentation, of the strains engendered by gravity in connection
with of density. I t seems, therefore, a priori probable that this plateau is

equilibrium," as it was found to be.
Gilbert's idea therefore was that mountains produced by crustal corrugation or by subsur-

face compression and surface upthrust would thereby lose the isostatic that .they
might previously have had, but that they would gradually the equilibrium when their
surface excess of matter was removed by or when the surface excess mas counterbalanced
by a deep-seated viscous outflow. I n other words, although isostasy be temporarily lost
in regions and at times of great, crustal it would spontaneously come to prevail again 
in regions and at times of crustal calm: and it may be added as great crustal disturbance is a 
relatively rare event in any one region, isostatic equilibrium may be supposed have been
generally prevalent over the earththrough geological time.

I t is instructive to note that, as to the relative of surface erosion and of deep-
seated underflow in about and in maintaining crustal equilibrium, pointed argu-
ments the value of the latter process are introduced in the essay sf 1913. The most

comments there on this phase of the problem concern an old hypothesis regard-
ing underflow, at a depth.of mobility, from a region that has Seen weighted by deposition
of sediments toward an adjacent region that has been simultaneously lightened by the erosion
of the surface rocks. I t is first shown that, to whatever extent the deep-seated readjustment by

lags the of by surface erosion and deposition, there
be to extent an of mass in the region of deposition and a defect in the region

of erosion; ancl hence "under the hypothesis of which correlates excess of mass
with anomalies and defect of with anomalies we should expect to find a
general fact of the anomaly map, an anomaly gradient from ocean to land in coastal regions,"
such as eastern United States. I t is then pointed out that, such a exists
on certain and southern stretches of our Atlantic coast,, gradient is 
oceanward between Delaware and Florida"; but he did not here take account of the expectable

gradient which, as by should, even on perfectly isostatic
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earth, occur a t continental borders, because land gravity is there increased by the excess of
attraction of the dense suboceanic crust and ocean gravity is there diminished by the defect of
attraction of the lighter subcontinental crust. Attention is next directed to the Appalachian
belt south of the area of glaciation, where it "has been practically free from loading during two 
geologic ages, and has been unloaded to the extent of many thousands of feet of rock." A
lagging of readjustment by underflow should here result in defect of gravity; yet "there are
large plus anomalies in that belt, and their existence evidently creates a difficulty in interpreting
plus anomalies to crustal of mass"; for "isostatic, adjustment be supposed 
to have added mass in compensation the unloading, or for part of it, but may not
be supposed to have overcompensated so as to create an excess of mass." In the third place,
the Delta of the Mississippi is instanced as a district of great loading in recent time; "and if
isostatic adjustment by outward underflow has not kept pace with the loading there should be

this district a local excess of mass. The fact that the anomaly minus instead of plus
calls in question the mode of interpretation which infers defects of from minus anomalies";
and this must be accepted because here the effect is in some way masked. 

I n review, i t is concluded that, an approximate isostatic equilibrium has been
shown to exist although it is therefore appropriate to search for processes that produce
maintain it, underflow driven by must hold a low rank among these processes, because
the gravity anomalies shown on the map are frequently the reverse of those that should occur if 
underflow held the high rank that has often been given to it. Nevertheless the
region is noted as having when i t was heavily covered ice in the Glacial period, 
and as having risen when the ice melted away, as if the disturbance of equilibrium by loading and
unloading at the surface had there been rather promptly compensated by outflow and return
flow deep beneath the surface; and this would seem to contradict the conclusion just announced,
and to show that gravitative underflow ought to hold the relatively high rank as a of
producing and maintaining crustal equilibrium that has commonly been ascribed to it. But
in answer to this one may suggest that the Laurentian region, having been long untroubled by
forces of deformation, has attained so delicate a balance that i t responded quickly to the
accumulation and disappearance of great ice sheet, which appears indeed to have been thick
enough to enforce its demands; while recently deformed regions which, like the upthrust high-
lands of the Rocky Mountains, maintain a considerable overload of rock may be still so con-
strained by the upthrusting forces that, much as they would like to settle down in response to
the overload, they are not allowed to do so. However this may be, Gilbert's conclusion was
that the gravity anomalies of regions that have been unloaded and loaded at the surface by
erosion and deposition are not such as would result from a lag in the by which new
matter would be introduced beneath the unloaded region and from the loaded re,'
Some other cause for such anomalies must be found; and Gilbert's belief was that the cause
lies in "irregularities in the vertical gradient," and that this cause "appears quali-
tatively and competent." The argument by which this conclusion is reached
is an excellent example of Gilbert's method of and deserves close study.



CHAPTER
LEADING CHARACTERISTICS OF GILBERT'S

Gilbert was fortunate in era, an era in which the rational views introduced into
the discussion of geological problems by his predecessors were enlarged and Indeed,
during Gilbert's lifetime geology was broadened by a rapid, almost world-wide extension of
observation into regions that had before been wildernesses; it was at the same time advanced by
a change from a freely to an increasingly critical method of treatment, the reflection
of which was seen in the change from polemical dissension toward friendly at geological
meetings; and it was exalted the adoption of a thoroughgoing evolutionary philosophy, which
recognized the uninterrupted continuity of natural processes, organic as well as inorganic,

geological time. In an era of extraordinary geological progress conditioned, Gilbert 
was mentally at home, ancl he took an active part in leading many its lines of progress. En-
dowed wit11a most reasonable spirit and altogether free from the restraint of artificial conventions, 
he was preclisposed to the and the acceptance of a rational philosophy of nature;
he was never content to old authority for truth, but always sought new truth for his author-
ity. Even if essay, an account of the mastodon, intelligently in a provincial
atmosphere before Darwin's Origin of Species had taken root there, presented the traditional
view of the distinct creation of every organic species, he appears, on emergence

a larger fielcl of experience and reflection, to have accepted evolution a principle;
and although he was never closely concerned its organic aspects, its physical aspects made 
him a uniformitarian. Unlike certain of his American seniors, he was one of those
who found competent explanation for the changes of past, great and small, in slow
processes like those of the present, ancl never made extravagant drafts on forces, or
supernat al, for the accomplishment of geological changes, organic or inorganic. In case the
younger geologist of to-day ask, in surprise, why Gilbert or anyone else be praised 
for never making extravagant clrafts on such forces, that only how well Gilbert and 
others of generation, working against tho surviving prejudices of earlier centuries, confirmed
the evolutionary philosophy has come to be the unquestioned on which geologists
of to-day so confidently.

CHABACTERISTICS O F PUBLIBIIED WORK

If Gilbert's publishecl work is reviewed with the object of discovering its leading charac-
teristics, it is found to have becn largely devoted to problems in physical geology and physiog-
raphy, to been guided by a candid reasonableness, to have been abunclantly re-
freshed by ingenuity and originality, to have been given a quantitative flavor, to
have been set forth with the most gratifying clearness and the most fair-mindedness,
and on occasion to have exhibited an suspension of judgment.
His work be found, to be based almost altogether on field observation and men-
tal seldom supplemented the collection cf specimens rarely extended by
in laboratories or museums; to represent with few exceptions his own personal studies, for he
was not often by assistants; reports and essays that he published represented his 
individual work to an unusual degree; to be-apart from the affairs of the survey-
seldom concerned enterprises which led him into intimate association with other 
men; and to be altogether to problems of science; for although he lived in an
age the practical value of economic geology gained an unprecedented recognition the
business he took no whatever in phase of earth studies. occasional mathe-
matical discussions, of which the most elaborate example was his next-to-last published report,
are sometimes difficult to follow, not from obscurity on his part but from prevailing
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lameness on the part of the would-be follower. The same next-to-last report is the only one
that based on experimental data; i t was indeed as a study of an engineering
as of a geological transportation of detritus by water. His many other
papers are remarkably free from their facts are directly and accurately stated,
their discussions are clearly, and convincingly presentecl. The impression that they
create is one of reasonableness.

first independent a voluntary and very study of the age of the
Mohawk gorge at Cohoes, near Albany, exceptional in showingat once keenness in oberva-

and in interpretation; although the discussion was of narrowly limited range, i t was
quantitative as his great study, made nearly half a century on the distri-

bution of hydraulic-mining California. His work on the physiography of the
Valley in northwestern Ohio, one of his earliest studies as a member of a geological survey, was
marked by the delicate application of simple principles in the of a landscape of
almost imperceptible relief; his originality was here in the announcement of the then
novel that, in view of the unevenness of the land surface over which the Pleistocene ice
sheet advanced, its margin must have been multilobate; an so rational that everyone on
learning it must have wondered why it had not been hit upon sooner; indeed, why he had not
bit upon it himself.

THE WHEELER SURVEY REPORTS

The two Wheeler survey reports on Gilbert's t h e e field setisons in was then the
West are of quality, and in this they reflect the observations in certain

districts in contrast the more gradual progress in others; but they reflect also a personal
dissatisfaction the conduct of investigation under military control, whether this
required the carrying of a carbine which he glad to lose when his boat upset in the Colorado
River, or the postponement of publication which he wished to make promptly on to
Washington. Yet although by these regulations, he was not trammeled by certain

geological generalizations of teaching; for he that the almost unbroken 
continuity of deposition from to early Tertiary in the West gave direct contradiction 
to the accepted view that the post-Carboniferous revolution of Europe and of eastern

had a world-wicle extension; and more important he saw that the of
ancient crystalline both East and West, not emerged the sea to form the f i s t

surfaces around which the deposition of Paleozoic strata began, as ordinarily taught
in colleges in the but that they represented long enduring and greatly degraded land sur-
faces of very ancient date, which on finally sinking beneath level provided a sea floor on

Paleozoic began their deposition. Thus rationally guided, Gilbert gained from 
these years in the West not only a wide acquaintance with'the physical featuresof the
Great Basin, but also a broad understanding of the structure, the physical history and the
surface forms of the plateau province; he an excellent account of that province a

for geological study, although it is to Powell credit is properly given for the earlier
fuller exploration of that wonderful region. On the whole it mas experience rather

than publicity that Gilbert gained on the Wheeler survey.
work on the basin ranges is, exception to the last statement, for the

of their origin mountains is miclely his name. Yet an 
fatality seems to have attended all his relations to this fine problem. f i s t contri-

bution to it, a novel but incomplete conception, was chiefly to the effect that,
the evidence found elsewhere for the uplift of mountains by lateral compression and folding,
basin are best as vertical with little compression.

additional elements of the theory were soon introduced by others; the occurrence of periods
of one marked by folding, the other by clisruptive faulting, was

suggested by King; and the occurrence of a long period of erosion between the two periods
of as proved by the of the earlier mountains of compression and
folding before the uplift of the later mountains by faulting with little compression, appears to
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have been detected by Powell, who is seldom thought of in that connection. It is to be
regretted that, during the discussion which brought out King's and Powell's suggestions, Gilbert 
remained silent, apparently on principle; he certainly had abundant opportunity to
to the discussion he was in Salt Lake City, before he was with on his
return to Washington in but took no public part in it. And it is still more to be regretted
that, after his first idea was extended by these from his seniors as well as by
observations and reflections of his own, and thus developed into a more completely reasoned 
form, i t was published.

The statement of his views which he made as censor of a paper submitted by another
author to the Geological Society of America, although now brought out in an earlier section of
this memoir, mas not made public in his lifetime; and moreover it included no adequate mention
of a long period of erosion between two periods of deformation. When he about ready to
break his long silence after a of field work in the Great Basin in 1901, an unhappy acci-
dent him from on tho many excellent observations he had then recorded,
and the accident is responsible for a loss to science. The new facts
that he discovered in support of Powell's erosional element of the basin-range theory
unpublished in field notebooks, except in so as brief extracts of them are here presented 
on an earlier page; the evidence that he detecte

d

in of the occurrence of master
faults one or both of the ranges was presented orally at a meeting of the

Society and survives only in the memory of those who were fortunate enough to hear him;
the inference of the oblique uplift of the and the strong extension of the
region the time of the faulting, by which subsequent observations ied him to replace the
earlier inference vertical uplift with little compression, was published only as a brief assertion
13 years later in a paper on isostasy, few have seen it. Even the essay on the basin
ranges left at the time of his death was not, except for the Range,
as shown in chapter, carried far enough beyond a to include an
account of his observations in the field seasons of 1901 and of after years on the elevated and
dissected peneplains mhich he recognized in the highlands of certain ranges, or an estimate of
the amount of lateral extension indicated by the moderate slope the fault surfaces; much 
less a discussion of the mechanism of such faulting. It is if fate had been here
against him. Would that his life had been spared long and with strength
to complete that essay; for his early statement of the basin-range problem, the only one that
he published, although it includes one of his most original ideas, is the least complete of his

important discussions. I t is clear that he came to know vastly more about those ranges
than he ever put into print.

SURVEY REPORTS

With Gilbert's transfer the Powell survey in 1874, years of great opportunity were
opened to him for the investigation of geology of high
and of the Henry Mountains-but his work on the high for some unexplained
reason allowed to duplicate Dutton's study of the same province at the same time by the
same survey, was not published. On other hand, his work on the Mountains stands
out as one of the most notable successes of his career. The problem was novel and
the opportunity for studying it was planned to Gilbert's satisfaction; the solution reached 

unusually gratifying; the report upon i t prepared with eager .promptness and soon
published in good form. A comparison of this most convincing of novel struc-
tures exhibited by laccoiithic mountains, as prepared for the Powell survey, the brief and

of equally novel structures exhibited by the basin ranges, as submitted
in reports, makes it clear if favorable such as was provided
for the examination of the Mountains, had been likewise provided for of a few selected
basin ranges, they also might have been treated with convincing clearness and completeness.

As to the Henry Mountains volume itself, it is characteristically free from 
details and fully charged with critical description and reasoning about intrusive structures and
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processes. The conclusions reached as to such structures have been accepted; Gilbert's 
name is more closely associated with laccoliths than with any other one class of geological
phenomena; but his views as to the essential processes of intrusion have rarely been
appreciated. On the other hand, his remarkable analytical discussion in the chapter of
the same report which treats the principles of land sculpture on the basis of observation and
reflection during five years of western exploration, has long enjoyed the high appreciation i t
so fully merits. As to the last three years on the Powell survey, they were not particularly 

in so far as they happened to give occasion for the study of shore
lines. The then done on land classification and the possibilities of irrigation in Utah may
be regarded as the nearest approach that Gilbert ever made to economic geology; and that
work his interest much less than Powell's.

THE NATIONAL

On the formation of the national Gilbert found opportunity widely opened 
in the study of under an investigation wholly his inasmuch as
it mas concerned essentially with physical geology and physiography; and then for a period of
several years he had the aid of a corps of assistants with at Salt City.

made at the time show that he looked forward to a long-continuedstudy of a large region, 
but his hopes in that direction disappointed when, after only two years in the Great Basin,
he was transferred to Washington, where for years there

a

fter he was greatly distracted from 
the scientific tasks of his preference. famous Bonneville monograph, slowly brought to a
conclusion after many interruptions, was foreshadowed by partial statements in two annual
reports of the director and anticipated by monograph on in the composition
of which, however, Gilbert had an influential hand. When the volume finally 
appeared it, at once became a classic, and it still remains the most serious study of a large arid

basin anywhere in the world. from a chemical analyses of lake sedi-
ments, a experiments on sedimentation, and a short paleontological study, conducted
for Gilbert by others, this discussion is another example of Gilbert's preference for
investigations that involve only keen field observation critical mental interpretation. 

The geological mapping of the Appalachians was in Gilbert's charge for a time at Washing-
ton, and appears to have been conducted on a plan that at least had his approval if it were not
his invention; but the conventional subjects of stratigraphy and never to have

his attention. The one Appalachian problem that did attract him was a novel one, 
namely, the physiographic interpretation of successive cycles and erosion on the basis
of principles that he come to understand in the West; but he was so occupied with duties 
of organization, administration, and supervision in the Washington office that
this problem was largely solved by others before he reached it. The original that he under-
took during this decade of uncongenial indoor duties ccncerned the interpretation
of lake shore lines in northern Ohio and western New Pork, and was accomplished
chiefly in summer vacations; it may be regarded as an extension of his earlier of the

Valley the light of his Bonneville experience. As he at once engrossed with
many other subjects when he returned to most of his observations never
reported in the detail that they deserved, and such brief articles as them were
published in form elsewhere than in survey But when the interpretation of

shore lines led him to study the evolution of Falls, his most significant conclusions
on that grand subject, which became peculiarly his own, repeatedly presented in popular

lectures to delighted audiences; even if the items of fact were concisely stated,
such was not, the case with the argumentation to which the facts led: that was searchingly
elaborated. I t may be here recalled that of paleontoiogical nature-the
"Age of the fauna," a chapter in the monograph, and the "Age of the Poto-

formation," published apart in 1896, are both in reality concerned for the most with
questions.
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FROM WASHINGTON

After 1892, the disaster year of the survey, Gilbert was liberated from
in the Washington office and was assigned, as now seems unfortunate, for three years, to a
work on geological underground water in Colorado. As such work was largely
of a standardized kind, of which any quantity could be done as it were to order by a standard
geologist, i t contrasted with many of his other studies, which were so novel in ideas and methods
that he alone could carry them through. Hence here, in his work on Bonneville and on the
Appalachians, he had the aid of assistants. His report, published in 1896, has more of a per-
functory quality any other of his publications. This Colorado work will probably be
remembered not so much for the Pueblo folio he and his assistants colored, as for his
new interpretation of the fresh-water Tertiaries of the plains as fluviatile instead of
trine deposits; for his views on and geologic time,"which may be long in matur-
ing, but which to find important application. I t was in connection with the
field work in that Gilbert became interested in the composition of shales
and clays, of which a number of analyses were made at his request; but as usual this line
of laboratory research was not carried far.

Toe physiography of Niagara and the Great Lakes again took attention as his
task in Colorado was completed, and results of increasingly quantitative character were soon
reached, along many novel explanations of features of glacial origin. Among the
latter the cross-spur in the district about Syracuse, N. Y., with their dry cataracts
and their plunge-pool lakes, deserve special mention as having afforded appropriate exercise
for his power of original interpretation; for although are matters of small magnitude they
are of great theoretical import. The ingenuity of their treatment, was truly Gilbertian. The
appreciation then of the importance of glacial erosion in shaping the landscapes of
western New was a good prelude for of much more intense glacial erosion in Alaska
in 1899, and a few years later in the Sierra Nevada. I t is noteworthy that in each of these
three regions the evidence discoveredin favor of strong glacial erosion mas of a purely physio-
graphic kind; that is, i t was not based on a study of the physics of ice, or upon the nature of
glacier motion, or upon the volume of glacial drift, but directly upon the forms of the glaciated
land surface; for to Gilbert's analytical mind every land form must have a responsible cause, 
and to his expert eye the cause was declared by the form. The geodetic problem of isostasy
also engaged his attention in the nineties, and gave play to his spirit of philosophical as
well as to his capacity for mathematical discussion.

I t has been that Gilbert was not of a reminiscent nature; seldom talked of
past experiences and he never wrote of them, and the world is therefore the poorer. Even

the contributions that he made to of his chief, Major tell little about matters
that were not relatively well known to the geological public, although it can not be doubted 
that the long intercourse between Powell Gilbert would have a large fund of
interesting stories concerning the development of the national but narratives of that,
sort do not seem to have appealed to As to his more persona! experiences he left
no he left untold even so adventurous an excursion as Wheeler's boat party in tho 
Colorado I t is probable that few persons ever heard him mention it. He was a for-
ward-looking student of nature; his part in his was seldom referred to. 

I N

Gilbert's brief return to the problem of the in and its melancholy sequel 
have been told above. For a number of thereafter Washington remained his
residence, but became the scene of his summer labors; and there in addition to sub-
ordinate physiographic studies in the Sierra Nevada and to a collateral but
nation of the earthquake of 1906, two of his greatest investigations were was
also during these later years, and while his attention was largely given to the work in the West,
that he made additions to three of earlier date. One concerned the rate of recession
of Niagara Falls and added new refinements to his earlier discussions; another explained the
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convexity of hilltops, a physiographic problem the solution of which had eluded him before
the land-sculpture chapter of Mountains report; and the third treated anomalies

of gravity in relation to isostasy. The two illustrated his usual combination of refined
observation in the field with delicate mental interpretation; the third introduced a new and
ingeniously devised postulate for geodetic discussions and exhibited his unusual capacity in
the treatment of mathematical questions.

to the two large investigations in California, it should be remembered that both of
them were begun before and finished after his illness in 1909. One was the experimental and
mathematical study of the transportation of detritus by running water; he had assistance in the
experimental work, but appears to have made all the elaborate calculations himself. This study,
in spite of great amount of time and labor bestowed upon it, appears to have Like the

earlier study of a three-station method of measuring heights with the barometer, less fruit-
ful than he had hopecl it might be. The other was his truly wonderful study of the distribution of
hydraulic-mining debris, from its source the beds of auriferous gravels on the uplands
of the Sierra Nevada, along its devastating course on the valley plain of California, to its seat
in the bay-head marshes and deltas of San Francisco Bay, and even to its far-reaching indirect
effect the displacement of the submarine bar outside of the Golden Gate. Excepting the

of for a few days in recording tidal movements in the bay, it is all Gilbert's 
own accomplishment.

It may be remarked that just as there is a very brief mention in the Mountains
of the low value of that region economically, so here also a faint economic tinge is

in a brief consideration of the relative values of agriculture as developed on diked areas of
bay-head marshlands and of commerce as dependent on the depth of over the bar outside
the Golden Gate; and similarly the discussion of the earthquake of 1906 a certain
economic bearing in connection the possibility of shocks before they come
of decreasing when they come; but these economic touches were in all cases

to what may be called the intellectual phases of his work, and never
so than in study of hydraulic-mining Its contents have already

in an earlier chapter, and it was there characterized as a rival of the mono-
graph. I t must be here praised again, for it is a marvelous combination of patient and laborious
observation critical quantitative interpretation. In spite of the serious illness in
Gilbert's powers as here reflected seem undiminished in keenness, although they
of less continuous action than in his maturity 30 years earlier. Great must have been
consolation that he found in their exercise at a time his capacityin other
waning. If any readers of the present or old, have not yet read that
masterpiece of his, let them do so without delay. Furthermore, if the older of them
that advancing age will either prevent or excuse them from going on with their own labors,
them the lesson that Gilbert's last published report teaches, and look forward to
still years as a time of continued opportunity. Let them remember also that
on completing that last published report, at once entered another study and
hand up to within a month of his death.

GILBERT'S PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESSES

addresses that Gilbert delivered before the various societies that elected him to their
presidency may be reviewed in a group by themselves, although some of them have been
reviewed on the foregoing pages. They ought to be brought together and published in a single
volume, so valuable are they as contributions to science and so beautifully do 
illustrate the breadth of his competency and the wisdom of his methods. The first was 
"Inculcation of method by example,'' delivered before the Society of American Natu-
ralists, at Boston, in December, 1885; it has analyzed in an earlier chapter as an
of unusual capacity in penetrating and impartial analysis, as well as of a fair-minded spirit
of inquiry. The same society, having Gilbert as president for a second
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heard another address on "Special processes of research," at Philadelphia., in December, 1886,
in which the use of various graphic devices as a means of furthering investigation was considered. 
The public lecture on "History of Niagara River," delivered at the Toronto meeting of the

Association for the Advancement of Science in 1889, also deserves listing here, as it
was of high presidential quality. The address on Continental problems" delivered before
the Geological Society of America, Ottawa, in December, 1892, was unlike the others in
dealing chiefly with problems; one of its phrases, "go behind the postulates," deserves
to be here again brought to the attention of every investigator. The address on the
face," delivered before the Philosophical Society of Washington in December, 1892, and here 
abstracted in an earlier chapter, was notable for the and ingenuity of its speculations
in an astronomical problem, as well as for the minute study of lunar topography on which it
was based, and for tho amount of by which its argument supported. If this
study be regarded as a trespass on the field belonging to astronomers, i t be remembered 
that Gilbert openly announced himself as "an advocate of the principle of trespass,"
as quoted in a preceding section. An adclress before tho Geological Society of Washington
on the "Origin of hypotheses," in December, 1895, exhibits a remarkable capacity in main-
taining a judgment suggests strongly that the author's interest in the mental
methods of investigation was as as, if not greater than, in the results gained; such was

the case in this instance, for no positive results were here reached, yet the followed in
the attempt to reach them is in detail and in such a way as to have delighted a critical
audience. "Rhythms and geologic time," a presidential before the American Associa-
tion, a t New York, in1900, was a gradually developedexhortationinfavor of a new lineof research
with the object of the duration of geologic ages. This was nine years 
later by the seventh and last address, on forecasts," reviewed in a preceding
chapter, where it regarded as one of the finest if the finest of the series, an opinion that
is after making the present summary. 

any one feature of these addresses deserves praise above others it is the even-tempered
and candid fair-mindedness by they are all characterized. Next would come competence
of treatment, and also such clarity of statement that every paragraph reads as if its thought
had been easily conceived. Candor is a quality that always inspires confidence, and when it
is coupled with ease of handling the pair are persuasively compelling. I t mas particularly
because of the combination of these two leading qualities that Gilbert's work was so 
to his associates; i t became all the more so he replaced the
pleading that so often weaken earnestness by a most judicial He never over-
worked his evidence and novcr wielded an argumentative sledgehammer; his presentation was
extraordinarily gentle, and in its gentleness lay of its strength. That all these qual-
ities should characterize the addresses made by one man shows that that man was possessed of
true wisdom in a high degree; and it must be remembered that true wisdom far
mere learning. 

GILBERT'S PERSONAL INFLUENCE

It would be a serious error to imagine that Gilbert's influence on geology and geologists is
to be chiefly by the volume of his scientific The manner in which his problems
were treated and the form in the results were set forth impressed many a reader of
reports and addresses as deeply as the results themselves. Moreover, his high personal character
exerted a most beneficent influence upon all who came into contact him, and they were

for although most of his researches were on alone, he had associations
a great of other workers not only when, first as a senior geologist and later as chief

geologist of the national survey, he was in official relations with its members, but for years 
afterwards his acquaintance was sought and his advice valued by all

enough to receive it. In his work as in his personality, the qualities of candor,
and impartiality mere as manifest as those of patience, carefulness, and unselfish-

ness. He possessed that most enviable combination of force and gentleness
compels respect; his fcrce or will-power being manifested chiefly in the control of his own actions
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and his gentleness in his dealings with others. His views were so reasonable and his suggestions 
were so persuasively excellent that he never had occasion to use authority to secure their
adoption. It has been a great credit to American science that a man of Gilbert's nature should
have been one of its leaders.

All is a of repute in geological circles; but it is well attested by the
acknowledgments of scientific indebtedness and by the protestations of personal gratitude
and affection expressed in a collection of letters which were by his friends a t the sugges-
tion of the director of the national which he had served so long and so faithfully, to
greet him on his seventy-fifth birthday, May 6, 1918, but which unhappily failed to reach
as his death occurred five days before. Such an outpouring of sincere feeling as these letters
manifest shows that writers were deeply in heart, perhaps all the more
so many of them knew that at the very time of their Gilbert seriously ill,
and because some of them knew also that if he recovered health it was hi intention to give
up his residence Washington, where many of the and spend his remaining 
years in California: they were only letters of greeting but letters of farewell.

I t is difficult, to say whether expressions of intellectual obligation or of affectionate ad-
miration are in the majority. If tell of the high in which they held
Gilbert's reports of the 'seventies, where the glamor of a heroic age seemed to be reflected,
others recall the sympathetic support helpful counsel that he gave them at trying junctures.
If some rightly regard his early accounts of the plateau province as the
tals of physiography and rejoice in the profound inipressions gained from them;
remember with enduring pleasure his patience as a field teacher, his encouraging his
cheerful companionship. Some are still mindful of the awakening instruction they received on

his report on the Mountains; look upon all his reports as models of
scientific attack and of exposition; or admire their universal or at his
faculty of hitting upon essentials and his capacity for going to the foundations of things.
On the other hand, some treasure most the memory of his kindly smile of welcome, his winning 
manner, and his joyous laugh, which those met him the better for the meeting; and

give assurance that his many colleagues hold in high esteem because of his generos-
ity in sharing and gentleness in imparting it; or report the gratification they
felt on hearing expressions of warm regard for him abroad where looked upon as the

geologist; indeed, one excellent judge there him and
of the and instructive hours spent with

him, indoors out; a long-time of the loving for the true worth of
his character; men thank for the aid they derived from his interest in
their projects, for the help they received his suggestions, and for the inspiration they

from his writings; he their ways of thinking and exemplified to the true 
scientific spirit. The high of excellence in his is thought, to find its parallel in
the forceful, concise, and persuasive way in which the results of the work are set forth; and 
the advanced position geology has attained among us is declared to be largely due to
the influence that he exerted upon his juniors by the quality of his studies. 

is repeatedly expressed the completeness accuracy of his observations, his
mastery of and for his presentation, his and restrained judgment; even the

not in points agree him did not fail for that rcnson to recognize his
fairness and courtesy in his dealings with them, or to pay tribute to his great scientific at-
tainments and his personal merits. Those who worked under in the earlier stages of their
career treasure the of that formative association and do not forget his lively 
interest their or his wish to them opportunity, credit; and

him now that they are older they remember all this and try in their turn to
treat their assistants equal justice. One who can not clsim to have him
closely, regards him as the outstanding figure among the geologists of America

expresses the deepest admiration for his and his nature; another who has
well lays weight on the of his personality, the unfailing kindliness of his attitude

his associates, and the steadfastness of his friendships; one who knew him long
intimately saw in him the closest approach to human perfection.
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Truly the years of a man are a blessing when, nobly in faithful and constant

labors, they are crowned in his old age with the heartfelt admiration and affection of all his
friends.

HONORS

Gilbert was asked in 1904 to prepare a list of the honorary memberships to which
Powell had been elected by various scientific societies, he refused to do so "because in the United
States the enumeration of such matters is not, good I t is natural therefore that he left .
no list of his own distinctions of this kind, and it might be argued that, in of his feeling as to 
good form, no list of such distinctions should be here presented. But to follow such a course
would be to deny a very genuine pleasure to at readers of these pages, rejoice
that their personal admiration of this great was reflected in the official admiration
expressed by various learned societies and universities; and it may be added that to omit mention 
here of these distinctions be small courtesy to the societies universities conferred
them. I t is true that, in spite of the habitual indication of membership in Royal Society of
London by the letters F. S. seen after the names of learned British scientists, and of
the equally prevalent indication of association with one or aaother of the academies in Paris by
the words "Membre de after the names of eminent Frenchmen, membership in the
National Academy Sciences in this country is not similarly indicated by the letters M. N. A. S.,
the Academy itself having voted against such display. But, on the other hand, it may berecalled
that in the brief account of F. which Gilbert contributed to Johnson's Universal 
Cyclopedia, i t is stated that "was a member of the National Academy of Sciences and
of nearly all the other societies of America, and an honorary member of many scientific
societies in foreign countries"; and it must also be noted that in the brief paragraph he contrib-
uted to the same on his own life, he submitted to the editorial addition of the four letters,
M. N. A. S., after his name; hence i t seems permissible that his honors, as far as they are known,
should be listed this memoir; but it may occasion surprise that, in of his unquestioned 
eminence as a physiographicgeologist, the list is not longer.

Various scientific societies of which Gilbert was a member and in the meetings of which he
took part have already been in connection with his activities in three successive
decades. The societieswhich elected him to be here named again. He was president

Society of Naturalists for two years, 1885 1886. In the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, he mas secretary of section E, geology, in 1885; chairman of
that section in 1887; and president of Association in 1900. He served the
Society of as vice president from 1888 to 1892, and as president in 1893. He was one 
of board of of the National Geographic Society from 1891 to 1900, except while he

in 1896and 1897. Hewasvicepresident of the of Amer-
ica in 1892 and president in 1893; he held the offices in the Cosmos Club of Washington in
1893 and 1894; and in the Geological Society of Washingtonin 1894 and 1895. The Washington
Academy of Science had his services as secretary in 1898, and as vice president from 1899 to
1904. Then after a period of freedom from office holding, he was elected to the presidency of
the Association of American Geographers for 1908, and of the Geological Society of for
the second time in 1909. He was an excellent presiding officer and understood very the
importance of holding scientific to the of their business, whether i t con-
cerned elections and accounts or the reading and discussion of papers. spite of the large

of offices that he held, may be truly said of him that in instance the officesought
the man.

Gilbert was elected to corresponding or honorary membership in various societies in this
country and abroad. The first of these was the New Lyceum of Natural History-later
renamed the New York Academy of Sciences-which in 1870 elected him a mem-
ber, probably after his winter at with the second society to give him such
recognition was the Kirtland Society of Natural History, in Cleveland, Ohio, by which he was
made a correspondent in 1871, his three-year service on the Ohio Geological Survey.
Twenty years passed before similar action was taken elsewhere in this country; then he was
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elected an associate fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston in 1893, a
corresponding member of the Academy of Arts and Sciences 1895, a member of the
American Society of Philadelphia in 1902, and an honorary member of the Sierra

of San Francisco in 1908. The European society to discern his exceptional ability
the Geographical Socicty of in 1886 elected to corresponding membership; 
he was elected a member of Geological Society of London 1895, of the Royal
Geographical Society of London in 1896; he was made an honorary member of the Geographical
Society of in 1898, and a member of the Royal Scottish Geographical
Society of Edinburgh 1901, and of the Society of Geneva in 1904. I t is sig-
nificant that with the single exception of the Geological Society of London, noted above, 

foreign elections all to geographical societies; the inaction of foreign geological societies
suggests that they interested, because less in physiographic geology than in
other and older of science and the inaction of other geographical societies 

suggests that they were unconscious of the of physiography in 
However, Gilbert was made a foreign member of the Academy of

the of Rome in 1904, end corresponding member of the International on
Glaciers in 1905 and of the Bavarian Academy of Munich in 1907. But a man of

have been elected only to these three foreign in addition to one in a
geological society and five in geographical societies must make those Americans who have re-

a larger recognition in Europe ask themselves on grounds their election his non-
election were based.

University of Rochester naturally and properly honorary degree of
of laws on Gilbert in as he was one of its most famous alumni. 

of Wisconsin gave him the ssme honorary degree at its in 1904; and a 
being president of that university at the time, Gilbert's masterly formulation of the
of erosion was mentioned the especial reason for thus distinguishing him. was

described as "preeminent in the development of physiography; geologist of the rank;
scientist of balanced judgment; deep interpreter of nature." The same degree was also 
upon Gilbert by the University of Pennsylvania in 1908, when he was greeted state-
ment:

have enriched geology by a series of studies and contributions of striking originality importance,
to new conceptions of the earth's history and opcncd fields of investigation. As a pioneer

may almost be called the American science physiography, your is recognized and
world over as being of the highest significance.

In 1900 the famous Wollaston gold medal of the Geological Socicty of London mas awarded
to Gilbert recognition of the value of his rcsearchcs concerning the mineral structure of the
earth and, more particularly, of his important contributions to physical and specially
to the geological history of the American continent." The words, structure of
earth," here used appear to be repeated from the conditions of the for the medal,
as they recur from year to year when it is surely they were not literally interpreted

case, for of all geological subjects, the mineral of the earth received little
attention in Gilbert's work. Even the special subject, "the geological history of
American continent," was seldom the main of Gilbert's studies, although the touch that
he to the early chapter of continental submergence instead of and the
touches that he gave to the latest or physiographic chapter mere of the highest significance.

on the announcement of the award at the annual meeting of the society the president,
appropriately the recipient of the mcclal to be "a worthy successor

of his Hall and J. D. Dana, as our Wollaston medallists, for his work is
not only American but appeals to the at large." It is singular that Gilbert's physiographic

was not spccificd, for had many years before led British geologists to an under-
standing of the subaerial denudation of the Weald in southeastern where the chalk
scarps had been previously interpreted as sea cliffs. is also that neither on this
occasion nor on any similar occasion mas the quantitative element of Gilbert's geological
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work selected for although after impartial objectivity that element is its most marked 
characteristic. I t may be added that, although well-merited distinction from London 
undoubtedly gave real to its recipient, i t does not seem to have elated him unduly, 
for after briefly referring to it in a letter to a relative, he added, probably more in jest than in
earnest: the thing I am proudest of is a prizeI won at progressive euchre this week."
I n 1909 he received the gold medal of the Geographic Society of "for

investigation and achievements in physiographic research," and .in the American
Geographical Society of New Pork, of which he had been a member since gave him its
Daly medal for to geographical science."

exceptional distinction from the Boston Society of Natural History, when it
upon him, in April, 1908, the Walker prize, which is "bestowed once in five

on a naturalist of the United States whoso have been so preeminent that they to
the council deserving of especial recognition." I n the prize, the council

The great number and remarkably high of your contributions to science, the thoroughness
originality of your researches, and the noble generosity with which you have assisted others in their investiga-
tions, constitute a upon our consideraion so strong we feel tha t dl the scientific men of the country
will welcome the announcement of the award cordial appreciation.

The grand prize was a cheek for $1,000; and Gilbert wrote to a that on seeing the
amount, i t took his breath away. The letter which inclosed the check was preserved, 
and attached to i t is a memorandum, this money might not be lost to
science after its first duty, it was dedicated to research, given, 1909, to

, to use in the of California rifts." Whether the Boston society ever 
and approved of this dedication of its prize to use by some one else than tho sci-
entist of preeminent whom it selected to bestow it upon does not appear.

The last honor that Gilbert received was election in February, 1918, to foreign member-
ship in the Royal Society of London, an honor that is regarded by those it as the

scientific distinction British science can award. I t is pleasant to record that his nomi-
nation presented to and, with adequate support, carried though the council of society
by the same geologist who, when 30 years younger, had been so at the Bath meet-
ing of the British Association Gilbert's indifference to his inquiring interest in the
problem, but who, overlooking that small matter, recognized at its full value the
worth of lifelong geological work, and that the formal announcement of
the election mould be delayed, at once wrote an informal announcement which Gilbert received 
about two months before his death. 





CHAPTER
GILBERT'S LAST STUDY

RETURN TO AN OLD THEME

It appears from an earlier chapter that, in spite of the rich opportunity for further study
among the mountain ranges of the Great Basin, as shown by his work on the House
Range and by excellent paper on the Ranges, Gilbert turned his
attention for a number of years to other matters, if the calamity 3901 had produced a

of feeling and given him a distaste for what had before so attracted him;
and i t is noteworthy that, as has been pointed out, chief among other matters then
taken up was the quantitative investigation of the transportation of to which he had
long before given a penetrating qualitative analysis in the third part of his Henry Mountains
report. It is now to be told that, on the completion of the investigation, he turned
back in the last four years of his life to the structure of the basin ranges, the problem that he
had opened up even before his qualitative analysis of transportation. This 
subject continued to occupy him within a month of his death in 1918.

Unhappily, by reason of failing health, this final return to the subject of his earliest
studies in the West was not carried to completion. I t nevertheless included several field
excursions, on which a surprising amount of observation was accomplished. On the way to
San Francisco in 1914 he stopped for a fortnight or more to examine the base of the
Wasatch Range near Ogden; one of his letters a t that time notes: 

My last two days in Ogden were profitable. I struck some geology that figure well in the next report.
Of more importance was an excursion made in company with a friend from Berkeley in

1916 to the Elamath Palls district in southern Oregon, where some fault block ridges of very
recent displacement, as indicated by their exceptionally fresh scarps, had been discovered a
few years before. On the way there he noted that the eastern face of the Cascade Range at

point where he crossed it appeared to be defined by a fault with a strong drop to the east
after the principal lava eruptions by which the range is largely covered, but before the erosion
of the deep canyons which now dissect it. Around Elamath, the relief was seen to be mani-
festly of tectonic origin; erosional valleys are found only in the blocks, the inter-
mediate depressions are all aggraded. One fault scarp, worn away above and covered with

below, exhibits an intermediate part of its sloping surface over a length of 110 feet and 
a height of 43; i t is scored up and down with slickensides. In another such surface he found
the hade of the fault to be thus indicating a horizontal three times greater
than the vertical. The field work mas enjoyed, but an account of i t progressed
slowly, for his health was only "holding its and a little more."

I t was in the summer of this year, 1916, that a definite decision was made to return to
his old subject, the basin ranges: have taken up a new job," he wrote to a correspondent 
while he was visiting his son in Utah, "to write on the structure of these mountain ranges.
I t is an old theme for me, but I have data gathered in 1901 and 1914 and shall do a little field
work this year. . . . The mountains, and especially their bases, have stories to tell me.
He rode about in his son's car, and was as well as pleased to see how readily he
could thus cut across country through the sage brush. The excursion was 
a part of this new job.

The Wasatch front was revisited in May and June, 1917, when several weeks were spent
driving along the between Ogden and Provo. There also slickenslided surfaces were
found cutting off the rocks of the mountain front near its base a t a relatively low angle 
thus indicating that a very considerable forward movement of the depressed block had accom-
panied its downthrow. During the minters of these later years Gilbert prepared the
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cal review of theba sin-range problem and the account of the Range to which refer-
ence has already been made, and was about to supplement them with results of his field
studies of other ranges in 1901 and later; but was then so far reduced that he
coulcl spend only a part of each day in writing. fully recognized the uncertainty
that attended the completion of his plans and talked freely of the possibility that he might 

be to carry them

THE WASATCH RANGE

Extrects have already been made in an earlier chapter from Gilbert's review
of the basin-range problem; i t remains to present here some the most significant
from his final of the Wasatch Range. occupies about pages,
and i t is as keenly critical and analytical as any essay he ever wrote. It is
a of acumen impartial equanimity; and i t shows th t his mental
capacity was by his loss of bodily strength. He not only patiently analyzed the
various interpretations that have been proposed. for the facts, but he carefully criti-
cized the analyses by the interpretations are reached. If there be a fault in the dis-
cussion, it is in the overelaborate demonstration that the Wasatch escarpment not have
been produced by such agencies as ocean waves, glacial erosion, or wind action. Gilbert's 

opinion, quoted that this is "worth publishing" is a most modest estimate
of its value. other ranges been afterwards treated with equal fullness, the resulting report
would have been without question Gilbert's greatest work. I t is quite'impossible, on reading 
the Wasatch chapter, not again to feel. deep regret that a great of his time after liberation
from Washington in was not given to a comprehensiveexamination of the mountain ranges
of the Great Basin. He did not believe in the inclosure of scientific preserves, and he would
surely have welcomed cooperation of others in studies; yet the origin of those mountain
ranges was peculiarly his problem. Moreover i t was a greater problem than any other that
he undertook; the history of Lake was a simple story in comparison; the evolution
of Niagara a phase in the history of the Great Lakes was more complicated, but it did not
approach in complexity the origin of the basin ranges. And there is every reason for believing,
from the results that he had already reached, that if he had been able to examine a good number
of the basin ranges he would have been led to set forth a theory of mountain making involving 
not simply vertical uplifts, as he had long before suggested, but strong crustal and
that would have been even a greater novelty than his idea of fault-block ranges.

The Wasatch Range, 130 miles in length, rises some 4,000 feet above the adjoining plains
and a dozen which rise from 1,500 to 4,000 feet higher still. It is composed of a
great variety of rocks, including formations from to Jurassic in age.

Following the Jurassic deposition was a diastrophic revolution. The formations were folded and faulted 
on a grand scale and among the faults mere extensive overthrusts. The intrusion of the granite bodies is assigned
t o the same period. The mountains and valleys created by these dislocations were not coincident with the
present mountains and valleys. . . . A profound crosses the Wasatch . . . a t right angles. At the

the an important anticline enters the present range obliquely; and a t the north the upbuilding
by overthrust is not expressed by the existing relief.

topography created by dislocation was so far reduced erosion in time that a transgres-
sion the sea spread sands of Dakota age over worn edges of Jurassic, Triassic, and Upper Carboniferous

The evidence of that transgression has been found only on the eastern flank of the range. After the
of the sea were other crustal changes, and then,an important period of crustal quiet in which the general

of detritus was from west to east and a broad area a t the east received terrestrial and lacustrine
These deposits, referred to the in the Wasatch district, on all formations of earlier

from to Cretaceous. . . . The diastrophism to which the greater features of the present
clearly post-Eocene, but the date of its beginning cannot be yet assigned. Its changes have continued

to the present time, but only a small fraction are post-Pliocene.
One crustal change of the Tertiary system was of broad or epirogenic character and resulted in a general 

reversal of the slopes controlling drainage. The field of Eocene deposition became an upland, and a western 
district had bean a field of Eocene degradation became a lowland. . . . A coordinate crustal change
was orogenic, the creation of ridges intermont troughs. The Wasatch range separated from
the chain of broad valleys that follow its western base by a great fault. . . . Up to the present
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graphic characters have been adduced in support of the view tha t the was created by
faulting. I n my judgment the physiographic evidence is adequate, not all are prepared t o accept it, and
for this reason I shall begin the discussion of the subject by presenting evidence other than physiographic.
Afterward several classes of physiographic evidence be taken up.

STRUCTURAL EVIDENCE OF FAULTING

After a preparatory statement concerning the faults and 'their physical 
effects, a number of localities given where such inferred effects are duplicated in facts,
such as slickensided and sheets of sheared rock fragments, in a on the basal
slope of the dissected mountain front. Some of the observed appear to have been pro-
duced under heavy pressure a t a great depth, others a t a small depth.
Despite the great contrast between the groups of facts, they are really harmonious-under the hypothesis
t h a t faulting on this plane created the entire escarpment. If the faulting began when the tops of the valley
block and mountain block were a t about the same level, tha t part of the which is now visible a t the base
of the escarpment lay initially a t a depth beneath the surface roughly equivalent to the present height of the
escarpment, plus amount of degradation of the mountain block, and the frictional effects in tha t part of
the conditioned by  the  corresponding pressure. As faulting progressed the pressure on tha t part
of the gradually diminished, the result tha t within the wall rock ceased after a.. . That part of the fault rock near what is now the base of the escarpment was worked over, with gradually
diminishing pressure. . . . The phenomena are all explicable on the hypothesis tha t were produced by
faulting a n d  t h a t  the western fault block is concealed by valley deposits. So far as I know there is no alterna-
tive hypothesis t o be discussed.

An important modification of earlier statements regarding the simple pattern of the fault
line along the mountain base is then introduced:

I n characterizing ranges which have a bold front due to faulting, I wrote in 1890, " the line separating the
rock of the mountains from the alluvium of the valley is simple and direct." is perhaps defensible
because the context compares such a line with the corresponding Line on the back slope of a range consisting of a
tilted block; but i t is fair to say tha t my conception of the flexuosity which may affect fault outlines has been
materially enlarged by recent studies of the Wasatch front. . . . The line of the fault is crooked. It not
only curves through considerable arcs, but in places turns sharply a t right angles; and in three other
i ts course runs for miles athwart the general direction of the fault a s a whole. Some of the defections, but not

are evidently associated with preexistent structural features. . . . One of its greatest deviations is in passing
around the granite body north of Alpine. . . . It is evident tha t simplicity of basal outline is a n essen-
tial characteristic of faulted mnge fronts. the other hand, the phrase "simple and direct" properly be
used in a relative sense when outlines of faulted fronts are compared rock basins [bases?] shaped
chiefly by erosion. The erosive outline . . . is greatly influenced by the arrangement of lines and by
the distribution of strong and weak rocks; the fault-block outline is independent of drainage lines and its adjust-
ment to rock is partial and local; and these serve to the erosive outline
tortuous, and the fault outline comparatively direct. 

The bearing of these facts and inferences on the basin-range problem is then summarized.
The structural data set forth in the preceding sections as proof tha t a fault created the western face of the

range are mainly new, receiving here their first publication. They were unknown t o those early recognized
the fault by means of its physiographic features, and to those who afterrnard discussed the physiographic evi-
dence. So a s a matter of history they constitute supplementary evidence, and their function has been to con-
firm a conclusion already reached. They are here given first place because they supposed t o appeal t o the
understanding of those geologists u-hose opinions are little affected by physiographic evidence and physi-
ographer's reasoning. I n the following pages I propose to present and discuss the physiographic data, not
primarily for the purpose of adding evidence of the existence of the fault, but in order t o determine if possible the
value and also limitations of physiographic characters a s criteria for the discrimination of fault-block
mount

a
ins.

A number of mountain salients, than the main mass of the range, from 5 to 7 miles in
length along the range front and or 4 miles in breadth, are then describedunder the
name of spurs," and explained as "the upper parts of crustal that are
separated by normal faults from the Wasatch block on one side and from the valley block on the

so that they stand then the one and higher than the Three of these spurs
"are capped in whole or part by alluvium from the Wasatch that was once part
of the piedmont of the range. . . . The presence of this and its dislocation
from the general modern alluvial apron of the range show that the blocks were once so

20154"-26-26
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associated with the as to receive the same deposit, and have since been lifted with
to the valley block. . . . I t is noteworthy that all four the fault-block spurs are 

thermal springs, the waters rising along their outer bases. I know of but
localities of springs on the line of the frontal of the range."

EVIDENCE OF FAULTING

Scarps in the piedmont alluvium near the mountain base are first place among physio-
graphic features indicative of faulting. A of them is thus closed: preceding
statement of facts considerations bearing on the. origin of the scarps
a regrettable prolixity because it is the record of an endeavor to free my mind from an
initial bias in favor of one hypothesis by a thorough of its rival," local slips 
in the alluvium movement on the mountain fault blocks; and the result of this

is the discovery of a series of minor features by the two of displacements may
be distinguished. "The scarps created by such surface movements can not be confused by the

the piedmont scarps" due to true faulting.
The features of escarpment itself, especially the ends of many lateral spurs or

"ribs" into the been divided by the erosion of ravines and canyons, are
next considered. There are a few angles in the outline [base line], but in the it swings
free curves. this end the ribs of The base line, or rock base, of each rib

runs somewhat directly from the mouth of a to the of the next canyon. It
some but curvature is part of the curvature of the range base,

and has little or no relation to character or size of' rib. I t is in as many places concave
the valley or intermont as convex. To express this character briefly,

we may say that the rib ends are aligned. . . . A rib ends . . . seems to be part of a
once continuous plane or gently surface, the outer surface of a great original rock body 
out of the canyons have been . . . A range front the terminal
facets of ribs is appropriately said to be facetted." and canyons are found to
be at the mountain definitely as the mountain ribs; their vary the

of the rocks, their beds are narrow, and whatever the nature of the
narrowness of the bed continues to the rock base there ends abruptly. . . . The

hold their characters to the of the and lose them. the same sense
in the are the canyons are truncate."

Truncation of structures is next up. The strike of the range strata is occasionally 
parallel to the range base, but along "not less than seven-eighths of the range front, the strike

the rock base a angle. greatest fold of the range, a bringing a
series of Paleozoic and Mesozoic formations in succession to the range base, 

the range in tho latitude of Salt Lake City. . . . The obverse of facts is that the line of
range base crosses the lines of the at angles. Tho range front transects 
range structure. The are exhibited in range front are just as

arc features of Then comes a interpretation of truncation
such could have been written only by a geologist of matured wisdom:

Men ere prone to the familiar as a matter of course to ask the of the strange only; and
by our of this trait are assured of our humanity. To one who lived only in a glaciated
region, the of landscape peculiar to ice erosion suggest i t is only through

the dominant topography aqueous origin he is to recognize strongly characteristics
of the of ice. The illustration is drawn from personal experience, but its moral finds its support in  the 

those who have undervalued the power and accomplishment of glaciers have been dwellers
in lands once overrun by Pleistocene ice sheets. It has to me, as I wrote of the phenomena of trunca-
tion, and especially the truncation of canyons and of structures, tha t such phenomena may be so as
features of fronts tha t not students of orogeny feel the need of their explanation, and I shall there-
fore preface a consideration of the meaning of truncation by a brief account of a group of esc

a

rpments whose
stand in contrast.

The escarpments chosen for lesson are of the great described by Powell
in one the classics of by which ascent is made from the plateau in which the
Colorado Canyon is cut northward to the high plateaus of Utah.
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Every canyon broadens downstream, flaring widely as its stream leaves the strong bed. The head of each
minor stream is in a reentrant angle of the escarpment. The outline or ground plan of each escarpment is a 
series of convex scallops, large and small, the larger scallops being spaced by the major drainage the smaller
by the minor drainage. The canyons and of the drainage correspond to the canyons of the Wasatch front,
and instead of being truncated a t the basal outlines of the escarpments they determine reentrants of the escarp-
ments. The ridges between lines of drainage correspond to the ribs of the Wasatch, and instead of being trun-
cated along the bases of the escarpments they determine the salient scallops of the escarpments and their
bases. . . . Such structures as faults and folds, instead of being truncated by the escarpments, serve as important
conditions for the control of the courses of the escarpments.

It is therefore concluded that-
the forms of escarpments created by stream erosion are largely controlled by the structure of the eroded terrane
and by the pattern of its drainage. Because flowing water is the dominant agency in the sculpture of the land,
the form types it produces constitute the norm, and departures from its types call for explanation. 
therefore so important a form element as the outline of an escarpment is found to be independent of the
rock structure, independent of the drainage pattern, and of the distribution of inter-canyon ridges
(which distribution is of course a function of drainage so that the basal outline appears to cut off or
truncate these features, the phenomenon is one requiring explanation. 

In the case of the escarpment the explanation is a t hand, for the base line of the escarpment is
also the line of a great fault, characterized by abundance of the phenomena created by fault friction and
followed through long distances by [alluvial] piedmont scarps. The escarpment is evidently the face of an
uplifted tectonic bloclc, and the adjacent depressed bloclc is buried under waste the sculpturing of the
uplifted block. The structure elements of the uplifted block end a t the fault line because actually cut off by
faulting. The ribs end where the block from which they were carved ends. The canyons also end where the
block ends, and end without flaring because the upfaulting is too rapid to give their streams time for
lateral corrosion.

The ev

a

nescent character of some of the physiographic evidence for block faulting is clearly 
stated:

The frontal facets to which attention bas thus far been directed are all, in a topographic sense, young. 
Because the Wasatch block is actively rising, they have not been long exposed to wasting agencies; and because
their rocks are strong they have wasted little. The Wasatch facets in weak rocks are comparatively worn and
indefinite: and the original facets of [other] block mountains, old and stagnant, have been worn out and
replaced by rib ecds of a different type. . . . The Wasatch escarpment is characterized by topographic youth.
The fault that has produced i t is an active fault, and the fault's activity is vigorous. . . . The youth and
strength of the escarpment give i t special distinction as the representative of a type. . . . If the activity of

fault should cease, the processes of erosion would gradually mutilate and eventually obliterate the
characteristic features of the escarpment.

CONFIRMATION OF B Y EVIDENCE

I t is probable those who have expressed most pronounced opposition to the fault-
block theory of the basin ranges proper would not take exception to the faulting of the
Range, as thus demonstrated; ancl they might incleed fairly enough argue that the faulting of the
Wasatch did not prove the faulting of the ranges farther west. But that the faulting of
proved faulting of the others was not the least Gilbert idea. idea was that if physio-
graphic evidence of in the Wasatch is to be trustworthy by its

with structural evidence of then physiographic evidence may be accepted
of found in other ranges where structural evidence is wanting.

Because the physiographic characters of the Wasatch did not prove misleading i t seems proper to infer
that similar characters may be used as criteria for the recognition of faults a t the margin of other ranges.

It was his intention to bring forward in later chapters of his report the physio-
graphic evidence that he had found in 1901 for the block of other ranges; but those
later chapters were never written. 

WASATCH FAULT

The faulting of the Wasatch being thus doubly assured, important conclusions are an-
nounced as to the attitude of the fault and the measure of the displacement upon it.
The dip of the fault surface near the mountain base seven varies between and

and 35". The throw, or vertical component of the Twin
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Peaks in the Cottonwood district is estimated to be at the very least 7,000 feet, and more
probably as much as 10,000 feet; and this requires a slip or slanting movement down the fault
surface of 17,900 feet and a heave or horizontal displacement of 14,800 feet. It is this enormous
movement of horizontal extension to which reference has been made in earlier pages.

extension been found to characterize other fault-block mountains, Gilbert would
some interesting generalizations as the origin of such movements if
been carried to completion.

conclusion the is regarded as a great crustal block, with an average
Its eastern is tentatively explained as due to the down-faulting of a
by which a series of "back valleys" was initiated, although the down-faulting

much less than on the west. Several transverse streams which cut canyons through
from east to west are regarded as antecedent to the block faulting. As to pre-

form of the region:
the range arose least part of its site-was a land tract of low relief. This is

other vestiges of a peneplane. . . . the north the peneplane was developed on
the south on Carboniferous. . . . These imperfectly correlated data . . . serve to

diastrophism to which its [the range's] growth belongs is distinct from the period of the
revolution, being separated from it by the period of quiet in which the peneplane was developed. 

the end Gilbert makes perfectly explicit statement of the long period of undis-
turbed erosion which Powell had, in some almost intuitive manner, detected nearly 40

of which Gilbert himself had evidence in the summer of 1901. note-
books of year, as already cited, make i t clear that the same long period of

of the isolated basin ranges which he then studied.
unavoidable is the regret that he was not spared bodily health to carry

to this superb product of his unimpaired mentality!
WNAL ILLNESS AND DEATH

study of the basin ranges was still in progress when, in his seventy-Hth year, Gilbert 
the decision to removefrom Washington and make his home in California. On arriving

Francisco 15 years before, he had spent 30 without seeing a soul he knew;
big, lonesome city." But as the years passed he formed many close friendships

Berkeley across the bay, and at last came that his remaining years might 
in that delightful region. With this object he the journey westward in the spring

1918, but stopped at Jackson between Detroit and Chicago to see his sister, as he had 
times before on his travels across the country. there his health failed so much

was removed from her house to a hospital curiously enough, had been
where the sister's residence itself had stood for many years; and it was from

that, in the month before his death, he sent his last letter, addressed to his
in the position of chief geologist of the survey. After briefly mentioning the cause

at Jackson and the likelihood of his being again as well as he had 
went on: 

Nevertheless I hope to be able to continue work on the report in hand-the Structure of the Basin
shall try to complete it. . . . Chapter of my report, a historical introduction, is written. So is Chapter

Range," which contains new material on the range and opens the discussion of the value physio-
graphic evidence of I n my judgment these chapters will be worth publishing, even if I fail

the work. There is a chapter on the faults of the region, written with care, so as
record of some observations while they were fresh. It has been my purpose to recast this after other chapters

have been written. . . . The chapter on hand is on the Fish Spring and House ranges and is intended as Chapter
It contains new material gathered in 1901. With a view to continuing the work whenever I have the

strength, I am sending west my assembled material, but as the journey be a t my own expense the draft
Survey funds will be small. An outside estimate for the current fiscal gear will be 

The journey was not continued; the report was never What strength
was given chiefly to setting affairs in order. On April 7, after much suffering week before,
Gilbert wrote, in a greatly altered his elder son, Archibald, in San Francisco, asking 
him to come to Jackson to take charge of certain business matters; he felt it was time to "cnt
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clear" of those responsibilities but was "not able to do the cutting." The page closed: "My
mind will be relieved when I learn you are willing to come. . . . . This letter means a great
effort to me." Happily he was more comfortable afterwards. He wrote a little later to his
younger son, Roy, and told him of the completion of a fatiguing piece of work: "Your letter
came just after I achieved a success with my monthly accounts-making the sum of the credits
equal the sum of the debits-but i t took a long time in several sessions." The of his
little pocket diaries contains a few records after he went to the hospital, but they are shorter
and shorter as the days pass. April 12: attempt to sit up-too weak." April
13: wheeled chair a few minutes." April 24: "Emma and I play a rubber of cribbage."
April 26: from April 27: "Arch and Emma call." April 28:
Two days later he mote a farewell letter to a cherished friend, and on May 1 passed quietly
away, his sister and his eldest son being with him at the end.

Gilbert's death occurred five days before his birthday, in celebration of
which, as has been told, a host of his geological colleagues had him congratu-
latory letters that he never received. I t is sad to that he could not read the many mes-
sages of esteem and affection that these letters contained, and it is sad also to know that, great
as mas his accomplished work, beneficent his influence had been, his wish to review and
complete one of his earliest and greatest studies not realized. Nor was his intention to
establish near San Francisco brought to completion. All plans had been made for the
journey across the continent in the spring; a chosen friend was to join him on the way so that
he should not go alone to the new home he was to make in California, a home not so far as 

from the field in which he hoped to work. I t mas as if, even at the age of three-
score and he still looked forward to finding a new life beyond the mountains he had so
often crossed before. the companionable journey across the Great Divide was not made;
he crossed the Greater Divide alone.


